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Editorial

IN ME NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACICJUS, MOST MERCI.FU

Q

o c':.
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AFTER GENEVA
Now that the Russian troops are on than way out from Afghanistan,' the

focus on the Afghanistan issue is on two subjects; the nature of government in

Kabul and finding a channel for the huge humanitarian assistance which the

international community has indicated will provide to the war,ravaged Afghan-

istan after the Soviet. troops withdrawal. There are-no indications so far how

these two issues are going to bè tackled. The puppet government in Kabul corms

siders itself as the legal government of Afghanistan and says it is ready to

embrace what it calls the opposition within a coalition, a posture flatly re-'

jected by the mujaheddin. The mujaheddini position has been that their jehad had

actua1ly begun against the Kabul atheist regime which had captured power at

Soviet instigation in 1978 and it was a result of a national jehad for the

toppling of this very government that the Russians invaded Afghanistan in

1979. Not only did they invade Afghanistan but the government which is now in

power in Kabul was installed by the occupation forces. The Najib government

is a successor of that very government. Therefore this government should also

be dismantled along with the withdrawal of Soviet forces.

As regards the distribution of the economic assistance to the people

of Afghanistan, one should say that,before tackling that problem, the situa-

tion should be made conducive for. five million refugees from neighbouring

countries and another two million from the Afghan cities to return. The refu-

gees are not going to return to the 'country until there is a peaceful atmos-

phere and a government of their choice is installed. The Afghan mujaheddin

have vowed not to stop war until they dismantle the Kabul.puppet regime.

Therefore, there is not going to be peace in Afghanistan in the immediate

future and no refugees will return. This vicious circle would only end if re-

alism and tactfulness is heeded. This realism and tactfulness will also lead

to a just and honorable solution'of the Afghanistan problem. The Russians
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have to come to the point to realize that the government installed by them in

Kabul is not supported by the overwhelming majority of the people of Afghan-

istan and this will not lead to a situation which the Kremlin is claiming to

be trying to achieve, i.e. a peaceful, independent and non -aligned Afghanis -

tan, friendly to Moscow.

The mujaheddin have also to make some hard choices. They have either to

seek a peaceful solution accepting some kind of compromise government or work

a decisive strategy - - entailing the speedy fall of the Kabul regime with a

minimum of casualties.

The kind of scenario projected by the UN mediator on Afghanistan Diego

Cordovez in which various Afghan factions - - including the PUPA - - are to

share power is not only not practical and -rill not lead to peace but is rejected

by all other Afghan groups including the forces that are considered in the

Afghan scene as "liberals." The very idea of a coalition with the communists

- - those who are to the overwhelming majority of our people traitors - - is not

only repugnant to us, but such a government will not be practical as well.

The most urgent question in the mind of the Russians ought to be the
emergence of a system in Afghanistan which will live with it in peace and har-
mony. If it tries'to sustain a Marxist regime- - no matter under what guise - -
it contradicts the very claim it makes. For a communist regime will not be

able to maintain peace in the country but it will further the Afghan anti -
Russian sentiments.

The Afghanistan mujaheddin, represented in the framework of the IUAM,
had proposed a government comprised of the mujaheddin themselves, the Afghan
refugees and the Afghan Muslims who now live inside the country. Although only
recently the IUAM came out with a list of twelve cabinet members for its in-
terim government, the Afghan nation expects it to really move fast and come
out with a complete government list showing that it has broadened its bases.

Although, according to a mujaheddin new plan, elections are to tie held until

mid - October to convene a council to also ratify the interim government, the
fact is that this interim government has to be formed in its entirety and ought
to be assigned with specific tasks. In case there is a peaceful solution of
the remaining of the Afghanistan issue - - i.e. there'is an agreement on the

establishment` of a mujaheddin supported government in Kabul - - this govern-
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ment ought to tackle four main issues: (1) maintain law and order; (2) pave

the way fòr the return and repatriation of the refugees;(3) rebuild some of the

essential infrastructure of the economy and(k) hold general elections to be
.

held in a peaceful Afghanistan throughout the country and draft a constitution

to be approved by the first elected parliament convened on the basis of a na-

tion -wide elections in a peaceful Afghanistan. The mujaheddin proposed interim

government, in addition to being closely associated with the commanders inside

the country, ought to be very much in a position to tackle the immediate problems

of economic revival of the country at least to the point of pre -1978.

The second scenario calls for a master military plan which will require

coordination of all military forces of the mujaheddin.The biggest stumbling block

in the implementation of an allout military plan, after the Soviet withdrawal and

in case the mujaheddin are determined to embark upon a war of the cities, is the

fear about civilian casualties. In order to minimize civilian casualties, the

Kabul regime has to be dismantled both from the outside and from the within. Dis-

mantling it from the outside would require coordinated, united and joint military

action. And dismantling it from the within requires utmost resort to psychological

warfare prompting the civilian population to also bring about the fall of the

regime by any method, fall short of wasting innocent lives.

These are trying times for the Afghan nation. The socalled Geneva peace

accord has proved to be no more than a mockery, for through it the Russians are

now been left,free to achieve what they failed to get on the battle front: the

establishment of a puppet regime in Kabul suceptible to Kremlin dictates. The

Afghans are resolved not to allow the Russians to get away with this. But the

Afghans, in order to undo and frustrate this Kremlin strategy, should do a lot

of homework. We should move fast but prudently. We should not hestitate in imple-

menting our plans just because it might deprive this or that interest from a

share in the power. For as long as we are stead -fastly moving towards our ulti-

mate goal -- - the establishment of the government of God in Afghanistan - - we

are safe.

In summary we should demonstrate clearly and in black and white terms that

we have gone as far as Islam - - the religion of_ peace, justice and fairness - -

has allowed us to seek a peaceful and honorable settlement of the remaining of

the Afghanistan issue. But if the other side does not heed, we have to inflict

decisive blows to it to bring a fall of the regime at the earliest.
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Political Dimensions

TOPPLING KABUL REGIME,
RESETTLEMENT, TOP AFGHAN EVENTS
Drive for Capturing Courtrysitle

Accelerates
After the signing of the Geneva accord 14 April,the pace of international developments in

regard to solving another crucial aspect of the Afghanistan - - the formation of an interim govern-

ment - - issue slowed down. The Russians began their troops pullout from Afghanistan 15 May as

envisaged in the accord and the UN monitoring teams went to Afghanistan and Pakistan to observe

primarily the troops withdrawal from Afghanistan and non -interference in the internal affairs of

Afghanistan and Pakistan. The Russians officially made it known that they lost more than 13,500 of

their men in the Afghan war since their invasion December 27, 1979. They had more than 35,000 in-

jured and more than 300 un- accounted for.The Kremlin and its Kabul puppets launched an international

drive to obtain the release of Russian prisoners with the mujaheddin. In doing so, the communists

once again exhibited their` true nature of chameleon by calling their soldiers with the mujaheddin

"prisoners of war ", a term which they in the past had purposefully avoided In referring to the

mujaheddin since they do not consider the Afghan mujaheddin a party to a war but rather they call

them "rebels ".

As to where these prisoners are in Pakistan or inside Afghanistan - - was not known.

The Russians have primarily appealed to Pakistan to obtain their release. The mujaheddin want to

obtain several concessions before agreeing for their release: clearing of mines laid down by the

communists; war reparationi the release of their men in Kabul jails; Soviet pledge to have the

15,000'or so Afghan children now studying in Russia return home, etc. One such deal was already

made when for one Russian prisoner seven mujaheddin were exchanged in Kandahar in June. The Russians

said they have obtained the release of 11 of them by the end of June.

The Russian pullout began from Afghanistan on time. There was an artificial atmosphere of

fanfare on the day the withdrawal took place. The renegade communists showered flowers on
the depar-

ting invading forces who, according to them, had come to perform an internationalist dbty. The

Afghan mujaheddin, on the other hand also considered the event a great success because they

had kneed down the enemy.

The mujaheddin still vowed to hit the Russians even at the time of their withdrawal. They

demonstrated in action that they have nothing to do with the so called Geneva peace accords which,

among other things, anticipated a ceasefire in the country. The mujaheddin were not a party to the

treaty and, therefore, they did not consider themselves bound to its provisions. The remarks made by

the head of the UN monitoring team that the mujaheddin should refrain from attacking the departing

Soviet troops was unheeded and treated by the resistance as yet another proof of the partiality of

UN mediators.
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Not only the mujaheddin did not refrain from attacking the departing Russian soldiers but

their battles against both Kabul forces and Russian units sti71 stationed in different parts of

Afghanistan, increased. The monitoring service of the CCAR has reported an unprecenderit increase in

comparison to January March, this year in the number of war news since the signing of the Geneva

agreement. The volume of military news in April -June jumped by 20%. The mujaheddin constantly

captured posts, sub-- districts and towns and recovering large cache of arms and ammunition. The

monitoring service'of the CCAR reported that the mujaheddin captured between 21 March - 21 June,32

subdivisions and,three sub -districts,

Another aspect of the Afghanistan issue still prominent in international scene was the issue

of arms supply to the mujaheddin. The Kabul regime and Moscow both accused Pakistan of still allow-

ing the mujaheddin to bring in arms to Afghanistan, which, according to the communists, was a clear

violati'dh of the Geneva agreements. It may be recalled that the question of arms súpplies'to'the

mujaheddin - - primarily by the US - - had at one point threatened the very signing of the Geneva

agreement. While Kremlin insisted that, under its obligation to the Kabul government, it has to

continue supplying military equipment to the regime, the mujaheddin, who to the communists are

simply "rebels ",'should not be furnished with arms and equipment. The US, on the Other hand, argued

that the Kabul government was hot the legal government of the Afghan people and it was the mujahed-

din who had under their control more than 8)% of the Afghan territory and, until the Russians

continued arms supply to the Kabul regime, Washington will also ship arms to the mujaheddin. It

was with a tacit understanding that both Washington and Moscow will continue their military supp-

lies that the US finally agreed to sign the treaty as a guarantor.

The charges levelled by the Kabul regime against Pakistan for not adhering to the provisions

of the Geneva accords and that Islamabad continued its interferences in the international affairs

of Afghanistan also figured prominently in the news. As a mater of fact Kabul filed until 19 June

30 protests or complaints - - almost one every day since the Geneva accords went into force 15`May

- - with the United Nations monitoring team in Kabul.

Pakistan, on the other, hand, turned down the Kabul charges saying that the Afghan war agai-

nst the Kabul regime was indigenous and stemmed from the determination of the people to topple the

communist Kabul regime. Until the question of an interim government - - entailing the replacement

of the Najibullah regime - - was not settled, the war will continue, said Pakistan and, therefore,

the Kabul regime should not use Pakistan as a scapegoat for its misfortunes. The Pakistanis added,.

the UN monitoring teams have alrady visited several Afghan- Pakistan border check points and they

found no indication to support the Kabul allegations.

But the most prominent aspect of the Afghan issue in the midst of Soviet troops withdrawal

was the question of rehaoilitation of the Afghan refugees and the revival of its economy. The

UN Secretary General Perez de Cueller appointed Sadruddin Aga Khan, an old hand in refugee affairsy

to head the world organization's efforts for creating a fund and then administering it for a re-

covery program in Afghanistan. He visited Pakistan and Afghanistan in May -June and then announced

that his office - - United Nations Aids Coordination for Afghan Refugees (UNACAR) - - would need

$ 1.16 billion for this purpose and the UN then launched'a fund raising drive.

But the question of helping Afghanistan to recover economically from the ravages of a

devastating war obviously is very much related to political conditions in the country, and the
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fact whether the war will stop or continue after the soviet withdrawal. As a matter of fact, the

fate of the entire international program for the recovery of Afghanistan hinged on the future of

a government in Afghanistan. The Russian insistence that the puppet regime in Kabul ought to stay

will undoubtedly compel the mujaheddin to find a military solution to the remaining of the Afghan

problem. How long will it take to bring about this fall pretty much depends on the existence of a

,coordinated mujaheddin strategy which could include bringing the entire mujaheddin fighting machi-

nery under a single command or, at least,coordinating it to achieve an early downfall of the puppet

regime. It would also entail the working out of a program to incite and mobilize the civilian

Afghan population inside the cities to help in the destablization process of the Kabul regime.

Once the mujaheddin conquer the remaining parts of the countryside - - a process that is gaining

momentum as time passes - - the inevitable issue of launching war against the cities have to be

tackled. How much lives are going to be sacrificed during such'war bf the Cities has°beer a source

of concern for the mujaheddin for some time. Remember the times when the Russians'in óperatións

against the mujaheddin intentionally drove the Kabul any recruits in front lines so that (1) the

mujaheddin will refrain from attacking their own compatriots or (2) if an attack came about, the

Afghans would absorb the strongest blows leaving the Russians with lesser casualties? This strategy

couldvery well be repeated by the Kabul communists once the war of the cities start. They might

create conditions in which the mujaheddin would be forced to either kill the civilians or abandon

their whole operation for the sake of not killing the civilians.

The mujaheddin are said to be already faced with such a test of choice in Jalalabad the

center of the eastern province of Nangarhar from where the Russians are said to have pulled out.

What about a peaceful scenario? Are the Russians ready to provide in deeds - - not in words

- - that they want a peaceful, independent and non -aligned Afghanistan, an Afghanistan which will

still hold amicable and workable relations with the Russians not because of any heart -feit

love for them but because of a-number of necessities and constraints? This will, among other

things, show to the world whether the Russians are sincere in their new policy towards so called

regional issues or they are actually working out a new version for their traditional policy of

expansion and domination.

In the scenario of finding a peaceful solution for the remaining of the Afghanistan issue,

it seems as though the world is waiting for the UN mediator on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez to once

again lay out his magic carpet and find a solution to the question of an interim government. But

Cordovez, who has lost the confidence of the Afghan mujaheddin, this time seemed to be not in a

.position - - as he was in inducing the parties to sign the Geneva accords - - to work out a

coalition government which will include the communists as well, a solution already rejected by a

wide spectrum of Afghans, except some isolated groups apparently thirsty for a share in the

power. He started a visit to the region at the and of June and seemed to be trying new approaches'

to end the deadlock.

Cordovez lost the Afghan trust after he at one point, has promised that any solution of the

Afghan problem should entail (1) the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan and (2) the

formation of an interim government. As far back as a year, he had said: at present his principal

function is "to promote a convergence of the process to settle the Afghanistan question, now being

pursued on two tracts - - the Geneva talks and the proposal for national reconciliation." He said,

"there has to be some convergence, without which there will be no settlement "(see Afghan Jehad,iïune-
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August, 1987, p.10).

Therefore, his scenario - - or for that matter any other scenario of having the Afghan

factions, including the communists, join a coalition - - is not acceptable to the majority of the

Afghans. If there has to be a peaceful solution, it should be around the idea of an interim

government based on the concept of excluding die -hard communists but one which will undertake good

relations with Afghan neighbours including Russia. After what the Russians had done in Afghanistan

they should be happy with a solution of this sort and halt activities which will further annoy and

alienate the Afghans. Gorbachev - - claiming non -association with the Russ'an blunder in Afghanis-

tan - - is in a. relatively better position to take such a course.

This whole explanation was necessary to impress how impossible will it be for the UN - - or

any other agency.- - to implement a resettlement and reconstructicp program in Afghanistan without

first of all achieving peace.Peace in Afghanistan is not going to be just around the corner unless

it is worked for. The mujaheddin have now the leverage to bring about the fall of the Kabul commu-

nist regime through military action, and therefore, the Kabùl government will fall sooner on later.

The Mujaheddin's program is not only military, but, as they are determined to form the next

government of the country, for some time they have been busy working out and issuing proparams.

The following are some of the pros and cons of these activities:

- - At present for only a period of three months a spokesman is selected from the leaders of

the seven party alliance to head the alliance - - the NAM. But they have not been able to create

a permanently staffed secretariat and with each spokesman a group of aides come to the

secretariat from the organization of the spokesman and, then, after three months, another team of

staff takes ever, something similar to a "spoil system." Permanent staff could evolve long term

policies which is very crucial for the effectiveness of the very office of leadership.

- The NAM Supreme Council announced the establishment of an interim mujaheddin government

headed by Engineer Ahmad Shah 22 February this year. That government was actually formed and held

its first session 18 April (see Al -Moor, 21 April, 1988). Ahmad Shah was to serve both as head of

the State and head of government. With seven leaders, according to NAM charter (see section on

jehad documents) collectively symbolizing the head of the states On 19 June Ahmad Shah again annou

need names of 12 men who will serve in the portfolios of the ministries of Defense, Interior, Fore-

ign Affairs, Finance, Resettlement and Reconstruction, Education, Agriculture and Cattle Raising,

Scientific Research, Justice, Planning, Public Health, Guidance and Culture.

The Charter issued by the NAM 12 May has listed 21 portfolios (not including the head of

the government and his deputies ).

- According to the original IUAM communique of 22 February, the formula worked out for an

interim government had said that 14 portfolios will be allocated for the mujaheddin organizations,

seven for the "refugees" and seven for the Muslims inside Afghanistan. That government had to have

a 75 member council comprised of two individuals from each province adding up to 56. One third of

the members of this council, comprising of 19 persons, was to be from wise and pious scholars.

The mujaheddin have said they will hold elections for such a council until mid- October.

- - The IUAM Supreme Council had called on this Council to work out an interim basic law for

carrying forward the affairs of the country until the enforcement of a new basic law by an elected

9
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council.

- Provincial agencies were to be established to administer the provinces.

- - The communique had said that the "IUAM is determined to immediately establish a commission

of reconstruction and invite all educated Afghans to apply (for positions) and to begin work after-

wards in the office ..."

The mujaheddin are achieving miracles on the.battle front. But they have to get on the ball

in other fields as well.

What about the Kabul government? It is a maxim of politics that the majority is complacent

and the minority organized and vocal. The majority thinks that because it is in the majority, it

has all the time and the opportunity at its disposal and the minority is under the impression that

the time is running short and hostile forces.are intent to destroy it. But only the minorities that

stand for just cause grow and prosper. However the Kabul government's mood was one of despair and

helpless, helplessness to the extent that in order to win-supporters, it once again did not hesi-

tate to relapse to the past - - a past which, tò' 'communist `progressivism, Was 'reactionary and re-

pugnant: resort to the loya jirgah - - a feudal institution - reviving' the' Afghañ ñetne! cfo2

the Wolesi Jirga (The House of the People in vogue during the "corrupt Zahir Shah's Constitutional

Decade ",, 1963 -73) for the lower house of thé Parliament, bringing into the government names like

Mohammad Hasan Sharq (the number two man in the government during the first -two years of the Daoud

Presidency but known among all knowledgeable Afghans as the No.1 KCB Afghan), Dr. Abdul Fatah Najem

(personal physician of King Zahir) Engineer Mohammad Ghofran (an American educated old hand in the

Zahir Shah Ministry of Agriculture), Dost Mohammad Fazel (the Mayor of Kabul and, before that,

President of the Food Procurement Department at the time of Zahir Shah), etc. The communists, for

their o\n tactical purposes, also adopted a number of constitutional procedures of the time of

Zahir Shah': Sharq presenting his members of the góvernment and "policy statement" to the "House of

the People "; the House debating the proposed government's policy statement and then passing to it

a vote of confidence and Sharq and his cabinet being received by the Head of the State (Najib) in

an audience and Najib signing decrees for the appointment of the members of the new Government, and

so it goes on..All these were aimed at creating an atmosphere of the past, a past to which the new

generation of Afghans will not return, but the communists are resorting to it tactically and out

of sheer despair.

But'the Afghan people were not moved. There has been virtual freeze or standstill on the

anticipated refugee return. The war has not only continued but intensified and the majority of the

people of Afghanistan are at a count down, waiting the fall of the Najib regime. It may sound sar-

castic but that is how one finds best to give a roundup of events taking place on the other side.

But, wait, Najib went to New York to address an empty General Assembly at the UN and face angry

egg throwing Afghan demonstrators and an American demand that his plane could not be towed in

US territory. He went to India all right to usher the support of the only non- communist country' for

his goverment. But the Indian stand on the whole Afghan issue has been so supportive of Russian

agression and of help to sustain an illegitimate regime in Kabul that any New Delhi initiative to

save the Najib regime only adds to the momentum for the downfall of the puppet regime.
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Military Dimensions

RUSSIAN CASUALTIES
E E E WHILE

KABUL'S INCREASE
Mujaheddin Capture 32

Sub- Divisions
The war in Afghanistan intensified in the past three months. The number of news published in

this issue of the Afghan Jehad about military activities in Afghanistan was 20% more tt.n the news.

published in January-March. According to the news monitored by the CCAR, the mujaheddin have made

important headway, and the Kabul regimearmy is retreating throughout the country.

War on the ground has, further intensified and there has been a marked drop in the air opera-

tions against the mujaheddin and civilian population targets.

During the past three months (April- ,Tune) the mujaheddin eliminated 1,573 enemy vehicles.:,

including tanks and armored cars. During the three months before this they had destroyed 773 such

vehicles. However the number of planes downed during this period has dropped from 101 to 63.

While there has been a marked drop in the number of casualties among the Soviet soldiers.

the number of casualties among the Kabul government soldiers and militia has increased.. The Rus-

sians, according the CCAR monitoring service, lost 294 of their men in the past three months .h le .

during January -March they had lost 1,090 men. The number of those killed from the Kabul side *41.341L,

April -June went up to 7,413 from 4,659.

The reduction in Russian casualties is naturally related to their withdrawal from Afghanistan

and the.3ncrease in the number of Kabul regime casualties is } dicative of the fact that they are

becoming further involved in the war and the mujaheddin have been escalating their offensive against

the regime.

The mujaheddin casualties also have gone up during the past three months comparing them to

the casualty figures of January - March. This time the figure for their killed is 813 while in

January -March it was 438.

.Also the number of civilians killed during this period increased.. The figure has gone.up

from 615 in January -March to 848 in the previous three months.

The mujaheddin have captured during the past three months 3,593 items of arms while the

figure forthie in January -March was 2,257 and, on the other hand, the number of anus which the

Kabul regime..claims to be recovering from the mujaheddin has .markedly decrease from 469 to .c

three.

In the number of villages destroyed by the enemy there has been on decrease.:In JaUoueac :

11



:JSaroh 527'villages were reported bombed while in,April -June it dropped to 226.

During January -March the communists had claimed to have demolished 108 mujaheddin bassd or

posts while during April -June, they reported nene.

AREAS CAPT'UJRED BZ MCJJAHEDDIN

'EDITORtS NOTE: The following is a list.of sub- districts (alagadari), sub-.

divisions'(uluswali) which have fallento the mujaheddin during the pact

three months.

(1)' BADAWSAHMN :,Juror sub- division;(2) BAGRIAN: Andrab sub= division;(3) FARAH: Shorabak,

G4leatan and IQiak- e- Safaid sub -divisions; (4) GHAZNI: Qarabagh, Audert sub- divisions; Giro sub -

districts;(5) HEI.MAND: Sengint Khan Shin sub- divisions;(6) HERAT: Chorion sub- division;(7) KUNAR:

Narikote border cantonent ;._(8) NANGARHAR: Khogianit Hesarak, Ma Ha Khel sub- divisions; Sher Zad

$0dirpoar .In4 1, pur sub -districts ;.(9) NIA: ghashroadt Charburjak sub -divisions; (10) PAKTIAt

,Taamkar,;t Jajit and Abmadkhel.subLdivision ; (11) PAK1IKA: Wazikhwa sub- divisions;(12) PARWAN: `

Gerd, Ghorbendt _Panjeher and Bagram. sub -divisions; (13) TAKHAR: Dasht -.e -Gala and Khawaja Ghar sub -

divisiona;.(l/a) WARDAIC :'Tangi Wardakt Sayyedabadt sub -divisions ;'(15) ZABUL :, KAlat. including

Atghgrt a post An Shi.nkai and Darwazgai base.
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EDITai_'S NOTE: The 'Geneva Accords'! signed April 14, 1988, between Pakistan and

the Kabul. regime have been widely, rejected_ and condemned by a wide spectrum of

the Afghan public_ opinion. For one things the accords failed' to recognize, the

eight year long Afghan resistance. and. it simply dumped this unprecedent sacri-

fice in the history of man for a just cause, in complete harmony and support pi

the principles enshrined in the values cherished by the UN itself, simply as a

bilateral issue between two sides not directly involved in the Afghan war and as a

refugee problem. In dealing with political realities of the Afghan issue it has

legalized a regime established by direct foreign intervention, a regime against

which the overwhelming majority of the Afghan people have risen. The treaty from

this respect, ought to be labelled as a disgrace and shame in the, annals of the

UN and its main architects, the UN Secretary General and his special envoy on the

Afghan question, ought to be held responsible for_violating the very principles

and values of the UN Charter, Was not the Russian invasion of Afghanistan a flap,

rent violation of the UN Charter? Has not the Afghan jehad and resistance been

aimed, among other things, at championing, supporting and upholding these very

principles? Then whys the UN failed to address these very vital realities and ref-

lect them in the "accords "?

The treaty did pave the way for gradual withdrawal of Russian troops from

Afghanistan but it 'failed to eliminate one of the basic aims of the aggression - -

the eradication of a regime which was a part and parcel of this aggression, The

Afghans. have brought down a super- aggressor''to its knees but the world com-

munity at large failed to appreciate this historic heroism of the Afghans in the

docuoent Which it prodúced and.mply condoned the aggressor by allowing it to pull-

out from Afghanistan in his own good time and leave behind the remnants of its

imperialism. The Afghans are going to fight this status of affairs - -if necessary, on

the battle ground - - until they'achieve their ultimate aim.

With such an intiWduction,.offered as a stand by the Afghan Jehad, in this

section we are first, presenting a summary of the Geneva accords. (for text, see

section on documents) and then a bird -eye view of the comments and analysis of the

Afghan opinion of .
this treaty drawn from their interviews, articles and spee-

ches on the eve of the signing of the treaty and after it. Some of these have al-.

ready been published in various sections of the Afghan Jehad. But this section is

devoted to presetting à total Afghan perception of the treaty.

a. ;.,¡ß1)r. GrL-ar

'
r
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THE FIRST ACCORD

The first and foremost of the accorçi series is a bilateral agreement between the Kabul regime

and Pakistan on the principles of mutual relations, in, particular non -interference and non- inter-

vention. According to this agreement, the two parties undertake:

- - To respect the sovereignty, political independence, territorial integrity, national unity,

security and non -alignment of.the other.

- - To refrain from threat or use of force in any form, whatsoever, so as not to violate the

boundaries of each other, to disrupt the political, social or economic order of the other,

- - To ensure that its territory le not. used in any manner which would violate the sovereignty,

political independence, territorial integrity and national unity of the other.

- - To refrain from armed intervention, subversion and military occupation.

To prevent within its territory the training, equipping, financing and recruitmeht of mércen-

aries of whatever origin, for the purpose of hostile activities against the other.

To abstain from any defamatory campaign.or hostile. propaganda.

THE solpip. ACCORD

This is a bilateral 'Kabul regime -Pakistan accord and deals with the voluntary return Of the
.

Afghan refugees, Both countries have undertaken that:

- - All refugees shall be allowed to return in freedom to their homeland.

- - All returnees shall enjoy the free choice of domicile
. and freedom of movement.

- - All returnees shall enjoy the right to work and to adequate living conditions.

All returnees shall enjoy the right to participate on an equal basis in the civic affairs of

the Kabul regime.

All returnees shall enjoy the same rights and priviliges including freedom of religion and

have the same obligations as any other citizen of the Afghanistan.,

- - The Kabul regime undertakes to provide, within its possibilities., all necessary assistance to

the process of repatriation.
.

Pakistan shall facilitate the orderly and peaceful return of all Afghan refugees, staying

within its territory.

Joint commissions will be set up to organize and supervise the repatriation process.

- - The commissions shall determine frontier crossing points and establish necessary transit

centres.

- - The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees shall provide assistance in the process of repatrie-

tion.

THE THIRD ACCORD

This is a guarantee signed by the Soviet Union and the USA :which provides that the two count-

ries undertakes
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To refrain from any form of :interference and intervention in the internal affairs of Afghan-

istan and Pakistan and to respect the commitments contained in the bilateral agreement

between the Kabul regime and Pakistan on the principles of mutual relatións, in particular

non -interference and non -intervention.

To urge all states to act like -wise.

THE FOURTH ACCORD

The four parties i.e. the USA, the USSR,. the Kabul regime and state that:

In accordance with the time frame agreed upon between the USSR and the Kabul regime there

will be a phased withdrawal of the foreign troops which will start on the date.. of entry into

force. mentioned above - - May 15, 1988.

Fifty percent of Soviet troops will be withdrawn by August 15, 1988, and the withdrawal of

all troops will be completed within nine months.

THE AFGHAN PERCEPTION
* "Although Pakistan has ratified the Geneva accord on Afghanistan,its implementation will not

he in the interest of jehad. As a result of.the implementation of this accord, the jehad forces

will shatter apart and the blood shed by hundreds of thousands of the martyrs will go idle. Lea-

ders of the organizations should set aside their specific political considerations and should be

more united than in the past and by virtue of their unity they should foil the heinous effects of

Geneva accord (Mawlawi Jamil- ur- Rehman, leader of the Jama'at -e- Dawa -,Al- Afghan, interview, 26 May

1988, VOAPS).

* "25 Saur, 1367 (15 May, 1988) which corresponds with. the implementation of the Geneva agreement

on the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan, is an important day in the history and unpre-

cedented jehad of the Muslim and mujahed people of Afghanistan.. This historic day, of course, sym-

bólizes one of the phases of the righteous jehad of the people of Afghanistan in the path of de-

fending their faith, dignity and national rights (Interview of ex -King Mohammad Zahir Shah, 5 May

1988, VOADS)

* If the Russians pullout from Afghanistan, it is by the virtue of the bravery of the mujaheddin

and it is a matter of pride for the whole nation that the Russians are withdrawing from our terri-

tory and they have admitted their defeat. Even in the past, forces which invaded Afghanistan, were

defeated there,(Noor Ahmad Muslim, Deputy 11th term of the Afghan Parliament,interview,BBCPS

17 May 1988).

* "Though the real parties to the Afghan problem - - the real representatives of the Afghah

nation and the Soviet Union - - did not take part in the Geneva agreement, it is hoped that the

accord has paved a way for the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan and, as a result, the

complete independence, territorial integrity and the right óf self determination of the people of

Afghanistan will be restored ".(Statement of former King Zahir Shah, 14 April,. 1988, VOAPS).

* The Geneva accord is an unjust agreement and, in fact, it'has done nothing for peace and about

the painful catastrophe emerging out of the Soviet military invasion in Afghanistan. The most urn-

just and oppressive factor from my point. of vier is :that., as the Afghan nation had the right 0 '
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self determination, representative of the Afghan nation was not present at the accord

(Burhanuddin Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat- u- lai:mii AP&uliuLwl, interview, 16 April, 1988, VOAP6).

* "The agreement recently signed in Geneva cannot ¡.represent the people of Afghanistan because the

people of Afghanistan have not been allowed to take part in the accord ( Dr. Moose, Professor

in the US, interview, 18 April, 1988, VOADS),

* "Our Jehad had begun neither on the basis of Geneva talks nor it will end as a result of Geneva

talks. Our Jehad had began against the communists and, as long as the communists are in Afghanis-

tan, our jehad will continue (Captain Muzaffaruddin, Commander of mujaheddin Brigade in Zabul

interview, 18 April, 1988, VOAPS).

* "Some speakers have also expressed optimism on the signing of the accord. But what the Russians

failed to achieve through war have now accomplished through the Geneva talks. By signing an agree-

ment with the Kabul puppet regime, the government of Pakistan has in fact recognized the Kabul

regime. Thus, the Kabul regime was assisted and boosted, while Pakistan pledged itself that it

will not extend assistance to the freedom fighters from its territory (Mohammad Hasan Ulusmal,

Editor of The Muiahed Ulus magazine, interview, 19 April, 1988, VOAPS).

* "The Geneva accord is not acceptable to us because it has not solved our problem. The real

factor for the immigration and jehad had been the establishment of communist government in Afghan -

istan. As long as the communist government is in power in Afghanistan, neither the mujaheddin will

evacuate their trenches nor the refugees would return to their country ".(Teacher Khalil, Zakhel

Camps,Peshawar,interview 19 April, 1988.VOAPS).

* "The Geneva agreement is totally unjust and impracticable and it is not at all acceptable to the

mujaheddin. The result of the accord will be that there will be more bloodshed in Afghanistan and

more devastation would occur and war would continue" (Abdul Rahman Pazhwak, former Afghan diplomat,

interview, 20 April, 1988, VOAPS).

* The main objective of the Geneva accord was the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan and

this has been achieved and thus it is a useful agreement. Of course it is only a first step towards

the settlement of Afghanistan problem. The main objective of the Geneva accords way to secure a

Soviet troops pullout from Afghanistan and every body should support it. The Geneva accord includes

the honorable and dignified return of the Afghan refugees to Afghanistan which is also not against

us and it should be endorsed. It has been provided in the Geneva accords that both the super powers

should guarantee the security of Afghanistan, which is also of importance. Geneva talks should have

included ceasefire and the end of Kabul government and its replacement, by a transitional government,

but this was not included in it. The thing which is mestly criticized is that the mujaheddin were

not represented in the Geneva talks" (Dr. Abdul Hakeem Tabibi, former Afghan diplomat, interview

24 April, 1988, VOAPS).

* "The Geneva 'accord is contrary to the provisions of the UN Charter which says the people should

determine their own fate. What a shame and mockery is that talks are held and instruments signed

about us and nobody asks us anything. Our jehad will continue until total withdrawal of the Soviet

troops and the establishment of an Islamic government. (Statement by Dr. Ferooq Azam, the Deputy

leader of NIF, 27 April, 1988, VOAPS).

* "We beve been rejecting the Geneva talks since the very beginning" Now the Geneva accord has been

17
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signed. With all the loopholes in the agreement, the accord should be welcomed because it is the

only political means which provides for the Soviet troops to withdraw from Afghanistan. Restora-

tion of our political independence and territorial integrity have been part of the many objet -.

tives of our Jehad (Dr. Mohammad Yousuf, Former Prime Minister, interview, 1 May, 1988, VOAPS).

* "We had understood from the very beginning of the Geneva talks that the Soviets needed a face

saving device to show to the people of the world that they had gone to Afghanistan legally and now

they'went to create the impression that those reasons have been eliminated. Thus they are now

ready to withdraw their troops from Afghanistan. There are no provisions in the Geneva accord to

bring peace to Afghanistan and, as a matter of fact, with the implementation of these accords war

would be further increased". (Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haggani, Commander.of Hezb -e -Islam - - Khales - -

in Paktia, interview, 6 May, 1988 VOAPS)..

* The Geneva accord can neither end war nor it'can pave there way for the return of Afghnn

refugees to Afghanistan. The rejection of Genevaaccord does not mean that we aim at continuing

war in Afghanistan. We are interested in peace' more than anyone else but peace in dignity and

a durable peace" (Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of Hezb -e- Islami Afghanistan, interview 9 May,

1988, VOAPS).
O

* *The agreement between' Pakistan and the Kabul regime, as a (mere) bilateral document, are meant

to solve their present and future difficulties. It is based on the concept of.providing security

for,Pakistan and for the continuation of the rule of present Soviet client communist regime in

Kabul. The agreement recognizes the Kabul government as a lawful government which has the right to

sovereignty and represent the people and is-entitled to respect.

"In.the agreement attempts have been made to secure this position for the Kabul regime by eli-

minating (the realities) of the jehad and calls for the return of refugees under the PDPI rule. In

the eyes of the agreement, the resistance of the Afghan people against the Russian invasion and

their migration to neighbouring countries is a crime worthy of condemnation and punishment. And

the agreement promises graciousness on the-part of Kabul regime by saying that,-after their return,

the refugees will be granted amnesty and they will be pardoned.

( Dr. Afghan - - psuedo name - - in Pamphlet, The Geneva Accords, October, 1987).

"In Islam there is no place for peace with apostates" . . . Our Jehad has a three pronged

special objective: (1) unconditional withdrawal of Russian, troops from Afghanistan, (2) the top-

pling of the present Communist government and (3)' establishment of an independent Islamic,govern-

ment . . : After the withdrawal of Russian forces it is *ithin the jurisdiction of the mujaheddin

as to what form of government they are going to establish . . .(Judge Mohammad Amin Waged, the

leader of the Afghanistan Mujaheddin Islamic Unity Movement, in interview with Neda -e- Sanger; 17

April 1988.

* Toth the imperialist super powers alongwith their lackeys, embarrassed from the triumph of

freedom loving Islamic revolutions, have joined hands to impose their plans on our mujahed nation"

(The Qest journal,-March-April: 1988).

* "The Geneva accox'd has been worked out by aliens and it is rejected by us from outset. We do

not accord any respect and adherence to that agreement and its consequences" (Prof. Abd Rasool,

Sayyaf, leader of the Islamic Unity of Afghanistan in the Qest journal March- April, 1988)

18
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* "The tidings blessed today to the Muslims of Afghanistan is that the Soviet Union, considered

to be a super power, is shivering and is admitting its defeat and is soon to withdraw from Afghan-

istan (Prof. Sebghatullah Mojaddedi, leader of NLF in The Qest journal, March-April,. 1988).

* "We have resolutely rejected the Geneva accord and we do so because forces which symbolize

Afghanistan (mujaheddin) have not been allowed to participate in Geneva talks. On the contrary, the

atheist government which came on Soviet tanks was recognized as the representative of Afghanistan.

These are international conspiracies aimed at doing away with Islam in Afghanistan and, therefore,

we do not accept the accord. (Mawlawi Mohammad TOnus Khales, leader of Hezb- e- Islami Afghanistan

in The Qest journal, March -April 1988).

* "Soviet behaviour shows that it. does not want to solve the Afghanistan issue. One of the main

draw -backs of the Geneva talks from the very beginning has been that these did not take place bet-

ween the real parties of the dispute - - the Afghan mujaheddin and the Russians. Instead the talks

were held between secondary parties - - the Soviet installed government in Kabul and Pakistan.

Iranian refusal to take part in the talks was based on Principle andwas logical. The agreement is

not a durable solution and is not capable of ending the war in Afghanistan. It cannot pave the way

for the voluntary return of the Afghan refugees to their country and it will not result in chang-

ing the Soviet- backed government in Kabul. Signing of Geneva accord is a previlige given to the

Soviets by the Pakistan government and the US (Editorial Ittehad -e- Islami journal, 14 May, 1988).

* "The accord signed in Geneva will not be able to restore peace in Afghanistan. There is no gua-

rantee that it will be implemented inside Afghanistan. The Geneva talks were rejected and conde r

ned as far back as six years ago by the mujaheddin." (The Rah -e -Islam magazine, 16 April 1988).

* "The Afghan mujahed nation has from the very beginning condemned the Geneva talks. We condemn

it again and continue our holy Jehad because the accord is between the US and the Soviet Union and

the Afghan mujahed nation has nothing to do with it. We condemn imperialist "tactics (The Ekhlas

journal, 17 April, 1988).

* "We expect and ask you not to link your future with the Geneva talks and its decisions. Instead

you should put your trust and future on continuing jehad. (Engineer Ahmad Shah, President of the.

mujaheddins interim government in Ittehad -e- Islami journal).

* "We do not trust the Geneva talks and we do. not consider ourselves bound to the. decisions of

these talks. The war has been between the mujaheddin and the Russians but the talks were held

between Pakistan government and the conscienceless Afghan communists. These talks were .unnatural

and illegal and did not represent the real will of the Afghan people. The people of Afghanistan

are themselves capable of discharging their affairs and they do not need any advocate (Ayatollah

Mohseni in message to Paris conference published in The Payam- e- Jehad, April 1988).

* "Only those who have signed the Geneva accord are bound to it and the difficulty facing the

Russians and their puppets, too, lie in it. (Wahid Mozhda in Shahadat, 10 April,1988).

"Any treaty which does not result in the fall of communist government in Kabul and

does not establish the mujaheddin sovereigntyrfill not be implementable in the country and, other

than going through the trouble of signing,on a piece of paper and wasting the ink, the Geneva

accord will not bear any other. result and naturally the signing of this treaty will further compli-

cate the Pakistan. difficulties. With the intensification of war, the number of refugees in Paris.,
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tan will increase further and, with a communist government in Kabul still in power, no refugees

will return to Afghanistan (Neda -e- Sanyar Journal, 17 April, 1988)

"A treaty which contradicts itself and illustrates the foolishness of the super powers.

Although some people of the world congratulate each other, the mujaheddin consider this treaty as

another catastrophe . . . However, it is an evil in which, God willing, lies our good. Although

they have described the Russians withdrawal from Afghanistan as the miracle of the 20th Century+

because it is the first time the Russians in the history of their invasions have been defeat-

ed and are withdrawing and that too at the hands of an oppressed and poor nation, the day is not

far that the second miracle of the 20th century may also take. place when the international collus-

ion in Geneva vim -vi this holy Jehad will be reduced to a mere blackening of the paper and in

the midst of this Russian defeat, Americans will also be defeated.

"We have nothing to worry about this agreement because we know that this jehad of ours is

the divine light which cannot be extinguishéd. However what makes us unhappy is that how is it

that the Muslim nations do not have their own free will and power and are tools in the hands of

others? (Mohammad Yaser, in Ittehad -e- Islami, 19 April, 1988).

Because both super powers have been left free to send military assistance to the belleger-

ents and such a course of events will result in further fanning the civil war in Afghanistan and,

the signing of Geneva accord and withdrawal of alien troops are good steps but 10° should exert

efforts to find a way for an overall solution to the Afghanistan issue.The issue of the Soviet

troops withdrawal from Afghanistan is one aspect of the solution of Afghanistan and its second

aspect is the formation of a broadbased interim government in place of the present government in

Kabul ... (In case a broad based government is not formed in Kabul) the Geneva agreement will lose

its nature and importance and, floods of refugees will once more come to neighbouring countries

and will double, multi -dimensional wars will ensue. There will be one war among the (Mujaheddin)

organizations and another war between the ( mujaheddin) organizations and Kabul government but the

worst of them all will be a war due to linguistic, ethnical, religious and regional differences

(Zalmai Zwan, Afghan Mellat, 17 April, 1988).

" I do not say that a deal has been made on the blood and souls of the Muslims but what I say

is that Islam was sold, the Quran was sold, the religion of Mohammad, the Prophet of God, was sold,

the Islamic revolution was sold, the tears of the widows and the orphans were sold and the hopes

and aspirations of the Muslim world were shattered into pieces ... I say that why General Mohammad

Ziaul Haq the President of Pakistan closed his syes on everything? Why did he not honor his words

and promises when he was saying 'the Afghanistan mujaheddin are defending Islam and Pakistan and

helping then is our obligatio.'" (Mawlawi Nasrullah Mensoor,leader of the Harkat-e-Engelab-e-

Islami Afghanistan, Neda- e-Haq, 22 May, 1988)
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unanimous consent of the party leaders.

POWERS OF THE IEAIERSHIP COUNCIL.

Article XIII. Safeguarding the gains of the Islamic Jehad and fine scrutiny ih the implementation

of injunctions of the sacred religion of Islam in accordance with the Hanafi Juris-

prudence.

Article XIV. Supervision of the entire State organs.

Article XV. Supreme command of the Armed Forces.

Article XVI. Declaration of the State War, peace and ceasefire

Article XVII. Appointment of the head of the government and approval of his government.

Article XVIII Withdrawal of confidence in the head of government and his cabinet.

'Article XIX. Approval of the policy statement of the government.

Article XX. Questioning and interrogating of the cabinet.

Article XXI. Appointing and dismissing of the judges.

Article XXII. Approving important contracts and international treaties.

Article XXIII.. Granting amnesty or commuting punishment according to. the provisions of the Islamic

Sharia'.

Article XIV. Approval of the appointment of country's ambassadors abroad.

Article XXV. Acceptance and rejection of credentials of foreign ambassadors and representatives.

Article XXVI. The Leadership Council of the IUAM as whole is equivalent to the Transitional

Islamic State of Afghanistap.

Article XXVII. Decisions of the Leadership Council with regards to ordinary issues are adopted with

majority vote whereas vital issues are decided unanimously. To identify important issues

a two third majority is required.

CHAPTER SEE GOVERNMENT

ArticleCVIII The government is comprised of the head of government, deputy head of government,

ministries and related departments.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE GOVERNMENT
Article XXIX. Proposing the internal organizational forms of the ministries.

Article XXX. Proposing the regulations and powers of the ministries and (other) respective de-

partments.

Article XXXI. Approving the internal regulations of the government offices.

Article XXXII. Proposing the ordinary and developmental budget of the state.

Article XXXIII.Implementing the decisions of the Leadership Council.

article XXIV. Enforcing and implementation the injunction of Islamic Sharia'.

;Article XXXV. 'Implementing the ordinary as well ais development schemes.
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Article XXXII. Enjoining what is right (according to Islamip Sharia') and forbidding what is wrong

(according to the Islamic Sharia').

Article XXXVII.Drafting the Constitution and the election laws and other laws in accordance

with the Islamic Sharia'.

Article XXXIIX.Adopting Islamic measures with regards to the entire illegal conduct of the non-

Islamic government (s) of the past in relation to public and private properties.

Article XXXIX. Drafting plans for reconstruction of the country.

ArticleXL. Looking after affairs of the refugees and their resettlement.

Article XII. Looking after the afflicted of the Jehad.

Article XLII. Preparing educational curriculum for the Afghan education and implementating it.

Article XLIII. Taking necessary measures in the execution of the final decisions of the courts.

Article XLIV.

Article XLV.

Article XLVI.

Article XLVII.

Article XLIIX.

Article XLIX.

Article L.

Article LI.

Article III. i

Article LIII.

Article LIV.

Membérs of the government, during their tenure of office in the cabinet, cannot be

employed in other state enterprises, institutions and private companies. Educa-

tional and scientific research matters are excluded.

Members of the government are collectively responsible for the general policies of

the government and individually responsible to the head of government and to the

Leadership Council.

The rights and duties of the government employees and other workers are to be

regulated by law.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE HEAD OF GOVERNMENT

The head of the government, in addition to the duties and powers referred to in

Chapter three under the title of "Powers and Duties of the Government ", has the

following specific duties:

Signing of the cabinet decisions.

Signing of the international contracts and treaties,. on government level.

Proposing the appointment and dismissal of cabinet members for approval to the

Leadership Council.

Employing and appointing of government employees and functionaries within the

framework of law.

The head of the interim government is responsible before the Leadership Council.

The Deputy Head(s) of government assists the head of government in all of.his

duties and powers and is answerable before the Leadership Council.

THE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT
a) DOMESTIC POLICY: The continuation of armed struggle until the total and un-

conditional withdrawal of Russian troops from Afghanistan and the establishment of

Islamic order based on the Hanafi Jurisprudence.

Dissemination of Islamic Dawa in the country.

24
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Article LV. Appointment of persons on the basis of piety and in accordance with their experie-

nce and erudition.

Article LVI. Prevention of difference stemming from inmpermissible religious, ethnic, linguistic

national and organizational prejudices.

Article LVII. Serious efforts for broadening the sphere of Islamic teaching's and education.

Article LIIX. Developing moral virtues and combating corruption and evil, observing the princip-

les of veil. (parda), ensuring the inalineable rights of all individuals, men and

women alike, in the light of Islamic injunctions and the provision of a dignified

status of life for all the people.

FOREIGN POLICY

Article LIX. Protecting the territorial integrity, independence and non -alignment of Afghanistan

in military pacts.

Article LX. Full observance of the tenets of the sacred religion of Islam in all national and

international relations, commitments and dealings.

Article LXI. Allout effort towards achievingiinternational peace and security.

Article LXII. The Muslim nation of Afghanistan is a part of the Islamic Ummah and cannot remain

indifferent to the issues of the Islamic World.

Article IXIIV. Strengthening of brotherly relations with nations, organizations, Islamic parties,

institutions and with the governments of the Islamic countries supporting the Jehad

in Afghanistan.

Article LXIV. The government has the duty to bring home to those Islamic countries their responsi-

bilities, who have been antagonizing the Jehad in Afghanistan.

Article LXV. The government relations with the non -Islamic countries supporting our Jehad will be

normal and fair, taking into account their position vis-a -vis the international

issues and the Muslim Ummah.

Article LXVI. The State will always have free Islamic judgment in the face of all national and

international problems.

Article LXVII. Boycotting participation in all forums which would be damaging to the prestige of

Islamic causes at an international level.

Article LXIIX. Encouraging friendly countries to participate in the reconstruction of Afghanistan

and foregoing conditional assistance.

Article LXIX. The government shall! render support to the Islamic cause of the subjugated: and opp-

ressed Muslims in all parts of the world.

Article LXX. Afghanistan, on the basis of its regard for the principle of concept of uriver

sality of Islamic principles and broadmindedness and achieving universal peace, shall

establish reciprocal relations, within_ the framework of Islamic norms, with all

countries which desire friendly relations with Afghanistan.

,Article IJXI. The government, on the basis of its Islamic policy, shall support the rights Af all
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oppressed and subjugated peoples and will exert efforts for the eradication of

colonialism and exploitation.

Article LXXII. The government considers the liberation of Al -Quds one of its Islamic objectives

and shall exert in this regard (all) possible efforts.

THE CABINET

Article LUTE. The Cabinet is composed pf the head (of the government), three deputies and

ministers of the following ministries:

1. Ministry of Justice, 2. Ministry of Interior, 3. Ministry of Agriculture and

Cattle - Raising, 4. Ministry of Education, 5. Ministry of Public Works,.6. Ministry

of Water and Power, 7. Ministry of Augaf and Accountability, 8. Ministry of

Defense, 9. Ministry of Da'wat and Guidance,10. Ministry of Communications, 11.

Ministry of Higher Education, 12. Ministry of Resettlement .and Recònstruction,

13. Ministry of Planning, 14. Ministry of Scientific Research, 15. Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, 16. Ministry of Public Health, 17. Ministry of Commerce, 18.

Ministry of Mines and Industries, 19. Ministry of Finance, 20. Ministry of Trans-

portation, 21. Ministry of Gas and Petroli}m.

CHAPTER FOUR GENERAL ORDERS

Article LXXIV. The only source and resort of all laws and regulations are the sacred Sharia' of

Islam.

Article LXXV. The right of determining the destiny of the Afghan nation rests with the Muslim

people of Afghanistan.

Article LXXVI. The entire population of Afghanistan is totally free to enjoy their legal legiti-

mate rights.

Article LXXVII. Making use of illegal means, even for achieving a noble cause, is impermitted.

Article LXXIIX. Those who return to the fold of Islam and are repentant of their past deeds and

signs of repentance and amendment are observed in their conduct, shall be pardoned

in accordance with the injunctions of Sharia'.

Article LXXVX. The city of Kabul is the capital of Afghanistan.

Article LUX. To the government an administrative unit is the province. The number, area,

components and organization of a province will be regulatedby law.

Article IXXXI. The flag of the interim State of Afghanistan, is a white piece of cloth the length

of which is the double of its width. The insignia of the State is composed'of two

ears of wheat and two swords in a semi- circular form. In the middle of the

semi -circle is an alter and the Holy Qured is placed at the top of the alter.

'ismillah -her Rahman-ner Rahim (In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful)

and Allah -u -Akbar (God is Great), between which are rays of the sun, form the upper

part of the insignia.

Article =XIII. The Judiciary is one of the independent organs of the state.The mode of its organ-
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ization and jurisdiction shall be regulated by law.

Article IXXXI.V. The Leadership Council and the interim government shall be dissolved after the

approval of the Constitution, completion of elections and creation of the elected

Council and government.

Article Amendments in these interim directives will take place on the unanimous decision

of the members of the Leadership Council.

Article 1,11XXVI. The text of an oath (for assuming office) is included as an appendix to these

directives.

Article IXXIXVII. These directives are in four chapters and ei -h v -seven articles and are enforced

after their official declaration.

TEXT OF GENEVA AGREEMENT

ON AFGHANISTAN

EDITORS NOTE: Following is the text of the accords signed by the government of

Pakistan and the Kabul regime in Geneva April 14,_1986. The text has been produ-

ced here from a photo -copy of the original version.

IIZT ITIIZZI111 IS:iI:SZIZZZtIZTZZTTZT

BILMRALAGREEMEI.IT BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN AND THE ISLAMIC

REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN ON THE PRINCIPLES OF MUTUAL.REIATIONS,

IN PARTICULAR ON NON -INTERFERENCE AND NONINTERVENTION

The Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, hereinafter referred-to as

the High Contracting Parties,

Desiring to normalize relations and promote good- neighbourliness and cooperation as well as

to strengthen international peace and security in the region,

Considering that full observance of the principle of noninterference and nonintervention in

the internal and external affairs of States is of the greatest importance for the maintenance of

international peace and security and for the fulfilment of the purposes and principles of the

Charter of the United Nations,

< Reaffirming the inalienable right of States freely to determine their own political, economic,

cultural and social systems in accordance with the will of their pe4tles, without outside inter-
-,

interference, subversion, coercion or threat in aaiy form whatsoever,

.Mindful of the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations as well as the resolutions
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adopted by the United Nations on the principle of noninterference and nonintervention, in parti-

cular the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Coope-

ration among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, of 24 October 1970, as

well as the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention and Interference in the Internal

Affairs of States, of 9 December 1981,

Have agreed as follows:

Article I

Relations between the High Contracting Parties shall be conducted in strict compliance with

the principle of noninterference and nonintervention by States in the affairs of other States.

Article II
For the purpose of implementing the principle of noninterference and nonintervention each

High Contracting Party undertakes to comply with the following obligations:

(1) to respect the sovereignty, political independence, territorial integrity, national

.unity, security and nonalignment of the other High Contracting Party, as well as the

national identity and cultural heritage of its people;

(2) to respect the sovereign and inalienable right of the other High Contracting Party

freely to determine its own political, economic, cultural and social systems, to develop

its international relations and tb exercise permanent sovereignty over its natural re-

sources, in accordance with the will of its people, and without outside intervention,

interference, subversion, coercion or threat in any form whatsoever;

(3) to refrain from the threat or use of force in any form -whatsoever so as not to violate

the boundaries of each other, to disrupt the political, social or economic order of the

other High Contracting Party, to overthrow or change the political system of the oth@

High Contracting Party or its Government, or to cause tension between the High Contrac-

ting Parties;

(4)

(5)

to ensure that its, territory is not used in any manner which would violate the sovereign-

ty, political independence, territorial integrity and national unity or.,disrupt the poli-

tical, economic and social stability of the other High Contracting Party;

to refrain from armed intervention, subversion, military occupation or illy other form of

intervention and interference, overt or covert; directed at the other High Contracting

Parti, or any act of military, political or economic interference in the internal affairs

of the other High Contracting Party, including acts of reprisal involving the use of

force;

(6) to refrain from any action or attempt in whatever form or under whatever pretext to

destabilize or to undermine the stability of the other High Contracting Party or any of

its institutions;

to refrain from the promotion, encouragement or support, direct or indirect, of rebelli-

ous or secessionist activities against the other High Contracting Party, under any pre-

text whatsoever, or from any other action which seeks to disrupt the unity or to under-
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(8)

(9)

mine or subvert the political order of the other High Contracting Party;

to prevent within its territory the training, equipping,'financing and recruitment of

mercenaries from whatever origin for the purpose of hostile activities against the other

High Contracting Party, or the sending of such mercenaries into the territory of.the

other High Contracting Party and accordingly to'deny facilities, including financing for

the training, equipping and transit of such mercenaries;

to refrain from making any agreements or arrangements with other States designed *to in-

tervene or interfere in the internal and external affairs' of the other High Contracting

Party;

(10) to abstain from any defamatory campaign, vilification or hostile propaganda for the pur-

pose or intervening or interfering in the internal affairs of the other High Contracting

Party;

(11) to prevent any assistance to or use of or tolerance of terrorist groups, saboteurs or

subversive agents against the other High Contracting Party;

(12) to prevent within its territory the presence, harbouring, in camps and bases or otherwise,

organizing, training, financing, equipping and arming of individuals and political, ethnic

and any'other groups for the purpose of creating subversion, disorder or unrest in the

territory of the other High Contracting Party and accordingly also to prevent the use of

mass media and the transportation of arms, ammunition and equipment by such individuals

and groups.

(13) not to resort to or to allow any other action that could be considered as interference or

intervention.

Article III

The present Agreement shall enter into force on 15 May 1988.

Article IV'

Any steps that may be required in order to enable the High Contracting Parties to comply with

the provisions of Article II of this Agreement shall be completed by the date on which this Agree-

ment enters into force.

Article V

This Agreement is drawn up in the English, Pashtu and Urdu languages, all texts being equally

authentic. In case of any divergence of interpretation, the English text shall prevail.

Done in five original copies at Geneva this fourteenth day of April 1988.

(Signed by Afghanistan and Pakistan)'

DECLARATION ON INTERNATIONAL GUARAN'1h6S

The Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and of the United States of America

Expressing support that the Republic Of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan have

concluded a negotiated political settlement designed to normalize relations and promote good- neigh-
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bourlines between the two countries as well as to strengthen international peace and security in

the,region:

Wishing'in turn to contribute to the achievement of the objectives that the Republic of Afghan -.

istan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan have set themselves, and with a view to ensuring respect

for their sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and non -alignment:

Undertake to invariably refrain from any form of interference and intervention in the internal

affairs of the Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and to respect the com-

mitments contained in the the bilateral Agreement between the Republic of Afghanistan and the Isla-

mix Republic of Pakistan on the Principles of Mutual Relations, in Particular on Non- Interference

and Non - Intervention:

Urge all States to act likewise.

The present declaration shall enter into force from May 15, 1988.

For the Government

of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics

For the Government

of the United States of

BILATERAL AGREE2 E2 T BETWEII; THE REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN

AND THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN ON THE VOLUNTARY RETURN OF REFUGEES

(EDtitoa.S NOTE: In the Pashtu official text provided by the UN the word refugees has been

translated "nomads» an evasive term used by Kabul communists aimed at denying the eoci-

stance of refugees).

The Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, hereinafter referred to as

the High Contracting Parties,

Desiring to normalize relations and promote good - neighbourliness and co- operation as well as

to strengthen international peace and security in the region,

Convinced that voluntary and unimpeded repatriation constitutes the most appropriate solution
` for the problem of Afghan refugees present in the Islamic, Republic of Pakistan and having ascer-

tained that the arrangements for the return of the Afghan refugees are satisfactory to them,

Have agreed as follows:

Article I

All Afghani refugees temporarily present in the territory of the Isla::dc Republic of Pakistan

shall be given the opportunity to return voluntarily to their homeland in accordance with the

arrangements and conditions set out in the present Agreement.

Article II

The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan shall take all necessary measures to ensure the

following conditions for the voluntary return of Afghan refugees to their homeland:

(a) All refugees shall be allowed to return in freedom to their homeland;

(b) All returnees shall enjoy the free choice of domicile and freedom of movement within the
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(c)

Republic of Afghanistan ;

All returnees shall enjoy the right to work, to adequate living conditions and to share

in the welfare of the State;
.

(d) All. returnees shall enjoy the right to participate on an equal basis in the civic affairs

of the Republic of Afghanistan. They shall be ensured equal benefits from the solution

of the land question on the basis of the hand and Water Reform,;

(e) All returnees shall enjoy the same rights and privileges, includ ng freedom of religion,

and have the same obligations and responsibilities as any other Citizens of the Republic

of Afghanistan without discrimination.

The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan undertakes to implement these measures and to

provide, within its possibilities, all necessary assistance in the process of repatriation.

Article III

The Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan shall facilitate the voluntary, orderly

and peaceful repatriation of all Afghan refugees staying within its territory and undertakes to

provide, within its possibilities, all necessary assistance in the process of repatriation.

Article IV

For the purpose of organising, coordinating and supervising the operations which should effect

the voluntary, orderly and peaceful repatriation_ of Afghan refugees, there shall be set up mixed

commissions in accordance with the established international practice. For the performance of their

functions the members of the commissions and their staff shall be accorded. the necessary facilities

and have access to the relevant areas within the territories of the High Contracting Parties.

Article V

With a view to the orderly movement of the returnees, the commissions shall determine frontier

crossing points and establish necessary transit centres. They shall also establish all other moda-

lities for the phased return of refugees, including registration and communication to the country

of return of the names of refugees who express the wish to return.

At the request of the. Governments concerned, the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees

will cooperate and provide assistance in the process of voluntary repatriation of refugees in accor-

dance with the present Agreement. Special agreements may be concluded for this purpose between

UNHCR and the High Contracting Parties.

Article VII

The Present Agreement shall enter into force on 15 May 1988. At that time the mixed commis-

:Mons provided in Article IV shall be established and the operations for the voluntary return of

refugees under this Agreement shall commence.

The arrangements set out in Articles IV and V above shall remain in effect for a periodof

eighteen months. After that period the High Contracting Parties shall review the results of the

repatriation and, if necessary, consider any further arrangements that may be called for.
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Article VIII

This Agreement is drawn up in the English, Pashtu, and Urdu languages, all texts being equally

authentic. In case of any divergence of interpretation, the English text shall prevail.

Done in five original copies at Geneva this fourteenth day of April, 1988.

AGREEMENT ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS FOR THE

SETTLEMENT OF THE SITUATION RELATING TO AFGHANISTAN

1. The diplomatic process initiated by the Secretary -General of the UnitedrNations with the

support of all Governments concerned and aimed at achieving, through negotiations, a political

settlement of the situation relating to Afghanistan has been successfully brought to an end.

2. Having agreed to work towards a comprehensive settlement designed to resolve the various

issues involved and to establish a framework for good - neighbourliness and co- operation, the Govn-

ment of the Republic of Afghanistan and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan entered

into negotiations through the intermediary of the Personal Representative of the Secretary- +sneral

at Geneva from 16 to 24 June 1982. Following consultations held by the Personal Representative in

Islamabad, Kabul and Teheran from 21 January to 7February 1983, the negotiations continued at.

Geneva from 11 to 22 April and from 12 to 24 June 1983. The Personal Representative again visited

tht area for high.level discussions from 3 to 15 April 1984. It was then agreed to change the for-

saet. of tt negotiations and, in pursuance thereof, proximity talks through the intermediary of the

Personal Representative were held at Geneva from 24 to 30 August 1984. Another visit to the area

by the. Personal Representative from 25-to 31 May 1985 preceded further rotuids of proximity talks

held'at Geneva from 20 to 25 June, from 27 to 30 August and from 16 to 19 December 1985. The Per-

sona]. Representative paid an additional visit to the area from 8 to 18 March 1986 for consultations.

The final round of negotiations began as proximity talks at Geneva on 5 May 1986, was suspended on

23 May 1986, and was resumed from 31 July to 8 August 1986. The Personal Representative visited

the area from 20'November to 3 December 1986 for further consultations and the talks at Geneva were

resumed again from 25 February to 9 March 1987, and from 7 to 11 September 1987. The Personal

Representative again, visited the area from 18 January to 9 February 1988 and the talks resumed at

Geneva from 2 March to 8 April 1988. The format of the negotiations was changed on 14 April 1988,

when the instruments comprising the settldvnent were finalized, and, accordingly, direct talks were

held at that stage. The Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran was kept informed of the pro -

gress of the negotiations throughout the diplomatic process.

3. The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan and the Government of the Islamic Republic

of Pakistan took part in the negotiations with the expressed conviction that they were acting in

accordance with their rights and obligations under the Charter of the United Nations and agreed that

the political settlement should be based on the fóllowing principles of international law:

* The principle that States shall refrain in their international, relations from the threat

or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State,

or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations;

* The principle that States shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in

such a manner that international *ace and security and justice are not endangered;
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* The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, in

accordance with the Charter of the United Nations;

* The duty of States to cooperate with one another In accordance with the Charter of the

United Nations;

* The principle of equal rights and self -determination of peoples;

-* The principle of sovereign equality of States;

* The principle that States shall fulfil intgood faith the obligations assumed by them in

accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.

The two Governments further affirmed the right of the Afghan refugees to return to their home-

land in a voluntary and unimpeded manner.

4. The following instruments were concluded on this date as component parts of the political

settlement:

A Bilateral Agreement between the Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan

on the Principles of Mutual Relations, in particular on Non -interference and Nor -intervention;

A Declaration on International Guarantees by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the

United States of America;

A Bilateral Agreement between the Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan

on the Voluntary Return of Refugees;

The present agreement on the Interrelationships for the Settlement of the Situation Relating

to Afghanistan.
.

5. The Bilateral Agreement on the Principles of Mutual Relations, in particular on Non- inter-

ference and Non -intervention; the Declaration on International Guarantees; the Bilateral Agreement

on the Voluntary Return of Refugees; and the present Agreement on the Interrelationships for the

Settlement of the Situation Relating to Afghanistan will enter into force on 15 May 1988. In accor-

dance with the timeframe agreed upon between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Repub-

lic of Afghanistan there will be a phased withdrawal of the fbreign troops which will start on the

date of entry into force mentioned above. One half of the troops will be withdrawn by 15 August 1988

and the 'withdrawal of all troops will be completed within nine months.

6. The interelationships in paragraph 5 above have been agreed upon in order to achieve effec-

tively the purpose pf the political settlement, namely, that as from 15-May 1988, there will be no

interferene and intervéntion in any form in the affairs of the Parties; the international guarantees

will be in operation; the voluntary return of the refugees to their homeland will start and be comp-

leted within the timeframe specified in the agreement on the voluntary return of the refugees; and

the phased withdrawal of the foreign troops will start and be completed within the timeframe envisa-

ged in paragraph 5. It is therefore essential that all the obligations deriving from the instruments

'concluded' as component parts of the settlement be strictly fulfilled and that all the steps requir-

ed to ensure full compliance with all the provisions of the instruments be completed in good faith.

7. To consider alleged violations and to work out prompt and mutually satisfactory solutions

to questions that may arise in the implementation of the` instruments comprising the settlement re-
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presentatives of the Republic of Afghanistan and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan shall meet when-

ever required.

A representative of the Secretary -General of the United Nations shall lend his good offices to

the Parties and in that context he will assist in the organization of the meetings and participate

in them. He may submit to the parties for their consideration and approval¢ suggestions and recom-

mendations for prompt, faithful and complete observance of the provisions of the instruments.

In order to enable him to fulfil his tasks,the representative shall be assisted by such person,

nel under his authority as required.On his (stet) own ifrtitiative,or at the request of any of the Par-

ties:, the personnel (stet) shall investigate any possible violations of any of the provisions of'the

instruments and prepare a report thereon. For that purpose, the representative and his personnel

shall receive all the necessary co- operation from the Parties, including all freedom of movement

within their respective territories required for effective investigation. Any, report submitted by

the representative to the.two Governments shall be considered in a meeting of the Parties no later

than forty -eight hours after it has been submitted.

The modalities and logistical arrangements for the work of the representative and the person-

nel under his authority as agreed upon with the parties are.set out in the Memorandum of Under -

standing which is annexed to and is part of this Agreement.

8. The present instruñent will be registered with the Secretary -General of the United Nations.

It has been examined by the representatives of the parties to the bilateral agreements and of the

States -Guarantors, who have signified their consent with its provisions. The representatives of the

Parq.es, being duly authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have affixed their signa-

tures hereunderr. The,Secretary- General of the United Nations was present.
.

Done, at Geneva, this fourteenth day of April 1988, in five ..original copies each in the & g-

lieh, Pashtu,.Russian and Urdu languages, all being equally authentic. In case of any dispute re-

garding the interpretation the English text shall prevail.._

(Sighed by Afghanistan and Pakistan)

In witness thereof, the representatives of the States -Guarantors affixed their signatures

hereunder:

(Signed,by the USSR and USA).

ANNEX

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

I. Basic requirements

(a) The Parties will provide full support and co- operation to the Representative of the

Secretary -General and to all the personnel assigned to assist him;

(b) The Representative of the Secretary -General and his personnel will be accorded every

facility as well as prompt and effective assistance, including freedom of movement and communica-

tion, accommodation, transportation and other facilities that may be necessary for the performance

of their tasks. Afghanistan and Pakistan undertake to grant to the Representative and his staff
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all the relevant privileges and immunities provided for by the Convention on the Privileges and

Immunities of the United Naticns.

(c) Afghanistan and Pakistan will be responsible for the safety of the Representative of the

Secretary -General and his personnel while operating in their respective countries.

(d) In performing their functions, the Representative'of the Secretary -General and his staff

will act with complete impartiality. The Representative of the Secretary -General and his personnel

must not interfere in the internal affairs of Afghanistan and Pakistan and, in this context, cannot

be used to secure advantages for any of the Parties concerned.

II. Mandate

The mandate for the implementation- assistance arrangements envisaged in paragraph 7 derives

from the instruments comprising the settlement. All the staff assigned to the Representative of the

Secretary -General will accordingly be carefully briefed on the relevant provisions of the instru-

ments and on the procedures that will be used to ascertain violations thereof.

III. Modus operandi and personnel organization.

The Secretary -General will appoint a senior military officer as Deputy to the Representative,

who will be stationed in the area, as heed of two small headquarters units, one in Kabul and the

other in Islamabad, each comprising five militatyy officers, drawn from existing United Nations ope-

rations, and a small civilian auxiliary staff.

The Deputy to the Representative of the Secretary -General will act on behalf of the Represen-

tative and be in contact with the Parties through the Liaison Officer each Party will designate

for this purpose.

The two headquarters. units will be organized into two Inspection Teams to ascertain on the

ground any violation of the instruments comprising the settlement. Whenever considered necessary

by the Representative of the Secretary -General or his Deputy, up to 4Ó additional military officers

(some 10 additional Inspection Teams) will be redeployed from existing operations within the shor-

test possible time (normally around 48 hours).

The nationalities of all the Officers will be determined in consultation with the Parties.

Whenever necessary the Representative of the Secretary -General, who will periodically visit

the area for consultations with the parties and to review the work of his personnel, will also

.assign to the area members of his own Office and other civilian personnel from the United Nations

Secretariat as may be needed. His Deputy will alternate between the two headquarters units and will

remain at all times in close communication with him.

IV. Procedure

(a)

(i)

Inspections conducted at the request of the parties

A complaint regarding a violation of the instruments of the settlement lodged by any of

the parties should be submitted in writing, in the English language, to the respected

headquarters unitb-and should indicate all relevant information and details.

Upon receipt of a complaint the Deputy to the Representative of the Secretary- General

will immediately inform the other party of the complaint and undertake an investigatidn
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by making on -site inspections, gathering testimony and ùsing any other procedure which

he may deem necessary for the investigation of the allegedviolation. Such inspection

will be conducted using headquarters staff as referred to above, unless the Deputy Repre-

sentative of the Secretary -General considers that additional teams are needed. In that

case, the parties will, under the principle óf freedom of movement, allow immediate access

of the additional personnel to their respective territories.

(iii) Reports on investigations will be prepared in English and submitted by the Deputy Repre-

sentative of the Secretary- General'to the two Governments, on a confidential basis. (A

third copy of the Report will be simultaneously transmitted, on a confidential basis, to

United Nations Headquarters in New York, exclusively for the information of the Secretary -

General and his Representative.) In accordance with paragraph 7 a report on an investiga-

tion should be considered in a meeting of the parties not later than 48 hours after it has

been submitted. The Deputy Representative of the Secretary -General will, in the absence

of the Representative, lend his good offices to the parties and in that context he will

assist in the organization of the meetings and participate in them. In the context of

those meetings the Deputy Representative of the Secretary -General may submit to the par-

ties for their consideration and approval suggestions and recommendations for the prompt,

faithful and complete observance of the provisions of the instruments. (Such suggestions

and recommendations will be as a matter of course, consulted with, and cleared by, the

Representative of the Secretary -General.).

(b) Inspections conducted on the initiative of the Deputy Representative of the SecretaryGeneral.

In addition to inspections requested by the Parties, the Deputy Representative of the Secre-

tary -General may carry out on his own initiative and in consultation with the Representative ins-

pections he deems appropriate for the purpose of the implementation of paragraph 7. if it is consi-

dered that the conclusions reached in an inspection justify a report to the parties, the same pro-

cedure used in submitting reports in connection with inspections carried out at the request of the

Parties will be followed.

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION ru MEETThGS

As indicated above, the Deputy Representative of the Secretary -General will participate at

meetings of the parties convened for the purpose of considering -reports on violations. Should the

parties decide to meet for the purpose outlined in paragraph :7 at a high political level, the

Representative of the Secretary- General will personally attend such meetings.

V. Duration

The Deputy to the Representative of the Secretary -C eneral and the other personnel will be

established in the area not later than twenty days before the entry into force of the instruments.

The arrangements will cease to exist two months after the completion of all timeframes envisaged

for the implementation of the instruments.

VI. Financing

The poet of .all facilities and services to be provided by the parties will be borne by the

respective Governments, The salaries and travel expenses of the personnel to and from the area, as

well as the costs of the local personnel assigned to the headquarters units, will be defrayed by

the United Nations.
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IUAM Condemns
Geneva. Aöcord.s

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the text of an IUAM resolution issued on the eve

of the signing of the Geneva agreement in Afghanistan 14 April. The text rias pub-

lished in Dari in Shahadat journal.

IN .THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL.
Verily God will defend (from ill) those who believe; Verily God loves not any that is a

traitor to faith, or shows ingratitude (The Holy Quran).

In the Geneva talks which has now concluded, the parties at the talks, in the absence of

Afghan nation and without the consent of this oppressed nation, are to sign such an agreement which

cannot bring about conditions to and the war, restore peace and pave the way for the voluntary

return of the five million Afghan Muslim refugees to their country; Representing their Muslim na-

tion, the Afghan mujaheddin have already opposed the present 'orm of the talks and have described

than as unjust.

The mujaheddin are not bound to such agreement because: (a) our true Muslim nation did not

participate in these talks; (b) UN resolutions stressing the right of self determination of nations

has .ot been heeded in the agreement. It Goes not gparantee the right of the Afghan people to-de-

termine their fate without foreign pressure -or threat, (c) In the Geneva talks the repeated resolu

tions of the UN General Assembly.which assigned-the UN Secretary General to work for an immediate

and equitable solution of the Afghan problem based on an understanding with all the parties in the

,dispute have not been heeded. Beceu3e, since the. very beginning no contact has been established

with the Afghan mujaheddin who are one,of the two real parties in the problem a decision has been

made in their absence: (d) in these talka,contrary to, the important UN resolutions calling for im-

mediate and uncondonal Soviet troops withçirawál,a - nine months timetable has been accepted for

the withdrawal-1(e) instead of securing a Russian pledge not to interfere in the internal affairs

of Afghanistan in the future, and simultaneously With their troops pullout, the Russians should

bring to an end the mercenary government, which was coercively imposed on the Afghan Muslim nation

through Russian tanks and troops, they want that the puppet Najib regime remain intact in power

and an agreement is signed on non -intervention signed between the Pakistan government and the pup-

pet Najib regime; (f) the real objective of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was to once again

impose under threat the atheist communist regime of Khalqis on the Muslim nation of Afghanistan.

This regime was about to fall as a result of the resistance and jehad by the Muslim people. Now

the Geneva accord is giving to the Russians what they could not accomplish during the eight years

of war. So why there should be a need for the presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan? As such,

so long as theoSoviet puppet regime in Kabul, an outcome of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,

is not toppled, it means that Soviet direct armed intervention has not ended. This oppressive and
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unjust accord is in no way acceptable to the Afghan Muslim nation. We will continue our armed

resistance and jehad until all Soviet troops are Unconditionally withdrawan from Afghanistan and

an Islamic government is established in Afghanistan in place of the Soviet installed atheist gov-

ernment in Kabul. We have waged jehad for discharging a religious duty trusting in the might of

Almighty God and we consider his help sufficient for us. Even if the entire world leaves us alone,

by the help of Almighty God, we will continue our course and jehad until we establish an indepen-

dent and free Islamic government in Afghanistan. God Almighty says, "Any one who puts his trust

in God, sufficient is (God) for him" and orders the Muslims "And fight them on until there is no

more tummult or oppression and there prevail justice and faith in God ".

Although the Russians are satisfied as a result of the decision in the Geneva accord with

the survival of their puppet regime and extended large scale military assistance for the survival

of this regime, all these will fall to. the mujaheddin by the grace of God and the mujaheddin will

topple this atheist regime.

In Afghanistan, staired with the blood of the martyres, only the inherants of the aspirations

of martyres - - the mujaheddin - - can rule.Therefore the IUAM has established the transitional

government and has decided to announce this government in one of the liberated areas in Afghanis-

tan. This government will by the grace of God, soon take up the affairs of the coúntry and elec-

tions will be held under its supervision and an elected Islamic government will be installed.

MUJAHEDDIN OFFER GENEN RAL

AMNESTY
DINDIDMINIDiNDOOIa1DIDINDIDIDID1MMIMIDINDIDI 1a191NDODINN30013ID131a1 34 30 20 01D1 31 3131 31 01 31 31 00 01 31 31DON W5
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the text of an amnesty communique issued by the E

h IUAM 29 May, 1988. w
W,`CICI cu iMiClrlclr <cic ICIMvcic CFCICC4CICICICiei Cie. 1C4C4 CIWICi elCieleleiCieleiCieleleiCiCieleiCiCielc

A large number of soldiers and officers of the army of the Najib government and the security

forces and the socalled guardians of the revolution have joined the mujaheddin ranks and they have

warmly been welcomed by the mujaheddin. But it is once again announced that, according to the

directives listed in the general amnesty communique, those who regret their past (deeds) and repent

and hake refugee in the mujaheddin fronts within one month after the evacuation of their regions.

by the Soviet troops, their lives and property will be safe and they will not be subjected to

trial for their past deeds and they will not be harmed and even their transferable or contrans-

ferrable property acquired from the Russians or their puppet government will not be confiscated

provided other peoples' right have not been usurped. Those who have obtained arms and ammunition

from the Russianti and the mercenary regime for their self defense and were dragged to war against

their well, will not be disarmed after their joining the mujaheddin. All the mujaheddin are duty

bound to accept the returnee groups and persons keeping in view the aforesaid guarantees, and make

all arrangements for their safety and security.

The communique is repeated so that repentants are not harmed and the mujaneddin exert all

efforts for their safety. .
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IUAM PRESI E URGES
TRIAL FOR PDPA HIGH
BRASS

The following is the directives issued by the IUAM President to the Judicial Board

for the trial of the members of the Communists Central Committee including Najib.

The text has been translated into English from Pashtu text published in the Sha-

hadat journal.

IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL.

The esteemed Judicial Board of the IUAM: Whereas the Russians have now understood that it

was a blunder to despatch troops to Afghanistan, they have signed the Geneva accord for the pull-

out of their troops from our country. Undoubtedly the Najib puppet regime will also not be able to

survive after the Soviet troops pullout. This hated regime cannot resist the brave mujaheddin with-

out the Russian forces. A decision under the Shariat should right now be taken about those who have

been fighting side by side the alien forces against the nation throughout the last '0 years and

have stained their hands with the blood of 1.3 million martyrs and are responsible for the sorro-

ful tragedy of the country. Although we have announced amnesty and have given assurance to all

those who repent and once again join the nation, there are undoubtedly some who have committed so

many crimes and their hands are so much stained with the blood of so many people that they have clo

sed all the doors for a return to the lap of the nation. However as the IUAM President, I want

á verdict based On Shariat about such criminals.

From my point of view, all members of the PDPA's-Central Committee, including Najib, should

be tried in absentia right now and bhariat verdict about them should be announced to the entire

nation, so that after a complete Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan. These criminals

may be dealt with in accordance with the shariat'requirements. The ordinary people who were decei-

ved and induced by these criminals, to act as enemies of the nation, should be granted general

amnesty and should not be harmed. I also consider it appropriate that you should announce to the

nation that from now on the exchange of Soviet POW's should be avoided and these POW's should be

kept until Soviet troops are withdrawn from Afghanistan, the Najib government is toppled and an

Islamic government is established so that, by exchanging these Soviet POW's. we may get hold

of those criminals who must :be tried but have fled the country and sought refugee in Russia. It is

hoped that you will soon announce your verdict on the issue in accordance with the Islamic Shariat.

With regards,

Engineer Helonatyar,

President of the IUAM
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Biographies of IUAM
Ministers For Interim

Government
EDITOR'S NOTE: The :following are the biographies of the members of the mujaheddin's

transitional government announced 19 June: The portfolios are listed in accordance

with the order used in the Directires for the Transitional Government of Af-

ghanistan. The biographies have been provided by the NAM secretariat to the Afghan

Jehad.Biographyof the Health Minister has so far not been made available ta the Afghan

Jehad. Biógraphies of the Head of the Government Engineer Ahmad Shah and Vice Presi;-

dent Zabihullah Mojaddidy were published in the previous issue of the gag; Je ha d_

MAWLAWI MOHANMAD SHAH FAZLI: VICE PRESIDENT

Sqn of Fazel Shah. Born in 1934 in Rokok, Paktika. During the early years of his life, he

studied the Shariat and continued his education in religious schools. Later.:he taught religion.His

struggle against communism began in 1966 and he declared jehad against the.communists 28 April

1966 and has been carrying the fight until now. He is also serving as the Vice President of Hara

kat-e Engelabi Afghanistan.

PROF. ALT ANSARI: MINISTER OF JUSTICE

Son of Gul Ahmad Khan. Born in 1947 in Baraki Barak, Logar. He has a BA in law. His anti-

communist activities'began t in 17Ó specially iz Kabul University. He has been serving as Director

of Cultural,Educational and Training program in the Hezb -e- Islami (Hekmatyar).

HAJI DIN MOHAMMAD: MINISTER OF DEFENSE

Son of Mohammad Aman. Born in 1951 in Surkhroad, D ?angarhar. He has a university Education

holding a BA. He has started jehad against communists since 1974 and was always participating in

armed'jehads. He is also serving as Vice President in the Hezb -e- Islami (Khales). .

JUDGE NAJIULLAH: MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

(EDITOR'S NOTE; The following biography of Najiullah has been adopted from

The Shahadat newspaper,l October, 1987).
.

Son of Mawlawi Atta Gul. Born in 1946. in Andar, Ghazni. He has received his. BA from the

College of Theology of Kabul University. Be has served as representative of Hezb -e- Islami Afghan

istan (Hekmatyar) in Kuwait and in the Political Committee of the Hezb. In the elections held by
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the Hezb -e- Islami in 1987, he was elected as a member of the Central Council of the'party and

later elected Chairman of the Educational Committee by the party's Central Council.

SAYYED NOOEULLAH kMAD: THE MINISTER OF INTERIOR

Son of Sayyed Ahmad. Born in 1948 in Enjeel, Herat. He holds a BA from Kabul University. He

joined the jehad in 1977. He started a fierce struggles against the communists and he has been

active particularly in recruiting the youth for a struggle against communism. He had served as a

teacher. At present, he also serves as the General Secretary of Jamiat-e-lslami.Afghanistan.

MOHAMMAD PASSES: 14JNISTER FOR DA'WAT AND GUIDANCE

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The biography of Mohammad lesser. has been adopted from The

Sháhadat newspaper 24 June, 1988).

Son of Malek Esmatullah Khan. Born in 1953 in Hamby village of Chak- e- Wardak. Received his

primary education in Chardehi, Kabul province and later went to Habibia High School, Kabul. He

went to the US for one year in 1972 from 11th graue:of the.high school. He entered the College of

Law and Political Science at Kabul University in 1974 and the same year migrated to Pakistan:

Later he was enrolled in the Islamic University of Medina, Saudia Arabia, previously he had been

working as director of party organization and recruitment, and manger of the executive committee

of Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan. He is also presently a metaber of b3cecutive Council and Chairman of

the Political Committee of the Ittehad- e- Islami Afghanistan.

MOTIULLAH MOTEY: MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE AND CATTIL.RAISING

Son of Ial. Shahbaz. Born in 1947 in Zerok, Paktiká. After, completing his primary education,

he studied in Teachers College in Kabuli, Than he served a8a teacher. He started jehad in 1974.

He had been engaged in jehad.as provincial director for theHesb.ae- Salami Afghanistan (Khales) in

Paktika.

MAWIAWI MIR HAMZA: MINISTER O. EDUCATIcZ

Son of Gul Mar jan. Borh in 1942 in Ghoz'bar4_P4 wan,, Re has 'a M.A. degree from Demain University

of Saudi Arabia in religion. After the establishmöent Of ommunìat regime' in Kabul, he began jehad

against atheists in 1978 and, within the framework of the jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan, has super -

vized the jehadactivities in several provinces of Afghanistan.

He has participated in several international forums on behalf of the Afghan mujaheddin. Among

these have been an Islamic conference in London; the conference on the enforcement of Shariat in

Sudan; serving as a member of the mujaheddin delegation during the UN General Assembly session in

1987. He also attended the conference of the OIC in Jordan in 1988 as the head of mujaheddin dele-

gation. He is currently also serving as the Chairman of the Department of Party Organization and

Recruitment in the Jamiat-e- Islami Afghanistan.

GHUTAM FARDUK AZAM: MINISTER OF SETTLEMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION

Son of Akhtar Mohammad Khan. Born 13 December, 1942 in Kandahar. Pe holds a Ph.D. and before

the April coup of 1978 he served as an adviser in an Afghan Ministry. He left Afghanistan 30 April,

1978, just after the coup and became engaged in Jehad and, within the framework of NIP, he was

*rusted with the duty of party organization and recruitment and presently also serves as the

deputy leader of the NIP. . .
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MOHAMMAD ISMAIL SIDDIQIi: MINISTER FOR FINANCE

Son of Eaji Ghulam Siddiq Khan Tokhi. Born in 1925 in Zabul. Completed high school education

at Habibia in Kabul and later took a course in Law and political science. He migrated in 1979 and

started work within the framework of the Harakat- e- Engelab -e- Islami Afghanistan. He has served as

member of the Revolutionary Council of the Harakat, Chairman of Refugee Committee, Chairman of

Cultural and. Press Affairs in the three party alliance and Secretary and Chairman of the Secretar-

iat of Harakat.

ABLUL AZIZ FEROGH: MINISTER OF PLANNING

Son of Khawaja Mohammad. Born in 1937 in Kandahar. After completing his education in Kandahar

and Kabul, he went abroad for higher education and received his MA in planning. His last position

in Kabul was Deputy Minister of Planning before 1978. He migrated in 1981 and has served in various

international agencies.

DIN MOHAMMAD GRAN: MINISTER OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Son of Taqwadar Khan. Born in 1937 in Gardez, Paktia. He has completed his education upto M.J

and before the communist takeover in Kabul, he served as teacher in the college of Theology at

Kabul University. In 1979, he began his jehad against communism in the framework of NIF and also

participated in battles. He has also served as an adviser in the Department of Education of the

three party alliance, President of the Cultural Affairs in that alliance, President of Party Or-

ganization and Recruitment of the NIF and member of the Exedutive Council of this organization and

now also serves as a member of the IUAM council.
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MUJAHEDDIN
LEADERSHIP:

CHARTERS OF MUJAHEDDIN
ORGANIZATIONS,

The following are the biographies of the three remaining leaders of

the IUAM and their views, writings and charters of their organi-

zations. They are Mawlawi Khales, leader of the Hezb-e- Islami Khales,

Mawlawi Mohammad Nabi Mohammadia leader of the Harakat- e..ngelab-e-

Islami Afghanistan and Abd Rasool Sayyaf, leader of the Ittehad-e-

Islami Afghanistan. The biographies of the leaders and charters of

four other organizations were published in the previous issue.

Mawlawi Khaies
EDITOR'S NOTE: The first part of the biography

of Khales dealing about his life until 1978 has

been taken from a pamphlet by Khales himself

under the title of "Who am I? Why I have laun-

ched a Resistance ?"

Biography
Mawlawi Mohammad Yunus Khales, leader of

Hezb- e- Islami Afghahistan was born in Qazian

village of Gandomak in Khogianey sub- division

of Nangarhar province. He is now 68 years old.

He first studied under the tutorship of his

father Abdul Akbar and later, when his father

died, his maternal uncle taught him. He fini-

shed part of his studies in the frontier area.

Until 1949, he was engaged in learning and

conducting Prayers in mosques and, for a while

served as a teacher in a school training judges.

Ins 1951 he entered as a staff in the depart-

ment of "Enlightenment" in the Department of

Press. For a'time he was the editor of The

Message of Truth magazine and The Warangal

Journal, both owned by the government. When the

Afghan people had an opportunity for organized

political activities he and a number of friends

gathered to start political activities and

later joined their mujahed brethren. With the

arrival of Daoud, once again on the scene in

1973, he had to seek refugee in the Pashtoon

land and engaged himself in organized resistance.

After three years, however, he again. entered

Afghanistan and his companions induced him to

become the leader of his organization.

After the communists came to power in 1978

for some time he staged his jehad in Paktia and

Nangarhar and Kunar. He later served as deputy

leader of the Hezb- e- Islami Afghanistan (Hekmat-

yar) and in 1979 formed his own mujaheddin or-

ganization under the same title. In October,

1987 he was elected as President of the IUAM,

Before that twice he had served as spokesman

of the IUAM in 1987 and 1985.

His writings
The following are names of his writings

brought out either as book or pamphlets.

1. "Who am I, why I have launched my resin-

tance "; 2. The Pearls bf Religion; 3. The

spirit of Society "; 4. Religion and Human
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Civilization; 5. "Sweets to the Sweet

Ones "; 6. Ramadan (Month of Muslim fasting)

7. Islamic spirit.

His Views
BETTOR'S NOTE The following remarks by Mawlawi

Nhalea on important topics are being quoted from

the official newspaper of the Hezb -e- Islami

Afghanistan (Shales).

* "We never expect either the East or the West

to follow a policy which will fulfill our wishes

(Al -Noor 27 April, 1986).

* "Until a government comes into+rpower whose

laws are based on the Quran and the Sunnah, and

the power is assured by people who have Islamic

knowledge and their deeds are also Islamic, and

have undergone a test and trial during the

jehad, we will not hand over the government to

any one else ". (Al -Moor 22 December, 1986).

* "Today we observe that Russia is colluding

with its big enemy the United States and the

two are jointly exploring ways for enslaving

this, Muslim and proudy (Afghan) nation. (Al-

Noor, 6 January, 1986).

* "The UN has decided to let the Afghan nation

decide its own destiny but (UN mediator Diego)

Cordevez is making frantic efforts to hand over

Afghanistan to the Russian servants ". (Al -Moor,

6 January 1986).

* "Who can possibly accept the fact that the

MUlahed, Mohajer and pious people are to be

placed at par with corrupt people. For we have

brwzen our swords against corruption and corru-

pt elements are our enemies and the mujaheddin

and mohajerrin are the dear ones at our hearts.

So under the pretext of elections, putting them

on an equal footing is an act of cruelty to the

.
mujaheddin and mohajerrin (Al-Noor, 22 June,

1987).

* "All the ahl -e-hal wa Acid (men of wisdom)

ought to get together and they should be allo-

wed to put their hand on any Muslim and pious

mujahed to be the Shariat (legal in Islamic

term) leader (Al-Noor, 8 October, 1966).

* "We want to assure all Muslims who have mig-

rated to the West, America and Iran, that they

will be given a role,according to their ability,

in the reconstruction of Afghanistan and with

these brethren our ties have not been broken ".

(Al -Noor 7 December, 1987).

* "We give priority to unity in the mujaheddin

ranks (Al -Moor, 22 December, 1987).

* "Our jehad did not begin to (topple) any par-

ticular individual but it has been for changing

the regime." (Al -Noor, 6 January, 1988).

* "One who does not serve the religion of a

country and serves (causes like) language (etc.)

is actually deceiving the people (from his own

autobiography: "Who Am I ? ").

* "A Muslim is obliged to search for goodness

and grandeur only in Islam (from his own auto-

biography: "Who Am I? ".

Mawlawi Mohammadi
EDITOR'S NOTE: The biography of Mawlawi Mohammad. Nabi Mohammadi,. the Amir of the

Harakat- e- Engelab- e- Islami -e- Afghanistan has been provided to the Afghan Jehed

by -the Secretariat of that organization.

Biography
Mawlawi Mohammad Nabi Mohmmadi, son of Al-Haj Mullah Abdul Wahhab was born in 1921 in the

Abbas Shraz village of Baraki Barak, Logar. He began his primary education when he was five years
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old and learned Islamic subjects in Logar, Maiden and Laghman scholars and finished his studies

in 1953 and later became engaged in teaching religion.

He was elected as a deputy to the House of the People from the Baraki Barak, Logar, in the

13th term of Parliament (1969 -73) and migrated afterwards'to Marja, Helmand, where he established

a religious madrasa. He himself also became a teacher.

He was arrested 2 November, 1973, by the Daoud regime accused of conducting anti -communist

propaganda but was released after some time.

At the time of the government of Taraki he migrated 11 May, 1978, to Quetta, Baluchistan,

to launch a national uprising against communism. In Quetta he founded the Harakat-e-Engelab-e-

Islami Afghanistan and then later went to Peshawar at the request of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader

of the Hezbe Islami and Burhanuddin Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat -e- Islami Afghanistan and took

over as leader of the mujaheddin alliance. The alliance was dissolved six months later.

Mohammadi later entered Afghanistan via Miranshah with a number of his followers and demo.

lished seven communist government border posts and announced a national uprising against atheism

and infedility.

In 1981 his organization became a member of an alliance with the NIF and NLF for the sake

of improving the affairs of the jehad, lasting until 1985.

His Views
In regard to the formation of'a coalition government, we must make it clear that euch a coali-

tion will not be among political forces and parties of a nation but it will be a coalition between

Islam and infedility,between worshipping God and atheism and, between the suppressorand the suppres-

sed. These are all diametrically opposed to each other and they cannot coalesce (Hedayat- ul-isl m

5 November, 1987).

* If today we are to think about questions such as leadership, occupying important positions and

enjoying ourselves, then we are not sincere and truthful to our God Almighty and we will be accoun-

table before Him and this will be a big disgrace for us (Hedayat -ul- Islam, 5 November, 1987).

* A country, where the law of Shariat is not enforced, will never be immune from alien aggression

(Hagigat -ul -Islam 28 August 1987).

* We are not fighting for gaining power but we are conducting the jehad for the establishment of

an Islamic government (Hagigat -ul -Islam 22 June 1987).

* If conditions become unfavorable and circumstances are such which will make it impossible to

form a mujaheddin interim government, in that case we agree for the appointment of a neutral person

(at the head) of government provided he is an Afghan and a Muslim (Haqiqat -ul- Islam, 22 June, 1987).

* Our jehad is not dictated by the east or the west but it is for the sake of God and with His

help (Hagigat -ul -Islam 21 March, 1986).

* Muslims should avoid slandering and labelling each other (Hagigat..ul- Islam, 3 Febrigiry, 1985).

* Russian aggressors end oppressors should have a second thought about their imperialist ideas,

shduld stop massacre of the defenseless people of Afghanistan and recognize thelindepdence and
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the right of self -determination of the Muslim people of Afghanistan (Haqiqat -ul -Islam 21 March 1984)

* Proposing a ceasefire with the Soviet aggressive forces who are the real factor of conflict in

our country can be considered only when they pull -out of our country without any condition (Mujahed,

27 January, 1986).

* The Islamic Iranian Republic authorities should not give a helping hand to opportunistic elements

seeking splits and should not give permission for the activities of those who are working for their

own grandeur and cliques(pzadi, 14 July, 1986).

* We are optimistic about a peaceful political solution of the Afghanistan issue. We consider it

as a good sign and welcome it. We do not reject or condemn it and at the same time consider it

Islamic (Azadi 14 July 1986)The Russians are trying hyprocratically to pave the way for the practi-

cipation of those in the future government of Afghanistan who have not refrained from any kind of

oppression and atrocities so that these PDPA criminals and traitors are protected, However,leaders

of the Afghan mujaheddin will never be deceived by such intrigues (Hedayat -ul Islam,18 February,

1987).

* We consider the issue of Afghanistan as an issue of the entire free world, The mujahed nation of

Afghanistan in their defensive war with the Russians are not only defending Afghanistan but they

are defending the entire humanity (Azadi, 21 November, 1987),

* We are not rejecting the, efforts being exerted_ by the well -wishers under the name of political

solution or under any other name for the solution of Afghan issue and we ask Almighty God for the -

succesa ot.s real and healthy solution of the problem (Hagiqut -ul -Islam 22 June, 1987).

Abd Rab Rascal' Sayyaf
0 0 0 0 0 000 00000 0000 600000000C10 000
EDIT's NOTE, The following is a biography of Professor Abd Rab Rasool Sayyaf,

leader of Ittehad- e- Islami Afghanistan, adopted from the first issue of Ittehad-

e- Islams Journal.

CI o 000001000C1C1000000000000000 °a 0 0C30000001
Bïography.

Prof. Abd Rab Sayyaf, leader of Ittehad-e-Islami Afghanistan, son of Faqir Mohammad, was

born in 1944 in Paghman.of Kabul province.. Nokia a Saadat (descendent of Prophet Mohammad). He was

six year old.when his father died and was enrolled in the Foghorn', primary, school when he was seven

and graduated grcm there in 1956.

In 1957 he entered the Ebn- e-Sina high school and, after two years,. was enrolled in Abu Hanifa

Madrasa fioni where he graduated in 1963 and. was enrolled in the College of Theology of the Kabul

.University in 1964. He graduated from the university in 1967 and, went through the military. reserve

course to serve hie anny term. ..

In 1969 he was appointed ip the teaching staff. of the College of Theology of Kabul University

and went to rapt after two years for higher Oleli a where he received, his KA in II*. ].- äadie. (the
science of learning. about the sayiag and remarks. of, Holy IFrOphet Hopportadtt peace-he upon kW.. Ice.

1973 he returned to: Vie country, andloegumed,,peachixe at the Sul Unive ty_- .,., jn- X974 when -he.
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was at the airport to go to the US for legal training, he was arrested by the Daond police and

spent six years in .
jail and in 1979 was released. from jail in a "miraculous way "..

It is to be mentioned that Prof. Sayyaf was the top honor student from the 12th grade of the .

high school right through the years during which he received his MA.

1. "A lesson in warning"

His writings
(pamphlet) 1986

2. "Warning" (pamphlet) 1986

His Views
" "Whoever hands over the power of the state to anyone else but the mujaheddin will be committing

a big cruelty to Islam" ( Shahadat, 24 jay, 1987).

* "In order to gain the pleasure and help of Almighty Godewe are whole -heartedly ready to face

the enmity of the entire world (Ittehad -e- Islami, 18 November,. 1985).

* Russia and the US do not have the right to negotiate about the Afghan issue. (Shahadat, 17

December, 1987).

* The continuation of armed jehad is the only honorable alternative for us (Ittehad- e- Islami,

10 March, 1985).

* Until the Russians completely withdraw from Afghanistan, until atheism and infedility are

completely wiped out from Afghanistan and until a completely Islamic government is established in

Afghanistan by the mujaheddin, we will not lay down our arms and will continue our armed resis-

tance (Ittehad, 10 March, 1985).

* Political solution and political talks do not cure the problem of the Muslim nation of Afghan-

istan and they cannot achieve the objectives (of the Afghan people) (Ittehad, 10 March, 1985).

* Those who are waiting for a political solution (of the Afghan issue) lack ideological and party

support and backbone. They'have not been brought ùp within the framework of principles and current

of thoughts and it is for this reason that they do not appreciate the value of,the bloodshed by

the martyres and the price of Jehad (Ittehad- e- Islamí, 8 April, 1986).

* The filthy face of communism can be well known through the blood, smoke and ashes which have

engulfed the entire atmosphere of Afghanistan (Ittehad -e- Islami 11 May 1987).

* The mujaheddin should determine the future of the Afghan nation and the system and order which

are to be established in Afghanistan can be no other than Islam (Ittehad -e- Islami 11 May 1987).

* We are endowed with freedom and the right of self -determination. It is our own right to decide

about our fate. We will never accept the dishonor to allow others decide our fate. The issue of

Afghanistan can be solved in the warm and blood- stained trenches of the jehad (Ittehad- e- Islami,

14 Dien , 19.87).

* The Afghan .mujaheddin never accept a coalition government. If such a thin happened, the muja-

heddin will continue their jehad. The entire Geneva negotiations, unless the mujaheddin are direct

party to it, will not be binding (Ittehad -e- Islami, 11 January, 1987).

t ß;y to solve the Afghan iasúe is to continue the armed resistance .(Wihdat- e- Islami
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30 March 1983).

* We will not be content with an incomplete and defective solution .(of the Afghanistan issue).

We should always demand our complete right (Azadi, 12 March, 1985).

* The basic aim of the Russians in their intervention in Afghanistan is to establish a satanic

order and expand the red line of communism. If the jehad forces are not united under one banner,

hope for a victory will be futile (Ittehad -e- Islami, 8 March, 198?).

* The basic policy of Ittehad -e- Islami is the unity of the entire Islamic Ummah. It works for

the unity of the entire Islamic Ummah without thinking about the issue of leadership (Ittehad -e-

Islami, 4 November, 1987).

Charter of Hezb-e- Islami
Afghanistan (Khales)
OOOOOO0000000000Qwa0QaC3o0oE80DoQooDCID000ao
0 EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the text of the Charter of the Hezb -e- Islami Afghanistan ppoita

(Khales) translated by the Afghan Jehad from a pamphlet published in Pashto and Dari in a
g1980.'As, before that date, this organization and that of the Hezbe Islami Afghanistan

(Helmatyar)were the same, except the "Preface to the second printing" and the introduct-
wa

C3 iesn which are added to the following Charter the rest of the charters of the two organi-

c zations' are the Mme, with Ona change in article '75 and the omission of the entire

0 article 39 in the following one. ti

IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL.
"Truly, my prayer and my service of sacrifice, my life and my death, are (all) for God, the

Cherisher of the Worlds" (The Holy Quran). "But no, by your God, they can have no (real) faith

until they make you judge in all disputes between them and find in their souls no resistance agai-

nst your decision, but accept them with the fullest conviction ". (The Holy Quran)." But whosoever

turns away from my Message, verily for him is a life narrowed down, and we shall raise him up blind

on the day of Judgement." (The Holy Quran).

PREFACE TO SECOND PRINTING

We are publishing the Charter of the Hezb -e- Islami so that our Islamic brethren at these deli-

cate times,when people under the guise of Islam, once again try to advance their evil and anti -Isla-

mie objectives, people who have neither gone through the test of religiousness in the past and nor

at present shy away from friendship with anti -Islamic elements and until the time when a real Isla-

mic government is established and has supported our sacred objectives we are not going to lay down

our arms.. Prom God we seek helpi(Mawlawi Mohammad lupus Khales.)

INTRODUCTION

The Heab -e- Islami Afghanistan, as a rightful and revolutionary movement of our country, Is
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endeavouring to see that a wide ranging platform which has been offered by Islam for proper gui-

'dance of mankind is enforced in its entirety. This party believes that the only solution for the

difficulties and miseries engulfing mankind is the establishment of an Islamic order. Until the

Islamic Shariat is enforced in different spheres of the social life of the people, humanity will

always be faced with difficulties and constraints and will never achieve (real) social progress.

History is a living testimony of the fact that if evil intrudes into any aspect of human life

it will undoubtedly penetrate further into the society. In such a society people will refrain from

accepting the commandments of Almighty God. In such societies the valuable guidances issued by the

distinguished messengers of Almighty God as the basis of life are not accepted.And (in these socie-

ties) the feeling of accountability in the Hereafter will be defeated in the conscience of mankind.

In any society where the axis of social life of the people revolves around the wishes and

passions of those incharge of affairs, instead of being based above mentioned principles, justice

and fairness will inevitably give way to begemonism and oppression.

Yes, until an obedience to God, belief in the Hereafter and following of the guidance provided

by the messengers of God do not form the basis of human life, there will be no possibility for the

establishment of justice and fairness.

Without completely observing the above mentioned principles,any other belief in or opinion used

for establishment of justice and fairness will have no result other than bringing about new ver-

sions of oppression.

Although in our country there are too many people who believe in these (Islamic) principles,

the belief and order in which the overwhelming majority of the people believe have not been enfor-

ced and the living order for the people is not based on the pillars of their beliefs.

Therefore, despite the fact that our country is an Islamic country, the nation is deprived of

the Islamic blessings and thus neither themselves can have benefit from Islamic guidance nor they

can offer any assistance to the people of the world in this respect.

This party has resolved to see that Islamic principles are implemented actively in various

spheres of the social life and relations among the people are conducted on the basis of Islamic

principles and instructions. A wide ranging dissemination of Islamic thoughts long range and con-

sistent struggle against corruption and evil, untiring battle against deviations originating from

old and new types of ignorance of the people constitute the rightful objectives of our party and

this party is of the opinion that, until governments and leaders are reformed, no reform program

(pass-0 can be implemented. Corrupt governments always bar as a great obstacle the implementation

of reform programs and they support and defend the reasons leading towards corruption and devia-

tion. Without a complete reform of the ruling order, neither individual reforms nor the'establi-

shment of complete justice and fairness is possible. This party has mobilized all possible means

and will try with all necessary measures to take positive steps for amending and changing the

ruling order and pave the way for Islamic reforms.

In case we want to summarize the objectives of this party in a few limited sentences we are

resorting to following explanations: (1) Following Islamic principles, adopting the deeds of the

four Caliphs after Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, and-complete implementation of Idla-

mic commandments; (2) complete eradication of oppression and exploitation, doing away with will
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.. ...
and corruption, organizing the social life on Islamic principles and establishing justice in var-

ious spheres of the life of the people; (3) nourishing virtues and goodness and fighting against

corruption and evil, (4) putting an end to oppressive and autocratic regimes, establishing the

sovereignty of Islamic principles and rules and using the ruling order for the service of the

people; (5) popularizing and extending Islamic way of thinking, reviving the Islamic and nourish-

ing the religious feelings of the people; (6) exerting efforts towards strengthening Islamic du-

ties and hoisting the Word of God throughout the world (from God we seek help).

GENERAL

1. It is an obvious and clear fact that Afghanistan is an Islamic country the existence of which

has been achieved at the cost of the blood of faithful elements and thousands of God worshipping

mujaheddin have fought for the defense of its integrity undertaken at the cost of their lives.

Therefore, in this land the kind of political and cultural activities aimed at propagating un-

Islamic beliefs and ideologies and replacing illegally the Islamic society of Afghanistan into an

un- Islamic one, all such activities, a. a matter of fact, are tantamount to attempts aimed at

eliminating our Country's historic existence. As a staunch guardian of the existence and integrity

of the country, Hezb -e- Islami is struggling against such activities.

2. Diligent defense of the territorial integrity, independence and complete unity of the country

forms the prominent duty of the Islamic movement of the country and political activities aimed

at thedisintegrationofour country and (inciting) linguistic, local,regional, racial and sectarian

prejudices will be met with stiff resistance of this party.

From our point of view, the independence and survival of the country and security and pros-

perity of the nation can only be achieved if a sense of unity, fraternity, and brotherhood is

revived among the ranks of the members of the nation and a social system based on justice is estab-

lished in a manner which will enable all the people of the nation to live in (an atmosphere of)

complete confidence without any type of racial, linguistic, regional and secratrian discrimination

and enjoy human and legitimate rights and God worshipping and piety is the criteria for super- -

ïority and privilege.

3. We are of the opinion that, unless the following points are truthfully and sincerely accepted

the possibility of evolving a firm and durable order will not exist in our country.

a) Since the absolute majority of the people of the country demand the establishment of a

complete Islamic order, the sovereignty of this order should be accepted in a practical manner and

those who do not heed this obvious fact and are exerting efforts for the introduction and do-

minance of an un- Islami order .should be identified as the real enemies of the nation and struggle

against them should be recognized as a legal obligation of all members of the nation.

b) This territory is a common land of all the faithfull subjects of this country and is not the

private property of any specific family. As such , no one has the right to exert impermissible

efforts towards the consolidation of the foundation of the rule of any specific individuals and

to consolidate the foundation of an oppressive and dictatorial order and prevent the people of

the nation from intervention and participation in national issues and to consider the government

his personal and inherited property.

c) Political leadership of the nation should be organized within Islamic principles and with the

5o.
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advice and guidance of the real representatives of the nation, and should takeover the role of

supervising the affairs of the country. Those political statesmen who have not received the confi-

dence of the legal representatives of the nation and the responsibility of the supervision of the

regime has not been entrusted upon them in accordance with the provisions of Islamic shariat,

will never be able to prevent internal tensions And take constructive steps for the progress of

the country.

d) Every Muslim individual of<thi.s eociety! es >a matter oftprinciple, has the right to put

forth his personal' opinion about national >affaire and to commiaicate it to others by using legal

means. Illegal restriction over this will make members of the nation to use other means for

obtaining power, which would obviously be more costly to our nation.

e) Complete, prevention of the subversive activities of those political groups which do not

support the Islamic status of Afghanistan or have set forth is the objective of their efforts the

consolidation of an un- Islamic order in this country and are opposing the unity and safety of this

country.

4. Hezb- e- Islami Afghanistan has launched (its) struggle for the realization and establishment

of such a social order that will embrace the following values, principles and programs in various

aspects of life:

CHAPTER -I.

IN THE FIELD OF CONSTITUTION

1. The Holy Quran and the valuable Ahadis (sayings) of the Holy Prophet of Islam, peace be upon

him, will be established in clear and irrisistible tpim: as the primary sources of laws. In

matters of ijtehad action will be taken in accordance yith the Hanafi jurisprudence.

2. An authorized and competent administration will be established to bring at the earliest all

laws and official rules of the government in conformity with the spirit of Islam.

3. The shariat courts will be delegated sufficient authority and complete independence of the

judiciary will be guaranteed. The office of the judiciary will be assigned only to those ulama

whose piety and fidelity are completely proven.

4. Necessary rules and regulations will be worked out at the earliest for a total implementation

of all the Islamic injunctions.

5. All legal suppressive and oppressive matters, through which the ruling circles abrogate the

legal and human rights of the people and which put an end to their freedom, prevent the obvious

right of expression of opinion and create obstacles for legitimate and legal propagation (of

ideas) will be totally abolished.

6. laws and regulations that will curb at the earliest adultery, drunkenness, gambling,

obscenity, and moral corruption will be enacted. Publication and distribution of obscene books,

periodicals and(other) published material will be prohibited and the display of unethical and

obscene films will be banned.

7. The issue of veil by women, as dictated by the shariat. will be totally observed throughout the

country and their shariat and legal rights will be restored.
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8. Necessary and essential rules and regulations will be laid down for the improvement of social

life and establishment of healthy relationship among the people.

9. (The establishment of) suppressive military governments will be definitely banned.

10. In relation to the declaration of emergencies and continuation of military governments, condi-

tions will be laid down to limit in a reasonable framework the unconditional powers of governments.

11. Secret and military courts will be totally abolished and the trial of the military officers

and others attached to the army would be conducted:only in the courts (set up by the) judiciary;

12. The parliamentof the country will be formed on' the basis of free and direct elections and

its members would consist of pious members of the country.

13. Amendments will be made in the rules pertaining to courts so that problems of the people are

solved speedily and necessary facilities are provided for an early execution of an equitable and

fair justice.

14. About the persons entrusted with the government offices, it will be kept in view that they

should perform their duties with honesty and piety and adhere to the Islamic tenets in their

private life. Commission of¿mortal 'sin will have bearing on the promotion and, if the situation

demands, on the termination of the services of ttpe government officials.

CHAPTER -II.

IN THE FIELD OP RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL REFORMS.

The programs of the Hezb- e- Islami in the field of religious and ethical reforms is as follows

15. All necessary meas9res will be adopted to ensure that no sluggishness takes place in Offering

the prayers. In this connection, sufficient facilities will be,paovided to government officials and

workers. In assessing the performance of official duties (by government officials) attention will

be given to the performance of religious obligations (by these officials).

16. In the light of the provisions and directives of the shariat, conditions to ensure profound

respect to (and observance of) the holy month of Ramadan will be provided.

17. Sufficient facilities will be provided in connection with the performance of Hai and all

unnecessary and unreasonable hindrances, presently faced by the people, will be completely elimi-

nated in this respect.

18. The prominent role which mosques should have in the social life of the Muslims will, be revived

and appropriate arrangements will be made to achieve honorable means of livelihood for the imams,

khatibs (preachers) and custodians of the mosques.

19. All possible efforts will be exerted to make the situation conducive to higher Islamic stu-

dies and to inform the people about religious beliefs and injunctions so that every member of our

Muslim society becomes aware of that part of religious instructions,the learning and understanding

of which constitutes an obvious daily need of every Muslim.

20. The regular expansion of madr s religious schools) and darul hufaz (schools for memori-

sing the entire of the Holy Quran) will be achieved in a manner so that difficulties in training

religious scholars and the hufaz (those who memorize the entire of the Holy Qurars) are solved with
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a better manner within the country and that free pursuance of higher Islamic studies are available

in every province of the country.

21. By making use of all legal ways and means and by utilizing all government resources and pos-

sibilities, and with all power efforts will be exerted to abolish corruption and evil and the

ways and means through which crimes are propagated.

22. In regard to the ethical training of the people and for the healthy improvement of public

and traditional relations, measures will be adopted to revive in the heart of the believing people

the fear of God and a sense of obedience and service to God Almighty, so that they may realize

their obligations and responsibilities in the light of their faith and a spirit of respect for

the limits and dictates of the shariát`is hobrishedin them andfas a result, our Islamic society

may reach from the point of view of ethical maturity, a stage where abstention and refrain from

evil and attending to 'social obligations may not be based only on the force of law.

23. Repairing of mosques, training of religious scholars and the hufaz,, the delegation of the

heavy responsibility of mat (the duty of leading people to prayers) and remedying the economic

difficulties of the imams of the mosques, constitute the important duties of the Department of the

Endowments. Imposing on the people to render material support to imams and moazzens (one who

calles people to prayers) are tantamount to a contempt and insult of religion and piety.

24. The non - Muslim minorities will enjoy all permissible and legal rights in accordance with the

dictates of Islamic shiat % and Islamic hudood (limits) will be fully applied to them.

25. And finally the government will 'have the duty to conduct the trial of the apostate elements

and punish them in accordance with the provisions of the shariat.

CHAPTER -III

EIUCATION

Attention to the issues of education and training, from our point of view, are of vital

importance. Programs of the Hezb -e- Islami in this field are summarized as follows

26. The existing form of programs for educational and training institutions of the country,

which have become totally obsoleted : useless! will be reformed. Because (at present) only

technical persons - - and that too, in a very defective manner - - are being trained in these

institutions and religious and spiritual 'education of students have been completely forgotton.

This has entailed a profound mental vacuum in the present educational institutions of the country.

This intellectual vacuum paves the way for the nourishment of ail types-of degraded and dejected

thoughts among the ranks of the various components of education.

The various stages of educational system will be shaped in such a manner so that from the

very beginning of education until its final phases, this eminent need constitutes the pivot of

our attention that the educational institutions of our country shòuld train such persons and offer

them to the society, who, inaddition to (acquiring) speciA7ization in their particular fields,
would also attain.a completely assured level of Islamic knowledge and would be are of the Isla-

mic injunctions about his profession.Similarithduring the various stages of this program, subjec-

ts that will nourish in the hearts of the students a sense of obedience to the Divine commands

and injunctions will be taught.Education and training will not be only confined to enable (the
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students) to read and to acquire knowledge, but spiritual and ethical training will also be inclui.

ded in each one of the departments so that the scholarly qualifications of those offered to the

society by educational institutions, are based on the elements of piety and a fear of being accoun-

table before God..

27. During the course of studies, every Muslim student will gradually learn Islamic beliefs, in--

junctions and guidances related to the daily life of believing people and will gradually move

forward from the level of (reading and) reciting the Quran upto the level of grasping and under-

standing its utmost vital concepts,

28, In the 'field of scientific research,,institutions for advanced research will be established

and attention will be specially devoted to (conducting) wide- ranging research of Islamic sciences.

29. Necessary measures will be adopted to simplify the difficulty pertaining to the continuation

of education and necessary conditions are provided so that no one is deprived of continuing edu-

cation due to lack of sufficient resources.

30. Educational and training institutions will be opened in every nook and corner of the count.:y.

31. The present system of co- education, where girls and boys acquire education side -by -side, will

be abolished altogether.

32 A free academic atmosphere will be created in educational and training institutions of the

country and the universities will enjoy complete freedom in the framework of an approved policy.

33. Positive steps will be taken to provide better conditions of living for the teachers and in

order to encourage the best of the talents to (enter) this (profession), salaries for the teachers,

will be arranged in a way to enable them achieve jthe highest standard of living in the country.

34. Specific attentions will: be devoted to the basic: training of teachers and efforts will be

exerted to offer desireable teachers to the society - - teachers 'who, on the one hand, would have

a complete hold in their field of specialization and, on the other, serve successfully in the

task of Islamic and ethical training of their students.

35. As far as the appointment of teachersds concerned, their academic credentials will not be

the sole criteria; importance will also be attached to the fact that they may not be opposed to

the fundamental principles of Islamic status of Afghanistan and from the point of view of their

techniques and ethics they may be capable to train the youth.

36.ín the educational program of the academic institutions of the country, necessary military

training will be kept in view so that the young generation would have sufficient orientation in

the task of the defense of the country.

37. .Teaching programs, at their various phases, will be pursued in official languages of the

country and efforts will be made that every one is taught in his mother tongue. Necessary measures

will be adopted for the promotion of unofficial languages and special attention will be devoted

to the. teaching of Arabic language.

36. Supervision of the educational institutions will be entrusted to those professional officials

who are endowed with religious knowledge and are symbols of piety and rightidusness so that their

day-to -day livesats shy may serve as a practical guide to the students.

39. Regular lessone will be initiated
the military Officers in Islamic Jehad and a seirit of
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perseverance, faithfulness and sacrifice and a sense of understanding, awareness and interest to

the nation will be nourished in them. Side by side with equipping them militarily, utmost efforts

will be exerted to equip them with the precious Islamic guidances so as to make the army of our

country an active force for defending religious and national principles and virtues and they may

not became a tool in the hand of suppression and of nor -patriotic and irreligious leaders.

CHAPTER -IV.

SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION

From our point of view,until healthy institutions comprised of religious, responaihle, and coo-.

petent officials, are formed no reform program can prove to be useful and fruitful. The Hezb -e-

Islami Afghanistan has the following programs for reforms in the administrative system of the

country.

40. In order to check embezzlement, fraud and lawlessness in government departments, effec-

tive measures will be adopted. All necessary means will to provided to strictly check bribery

particularly' among government officials and workers.

41. At the time of the appointment of high ranking officials to most important and sensitive

posts, their financial conditions-and that of their close relatives will be ascertained. Later,

during the course of their service, they will be kept under strict surveillance so that their

wealth may not increase to such an extent that it will show'aclear and obvious discripancy with

their permissible and legal income.

42. Those government servants whose standard -of .l!'iving 'appears to be beyond their remunerations

or obtain such property or wealth that its permissible and legal source cannot be tract down will

be interrogated at the earliest and dealt with under the shariat laws.

43. An independent department will be set up to check the government employees from resorting

to injusti.e, encroachment and unjustified exercise of power. The department will listen to the

complaints and objections of the public against government servants. Separate rules will be adop-

ted about the procedure of work by this department.

44. Unnecessary expenditure in government offices

property into illegal possession will be stopped.

45.. A specific national uniform will be prescribed

hours and uniforms, medals and insignias which have

of western corrupt civilization will be abolished.

will be strictly checked and bringing pub'.ic

for government officials for use during office

been introduced as a result of the influence

46. Resorting to savage and cruel methods now used by the filthy hands of the police during the

investigation of crimes and interrogation will be completely banned.

47. The use of unnecessary espoinage networks and secret police, particularly for creating an

atmosphere of fear and terror, will be strictly prohibited. The ( intelligence )networks,wi.il(only)be

usedfor keeping a watch on government officials and for a complete eradication of corruption and

.bribery and preventing the commitment of crimes.

48. Unjustified savage and impermissible dealings, resorted to presently against the poor and de.

fenselessprisoners:inside. the prisons of the country, will be totally abolished and basic changes

will be introduced in this regard in accordance with the requièements of an Islamic approach. Pri-
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sons will be converted into centers of reform, amendment and education of the criminal elements

to enable them acquire the capability of earning honorable and respectable ways for their living.

49. Salaries of the government servants will be increased to an appropriate and necessary level.

The standard of this increase will be to an extent to meet the economic difficulties of govern,

ment officials and workers in a best manner and to stop a brain drain from the country.

50. The government will be bound to fix equitable remunerations for the military personnel and

to recruit, at the first instance, such persons who voluntarily prefer Islamic holy jehad over

other engagements. However measures will also be adopted for the military training of others as

well.

51. The armed forces of the country will be organized and expanded in a manner so that it may.

emerge as a strong and assured defense power of the country and all efforts will be exerted so

that the armed forces of the country may not come under the influence of imperialist powers.

CHAPTER -V.

IN THE FIELD OF ECONOMIC ORDER

The existing economic relations of the people, which has formed the basis of the economic

order in the country, are based entirely on oppression and injustice. The system is a (in fact)

manifestation of all the corruption, cruelties and injustices of non -Islamic orders and particu-

larly the wrong economic policies of the un- Islamic governments have further increased this corrup-

tion and adversity. Until profound and fundamental changes are brought about in the economic order,

establishment and realization of justice will not be possible. The fundamental changes (in this

sphere) should be carried out in the light of Islamic principles and, under these, the legal

rights of the people should be maintained.

Islamic guidances in the field of economic order contain clear, directives and Islamic juris-

prudence has in this connection rendered complete explanations. The economic order, which we want

to achieve, is based on the clear explanations rendered by the Islamic jurisprudence and principles.

The economic policy of the Islamic order consists of the following fundamental points:

a) observance of justice and fairness in different spheres of economic order,

b) complete eradication of different types of oppression, injustice and exploitation,

c) creation of appropriate, uniform and favourable working conditions and benefits for all

the people,

d) consistent struggle against poverty and hunger and untiring efforts for providing such

conditions that no one may be deprived of his permissible and natural rights, and

e) skillful and equitable use of national and social (wealth and)capitals,

For the accomplishment of the aforesaid objectives, the program of the Hezb -e-- Islami Afghan-

istan in the economic field is summed up in the following four sections:

I. AGRICULTURE:

For a long time, as a result of the prevalence of oppressive and un,- Islamic system in the

country, inequities and (undue) privileges have prevailed in the sector of agricultural land owner-

ship and benefits from it.

For a complete elimination of these oppressive conditions, the following legal steps will; be
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taken:

52. Ownership of properties which have been put illegally at the disposal of sources of power will

be nullified in accordance with the provision of the shariat and will be returned to their legally

deserving persons.

53. Cultivable land owned by the state will be distributed free of cost or on easy terms among

landless cultivators and to the owners who do not hold an economic unit of land,

In regard to' the distribution of land,priority will be given to the deserving people of the

area where the land is located and not in an unjust and arbitrary manner °among non -deserving people.

54. Serious attention will be devoted to the (implementation) of laws and regulations issued by

the Islamic shariat about land ownership,agricultural and farming relations and un- Islamic dealing

will be completely stopped.

55. At the time .of the distribütion of state -owned agricultural land, all possible efforts will

WI exerted to see tiatthe land (to be Owned) by à farmer, and cultivator is to the extent that

will achieve an honorable standard of living for him.

56. Measures will be taken to directly put at the disposal of cultivators and owners of the land

the fair and reasonable income which they'are,to receive from their agricultural products and a

part of their profit does not fall in the herid of intermediaries, specially in the case of

cotton crop .

57. For achieving a healthy (system of) agriculture, the desired agricultural implements, 'chemical

fertilizer and improved seed will be put at the disposal of farmers with a fair price.

58. In order to preserve, develop and properly make use of the forests, necessary measures will be

adopted; however, in no way,'pastuares and properties that are meeting the daily needs of the

people will be misappropriated.

60. Except on the occasions that Islamic rules or Islamic ecOnothiCiptinaiaies require, fertile

agricultural land will not,be used for industrial purposes, etc.

61. Basic attention will be devoted'to the utmost development of-Cattle raising in the,cbuntry

In order to encourage cattle raisers, sufficient facilities will be provided tó them and.'neaessary

measures will be adopted for the preservation of pastures.

62. The problem of shortage of foodstuff will be eliminated with adopting the folloi:ing fundamen-

tal measures:

a) the land that has been fit for agriculture but have remained ar*d due to unfair reasons,

will be put into use at the earliest,

b) in order to develop agricultural land, arid land will be made suitable for cultivation

agriculture,

c) best efforts will be exerted to construct water dams, canals and irrigate deserts and

fertile land,

d) in connection with the buying, selling and the transaction of foodstuff, measure will be

adopted that, on the one hand, do not stop the flow (of agricultural commodities) and, on

the other hand, cultivators and farmers obtain fair and desired price for their agricnl-
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tural product, and also consumers will be able to make use of them with a fair price.

e) in fixing the volume of foodstuff supplies (to the public) and for commercial purposes,

it will be ascertained that no shortages of foodstuff occur (in domestic markets), and

f) in orcer to increase the income of farmers and to put an end to unemployment and lack of

opportunies, cottage industries will be developed in rural areas.

II.- TRAIE AND INDUSTRY

In order to utl3ize the wealth and capital which, as a result of wrong, illegitimate and

oppressive policies of un- Islamic government in our country, are being concentrated in the hands

of specific people, and to realize the public interests, the following legal measures are to be

adopted:

64. Usury, lamblingi impermissible speculation ,hoarding and other impermissible and illegal

means that have been banned in the Islamic shariat, foir 'obtaining wealth will be legally banned

and only' lawful means of obtaining wealth will be recognized. Similarly,aCtion will be taken, on

the basis of'ehariát, abbut the capital illegally incorporated as private properties.

65. Supervision of the affairs of companies and banks will be handed over to the elected repre-

sentative of (their) partners and shareholders.

66. Necessary meaaure.,imcluding extending aid in loan will be adopted, to encourage and increase

thë number of'companiet, including small and limited companies,

6?. In regard to fixing-the price of industrial products, measures will be taken not to make

these prices disadvantageous either to the owners of the companies or consumers.

68. Factories and companies will be obliged to produce only essential goods such as machinery,

industrialgooda, etc. and refrain from producing non -essential and luxuty items.

69. (Both) in business transaction and in the production of industrial goods in the country, basic

attention will be devoted to meeting the domestic needs of the country.

70. The government will control those industries which may play a vital role (for the country)

and'privately owning them is harmful to social (public) interests. Otherwise we are not in favor

of nationalising industries.

71. The present banking system, will be reformed, in accordance with Islamic principles, on the

basis of aozarebat (limited partnership) and mutual cooperation.

72. In our effort to have complete preparedness for the defense of the country, we are attaching

great importance to the weapon production industry.

74. Modern and heavy industries will be created and,for the sake of.the development and extension

of small industries, necessary measures will be adopted and, in this respect, maximum use will be

made of the experiences of other countries.

74. We are supporting the process of the extension and development of industries in appropriate

regions and do not agree that industries ought to be built only in specific and special areas.

75 Inorder to- completely protect home industries, the government will be obliged to strictly

observe ban on the import of the goods that are being sufficiently produced inaide the country*
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III- RIGHTS OF WORKERS AND IOW RANKING.OFFICIALS:

76. The present system of wages (paid to government workers and official) which, due to various

reasons, is unjust, will be reformed graduAl1y. In fixing the salaries,always the obvious factor,

is observed that parallel to changes in conditions and keeping in view the prices of goods (and

services), the minimum wage should meet the basic needs of a family. With a rise in prices of

essential goods, the total of wages (paid) will be proportionally increased.

77' For government servants and low ranking officials sufficient facilities will be provided In

the best manner to meet their needs in housing, medicare as well as proper (and healthy) education

of their children.

78 In regard toteapitaland labor, laws will be enacted as a result of which cooperative relax

tionship is established between capital and'labor and legal wages of the workers are in no way

abused and an attempt will be made that, in case of disputes arising between the worker and the

owner of the factory, Islamic ways for solving the issue are found and a fair settlement is rea-

ched.

79 The government is to refrain from employing and putting into work children and will adopt

necessary measures for the healthy upbringing of children.

ap. The system, under which men and women are working together, will be completely abolished and

Islamic principles will be strictly observed in this respect.

.81. In cases of illness and at times when workers' health is affected, while working

arrangements will be adopted for their treatment.

82. The obvious right of every individual to demand his permissible and legal wage will be

legally guaranteed.

The government will seriously feel itself responsible to attend to people's complaints and

defend their rights.

The government's work program in regard to attending to the complaints lodged by the people

will be adopted in such a way so as the objections made and complaints lodged by the people are

heard in the shortest and easiest manner.

IV. GENERAL ECONOMIC REFORMS.

83. Necessary measures will be adopted so that the (various kinds of) sakats (compulsory and de-

fined tax paid by the Muslims from their income) alms given under the provisions of the "one

tenth" (of the income to be given to the needy), etc. are collected by the state and are spent

according to the shariat laws. Taxes which have no basis in the shariat will be completely

abolished.

84. The economic policy of the country will be prepared with the participation of the elected

representatives of the people and will later be implemented kfier its ratification by the par-
liament.

85. The state treasury will be refined in such a manner so that, in no way, it is based on lawful
shares.
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SS. Impermissible investments in illegal fields and unnecessary expenditures are to be completely

banned. Specially unnecessary expenditure on constructions serving as show pieces will be stopped.

87

88.

89.

9o

Factors which contribute towards a rise in prices are to be eliminated.

Efforts are to he exerted to end unemployment and lack of opportunities.

Suitable conditions will be created for medical treatment with little expenses.

Effective measures will be adopted for the development and extension of hospitals.

91. Basic needs of the handicap and distitute will be met from the public treasury by (extending

to them) salaries to meet their basic needs. Similarly they will. be brought under regular Islamic

training (and education).

IV - 1N THE FIELD OF FOREIGN POLICY.

In the field of foreign policy, too, changea will be introduced so that, like the policies

(pursuedYin,thedomestic affairs it is based on Islamic principles and on the principles

(corresponding with) basic needs of the country.'

92. We will consistently keep alive the matter of continued resistance for the complete realiza-

tion of the truth and justice and will vehemently struggle against oppression, aggression and

injustice. In our relations and dealings, we will be honest and truthfull and persuade others to

also do likewise and we will seriously honor our commitments.

93 We are strong suppprters of world peace and security and will not refrain from all kinds of

sacrifices for achieving this objective. However, from our point of view, only the non- existence

of war is not tantamount to peace and security. Our definition of peace and security is (the

prevalence) of a condition (as a result of) which right and justice are achieved throughout the

world and such a favorable atmosphere prevail in relations among nations as a result of which dis-

putes and tension are completely eliminated and nobody will be able to step over the legitimate

rights of others or create obstacles and difficulties on their path towards peace and progress.

(Indeed this noble objective can be achieved only when Islamic order is adopted in practice in

organising and leading human affairs in.a.healthy mariner). *.

94. We resolutely condemn various manifestations of colonialism,exploitation and oppression and

consider the continuation of colonial order as violation of the requirements of justice and equity

and recognize the remainings of the colonial oppression as the main element of tension, disputes

and insecurity.

95. Equal struggle against East or West imperialism is considered by us as the fundamental obli-

gation of nations andt'in order to put an end to this, we will use all the means at our disposal.

96. Those backward nations which in one or another way, are under colonialism will enjoy our

avpport for their freedom, in the light and principles of Islamic guidance, specially the Muslim

nations whose independent Islamic existence is under the threat of the force(s) of oppression,

aggression and imperialism.

97... We want the establishment of good and reciprocal as well as the consolidation of cooperative

relations with all countries of the world. However, in no way we are ready or never we will to-

lerate to deviate from our principles and beliefs and damage our national interests under the name

*Brackets these of :the original .-
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goof establishment of good relations with others, or agree to the kind of relations that will affect

the freedom and independence of the country. Furthermore our Islamic sense of reform does not.

allow ua that our relations'with a country of the world are established in.such a manner to pave

the way for the penetration of their deviated beliefs and ideas opening the doors of the country

for them to undertake the task of propagating and disseminating their thoughts.

98. We will resolutely refrain from entering military blocks and we do not want our country,to

become a part of race among big imperialist powers.

99. In international issues, the accords and contracts contrary to Islamic texts will in no way

be honored.

100. Our untiring efforts will continue for the consolidation of brotherly and friendly ties

with the world of Islam and we confirm our good and'sincere efforts for the establishment of

relations among Islamic countries around the axis of common objectives.

Under the present circumstances, we are trying to see the revival of the spirit of unity and

fraternity among Muslims for achieving the survival and solidarity of the world of Islam.

And finally we are considering as necessary the adoption of a common strategy for the Islamic

countries:

(a) Revival of Islamic culture and civilization and prevention of the influence of u -

Islamic civilizations (In Islamic societies), (b) Joint investments for the__ development

of arms industries of Islamic countries to the extent that these countries, once more,

become self -sufficient in arms and military equipment, (c) recognition of Arabic es(an)

international language and joint efforts for its wider dissemination, (d) establishment

of a competent international court for solving mutual disputes among the Islamic coun-

tries, (e) providing easier facilities for travelling within Islamic countries, (f)

taking necessary measures for expansion and development of trade and financial transac-

tions (among Islamic countries),and (g)effective assistance to be rendered to Muslim

minorities living in various countries of the world under the burden of oppression and

transgression.

FROM GOD WE SEEK SUCCESS

Charter of Harakat-e- Engelab
e- Isiamì Afghanistan

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following. íe, the. charter. of the Harakat.- e- ngelab- e- Islemi Af-

ghanistan adopted and translated -from a pamphelet published by that organization.

No date is given for the pamphelet.

IN in NAME ßF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL.

WHAT DO WE WANT

1. Organizing all disperesed Muslim forces through the help of true ulama and all sympathetic and
respansi.ble_Muslirns,
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2. Launching of Jehad against the enemies of Islam.

3. Delivering the sacred soil of Afghanistan from all kinds of colonilaism and exploitation.

;. Prompting and encouraging jehad in the hearts of all the Muslim people of Afghanistan for the

,cause of God, freedom, progress and sacrifice.

5. Creating an atmosphere of good will with the states and countries of the world and particularly

stretching a hand of fraternity to the world of Islam in accordance with the teachings of Islam.
6. Reaching to a stage of executing properly the religious, social, cultural, economic, political.

_end administrative affairs of the country in accordance with the complete implementation of the
(teachings of the) Quran and the tradition of the Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him.
7. Creating a true and proper Islamic republic in Afghanistan.

8. Organizing all economic relations
among the people of Afghanistan in accordance with the Islamic

economic system and eliminating all un- Islamic habits and traditions so that on the one hand, the
Muslim» and oppressed people of Afghanistan

are delivered from the hell and homocitidal system of
capitalism and, on the other hand, from the fire of atheism and communism.
9. Struggling against all kinds of discrimination

and racialism and honoring the people on thebasis of the standards of piety and delegating power to the people who are capable of executing atask.
.

10. Struggling against
unlawful groups and eradicating

unethical behavior and opposition to theshariat.

11. Nourishing the talents of young generation on the basis of correct and proper programs so they
may be able to enjoin and guarantee fairness and prohibit injustice.

12. Reviving the legal rights of the women and orphans, and, in accordance with the principles of
shariat, nourishing their standard of knowledge and education.

13. Implementing land reform and providing
agricultural land and pasture for the koochis (nomads)

and homeless in accordance with the legal principles of the sacred religion of Islam.

14. Everting fruitful efforts towards the restoration of the freedom and independence of all Isla-
mic nations who are going through

a bitter and unpleasant life in the fire of red or black imper-
ìaliam.

15. Defending the legal and firm rights of Islamic minorities in non - Muslim countries.

16. Preserving the geographical boundriee at Afghanistan.

17. Pursuing a positive, active and neutral policy.

18. Paying attention to the construction and development of public institutions such as mosques,

madrasAs,, schools, hospitals, dar-ul hefaz (schools for memorizing the Holy Quran), etc.

19. Activating the commercial and banking affairs of the country on the basis of Islamic shariat.

20. Mobilizing all the labor and human resources of (our) beloved country in a practical manner

towards an ailout promotion of industry, and paving the way for the active and honorable partici-

pation of these forces in the development and construction of the (our) beloved country.

21. Paving the way in accordance with the true requirements of the armed forces for the physical

and moral progress of the religious and patriotic elements.sor.hoisting the banner of "there is no
God but Allah and Mohammad is His. Prophet ".
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EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the text of the charter of the Ittehad-e-Islams-e-

Afghanistan translated from a pamphlet carrying the charter and published 16 May,

1987.

IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, MOST MERCIFUL.
"Praise be to God, the cherisher and sustainers of the world. The end of the affairs is

(for the benefit) of,those who fear God. There is no trespass against. any but the one who commits

injustice. Geetings and peace to Prophet Mohammad and all his household and his companions until

the hereafter and to those who have been guided to their path. But, then, Almighty God has said

in his Holy Books

'God has promised, to those among you who believe and work righteous deeds, that He will,

of a surety, grant them in the land inheritance (of power),. as He granted it to those before theta;

that He will establish in authority their religion - -.the one which He has chosen for them; and

that He will change their (state) after the fears in which they (lived) to one of security and

peace: They will worship Me (alone) and not associate anything else with Me. And if any reject

faith after this, they are rebellious and wicked" (The Holy Quran Sura Moor (Light) Verse 55).

The faithful Muslims and conscious ulama of Afghanistan,. endowed with perception, during

the obligatory times have discharged their duty towards da'wat (invitation to Islam) and jehad

individuall.y.and collectively and, when the un- Islamic western democracy of the corrupt Zahir Shah

regime in 1965 paved the way only and only for the emergence of infidel and atheist groups and

parties, from that very time the conscious and knowledgeable Muslims of the country, on the one

hand, decided to stand against. the oppression and corruption of the ruling order and, on the other

hand, prevent the growth and dissemination of irreligiousness and eradicate it..

We area group of Muslims who, since that time, have begun our efforts towards invitation

of the people to the religion of Almighty God for the sake of establishing the caliphate in the

style of Khulfa -e- Rashedeen (the fopr Caliphs who succeeded the Holy Prophet of Islam, peace be

upon him, one after the other). Our group, from the very beginning upto now, either in the frame-

work of the organization of the Muslim Youth or in the framework of the activities of faithful,

Muslims and conscious ulama,have followed the genuine Islamic line and, in the course of this

period, we have been facing infidel and atheist activities and the institutions which have been

guarding them and we have passed through trying and hard tests facing many difficulties which is

in the nature of such a struggle and we have moved forward towards our objective. Our organization,

which is now shouldering the brunt,of many difficulties, has been following a healthy and straight-

forward path for the sake of the preservation of the objectives and genuineness of the jehad and,

in relation to the vital issues and matters which decide the fate of the nation,is enjoying a pro-:

wand noble position. The believing sons of this assembly, who have now gathered in this organi-
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zation under the title of "The Ittehad -e- Islami -e- Afghanistan ", by a deep grasp of their responsi-

bilities towards their religion, jehad and Islamic land and with the understanding, awareness and

grasp which they have from the teachings of Islam, are all desiring the unity of the nation and

the umnah and consider divisions and disunity to be the biggest factor for a delay in our victory

and success. The Ittehad- e- Islami -e- Afghanistan, while continuing its ceaseless efforts towards

the unity of the faithful sons of the jehad and unity of the Ummah, will (also) continue its armed

resistance and rightful struggle against wrong in the light of the objectives, principles and fun-

damentals incorporated in this charter for the hope of victory of Islam and the rule of the Quran

and establishment of the mature Islamic order.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1- The name of our organization is "Ittehad- e- Islami-e- Afghanistan ".

Article 2- Our objective is to achieve the pleasure of God Almighty by believing in Him and to

properly follow the Book of God Almighty and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet, peace

be upon him.

Article 3- Our belief is the belief of the Ahl- e- Sunnat wal Jamaat in the same manner that it was

understood by our competent predecessors.

Article 4- (Verdict) and command belong to God.

Article 5- Our direction is (determined by): the Quran and we make all our rules and laws in the

light of the Book of God and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon

him, and in whatever case where there is no clear text and injunction (in the holy

Quran and in the Sunnah) and such cases, belong to issues related to iitehad,(practice

of religious jurisprudence), we follow the Hanafi.jurisprudence.

Article 6- Our understanding of Islam is, not from a particular angle but it is based on an under -

standing of this religion from all directions, the kind of understanding enjoyed by

the knowledgeable and authentic ulama.of :the umnah, the.ulapa who have followed the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, and the thulfa- e- Eaahedeen.

Our path is to enjoin what is fair and correct and to probit whit is unlawful and

jehad for the sake of Almighty God. Of. course we are pursuing this path through an

organized group which believes in the rules of Islamic shariat and is free of collu-

sion and compromise and make use of the experiences of those who have already, pursued

this path..

Article 7-

Article S- Our objectives are summarized in the following two phrases;-

a- to enrole the people to the worship of Almighty God, the Lord of all,

b- to establish Islamic Caliphate(in the style of the four IQ3alifas after the holy

prophet, peace be upon him) on the earth. Also we can explain our objectives (in

more detail) in the following two sections:

i) SPECIAL OBJECTIVES AND(.i) GENERAL OBJECTIVES

SPECIAL OBJECTIVES; These. are: (a) recruiting Muslims. individuals; (b) bringing

up Muslim families; (c) creating of an Islamic society;. (d) bringing about an

)
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Islamic order based on the caliphate order; (e),un,ification of the Islamic ummah;

(f) restoring of all the occupied and usurped Muslim territories,

`ii) GENERAL OBJECTIVES: These are (a) propagation of Islamic datwat (invitation)

throughout the world; (b) leading the process of enjoining correctness and fair-

ness and prohibiting the unlawful; (c) leading the people from the servitude

- of the servants towards the servitude of the one and only God; (d) eradicating

evil from the surface of the earth (e) capturing of specific places of the world

in accordance with the traditions of Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him; (f)

jehad with infidels until they succumb to the objectives of the daiwat;

Article 9- Our line of action in these endeavours is sustained through knowledge and piety,

belief and reliance (upon God), gratefulness (to God) and perservance and piety in this

world and preference of the Hereafter.

Article 10- Our friendship and reliance are with God Almighty, the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him,

and with Muslims.

Article 11- our animosity is with the atheist, pagans, infidel , hypocrites, oppressors and other

enemies of Islam. Our line of approach in our da'wat is based on wisdom, preaching of

goodness, struggle in a proper manner and in the spirit of jehad.

Article 12- Our outlook is universal because our invitation to Islam is for the entire humanity

and cannot be confined to a particular time, place, geographical borders, language and

nation.

Article 13- Fraternity, helping each other and cooperation among all Muslims are obligatory and

constitute one of our principles.

Article 14e- We believe in the Quranic saying that the Muslim uivaah isa singleuiinah and a multi.-

plication of the Qiblas (objectives) and stretching away the land and, boundaries of

the Muslims should not pull away the Muslims from a single umnah and we are endeavour -

ing that the country and government of the Islamic ummah should also be a single one.

Article 15-. The basis of belongingness of the Muslims to each other and specially of the members

of this organization are spiritual and moral and is not affected by. material consider*.

talons.

,drticle 16- Our reward is with the God Almighty and we are not expecting any reward from anybody

in this world.

Article 19- Ability, piety and efficiency are considered by us the basis for assigning duties to

the people and we do not consider titles endowed upon the people for executing a res-

poneibility as a privilege but, rather, as an obligation.

Article 18- In canes of assessing the bad or good qualities of a person and in cases of serving.

as a witness for friend and 'foes we always consider God Almighty to be present and

follow justice and fairness.

Article 19- Popularization of Islamic knowledge_ is among the basic duties of our organization,

restoration of. Islamic.way of life,. nourishment of ethical standards and creation of
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the spirit of honoring one's obligations and undertakings are among the necessities

of our organization.

Article 210-. Each member of this organization, in addition to preparing himself to serve as a

party activist for recruiting members and inviting people to Islam, is also a member

of a committed army and ready to place himself in the trench of jehad and considers

jehad to be his continuous obligation until the hereafter and is sure that,'by doing

so the process of invitation to Islam will get momentum and the doors for the da'wat

will further open.

Article 21- Counsel, being among the important principles of the Islamic order, constitutes the

spinal column of our organization.

Article 22- For the sake of better administration and execution of jobs, the following administra-

tive organs will perform the related duties:

a) the Assembly of the Muslims; b) the Council of the staff; c) Supreme Council;

d) Leadership Council; e) The Amarat; f) the Deputy of the Amir;

g) (i) Department of the Secretariat (ii) Department of Justice and Verdicts (iii)

Department of Finance and Services (iv) Department of Da'wat and Guidance (v)

Department of the Army (vi) Department of Political Affairs (vii) Department of

Education (viii) Department of Cultural Affairs (ix) Department of Agencies (x)

Department of Refugees (xi) Department Cf Eealth.(xii) Department of Security.

Article 23- The principle of.reward and punishment is being observed by this organization.

THE ASSEMBLY OF THE MUSLIMS

About the assembly of Muslims it is necessary to say that the preferred, view is that this

assembly is comprised of the ahl-e-hal wa.agd (men of wisdom) who have agreed upon an Amir and the

ummah (nation) follow them, although the purpose of the assembly of Muslims is (to represent) the

majority of the public of Muslims. Some others think that the assembly of Muslims, is comprised of

the mujtaheddin(religious jurisprudents). However, taking in view all these definitions, one can

say that the majority of the Muslim public, for the sake of executing of their affairs, elect the

elite of their representatives who have specific Islamic qualities, enjoy specific understanding

and vision, piety and 'proper maturity and they, in turn on behalf of the umnah and the majority of

the Muslim public resort to the election of the Amir. Of course, according to another interpreta-

tion, the assembly of Muslims comprise those who represent the entire umnah and on behalf of that

umnah select(a single) Amir.

Since in present days such a condition does not prevail in the Islamic world, in the place of

assembly of the Muslims we consider ourselves one of the assemblies of the Muslims. Yes, we are

a group of the Muslims who have organized the people related to us and by following such an objec-

tive, among our other Islamic aims, we are also exerting efforts towards organizing and creating a

(single) assembly of Muslims. Right now, as far as our organization is concerned - - the assembly

which represents all the members of the organization and possesses special Islamic qualifications -

we call it the Council of the Staff. Therefore, the authority which in our organization ought to

undertake the duties of the group of the ahl -e-hal wa acid is called the Council, of the Staff. For

the rules, on the basis of which members of the Council Of Staff ere,to be,eleeted, separate regu-
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lations have been enacted in accordance with which the Council members are electedfrom among the

members of the organization in accordance with the qualifications set forth.

QUALIFICATIONS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE STAFF

i) Conformity with the five principles of Islam, wisdom, maturity, liberty and a varility;

(ii).understanding of the Book and the Sunnat to a degree to know Islamic obligations and

religious necessities and distinguish between the lawful and unlawful and having a grasp of

the general spirit of Islam and a general concept of Islamic order and knowing the objec-

tives of the da'wat and jehad and analyzing the prevailing situation on the basis of the

objectives of'jehad and a. general insight about international issues; (iii) piety to an '

extent of being able to refrain from mortal sins and do not insist on committing minor

sins; (iv) being bound to religious obligations and following the sunnah and an assiduity. to

mustahebbat(religious precepts); (v) truthfulness; (vi) being bound to party rules and re-

gulations¡ (vii) having worked for a minimum of nine years in the affairs of da'wat and

jehad; (viii) having faith and concern about Hereafter and not being tempted by hypocricy

and a lust for wealth and position; (ix) honoring his pledge; (x) fairness in judgement

about his ownself and others; (xi) economy and moderation in the affairs and refrain from

extremism; (,xii)endowed with mental and physical joy,. liveliness and dynamism; (xiii) having

a spirit of sacrifice, and selflessness; (xiv) should not be adventurous and should not try

to impose his own views. under all circumstances; (xv) should be able to keep secrets and

exhibit maturity in discharging affairs; (xvi) should not have an undesirable background;

(xvii) his party links with un- Islamic groups should not have been proven; (xviii) should

have had a reliance on Almighty God, the Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, and

for the cause of God on his own Amir and organization and other Muslims; (xix) after reli-

ance on Almighty Pod should have reliance and trust on his own self; (xx) should enjoy

Islamic universalism and open, mindedness and believe in supremacy. of Islami ;.(xxi) should

practice chastity of speech and writing; (xxii) should be a man of resolution and trust;

( xxiii) should be perseverant and patient; (xxiv) should possess courage and valor and, in

seeking the truth and rightfulness, should refrain from fear and rashness (xxv) in the

framework of 11E11114 should be an Obedient individual; (xxvi) should be perseverant and

stable and should be able to refrain from instability and shakiness; ( xxiii) elements of

allegiance should be generally observed in him; (xxviii) should have be participated in the

armed jehad.

THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE COUNCIL OF STAFF:

(1) Electing of the Amir of the organization proposed by the Supreme Council from amongst its

members by a two third majority, (2) taking decisions about peace and war, (3) electing members'

of the Supreme Council, (4) taking decisions about the vital issues such as dissolution of the

organization, the merger of the organization with other Islamic groups and the form of the forma-

tion of the government, etc, (5) dismissal of the Amir after the approval of the issue by the

Supreme Council with a two third majority of its entire membership.

THE SUPREME. COUNCIL
.

Counsel is a basic principle of government in Islam and its formation in all, places and at
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all times is part of the obligations of the Muslim rulers. The decree of Almighty God and the

practice of the Holy Prophet of Islam, peace be upon him, and of his esteemed associates all con

firm this principle. Furthermore, to hold counsel is part of the nature of mankind and reduces the

chances of committing errors in judgement and compensates for man's defect in analyzing and pon-

dering.
.

For the sake of upholding the institution of Council and its special importance, value and

role in the construction of an established Islamic society, special Islamic qualifications are

called for the assumption of membership. in the Council and since the number of members of the

Council, for the sake of easiness in obtaining Consel and reaching at a decision, are to be limi-

ted, therefore, only a limited nimber of the members of the Council of the staff are being elec-

ted to serve in the Supreme Council and it is on this basis that the qualifications required by the

members of the Council of the Staff are also the same for the members of the Supreme Council. In

addition to those qualifications, members of the Supreme Council should have the following qualifi-

cations as well:

(1) In the qualifications mentioned for the members of the Council of the Staff, members of the

Supreme Council should have priority (2) should have a clean record'of life in their relations

with Almighty God and with the creation of Almighty God, (3) should have more knowledge

of the Book ( Quran) and Sunnah and of, what makes easy the understanding of the Book
and the Sunnah such as language, Tafseer (interpretation of the Holy Quran) and Hadis

(the science of understanding tha sayings of the Holy Prophet); (4) should have enough intellect,

perception, wisdom and experience and the horizen of his knowledge should be wide and extensive;

(5) should be humble and forbearing and should not have a. superiority complex over other people;

(6) should be able to pay attention to the decrees and coninandments of Almighty God and should

have the status of their guardian; (7)in addition to observing (Islamic) obligations and essentials

and following the Sunnah, should also heed Mustahebbat (religious precepts): (8) in addition to

refraining from mortal sins and not insisting on committing minor sins, should also keep distance

from the abominable( things disapproved but not absolutely unlawful) and incompassionate things;

(9) should refrain from pessimism and not be swayed by unnecessary and exaggerated optimism; (10)

should have special and fruitful knowledge in the field which he is asked to give advi4ce (1.1) in

the election of the members of the Supreme>Council the issue of delegating power to the people

Who have the capacity to discharge that power is being considered; (12) should have correct and

proper perseverance and should not become tired and frustrated in th,e middle of the road.

DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE SUPREME COUNCIL

(1) enacting the Charter, the policy, laws and regulations (of the organization). in accordance

with the principles of Islamic Shariat; (2) determining the domestic and foreign policy of the

organization; (3) extending vote of confidence to the members of the Leadership Council whose

members are being proposed by the Amir (COMMENT: In case the proposal of the Amir'about the elec-

tion of the Chairman of a department is not approved twice, the Supreme Council has the right to

elect the concerned chairman at its own initiative); (4) approving of the budget and financial

expenditures of the organization; (5) supervising the affairs of the executive organs of the

organization throw commissions; (6) interpellating and seeking answers from the. Leadership

Council or any of its executive councils;(7) amending or abrogating laws and regulations at times
necessary; (8) in cases that are necessary, extending vote of no confidence to the Leadership
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Council or any of its members by a 2/3 majority of all members of the Council; (9) if required,

proposing the dismissal of the Amir to the Council of the Staff with a two third majority of all

the members of the Supreme Council; (10) proposing the appointment of the Amir to the Council of

the Staff; (11) defining the powers of the Amir and Leadership Council in the light of the excel-

lent Shariat òf the Prophet Mohammad, peace. be upon him; (12) adopting proper decision for the

improvement of the affairs of the organization; (13) issuing the financial and military regula-

tions of the organization; (14) approving the general framework of the organization after the

proposal of the Leadership council; (15) approving the proposal of the Amir of Ittehad in relation

to the chairman of the Southwest region; (16) approving the proposals of the Amir in relation to

the appointment of the provincial heads and committee deputies; (17) establishing independent

institutions and teams outside the framework of the departments; (18) determining the financial

and military powers of the Amir; (19) the Emirate and the Leadership Council are completely res-

ponsible to this Council about the enforcement. and implementation of the regulations and the

policy of the organization; (20) in cases other than excepted by the Shariat, all decisions of

the Supreme Council are valid and enforceable.

THE LEAIERSHIP COUNCIL

The Leadership Council consists of: (1) The Amir, (b) Deputy Amir, (c) Chairmen of the organs

(d) Other important individuals of the da'wat and jehad, whose number should not exceed five.

DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

The Council is established on the basis of the proposal of the Amir and the decision of the

Supreme Council. Its members should be endowed with qualifications mentioned for the members of the

Supreme Council. In addition to these, members of the party must be confident about their percep-

tion, enthusiasm, piety, capability and efficiency on the basis of their past experience and back-

ground. They are to discharge the following duties: (1) the actual functioning and guidance of the

organization; (2) enforcing of the decisions of the Supreme Council,issuing better system and useful

methods for discharging the affairs of the organization; (4[3]) organizing departments and organs

for the sake of discharging the affairs of the organization; (5[4]) determining the needs of the

jehad in relations to arms and supplies and cash expenditures and logistical material in the pro-

vinces and jehad centers; (6[5]) approving of the proposals by the chairmen of the organs about

the members of their councils; (7[6]) approving of (the establishment of) relations and (concluding)

agreements with governments and groups in the light of the policy of the organization: (8[7])

determining the departmental budgets and extra expenditure of the organization; (9[8]) controlling

and overseeing the daily affairs of the departments; (10[9]) determining the military bases, units

and institutions of the jehad proposed by concerned departments (11[10]) approving the proposal
of departments about the appointment of political agencies of the organization; (12[11]) approving
the proposal of the Amir in relation to the appointment of the members of the Executive Council of
the Southwest region; (13[12]) determining the work procedures and authorities of departments;
(14[13]) members of the Leadership Council shall not engage in duties which may bring to a stand-
still the affairs of the department or may be contrary to them.

EMIRATE

The Emirate is considered one of, the important necessities of the Islamic life. Many indivi-
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duals and social obligations cannot be realized without its existence. Both Abu Saeed I4hidri and

Abu.Horaira have quoted the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him, as saying "if three persons are embar-

king on a journey, they should appoint one from amongst themselves as their Amir." And since the

obligation of the Amir is very important and grave, his appointment should be meticulously arran-

ged and a person who may not violate the trust should be elected (as the Amir): The responsibility

by its very nature is a trust, the same trust which, according to the Quranic verse "we did indeed

offer the trust to the Heavens and the Earth and the Mountains; but they refused to undertake. it,

being afraid thereof; but man undertook it ..." The heavens, the earth and the mountains have ex-

pressed their helplessness to uphold and discharge the trust. It is on this basis that the Holy

Prophet peace be upon him, has described the violation of this trust, which occurs as a result of

improper election of the Amir, one of the signs of the and of the world. At any rate, since Islamic

life and even life in the society (in general),depends on the Emirate and since care and precision

in selection (per'se) are the basis for the welfare, improvement and goodness and heading it save

the society from the danger of collapse and disaster, therefore, in addition to the qualifications"

required for membership in the Leadership Council, the following qualifications are considered

necessary for the Amir. Of course, the numerousness of these qualifications in our times and envi-

ronment are to be relative.

1- He should be fair and just and his fairness and justice should be based on the five principles

of Islam, intellect, maturity, freedom and virility. By intellect, according to, scholars, it is

meant the power of perception which will enable a person to grasp his responsibilities. Further-

more the kind of intellect which is meant for an Amir is not the intellect which distinguishes him

from insane and provides him with the grasp of his responsibilities but it is the kind of intellect

which requires the capacity to ask questions and delegate and define responsibilities and the one

who fails to fullfil responsibilities entrusted upon a God loving and God worshipping individual

cannot be considered as an intellectual. The Quran says: had we (sinners) but listened or used our

intelligence, we should not (now) be among the companions of the blazing fire:" On another'occas-

ion Almighty God has said."It is those who are endued with. admonition - - those who fulifil Covenant

of God and those who fail not in their plighted Word. "The required intelligenceforthe Amir includes

experience, prudence, wide range pursuance of knowledge, speed of understanding, sagacity, etc.

2.. The Amir should be a scholar and his scholarship in the Book and Sunnah and the Quranic and

Sunnah sciences and in the Arabic language - - including its finities - - and in the principles of

Shariah and deduction should be to such a degree to help him in being familiar with related comman-

dments and verdicts on various questions in the revelations and in the remarks and sayings of the

Holy Prophet, peace be upon him.

3- The Amir should be brave and valorous and the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him was the bravest

man of the history and was endowed with a strong heart. Defining of the limits of affairs, imple-

mentation of laws, control of the people who use their passions (against the detriment of others),

and ruling the country require extraordinary courage and valor.

4- The Amir should be chaste. He should have chastity of speech and hand as well as of his self.

He should not have greed and inclination towards wordly things and towards what is of the people.

,5..
The Amir should be generous. Imam- e-Ghazali in his definition of generosity has said that when

there is a need for generosity thriftiness is tantamount to misery and spending is considered
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wastefulness when there is a need for restrain. And between these two conditions there is a condi-

tion of moderation which is called generosity and this is recommended.

6- The Amir should be fore - bearing because he might hear unpleasant things and tongues may speak

to him about what is in their sorrowful hearts or people might deal cruely with him because of

their ignorance. Under all these conditions, it is befitting for an Amir is that he should exer -'

cise forebearance.

7- The Amir should honor his promises and commitments. Of course this is a necessary ethical

standard for all Muslims specially for those who'are engaged in inviting others to Islam but above

all for the Amirs and those responsible for discharging public affairs. Because this qualification

enhancetrust and, on the contrary, its aosence creates an atmosphere of doubt and hesitation and

weakens confidence and trust.

8-- The Amir should be patient and perseverant. Since the path to invitation to Islam has many ups

and downs and is full of thorns and its responsibilities are many and its obstacles, sufferings

and trials are consistent and successive, therefore all the workers of Islamic Tehrik, and special-

ly those who are in charge of the affairs should enjoy the qualities of patience, preserverance and

consistency in action and should have noble aspirations and practical wisdom: "Oh you who believe,

seek help with patient, perseverance and prayer: for God is with those who patiently persevere",

(The Holy Quran) "Oh you who believe, persevere in.patience and constancy; vie in such persevera-

nce; strengthen each other;'and fear Goal; that you may prosper (The Holy Quran).

9- The Amir should enjoy the quality of utmost forgiveness and, as a number of wise men of Islam

have said, "the beat quality of the Kings is the quality of forgiveness." And the Holy Prophet,

peace be upon him, has said "exercise mercy so you may receive mercy and forgive so you may be

forgiven." Forgiveness makes the Amir popular and beloved in the eyes of God and among the creation.

In forgiveness man gives up, despite the fact he has the power to revenge (and recover hia'right).

Almighty God has given the Amirs and those in charge of affairs the power to revenge. IMpecting

forgiveness in cases related to the Emirates is greater than ordinary circumstances.

10- The Amir should be friendly and kind. The Holy Prophet, peace be upon him, has said, "the

worst shepherd is the cruel shepherd." On another occasion the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him,has

said, "Undoubtedly God is gracious and loves graciousness." And on anther occasion he says, "Oh,

God, pleasebe gracious to the öne who executes any affairs of my Ummah and expresses kindness to my

Ummah, and please show softness and leniency to any one of my Uninah who executes any affair of my

Ummah.

11- The Amir should be gentle and should avoid harshness and peevishness so that the people may

gather around him with love and voluntarily and without hesitation. And, if it is not e°, the people

will become disgusted with him and he will lose his central role. Almighty God has said about his

Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, "It is a part of mercy of God that you deal with them

gently. Were you severe or harsh - hearted, they would have broken away from about you."

12- The Amir should ponder an the execution of ,affairs) and should refrain from hastiness. Almi-

ghty God has said "Oh you who believe, if a wicked person comes to you with any news, ascertain the

truth, lest you harm people unwittingly and afterwards become full of repentence for what you have

done." The wise men of the Ummah say prosperity is with those who ponder and refrain from hastiness
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and it has been also said that pondering (and having a second thought) about things is fortifica-

tion for safety and hastiness is the key for repentence. Truly a return from fait accompli is of no

use. All people, specially the Amirs and those who are engaged in important and vital affairs of

the people, should not issue verdicts or embark on things with hastiness because it will worsen

the affairs and entail regret.

13- The Amir should be honest and truthful. The Holy Prophet, peace be upon him, as quoted by

Salman- e- Farsi, has said there are three persons who will not enter the Paradise: the old man who

commits adultery, the Leader who says lies and the arrogant beggar." Yes, honesty and truthfulness

provide man with dignity and increase his value and reverence among the people and, on the contra -

ry, deceit and lie destroy man's confidence and value and people will not respect him.

14- The Amir, in addition to reliance and resolution should have complete decisiveness and should

be free from hesitation and inertia. Those Amirs who lacked decisiveness will actually incite the

opportunist to resort to further evil and corruption and deviate. Lack of decisiveness will always

keep the nation and the subjects in an atmosphere of wander and uncertainty and will pave the way

for speculations.

15- The Amir should be honest and trustworthy. This honesty is all embracing. The Amir is the guar-

dian of the property, life, religion, honor, dignity and safety of the subjects and territorial

integrity of the nation. "Oh you who believe, betray not the trust of God and the apostle, nor mis-

appropriate knowingly things entrusted to you." (The Holy Quran).

16- The Amir Should have prudence in the context of jehad. In other words, in addition to having

a high spirit of jehad he should be aware of the conditions and relations of the environment affec-

ting the jehad and should enjoy complete awareness of the pursuance of the jehad and of preserving

and guarding its results and quantity. In analyzing, interpreting and adopting a stand and reaching

a conclusion;, he should not be influenced by deceitful holicie:i of tie time and his jehad tactful-

ness should prevail.

17- The Amir should enjoy the qualities of speed in action and enthusiasm in discharging his affa-

irs. For he is an example to others and people tune their speed and enthusiasm in executing

their affairs in according to his pace of action and enthusiasm. Furthermore, in comparison to the

multitude of obligations, the time at our disposal is very limited or, in other words, the volume

of responsibilities is greater than the time and opportunity available and, thus, we have to dis-

charge many tasks in a short period of time and during a limited amount of opportunities.

18- The Amir should have domination over his work and should not be overwhelmed by helplessness in

discharging his responsibilities because such a sense of helplessness is the first sign of defeat

and failure and, furthermore, unless man has dominance over his work, the possibility of instability

in the affairs and failure to execute properly one's job will always exist.

19- The Amir should have the ability to manage. In other words he should have the power to manage

the affairs making use of better methods, and coordinate the training and employment of his sub-

jects in a proper manner taking in view the priorities and, within the framework of laws and regu-

lations, evolve them as a single body and, assign than proper positions within an appropriate frame-

work.

20- The Amir should have the capability of leadership. In other words he should be able to execute
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in the best manner the tasks of the delegation of power (to others), controlling, employing and

achieving results. During the execution of affairs, he should enjoy the support of and popularity

among the people and should mobilize his followers easily and properly towards the realization of

the Islamic objectives of the organization and should make maximum use of the talents and capability

of his people and preserve the unity of his followers.

21- The Amir should not have inclinations towards special individuals and cliques within the or-

ganization because this will serve as a great detriment to the unity of the organization and reduce

the general support and trust and thus the Amir will lose his (public) support among his followers.

Of course this does not mean that he should refrain from rewarding and caressing the good members of

the organization and from the support of what is right and holding justice among members of'the

organization.

22- More important is that the Amir should be among the adherence and students of the Hereafter

His heart should be empty of love for material things and wealth and of attaining higher positions

and his action should be purely for the sake of Almighty God.

23- The Amir should have a clean heart and his mind and heart should be clean towards his sub-

jects and followers and this requires that he should not succumb to backbiting. Of course, it does

not mean that the Amir should not make use of seeking information and closely controlling and follo-

wing things for the sake of the preservation of public security and interest because the latter is

among the requirements of the Emlirate and government.

24e- The Amir should enjoy Islamic moderation in all affairs and should strongly avoid extremism

which will result in difficulties and unpleasantness. The Amir should not be skepticle and should

be hopeful about his future and should create hopes among his followers as well. Of course unwar-

ranted optimism, too, is not worthy of an Amir.

THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE AMIR:

The following are the duties and powers of the Amir:

(1) (POWERS :) serving as the Chief Commander of jehad in Afghanistan; (2) serving as President of

the Councils of the Staff, Supreme Council and Leadership Council; (3) implementing the policy and

plateform of the organization(Ittehad -e- Islami Afghanistan) in accordance with the promulgated re-

gulations; (4) signing of the decision for the sake of its enforcement and promulgation; (5) sig-

ning of international agreements and treaties after their approval by the Supreme Council; (6)

proclamation of war and peace after the decision of the Council of Staff; (7) proposing members of

the Leadership Council from among the members of the Supreme Council to the Supreme Council; (8)

proposing members of the Supreme Council from among the members of the Council of Staff to the

Council of Staff; (9) approving the appointment of the deputies of departments and director gene-

rals and directors; (10) appointing apd transferring of the officials lower than the rank of the

members of the committee councils; (11) the Amir of the Ittehad has the power to grant 104 of the

total cash, kind and military property of the organization through, extraordinary orders as it is

deemed necessary and required. Of course he can grant upto 15% of the military supplies; (12) the

delegation of a part of the powers of the Amir to his deputy is also within the power of the Amir;

(13) for the sake of the execution of related affairs, he can delegate from his powers to one or

several people; (14) proposing the deputy of a départaient to the Supreme Council on the baste
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of consultation with the chairman of the department, (15) proposing the heads of provinces to the

Supreme Council; (16) proposing the chairman and members of the. executive council of the Southwest

Region to the Supreme Council and Council of Leadership; (17) appointment of the one tenth of the

membership of the Supreme Council from among the members of the Council of Staff (COMMENT: (A) the

deputy of the Amir in case of the presence of the Amir serves as his aide and in aosence of Amin

holds his powers; '(B) in cases of emergency, the Supreme Council can make use of the powers of

the Council of Staff, the Leadership Council from the powers of the Supreme Council and the Amir

from the powers of the Leadership Council, provided that in the first meeting (of the concerned

council) information and satisfaction are provided to the responsible authority in relation to the

emergency, its extent and the intrusion which has taken place.

DUTIES OF THE AMIR '

(1) guarding of the sanctities:of Islam, defining the limits of the Shariat of Almighty. God, not

allowing usurpation of the principles,fundamentale,rites, regulations, values and ethics of Islam;

(2) supervising the implementation of promulgated rules and regulations; (3) responsibility before

the Council of Staff, Supreme Council and Leadership Council in regard to a failure to execut the

affairs on the basis of the promulgated principles and ,laws; (4) carrying through the ideas and

policies of the organization on the basis of the provision of this.Charter; (5) submitting the

monthly report of the activities of the Leadership Council to the Supreme Council and of the six

months report of the 'activities of the Supreme Council to the Council of Staff (6) submitting .

political accounts about the Afghanistan issue and the Islamic World from time to time to the

Leadership Council and Supreme Council.

MISCELLANN7OUS

(1) The tenure of office of the Amir is not limited; (2) the term of office in the Supreme Council

and theExecutive Council is three years; (3) every regulation, in former laws and regulations of

the organization, if contrary to the provisions of this Charter, is null and void; (4) any amend-

ment and change in this Charter can take place after a proposal by the one third of the entire

membership of the Supreme Council and the approval of the two third of the entire membership of

this Council.
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International Amnesty Still
Concerned About Human
Right Abuses by PDPA
Russians in Afghanistan

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the text-of a report issued by Amnesty Interna-

tional on human rights situation in general and conditions of prisoners in parti-

cular in Afghanistan in 1987. The report was issued 4 May, 1988.

BACKGROUND

On 1 January 1987, Dr Najibullah, the General Secretary of the zuling People's Democratic

Party of Afghanistan (PUPA) and now also the country's President, announced a policy of National

Reconciliation. He listed six principles of reconciliation - a cease -fire for six months, an and

to armed struggle in order to resolve political di ±ferences, just representation in the political'

structure and economic life of Afghanistan of political groups other than the PDPA, a general

amnesty, protection and consolidation of historical, national and cultural traditions, and respect

and observance of the sacred religion of Islam. This policy was announced with the'full official

backing of the Soviet Union. '

The Reconciliation policy was rejected by the armed opposition which said it was aimed at

allowing the Soviet Union to remain in Afghanistan while getting the opposition to disarm. The

armed conflict in Afghanistan intensified during 1987, particularly in the northern part of the

country and in the south -eastern province of Kandahar. Unarmed civilians continued to be victims

of the war. The UN Special Rapporteur on Afghanistan estimated that there were just over 14,000

civilian casualties between the end of 1986 and August 1987. As a result of the escalating conf-

lict, the refugee influx into Pakistan continued. In August 1987, according to the official Pakis-

tani registration lists, there were 3,156,569 Afghan refugees in the country. The UNHCR estimated

that there were 2.2 million Afghan refugees in Iran. Afghans formed the largest refugee group in

the world. .

In this situation of political polarisation and armed conflict, it was difficult to confirm

and corroborate testimony on human rights violations within Afghanistan; most information came

from refugees who had fled from the conflict. Amnesty International interviewed refugees in Pakis-

tan and India during October to December 1987. The testimony was taken from the victims and witnes-

ses of human rights violations. This paper limits itself to cases on which first -hand information

could be gathered from victims and witnesses. Due to a continuing sense of personal insecurity and

political uncertainty, most informants did not wish to be named.

Amnesty International is concerned about evidence of a policy of 'deliberate killings by
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Soviet and Afghan government forces during 1987 of Afghan refugees moving towards Pakistan. This

targeting of refugees has been describes in the testimonies of survivors and witnesses of such

attacks. Amnesty International is equally concerned about the deliberate killing of unarmed civi-

lians in reprisal for attacks by armed apposition groups. It is further concerned about continu-

ing torture in KHAD security police interrogation centres, military posts and in the Pul- e- Charkhi

central prison in Kabul; and about political prisoners who were taken directly from prison into

military service.

The attacks on refugees occurred in the cpntext of the government's National Reconciliation

policy of 1 January 1987. The government had proclaimed under that policy that it wanted Afghans

already abroad to come home. As for those taken directly into military service from prison, it

was officially announced that they were "released" under an amnesty declared as an integral part

of the National Reconciliation policy.

The negotiated withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan, if implemented, would reinforce

the responsibility of the authorities in Kabul to make every effort to investigate past incidents.

of unlawful killings and torture and to bring to justice those involved in these incidents in

order to curb the future occurrence of such illegal acts. Amnesty International has written to

the Afghan and Soviet authorities spelling out these issues.

EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTIONS OF REFUGEES

Soviet and Afghan government military forces seem to have been carrying out a policy of

deliberate killing of refugees fleeing to Pakistan by attacking buses and groups of women, chil-

dren and men moving on foot and on horseback. Most of these refugees were fleeing from the in-

tense bombing and shelling of their villages by Soviet and Afghan Governmeizt forces retaliating

against hit -and -run guerrilla attacks by the armed opposition.

Amnesty International uses the term extrajudicial execution to describe unlawful and deli-

berate killings carried out by governments or with their acquiescence. In armed conflicts, extra=

judicial executions are distinguished from killings that occur as a direct consequence of clashes

between contending parties - such as the killing of civilians during attacks on. positions defen-

ded by warring parties - and from killings by accident or error.

Amnesty International has received first -hand information from eye-witnesses and survivors

of attacks on refugees. A farmer, aged 30, who is a refugee in Pishin district in the Baluchistan

province of Pakistan, and does not wish to be identified, has provided details of two attacks on

the group he was trekking with On their way towards Pakistan. Two other members of the group have

corroborated his testimony. This account is based on their statements.

The group of about 100 families left their village of Sherkhudo in Darzab district of the

extreme north -western province of Faryab, bordering the Soviet Union, in mid -September, 1987,

after the intense bombardment of their village by government forces due to the presence there of

members of the armed opposition. Most of the group trekked on foot and a few on horseback or on

donkeys for two months before reaching the border near Pishin in Pakistan, which is 500 kilometres

(as the crow flies) from Faryab.

In early October, about a cluarter of the way through their trek, a guide who the refugees

suspect was a government agent, found out that they were attempting to leave Afghanistan. He led
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them to an.isolated field near Dara- a -Takht in Herat province where they were surrounded and

fired on by government forces without any provocation. They said they were defenceless as there

were no armed men within: their group and that rifle -fire and shelling killed 19 of the refugee

group and wounded three. Among those who died, seven were children: Mohammad Afzal, eight months

old, son of Maulvi Abdul Haq; Khairullah, a year old, son of Saifuddin; Bibi Zara, 14 months,

daughter of Khan Mohammad Rashid, three years,son of Sultan ;Sayye4 Raikmar;, also three years, son

of Fakir Mohammad; Sher Alamo five years, son of Ahmed Shah; and a child whose name is not known.

Five women died in the attack, As is the Afghan custom, their names were not divulged. Seven men

died - Sija Khan, aged about 1E; Abdul Nabi, 22; Doat MObSiamad, 2$ .Aminol.lah, 27; Gulgulab, 30;

Khawaneen, 38 and Baseer, 45.
.

Fifteen days later, the refugee group was attacked' again. They were encamped in a field

whose exact location they do not know, but which is somewhere in the Lashkargah'area of Helmand

province. They said there had been no fighting in the area, Three, apparently Soviet, helicopters

arrived and opened fire without warning on the :refugees. Rockets from the helicopters killed

five men; Mullah Mohammad Gul, aged 17, who was given the title Cf Mullah at an early age as he

was already well-versed 'in the religious texts; Spin Gull aged 14; Khan Qui, aged 20; Mohammed

Areal, aged 28; and Maulei Saheb Khan, aged 35.

A 12- year -old Uzbek boy from Dahana- e.Ghouri village in the northern province of Kunduz, who

is a refugee in Pishin district of Pakistan, and whose.name cannot be divulged, told Amnesty In-

ternational of another attack on travelling civilians by government forcetvehich he said took

place in mid -October 1987. He, his widowed mother, whose. husband had. died in en air boeb$ %eft

of the village, and some other persons from his village, were walling On their way' to' Pakistan

when they were fired on without warning by government forces lyingdn wait On both sides of a road.

Helicopters also fired rockets at the refugee group. Two persons were killed in the attack and

four were wounded, including the boy. An ugly, half- healed flesh =woumd oval the calf of his left

leg was clearly visible during his interview. He was close to tears while recountiné the incident.

He did not know exactly where it hadl:happened,

Another incident was recounted by an Afghan peasant, aged 20, in a refugee camp in Peshawar

district of the North -West Frontier Province of Pakistan. He, said that in September 1987 govern-

ment soldiers supported BY tanks surrounded the group of refugees with whom he wes trekking near

Sarak Mazar village in the Pul- e- Khumri area of Bayghian provincetAbst 0 the refugees nere.arrea-

ted, two were shot dead on the Spot and some, including the peasant, ran away, The peasant who

witnessed this attack had been living in Archa in Kunduz province before he decided to leave

Afghanistan.

Another peasant from the Dasht -e -Archi area of Kunduz province said he decided to leave his

village and take refugee a road some weeks after he lost three of his sons and his house during a

July 1987 combined assault by Soviet and Afghans planes and-tanks on the village. He said this

attack was in retaliation for an ambush of Soviet forces by an armed opposition group led by Maulvi

padai, and came after the group had retreated, so that most of the victims were unarmed villagers.

About 3101 familie8 left the village a few weeks after the assault. Only a few persons stayed be..

hind.

According to his testiisony, the peasants extended family of 13 persons trekked on foot froP
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Dacht-e-Archi and in September 1987 reached the Pul- e- Khumri area of Baghlan province, where they

were attacked. The children of the family were playing in an open field watched by the adults

sitting near a hillock. When planes attacked, the adults took shelter by the hillock while the

children were caught in the open in the bombardment. The peasant from Dásht -e -Archi lost another

of his sons, aged five, and two of his daughters, aged eight and ten.

At the end of May 1987, a student teacher, aged 21, from Kabul, travelling with 80 other

refugees towards the Pakistan border, said he found the bullet- ridden bodies of about 130 persons

whom he believed were refugees using a known refugee trail leading towards Pakistan. The condition

of the bodies indicated that the killings had taken place the day before.. The bodies were found in

the Yakpaaya valley of Charkh district of Logar province, near the Pakistan frontier.

Most of the reported cases of killing of refugees attempting to leave the country occurred

in 1987, after the announcement of the National Reconciliation policy in January that year.

Amnesty International has, however, received some reports of unlawful killings of refugees in

1986. According to an eye- witness, one group of refugees was attacked on 16 November 1986. He

said that 14 people, including two women and a child, were killed and five people were wounded

when a Toyota mini -bus carrying 35 passengers towards the border', 60 kilometres away, was attacked

without provocation on a road in Fakiran sub -district, about five kilometres from 2argonshahr

town in Paktika province. Survivors said they heard the attackers shouting in Russian during the

ambush. There had been no recent fighting in the area but Soviet troops had been discouraging

movement close to the border.

The killing of refugees trying to go abroad has been accompanied by attempts to encourage

refugees who arealready abroad to return home, in line with one of the stated goals of the

National Reconciliation policy. At times, the attempts at persuasion have been accompanied by

arrests. According to his nephew, a 67 -yeap -old man in Kabul was arrested in March after he re-

jected police officers' requests to write to his step - brother in the United States to return to

Afghanistan. The man told the police officers that be was not on good terms with his step - brother

and therefore he could not persuade him to return. He was then arrested and at the end of 1987

he was believed to be still detained.

Public criticism of the National Reconciliation policy has also reportedly led to detention.

A cloth merchant, aged 40, from Kabul is reported to have objected to a call for national recon-

ciliation made in a speech by an official of the ruling People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan

(PEA) after prayers at a central mosque in Kabul on the occasion of the holy Muslim festival of

Id- e=Forban (also known as Id-al Adha) on 5 August. The cloth merchant asked the party official

how there could be national reconciliation while Soviet soldiers remained in Afghanistan. On the

fourth day after the Id- e- Khorban festival, MAD agents in a jeep came to his house and took him

to their Sedarat interrogation centre. A few days later he was shifted to Pul -e- Charkhi and was

reported to be still in detention at the end of 1987.

OTHER REPORTED EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTIONS

There were also reports of alleged summary extrajudicial executions of Afghan civilians who

remained in their homes despite the war. An eye -witness recently reported an incident which had

taken place a year earlier, on 13 October 1986.He says six tanks and some military vehicles anti..

7 $_
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ering Chardee village, two kilometres from Sharan town, the capital of Paktika province. The

witness was in Amberkhel, a neighbouring hamlet, from which the houses and streets of Chardee are

clearly visible. The Afghan soldiers from the convoy, directed by Soviet advisers, ordered ever-

yone to stay in their houses. They searched each and every house. They found no guerrillas and no

arms. They seized two men from their homes, one of whom was a known sympathiser of the resistance

while the other was the son of a sympathiser. They marched the two men to the wall of the little

local fort behind the village and shot them. One of the executed men was Abdul Majid, 60. -The

other man to die was aged 30. His name cannot be divulged as his father still Ives in Chardee.

Similar killings continued in 1987. A 32- year -old former official of the Information Depart-

ment of the Ministry of Frontier and Tribes, now the Ministry of Nationalities and Tribal Affairs,

reported that 17 civilians, all males aged from 14 to 60, were killed by government troops in

August 1987 at Mushwani village in the Mir Bacha Kot district of Kabul province. They were said

to have been killed with grenades after which their bodies were dumped in a well, apparently in

reprisal for the killing of some government troops by guerrillas in an earlier incident near
the village.

Two Norwegian nurses and an Afghan paramedic who had been working in Ghazni province for

some months in 1957, separately confirmed that they had met and examined a man who had survived

despite having suffered over a dozen bullet woundiiduring.a reportedly unprovoked attack by

Soviet soldiers on a civilian bus in March 1957. According to their account, there were 45 men,

women and children in the bus, of whom .onl.y three survived. No of those who survived had managed

to run away while the man with multiple wounds had successfully feigned death, although he claimed

the Soviet soldiers had checked other victims after their initial attack and shot dead those who

were.discovered to be still alive.

A peasant, aged 50, related another incident of apparent reprisal killings of civilians in

his village of Sabzak in the Nareen sub -district of Baghlan province on 6 September 1987.

Artillery shelled the village without any immediate provocation and eight persons were killed,

including the peasant's daughter, Bibi, aged eight, and his brother, Mohammad Hasen, aged 60. The

other villagers killed were two women - Gulbegum, 20, and Zeba, 30 - and four children. Two of the

children were Daulat, four, and Amir Khan, four. The names of the other two children are not known.

Sabzak village had earlier sheltered guerrillas of the armed opposition but there was reportedly

no fighting in or near the village and no guerrilla presence when the village was shelled. The

assault appeared to be purely punitive in nature, in accord with the principle of collective res-

ponsibility for guerrilla actions in and around the community.

On 10 October 1987, Soviet forces reportedly set fire to a vehicle carrying 29 unarmed civi-

lians, most of them women, children and old men, apparently after stopping it in a narrow gorge

between Dadu and Khoshi in Ingar province. All those in the vehicle died. The Soviet, attack may

have been a reprisal for a guerrilla ambush the day before in the same gorge in which 17 Soviet

soldiers had been killed. A second source corroborated this version of the incident.

The director of a hospital for Afghan women and children in Quetta, Pakistan, confirmed that

the hospital often receives and carries out surgical operations on women and children to remove

bullets lodged in their bodies. For instance, according to the hospital's surgical records, a

bullet /Wá removed. from the sacral,region of the spine of a woman, Khandi Gui, on 29 November 1987
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which she said had been fired at her about a year before when the bus she was travelling in w

attacked without provocation by government forces in Ghazni province.

On 16 January 1988, 12 men belonging to the armed opposition were taken prisoner in Kolalgu

village of Paktia province by a mixed group of Soviet and Afghan Government troops. According to

testimony provided to a representative of Amnesty International by two of the prisoners who survi-

ved, the 12 men were marched into the village mosque and their hands were tied behind their backs

by the Soviet and Afghan soldiers. Rockets, mortar shells and ammunition were brought into the

mosque by the soldiers and piled up next to the prisoners. A detonator operated by a cable leading

into the mosque was then used to blow up the mosque and the prisoners within it. Three prisoners

survived the blast while nine were killed. One of the survivors was seriously injured with ir,c-

tures in both his legs. The other two got away with relatively minor injuries and recounted this

incident after escaping into Pakistan. The explosion in the mosque also caused the death of seven

children when an adjacent house collapsed on them. The testimony of the two prisoners was corro-

borated by several other persons from Kolalgu who had witnessed. the incident.

TORTURE

Amnesty International has interviewed a number of Afghans who described having been tortured

during 1987. These testimonies indicate that torture continues in Afghanistan, although the avai-

lable information suggests torture may not be as systematic and as routine a form of interrogation

as it. was till early 1986. However, the extent and frequency of recent torture cannot yet be

assessed because many of those detained by government agencies in 1987 have not yet had the oppor-

tunity to disclose their experiences under detention. Those who have been able to relate their

detention experiencesFwere held for short periods or managed to escape from security police or

military detention centres. Others described having been tortured shortly before their release

from iijl -e- Charkhi prison in Kabul.

One of those detained for a short period was a woman of 36 who was formerly a stock- keeper

at a government pharmacy in Kabul. She was arrested near Jalalabad town while trying to get to

Pakistan. The owner of the house where she was staying was also detained. They were taken to a

Jalalabad detention centre which seemed to be under the control of the KRAD security police (MAD

has been renamed as WAD - Wazarat-e-Aamniyat-e-Daulati, Ministry of State Security, but is still

generally known as KRAD).

The woman says she was verbally abused, beaten and given electric shocks with wires attached

to her ears and feet. Then the interrogators, whom she was able to identify by name, sat on her

feet and sharply banged her knees together. The torture took place during the first two days of

her detention while she was kept in a small cell. She could not lie down in the cell because the

floor was strewn with sharp pebbles and stones. She was not taken to the toilet. A bucket in the

tiny cell served as a toilet and attracted hordes of mosquitoes. Her daughter was reportedly

severely beaten and was not allowed to see her mother during the two days at the detention centre.

After two days of interrogation, she said she and her daughter were transferred to the Jala-

labad prison where she was kept for 20 days before being released. In the prison, she was kept in

a room with 40 women and their small children. All but 10 of the women were in prison in cynnec-

tion with allegations either of trying to go to Pakistan or helping the resistance. The prison
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authorities did not provide any food. A friendly guard :smuggled in one piece of broad a day for

her. Other prisoners had to bribe the guards to get something to eat. Water was provided in dirty

buckets. There were no toilet facilities. The prisoners had to use a half -demolished room as a

toilet. Her ordeal at the detention centre and at Jalalabad prison has caused severe psychological

problems and she has been undergoing treatment at a psychiatric clinic in Pakistan after having

managed to cross the border on her second attempt.

A young guerrilla fighter, aged 18, was captured in action by Soviet troops near Mani village

in Ghazni province in May 1987. He was in possession of a rocket -launcher when captured. He said

he was taken to the local Soviet military headquarters at Eenote village where he was beaten with

sticks. He was then confined to abasement for 15 days and beaten on four occasions.

From the basement at the Soviet headquarters he said he was removed to the KHAD interrogation

centre in Ghazni town and questioned about the identity of his accomplices in the armed opposition

and weapons' sources. During his first week at the KHAD centre, he was beaten every day. During

his second week, he was given electric shocks three times with wires tied to his tongue, ears,

fingers and toes by IQIAD agents. He said that during the interrogation -and -torture sessions, two

Soviet officers took notes of his replies tb questions and, on one occasion, they attached the

wires for shock treatment.

After two -and-a -half months at the KHAD centre, he was being taken to the main prison in

Ghazni when he escaped,with the help of the opposition. He was brought to Pakistan for medical

treatment. He was still suffering from severe pain on the left side of his stomach due to the

beatings and shocks when interviewed by Amnesty International at a medical centre in Peshawar.

He was also unable to sleep and was in a chronic state of fear.

An 18- year -old student of Persian (Dari) literature at Kabul University died on 20 April 1987

apparently as a result of torture at the IQIAD detention centre at Shashdarak in Kabul. He was

arrested at his family's home by KHAD agents on 1 April in the presence of his parents, sister

and three brothers. According'to one of the brothers, who later came to India as a refugee, the

KHAD agents said that they were arresting the student for "anti- revolutionary activity". The

brother claims that the young man was never involved in violence, though he did distribute opposi-

tion pamphlets, locally called shabnameh (night letter). He was in perfect health when arrested.

After several weeks of fruitless inquiries about his fate, friends of the family suggested that

they should make further inquiries at the Four -Hundred- Bed'Àxmy Hospital in Kabul where detainees

injured during interrogation are often taken. The family discovered his name on the list of dead

posted at the hospital. The list stated that he had died nn 213, April. It did not state the cause of

of death. His body was not returned to the family. As the rest of his family are still living in

Kabul, the brother in India does .not wish to make public the name of his dead brother.

Another student, aged 21, who was also taken to the Four -Hundred -Bed Army Hospital in Kábul

after being injured during interrogation, later give the following account. He had gone to the

village of Pashaee, in the outskirts óf Kabul, on 5 May 1987 for the mourning ceremony of his

brother, a guerrilla of the Jamiat- e- Islami opposition group who had been killed it action during

a battle with government troops on 18 April in the same village. Sporadic fighting nhd continued

around Pashaee and on 8 May government forces fired at the village with a multiple rocket;launcher.

In the attack, the visiting student was ini red on his head, back and nose, and lapsed into a.semi

83.
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conscious state. Soon after, the troops entered the village and rounded up all males between the

'ages of 16 and 50. They were then transported to the Shashdarak centre of the KHAD in Kabul. He

was still bleeding from his injuries when he was tied to a chair and questioned about his connec-

tions with the armed opposition. During the questioning, the middle three fingers of his right

hand were branded with a hot iron. After 48 hours at Shashdarak, he was moved to the Four- Hundred-

Bed Army Hospital. Eight says later he escaped from the hospital with the help of a cousin who

was a guard there. Scars on the upper surface of the three fingers of his right hand were still

visible when he was interviewed in India.

Beatings and physical abuse during 1987 have also been reported to Amnesty International by

ex- prisoners who were held in the Pul-e- Charkhi central prison in Kabul. Often the beatings and

ill- treatment were administered by prison warders for minor transgressions like reading a reli-

gious book or demanding the right to collective prayer as is prescribed in the Islamic code. At

other times, ill- treatment followed what were regarded as more serious offences such'as distri-

buting mujaheddin (armed opposition) literature among prisoners. Some of those who were about to

be released and taken straight into military service were reportedly beaten for refusing to appear,

on television to praise the government's policy of National Reconciliation. Other prisoners were

kept in isolation for a week for refusing to sign a statement in favor of the National Reconcilia-

tion policy. One prisoner alleged that in April, 1987, he was so severely beaten for refusing to

spy on fellow prisoners that one of his ribs was fractured. A group of 23 prisoners was 1ept in

isolation in March 1987 for attempting to inform a foreign visitor about prison conditions. Some

prisoners were beaten just before they were released and taken straight into military service in an

apparent effort to intimidate them and thereby prevent them from engaging in any anti- government

activity.

Among those physically ill-treated at Pul- e- Charkhi was an engineer who later told Amnesty

International that he was repeatedly requested to appear on television and testify in favor of the

,government but had refused. One morning 'in June 1987, prison officials took him to a room and said

that they wanted to discuss his forthcoming interview on television. He refused to discuss the

matter. The prison officials reportedly started beating him, pulled his hair and then dragged him

into a bathroom where they pushed his head into a toilet bowl. They kept him in the bathroom all

morning. In the afternoon they transferred him from prison straight to a military barracks to

serve in the army. .

A former car mechanic, who was imprisoned at Pul -e- Charkhi for seven years and was transfer.

red to do military service on 27 May, 1987, said that earlier in the same month he was severely

punished for distributing the (Holy) Quran and religious and resistance literature among the pri-

soners. He had also been exhorting prisoners to support the resistance. Informers inside the

prison reported his activities. He was taken to an isolated room and beaten till he became uncon-

scions. His beard was pulled and his. face was pushed into'a toilet bowl. He was then removed to a

punishment cell for 11 days and given no food ordrink for three days.

Another prisoner reported that in March, 1987, he was severely beaten and made to stand under

a cold shower by a prison warder.ior reading a religious book. About a month later, he was beaten .

and kicked so severely in the. chest that he lms still _coughing up blood in November when Amnesty

International interviewed him in Pakistan. He had°been given this second beating by three prison
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guards, one of Whomte named, for asking why he was not being given his full heiping of food in

the prison canteen. Helms transferred to do military service on 13 July and subsequently fled

the country. He.said he knew of two children who were gravely injured in Pul-e-Charkhi due to

ill-treatment, one of whom was kicked in the -stOtach.

CONSCRIPTION OP POLITICAL PRISONERS

As part of its policy of National Reconciliation, the government announced a general amnesty

on'25 January 1987. According to governmettfiguresi over 7,000 political prisoners were released

between January and July 1987 and at least another 3,000 were said to have been released. by the

end of the year. These figures have not been confirmed by any independent source and the 6i/ern-

sent has not replied to repeated request by AMnesty Internatiónal seeking names and other de-

tails of those said to have been released. However, Amnesty International's information indicates

that thousands of -prisoners were released during the year. Most of than were however, between the

ages of 18 and 40 And therefore liable for military service. They were released under Decree No.371

dated 26 April, 190701 the Presidium of the Revolutionary Council which declares that the prison

terms of "prisoners who are eligible for service in the armed forces should bP.rmaitted. Amnesty

International has interviewed at least 15.men'of MilitarY age who were released under the 25

January-amneSty and 26 April Decree and taken straight from the gates of Pul-e4harkhi prison to

a military barraCks, depot or unit. They have informed Us that hUndreds of priloners released with

them were also taken straight-from Pul-e-Charkhi to a military facility. We understand that in

many cases those released in this way were told that thé remaining part of their prison sentence

was to be spent in:military terri64 Many have subsequently fled to Pakistan. Amnesty Interna-

tiOnal believes that the direct involuntary transfer of political detainees from prisons into-

military service constitutes a punitiVe0Wet4a alatilarntinued,imprisonment.
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Discusses Afghein future
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;;0 EDITOR'S NOTE: A two day seminar in Islamabad held by the Institute of Policy

o , studies (IPS) of Pakistan March 21 -22 and attended by Afghan, Pakistani and

European scholars discussed the future of Afghanistan in the wake of the news

that a Soviet agreement to fix a date for the withdrawal of its forces from Af-

ghanisten wras imminent. Following are the edited transcription of three summa -

ries, presented to the forum-by Dr. Ijaz Gilani Vice - President of IPS and Di,,

rector of the Gallup Poll, Pakistan.

The Chairman of the seminar was Riaz Piracha, Director of the Institute of Stra- 0.

tegic Studies. * 0

SUMMARY. I

`It ig quite clear that there are two scenarios of expectations regarding the Soviet Union:

1he Soviet Union is unlikely to leave in the near future but, it has interests in the area

¡nds,to safeguard -those interests, it will stay there in its present form. The second scenario is

thatthe Soviet Union has interests' and it will continue to serve those. interests but without its

o
o
o
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Those who took part in the seminar were:-

,i. Dr. Ijaz Gilani, Vice President o_f the IPS and Director of the Gallup Poll in Pakistan, Islamabad, 2. Dr.

'Tahir Amin, Department of International Relations,,Quiad- i-Azam University, Islamabad, 3. Mr. A.B. Awan, House No.14,

st.No.1, Sector P-6/3, lelamabad,4. Prof. Raja Ehsan Aziz, Department of International Relations, Quiad- i -Azam Uni -

7ierstty, Islamabad, 5.Dr.jAhean Chaudry, B -254, Block 11, Federal .B Area, Karachi -38, 6. Prof. Yusuf Elmi, Director

*than Jehad Works, Translation Center, Peshawar, 7. Prof. Mohann ad Fazel, Former Deputy Minister of Education of

`Afghanistan Kabul, 8. Sabahuddin Kushkaki, Cultural Council of Afghanistan Resistance, Islamabad, 9. Ross Masood,

House;No.S, Street No.19, Sector P 8/2, Islamabad, 10. Col. (Retd) Altaf Ur- Rehuan, Deputy High Commissioner for

Afghan Refugees House No. 1,_ St. No. 30, F-8 /1, Islamabad, 11, Z.A. Suleri, No.43/302, Khurshid Alam Road, Lahore, 12.

'Col, Sayyed Iqbal Ahmad, Research Department, National Defense College, Rawalpindi, 13. Engineer Abdul Rahim, Islama-

-bad Representative of the Jamiat- e-Islami Afghanistan, House No.31, St.No.38, Sector F-8 /1, Islamabad, 14. Dr. Farooq

.Haanat, Institute of Strategic Studies, Islamabad, 15. FazalUr- Rehuran, Research Associate, Institute of Strategic

Studies, Islamabad, 16. Mohammad Ali Durrani, 115 -A, New Muslim Town, Lahore, 17. Sheikh Zahid, Lajnat ul Dawa Al

.Islamiyah, PO Box No.906, University Town, Peshawar, 18. Wael Juleidan, Saudi Red Crescent, PO No.347, 2-Gul

'MChan Road, Peshawar, 19. Dr. Abdul Rahman, House No.1011, Street No.67, Sector G-9/4, Islama ' Rah -

man Saeed,_C /o Islamic Relief Agency, I7- Chinar Road, University Town, Peshawar, 21. Dr. Iftikhar un ..__

Apeura Igpa1'Usiversity, Ialemabad,`22. Naweb Salem, (Hezb- e- Islami Afghanistan, Helmiatyar), Editor of ^ Resistan.

'Peshawar, 23. Dr.''Gert;Poettaring, Member orEuropean Parliament, 24. Dr. Dieter Braun, Research Associate, Institute

of Pbl.itic*l Science, Best Germany, 25s';Frai iOOphuber, Director Asia, Pacific Desk, Konrad 80undation,West Germany.
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presence in the current form. Dr. Braun':urcl Mr:, A.B. Aware would clearly represent these two point

of views. Dr. Braun gave a series of reasons to support his pessimistic argument. His pessimistic

scenario is based on the assumption that the military losses of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan

are not compelling for it to be enough to leave Afghanistan. The political price which the Soviet

Union is paying within its own country is also something tlíat it can still afford. Not only that

it can afford but for Mr.Gorbachev's: own existence it would not be unlikely for. him to take a etep

which would present him as a loser. Dr. Braun's assumption regarding global politics are that the

Soviet Union would be successful in co- opting the West - - in particular the US - - for such a

strategy which would prolong indecision, and while this prologation of indecision continue, it will

remain in Afghanistan.

His assumption about the Afghan struggle itself is that the internal rifts within the resis-

tance will be used by the. Soviet Union for promoting its own existence in the country including

the dissentions in Pakistani public opinion. So divi §ions within the Afghanistan resistance and

possible divisions in the Pakistani public opinion would be used to sustain Soviets presence.

"Dr. Braun, nevertheless, ended his pessimistic projections on the note that this cannot conti-

nue for too long. Even though in the short the Soviet Union. is likely to promote indecision,`co-

opt the West, promote dissentions among Afghanis struggle, promote. divisions within the Pakistani

public opinion to withhold the possibilities of being presented as a loser.

Mr. A.B.Awan,,on the other hand,said the interests are too valuable for the Soviet Union to

ever completely arrogate those interests but the present form is far too costly. Soy in.his judge

ment, to cut off costs, the Soviet Union will withdraw but, as he very graphically put up it, it

will be like an Octupús that has many tentacles and it will leave behind many of those tentacles.

This has some similarity with Dr. Braun's assessment also, according to which. the most impor-

tant tentacles that Soviet Union might leave will be in the north of Hindukush. In his - judgement

the north of Hindukush has most tangible interests of the Soviet Union both by way of borders, by

way of Central. Asian proximity and of the mineral resources.

But Mr. Awan, however, *has interesting suggestion for how to confront with a situation in

which the Soviet Union would withdraw but leave behind its interests. He thinks proper attention

should be paid to the essence of the Afghan society. That essence, in his judgement, is the landr

locked geographically constraint of Afghanistan. In his judgement this landlocked situation has

been the heart of the Afghanistan foreign policy in the last 50 years. The suggestion, therefore,

is that in that scenario, while the Soviet Union would be withdrawing, Afghanistan would still re-

main in a difficult situation, because of the existence of Soviet tentacles. Pakcistan and other

friends of Afghanistan should help Afghanistan to get out of it geographical, constraint - - - the

landlocked situation - - -.and provide to Afghanistan a more institutional form of access to the-

oceans aven to the extent of providing formal port f4cílities_to that country..

SUMMARY
Our discussion was broadly divided, into two subjects:,(1).the kind of governments which are

possible and (2) how each one of those governments mould behave visa vis Pakistan and other,

related issues? I, should first take up the summary of . the, viri ooa küiI s:. of. government8 wbi -b.. Piero
considered to be feasible for possible options ih the future.
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I could list five major types mentioned here., first,.the, three options mentioned by Dr. Tahir

Amin i.e. a socialist government, a liberal secular govermient and-an Islamic government. The

fourth was no government and the fifth option is a split government between the Soviet- backed

_regime and the mujaheddin. It was pointed out that this very classification in itself has certain

policy implications for Pakistan. Were you to consider all of them feasible that would have one

set of policy implications because then in some ways you would make yourself willing to deal with

anyone of those. Were you to rule out some of these options that would have another set of policy

implications, the point which is well taken..

The second area of discussion was how each one of these would behave on certain set of issues.

The first one was a boundary issue, Durand Line. How that issue. would be taken by anyone of these

options? How mould the Pakhtunistan issue be treated by anyone of these government ?,What kind of

bilateral relations would be established under anyone of these five sets? How would multilateral

relations be framed tinder any one of these? How would the relations in the region particularly

Kabul- Islamabad -Tehran would be framed under one of these five options ?`What would be attitude.

towards Islam and the Islamic governments under anyone of these :options?

Firstly, what degree of chance would one give to anyone of these five for the subject discus-

sions. A majority - - and not all 7 - ruled out a future socialist government. It was not

quite so mentioned - - but some did point out - - that if the Soviets presence in Afghanistan eon-

tines, that would be the only way of the continuation of a socialist government. So a socialist

government can continue in Afghanistan but that .would not be a post -Soviet scenario.So.if we are

talking about post- Soviet era, the first option is ruled out., The second option is a liberal

government. Most of the speakers, but again not all,ruled out the possibility of a liberal govern,

went in Afghanistan. The arguments given on Why a liberal government is not feasible was mainly

based on the existence of socialist government which has taken roots in Afghanistan in the last

ten years, Also it should be remembered that the liberal forces have not made any significant con-

tribution in the Afghan resistance whereas the Islamic forces have. And, as a consequence, the

liberal forces have lost their political and social role in a future post -Soviet Afghanistan.

* The third option, which to Mr.Su; ehri is the inevitable future scenario of government in

Afghanistan, is the logical conclusion of the mujaheddin's struggle. A future government to him,

it would be a mujaheddin government and, since. the mujaheddin struggle is an Islamic struggle, it

would have to be an Islamic government. He made an interesting contrast with the°Pakistan Movement

which he said would not have logically ended because the struggle was not framed in terms of Islam

and Kufr (infedality). The struggle was framed in a preferable government and a non -preferable

government.

The fourth option, as mentioned by the Sudanese friends,_ and our Afghan friend Fllgr. Bahia;

elaborated on it, is that. the Soviets have realized that the first two options i.e. the socialist

and liberal government, is not feasible in Afghanistan.. The only government, that the Soviets

have discovered will be feasible in Afghanistan is an Islamic one.Therefore the.. Soviets nd.ght

leave Afghanistan-in a situation where there is neither a socialist nor secular'.. 4 -nor an

government, but 'a situation of no government,

The .fifth option suggested by one of. the speakers here was á split, government 1A .whirh..th
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Soviets move themselves to the northern part of the country and sustain a Soviet - backed socialist

government in the northern-half of the country and leave the southern half to the mujaheddin.

How would the different forms respond to the Durand Line, the Pakhtunistan issue, bilateral,

multilateral relations, Islam and Iran? A very definitive set of opinion did not emerge but there

was a fair amount of disagreement on how these governments would behave. A socialist government

would not recognize the Durand Line so it may use the Pakhtunistan issue as a weapon against Pak-

istan whenever it finds it desirable. Under a socialist regime bilateral relations with Pakistan

would be poor. In multilateral relations there will ba zio progress, and Iran will 'Iontinue its

present policy. Obviously a socialist Soviet- backed government in Kabul, would not have any posi-

tive attitude towards Islamic political ideals.

The liberal government, it was suggested by Dr. Tahir Amin, may not emphasize disputes with

Pakistan on the Pakhtunistan issue. I do not think there was enough discussion on this particular

subject but many of us dispute this assertion that a liberal government would forgive the Pakhtoon -.

istan issue as a possible weapon against Pakistan. There was not enough discussion, I would say,"

on bilateral and multi -lateral relations and relations with the Afghans under a. liberal secular

regime in Kabul possibly because it was ruled out as very viable future.

We probably had more discussion on the Islamic government in Kabul. How would an Islamic goy -

ernment in Kabul frame its relations with Pakistan? First of all, regarding Durand Line and Pakh-

tunistan, several speakers - - in particular the Afghan speakers - - pointed out that the Durand

Line dispute and Pakhtunistan in particular was used as a publicity instrument against Pakistan

and an Islamic government is unlikely to revive the same instrument. It was also pointed

out that the Pakhtunistan issue has certain vested interests on-both sides of the boundaries not

only in the central government in Afghanistan but also in the tribal areas of NWFP. But there

was some suggestions that, under the changed circumstances, these vested interests have transformed.

their nature and, as. a result, the entire nature of the Pakhtunistan issue and the Durand Line di*.

cussion might be transformed in the future. It was particularly pointed out by one.speaker that we

might have i different set of issues as far as Pakhtunistan is concerned and that it might also be .

colored by the role of the Pashtu speaking population within Afghanistan.

On the multilateral issue, one point raised was where should Afghanistan be placed, in West

Asia or in South Asia? Even, under an Islamic and friendly environment,. would Pakistan want to

deal with Afghanistan as part of West Asia in combination with Iran and Turkey or world it would.

deal Afghanistan as part of South Asia possibly in the SAARC relationship?

Pakistan would not like to place Afghanistan in a forum in,which India has a big brotherly

position. The most controversial assessment was regarding the multilateral combination including

Iran. Would it be feasible for a future Islamic brotherly scenario to have a Pakistan- Iran - Afghan-

ietan Islamists combination or would there be an Iran-Kabul Islamists combination state against an

Islamic government in Pakistan? In other words, are we_looking forward in that Islamic scenario to

the three governments workin,$ in unison or are we foreseeing a- futuré in which anyone.of these two

whether it is Teheran - Kabul against Islamabad or Islamabad -Kabul against Tehran. We had a

,lot of disagreements. in this but I do not blink that a substantial discussion_ on the subject

actúaLly, took place..
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Finally, on the subject of Islam, how would one interpret islam and would there be three

different interpretations of Islam, one in Kabul, another in Tehran and the third in Islamabad? As

Engr. Rahim pointed out, the'basic principle is rather simple which is law and the formation of a

leadership. He said that the minimum on which Islam could be interpreted would be Islamic law and

establishing a government through the people. An interesting issue which was raised by Prof.Fazel

was on the Afghan character. Going beyond these specific issues - - some legal and others Political

- - there is the question of national character. According to him, the Afghans have a national

character with two principal values; one, they would not be subdued to pressure even from their own

king and, the second, they would remember to return a favor which is done to them.

SUMMARY III

It has been a long journey from 9.30 this morning to almost 5.00 O'clock this afternoon, with

a wide range subjects - - some happy and some unhappy - - being discussed here. Some with great un-

animity, the others with disagreement. It is, therefore, rather difficult task for me to enlist all

of those and to reflect the sentiments. I will, nevertheless, try. In the micro -picture, will the

Soviets leave or will they not leave, is still an uncertain subject, and, as Mr. Sulehri pointed

out, we are still in mid -stream. If the Soviets leave, will we have a socialist government or lib-

eral government, an Islamic government, no government, split government, is also still a subject of

great Uncertainty. What is, however, a subject with evidence is destruction which the Soviet Union

has actually caused in the last 10 years or so: destruction ©f the physical qualities of Afghanis -

tan, destruction of its education, destruction of its culture, destruction of its social fabrics.

Education was perhaps most concrete item. We found out that in Kabul University 14,000 student body

was reduced to 6,000 and even those, all of them not very serious students,and in the Polytechnic

and Engineering College a similar kind of situation has prevailed. Destruction, therefore, is a

concrete thing which the Soviet Union has brought to Afghanistan. In the view of the mujaheddin

while the Soviets destroy, the mujaheddin, despite fighting ä war, build Afghanistan. And as

Engineer Abdul Rahim told us this morning, on the one side, the mujaheddin are fighting the war and,

on the other they are managing the liberated territories. In these liberated territories supplies,

which are brought from Soviet Union, are distributed by the mujaheddin. Although supplies to the

bazar are managed by Soviets but the supply from the bazar to the rural economy of Afghanistan are

managed by the mujaheddin themselves. The mujaheddin mane agriculture, they run rudimentary

.schools,some hospitals and cultural activities in the liberated areas. These are the constructive

activities which they project they can carry over to the post Soviet period in Afghanistan. They

say the jehad has taught them to manage the liberated areas and that lesson is precisely what will

be a valuable legacy for them in the post- Soviet period. They say the outside world should start

supporting them in their move for reconstruction from this very day. And, as Mr. Paracha pointed

out5war has its glamour, 'and peace does not. While it is still glamoroús, the mujaheddin say, there

should be a support for them for the post Soviet period. In the beginning of that support, could

be the liberated territories where educational, medical, agricultural and other programs have al-

ready started and these programs should be implemented while the glamour is still on. That exper-

ience and that tradition could be carried over to that uncertain, yet to many of us .a likely future,

in which the Soviets would have gone but the needs caused by destruction, will still be lingering

along. This is where the proposal made Dr.Poettering yesterday about a fund created now - - rather
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than afteze withdrawal - - appeared to be a very relevant one. A fund,whose disposal begins now for

the liberated areas rather than after the withdrawal, could be a beginning, whose experiences

could then be carried over in the years to come, hopefully after the withdrawal.

* While destruction is a subject with great unanimity, reconstruction obviously and naturally

is not. Reconstruction requires priorities, the priorities by definition, and in all civilized

societies, are a subject of differences and conflict. Yet there are certain principles through

which those differences can be resolved. Do the Afghans have enough experience and, have they come

to some terms on how to resolve their differences? The Afghans pointed out here yesterday, they

have had the experience In the last century and in this century to resolve their differences and

come to reasonable terms. That experience is also helpful for them to resolve future conflicts,

conflicts not on matters of principles but conflicts on priorities, priorities of reconstruction.

Reconstruction also requires funds, as the Chairman pointed out in his summary earlier this

morning. Where these funds come from - - from domestic sources, from friendly countries,

from the Islamic world, from non -Islamic friendly countries? If friendly Islamic countries provide

funds to finance, what would they be willing to provide funds for and on what terms would they be

willing. The same apply to the non -Muslim countries. The Afghans were very clear and strong on

this issue. If funds must be provided without strings, would funds came in areas where priorities

do not conflict? Would funds come from other sources in some cases which are different to your

priorities but where interests are not subservient to the interest of the other party.

With a more detailed observation on the same subject, the funds could be with strings, yet

with interests which are neither conflicting nor subserviant to the interest of the other; It was

pointed out that Pakistani experience of the last 10 years - - as of the experience of many wes- .

tern countries in,providing outside support tó Afghan resistance - - has been a rather successful

experience. It has been an experience in which aid has been provided but the recipient has not

been dishonored. If anything, the recipient has been honored, and the least of conflict has arisen

between the doner and recipient. Could that experience of the jehad be carried over? This was

particularly pointed out by a Pakistan refugee commissioner who said the experience of provi-

ding assistance to the Afghans during the jehad çould be carried over to the peace time. The kind

of harmony that existed between the doner and the recipient during the war could bè carried over

to peace time, is a subject worth a lot of concern.

Reconstruction, in addition to funds, would require modern technology and trained personnel.

To what extent other countries - - Pakistan,Muslim countries and the rest of the world - - could

provide the technology and personnel for the Afghans is again a subject worth considering. There is

obviously a potential to playing a big brother's role or mercenary's role. It was pointed out,that

both big brotherly and mercenary's role should be avoided in providing technology and personnel

and, above all, it would be best personnel come from within Afghanistan, from

its own resources and its own people. The Afghans themselves have a reservoir of technology and

personnel, some living in Afghanistan today under Soviet subservience, some living in Pakistan and

Iran and some living in . western world and the small number in the Soviet: Union itself, It was

pointed out that,, since all are compatriots, neither one of these four sources should be discrp
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diced right from the start. Afghans living within the country and at present, either forced or

otherwise, collaborating with the Soviets, those living inthe west and culturally alienated, those.

'living in the Soviet Union and Sovietized or temporarily Sovietized, those living in Pakistan and

Iran should be provided with the opportunity to rebuild. their country. And in that the Islamic

principle of tolerance and love must be given precendence to any other motive of revenge or ren-

geance or confliotual interests. In rebuilding specific social and political values,. the Afghans

should make the ultimate choice. To some.of the speakers the new generation of, Afghan brought up

in the age of Jehad places a very high value, first. on their religion Islam, the Islamic principle

of equality of every citizen - - man and woman - - the Islamic principle of placing very

very high value on education and theIslamic principle of openness in society and not dividing

society into different groups, elites and others.

* Within this new society, the formal role of consultation expressed through the lóya jirgah, and

other noteables in the society, have lost their relevance. While the principle of consultation has

a longer continuity, its expression has given way to the new generation which has come forth in

time of jehad and are today to be organized through jehad parties rather than in a traditional

patriarchical structure. That the reconstruction will have a set of. values to itself, a set of

Values not only to educate but also tore-educate the entire country, educate by way of literacy,

tut re- educate to change the society from Sovietized influences, which, the speakers pointed out,

were rather superficial and were not deep in the society. A set of values - - 10 specifically - -

for such re- education were pointed out: a faith in God which has made the struggle successful, a

belief in Islam which is so characteristic of the Afghan character in the recent struggle, a

belief in responsibility, responsibility on. their own behalf not to engage in bloodshed, seeking

responsibility from other parties which might even include seeking reparations from the Soviets,

creating a logical and rational mind to rebuild the society, rebuilding the society in terms of

creating a value for economic development, to develop the ability of language to communicate and,

inclusive of this,.to have an esthetic sense to be able to see the beauty of life and to have a

balanced personality and a. balance between quality and quantity. These sets of values which are

wed at a Muslim personality, can even be applied to those who have either been Sovietized or, in

the West, have been alienated from their owr}.society.

What will be the requirement for such reconciliation,after. the Soviet withdrawal._,wïthin the

Afghan society? It was pointed out,it would require a great deal of.trust,among these various see-

mats of- society who have been both geographically and spiritually separated from eachother..And in

that trust the initiative must come not from the rural masses but from the more educated and the

more sophisticated segments of the society including the intellectuals who, at the beginning, may

be received by the masses of the society': as alien to their own values. So the burden of responsi-

. bility, as Par as reconciliation in the split society is concerned, would lie with the Afghan

intellectuals an not with the large masses of the Afghan population.

The idea that Pakistan,. the Westland, even India, should be careful about what role they can

play in reconstructing the Afghan society was.not.only mentioned here but perhaps even demónstrated.

The Afghans would be ready -to invite conflict and displeasure if their options are obstructed,. -;That
'

the west and Pakistan at the same time would also like to exercise their own right. to support or

net to support was also demonstrated and expressed here. The fact that during the jehad these two

interests or interests among the different groom ,did not conflict, it is not essential that axis
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flict would not occur after the withdrawal. The Afghan jehad brought together in unison and in

borne ways melted, a number of conflicting parties. To what extent the same would be possible in

the post -Soviet period? This is a subject which would require a lot of pondering. If what was a

reality in jehad is to be a reality in the post Soviet period, it was demonstrated here very stron-

glyy would require a lot of efforts and a lot of wisdom. To some countries, however, the message

was very clear. Air Marshal Ayyaz Khan pointed out that, if India wanted to intervene, they might

have to go through a one way journey. That brought us back to what Mr. A.B. Awan described to us'

in the beginning, yesterday morning, tLat only a century ago a few thousand soldiers went into -

Afghanistan and played and enjoyed feasts and flutes with the Afghans but only one of them returned,

even that of half dead. Lessons from the Afghan society, from the Afghan terrain and from the Af-

ghan tenasity have been expressed here very strongly and clearly in the last two days. The reser-

voir of support and the compassion from the outside world, just like the strength of the motions

and the sincerity in the genuineness of the Afghans, has been presented here not only through argu-

ments but it has also come through the emotions and the flavor of the discussions. The future that

could be predicted is extremely hard. The futureology is very hazardous and two days of thinking

perhaps would not make a dent in the uncertainty which could be expected from the future. But that

uncertainty could perhaps be made more manageable, in some cases more humane and in other's more

desirable, if there were intellectual thinking and exchange of ideas such as the one that we ex

perienced in the two days, yesterday and today.
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EDIT's NOTE: The 9th Session of the Islamic World League (Matamir Alamia- e-Islamic)I

was convened with the participation of a large number of scholars of the Islamic jr

15
in Karachi, Pakistan,30 March - 3 April. The theme of the conference was "Islam,2

and the need for general mobilization for peace." In the speeches delivered in the 2

conference references were made at various length about the Afghanistan issue. Fol-
jg

lowing are excerpts from speeches dealing with the Afghan situation:
zs

IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS MOST MERCIFUL.

ANWAR HARJONO (Indonesia)

He spoke about continuous fighting at regional and international level and about what he

called the ineffectiveness of seminars, conferences, resolutions and demands made by humanity

for a cessation of war and bloodshed and said "in these last decades,all of us are witnessing how

barbarian fighting° are taking place in Palestine, while, nobody in our modern and civilized

world could stop it. Let alone with Afghanistan, whose people are still fighting against

their (the) occupying military forces from outside. We have to admit, that many diplomatic actions

have been taken by the super powers, but it seems to be very slow . . ."

AIRING JABBAR, Deputy Minister of Parliamentary Affairs (Malaysia).

He spoke about oppression and atrocities in the occupied West Bank and the Ghaza Strip and

described the killing and massacres of the civilians and specially of the innocent children by

the Israelis-, disrespect to human dignity and honor and added "Similar events in Afghanistan

demonstrate the extent of the irresponsibility of super powers ". He said that "they are the ones

that are hindering love and friendship, peace and harmony among human beings ".

ABDUL HAKIM TABIBI, Representative of the Islamic League in Europe (Afghan)

Despite all the destruction and despite the fact that the Afghan mountains and valleys, being

stained with the blood of more than one million martyrs, despite the fact that over the valleys,

and graveyards, the flags of known and unknown soldiers are waving like a thick jungle all -over

the length and breadth of Afghanistan, we welcome with some caution the latest declaration of the

Secretary General Mr. Mikhail Gorbatchev in his speech on February 8th, 1988, announcing the with-
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drawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan.

We should also point out that the degree of cooperation and understanding is clearly defined

in the declaration of 23 February 1988 issued by Afghan mujaheddin is an important one.

In that declaration while submitting a draft.of a mechanism for an interim government, they

proposed a "transitional government" which will ensure a ceasfire and a peaceful transition to

law and order and the establishment of a provisional council to administer the provinces in order

to permit the safe and complete withdrawal of the Soviet forces.

The mujaheddin also stated in their declaration that:

"The transitional government will sign the Geneva accords and undertake responsibility for

their implementation including the safe return of the Soviet forces when the accords become accep-

table to the Afghan people and the resistance. The transitional government will persue also an

independent and non -aligned foreign policy and will have friendly relations with all countries,

particularly with its neighbours, provided that there is no interference in its internal affairs.

For the purpose of reconstruction, the IUAM requests all the countries of the world, and in par-

ticular the Soviet Union, to participate generously in the reconstruction of the infrastructure

and economy of Afghanistan.

This declaration is indeed a sign of good faith and magnanimity. Now the Afghans inside and

outside of Afghanistan expect the alliance of the Afghan mujaheddin to fulfill the real aspira-

tion of the Afghan people, in consultation with all Muslim Afghans who participated in jehad in

any manner as was necessary and useful, whether in the battle field or in the political and dip-

lomatic arena. Furthermore the world is expecting from the Soviet Union, which needs peace along

its southern border for its own benefit and for the safety of its soldiers and youngsters, to

fulfill the objective of peace in the world. Finally, the world is expecting the UN and its per-

manent members to carry out its obligation under the nine year mandate of the Genera'. Assembly,

to bring peace in Afghanistan, in Asia and the world at large. Indeed if the tragedy of Afghanis-

tan is solved, it will be a great experience in the settlement of disputes in this part of the

world.

MOHANA4AD HASHIM MOJADDADI (Afghan)

"The Afghan Muslim mujahed nation declares clearly that it will never accept communism and

until they topple the communist regime and clean their land from the filth of communism, they

will continue their jehad. It is strange that leaders of Islamic countries consider Gorbachev's

proposal as a kind of softness and compassion to Muslims. But the fact is that our Muslim brethren

are to know that never one should expect kindness and good from the enemy. Today Gorbachev has

been faced with a disgraceful defeat in Afghanistan and his softness and flexibility are the re-

sult of this defeat and that of the Soviet puppet regime. The Russians and their hirelings in Af-

ghanistan have been faced with the strong resistance of Muslim mujaheds who consider martyrdom for

the cause of God as their sacred aspiration and jehad for the cause of God and hoisting the Word

of God are parts of their Islamic obligations.

"The Muslims should know that it is far from truth and reality to believe that the Soviet

Union has been soft and flexible towards the Muslims of Afghanistan. It will be far from reality
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because it was the resistance of the mujahed Afghan Muslims who did not accept the offer of na-

tional reconciliation and coalition government with the puppet Russian government. The mujaheddin

urged the unconditional withdrawal of Russian troops from Afghanistan and if °their demands in

these two respects are fulfilled it is possible they would return to their country.

"The Afghan mujaheddin want to make it known to Islamic governments not to be deceived by the

propaganda snares of the Russians and their hirelings and should know that their purpose is not

peace and tranquility in Afghanistan but they want to bring Afghanistan under their complete occu-

pation and convert their defeat into a victory.

"Wa,clearly proclaim that the mujaheddin will never accept any kind of treaty until they

achieve their objective for which they had begun their jehad. They are not Afraid of Russian resis-

tance but believe that the punishment of God on infidels is great and His help for the believers

is close and they are going to continue their sacred jehad with the hope of success and until the

time of success".

MESSAGE BY FAHD BEN ABDUL AZIZ, SERVANT OF HARMAIN SHARIFAIN (THE HOLY KABA

AND THE HOLY SHRINE OF PROPHET MCHIAMMAD PEACE BE UPON HIM.)

ft. .. I find it appropriate to draw your attention in this conference to the Afghanistan issue

the people of which for the sake of the defense of their rights and human dignity and the

protection and preservation of their Islamic belief and faith are engaged in jehad and fighting.

We whole heartedly want that peace and tranquility prevail in all Islamic lands. The mujahed nation

of Palestine and the Mujahed nation of Afghanistan and other deprived nations whose rights are

being usurped in Africa should achieve their legitimate objectives and live in peace and security.

SHEIKH ABDUL QUDUS MUJAHED, CHAIRMAN OF THE WORIJ ISLAMIC JEHAD (BURMA)

(Read by Mohammad Noorul Islam in the Conference).

The Muslims of Burma have had originally been Arabs, Afghan and Indians. They ruled this

country for a long time but unfortunately they were faced with the same situation that today

prevails upon the Muslims of Palestine, Philippines, Vietnam, Cyprus, Afghanistan, India and

and a number of Islamic minorities in various parts of the world.

We praise God that we the Muslims of Burma were afforded with the opportunity to have a role

in the jehad of the.people of Afghanistan alongside with the mujahed Muslim people of Afghanistan

who have been defending Islam and Muslims for the last nine years. In one of the important battles

two of our Burmese compatriots Mohammad Salim a student in Karachi and Sheikh Ershad Ahmad, the

first Amir of World Islamic Jehad were martyred. Earlier another Burmese brother, Noor Mohammad,

had also been martyred in the Afghan jehad. May God bless their souls. The martyrdom of these

brethren had such a deep rooted affect on the morale of the Muslims of Burma that day by day their

interest to take part in the jehad increased. We pray Almighty God to accept our sacrifices in

His cause and enable us to continue our Islamic jehad with complete sincerity.
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AFGHAN AGRICULTUREHUSBENDARY

IN BAD CONDITION
Afghan Specilist Conducts
Nationwide Survey
b t"f:"r . v".irl /C1 f;rl'ctL

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the international conference held in Paris 18-19 March this

year, Afghan Professor Azam Cul presented the summary of a survey conducted by w

him and the AORISYSTEMS - - a group of consultancy companies specializing in
(,j

agricultural and rural development, mainly in developing countries on the status A

(of agriculture in Afghanistan. The following is a summary of the paper which he

presented in the Paris conférence and also of the report itself. The report has

been sponsored by the Swedish Committee for Afghanistan and had begun'in 1986.

A number of voluntary organizations had made financial contributions for the

i W i ßî!- LIAliA i. / , Aa AgNa -1 ./4li
survey. /

* This report is based on a survey which airectly interviewed the heads of about 20,000 farm

family households in Afghanistan and in the refugee camps in Pakistan, of which, after screening

for reliability, 11,000 were entered into a computerised database. This represents more than 1%

of all farm households in Afghanistan, counting together those still in the country and those in

Pakistan. The database occupies over 30 megabytes of disc space and took six men 12 months to

input. It was obviously not possible to cover areas controlled by the Kabul regime and which are

estimated by independent observers to be up to 20% of the country (and estimated to be no more

than 2596 by its President). Nevertheless, it is the largest, most wide ranging and most compre-

hensive survey of agriculture ever conducted in Afghanistan in peace or war.

* The survey is not a census and gives no estimates of the total agricultural scene. Rather the

survey focuses on the farm family and its situation, the factors that have affected it, and trends

in production, means of production, farm resources, and physical farm inputs which have occurred

over the last ten years. The results will take several more months to analyse and this report pro-

vides only a rapid overview of some of the main findings.

* The results show that the refugees and those who stayed to farm in Afghanistan are two different

groups in terms of area farmed, ownership of livestock, use and availability of labour, use of

fertiliser, and a number of other factors. Those who became refugees were better off in terms of

farm resources, but on the other hand their farming operations suffered more from the direct effe

cts of war.

* The results also show that yields have declined substantially; .33% for irrigated wheat and 50

for dryj,apsi wheat between 1978 and 1986, and that the area cultivated by individual farmers has
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declined by 30%. On these two counts alone the survey indicates that total agricultural production

in 1986 fell to about 45% of its 1978 level. There was an increase in yield levels in 1987 which

increased production to about 53% of the 1978 level. This increase can be attributed to good rain-

fall as well as reduced levels of attacks on agriculture. It is important to note, however, that

the figures apply only to those farms which were still worked at the time of the survey and does

not take into account abandoned farms.

* These figures confirm the worst fears and the most pessimistic reports on Afghan agriculture

which have reached Peshawar through refugees, journalists and other observers over the last few

years, but which have been unsubstantiated till now.

* The reasons for this decline, apart from the direct effects of war, are first, a reduction in

family and hired labor availability, so that the use of family labor by farmers still in Afghan-

istan fell by 19.5% and hired labour by 19%, while for farmers who left in 1987 the figures were

44% and 29%. Second, the number of draught oxen owned by farm families has fallen by 40% Third,

although the survey has evidence which is not yet analysed, it appears that the genetic potential

of wheat seed has declined substantially. Fourth, the proportion of farmers using urea (or white)

fertiliser has declined to 53% from 764. Added to these figures of the decline in the means of

production, there has also been a decline in livestock numbers. It is against livestock that the

Afghan farmer has traditionally fallen back after poor harvests. For farmers who stayed in Afghan-

istan the decline in the numbers of Karakul sheep, and of ordinary sheep and goats, was 70% and

67%, and fpr those who fled in 1987, the decline was 60% and 56% up to 1986, after which they lost,

or disposed of, almost all their flocks. The decline in the numbers of horses, and donkeys and or

mules has been less. For those who still farmed in Afghanistan in 1987 the figures were 45% and

6%, while for those who left in 1987 the figures were 8% and 24%.

* The direct effects of war on agriculture reached a peak in 1985, and although they have since

declined they are still substantial. In V985,53% of farmers who stayed in Afghanistan, and 65% of

those who left in 1987 had their villages bombed. The equivalent figures for the destruction of

irrigation systems are 24% and 36 %; for livestock shot, 23% and 31 %. Those who eventually left also

had more livestock shot each year compared to those who stayed - - 4 compared to 5. In addition to

animals shot, 6% of farmers who left in 1987 were losing 5 head a year to mines. In 1987 22% of

farmers still experienced bombing of villages, 12% had their irrigation system destroyed, 6% had

their livestock shot, on average losing two head a year this way and the same number to mines.

Three percent had their grain stores destroyed, down from 13% in 1985.

* Now that repatriation of refugees may become a political possibility, it is relevant to ask

what picture does the survey provide of Afghan agriculture and what may be some of the problems

facing returning refugees. Would the returning farmers be able to plough? Would they have suffi-

cient irrigation water? Would it be more cost effective to improve the health of existing cattle,

or to import draught oxen, or to encourage tractor mechanization? If they are able to grow a crop

of wheat, what will be the yield, and therefore for how long must they receive supplementary food,

and how much? What farm inputs do they require, in what order of importance, in what quantities,

and how does this vary from province to province? The information collected can assist in answering

these questions.

* The main conclusion to be drawn from data so far analyzed is that the present agricultural
prop -.
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duction is insufficient to support the existing population let along a large number of returning

refugees. The steady impoverishment of farmers who remained in Afghanistan, and of their farm re-

sources, is shown in the report. Returning refugees, as well as the existing farmers , will there-

fore require food support during the first season while crops are growing. Thereafter food assis-

tance will still be required, but at a decreasing level depending on how quickly the returning re-

fugees are able to rehabilitate their own agriculture. Returning refugees might ease the labor

shortage, but it is clear that, if draught oxen are to be bred locally, it will take several years

to reach pre -war herd sizes, and that the problem of shortage of farm power will persist for some

time. Similarly, even if the natione] sheep and goat flock ineraaaus by 25% a year (an optimistic

assumption) it will take five years for it to reach its 1978 level. Improved wheat varieties will

need time for testing and multiplication. Irrigation systems will need to be rehabilitated and farm

inputs will need to be procured and distributed.

* The indications are, therefore, that large amounts of Aid will be required. This aid will be in

two forms: immediate inputs of food and, in addition, a comprehensive agricultural input program.

This program should be designed to meet the individual requirements of provinces and districts,

and quite possibly valleys. The survey can provide information at least on a provincial basis, as

well as case studies on a more detailed level.

SURVEY REPORTS IMPROVED

HEALTH IN1O NWFP REFUGEE

CAMPS
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the summary of a survey conducted, by the IRC on

the health status of Afghan women and children in 10 refugee camps in NWFP. The

summary, is prepared by the IRC itself. The survey had been conducted in 1987

and offers comparative figures with the one carried out a year before.

Z Z.1 ZZZZZZ :Z Z Z .
All 10 camps in the Kohat area that are served by the IRC, were included in the survey: Lakhti

Banda, Mohammad Khoja, Kata Kanra, Dallan, Thal I, Kahi, Thal II, Darsamand and Kotki 1 & 2. Within

50 sample sites, interviews were conducted with 674 women. In total, these women had 997 children

below 5 years of age. Of those children, 19 had died during the preceding 12 months, and 979 were

alive at the time of survey.

{

The data colledted have provided a base of information from which trends can be assessed for

the 10 camps served by the IRC since the last survey was carried out in 1986. These are some of

the findings.

a continued decreasing trend of infant mortality from 87/1000 to 52/1000.

a decrease of child mortality from 114 to 10.4 %.
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- a decline of Diarrhoea prevalence from 39% to 27.7%.

- a decline of moderately malnourished children from

children from 4.2% to 0.3 %.

to 1.2%, and of severely malnourished

- a rise of BCG scar evidence from 66.7% to 79.3%.

- a decline in prevalence of measles, from 15.2% to 6.6 %.

- an increase in the use of drinking water from an improved source, from 32% to 64.9%.

- a rise in the use of ventilated improved pit latrines, from 43% to 46.4 %.

- an increase in the presence of poultry and livestock in the compounds, from 52% to 100%.

With these results, the Kohat region may be considered one of a very small number of project

areas in the world that have evidenced such enormous changes in such a short period of time.

On the other hand, solid reason has been found to believe that the improvement of overall

health and decline in infant mortality, combined with a unique socio- cultural environment, have

produced a fertility rate that may well be the highest in recorded history. More specifically, if

the trends exhibited over the last two years were to continue, by the end of her childbearing years

the average Afghan woman would have given birth to 13.6 children. Implications of such exceptional

fertility bear weight in all sectors. Health, nutrition, education, agriculture and other develop-

ment efforts must all take into account that the refugee population can possibly double within 15

years. FUrthermore, when it does, more than 50% of the population will be less than 15 years of age.
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CATALOGUE OF

MUJAHEDDIN PRESS

.....................

Part IV

in alphabetical order)

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the fourth installment of a catalogue

of newspapers and periodicals with their relative data published by

the mujaheddin or mujaheddin related organizations during the past

ten years. The particulars of some more publications have reached the

editor of the catalogue, Shorat Nangyal, which will be included in

the book to be published from this catalogue.
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NEWSPAPERS
Ukhuwwat 19 February 1988

EDITORIAL: !The new communique about the forma-

tion of interim government ". It praises the inte-

rim government decision about (1) paving the way

for the withdrawal of Soviet forces, (2) main-

taining law and order in the country (3) crea-

ting an atmosphere conducive for the return of

the refugees and (4) reconstruction of the de-

vastated Afghanistan. However, it adds "the

IUAM in its statement 17 January, 1986.in the

presence: Of hundreds of thousand of refugees

and mujaheddin in the Nishat Mills Grounds near

Peshawar had promised the formation of a provi-

sional government, adding that such a government

All be formed and announced in one month's time.

It is a pity that now one year and 24 days have

passed but the promised government has not yet

been established. The Afghan Muslim and mujahed

nation are offended when they find out -that

auch statements are not heeded and the question

comes to their mind that why the fate of the

heroic nation is in the hands of ;such people who

are not able to honor their words and the diff-

erence between their words and deeds is like

the difference between the earth and sky ?"

* The editorial on behalf of the organization

which the newspaper represents - - "The Society

of Afghan Peace Movement" - - strongly demands

that "the esteemed leaders of the IUAM should

revise their policies and should no longer sup -

press the aspirations of the Afghan mujahedy

heroic and Muslim nation as well as. those of

the 1.5 Mi »ion martyrs and hundreds of thou-

sands of handicapped and orphans ".

ARTICIE: "For the attention of the Human Rights

Commission and the Jehad Organizations. "The So-

ciety of Peace Movement strongly demands that .

something should be done about 128 thousand po-

litical prisoners who are serving hard labor

terms in Soviet prisons and 5,000 prisoners in

Bala Hesar whose fate has not been determined

and are in jail. The jehad organizations should

find out about the fate of these people through

the Hunan Rights Commission so that Afghans may

know about their fate.

Engelab-e- Islamí'

Afghanistan 22 February 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The bloodstained uprising of Kabul

in 1980 was a warning to Kremlin hegemonists ".

This uprising was staged by all Kabul people

against the enemy aggression after 58 days had

passed from Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. This

was the first reaction of the Afghan people and

a grave warning to Kremlin leaders telling them

that they had committed a blunder by deciding

to invade Afghanistan.

INTERVIEW: Mohammad Hashem Serem, the Deputy

Leader of Martyr Ghulam Mohammad Niazi Military

Base has saidin an interview the base has

under its jurisdiction the Enjilt Adreskan,_

Gozara. Karrokh, Pashtun Zarghoon, May sub -

divisions,.the center of Herat province and bor-

der areas. "The mujaheddin of this base are

heroically fighting the infidels.. About what

he has called the cultural resistance, he says

"any movement which begins, without a revolu-

tionary vision and ideological basis will

only last for a short time. Therefore, close

attention should be paid to the cultural dimen-

sion of our Islamic jehad.It has been for this

reason that our brethren, who hive a deep vision
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of the jehad, have not only created centers of

thinking in the liberated areas but also in

areas under the domination of the regime. Those

young people who have not been able to complete

their educatión have been provided to undertake

Islamic ideological bourses either during the

night or day time and many of these people are

now engaged in jehad activities. There are ten

primary schools consisting of grade 1- 6, 'five

centers of knowledge where boys of upto 15 years

old acquire knowledge in Íslamic jurisprudence

and political science, centers cif-learning for

those who have completed their education or had

served in government in past times.

PäyameJenad
12 March, 1988

EDITORIAL: "An analysis of the Geneva talks on

Afghanistan ". During the course of eight years

of war in Afghanistan, the Russians have made

use of all their war machinery to defeat our

nation. However, finally it had to admit its

helplessness in the face of this valorous people.

It found out that it is not capable of a face to

face fighting with the people of-Afghanistan

and, instead , resorted to propaganda, deceit

and political snares. But the Afghans are aware

of these plots as well and, until they decide

their own fate, they will not accept any kind of

mandate from whatever source it may be,

MESSAGE: Issued :by leader of Harakat-e- Islami of

Ayatullah Al -Azami Mohseni: "Nów that blood is

being shed to topple the Russian and their

puppet rulers in Afghanistan, the defeated enemy

is trying to continue its domination of Afghan-

istan through its satanic efforts even in a

covert form. Some opportunist friends, lacking -

a clear objective and ideology, too, knowingly

and unknowingly, serve Russian causes. It is

time to (1) have the pioneering Islamic parties

further coordinate their activities, (2)

avoid opportunism, selfishness, unnecessary re-

ligious, tribal and ethnical prejudices which

cause bloodshed among the people themselves,

(3) not to be deceived with promises given by

the Russians and preserve our independence

through self -reliance (4) insist on the Islamic

character of the resistance in order to pave the

way for the sovereignty of the Quran in our land,

(5) Reserve the power (of the state) to the muja-

heddin and their representatives and do not pro-

vide an opportunity to rn- Islamic movements (to

make headways in this respect), (6) give

priority to public interests over individual

interests, (7) have faith in social justice

for all the Muslim peoples ofAfghanistan, (8)

be not afraid of the Russians and to block

their imperialists overtures, (9) ,strengthen the

resistance quantitatively and qualitatively,

(10) refer to Almighty God and seek more help

from Him (il) raise the intellectual level of

the people, (12) prepare long term and short

term plans for the complete defeat of the Rus-

sians. ".

NEWS: Recently in a seven day fighting with the

enemy in Herat, the mujaheddin demolished 23

enemy tanks and killed 300 soldiers and militi-

amen.

* The mujaheddin in Mazar-e-Sharif captured

25 January three enemy posts.

* One Russian base and four posts were destro-

yed by the mujaheddin 28 January.

REPORT: The general commander of the Harakat -e-

Islaemi for the Kabul province Anwari said in a

press interview 7 February "we clearly announce

our stand that we would fight the Russian until

our final victory and will not strike a political

deal and we condemn any political solution of

the Afghanistan problem."

In regard to the formation of an interim

government by the seven members of the MAW,

he said the Shia and Sunni brethren ought to

work together. Taking decisions about Afghan-

istan in the absence of the Shias is not

possible and will be void ".
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Jabha -a -Jehad 12 March 1988

ARTICIE: "Soviet stand in regard to the poli-

tical solution of the Afghanistan issue" (By

Khurram). It reviews Russian "plots and intri-

gues" in regard to the political solution of

Afghanistan issue. "The rejection of an inter-

im government proposed by the government of

Pakistan on the basis of the wishes of the

mujaheddin and the rejection of American pro-

posal about the cut -off of assistance to the

puppet government were the two issues which

clearly demonstrate Russian plans towards Af-

ghanistan: Russian objective towards Afghanis-

tan is quite clear: (1) The belt on the border

between Afghanistan and Pakistan should be

closed and mujaheddin supply lines cut -off

80 the hireling government will be free to

annihilate the mujaheddin, (2) recognition of

the puppet government by the government of

Pakistan and the signing of the Geneva accor-

ds, (3) expelling the Afghan refugees from

Pakistan and handing them over to the Russians

and the establishment of a stable communist

order in Afghanistan. If the Geneva agreement

is signed before the establishment of an

interim government in Afghanistan, the people

of the world will be judged by history in an

atmosphere Of shame and humiliation and they

will look to each other for the gradual

death and annihilation of the free countries

of the world one after the other. Because

the occupation of Afghanistan will be tanta-

mount to the occupation of Asia and the fall

of Afghanistan into the mouth of the red

dragon will absolutely result in the fall of

the world.

REPORT: Prof. Sebghatullah Mojaddedi leader of

the NLF in a. meeting withdrew his resignation

and said "Dear brothern, I find myself over-

whelmed and want to thank you for the extreme

sentiments which you have selflessly exhibited

towards one of your .
servants, I had not.

*rendered any other sacrifice bitt to offer

my resignation from the position of your

leadership and membership of the NAM.

My resignation had taken place on the basis of

a number of principles. There were issues to

which I was opposed and I saw them to be detri-

mental to the cause of the Afghan nation. I had

resigned because I was demanding that the fate

of the Afghan people should be at their own

hands. We Afghans have a long ancient history.

Our traditions are based on Islamic, traditions

and they have Islamic roots. If we are to adopt

an important and major decision about the lea-

dership of the Afghan government and other im-

portant Afghan matters, there are two alterna-

tives for us. One is the Islamic way which says

that the ah1 -e-hal wa aqd (men of wisdom) have

the right to decide on important issues or a

loya jirgah which represents the ahl -e-hal

wa aqd should take decisions. History shows

that all the people of Afghanistan have follow-

ed the decision of such loya jirgah"

ARTICLES: "Determining the fate of the Afghan

people is the obvious right of the mujahed Af-

ghan nation ". "The momentum and historical de-

cision of the esteemed leader of the NLF Prof.

Sebghatullah Mojaddedi which was relayed

through world media 6 March, 1988, has opened

a new chapter in the proud history of the

heroic and mujahed Afghan nation showing once

more to the free world that the Afghans in de-

termining their future will not allow. any other

factor to interfere than the free will of the

peoples themselves.In the past in our country

religious and national uprising of the Afghans

have taken their inspiration from this obvious

and undeniable principle. (EDITOR'S NOTE: The

major portion of the newspaper is devoted to

letters, signatures and pictures of the peuple

who have urged Prof. Mojaddadi to withdraw his

resignation).

Neda-e-Mujahedd ¡r
14 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "The Geneva Talks" í _ Ware to the
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Russian cleverness in chess and says that. they

have made chess a part of their foreign policy

as well. They' are playing tricks some times for

offensive purposes and at other times for de-

fensive aims but, at the same time, confronting

the other side with unexpected defeat and pre-

dicaments. Today the Russians want the Geneva

accords to be signed so that its puppet govern-

ment in Afghanistan is.recognzed by Pakistan,

Iran and US. This puppet government would later

join other Soviet republics by becoming part of

the Socialist Republics of the USSR. Commenting

on a coalition government with the communists,

the article says our jehad is not a war and is

not for gaining power or occupying ministerial

portfolios. The Afghans will in no way stop

their jehad. They become either martyrs or

free.

* The mujaheddin shot down 8 February two

helicopters in Moosa Qala, Helmand and destro-

yed 40 tanks. Five mujaheddin were killed in
-

the operation.

* .In a mujaheddin attack 27 January in Land,

Kandahar, seven soldiers of the atheist govern-

ment were killed. One mujahed was martyred in

the operation.

* The mujaheddin in an attack 28 January on

the Kandahar military Garrison killed 25 athei-

sts.

REPORT: Habibullah Achekzai a Kandahar mujahed

who has rendered four of his sons martyrs and

he himself is nòw continuing jehad with his

only son has said in an interview, "the love

of child is deep rooted in man's heart. However

a Muslim should love his religion more than

anything else and should not place at par any-

thing else with the love of God and with the

love of Hia Prophet Mohammad. Such a love is a

real love and for this reason God has bestowed

upon me the blessing of everlasting patience

and I thank God for granting to my children

the rank of martyrdom ".

Neda- e- Sangar
15 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "The ruines need to be reconst-

ructed": After evaluating of "Russian

aggression and savagery" the article considers

the 15 March, 1979, uprising of Herat as a

.strong reaction to Soviet policies in Afghan-

istan. It says "the Afghan nation of today is

not the nation of yesterday. Today after 10

years of sacrifices, bloodshed and martyrdom,

the level of political consciousness of each

member of the revolutionary society of Afghan-

istan has gone up to an extent that': cannot be

understood and grasped by the enemies of Islam

and the heroic trench holders,- - who during

the past 10 years of their unparalleled resis-

tance' have guarded their belief and faith,

by sacrificing their beloved selves

- - can easily distinguish between their frie-

nds and enemies. They know well what to do and

how to encounter the plots of international

imperialism. The enemies of Islam should know

that the Afghan nation will not foresake the

aspirations of 1.5 million of its martyrs who

have sacrificed their beloved selves for the

sake of the proclamation of trie Word of God and

Islam and, by observing an overall unity in

the light of Islam,this nation will remain sta-

ble and steadfast.

MESSAGE: In connection with the anniversary of -

the 15 March, 1978, uprising of the people of

Herat against communist rule in Afghanistantlea-

der of the Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan, Prof.

Burhanuddin Rabbani has said "This day is the

banner headline of the grandeur of our believ-

ing nation and the, pride of all the generations

of the God worshipping people of Afghanistan in

the annals of history. The inspiring resurrect.

tion of this day has helped us to continue our.

revolution ".
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NEWS: (no dates have been given)

* The mujaheddin in their planned operations in

the city of Herat occupied eight enemy security

posts, set ablaze one tank, killed 28 Soviet

hirelings and captured 15 militiamen.

* The Ghorian, Herat, mujaheddin in an opera-

tion on Herat -Islam Qala highway set ablaze

five communist military vehicles, killed 15

militiamen and captured 10 others.

* The mujaheddin of the center of the Farah

province in an operation destroyed two enemy

tanks and two armored vehicles.

ARTICLES: "Herat, the land of uprisings and

epic making" (by Mohammad Ekram Andaishmand):

the writer has spoken about the Islamic period

of Herat history and says the historic and

beautiful city of Herat, during the reign of

of Ghoris, had 12,000 shops and 350 madrasas

and Khangas (Islamic monastries). This in it-

self was a testimony of progress and brilliant

civilization of Herat. Herat is the land of

blood and martyrdom, the land of agonies and

misfortunes, the agonies and misfortunes which

the cruel and aggressive infidels have inflicted

Upon this beautiful and ancient land and have

ruined ad the manifestations of its knowledge,

art and culture.

The brave and mujahed people of Herat, despite

,these cruelties of the past, have been in the

forefront of the battles of resistance against

aggressors and the rule of communist atheism

with' steadfastness and an iron will. 15 March,

1978, is among the important and proud days of

the Herat mujaheddin and the people of Herat

are valorously and sincerely defending the

blood of 25,000 martyrs of the 15 of March.

* > "Jehad and its repurcussion in the world med-

ia "/(by Dr. Mohammad Zahir Siddiq). It has

spoken about the the truthfulness and maturity

of the Afghan jehad as an introduction to the

article and the main theme of the article is

said to be published in the next issue of the

paper.

Engelab-e-4slami
Afghanistan 14 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "The glorous uprising of the

Muslim people of Herat, 15 March 1978"

is a historic and important day in our country

and is considered a big event in the world of

Islam and Islamic revolution. The day is marked

with the blood of 25,000 martyrs making it an

everlasting glory of the mankind. On this day

the.Muslim people of Herat - - women, men, old

and young, government officials and those wor-

king on their own, farmers and workers - - poured

into the streets with the weapon of faith and

power of Allah -w -Akbar (God is great) and the

slogan of "victory for the Islamic revolution"

and "down with communism ". The people moved

forward in the midst of blood and fire towards

the nests of spying and centers of atheism and

communism and tore down the flags of infedility

from the skies of Herat. On the other end of the

town a brave battle was continuing between the .

Muslim officers and soldiers of the 17th Divi-

sion of Herat, on the one hand, and forces of

atheism on the other. Russian bombers flew from

Tashkent and `dropped thousands of bombs ozi.

our people around the sun set on that day kil-

ling 25,000 defenseless Muslims. But on that day,,

that uprising and that urge for martyrdom was

neither a first day of such an event for Our

Muslim people and nor it was the last day. Des-

pite the savagery of the communists on that

day, our Islamic movement continued with the

same intensity and unity and with the same en-

thusiasm and is now marching towards another.

day, the day of the victory of IslamiC'revolu-

tion of Afghanistan".

INTERVIEW: Engineer Ziauddin, deputy leader of.

the Shaheed Hafizullah Afzali Fronts has said

in an interview about the 15 March Herat upri-

sing,excepting the handful Russian puppets and

the new recruits of the hated FDPA, all others
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who were living in Herat, including those who

were visiting the city on that day, joined the

uprising. In the beginning the uprising was

scattered and in random and in the outskirts of

the city and areas such as Ghorian and Pashtoon

Zarghoon and some other locality and the Rus-

sians and their hirelings were anticipating

such an uprising but it was too late for them to

suppress the glows of faith and the inreconci,

lability of the Muslims with the infidels and

aggressive Soviet atheists and, despite all

their precautions, the general uprising took

place annihilating all the symptoms of wretched

and evil communism from Herat and the headquar-

ters of the province, security forces,prison

guards, sub division of Enjil. and Herat airport

as well as other government centers were captur-

ed by the mujaheddin of.Islam ",

Al-Bavan 18 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "Negotiations and domestic tensions"

By Fazlur Rahman. The editorial considers "the

changes in the colors of the flag,cries about

Islam, reshuffling of Russian puppets, unila-

.teral.ceasefire, the NRP, the fake loya jirgah

as a compensation in the international negotia-

tions for the defeat of 101,000 Russian troops

in Afghanistan. "

Similarly it considers contrary to the

objectives of jehad reaching a settlement with

the enemy on the basis of the latter's choice

and bringing, back Zahir Shah through a Russian

and US decision. It says "today's Afghanistan

is not the Afghanistan of yesterday. More than

1.2 million peoples' blood has streamed in this

land,.the public of this land is no longer the

same public of yesterday. But this nation has

confronted a super power for the last 10 years

and has spent its time in the trenches of war..

Today's - Afghanistan is a revolutionary Afghanis -

tan which is not satisfied with anything else

b. Islamic government.

"The IUAM has chartered a sound and reaso-

nable program for the future of Afghanistan

which is to be implemented after the withdrawal

of tale Russian forces. The question of domestic

tension will not arise. Now that, despite the

presence of 150,000 Russian troops and their

puppets and despite the hard and toiling condi-

tions of war, the control of Afghanistan is in

the hands of the mujaheddin, how is it that the

Afghan people would not be able to form an in-

dependent Islamic government under a single

leadership ?"

NEWS: The Deputy Commander of the Kandahar

garrison, alongwith 15 other officers, of the

enemy were killed recently by the mujaheddin in

Kandahar.

* The KHAD member Naimatullah and nis five

armed guards were captured by the mujaheddin

31 January in Herat.

* Fifteen nembers of the atheist government

were killed recently by the mujaheddin in Hel-

mend.

Mujahed 20 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "On the occasion of the valorous up-

rising of 15 March" (By Nangyal). In commemora-

ting the 15 March,1978,valorous Herat uprising

in which 25,000 peoples martyred themselves,

the editorial says "now that 10 years have pas-

sed since that historical and examplary events, .

we now see many other uprisings and

resurrections in other parts of the country and

the enemy has been faced with a°huniliating

defeat and our proud and Islamic revolution is

nearing its. success ". According to the editor-

ial "world arrogance has been hatching plots

against this distinguished revolution but the

efforts are being grustrated and our Muslim na-

tion will not allow to lose the success and

vio ory which it has achieved in the.battle-

f ield around the negotiating table through. the

snares of the enemy ".
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REPORT: Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani leader of the

Jamiat- e- Islami of Afghanistan in a large mee-

ting in a speech about latest political changes

in regard to Afghanistan said "there is no doubt

that the Soviet announcement that it is going to

withdraw from Afghanistan is a historical def-

eat for Moscow. However, we should not lose

sight of the intrigues and objectives which the

Russians have next to their withdrawal. Under

present circumstances what we need is unity,

unity between the mujaheddin offices and the

jehad trenches so that, God forbid, the enemy

may not hatch other plots and Our differences

and lack of harmony may not pave the way for the

success of enemy intrigues ".

ARTICLE: "Cold war, an important weapon against

the people of Afghanistan" (By Sekander). The

Russians and their hirelings have been trumpe-

ting the issue of the withdrawal of Russian

forces and NRP in order to compensate for the

defeat in the military sphere and thus weaken

our jehad. Therefore it is the duty of every

Afghan to strengthen the jehad and continue the

war of liberation until victory ".

Seratul-Mustaqeem
21 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "The real key to success of our jehad

is the sovereignty of mujaheddin in Afghanis-

tan" (By Dr. Abdul Hai). Two factors have

played as basic motives in the Islamic jehad of

Afghanistan. One has been the establishment of

the sovereignty of communits in Afghanistan and,

second, the occupation of Afghan soil by Soviet

aggressive forces. Therefore, only the with -

draws). of Soviet forces from Afghanistan is not

our objective but we first of all seek the down,

fall of the atheist regime, secondly, the with-

drawal of Soviet forces and, thirdly, the estab-

lishment of an Islamic government are the basic
objectives of our people in their jehad. Any

solution in which the dismantling of the Kabul

regime is not discussed will fail to bring peace

in Afghanistan. Until the Kabul regime is in

power, bringing the war to an end in Afghanistan

will be impossib.e. Another. point which forms

the main spirit of the mujaheddin objective is

the formation of an Islamic government in Afghan-

istan".

NEWS: News reaching from Kabul say that the

Najib regime, afraid of the mujaheddin, has or-

dered the removal of Lenin, Marx and Angeles

statues from Kabul ministries and other institu-

tions.

* In a mujaheddin operation 17 January in Roa-

dat, Nangarhar, five communist tanks were des-

troyed and 15 militiamen killed.

ARTICLE: "What next ?" (by Bawar Mazinwal). The

article discusses the importance of the Afghan

jehad at an international level and then lists

the political weaknesses of this jehad. The

writer proposes that the leaders of the Afghan

mujaheddin should completely merge their offices

and agree to a single leadership. They themse-

lves should cure their weaknesses, recog-

nize the true jehad forces and mujaheddin, com-

mission experienced individuals of the society

to jobs without discrimination or jealousy,

discard nepotism, avoid being entangled with

unnecessary and unimportant affairs and deal

with main issues of the society, assure the

people that past unpleasant events will not

occur again, consolidate the forces of intelle-

ctuals,not paint palaces with the blood of mar-

tyrs, rights of the orphans are not usurped,

unnecessary expenditures should be legally ban -

ned, writers and literary figures should be

given the opportunity to offer constructive sug-

gestions for the sake of restoring law and order

and reforms in the society, experienced people

should be taken into confidence and assigned to

participate in the reconstruction of the society.

Other than implementing such measures this na-

tion will surely further slip away from its true

objectives.
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Neda- e- Jundullah
21 March 1988

ARTICLES: "The blood stained Nauroz (New Year)"

The Nauroz is an auspicous day which has been

celebrated for centuries with special occasions

among the masses of our people. Yes, there were

Nauroz holidays which were marked with utmost

joy and felicitation. However, it is a pity that

now for several years the people of Afghanistan

are not able to celebrate the occasion and mis-

fortune and agony rule on this day as

'well. Yes, it has been tau years now that

instead of fresh snow watér, on the mountain

slopes and pastures of our country, streams. of

the blood of our thousands of martyrs are flo-

wing and from them tulips are growing. Today,

when we are entering the 11th bloodstained

spring, we are sure that this new year is going

to be our year 6f victory and triumph and the

next Nauroz will be celebrated in freedom and

independence."

* Two other important items of the newspaper

are a serial under the heading of "Oppression

and Massacre of Muslims in Russia" and the

other one is, also a serial, under the heading

of "Bring the enemy under.the Beige" which is

a manual of guerrilla warfare.

Al-Noor 21 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "What do the Russian Want" (By Maw -

lawi Khales). "During the reign of Zahir Shah no

sympathy was offered to the Muslim people of

Afghanistan in material or moral spheres. Due

to the lack of a proper policy by the Afghan

leadership, the Russians were able to send

their advisers, workers and teachers to deviate

the people from straight path and it has been

(due to those faulty policies)that bloodshed has

been continuing upto now. The mujahed and

Muslim people of Afghanistan started their re-

sistance, Russian troops were inflicted with

many economic and human casualties. The enemies

Ialam with that no Islamic government Should

be established in Afghanistan and under the

name of a neutral government a government come

into being in Afghanistan to block the way for

the establishment of an Islamic one. Because

neutral government or coalition government are

only two different names having the same pur-

pose."

NEWS: The Kandahar mujaheddin captured 19 March

the Panjwaee sub -division of Kandahar province.

* The mujaheddin set ablaze 22 February the

gasoline pipeline and demolished one tank in

Samangan.

* The mujaheddin attacked 9 March the Kandahar

airport destroying four airplanes and killing

tens of soldiers.

REPORT: In a graduation ceremony of the students

of the Madrasatul Hijrat wa1 Jehad,Mawlana

Abdul Qayyum, lecturer at the Haggania Madrasa,

while placing turbans on the heads of graduate

students, said these same turbans of virtue and

excellence were placed on the heads of Mawlawi

Mohammad Yunus Khales, Mawlawi Jalaluddin Hag -

gani, Maulana Mufti Mahmood Sheikhul Hifz, Mah-

mood Hassan, Maulana Hussain Ahmad Madani, Mo-

hammad Shah Kabir and Maulana Abdul Haq. But .

these people did not take them only for decora-

tion but the turbans served for them as symbols

of knowledge, jehad and martyrdom. To them,

these turbans have been the turbans of responsi-

bility and discharging of their obligations.

STATEMENT: The.leader of the Hezb -e-- Islami Af-

ghanistan (Mawlawi Khales) who resigned some

times ago from the Presidency of the NAM, said

in a statement 17 March, "In the future govern-

ment of Afghanistan I am not going to be a can-

didate for any portfolio and God may bear wit-

ness that I desire complete unity (in the muja,

heddin ranks) ".

Mujahed Ullus2lMarch,1984
INTERVIEWS: Mawlawi Mohammad Yunus $iales, Pre:

sident of the IUAM, in an interview with the
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newspaper has said: Now we are faced with an

emergency. If God Almighty helped and Afghanistan

became free, then no one particular individual

would claim to be the sole inheritor of power.

Neither the mullah can make such a claim nor

anybody else. In taking decisions about the fu-

ture of Afghanistan, the Afghans who had parti-

cipated in the struggle for freedom of the coun-

try through speech, writing or fighting will

participate in accordance with their talent and
.

ability.

* Mohammad Zahir Shah, the former King of Af-

ghanistan,
. in an interview with the newspaper .

has said: Legally any government enjoying the

support of the majority of the people is entit-

led to assume power and it is up to the people

of Afghanistan to determine the shape and corn,

position, of. their future government.

ARTICIES :.PA comedy in political, tragedy." (By

Abdul Rahman Pazhwak). "While reading press

speculations about the Geneva parleys, I came

across a remark by the UN mediator on Afghanis-

tan Diego Cordevez who has said, he had no

permission so far to contact the Afghan mujahed-

din. This has brought home to 'me several points:

(i) Did he not have'such a mandate for the last

few years? If he did not haire such a: mandate, .

who had barred him frogs doing so? (2) Who has

now given him the mandate: to establish such .a

contact? Cordevez is an international servant

in the biggest international organization (the

UN) and is free from receiving order froni any

member government of the organization including

his own native country and not only he is free

from doing so but prohibited to do so... All

those who are working in the UN are obliged to

act only in accordance with the resolutions of

the UN specialy of the Security Council and

the General* Assembly and they have no other al-

ternative, otherwise they would.be violating

the UN Charter. None of the UN resolutions,

assigning the Secretary General to exert effo-

rts for seeking a. political_ solution to the

Afghanistan issue which has in letter and spi-

rit called for a comprehensive settlement, has

barred Cordovez to contact the national strug-

glers and mujaheddin of Afghanistan or to do

so from --the beginning of his mandate. Therefore,

it is relevant to ask who denied him per-

mission to contact the strugglers and the muja-

heddin and, after five years of parleys of

Geneva - - which has been lengthy and futile from

the beginning - - which authorized source has

given him the permission to hold such contacts

or which source could have given him such a

permission. On the surface all this sounds

comical. But there are many comedies which have

had tragic ends. At any rate, according to

observers, this round of Geneva talks on Afghan-

istan might be the last one. But, in the absence

of the Afghan strugglers and mujaheddin, no

resolution will be considered just, practical

and acceptable and if it is dozie so, its histori-

cal responsibility is with Pakistan and the US ".

* "Two almonds in one shell "(By Abdul Rahman

Pazhwak). In the first part of the article; he

writes" now it is being said that the Geneva

talks will be revived in January or February,

as a result of concentrated Russian attempts.

If such is going to be the case, with all pro-

babilities from the point of view of national

interests of Afghanistan and inflicting possible

damages to the national resistance and jehad for

the cause of God and restoring the usurped ri-

ghts of the 99.99% people of Afghanistan, this

round is considered to be the most crucial

round of political and diplomatic arrangements

that might to be adopted_ by the UN, Pakistan,

Russia and the US."

In the second part of the article he says,

"putting up at par the cases of Afghanistan and

Nicaragua by the US President Reagan is a mis-

take. The Nicaraguan issue isla local and re-

gional issue while the Afghanistan issue is a

world issue. The very first resolution of the

UN Security Council spells out and confines
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this fact. In the UN General Assembly, which has

been debating the Afghan issue for several years,

the Afghanistan item in the agenda is listed in

the following words "The situation in Afghanis-

tan and its harmful consequences' on world peace

and security". The Afghanistan issue is an

issue of an attack by a UN member country

on another member nation. If Mr. Reagan or an-

other gentleman ,places the Afghanistan issue In

the list of regional issues, truely he is making

a mistake."

The article concludes by saying "The basis

of new Russian tactics and specially Gorbachev's

tactics have been that whatever the Russians

lost during the last few years ought to be

gained for than by others. In plainer words,

Moscow intends that Washington, Islamabad and

the UN Secretariat should help fulfil its de-

signs. If the Russians succeed in this, this

writer in no way will interpret this as a mis-

take by Washington and Islamabad. Because they

both are competent and mature political centers

and, therefore, their consensus with any poli-

tital arrangement which would riot correspond

with the national interests of Afghanistan and

aspirations of its people, in my view, will not

be unintentional. It will be a delibrate act.

Until now there has been no doubt with me about

the courage of our national strugglers. They

are Afghans, Muslims and valorous and faithful

people. If such a thing is imposed upon them,

this might be accepted by the leaders of the

Afghan struggle and jehad. Hdwever it will not

be implementable and possible through the Af-

ghan nation.

j' "Revolution or Coup" (By M.M. Seddiq Farhang)

°The Soviet leader Gorbachev in an interview

with the NBC (National Broadcasting Company),

in addition to explaining the reasons for the

military intervention of his country in Afghan,

istán, has described the Saur coup as,a revolu,

tion.,The use of the word "revolution" about

this episode. by an individual in the. status of

Gorbachev is indeed surprising and casts doubts

about his insistence that he is ready to bring

to an end the Soviet intervention in Afghanis-

tan. Because we all know that what took place

in Kabul on the 7 Saar (27 April) and, in addi-

tion to the people of Afghanistan, the foreig-

ners living in Afghanistan, also observed, was

a political coup and not a people's revolution.

In order to explain this point one can offer many

arguments and the following are some of them: (1)

Revolution entails a total upheaval which takes

place with á wide spread participation of various

strata of the people while the 1978 coup was

executed as a result of an initiative by a small

group of military officers and the masses not

only did not participate in it but were unaware

of its nature, (2) A real revolution has always

a virtuous reality and emerges out of the miser-

ies and discontent of the masses while the 7

Saur coup, according to confession by one

of its big commanders, Hafizullah Amin, was brou-

ght'about under an already planned secret conspi-

racy which was implemented under his own command,

(3) Revolution has a real motive, the objective

of which is the realization of the aspirations

of the people and after its success, it endeavors

to realize those aspirations, whereas the 1978

coup was based on incidental slogans unfamiliar

to the people and it was rejected by the people

at the very outset and the regime was dragged tt..

the threshold of fall. Thus, whatever happened

in Kabul 7 Saur was a coup and not a revolution

and the use of the term revolution in that

context, in addition to misrepresenting the rea-

lity, tantamounts to a contempt of the very con,

cept of a revolution."

Shahadat 22 March 1988.

EDITORIAL: While welcoming the Afghan New Year

it has hoped for the mujaheddin success and

asked Almighty God to make 1988 the year of

complete victory of Islam over infidelity and

communism.

REPART: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar leader of the Hezb-
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e- Islami Afghanistan in relation to latest

events told prayer offerers after the jumah

prayer 19 March "We will prove to the world

that no agreement will be implementable in Af-

ghanistan without the consent of the mujahed-

din". He added "you should believe, if there

were only one percent chance for the Russians

to continue the stationing of their troops in

Afghanistan and if they had some hope for occu-

pying Afghanistan, they would have never

come to the point to leave Afghanistan. The

Russians are leaving Afghanistan to save them-

selves from further disgrace ".

NEWS: The Takhar mujaheddin shot down 6 March

two enemy helicopters and killed 70 atheists.

* The Baghian mujaheddin in an operation 27

January captured six government soldiers with

their weapons..

* Guerrillas in Kabul city recently killed a

well -known spy woman, Aisha.

* Two Tadjek soldiers killed eight Russian

soldiers inside their base (place not given)

during late February. One of these soldiers was

killed in a mine explosion and the other one

Came to the mujaheddin and saved himself.

ARTICLE: "The Red Shirts are again being deser-

ted" (By Sayyed Gulab Sabaoon). It reflects on

the "historical friends" of the Red Shirts and

writes, "during the partition of Pakistan and

India,Gandhi and Nehru incited Khan Abdul Ghaf-

far Khan to oppose the establishment of Pakis-

tan. However, much time had not passed when

Nehru started whispering in the ears of Pakis-

tani leaders and deserted the Red Shirts.

But Abdul Ghaffar Khan did not learn a lesson

from history and once again expressed prepared-

ness fulfilling Indian designs in the region.

The Red Shirts,'who have a lust for power by

legal or illegal means, also colluded with

Russian world devourers. And now history once

.again repeats itself. The Russiaizs and their

contemptible hirelings, in order to save them-

selves from the Afghan whirlpool, by recognizing

the Durand Line, are playing a game at the cost

of Red Shirts. However,,Ajmal (Khattak) and

other red shirts should have learnt from his-

tory. There is a saying "the blind loses his

cane only once ". The Red Shirts should not have

been dependent on others so much. However, the '

eyes'of (Khan Abdul Wali Khan) and Ajmal

(Khattak) have been blinded because of their

own (personal) objectives and it is very much

possible that they will continue their depen-

dence on the Russians and Indians ".

Ittehad-e-Islami
. 23 March 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The message of freadom on the thres-

hold of the new year of revolution". The editor-

ial welcomes the new year as a good sign for

Afghanistan; a year of mujaheddin unity, and

says "the unity of mujaheddin organizations and

their joining together is tantamount to the for-

mation of a new and deadly front against the..

enemy and, in case this new unity is realized

on all fronts, the enemy will find himself in

a complete state of defeat. The new year is not

going to be like Other years when the enemy was

resorting to the creation of disunity. The je-

had forces are going to frustrate the snares of

the East and the West arrogance and are moving

forward towards the realization of Islamic

values in the shadow of Islamic revolution and

they will leave only two options open for the

Russians; (1) the unconditional withdrawal and

(2) accepting Afghanistan as the graveyard of

communism..."nism..."

REPORT: Prof. Sayyaf, leader of the Ittehad -e-

Islami has told the Supreme Council of the or-

ganization "we want the formation of 'an Islamic

government by the mujaheddin and from among the

mujaheddin. We are rejecting resolutely a coali-

tion or a neutral government. There is no al-

ternative before us other than the continuation

of armed resistance."

* The Supreme Council of the IUAM decided
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about the announcement of the mujaheddin provi-

stonal government 16 March and spokesman of the

IIIAM Gulbuddin Hekmatyar said "we are united,'

we are going to strongly preserve thisunity,

nobody can hinder our unity, the government

which has been announced under the leadership

of &igr. Ahmad Shah is a government which leads

to a reasonable. solution of the Afghanistan

issue and we ask the entire world to recognize

this government of the mujaheddin".

INTERVIEW: Hazrat Sebghatullah Mojaddadi was

asked to comment about an interview which the

BBC had said he had given. The BBC had quoted

Mojaddadi as saying that the government which

the fundamentalists wanted to form in Afghanis-

tan had no difference with the government of

Najib. Mojaddadi, in answer to this, has told

the newspaper,the BBC report is completely false

and we never place at par a Muslim brethren

with an atheist."

RESOLUJTION: The refugees and the mujaheddin of

six camps in Badabira in a meeting 19 March

attended by 15,000 people resolved: (1) we re-

sorted to hejrat due to the formation of an

atheist government and Soviet aggression in

Afghanistan and we are going to continue our

holy jehad until the establishment of an Islamic

government, (2) we are not willing to accept a

government formed as a result of collusion among

outside powers, (3) we are rejecting any kind

of decision in the absence of the refugees and

mujaheddin about the future government of Afghan,

isanan, (4) we are not accepting the formation of

a coalition government with communists, (5)

about the solution of the Afghanistan issue, we

will only accept the decision which has been

made with the participation of the leaders of

the mujaheddin, (6) we are expecting the leaders

not to be swayed by others, (7) we are support-

ing the interim government of the mujaheddin

and (8) we are not going to return to the

country until the formation of an Islamic

government.

ARTICLE: The article, by Mohammad Passer, is

about the issue of sending a mujaheddin delega-

tion to Geneva. It says there were two views

about the issue: (1) the sending of the delega-

tion to Geneva is useful because we will be

able to'announce the following matters; the

government of mujaheddin has been formed, we

are not ready for direct or indirect talks with

the government of Najib, we are not ready to

form a coalition government, we have reserva-

tions about the continuation of the Geneva talks.

Such announcements will strengthen our political

stand and no harm will be done (2) As we have

already rejected the Geneva talks and consider

them illegal and do not want to participate in

them during the signing stages of the Geneva

accords. If the sending of a delegation is for

the purpose of conducting indirect talks with

the Kabul puppet regime, in which Cordovez may

mediate about the issue of an interim govern-

ment, this could be accomplished next to

Torkham (an Afghan -Pakistan border check point)

because Najib had asked the leaders of jehad

to enter talks with the Kabul regime and all

the leaders of the jehad had unanimously rejec-

ted his offer. But if the sending, of a delega-

tion is for the announcement of the mujaheddin

position,this could be accomplished in Peshawar

in a meeting attended by one million mujaheddin

and refugees. Therefore, the sending of a dele-

gation will not be an affective and successful

venture and will,,in addition entail, the follo-

wing political liabilities and Pitfalls: (1) the

sending of a delegation for the announcement of

(an Afghan) stand behind the doors of collusions

will show that we are expecting to enter from

the back door while we have been against nego-

tiations from the outset (2) as most of the

means of mass communications are in the hands of

our enemies, they might announce to the world

that the mujaheddin delegation has gone to

Geneva to participate in the Geneva talks and

in that case nobody might hear our dissenting

voice, (3) as in the Geneva talks the two
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sides of the negotiations are the Kabul govern- r

ment and Pakistan and the American and the

Russian delegations are also present for the

sake of interpreting the positions of the two

sides, the presence .of a mujaheddin delegation

in Geneva will mean that actually we have appoi-

nted the Pakistanis as our advocates to speak

on our behalf (4) if talks are held` with Cordo-

vez and that, too, in secret, two damages are

envisaged: one, nobody will know what was dis-

cussed and this will be tantamount to indirect

talks as Cordovez will be forced to discuss the

issue with the Kabul.puppet regime because he

himself is not a party to the issue and further-

more Cordovez had spent days to meet the Afghan

mujaheddin delegation in Islamabad and finally

the IUAM President agreed to meet him at the

request of Ziaul Haq'and now waiting by the

mujaheddin delegation behind the office door of

Cordovez will trample our previous political

posture, dignity and position, (5) the Geneva

talks is like a political gambling house where

deals are made about the fate of millions of

Afghan mujaheddin ... Thanks God the Russians

did not offer to hold talks with the mujaheddin

and for this reason the sending of a delegation

was ignored. Since the sending of a delegation

was yet another -degradation we say "the best is

what happen" (Arabic proverb).

Shahadat 27 March 1988

EDITORIAL: "Kremlin in the defile of its fate ".

The editorial discusses the mistake of the

Russian aggression against Afghanistan and draws

the conclusion: 'outside the Russian sphere of

influence all others are aware of the disgrace -

ful.Russian defeat at the hands of the Afghan

Muslim mujaheddin and inside Russia, Moscow is

trying to brand the withdrawal of its forces

from'Afghanistan as an act of peace -lovingness.

However, events of Azarbaijan and Arministan

show the Russian mask has been revealed to the

enslave nation of Russia and they, too, have

found out that the powers of the usurper are to

be defeated with exerting efforts. The path that

the Muslim Afghan nation chose for unshackling

of the chain of slavery is a path which will un-

doubtedly form the path of the enslaved Russian

nationalities and the Russian problem will not

be solved with the withdrawal of its forces from

Afghanistan.The Russians will find in the future

that the Afghan blunder has been indeed costly

for them. Many political analysts, know this even

now but the Russians are going to be the last

ones who will realize it,

REPORT: Hekmatyar, the Amir of Hezb- e-- Islami

Afghanistan and President of the IUAM, said in

a press conference 19 March "there is no doubt

that the withdrawal of Russian forces will be

coupled simultaneously with the downfall of the

Najib regime." In relations to the Geneva talks

he said "we are not like the little birds in a

cage to be sold by someone in the market and

that others may play with our fate."

NEWS: The mujaheddin captured alive 11 February

56 enemy personnel in Barikot, Kunar.

* Fifty -two Russian soldiers were killed and

seven tanks demolished 4 February in Parwan.

* Eight Russian hirelings were killed and a

number of othersinjured27 February in Roadat,

Nangarhar.

ARTICLE: 'Gorbachev is after the title of the

hero of peace" By Feda Mohammad Faiz. The arti-

cle has rejected "the boast of Russian

peace -lovingness" and says "How somebody, whose

hands are stained with the blood of 1.2 million

people, can be considered as a hero of peace ?"

The writer says indeed the Afghanistan issue

has become a bleeding wound for the Russians

because the more it tries to find a face saving

device for its withdrawal from Afghanistan, the

more it faces difficulties and world -wide con-

demnation.

Mahaz .2 Apr 31 1988

EDITORIAL: "New Year will be the year of new
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victories ". "Last year the Russian communists

and their coward puppets, in the process of

their. aggression and oppression, staged more

savagery than the year before. During the past

year, they committed such crimes against the "

noble Afghan nation that cannot be compared

with anything in the history of the past or of

the present. On the other hand, the mujaheddin,

due to their valor and heroism, were able to

strengthen their jehad and resistance trenches

throughout the country more than before.

"Last year the jehad organizations were able to

strengthen their. unity and take forward steps in

political fields. They sent a joint delegation

to the W General Assembly, announced the main

features of an interim government to take over

after the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Af-

ghanistan, announced their solid stand viz -a -viz

the Geneva talks by saying 'we will never accept

the kind of decision that will not fulfill the

aspirations of hundred of thousands of our mar-

tyrs and refugees.' We are of the opinion that,

like last year during which the mujaheddin

achieved political and military success and

victories, this year, too, our kuslim and mu,

jailed people will be crowned with new victories.

NEWS: The mujaheddin killed 40 Russian soldiers

in an attack 9 January in Bak, Paktia.

* In a mujaheddin operation in Alauddin,Kabul

province, 5 January four Russian soldiers and

one high ranking military officer of the puppet

regime were killed.

* The mujaheddin killed 18 January four Rus-

sian soldiers in Sarobi, Kabul province.

ARTICLES: " Why the Russians are leaving Af-

ghanistan?" (By Abdullah Gujrian). The Rus-

sians, by utilizing the tactics of two steps

backward and one step forward, have announced

they are going to withdraw from Afghanistan.

The writer, by comparing similar tactics used

by Moscow during the war with the Germans and

in Czechoslovakia as well as in Central Asia,

concludes that the Russian purpose has been to

isolate the mujaheddin in political arena.

* "Paying attention to the mujaheddin, the .

handicap and their children in the light of

the teachings of Islam" (By Mawlawi Abdul

Wasay Na'amani). It is an Islamic obligation.

for us all to attend to the needs of the muja-

heddin and those who have been handicapped in

the jehad and their families.

Shahadat 4 April, 1988

EDITORIAL: "A 19 year old movement under trial"

"The Islamic movement in Afghanistan has

left behind 19 years and has entered its 20th

one. In the scale of time, 19 years are not

many in the life of a movement but the ups and .

downs that this Islamic movement has gone

through during the course of its short life ?me

unprecedented in the history of contemporary

Islamic movements. In Afghanistan the Islamic

movement has gone through the zigzag of the

struggle by shedding blood and right now is

moving in this direction by sacrificing lives

and for this reason it has become a thorn in

the eyes of the enemies of Islam.

"Those who are still dreaming about a

relapse to the past and to regimes which have

been declared null and void have not understood

us properly. Tomorrow there will be no Russian

gunships or planes to protect them, there will

be no barriers of tanks and not ranks and files

of armed soldiers to shield them.At that time,

who will have the guts to enter.the arena and

resort to the formation of any other regime

than an Islamic one. And, granted if such a

courage is shown, which force will save this

regime from our bullets and the fire of our

wrath.

REPORT: President of the IUAM and leader of the

Hezb -e- Islami Gulbuddin Hekmatyar in a press

conference 2 April about latest developments

in the Geneva accord said "let the world once

more know' that we are free and independent in
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taking our decisions ". He added "we are not

afraid of the signing of the Geneva agreement

because we are perfectly capable of continuing

the war." He added, "no body can collude on

our behalf with others."

* Twenty five thousand refugees, who took

part 9 April in a grand meeting in Mianwali

refugee camp called the continuation of Jehad

as the only alternative for their freedom and

said "until conditions are fit for an honorable

return of the refugees, we will continue our

efforts and activities ".

NEWS: In the Sisi region of Wardak, the mujahed-

din recently killed the commander of the govern-

ment post and 20 of his soldiers.

* The mujaheddin shot down in January three

enemy planes in Parwan.

* Eighty enemy personnel were killed and three

tanks demolished in Taira, Paktia 5 January.

ARTICLE: "The role of the Islamic revolution of

Afghanistan in the region and the world"

"The Afghanistan Islamic revolution clearly

has demonstrated to all the Islamic Ummah that

only through a return to the letter and spirit

of Islam will they be able to rise for the re-

alization of their honor, independence and as-

pirations and tie the hands of the satanic

oppressor and aggressor.

Neda-e-Jundullah
4 April, 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The final plot of the imperialism ".

It refers to the fertility of northern provin-

ces of Afghanistan and then points out to spe-
.

culations according to which the Russians in-

tend to divide Afghanistan. It says; "Russian

communist criminals want that as a result of

dividing Afghanistan and transferring the pup-

pet regime to northern provinces, on the one

hands bring under their control the natural and

agricultural resources of that area, and on the

other hand, come closer to their long cherished

dream of reaching the warm waters ... Further -

more, the Muslims of Central Asia, inspired by

the Jehad of the Muslim people of Afghanistan,

have felt the spirit of freedom and indepen-

dence and the Russians are afraid that their

withdrawal from Afghanistan will usher the

beginning of an uprising in Central Asia and

with this plot they want to create a curtain

'between Central Asia and the Islamic government

south of Hindu Kush. However, imperialists

ought to know that in every inch of this land of

brave people, the valorous heroes have taken

positions who would clean away the stains

the imperialists with their blood. The people

of Afghanistan know that the northern provinces

are like jugular vein of the country without

which life is impossible in the southern areas

and above all, how the Muslims can remain silent

against such a conspiracy ... It is definite

that the program of the imperialist criminals

would prove to be the beginning of another

headache for them and the jehad of the people

of Afghanistan would further infuse awakening

among the people of Central Asia ..."

REPORT: Witnesses say the Embassies. of Poland,

Czechoslovakia, Cuba, India', North Korea, Viet-

nam and Iraq have been told by Kabul authori=

ties to raise the walls of their compounds by

another meter. Thus, the nests of spying by the

Eastern Block and India have been brought under

emergency conditions.

AlNoor 5 April 1988.

EDITORIAL: "Why the interim government is not

being established ? ". It is strange and regret-

table that, while it has been several weeks

that the IUAM has announced the framework of

an interim government, neither the cabinet of

this new government has been appointed nor

leaders of the seven parties have delegated

the (necessary) powers to the President and

Vice President of the interim government. If

the IUAM or a member of this organization has

a second thought about this.goverzment, it
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should say so; however, if the IUAM and its

components are completely supporting it, then

what is the reason for not establishing the

government.

REPORT: Mawlawi Khales in a speech 25 March told

the refugees and mujaheddin, "now the East and

the West are trying that, in case a communist

regime cannot be established in Afghanistan, an

Islamic government should also not be establi-

shed. They want a third type of government to be

set up. It is for this reason that we are rejec-

ting the Geneva talks as well as the idea of a

neutral government. "'

* Mawlana Zahed Al Rashidi, Assistant Secretary

General of the Jamiat- e- Ulema -e -Islam of Pakis-

tan visited, during the first week of the month

of Hamel (last 10 days of March) mujaheddin tre-

nches in Paktia province. He described his trip

as useful and said the mujaheddin are guarding

their trenches with very strong morale.`

NEWS: The mujaheddin of Hezb- e- Islami captured

23 March 50 officials of the Kabul government

and military posta belonging to Zarkeli pass.

Four mujaheddin were killed and four others

wounded in the operation.

* Recently in a mujaheddin operation in Paktia

40 enemy tanks were demolished and hundreds of

atheists killed.

* The deputy head of ERAD in Takhar province

along with 16 other atheists were killed 3 March.

ARTICLES: "New Russian Plan" (By Sharafat). "The

new plan envisaged by the Russians which they

want to implement is to divide (geographically)

the Islamic Afghanistan. The following are the

reasons which make one believe that the Russians

are planning to split Afghanistan:

1. The Russians have created a portfolio for

the Prime Minister of Northern provinces in the

organization of the Kabul regime.

2. They have established a university in Balkh.

3. The have carved out a new province from sou-

there sectors of the Balkh and Jauzjan provinces

under the name of Sar- e-Pul.

4. They have been signing direct agreements with

northern province.

5. Rumors in Kabul have gained momentum that

the capital of Afghanistan will be shifted, from

Kabul to Mazar -e- Sharif.

* According to the Russians this move will have

two benefits:

1. A new country will be carved out

Khalgis and Parchamis under the name

Afghanistan,

2. Southern Russian borders will be

from the wrath of a nation which has

1.5 million martyrs.

for the

of North

shielded

rendered

* At present it is difficult to.definítely say

whether the Russians are planning to divide Af-

ghanistan but, judging from evidences, one can

say the Russians are hatching such a plan and it

is now up to the leaders of the jehad and all

compassionate elements of the Afghan nation to

pay attention to such a program and deal with it

with alert;

ittehad- e- isiami
5 April, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Najib, the traitor, wants to create

hues and cries under the name of Parliamentary

elections and, on the basis of the dictates of

his masters,tell the world that a peaceful

atmosphere is prevailing in Afghanistan."

"However, parliamentary elections are ta-

king place at a time when peace and security in

the country is prevailing due to the fact that

the people themselves are in power and, as far

as the puppet government is concerned, its do-

main has become confined to a few buildings

inside the city of Kabul and their staff are

living like prisoners under the supervision of

Russians and Russian forces are present in

some cities by transgressing the inde-

pendence of the country. Bloody conflicts are
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continuing and major portions of the country

are in- mujaheddin hands. Then who and in which

part of the country is going to set up election

booths?

REPORT: A grand tribal jirgah in Mohmand Agency

31 April expressed solidarity with the mujahed-

din and declared: (1) we urge the formation of

an independent Islamic government by the muja-

heddin themselves (2) the Russian should quit

Afghanistan soon without any conditions (3) a

political solution of the Afghanistan issue

should be in accordance with the wishes of the

mujaheddin (4) until an Islamic government is

formed in Afghanistan, we are going to fight

side by side with the mujaheddin against the

atheist government (5) we are going to sever

ties with those who in our region have

established ties with atheist government

in Kabul and declare, that their killing is

permissible under the shariat.

* The tribal chiefs of Khyber Agency under the

leadership of Haji Malek Nader Khan Afridi, in

a meeting with Eng. Ahmed Shah, President of

the provisional government of the mujaheddin,

offered all out support for the mujaheddin on

behalf of the Afridi Tribe.

NEWS: The mujaheddin, in an operation 19 March,

demolished four enemy MIG planes and one heli-

copter in Kandahar airport.

* In a two -day mujaheddin operation recently

in Helmand, 23 militia posts were captured and

220 militiamen killed.

* The mujaheddin set ablaze 24 March two enemy

jet fighters in Kabul airport.

ARTICLE: (By Mohammad Yasser) "The butchers of

politics, have tied the hands and feet of the

Afghanistan issue and slaughtered it in the

Geneva slaughterhouse. These butchers are not

only putting an end to the life of one being

butare doing away with the lives of millions of

innocent. people. They slay a whole nation
.

They are neither afraid óf. the cries of the opp-

ressed and orphans nor of the condemnation of

the history ...

"Cordovez is cherishing the hope of receiv-

ing the Nobel Prize for Peace and is keen to see

his name recorded in the annals of the UN. Others

want to compensate Pakistan for signing the

Geneva agreement by putting:an end to the Dura-

nd Line border problem as a result of which the .

Russians with the cost of Afghanistan, are `

going to fóresake their internal servants

who worked under the name of Pakhtunistan

and also the Russians will start for Pakistan

iron and steel factories, power plants in Multan

and the development of rural and production pro-

grams. The US, in return, wants to have its

share in armament agreements and Soviet instal-

led governments in Latin America, the Middle

East and other international issues. Other but-

chers of the arena of politics are also emer-

ging to have their share in deals concerning

the selling of the blood of the oppressed Af-

ghan nation.

Mujahed 9 April

EDITORIAL: "The 17th session of the Islamic

Foreign Ministers ". The editorial comments

about the Islamic conference held in Amman the

capital of Jordan and the Afghanistan issue. It

says "in this session, the NAM delegation took

part and, under the leadership of Mujahed Broth-

er Mawlawi Mir Hansa explained the essentials

of the Afghan Jehad and Russian political maneu-

vers. The delegation attended the conference

as observer. On the basis of prudence and skill

of the leadership, the delegation was able to

secure a clear cut resolution about Afghanistan

issue which contained new points in comparison

to previous years.

"The meeting, with a clear cut majority,

urged the unconditional withdrawal of Russian

forces, praised the struggle of the Afghan

mujaheddin and asked for the right of the people

of Afghanistan to determine their own fate.
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"The conference declared that the Kabul

puppet regime has lost its right of membership

in the conference and the OIC will not establish

any kind of political and diplomatic relations

with that regime. It has also been mentioned

in the resolution that the unity of. the mujahed-

din and establishment of interim government Will

help restoring the Islamic prestige and nor,

alignment status of Afghanistan and it is neces-

sary that, on the basis of mujaheddin unity and

formation of an interim government, the Afghan

issue will be solved in accordance with the '

wishes of the mujaheddin.

NEWS: Strong explosion of bombs took place in

Kabul last week.

* The Russians have trained 30,000 school boys

to safeguard communist interests within the

framework of the Interior Ministry.

* According to a report, the Governor of Bagh-

lan was executed 5 April by the mujaheddin.

* Two spies of the hireling regime of Afghanis-

tan have been arrested in Teheran.

ARTICLES: "Elections by the Kabul regime" (By

Mohammad Nasim Faqiri). The article, descri-

bing the drama of the parliamentary elections

by the Kabul mercenary regime as another dis-

graceful attempt,says Russia and its local hire-

lings know very well that such tactics cannot

deceive the people and would definitely fail.

Soy why do they resort to such attempts? The

answer is clear. A significant Russian objective

is to legalizethe self styled Kabul regime and

all these attempts, tactics, policies and plans

are mostly not oriented for domestic purposes but

are directed to abroad in order to convince the

people and governments of the world that the

Kabul regime was workable one and fulfills all

conditions of being recognized. But informed

people of the world would not be deceived by

these snares and elections held by the Russian

hirelings would fail in. deceiving the public

opinion at the world level as they were frus-

trated inside the country.

"An article without caption has been trans-

lated from American sources by Mohammad Roohani

which writes "in Panjshir I meta 36 yea% old

man whose name was Siddiq, brother of Najib

President of the puppet government of Afghanis-

tan.. Siddiq says "the Russians picked up Najib

because he was an appropriate servant and Kar-

mal had become old and sick. Najib is an actor

and a shamefultalkative better for the Russians

than Karmal because the former had a way into

the secret police and can endanger Iran and

Pakistan."

Ittehade-iSlami
,

12 April

EDITORIAL: "The multitude of problems'in fact

is a sign of the divine help ". The editorial,

while referring to problems which had faced °the

Muslim at the time of Mohammad (peace be upon

him) in the Ahzab War, concludes," It is being

heard from world radio stations recently that

the treaty on the Afghanistan issue is going to

be signed in Geneva shortly. As a result of the

conclusion of this accord, it is feared that

life for the mujaheddin aad refugees will become

harder and in that case what is to become of

the future of the jehad and this leads to other

questions and worries. An answer to all these

is that a multitude of difficulties and a cut

in worldly means in fact signal the approach of,

the time for the fulfillment of divine promise

of help. We are confident that Almighty God

will not leave this jehad alone and he is our

real and true supporter. It was the help of God

which enabled the empty- handed mujaheddin to

bring a big world military power to its knees

and force it to!announce the withdrawal of its

troops. Our brothers should be in guard against

those, who by talking about possible difficul-

ties, are causing unwarranted panic and worries

among the people. They are in fact helping the

enemy and are agents of the enemy". '
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REPORT: Prof. Sayyaf, the Amir of Ittehad -e-

Islami Afghanistan told a gathering of the

Jumma prayer offerers 9 April "let all the infi-

dels join hands against us. They will not be

able to harm us. Now the rays of the torch of

our jehad have reached the entire world. Nobody

can extinguish this light. The time is near

when you will be going towards the country pro-

udly under the bannerof unity."

* Prof. Sayyaf, the Amir of Ittehad -e- Islami

Afghanistan in a speech to the staff of the Uni-

ver5ity, of Da'wat and Jehad said 6 April, "I

am sure that no one be able to close the door of

God's help on us and God will not foresake this

jehad (of oúrs). ".

* A meeting of the refugees, belonging to

Peshawar camps, in a joint statement 8 April

declared; (1) we strongly support the provisional

government of the mujaheddin (2) we do not

accept the Geneva negociations (3) we do not

accept a coalition government with Najib.

ARTICLE: "Hospitality Offered by others is al-

Mays conditional." In connection with signing

of the Geneva accords the article'says," (1)

What does the honorable return of refugees to

their country entail? They thought that the re-

fugees will sit down in buses after the signing

of the agreement and go to Kabul via Torkham

where Najib's team will garland and welcome them.

However this is not so. As long as the root

cause of hejrat (seeking refugee from atheism

and oppression e - the establishment of a

communist regime in Kabul - - is not eradicated,

the refugees will remain (in Pakistan) and the

hejrat will continue, (2) it is indeed strange

that despite that fact that we have so far not

offered any ceasefire with any body and we are

not going to reconcile with the government of

Kabul, we are still being urged to go to Afghan-

istan and to live under the rule of a regime

:those hands are stained with our blood and is

the root cause of our hejrat. If they are think,

it 'that the refugees will voluntarily return

to live under a communist regime, this is a

kind of evasion. But if they think that they

will be sent forcibly, then one must rsst assu-

red, they will be returning to Afghanistan to

continue the jehad and not to give up themsel-

ves to the Najib government, (3) sending the

refugees under the Finnish General (deputy of

the Representative of the UN Secretary General

for observing the implementation of the Geneva

agreement on Afghanistan), this will be tanta-

mount to handing over the refugees. to the enemy.

In response, the refugees will ,resort to a

second hejrat just like the Muslims of the time

of Mohammad (peace be upon him) who first sought

refugee in Abyssinia and then to Madina, *(4) our

refugees ought to know that stranger's hospita-

lity is limited and up to a time and they should

prepare themselves for a long jehad and for li-

ving with their families in jehad zdnes. If

five millions of Our people have become refu-

gees, ten millions of our Muslim and mujahed

people, have so far lived in the very arena of

war and struggle. Yet the condition of life for

them inside the land of the brave is many times

better than living in refugee camps, (5) the

refugees should be sure that the withdrawal of

the Russians from Afghanistan is a sign of

Moscow's defeat and success of the mujaheddin.

Under such a reality, the internal communists

have not other alternative than to give them-

selves up to us to flee. Therefore, you, the

inuhajer brethren; be prepared for an allout

jehad. Don't allow anybody to act as an advoca-

te for you. Wait for the command of the jehad

leadership and of the government of mujaheddih.M
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* (EDITOR'S NOTE: The Muslims who went from Abyssinia to

Medina ought nut to be compared with a projected situation

in the life of Afghan refugees. However, a similarity

exista in the casa of a number of Muslims who sought refuge

in Abyssinia but they were sett back to Makkah by the Aby-

ssinia government, but, as conditions were stil], bad in

Makkah, membe rs of the group once against nought refugee

in Abyesiriia)e
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Wandat-e..Islamj
14 April 1988

EDITORIAL: "A glance at the Geneva talks ", "The

Soviet actions prove that Moscow is not in favor

of a permanent solution of the Afghanistan issue_

A major drawback of the Geneva talks have been

that the talks did not take place between the

main parties of the issue - - - the mujaheddin

and the Soviet Union - - - but were held bet-

ween the side parties _ the Soviet puppet

government and Pakistan - - .. und that too in-

directly . . . We are to mention that neither

the individual leadership of the Jehad urged

the government of Pakistan to enter the

talks on their behalf nor the government of

Pakistan became aware of the repurcussions of

its position (for holding talks at the Geneva

framework). Because such talks with the Kabul

regime - - -.direct or indirect - - - in fact

deny the right of the mujaheddin to be treated

as a real party ... Refusal on the part of the

Islamic Republic of Iran to participate in such

talks was indeed legal and logical... The fact

that the mujaheddin have so far not participated

in these talks, have made the parleys insignifi -.

cant ... We should also add that in Afghanistan

no agreement or peace can be implemented without

the cooperation of the mujaheddin ... The signi-

ng of the agreement indeed makes clear a number

of issues. For instance (1) as a result of the

signing of the Geneva accord, war will not end,

(2) all signatories of the accord are trying to

bar each other from taking any advantage, (3)

serious issues related to the Afghan problem

would still remain unsolved and numerous contra-

dictions will be observed in the text of the

agreement. So, in other words, what will be

signed on the paper will be one thing and what

will actually happen in Afghanistan will be

another. In short, the agreement is not going

to pave the way for a stable and durable solo.

tion. It will not be instrumental in ending the

war in Afghanistan, it will not pave the way for
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the voluntary return cf the Afghan refugees

and will not result in a change in the hireling

Russian government in Kabul. The signing of

this agreement is in fact a previlige which the

government of Pakistan and the US have extended

to the Russians.. In our opinion, the hollow

treaty of Geneva, also full of contradictions,

will solve none of the problems of our nation

and our mujahed nation will achieve its objec-

tives of the holy Islamic Jehad by continuing

it under a united and healthy leadership within

a =molt t organization and, therefore, we favor

the continuation of armed resistance and the

elimination of multiplicity and division in the

mujaheddin ranks and the formation of a united

Islamic order and leadership and will have no

obligation in regard to accepting and following

the provisions of the Geneva agreement and the

collusion between the super powers.

INTERVIEW: Judge Mohammad Amin Waged, the leader

of the Afghanistan Mujaheddin Islamic Unity

Movement, in an interview about the current

affairs and Geneva talksnhas said "In Islam
i

there is no place for peace with apostates ". He

added "our Jehad has a three pronged special

objective: (1) unconditional withdrawal of

Russian troops from Afghanistan, (2) the top-

pling of the present Communist government and

(3) establishment of an independent Islamic

government ". In regard to a coalition government

he said," After the withdrawal of Russian forces

it is within the jurisdiction of the mujaheddin

as to what form of government they are going to

establish. Of course all knew that nobody is

going to make the murderers of the nation as a

partners for determin`tn.g his fate... The idea of

forming a coalítiòn government with the puppet

and murderer regime of Kabul is completely

objectionable and un- Islamic. Such a thing will

mar our Islamic identity and'Jehad status. It

will be the mujaheddin who will form the Islamic

government in Kabul. Our Jehad had begun fo7

this purpose and not for forming a coalition
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government with the communists ".

NEWS: The Islamic Republic of Iran rejected 10

April the Geneva accords on Afghanistan in a Radio

Teheran broadcast.

* Shah Aga, a general of the communist regime

in Kabul was injured in a mujaheddin attack. He

later died.

Rah -e -Islam 16 April 1988

REPORT: The newspaper has published many fea-

tures about the Geneva accord. They deal with

the following aspects of the issue;

- - The accord, signed in Geneva, will not be

able to maintain peace in Afghanistan,

- - Russia, the US and Pakistan demand the

formation of a coalition government with commu-

nist while the mujaheddin are not going to accept

this design even if it is going to Cost them

their lives,

- - The Geneva talks were condemned by the muja-

heddin six years ago and were declared void.

* A US Senator Gordon Hamphrey has said the

US should not sign the Geneva accord.

* We have no alternative than toppling the

Najib government and establishing an Islamic

government - - Hekmatyar.

* With the signing of the Geneva agreement and

even with the withdrawal of Russian forces from

Afghanistan, regional security problems will

still persist for Pakistan.

* With the signing of the Geneva agreement,

imperialist treaties and agreements between

Russia and Kabul regime are'going to remain cre-

dible and the present crime could once again be

repeated.

* Although the signing of the Geneva agreement

is a major and historical event, it will not

result in peace in Afghanistan - - The New York

Times.

* Iran has condemned the signing of the Geneva

agreement..

* The pivotal role of the Afghan mujaheddin

should be taken into account in the Afghan

issue - - the Islamic Republic of Iran.

NEWS: The Kabul- Jalalabad highway remained clo-

sed for three days after 4 April.

* The Kargháh Division was subjected recently

to mujaheddin attacks as a result of which one

arms depot was set ablaze and 88 enemy personnel

injured.

* Willy Brandt has said Gorbachev has told him

that Kremlin decided in 1985 to withdraw its

troops from Afghanistan.

Ekhlas 17 April, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Geneva or the slaughter house of the

aspirations of the Islamic Ummah ". Five atheist

world powers do not wish prosperity for any one

else but themselves and, during the World War

II, these very five countries had divided the

entire world among themselves. These very powers

also decided that if by dominating one of the

nations of the world the interest of one of

them is being threatened all of them will

refrain from colonizing that country and that

region will be considered as a free interna-

tional zone. One such country is Sweden (stet)

the capital of which is Geneva (stet).

"After the Russian aggression against Af-

ghanistan, the Russians and the Americans in

their secret talks at the UN - an institution

acting as an enemy to Islam - - - decided that

if the Russians were defeated in Afghanistan, a

face saving device will be provided for Moscow

under the name of declaring Afghanistan a free

zone so that the Russians may be enabled to

pullout their troops from that country ... Now

that the Russians have been brought down to

their knees in Afghanistan, the so- called

Geneva peace formula has been invoked to enable

the Russians to withdraw their troops from Af-

ghanistan while the Afghan mujahed nation had

condemned the Geneva talks from the very begin -

ning and now we are condemning the very accords
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and their signatures and we will continue our

Jehad for the cause of God. Because the treaty

is actually between Russia and the US and the

mujahed Afghan nation has nothing to do with it

and we are condemning this imperialist snare ".

NEWS: The Takbeer magazine in its 31 March

issue writes that 90,000 KGB and KHAD spies are

busy in political and terrorist activities in

Pakistan.

* The Logar mujaheddin shot down a Russian

plane in the month of Hamal(March - April).

* The mujaheddin in Urgun, Paktia, killed 19

March 10 enemy soldiers and captured another 15

of them alive.

* The Baghlan mujaheddin recently captured 12

enemy posts in that province.

ARTICLE: "The transitional government announced

by the mujaheddin is a prelude to the formation

of an Islamic government in Afghanistan" (by

Janan Qnarkhel). The article enumerates the

duties of the interim government and says "this

government has six months time from the period

it begins work to pave the way for the establish-

ment of an Islamic government in Afghanistan. It

is also assigned to maintain law and order in the

country and to draft laws and rules for elec,

tions and the future government in Afghanistan.

Nedae-Sangar 17 April 1968

EDITORIAL: "The plot behind the withdrawal of

the Red Army from Afghanistan". The editorial

.gives an account of the Soviet aggression against

Afghanistan and its "economic, political and mili-

tary defeat" as well as the UN resolutions urging

the withdrawal of the Russian forces from Af-

ghanistan and says that the Russians, "in order

to relieve themselves from such deadlocks, have

in the past resorted to intrigues and today also

they are hatching another intrigue . . . Russian

tactical activities in northern provinces of

Afghanistan are another dangerous plot which

Moscow is contemplating ". The editorial says

the Geneva accords are not acceptable and adds

that the warm trenches of the Jehad are going to

become warmer than before.

NEWS: The office of the Iranian President has

urged greater activities by the Islamic coali-

tion council of Afghanistan in political arena.

* As a result of nationalistic conflicts, 34

people have been killed in the Soviet Union.

* During the last 10 days of March, one enemy

MIG fighter was shot down and 15 tanks demolished

in Helmand.

ARTICLE: "Would the conclusion of the Geneva

agreement result in solving the Afghanistan

issue ? ". The article reviews the history of the

Geneva talks on Afghanistan and reasons for the

Afghan war and says "Any kind of treaty which

does not result in the fall of'communist govern-

ment in Kabul and does not end in establishing

the mujaheddin sovereignty will not be implemen-

table in the country and, other than going th-

rough the trouble of signing on a piece of paper

and wasting the inks the Geneva accord will 'not

bear any other result and naturally the signing=

of this treaty will further complicate the Pakis

tani difficulties. With the intensification of

war, the number of refugees in Pakistan will

increase further and, with a communist govern-

ment in Kabul still in power, no refugees will

return to Afghanistan.

Ittehad-e-Islami
19 April, 1988

EDITORIAL: The editorial of the newspaper is

about the virtues of the holy month of Ramadan.

REPORT: The IUAM, in a big meeting 17 April con-

demned the Geneva agreement and vowed until the

Russians complete withdrawal from Afghanistan

and the establishment of an Islamic government

in that country "we will continue our armed

resistance ". The meeting was addressed by the

President of the IUAM, leaders of mujaheddin

organizations and head of the interim government,

in which they reaffirmed the joint mujaheddin.
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position in regard to the Geneva talks.

* Prof. Sayyaf leader of the Ittehad-e- Islami
in a speech to the seminar on making prepara-

tions for the Jehad said "The Geneva agreement

and its signing are not going to hinder our will

and intentions whatsoever."

VOL. 1, No.4

* In a Jehad conference,held at the Islamabad

hotel by the JUP, Mawlana Samiul Haq said the

empty handed and powerless nation of Afghanistan

on behalf of the weak nations of the world, has

inflicted auch a devastating defeat upon the

Russian saper power that Moscow will no more

dare to colonize others.

NEWS: The heroic Ghazni mujaheddin in their

operations 7 April killed the Director of the

Ghazni MAD as well as_head of the Intellegence

office of the 14th Division of the army along-

with eight soldiers.

* The Ghazni mujaheddin intercepted 3 April a

Russian convoy. In a 10 hour fighting, 40 Rus-

sian - Kahul.officers were killed or injured.

* The mujaheddin demolished 8 April an enemy
Post in Shakardara capturing its officers and

soldiers alive.

ARTICLE:. *The disgraceful treaty of the his-

tory" (by Mohammad Yasser). "Finally the omi-

nous and disgraceful Geneva agreement was

signed 14 April and the signatories turned in-

to black another page in the political history,

and, and this became a veil of shame for the UN,

a treaty which contradicts itself and illus-

trates the foolishness of the super powers. Al-

though some people of the world congratulate

each other, the mujaheddin consider this treaty

as another catastrophe. . . However, it is an

evil in which, God willing, lies our good.

Although some have described that Russians

withdrawal from Afghanistan as the miracle of

the 20th Century because it is the first time
that the Russians in, the history of their inva-

sions have been defeated and are withdrawing
ai4 tbat top. in the hands of.an oppressed and

poor nation, the day is not far that the second

miracle of the 20th century may also take place

when the international collusion in Geneva vis-

a -vis this holy jehad will be reduced to a

mere blackening of the paper and in the midst

of this Russian defeat, Americans will also be

defeated.

"We have nothing to worry about this

agreement because we know that this jehad of

ours is the divine light which cannot be extin-

guished. However what makes us unhappy is that

how is it that the Muslim nations do not have

their own free will and power-and are tools in

the hands of others ?. . . If the blood thirsty

Russians remained in our country for eight

years as aggressors, thieves and looters, it

was not difficult to understand this. However

nine months of their stay in Afghanistan under

the UN permit is indeed painful because the

world body too, became a part of this Russian

aggression... This treaty will not bear any

practical effect other than reducing the possi-

bility of political and economic assistance to

the refugees. We are of the opinion that Almi-

ghty God is the best sustainer and the expanse

of the earth of God is quite wide. If life were

to depend on ration for the refugees, who then

is sustaining the mujaheddin inside the country?

The weapons that we have in our hañds cannot be

snatched. And if we are to face a shortage of

supplies of bullets, the Russians have already

filled up the Khalgi depots for us. We are the

same Ummah whose share of life is in their

spearhead. If the volturo is eating the carrion,

God is providing for a falcon the pigeon meat.

A collusion by frustrated parties against this

Jehad gives us the good tidings of the collapse

and fall of the East and West imperialism,

Isteglal April, 1988.

EDITORIALS "The Geneva accord has been signed ".

The article throws light on caauunist "savagery"

and then, referring to the Geneva talks writes,
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"This is the first time in history that our

mujahed nation has shaken the world by its he-

roism. However, despite this, it has no right

to determine its fate. Even the representatives

of the puppet regime have been admitted to be-

come a party to the talks but the people who

have brought the enemy to his knees have been

denied this right. Why? Who has done this? ...

All Afghans have been nourishing the hope for

the last 10 'years that we should have had a united

leadership, trench and center against the enemy.

However we have notbeen able to achieve this

status and so'what ishappening now is due to our

own doings. If we do not give up our personal

ambitions, why should we claim that we love

our religion and the country? And if we have

neglected both our religion and country by

giving up to devisive schemes aimed at fulfill-

ing alien interests, then what is the differ-

ence between us and the present Kabul regime

which is also subservient to alien interests.

"One thing is clear: The arrogant and

aggressive enemy has been defeated. Whatever

shape the technical solution of the issue may

take is of no importance. But the Afghan nation,

due to its struggle, is confident that, God

willing, the future Afghanistan will be a Mus -

lim, free, self reliant, free of East and West

dictates and snares, a country with positive,

active and neutral policy and independent judge -

ment in international affairs, a country in

which there will be no place for the filthy

.communist ideology, nor it will be a market

of the illegal commercial transactions or of

moral decadence of the capitalist countries. In

that country the people who have made deals at the

expense of the oppressive and aggrieved people

of Afghanistan will also be called to give an

account of their deeds.

LETTER TO TETE EDITOR:

It is about Mohammad Amin Wakman written to

the Editor and Publisher of the Mujahed Ulus as

an explanation. It says, "now 22 years have pas-

sed since the establishment of the Afghan Mellat

Party. Wakmin has spent 20 years of this abroad.

When in 1973, Daoud Khan staged a coup and condi-

tions for political struggle and movement became

difficult, he left the country and, at any rate,

he has been completely away from the party for

the last 14 years and for the last three years,

he has been an official of the US government.

The damages which he has inflicted to the party

will take a long time_to rectify. When the Kha-

lqis were busy at ruthlessly massacring the

Afghans,8 Marche 1978, he told the BBC in an

interview "We are happy about the progressive

programs of the Tarakai regime and we do not

want a reactionary Islamic government in Afghan -

istan," We do not know which Tarakai program

had attracted his attention. Despite such things,

we do not know what actually Mr. Wakman expects

from the Afghan Mellat Party. Furthermore, he

is a member of the same government in exile

which was formed on the basis of an understand-

ing with Najib. When Party elections were being

held, Wakman gave Rs. 500,000 to a representa-

tive similar to his own character and sent him

to Peshawar. It was said on Wakman's behalf that

the Afghanistan issue will be solved soon and

Wakman will be the Prime Minister of the next

government. Despite such hectic activities, he

has not achieved anything and now he is sending

emmissaries from the US and other areas to

appease Najib ... Mr. Wakman should come (to

Peshawar) to find out for himself whether party

members will embrace him or stone him.

i -Noon
EDITORIAL: "Is it a peace treaty or a pact of

war ?" "Despite the fact that attempts are being

made to create the impression that the Geneva

accord on Afghanistan will bring peace and tran,

quility in Afghanistan, in practice the treaty

anti;ipates a continuation of fighting. Because

the real problem has not been mentioned in the

treaty.As long as the communist regime remains, in

power in Afghanistan neither the Afghan refugees

21 April, 1988.
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will return to Afghanistan nor the mujaheddin

will lay down their arms and stop their jehad.

Therefore the Geneva agreement is not aimed at

achieving peace in Afghanistan but rather is an

accord about war."

REPORT: The Amir of Hezb- e- Islami Mohmmad Yunus

Khales in a grand meeting of the mujaheddin and

refugees 16 April held to condemn the Geneva

agreement on Afghanistan said: "The Geneve

talks were rejected by us from the very begin-

ning and the accord between Pakistan and

the Kabul regime, is being condemned by the mur

jaheddin, refugees and the entire people of

Afghanistan."

* The first historic meeting of the interim

government of the mujaheddin was held 18 April

attended by the ministers already appointed to

their portfolios. The cabinet decided that a

delegation should be sent to different parts of

the country to find a location for the head-

quarters of the interim mujaheddin government.

NEWS: The mujaheddin killed 11 April Sobadar

Amin Khan in the Ghanikhel region of Nangarhar.

He was a member of the National Front and the

Advisory Council of the Kabul government.

* In the operation during the month of Hamel

(March - April) the Kandahar mujaheddin killed

17 atheists and demolished three vehicles.

* The Dahanmre -Ghori district of the Baghlan

province was captured by the mujaheddin recently.

During the operation for capturing the district

15 militiamen, were killed and three more inju-

red.

ARTICIE:The so called elections held by the Najib

regime is already over but the fact is. that nei-

ther the people took part in these elections nor

the mujaheddin left the government in peace to

hold the elections.Najib himself admitted that -

during 'the course of elections, many people but

actually many communists - - were killed. It

also became apparent in the elections that most

of the candidates were Khalqis and Parchamis or

other atheists."

Mujahed Ulus 21 April, 1988

INTEi IEW: "National struggler Mohmmad Hasan

Kakar in an interview with the Mujahed'Ulus

about his five years imprisonment in Kabul said:

'as far as it is known to me, I was jailed by

the officials of the Kabul regime on the basis

of instructions issued by their masters because

of my opposition to Soviet invasion (of Afghan-

istan). The K.G.B. is supervising the activities

of the KHAD in Kabul. The K.G.B. officials are

specially after the intellectuals and people of

thinking, specially professors of Kabul Uni-

versity. A new teacher recruit at the Department

of history - - Wasay Qarar - - perhaps was de-

livering his duties as a spy better than the

others as I was arrested specially on the basis

of his reports. I was sentenced to eight years

of imprisonment. However, I was released due to

the pressure put on the officials of the Kabul

regime by international organization specially

Amnesty International and the UN Human Rights

Commission as well as many scholars."

ARTICLES: "The US -USSR foreign ministers talks ".

(By Abdul Rahman Pazhwak) 24 March: "Talks bet-

ween the foreign ministers of the US and the

USSR ended in Washington after three days.

25 March: The Geneva talks continue to be

deadlocked. The Russians once again said there

are other ways than (procuring) an American

guarantee. By this it is meant that Russia will

then resort to a unilateral programme to pull

out its troops from Afghanistan. Adopting such

a stand is tantamount to a great pressure and

threat. It is very dangerous. It is aimed at

asking bigger things in order to convince the

other side to become content with giving what

you actually want. The present (unfavorable)

condition is all due to mistakes committed by

Pakistan and the US. However., at this juncture,

a small mistake will inflict irreparable dama-

ge to our national interest which will also

affect Pakistan, the US and the free world. We'
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Afghans also have played a role in these mis-

takes. Specially the leaders of the mujaheddin

and national strugglers should be aware of this.

History will not forget in this respect the

discord and lack of real unity among the muja-

heddin parties.

And then the writer reviews events between

29 March - 10 April and refers to important

aspects of the Geneva accord. He considers the

acceptance of the text of the Geneva agreement

by the US and Pakistan not a "mistake" but a

"consquence of a conscious state of satisfac-

tion." He says thus, the Russians have hit two

birds with one stone: (1) by singing the agree-

ment, Pakistan recognized the Kabul regime

and (2) recognition of the socalled NRP."

* " The Geneve accord of April 14" (By

Abdul Rahman Pazhwak). "The day of the

signing of the Geneva accords was the hay day

of politics in which the national interest of

Afghanistan were sold; on this day the souls

of martyrs were sad and the blood (of wrath)

was sugning in the veins of heros of the war.

On this day Pakistan forgot the religious tea -

chings of Islam and In the presence of the moha-

jerrin (those who migrate for the cause of

Islam) cut the throat of the responsibilities

of the ansar'(those who have given shelter to

Muslim refugees); the US trampled over the

principles of its people ;the UN did not pay any

attention to its Charter and the history of

mankind will record the event of this in these

very terms. It is
r.

obvious that the purpose on

this day was not to restore peace in Afghanistan

because the Geneva accord will further intensi-

fy war and bloodshed. If the aim has been to

pave the way for the return of refugees to

Afghanistan, then has any of the conditions which

forced tbem°to migrate' been changed ?... If the

purpose was to induce the Russians to leave Af-

ghanistan, what is the use of a physical pullout?

.. When the Russians came to Afghanistan at

the invitation of an illegal regime, then it

can of course come much easier at the invita-

tion of a recognized government as it will have

stronger argument to offer from a legal point

and according to international rules and regu-

lations. Pakistan, which had refused to hold

direct talks with Kabul regime, sat with it on

one table. What was the aim of'American promises

taking us to the skies and then pulling the

ladder from under our feet? Is it possible that

after this, small countries of the world would

trust the UN ?... In short, the Geneva accords

are unjust, impracticle and futile. In addition

to not solving any problem, it creates other

problems. Its non- recognition and rejection by

the mujaheddin and national. strugglers is a

stand Which in no way should be altered. We sup-

port (this stand) fully and hope for the success

of (the mujaheddin and national strugglers)."

Shahadat 23 April, 1988

EDITORIAL: "A sensitive phase for the fate of

Islamic revolution." After condemning the

pressive and shameful Geneva agreement" and re-

commending to "world circles to review their

stand in relation to the Afghan issues related

to its Islamic jehad and revolution ", it writes:

"at any rate ... Russia has been defeated, the

fall of Najib is inevitable and in this way,

God willing, the Islamic revolution ïs "ori the

threshold of success and victory and this is a

very important and sensitive phase for the mu-

jaheddin, the nation and ummah. All mujaheddin

and the entire Muslim Afghan nation, specially

conscious Islamic and faithful strugglers, are

responsible for keeping an eye on the conditions.

Only a faith, based on Islamic vision, wisdom

and sense of sacrifice as well as coordination,

unity and seriousnes in making decisions can

frustrate the final possible plots of the imper-

ialism so that we may be able to bring to a

success this Islamic revolution of ours."

REPORTS: Engr.Hekmatyar leader of Hezb -e- Islami

who attended 16 April a grand meeting of the

Refugee Union, held to condemn the Geneva, agree
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ment, said "it would become known.to the entire

world very soon that no agreement could be imp-

lemented in Afghanistan without the mujaheddir

consensus." He added, "justice demands that,

simultaneous with the pullout of Soviet troops,

the puppet regime, which was sent to Afghanistan

together with Russian tanks, should also disman

tled."

NEWS: The mujaheddin killed 23 February 25

armed men of the Dehdadi division in Samangan

province.

VOL. 11110.1.

* As a result of recent mujaheddin operations,

the Chaparhar, Nangarhar, security post was cap-

tured and 12 Russian slaves were killed.

* As a result of successful mujaheddin opera-

tion in Alitai, Herat, 22 January nine members

of the KRAD Were killed.

ARTICLE: (translated from The Jassarat). The

article portrays the scene of signing the

Geneva accord. It says: "The curtains were

raised: In the hall, eight tables were 'placed

in a ctrele. ilnly the tips of the tables were

joined to each others.' All Muslims of the

world are watching the people sitting behind

these tabla. The Secretary General of the UN

Perez de Quellar is sitting behind the first

table with Zain Noorani, the Pakistani Foreign

Minister behind the second table on his

right side and the Foreign Minister of the

Kabul puppet regime on his left, in the third

table. Nobody -was sitting behind the fourth

table but behind the fifth table is the Russian

Foreign Minister, Eduard Shevardnadze. The

sixth table is again empty and the American

Secretary of States George Shultz is sitting

behind the 7th one with the eighth table again

empty. These full and empty places not only

were being Observed in the area'where these

personalities were sitting, but there were

empty and full looks in their eyes as well...

The doctinent8 were signed with tight lips ...

Six long years of talks were brought to a con

elusion in only 26 minutes. The delegations

left the hall through the same door which they

had entered it ... Signatures of those who had

shed their blood for the last nine years were

not included end ali these other signatures

were a testimony of the fact that (for Muslims)

Islamic logic and reason are the most precious

investment and independence and freedom are

more precious to them than their souls and it

has been for this reason that (the Afghans) by

sacrificing their selves are putting their sig-

natures'on the future destiny of their country. ";

Rah -e -Islam 25 April, 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The Russians want to withdraw from

Afghanistan but they do not intend to give it

up." The editorial says "according to latest

world press reports, the Russians have been

planning since 1985 to quit Afghanistan and,

therefore, on the surface, by prolonging the

Geneva talks they were actually hiding their

true intentions in order to implement their

real plan by introducing the Kabul(regime as

the axis of events and activities. The NRP

ought to have been implemented'in one or another

way according to which all would have accepted

the Kabul regime and would have recognized all

the Russian crimes in Afghanistan as a mere

joke ..."

REPORT: Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani in a meeting

16 April said "if our Islamic brethern in neigh-

bouring countries were serving as ansars on the

basis of Geneva accords, now their responsibili-

ties have come to an end. However,' if they have

been acting on the basis of divine command, that

command is still in force and the ansare still

have responsibilities to discharge."

NEWS: Fazel Ahmad Salehi, a General 'of the Army

and a high ranking official of the Afghan Defense

Ministry, sought refuge recently with the mmjar.

heddin in Herat.

* The Darwazagei, Kandahar, military base fell

to the mujaheddin 17 April after a 25 day battle.
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* The Khak- e- Safaid sub -division, Farah, was

conquered 4 April by the mujaheddin. In the

operation for capturing the base 129 government

soldiers were killed and 12 mujaheddin martyred.

ARTICLE: 'History repeats itself - - Pakistan

committed the same mistakes which were committed

by former 'Afghan regimes." The article discuss-

uses the historical talks between' Afghanistan

and Russia over the "issue of Bukhara and'Khaiwa

and writes that on 31 August, 1926, in a treaty

signed between Afghanistan and Russia it was

pledged that the two sides will not interfere

in each other's affairs and would not allow the

transfer of war supplies destined against the

contracting parties to be shipped through their
.

territories and .later another treaty, signed in

1931 during the reign of Nader Khan in 1931, a

similar pledge was made entailing a ban on the

Bukhara mujaheddin and now Pakistan by signing

the Geneva treaty has repeated the same mistake.

Neda-eHaq 25 April 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The Geneva accords." The Editorial

discusses the last phases of the talks held for

signing the Geneva accords and adds "this defec-

tive accord is not acceptable to'öür Muslis

nation because it does not anticipate the elimi-

nation of the communist regime, does notcondemn

the aggressor, does not require repariation for

the loss' of lives and materials, does not Tut

to a stop the Russian and Aterican intervention

(in the Afghan affairs) and, more important,

the two sides of the issue - the mujaheddin

and the Russians - - were not included in the

treaty.

REPORT: Leader'of the Harkat- e- Engelab -e- Islami

Afghanistan Mawlawi Nasruilah Mansoor in his

series of conferences to the refugees said in

Haripur it is a plot that today in Geneva de-

cisions are being made at our cost. We are

saying that 'there should be no Russians (commu-

nist) ideology inAfghanistan but, as a result

of the success of jehad for the cause of Allah,

an Ïslamic'governmeat will be established in

our country." .

NEWS: In successful mujaheddin operations 7

March in Paktia 88 Russian -Kabul soldiers were

killed or injured.

* In a mujaheddin attack 5 March in Zormat,

Paktia, 25 Moscow mercenaries werekilled.

* The Kankar military post near Torkhum has

been conquered by the mujaheddin.

ARTICLES: "Would the Geneva talks iron out the

,difficulties or increased them ?" It says, "we

are confident that a great power will emerge

in the near future from the midst of the jehad

forces and'on the basis of consultation with

all the heroea of the jehad, they will take ..

steps about the-fate of the nation, and would

present a realistic and fundamental plan void

of all detects to their glorious nation.

Mujahed 26 April 19886

EDITORIAL: It is the last editorial written by.

Shohrat Nangyal in which he has offered his

farewell as the 'editor of The'Mujahed. Nangyal

has discussed the importance of crusades in jour

halism and then has mentioned the services ren-

dered by the newspaper during the past 10 years

of its life, and the difficulties facing the

newspaper at present time. He says, despite

these difficulties, he was able f bring posi-

tive and progressive changes in the 'paper and.

recently due to illness he has been unable to

shoulder the heavy responsibilities of an editor

and has proposed that this heavy responsibility

should be transferred to another brother who

would be able to successfully undertake the

duties of realizing the aspirations df the mtr

jahed nation and of the revolutidn.

REPORT: In a grand meeting 16' April to reject

the Geneva agreement, Prof. Rabbani, leader of

the Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan said in a speech,

"The Geneva agreement. in itself is a manifest-

ation of the defeat and disgrace of the Russ-

ians in international scene and 'will in no way

hinder our hejrat, jehad and epic snaking upri-
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sing."

INTERVIEW: Engr, Ahmed Shah, President of the

mujaheddin interim government in an interview,

with the head of the Department of Compilation

and translation of the Jamiat- e- Islami Afghani -

stani, has said, "if the Russians pledge notto

interfere in the internal affairs of Afghanis -

tan in the future and refrain from supporting

filthy and communist causes, in that case there

is no reason that we will not establish good

relations even with the Russians ".

ART/CIE: "The most dangerous Russian Plan: divi-

ding Afghanistan" (Mohammad Nasim Fagiri). He

has discussed speculations that the Russians

are planning to divide Afghanistan. He says,

"if the world devouring Russian imperialism,

for the sake of the natural resources of

northern Afghanistan such as oil, gas, fruits,

carpets,etc.,,separate the nothern part from

the main body of our land and convert the area

into a nest 'of security for its defeated hire-

lings, they should definitely know that the

people of Afghanistan will defend every stone

and thorn; of their Islamic land and every

inch of this land of the mujaheds, by sacrifi-

cing the last drop of their blood and will

record in the history of mankind another

Ruasian defeat in its attempt to divide Afghan-

istan following its present defeat and disgrace."

Ittehad-.e-Islamj
26 April 1988,

EDITORIAL :'"Seventh of Saur, the morro of

blood." the Editorial reviews the "crimes" of

those who staged the coup of 7 Saur127 April)

coop and refera to their gradual defeat and

praises'the victorious uprising and the resis-

tance of t1' a eu jaheddin and explains the ulti-

mate objective Of the Muslim Afghan nation by

witting "our nation does not think about any-

thing else but Islam and in the conscience of

each one of than the hopes that in his beloved

cotmtry the Islamic order should be established

the flag of Islam hoisted are. hidden."

MESSAGE: Prof. Sayyaf in a message, condemning

the Saur coup, has said "I hópe that during

this Saur their (Red Anny) structure will be on

the verge of fall and destruction and until

the next Saur the foundation of the Islamic

structure would have been established in a

free Afghanistan and Afghanistan will become

the. abode of confidence and hope for all the

Muslims of the world."

NEWS: Twelve enemy tanks were demolished in

the Wardak.regioti when the mujaheddin attacked

a Russian convoy on Kabul- Kandahar highway in

Yousuf Khail area.

* The Laghman mujaheddin shot down an enemy

helicópter in the Badpakht.area putting the

helicopter ablaze and killing its'occupants.

* The mujaheddin,in an attack 12 April on a

Russian convoy, killed nine Russian soldiers.

REPORTS: Prof. Rabbani in his speech 17 April

told a grand meeting, held to condemn the Gene-

VA accord, "with the signing of Geneva accords

the decisive phase of our jehad also began.

While we are condeming the Geneva treaty we are

at the same time congratulating our heroic na-

tion for their success which entails Russian

ultimate defeat."

* The President of the, interim government told

a meeting held to condemn the Geneva accords

17 April "the sniper faith and will of the Muslim

Afghannation has today defeated the Russian

super power and has forced the Russians to write

in their newspaper; that the Russians will never

repeat their Afghan experience anywhere else."

27 April., 1988.

EDITORIAL: "We are going to keep alive the

torch of jehad" The editorial, in connection

with the signing of the Geneva agreements, says

"The Muslims and patriotic people of Afghanis

tan have resolved not to-return under any cir-

cumstances under the political domination of

the atheist puppet Kabul regime, They are in

Mahaz
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no way ready to form a coalition government

with the murderers of their people. Despite

the fact that the withdrawal of Russian forces

from Afghanistan is considered as a big and

effective step for the solution of the Afghanis-

tan problem, the.real solution of the issue

will take place when, after the withdrawal of

Russian forces, an interim government is estab-

lished in accordance with the conditions set

forth by the mujaheddin.

REPORT: Pir Sayyed Ahmad Gailani in a grand

meeting held tò condemn the Geneva accords said

in a speech, "we are not going to accept any

compromise until an interim government is for -

med on the basis of Our conditions." In the

same meeting Dr. Farouq Azam said "at this sen-

sitive moment, the Russians want to gain the

things through negotiations which they have

lost in the battlefield ..."

NEWS: Credentials for those who attended the

first -aid courses of the IUAM were distributed

9 March.

* Credentials were issued to 135 graduates of

the Jailania.Dar- ul -üloon 3 April.

* The Ghazni mujaheddin, in a series of opera-

tions 9 March in Ghazni, killed the head of the

criminal investigation, department of the provi-

nce.

ARTICLE: "The undefeatable one who has now been.

defeated" (By Fat- ul-ßari Ghairat) "Russian

agents, on the basis of instructions by their

overlords, speak about the undefeatability

of the'wretched Saur revolution. In the beginn-

ing they employed force and oppression and

later they resorted to snares and deceit. How-

ever4 the will and faith of our people still,

became stronger and now the Russian troops con-

fess their defeat and thus the irreverseable

revolution has now become reversible. The Russ-

iene 'it ,lq:ow that no power has been able to

defeat the ?motion in' .the past and no one
frill defeat' it 'in - the future. Therefore, to

quit Afghanistan will be in their own interest."

Shahadat 27 April, 1988.

EDITOR1LL: "Ten years after the coup". It says,

"ten years have passed since the black Saur .

coup, a coup which, as a result of direct Rus-.

sian intervention, brought the PDPA into power.

Futile attempts are still being made to keep

this puppet regime in power. This futile

attempt brought as a gift for the Russians one

of the most expensive wars after. the Second ,

World War. Although. the Russians have so far

preferred silence and secrecy about their cas-

ualties, even a conservative estimate would,

indicate that they have at least lost one sol-

dier against each member of the 'coenunist.par,

ty of Afghanistan. Those. who staged the Saur

coup, never thóught that they will face such an

uprising and resentment by the entire people of

Afghanistan. They ruthlessly resorted to the'

slaughter of the people because in their cil

ture slaughtering and revolutionary methods are

entirely synonimous ...

"After all these years the Russians are

now admitting their defeat in Afghanistan and

they have found out that their intervention in

Afghanistan and an attempt to impose a commu-

nist regime have brought for them the very

opposite of what they were expecting ... The

Russians alongwith their withdrawal will also

take away with them the final remnants of the

shameful Saur coup in Afghanistan. It is neces-

sary-that right from now we should think'of

measures for arresting these criminals and for

trying them in the presence of our mujahed nat-

ion."

REPORT: Leader of the Hezb -e- Islami, Hekmatyar

told the officers of the Hezb- e- Islami recently

in Nasrät Meena "only the present form and style'

of party organization would not solve our diftt.

culties because in an Islamic organization and

party the real issues are the nature, and quality

of relations among each other,mutual love,affec,.
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tian, benevolence and selflessness." He added,

"until we pay special attention to the issue of

the invitation of people to Islam and our organ -

ization, we would not achieve the desired resul-

ts in our jehad ..."

NEWS :The joint military council of the NAM

is to work on a plan for liberating an impor-

tant region (inside Afghanistan).

* The mujaheddin ih an operation 10 March in

Naiknam district of Zurmat, Paktia, killed 35

enemy personnel.

* Sixteen so-called security posts of the

enemy were conquered recently in Parwan by the

mujaheddin.

Ittehad-eisIamj 3 May,1988

EDITORIAL: "Inverted values". The editorial

says, "independent and free nations in their

history have days which they honor and revere,

days of the regaining of independence, days of

achieving important tasks and days during which

positive and useful changes have taken place.

People have a right to celebrate and welcome

such occasions. However, according to the bea-

stly and savage communist philosophy, values

are usually inverted. They claim slavery to be

freedom and oppression and barbarism to be jus-

tice, genocide to be heroism, destruction to be

.a just struggle and finally black to be white

,and white to be black ".

The editorial discusses the "savagery of

the Sew* coup" which waa followed by the upri-

sing of the Muslim pèopa.e of Afghanistan and

has condemned the "inverted values" upheld by

the coamunist'and which are being celebrated.

It says, "people in the world are celebrating

freedom and independence days but the communi-

sts are marking slavery. days. The'7th of Saur

is a day ofmourning.However, the infidel and

,conscienceless communists; are celebrating this

day by organizing parties of joy."

1411TORT: The mujaheddin in various meetings con -

the.anniversary of the shameful Saur

coup. Prof. Sayyaf, leader of Ittehad -e- Islami

said in the Akori Camp "The Saur coup was like

an arrow which hit the hearts of the Muslims."

Prof. Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat- e- Islami

told a gathering in the Khurasan Camp "the 7th

of Saur was the beginning of disgrace of com-

munism and of a shameful aggression." Gulbiia4in

Hekmatyar, leader of the Hezb -e- Islami, said in

the Jalozo Camp, "nobody can defeat the power of

faith with iron and gunpowder." Dr. Farouq Azam,

the deputy leader of NIP, told a meeting in

Munda Camp, "the Afghan mujaheddin demonstrated

to the entire world that the secret to their

success lies only in Islam." Prof. Sebghatullah

Mojaddedi, leader of the NLF said, "we should

put aside, in accordance with the divine comma-

ndsi all party, linguistic and regional discri-

m5nation and deal with each other as Muslims."

PROCLAMATION: Refugees in the Tall, Dera Ismail

Khan and Mardan camps, in separate proclamations,

have declared that they.were relentlessly suppor-

ting the government announced by the mujaheddin .

and,until an Islamic government is formed by the

mujaheddin in Afghanistan, they would not return

to Afghanistan.

Nedae-Sangar 4 Mayr 1988

EDITORIAL: "The Saur Coup; the beginning of

disgrace for the disgraced school of copmunism".'

INTERVIEW: Judge Ohulam Farouq Sherza4i., the

Amir of the Adraskan, Herat, in answer to a

question about the administration of the coun-

try, specially of the localities after the

withdrawal of Soviet forces, has said, "before

the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanis-

tan, in order to prevent domestic tension, the

formation of an interim government inside Af-

ghanistan is very essential. However, until

complete sovereignty is established over all

localities in Afghanistan coUncil ofeomminr

ders and a council of 47e1 aehal.ars should

be formed to controli the;
qr, titer

regions."
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NEWS: A plan to possibly partition Afghanistan

into two northern and southern areas and mining

fields around the city of Kabul is underway.

* Najib, leader of the pro -Soviet government

denies that he is a communist.

* The border Brigade of Darwazagai, Zabul,

has been conquered by Muslim revolutionaries at

'a time when the Red Army is preparing for their

escape from Afghanistan.

Shahadat 4 May 1988

EDITORIAL,:. these final *Monts". The edito-

rial'has discussed what it caller the delicate

situation .atout the Afghanistan issus .and writes

"tinder .these .cil`c440aiices when the.Russians are,

f luring .eu4 xetr. eeti4g, the despair aid

peas of. their. puppets and, in contrast, the vim-

toriqusaetanà and high spirit of ow mujsh04

nation are such realities which tuf.. ßcdr'

serions rork..and feat moves by the regpo cible

forces of .Islamic revoouton.

=PORT: leader of the Hezb- e-- lslami Gulbuddiri

Hekmatyar.haa said in a speech "general elect-

ions .ie a principle. In other words, no one

will 44.41144.Pewer after this as a- result of a

áoup,arid 4Q .one will be able to impose upon our

nation:aftewthit,a specific family or a govern

gent 444 .opky "belong to familities." He has

: s44.moody,,,ought that the Russians will be

defett0 iA 'Afghont tan and this is the. first

time that, thelRed Amoy is being: defeated."

INT V jt Leader of the H.ezb- e- Islami Gulbuddin

Hekoatyar, im:a preà$ conferenne 26 April said

Mny '.wit underetanding;is that the. Russians' are

going to gather their troops. and concentrate

Om in cities-. lioh agi, äem 1. Aleo the Russians

might want .to dim Afghanistan if,possible

endliadolov44e..0both4d for the Afghan communist

party..,, this is not practical .because

our xesiet ee-i .tata Aortas 9.aß fmr more stronger

than An. other rit tri egad men the

awasiana. have started ta .rat t' t ,t44I

and the West and that, too, at a time when the

mujaheddin have no central government and lack

necessary facilities for a government, such as

airport and other means and also lack relations

with the countries of the world, after the es-

tablishment of a mujaheddin central government

the Russians will in no way be able to remain in

the north and.it is not possible for the cammu

nist party to establish a government there.".

Arrnan-e-Mujähed.
5 May, 1988

ARTICLE: "Those who are urging a single leader-

ship.through elections should not forget the '

oath which was taken in the presence of the

Holy Quran and Bukhari Sharif (the most authen-

tic book of quotations from Holy Prophet,

'Moharmead,peacebe upon him) and the pledge made

in the house of Kaaba in Makkah.

'Under the present circumstances and,

within the kind of a framework in which our

destiny and fate are being decided, and at a

time when the.doors are closed on us (to parti-

cipate in deciding our fate) and we ourselves

are entangled in bickering,' and divisions= the

right of the self determination of the people

of Afghanistan has been handed over to others.

Others say that by a mere withdrawal of Soviet

forces we have achieved victory while Najib is

still in power'. However, it ought to be remes-

bered that the Afghan jehad did not start

after the Russians launched their military ag-

gression but our jehad was undertaken before

that against the establishment of an atheist

government.. Despite varying conditions in Af-

ghanistan, there are forces who are urging

elections under the pretext of achieving unity
.

but actually for the sake of remaining in power.

But this has no precedent in the history of Is-

lam. By exploiting the present cónditions they

are aiming át achieve their owl objectives ,s._

Those have á lust for polder .,4d 4,desire

to' .SOhieire t}i statue', are forgetting the
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undesirable conditions which might be imposed

upon the Muslim nation of Afghanistan as a re-

sult of incorrect policies. They are always

aiming at increasing their power and grandeur...

These elements, contrary to the practices of

the time of Mohammad,peace be upon him,are sug-

gesting elections in order to establish a single

(one man ?)leadership over the Muslim people of

Afghanistan. This is a political maneuver aimed

at remaining. in power. It is necessary that the

religious leaders of new Afghanistan should

relate these events to our Muslim people before

it is too late and they should make use of

their authority bestowed upon them by the

,ghariat."

Wandat -e Islarni

VOL. 1,110.4

5 may, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Forsaking the principles of Islam

and its undesirable consequences ". It says,: "TThe

Islamic jehad of Afghanistan began on the basis

of a verdict issued by the ulama for toppling

the atheist and Soviet puppet regime.In a short

time,this jehad had reached the stage to topple

that regime. But Soviet aggressors came to Af-

ghanistan to save their puppets from being top-

pled ,.. From the very beginning of the jehad

upto nowi the objectives of our Islamic jehad

have been fixed in accordance with the command-

ments and principles of the Shariat. The lawful

principles of revolution urge our Muslim and

mujahed nation that both the people and those

responsible for executing the affairs of socie-

ty should nourish the struggle, and jehad so

that our noble objectives are achieved. Adop-

ting an opportunistic stand will in the final

run bring our jehad to failure. And such a

stand will in na. way be acceptable to

the Muslim and mujahed nation of Afghan -

ietan, Taking such a stand will also result

in the expulsion of those peóple from the ranks

of jehad who are favoring such approaches.....

iJafortunately, as a result of a lack of atten-

tion by the jehad leadership, the jehad and

hejrat environments are facing political and

cultural disorders and, as a result of.intrua-

ions by the east and the west in our jehad, it

is very near that the jehad might deviate from

its correct course."

NEWS: Hundreds of Afghans demonstrated 27 April

in New Delhi, burning the Russian flag and con-

demning the Geneva agreement on Afghanistan.

* The Russians have shown readiness for the

exchange of political prisoners (stet). with

the mujaheddin.

* The mujaheddin will continue their jehad

until victory.
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Al-Noor 6 May 1988

EDITORIAL ;."We and the enemy" (B:y Watanàar). It

discusses the current situation such as the

failure of the Saur coup and the aspirations of

the mujaheddin and concludes, "in Afghanistan

the toppling of the communist regime is not our

only objective but, in addition to this, we have

the historic responsibility to establish such a
.

regime there which will be able to.provide peace

and welfare to the nation and'that could only. be

realized when an Islamic order is established in

the country."

REPORT: Haji Din Mohammad, Deputy leader of Hezb-

e- Islami.Afghanistan, who was personally present

in the Barikot battle in Kunar said "we laid

down in the area the foundation of an advisory

council. All seven members of the IUAM are equa-

lly represented in the council. ".

* Reports from Kunar, Kandahar and Zabul say

that the enemy fled fròm Barikot, Kunar 22 March

from Marouf,Kandahar, and Ata Ghar, Zabul, 23

April and these regions were captured by the .,

mujaheddin alongwith large .depots of military ...

supplies.

ARTIOIES: "The fall of Barikot".(By Sharafat).

The article reviews the pros and cons of the

situation .in Barikot .during the last few year*
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and says "the Kabul government might have eva-

cuated the Barikot garrisons and other places

due to one of the following reasons: (1) jud-

ging the mujaheddin . offensive, the regime rea-

ched the conclusion that these areas will fall

to the mujaheddin sooner or later; (2) the Kab-

ul regime wants that in such regions, where all

the mujaheddin parties have fighters, it should

incite clashes among these groups; (3) the re-.

gime wants to evacuate a large area along the

border regions so that the refugees would re-

turn.voluntarily to these liberated areas, 60

the regime wants to withdraw its experienced

personnel from such places and concentrate them

in Kabul or other sensitive regions for, the

defenes of those areas. Now leaders and comman-

'dera of the mujaheddin should contemplate coun-

ter policies which will be beneficial to the mu-

jaheddin and detrimental to the Kabul regime.

I.ttehad-e-isiam i ].O May,198ô

EDITQRIAL; "The weapon of faith is the guarantor

of our victory ". The editorial discusses the

long renge.policies, and collusions of the Rus-

sìans and reliance.on. their material power but

says, despite this, ,our nation, with an empty

hand but armed*ith. the weapon of.faith and

beliafiieame out victorious against Russia.

Therefore,. the editorial calls on the mujaheddin:

.7(0u, .the heroic mujaheddin, and, Oh, you

dear refugees,;let us.join.hands and resort to

Islam without seeking any previlige and super-

iority over each other and hold fast the

rope atretched.for us by Almighty, God. God

willing, .the Benevolent Almighty God will make

our mujahed and martyr loving nation victorious

and'will defeat and fiiistrate.the impure enemy.

INTERVIEW; Engr. Ahmad Shah, President of the

transitional government of Afghanistan lhas said

in an i.ntergieW the Supreme Qounc41.Pfr,the MAX

has approved the establishment. of 21 ministries

and three deputy leaders of the government and

of course after.determining a site for the head-

quarter of this government, measures will be

adopted to announce it."

* Abdul Qadir the commander of the center of

the 2abul province in an interview with the

newspaper has said "when we were coming towards

Pakistan we had already captured the Darwazgai

fort. The mujaheddin launched a two pronged

attack on the Fort. We captured between 50-60

people alive of whom eight were officers. Thir-

ty five people were killed and we captured '

large quantities of arms. During these opera-

tions 14 mujaheddin were martyred and 18 others

injured.

REPORT: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar leader of,the'Hezb-

e-Islami in a meeting held in Jalozai camp to

condemn the Saur coup said '"Russian troops are

not withdrawing from Afghanistan because the

Geneva talks were conducted successfully. Rather,

they are withdrawing because no other alternative

is left for Moscow. Russia made full use of all

its powers for 10 years but it could not occupy

even 10% of the Afghan territory."

SeratuI-Mustaqeém
EDITORIAL: "This Muslim and brave nation

has always defeated aggressive colonia-

lists in our country. However, unfortun.tely in

each century leaders and elders of the time have

treated this Muslim and valorous nation in an

unjust manner and have rendered useless the

sacrifices of this nation. For the sake of their

own personal wishes, they have not taken into

account the future integrity of the country.

Whatever they, have none has served the interest

of colonial powers so that only the king and

leaders may survive and remain safe ..."

"During the 10 years of the jehad this

under- privileged nation of Afghanistan.. -a

people who have faith and valor, has rendered

many sacrifices and brought down a world power

to its knees through the power of its faith in

such a way which surprised the entire world.

But, unfortunately since previous kings had

exploited the sacrifices of the nation only
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because the nation, on the basis of the comunand

of Almighty God, is faithful to its legal

mire. However, in proportion to this the

'emirs are neither faithful to their society nor

they care about the society so much ... and

they sacrifice the interest of the people for

their own personal inclinations and views and,

as a result of this they draw the nation to

ideological and party divisions so that they

may implement their own designs upon the nation.

This benefits the imperialist powers. As these

leaders have reached their high social. status

as a result of the victorious jehad of a valor-

ous nation, this very nation has the right

to address the leaders by telling them to.come

out of the ear of the elephant and, insteadof

$elfishness, take the course of unity. Because

if they were urtite4the Geneva agreement would

not have been signed ...

"Have meetings with the nation and consult

them and ask them about their views and do not

rely on just a few people who are around you.

The power of the nation is vast and if. you are

concerned only about the preservation of your

own power, then what is the difference between

you and leaders of previous regimes because

they, too, for the sake of their personal inter -

esta. sacrificed national interest and you are

also doing the Same thing.

INTERVIEW; Fr. ,Ahmed Shah, President. of the

transitional government in an interview with

the newspapers has been asked "you have been

indicating in your interviews and speeches that

if an Islamic government is established in Af-

ghanistan there would beno borders,(between

Afghanistan add Pakistan). Is this view of

yours,. which is an Islamic one, accepted by

Pakistan? "Answer: "this is upto Pakistan. How-

ever, thisis our Islamic stand which we should

make.it: known to the Islamic countries, as Is-

lam does.riot accept borders among its followers...

So far, we have not discussed this with Pakis

tan but we want.the world .to know our. views ..."
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ARTICLES: "Pakistan has made a dangerous and

harmful deal" (By Andeshmand). It writes about

the Geneva accords. "Pakistan by signing the

Geneva accords has concluded a dangerous and

harmful deal which not only is considered a

treason to the mujahed nation and the jehad of

Afghanistan, but the implementation of such an

agreement has also trampled the national and

Islamic interests of Pakistan. These are the

shortcomings and defects of the treaty; (1) The

unstable, puppet, illegal, un- Islamic and anti -

national government of Kabul has been recognized

by Pakistan; (2) The claim by the Russian puppet

regime that the Afghanistan jehad is actually

tantamount to a Pakistani intervention in the

internal affairs of Pakistan has been establish-

ed in the treaty because Pakistan proved that

one of the parties in the Afghanistan issue is

Pakistan and not the mujaheddin; (3) the Afghan-

istan nation has begun an armed jehad against

communism for the last ten years and, for achie-

ving their objectives, the people of Afghanis -

tanhave not appointed any advocate or attorney.

However, Pakistan, without resorting to reason,

.according to its own logic, thinks that it has

solved the Afghanistan issue with the enemies of

the nation in the absence of the Afghan nation.

More than bne million mujaheddin, are figh-

ting inside Afghanistan under the Pakistani con -

mand. Does Pakistan believe that, if it did not

wish, the Afghans would not fight? Despite the

fact that . this is not so and our mujahed nation

did not consult Pakistan for beginning its jehad

now, too, they do not find themselves obliged to

accept the Geneva treaty; (4) the text of-all

four instruments of the treaty are detrimental

to Pakistan and benefits the Russians and their

government in Kabul; (5) the Russians and their

puppet regime in Kabul consider the Afghan

jehad as a foreign intervention and by

saying that this foreign intervention, should be

ended, it means that the mujaheddin's war agai-

nst the communist regime should also be termina-

ted, the mujaheddins hands should be tied and
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they should be handed over to the Kabul regime;

(6) the Geneva agreement is contrary to the pro-

visions of the UN Charter; (7) this treaty can-

not establish peace; (8) the Pakistani stand

vis a vis the issue was an incorrect one during

the past six years; (9) the Geneva agreement in

no way guarantees the security and national in-

terest of Pakistan. National interest of Pakis-

tan is related to a support for the continuation,

existence, esteem of the Islamic jehad of Afghan-

istan. And, as we see it Pakistan has so far

gained many material and moral aids from its

support of the Afghan jehad.

Shahadat 11 May, 1986

EDITORIAL: "Comments and Plots ". The editorial

considers western propaganda about conditions

in Afghanistan either similar or very close to

the Russian propaganda. The West says that,with

the withdrawal of Soviets troops from Afghanis-

tan, this country will be changed into a blood

bath). This and other similar propaganda are

aimed at confusing the public opinion and is an

attempt to justify the Russian aggression and

the mujaheddin should frustrate these plots

through unity."

REPORT: Leader of the Hezb- e- Islami Afghanistan

Hekmatyar in a speech 8 May in a meeting also

attended by the leaders and representatives of

the Islamic parties of Pakistan in the IUAM

center said, "Pakistan and Afghanistan have a

common destiny. In Afghanistan an Islamic gov-

ernment will be established by the mujaheddin.

In Afghanistan only an Islamic government can

guarantee balance of power in this region."

Mawlana Amir Shah said in the meeting, "I assure

you on behalf of the Pakistani nation that we

will support your Islamic struggle until its

very end ".

* Leader of the Heab- e- Ielaini Afghanistan Gul-

buddin Hekmatyar in4 a meeting held at the Ara-

bic DarulUlun of Radicle-till-Ulm, which was

attended by the malabars of Jamat- e- Islami and

other ansars., 3 May, said we are complaining

about those Pakistani parties who failed to

respect the opinion of their own people, and

failed to notice that the Afghan nation has been

oppressed and that their war has been a just.war

and these parties did not pay attention to their

national and religious ties with the nation and

opposed us from the very beginning. It was ac-

tually necessary that they should have consid-

ered the Afghan war as a war for the integrity

and defense of Pakistan as well, and should have

realized that if the Afghan mujaheddin had not

halted the Russians, God knows what would have

happened today to Baluchistan, Sind, NWFP and

Punjab? ... I am surprized about such a nation -

alism, a nationalism which means slavery to the

Russians, a nationalism which means enmity with

one's own peoples and nation, a nationalism

which means supporting oppression and opposing

the oppressed, a nationalism which means friend-

ship with the Russians and opposing the oppres-

sed Pakhtuns and, despite all these making a

claim about Pashtoonwalai! What kind of nationa-

lism is this ?"

NEWS: As a result of a mujaheddin attack 1 Mar-

ch on Gardez -Urgun highway, 92 enemy tanks and

vehicles were demolished.

* As a result of successful mujaheddin opera-

tion 17 April, the 79th unit of government in

Khawaja Ghar, Takhar, fell to the mujaheddin.

* The brave Sayyedabad, Wardak, mujaheddin

captured recently six enemy vehicles loaded

with supplies.

ARTICLES: India ought to know that Afghanistan

is not Sri Lanka" (By Hekmatyar) "India is inns

ting Najib to visit that country at a time when

in a little móre than a week, Russian troops

are to pull out from Afghanistan and, thus,

Rajiv Gandhi wants to tell our people that,

after the withdrawal of Russian troops, they

should not think that Najib is alone and with

out a protector."
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LETTER: About the merger of the Ittehad-e-

Islami with the Jamiat -e- Islami" (Summary of

several letters) "... There are rumours in

refugee circles that brother Prof. Sayyaf has

decided to merge and dissolve his Ittehad-e-

Ielami organization into the Jamiat-e- Islami

and, in this connection, he has reached a

final agreement with Prof. Rabbani, leader of

the Jamiat-e-Islami and their final decision

will be announced soon."

SRAHAI1.T: While we consider a principled unity

of two jehad organizations and their natural

merger and dissolution as a an evolutionary

step, in regard to the question raiseu by these

brothers, so far we have no precise and auth-

entic information.

Mujahed 16 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: "What have been the gains of the Saur

Communist coup for the Russians ? "(By M.Y.Shahbaz)

"The editorial discusses the Saur coup, Russian

atrocities and tactical compromises. It also

refera,to the Russian defeat in military, and

political fields and to its economic losses and

'says "today the Russians have been reaping the

gains of this black coup which they launched in

Afghanistan 10 years ago. It has brought nothing

for them but disgrace. The Russians are still

making futile attempts to show that they had,

undertaken a. peaceful policy but in no way they

can hide the realities. It is quite late to
'

change the situation and any attempt for hiding

realities will bring further shame and disgrace

for the enemy."

INTERVIEW: Prof. Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat -e-

Islami Afghanistan, in an interview with an Am-

erican journalist, about a possible Russian plan

for the partition of Afghanistan has said "if the

Russians are entertaining such an idea, the same

way that they failed and were disgraced in Afgha-

nistan as a whole,they will also be defeated in

their plan for the partitition of Afghanistan."

ARTICLE: "Russian satanic policy" (Mohammad Zaher

Siddiq)."Russian policy in Afghanistan has gone

through three phases during the past 10 years:(1)

(1) the decisiveness phase: during this phase - -

the 20 months rule of the Khalgis and two years of

Russian invasion - - it was said that the Saur

revolution was irreversible and the resistance

would soon be extinguished; (2) the hesitation

phase; during this phase which corresponds with

final years of Brezhnev, who masterminded the

invasion of Afghanistan, the Russians started

talking about peace but still used force (3)the

phase of defeat and admission: This phase began

after the toppling of Karmal. The new Russian

puppet spoke ¿.bout an end to fraticide, peace

and the withdrawal of Red Army forces from Afghan-

istan and the Russians also took the blame for

the bloodshed, savagery and war in Afghanistan

and now, by withdrawing their forces from Afghanis-

tan, they want to restore their credibility.

However we are sure that, alongwith their pull-

out from Afghanistan, the Russians should also

be ready for a number of other developments.

Because freedom of Afghanistan is a signal for

ari end to Russia and communism.

Shahadat 16 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: "The Eid of victory ". It says "this

year the Afghan mujahed nation is celebrating

the Eid of the holy month' of Ramadhan at a time

when it is on the treshold of its final journey,

though very sensative ones towards the realiza-

tion of their Islamic aspirations ..." The edi-

torial then refers to the "sacrifices and pains

of the oppressed nation "and concludes "However,

it is a matter of satisfaction to 'all the nation

that, God willing, these days are the beginning

of the time when, with the completion of the

withdrawal of Russian forces from Afghanistan,

infidelity and communism and all its effects

will be brought to an end in Afghanistan and

upon their ruins the banner of Islamic govern-

ment will be hoisted."

REPORT: Hekmatyar, leader of the Hezb- e- lslami
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Afghanistan, in a press conference 10 May has

given details about the mujaheddin state and

Government. He has said, "this government is

the mujaheddin transitional government. It will

be manifested through the leaderehip council

of the IUAM. From the leadership council one

leader will be elected every three months on a

rotation basis, and this person represents the

state. The transitional government of the muja-

heddin is under the jurisdiction of the leader-

ship council. The transitional government has a

cabinet and an executive body. The power of

dismissal or appointment of this government is

with the leadership council. The council makes

policy statements for the government and super-

vises the activities of the transitional govern-

ment. This state will have an elected council

which will be convened on the basis of voting

for parties. Until an elected council is con-

vened for the state, the present 21 member

council will act on its behalf ... The council

will be formed on the basis of representation

from all sub -divisions, sub -districts as well

of the mujaheddin."

NEWS: Abdul Hai Shaida, the provincial Amir of

the Hezb- e- Islami in Baghlan has been martyred.

In addition to being a leader and pioneer in

the battlefield, he was a great contributor of

the literary trench of jehad and a collection

of hie jehad and revolutionary poems has been

left to us ae a memoir.

Neda- e- Jundullah
17 May, 1988'

EDITORIAL: "Oh Muslims of the World" (By Ithura-

sani). The nine month old government of Habibul.

lab, the Servant of Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace

be upon him, was brought to an end by Mohammad

Nader Than. The government of Habibullah did not

give the slightest chance for the penetration

of communism in Afghanistan and, therefore, one

can say that, in the modern history of Afghan -

ietan, the most independent policy had been pur-

sued during the government of Habibullah. If im-

perialism and arrogance had left us alone, in-

deed,we would not have been entangled with pre-

sent difficulties and we would have achieved a

far more better position than our present condi-

tion. Nader Khan, who found his way to the Royal

Palace as a result of an Anglo- Soviet consensus,

during his reign made the atmosphere favorable

l'or thu influence of imported atheist culture

... The first cooperation and collusion of the

Nader Than regime with red aggressors was to

drive out Ibrahim Beg, the brave and valorous

mujahed leader of Bukhara from Afghanistan.

This, in :ts own way, was one of the best ser-

vices one could offer to the giant of red arro-

gance..."

ARTICLE: "Victory of Afghan Muslims or the

beginning of an end of Russian imperialism"."

The article says in the same manner that the

Russians eliminated their other neighbours from

the pages of the world political geography and

merged them with red empire, for a long time

they have been working for the occupation of

Afghanistan in order to reach the warm waters

of the Indian Ocean and.oil rich regions of the

Persian Gulf. The Rut:Aens, after their failure

to occupy Indian Ocean and oil rich regions of

the Gulf under the pretext of fulfilling a

friendship pact with Afghanistan, came to this

country to fight. Leaders who had a stand det-

rimental to the public, athiest intellectuals_

with no commitment, hireling journalists and

politicians attached to selfish interests were

deceived in the very beinning by the double

standard policies of the Russians and they sang

songs for the Russians in the memory of the

evil souls of ancient Russian Tzars ...

Afterwards, movements of a people, inspired by

epic making.Islams began throughout the country.

But then, the Russians and their local hire-
lings rose against Islamic movement* as they

were greatly shocked to see an Islami' movement

taking its roots from thé grass roots of-the

oppressed Afghan nation and considered this
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movement a factor for their own annihilation and

as an important factor in awakening and libera-

ting the Islamic Turkistan, and the beginning

of an and of the blood thirsty imperialism of

the neo- Tzars.

Wandat -e- I slami
17 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Any move by Saudi Arabia will fur-

ther complicate the situation in the Gulf ". The

severance of diplomatic relations by Saudi Ara-

bia with Iran has been discussed and the edito-

rial considers this to be in the interest of

the US. It says, now it is upto the non -Arab

Muslim world, such as Turkey and Pakistan, that

before the situation becomes grave, they should

not allow the Islamic countries face such

a misery and internal wars and strifes entangle

the Islamic world."

MESSAGE: Qazi Mohammad, Amin Waged, leader of

Da'eeia -e- Ittehad- e- Islami Mujaheddin -e- Afghan-

istan (Motive of the Islamic Unity of Afghan-

istan Mujaheddin) in his message on the occasion

of the Ramadan Eid,,after throwing light on the

Badr Battle fought during the time of Holy

Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, has said

"imperialist intervention in the region should

be brought to an end; peace and security should

be restored in the Gulf; Al -Quds should be liber-

ated and the Palestinians should be given the,

right to live freely; relations between Saudi

Arabia and Iran as two Islamic countries should

be reestablished Iranian pilgrims should not be

deprived of going to Raj; we do not accept the

Geneva plot; the Russians should quit Afghanis-

tan without any pre- conditions; the refugees

should not be forced to return home in case the

Najib regime remains in power; and the refugees

will only go home when there is a peace and

,security in the country and until the communist

regime ranains,there; there is no óssibility to

restore peace in Afghanistan; divisions and

ïplits, should be avoided so the way may be paved

for a united Islamic leadership as a result of

which in an Islamic independent Afghanistan an

Islamic government may be established.

Ittehad- e- lslami
17 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: The editorial addresses the Eid:

0 Eid, Go to the people who have the privilege

of being able in decidingtheirown fate,don'tcame

here.Do not came until the atmosphere is favora-

ble for your coming.God willing,the time is not

far for us to receive you. You are the tiding

of the greater Eid of independence. The hearts

of the black and long night of grievances will

very soon stop beating and the twilight will

glow. When the Eid of our independence is at

hand, we will then rush towards you with mai-

ling face and hearts full of love and affection."

REPORT: Prof. Sayyaf, leader of the Ittehad -e-

Islami Afghanistan in a speech 15 May in the

Conference Hall of the Ittehad- e- Islami in,

connection with the fast pace of Afghan events

and also the transfer of a number of the cent-

ral offices of the Ittehad to the interior of

Afghanistan said "Once again, I issue the com-

mand of alertness to all of you. All of you get

ready as mujaheds and prepare yourselves for

top mobilization and for the sake of Almighty

God and for the sake of victory of Islam and

for the sake of the independence of your Isla-

mic land, give to yourselves the name of death ".

Engineer Ahmad Shah, leader of the transi-

tional government of the Afghan müjaheddin in

a message on the occasion of Eid of Ramadan has

said 'Tear mujahed and muhajir brethren, it

was your chantings raised for the cause of tru-

th which brought the Kremlin arrogance down to .

its knees. It was the patient one of the coun-

try who burnt the blood thirsty, çommuni,em i,n

the fire of humiliation and defeat. It was the

high ambition of our vigilanties in the sacred

trenches of jehad which defeated and frustrated

the savagery and fear of the communist satanic

atheism."
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Ekhlas 18 May, 1988

EDITIAL: "Why the power is not being trans-

ferred to the transitional government of the

mujaheddin?".It says, "It is now almost three

months that the IUAM announced the Afghan muja-

heddin transitional government headed by Muja-

hed Brother Engineer Ahmad Shah. This announce-

ment was received with joy by the Islamic world

in general and the mujahed Afghan nation in

particular. We thought that, with the help of

Almighty, God, due to foresightedness of the

leaders of seven NAM members, divisions were

brought to an end among us ... However, it is

unfortunate to see that this hope has not been

realized during these three months and still we

observe that the seven organizations are work-

ing separately ... We expect respectfully that

our esteemed leaders on the basis of their own

valuable decisions dissolve their organizations

and hand over their personnel to the transi

tional government. This is the will and wish

of our mujahed nation, and, by doing so, we

can prevent divisions in jehad trenches and

succeed in the establishment of a truely Islamic

government in Afghanistan.

REPORT: Mawlawi Mir Hamza, in his speech in the

OID Foreign Ministers conference said "The Rus-

sians want to impose their aggression on mai-

ler countries and, were it not so, why then they

are not pulling out from Afghanistan uncondi-

tionally,, "immediately, and completely ?"

* Prof. Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat -e- Islami

Afghanistan,in a message to the jehad commanders

and other compatriots has said "You should rest

assured that the government which is formed by

your mujahed brethren is going to belong to you

all and it will be a government of all the

aggrieved Muslims. It is going to be an enligh-

toned, peace loving and freedom loving government

of all the believing and compassionate men and

xomen,of.the country. It will be a goverarment of

truth, justice, fairness and fraternity, .a gov-

ernment of knowledge and wisdom and ethics and

goodness.

Mahaz 21 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: "The 7th of Saur ". It discusses the

tragedy of the 7th of Saur and the policies pur-

sued by the PDPA after the event and the uprisi-

ng of the Muslim Afghan nation.

REPORT: On the occasion of condemning the PDPA

coup of 27th April, a grand meeting was held

in the Munde Damp in which Dr, Farouq Aram, the

Deputy leader of the NIF said "an outcome of

our 10 year old jehad has been that the Russian

theory and philosophy saying when the Russian

army puts its feet somewhere, it will not move

back until it accomplishes its objectives are

rendered futile. You, the people of Afghanistan,

thanks God, forced the Red Army to pull out dis-

gracefully and shamefully without achieving any

of its objectives. You killed them and disgraced

them to such an extent that the whole world

found out that a super power wastnot able to

bring ei-en a small town under its control."

NEWS: The mujaheddin of Athghar, Zabul, captur-

ed 24 April the center of the Athghar sub divi-

sion.

* The mujaheddin conducted an operation on the

Asmar, Kumar, 5 May.

* Eight Russian soldiers were killed and

three tanks burnt 21 March in Baghlan by the

mujaheddin.

Al-Noor 22 May, 1988

EDITORIAL:"The Russians and the past nine years"

(By Watandar). It says one can divide the Rus-

sian activities in Afghanistan into two parts;

(1) military and (2) political. "As far as the

military activities are concerned, the Russians

thought they will easily be able to swallow

Afghanistan. However, as time passed, they

found out that their estimate and projection

was wrong. Because, on the one hand, the

í nationwide resistance got further momentum and,
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on the other hand, Moscowiled deal with an

inefficient communist group Despite this,

the Russians thought they will bra able to ex-

tinguish the glow of Islam and freelom in the

hearts of the Afghane. But they were r;either

able to conquer Afghanistan nor make a commu-

nist regime workable.

"As far as the Russian political engage-

ments are concerned, the Russians found out

that a reason for the resistance of the Afghan

people was the lack of proper attention by the

Communist party to the Islamic belief of the

people. For this reason they established the

Ministry of Islamic Affairs ... They spoke

about peace but, despite this, the Russians

could not acheive their aim. Afterward, through

Najib, they issued the so- called NRP coalition

government Snd tens of other programs ... but

with no result ..."

INTERVIEWS Qázi Hussain.A1;mad, the Amir of JI,

was .asked: some Pakistani. political thinkers

and commentators urge the recognition of the

Najib government and severance of relations

with the mujaheddin. Do you think that, by

doing this, the issue will be solved? Answers

"Those who speak these words in Pakistan are

on the pay roll of the Russian Embassy and

are Russian agents and.they have no status and

prestige in the politics of this country."

Nedae-Haq 22 asay, 198

EDIIVRZALs "The Geneva agreement and the

interests of the two satanic powers ". The

editorial first speaks about the Russian in-

terest. It says, "(1) The Russians will no

longer be able to remain in Afghanistan and

therefore, the Geneva accord serves as a good

excuse for them; (2),Russia wants to gain

legetlmacy for its hirelings in Afghanistan;

(3) in the outside world and especially in the

Islamic countries, the Russians want to res-

tore credibility and repair their political,

military and economic damages; (4) but more

8,

important, by embarking on such a plot, Russia

wants to prevent the establishment of an

Islamic government in Afghanistan.

"The American interests (1) To show to

the world that, as a world power, it can in-

terfere in the Afghan issue; (2) to prevent

the success of Islamic revolution in Afghan-

istan and to detract the Afghan jehad; (3)

to obtain certain previliges from the Russ-

ians in Nicaragua, the Persian Gulf and the

Middle East; (4) To find a foothold for its

hirelings (in the Afghan affairs) once more

" However thin is just a wishful thinking on the

part of the enemies of the God and religion and

they will be frustrated very shortly with the

help of Almighty,God."

REPORT: Mawlawi Nasrullah Mansoorileader of the

Harkat -e- Engelab- e- Islami in a large meeting

held to condemn the Geneva accord said "j do

not say that a deal has been made on the blood

and souls of the Muslims but what I say is that

Islam was sold, the Quran was sold, the religion

of Mohammad, the Prophet of God, was sold, the

Islamic revolution was sold, the tears of the

tlidows and the orphans were sold and the hopes

and aspirations of the Muslim world were shat-

tered into pieces ..e I say that why Geñeral

Mohammad Ziaul Haq the President of Pakistan

closed his eyes on everything? Why did he not

honor his words and promises when he was saying

'the Afghanistan mujaheddin are defending Islam

and Pakistan and helping them is our obliga-

tion."

Ittehad -e- Islami
23 Mey, 1988

EDITORIAL: "What gift the Russians are going

to take with them ? ". The editorial while die.:

cuosing the Russians disgraces as a result of

their invasion of Afghanistan says "Yes, Najib,

the heed of the hireling regime in a speech on

'the occasion of the start of the pullout of the

Soviet troops remarked shamefully +You have ful-
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filled your internationalist duty. You built our has created an intense anxiety and concern in

pro -Russian circles in Kabul, India and Pakis-

tan ... In Kabul the Central Committee of the

country. You taught our children the lesson of

peace and reconciliation.' But later he said'I

sincerely request all those who are outside the

country to return to their country and partici-

pate in the construction of the devastated Af-

ghanistan.+ What a stupidity! Has a country,

which has been built and its children taught

the lesson of peace and reconciliation by the

Russians, need to be reconstructed. The fact is

that they have lost their memory as well ..."

MESSAGE: Prof. Sayyaf, leader of the Ittehad -e-

Islami Afghanistan, in a message to the muja-

heddin has said, "The day has reached that you

should establish the government of mujaheddin

in the land of the mujaheddin. The Russians are

fleeing and you should not feel tired. Take

firm steps behind them by making use of the

final moments to inflict your heavy blows on

their dirty backs while they are fleeing. For

the healthy administration of the affairs of

your country under the leadership of the muja-

heddin you should be completely prepared. You

should not entertain any concern or anxiety

about the administration of the conquered areas."

ARTICLE: "The historic defeat of the Russians"

(By Abdul Razzaq Nabalyar). By giving, a choro-

nology of the Russian aggression he says "ldhile

the Russians have been defeated and want to

withdraw from Afghanistan on the basis of the

Geneva agreement, they remember very well the

historical defeat and escape of the British

from Afghanistan in 1842 as a result of which

from 7,500 only one reached Jalalabad - - even

he half alive on his horseback ... It will not

be too far that the Russians, too, will have

similar fate during their escape from Afghanis-

tan."

Shahadat 25 May 1988

EDITORIAL: "Worries and concern in pro- Russian

circles ".It says, "the announcement about the

withdrawal of Russian forces from Afghanistan

PDPA during many sessions has so fir failed to

reach a consensus ... The role of India also is

worthwhile to mention in this connection. This

country during the long rule of the Congress

Party over its political fate has always fanned

differences between Afghanistan and Pakistan ...

The establishment of an Islamic order in Afghan -

istan,leading to closer ties between Afghanis-

tan'and Pakistan, in as much as it is contrary

to a Russian desire, also creates concern to

India ... In Pakistan, toot the announcement

about the withdrawal of Russian troops has bo-

thered pro -Russian circles as it has created

concern among the militia forces in the tren-

ches ... And now we have ample proof to show

that for years our jehad has been criticized

and sabotaged by these circles in Pakistan on

the basis of Soviet -Kabul regime -Indian insti-

gations. They demonstrated that nationalism

and a worship of blood and soil cannot produce

unity and brotherhood and it was as a result

of Islamic brotherhood that the Muslim Pakis-

tani nation opened its arms to the Afghan re-

fugees."

REPORT: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the

Hezb -e- Islami in a speech after the Juma pra-

yer 20 May in Nasrat Meena said "Until woman

is not aware of religion, an Islamic society

cannot be formed." He added "Islam has come

both for women and men and both of.them are

responsible to understand their religion."

* "Views and stands about current events ".The

newspap r has asked the men of opinion to talk

about such events.Nuhzatyar has said "our elders

ougnt to walk in to the other side of the bor-

dér as we11 ". Abdul Wakil Akbari: "To ua the

will of t)e people is important. The Afghanistan

nation has the right to trust any person they

wish." 'Dr. Jan Mohammad Hemkar: 'By making use

of the opportunity, an elected council should be
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formed." Kashaf:" The real factor and reason

behind all these tragedies in Afghanistan is

Zahir Shah. There is no longer any foothold for

this servant of Russia in Afghanistan, Qazi

Mohammad Amin Waqad's name has been mentioned

among the people who have been asked to answer

to the question put forward by the newspaper

but he has apparently not given any reply.

Ittehad- e- Islami
30 May, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Pre- destination ". The editorial has

discussed the battles fought during the time of

the Holy Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him,

and says in conclusion "the number and weapons

of the Muslims were always less in comparison

to infidels', However the Muslims alway came

out victorious and defeat and humilation were

the lot of the followers of satan and this was

so because this is the law of pre- distina-

tion. The writer has considered the Afghanistan

jehad to be a follow up of those same jehads

and writes "now the time has reached that in

free and Muslim Afghanistan an end should be put

to non- auspicious atheism and Islamic order

should be established and enforced there by the

mujaheddin and it shóuld,be proved to the whole

world that the triumph of truth over the false

is inevitable and predistined."

REPORT: Prof. Sayyaf, leader of Ittehad -e- Islami

in a speech 22 May to the teachers and students

of the Mujaheddin Military Academy said "We have

not appointed any body as our advocate to decide

about our future."

* Engineer Ahmad Shah Ahmadzai,leader of the

mujaheddin transitional goverruner+t in a press

conference 8 May said "The major portion of the

country is under our control and we have the

power and authority to establish a government

in areas under our control. All the mujaheddin

are unanimous about the establishment of such

a government and famous commanders of various

parties have impressed their loyalty to this

government."

ARTICLE: "A shameful defeat ". The article dis-

cusses the Russian intervention in Afghanistan

and also its defeat and says "Finally the dis-

graceful Geneva agreement has been signed. On

the basis of this agreement the Russians agreed

to recall their troops from Afghanistan. The

Russians are withdrawing their troops after many

human and.financial casualties without achieving

their objective. And they have admitted their

defeat at the hands of the mujaheddin of the

truth. This to me is not only the Russian. defeat

but a defeat of the socialist world and of the

hallow and meaningless philosophy of communism.

Shahadat 2 June, 1988.

EDITORIAL: "The nation should not give up." The

editorial says an obvious charateristic of our

Islamic revolution and movement is that for the

fulfilment of our aspirations,which correspond

with the aspirations and belief of the Afghan na-

tion and the entire Islamic ummah, all our na -'

tion should be alert in the determining their

own fate. Imperialism and agents of arrogance

are trying hard to exclude and isolate the na-

tions from the arena of the realities of life.

Because it is in the absence of the decision

and will of nations that they can decide agai-

nst their will about their fate and future."

REPORT: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the

Hezb -e- Islami Afghanistan in a meeting 29 May

with tribal elders and notables in the Peshawar

Club said "I do not say that I have weapons,

an organization and jehad power and therefore

the government should be mine. But I say that

the decision of who should become a leader

should be made by the nation. ") He added "Zahir

Shah can only come to Kabul through Moscow. He

will not be able to come through Pakistan or

through the tribes or Iran."

ARTICLE: "Counting the dead is yet too early

for the Russians" (By Wahid Mazhdak). The

article has rejected the statistics gyp' by
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the Russians which says 13,310 of their men

were killed in Afghanistan. It says that Rus-

sian casualties are many times more than that.

It adds, "at any rate, the mujaheddin have yet

to settle account with the Russians, and mon-

ths are left until the last Soviet soldier

pullout from Afghanistan. It will be approp-

riate for Russia to count the number of its

dead at that time."

Scientific Awakening
2 June, 1988

EDÍTORIAL: "Need for unity." Sayyed,Noorullah

Murad) The editorial discusses the need.for

unity and reminds the promises made by the

jehad leaders in this connection and. says "if

in the near future our leaders do not move fast

in. fostering unity, it is going to be too late

because the enemies are making hectic activiti-

es under this or that pretext and let us not

allow them to bring some one else into power

who might be a Russian agent in disguise...."

ARTICLES: "Guidances of Abu Bakr,Siddiq (the

first Caliph of Islam) about war." (By Sayyed

Abdul Jamil Murad) "Do not fight any body

and do not kill him as long as he pronounces

the Kalema, (There is no God but Allah and

Mohammad is the Messenger of Allah). Those who.

read the Kalema, let them go free and those

who do not read it fight them until the end

and wherever you find them slaughter them ".

* "What do the Youth want ?" (By Abu Jehad)

The article discusses the sacrifices rendered

by the Afghan youth during the course of jehad

and says their one and only desire and aspiration

is the 'unity of leaders and ranks of the jehad.

Seratul-Mustageem
2 June, 1988

EDITORIAL: "The miracle of revolution ". It

rays, "the oppressed, Muslim.and empty handed

nation of Afghanistan began an unequal war with

.a few old swords for the sake of complete

tory of the Islamic revolution and toppling of

Russian imperialism. By its attacks aimed at de-.

feating infidelity, it covered this long journey

only in a few years and in the face of this

struggling nation the Russian imperialism,which

was fed with the blood of the oppressed for

many centuries, was defeated in the battle -field

and Russia admitted to the entire world its

defeat ... Yes, defeating the Russians was a

task which could not be imagined but the Afghans

not only disgraced and belittled the Russians

but also purged their own ranks (from impurity)

... This is an astonishing revolution. We can'- -

not ignore its realities, but can say that its.

every minute and hour is a ground for trial and

test where every one shows his true colors and

mantle."

NEWS :. The 17th army division of Zalmey Kot, Herat,

joined the mujaheddin. The Muslim officers in

the division, who were on the side of mujaheddin,

set ablaze the army, establishments by explisives

and a completely demolished them 20 May.

* Wakil Azam, who under the deceitful program

of general amnesty joined the communists and was

appointed' as the Governor of Nangarhar, after

finding out that he has no power and authority,

has now become repentant for what he has done.

* An embezzlement of 375 million rupees has

taken place and the newspaper has promised that

it will throw light on the matter in the future

through an interview with the Jamiat -e- Islami

Afghanistan.

Arman-e-Mujahed-
5 June, 1988

ARTICLE: "The loya jirga". It says under

special and grave historical conditions the

Muslims of Afghanistan have resorted to loya

jirgas to reach final decisions through this

grand national. assembly. History has recorded

in golden words the role played by the loya

jirgas in the Afghan history. One of these

loya jirgahs was held in 1941 in which Hazrat-

e- Nur- A1- Mashaikh Mojaddedi told tl%e hoya
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jirga, held to make clear Afghanistan's posi-

tion in regard to World War Two 'We are

supporting the policy of complete neutrality.

We are not ready to entertain any proposal
.

which,might trample our honor, traditions and

independence directly or indirectly* We will

not allow any foreign country to occupy our

country or a part of it or to'force us to con,

cede to any privilege to foreigners, ...) Such

has been the nature of loya jirga which has.

been held in the light of Islamic laws. The

Russians also resorted to convene a loya jir-

gas' after their occupation of our country.

Neither the jirgas called earlier nor the one

held by Najib'was able to achieve its purposes.

Without the participation of.the true ulama it

is not possible to reach an effective decision

about the fate of our nation."

"Merger or Cooperation with Communism."

."Those Marxists who are holding the book of

Marx in one hand and the Holy Quran in other

band, in order to deceive the youth of our Isla -

mie society, talk about common objectives and

joint fronts.'They are either deceiving themsel-

ves or may be the people who are being addressed

do not know about the nature of Marxism....

Otherwise4,it is quite obvious that nobody is

going to listen to such lectures."

freedom
INS: The ;gallant of Soviet troops from

Afghanistap.ia inevitable but shadows of the

Russian pressures are still, lingering over Af

ghenistan..

* The NOB is thought to be involved in explos-

ions that take place in Pakistan.

it The'interim government of Afghanistan has

been formed. Tn this connectien the newspaper

bets the rdl100ing names which it says are pro-

1)010 Lo be:inie1udsd in the government:

- 1? : Hoeb -e elami (liekmatyar): Dr.Abdui

Tii; Dr. $ti7aul1ah Kekar; Prof. Ali

Ansari; and Judge Najiullah.

- - From Jamiat -e- Islami Afghanistan: Abdul

Aziz Ferogh; Sayyed Noorullah Emad; Mawlawi

Hamza and Sadeq Sarwari.

- - From Ittehad -e- Islami Afghanistan: Dr.

Abdul Satter Seerat; and Zmarak Yasser.

- - From NLF: Ghulam Nabi Nawshad.

- - From Hezb -e- Islami (Khales); Dr. Abdul

Sammad Hamed and Haji Din Mohammad.

- - From NIF; Ghulam Farouq Azam.

* The Russians have begun violating the Geneva

agreement before its ink dries.

* An American delegation, headed by the former

US ambassador in El- Salvador, participated in

a three day conference in Kabul with Russian

and Kabul puppet regime officials to discuss

issues related to the settlement and recons-

truction in Afghanistan. But the delegation

is said to have rejected the adoption of any

decision on these matters until the formation

of a legal government in Kabul.

EDITORIAL: (1) The Geneva accord brings no

peace in Afghanistan but war will- continue in

that country; (2) how could the US serve as a

guarantor of an agreement in which a principal

partner is not a party; (3) return of 80,000

Afghan children between the ages of 7 -14 has

not been made part of any negotiation; (4) the

US should launch a (O plomatic offensive and re-

cognize the interim government. of Afghanistan.

ARTICLES: The newspaper has accused the American

media'of giving prominence to Russian views

about the war in Afghanistan especially after

Russian leader Gorbachev's official announcement

that he is going to pull : out the. Russian troops

from Afghanistan. The newspaper has published

figures. which says show the biasedness of the

US media..

* A Japanese wtLiter and journalist Hideo Assn,

in an article written for taw. newspaper, bas

given. an eye witneSS VniqnntlAri ,fie 4ighe4 iehad.
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The writer has travelled together with the mu-

jaheddin inside Afghanistan.

* Dr. Sayyed Makhdoom Rahin, under the title of

the "Cemented Structure.", has written, "In

our truthful uprising against the Russian ag-

gression and etheist ideology, its ideological

dimension gives further prominence to our sac-

red jehad." Comparing this jehad with the ones

fought against the British in the 19th century,

the writer say, this aggressor has not only vio-

lated our territorial integrity and national

sovereignty but, in addition to this, it is

trying to impose infidelity and atheism on our

nation by using force, oppression and massacre."

* Six Afghans (Dr. Mohammad Siddiq Noorzai,

Dr. Raven Farhadi, Painda Mohammad Koshani, Yar

Mohammad Mojaddedi, Dr. Abdul Qayum Koochi and

Dr. Abdul Hayee Hamid) in a letter to Mawlawi

Mohammad Yunus Khales, then President of the

IUAM, have sent the draft of a proposal in

which Afghan demands from Russia are listed. The

list -contains: (l) Complete and immediate with-

drawal of all Soviet forces from Afghanistan;

(2) complete and immediate withdrawal of Soviet

or other communist countries specialists, tea-

chers, advisers from Afghanistan; (3) dissolu-

tion of all kinds of Soviet military bases; (4)

return of all Kabul government forces to their

barracks; (5) dissolution of all armed groups

belonging to Kabul regime such as militia, and

tribal brigades for the defense of the revolu-

tion, etc,'and collection of their arms; (6)

dissolution of the PDPA and all other communist

and Marxist parties; (7) dissolution of KRAD and

the Ministry of National Security at home and

abroad: (8) dissolution of all organizations and

units established under the name of youth, women,

farmers, artisans and workers from April 26,1978

îmtil -now by the regime; (9) dissolution of all

organizations belonging to the socalled National

Front.and NRP; (10) return of all Afghan child-

Ten sander 18 from. the Soviet Union; (11) return

of pfgba>n. isoners`who are in Soviet prisons

and camps at present; (12) abrogation of all

treaties and agreements concluded in political,

border, military and arms fields since 26 April,

1978:between the puppet Kabul regime and the

Soviet Union; (13) review of all other agree-

ments including economic, trade, etc. and the

question of the education of Afghan students

in the Soviet Union; (14) confining official

Soviet duties to Kabul in accordance with the

requirements of international laws and rights

and limiting the personnel of the Soviet Fnbasey

and closure of all other Soviet agencies in

Afghanistan; (15) reviewing the volume and

price of the Afghan natural gas exported to the

Soviet Union since April 16, 1978;and clearance

of their accounts taking into view the price of`

natural gas in accordance with normal interna,

tional prices; (16) transfer of the guaging

apparatus of gas export into the Afghan terri-

tory from the Soviet Union; (17) return of all

historical or cultural items or those belong-

ing to the National. Archives of Afghanistan

sent to the Soviet Union since 26 Apri10978;

(18) public trial of all war'criminals indu-

ding Soviet citizens or those related to the

Kabul puppet government who have resorted to

the slaughter of the people and activities

contrary to authentic international convention#

related to human rights in accordance with the

provisions of these conventions; (19) general

amnesty to others who do not came under article

18, provided they promise sincerity to the

Islamic state of independent and free Afghanis

tan and adhere to their expression of sir- r.

cerity and exert efforts for the consolidation

of this state; (20) the Soviet Union should

compensate for all damages caused during the

war and occupation of Afghanistan. The funds

that the Soviet Union had offered as loan or

grant irr cash or in kind to the Kabul regime

since 26 Apri1,197$,wi11rot be accepted 4i psrt

of this reparations. The Soviet :Union is also

responsible-to pay the total damages inflicted

to private Afeten propertiea ai a result of
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the war and occupation. (21) non -alignment of

Afghanistan and non -participation in hostels

military world groupings and participation of

independent Afghanistan in the UN, OIC and NAM.

Al-Noor 6 June, 1988

EDITORIAL: "The coming and going out of the

Russians from Afghanistan" (By Qánet) "It is

not surprising that the Russians are going

back home after being humiliated and crushed,

but it is surprising that why the Russians had

been kept unaware of the valour of the Afghan

people. Were they aware of the fact that from

Afghanistan they would leave with their ears

and noses cut, never they would have attacked

Afghanistan ... The withdrawal of the Soviets

from Afghanistan is testomony to the fact that

they became, convinced that, other than recei-

ving human and property casualties, they cannot

have any other gain ... The casualties given by

the Russians during their involvement in Afghan-

istan is far less than the actual figures ... "

NEWS: Forty five enemy soldiers were killed

acrd 16 captured, 27 May in Kunar. During the

operation, the mujaheddin occupied four mili-

tary poets and set ablaze arms depots.

* The mujaheddin killed 25 April 30 atheists

and captured two military officers on Mazar -e-

Sharif- Jauzjan highway.

* The mujaheddin killed 12 May, eight commu-

nists, including a commander in Paktia.

ITT TAD- E- I8IA1"II: - 7 June, 1988.

EDITORIAL; "The demands of the time and condi-

tions". The editorial says "... Now that the

Russians are busy evacuating a number of impor-

tant strategic areas and, atthe same time,

they are trying te change the face of'the Kabul

puppet regime by convening a farce parliament

and - cabinet to deceive some naive people, it

is,tiine for the Muslim people of Afghanistan

to urge once more the jehad leaders to face the

realities. and announce the establishment of a.

mujaheddin interim government inside Afghanis-

tan .,."

REPORT: President of the transitional govern-

ment of the Afghan mujaheddin Engineer Ahmad

Shah Ahmadzai in answer to a question in a meet-

ing 5 June with a foreign delegation said, "We

have chosen four centers in mujaheddin control

regions for the establishment of the transi-

tional government. We hope ;o succeed estab-

lish our government within the country in a

near future."

PROCLAMATION: The Supreme Council of the DAM

has decided to turn down a request for a meet-

ing between the mujaheddin leaders and the UN

special envoy on Afghanistan, Diego Cordovez.

Because Cordovez is trying to arrange talks

betrteen the mujaheddin and Najib and this is

contrary to the position taken by the mujahed-

din.

NEWS, The Baghlan mujaheddin have captured 22

enemy posts and 800 Kilashinkovs.

.* In recent fightings in Kandahar 200 Russians

have been killed and 300 unaccounted for.

* A Russian military convoy heading from

iliairkhar.a towards the Shamali came under mu-

jaheddin attack resulting in 300 casualties

to the Russian soldiers.

ARTICLE: "Changing the beads " (By Engineer

Abdul Wadood Khaled). The article discusses

the activities and failure of Russian puppets

in Afghanistan and says "One should. not forget

that, during the past nine years, the changes

in the top heirarchies of the puppet regime

and the killings that have taken place of the

leaders of that regime, have all been due to

the rightful jehad, patience, perseverance and

trust upon Almighty God by the Muslim Afghan

nation and the fact that this Muslim nation did

not allow the fall of their hot trenches to the

atheists and the enemy's last plot offered in

the guise of the Geneva accord will also prove

,futile ..."
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Shahadat

AfGNAN JIHAD

9 June, 1988.

EDITORIAL: "Changing of beads will not save

the Kabul regime from the danger of being top -

pled". It discusses the recent cosmetic changes

by the puppet regime and the introduction of

the so called non -party individuals into the

cabinet. It concludes, "the Russians should

know that the mujaheddin are not going to be

content with anything but the dawn of an Isla-

mic government and the end to all the manifes-

tations of evil and corruption. The same way

that the Russians were not able to reform this

regime in the last ten years, it is quite cer-

tain that intróducing of changes in the wake of

Soviet withdrawal has no other purpose than

appeasing the forces which oppose the communists."

REPORT: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, President of NAM

and leader of the Hezb -e- Islami Afghanistan in

an interview with the American television net-

work of Columbia Broadcasting Company (CBS)

said June 9 "The victory of the people of Af-

ghanistan is the victory of freedom loving peo-

ple of the world. This victory is the victory

of God worshipping people over atheism. The

defeat of the Russians in -Afghanistan is a

living example of the fact that nobody can en-

slave freedom loving nations through the force

of arms ".

Also 9 June Hekmatyar told a French

journalist that the mujaheddin government was

nót a government in exile and, God willing,

very soon this government will be established

inside Afghanistan ... The real capital of the

mujaheddin government is Kabul. However, for

temporary purposes, right now it will be es-

tablished somewhere else inside Afghanistan.

ARTICLES: "The dissolution of the Junejo gov-

ernment and the Afghanistan issue ". The arti-

cle is a translation of an article by a Pakis-

tari journalist who has described the Junejo

policy vis a vis Afghanistan as negative,

lacking -coyrage. It says_ "the Afghanistan je-
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had is a decisive phase for the revival of the

Islamic Ummah. If an Islamic government is

established in Kabul, it will have the role

of a strong and reliable fortress for Pakis-

tan in the region. Otherwise Pakistan, caught

between India and Kabul, will never feel se-

cure. If the government of Mr. Junejo had

continued, the existence of a pro Indian-

Russian government also was certain and it

would have meant that what Pakistan did dur-

ing the past eight years would have been

thrown to the sea ... The most important draw-

back of the Junejo government was that it

lost the opportunity for the formation of

an Islamic interim government in Kabul."

Ittehad- e- Islami
14 June, 1986

EDITORIAL: "New tactics ". The editorial speaks

of the oppression committed by the communists

and then of the policy of bringing in new faces

by them and describes this as futile. It says,

Until the Russians withdraw completely and un-

conditionally from our country and the hireling

Najib is done away with and, in his place, an

Islamic system is established and the banner of

Islam is hoisted all over Afghanistan, the mu,'

jaheddin will not lay down their arms."

REPORT: The President of the mujaheddin interim

government, Ahmad Shah Ahmadzai, while talking

10 June to the Japanese and Saudi, journalists,

said, "when the mujaheddin government is formed

and all the Jehad organizations are fully or-

ganized, the Russians will no longer be able

to remain in Afghanistan.

* A conference of solidarity with the mujahed-

din was convened 10 June in Islamabad :Hotel

under the auspices of the religious scholars of

the Ansar- ul- Mujaheddin, Pakistan. The confer-

ence described the Geneva accord as a collusion

between the US ,and Russia and condemned it
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istan rejects the Geneva accord because: (1)

it was concluded in our absence and does not

include our demands; (2) the OIC,, the NAM, Euro-

pean Community and the UN had demanded

the unconditional Russian withdrawal while now

the withdrawal is taking place in nine months

time; (3) the Afghanistan issue is not a border

dispute between Pakistan and Afghanistan; (4)

in the accord the Soviet invasion has not been

mentioned ;(5) there is no provision about stop-

ping the Russians to repeat their aggression

in Afghanistan; (6) there is nothing about the

fate of thousands of.Afghan political prisoners

who have been sent to Russia; (7) nothing is

Mentioned about Wakhan; (8) there is no mention

about the formation of an interim government for

the restoration of peace; .(9) there is no

guarantee for the establishment of a free,

Islamic and non -aligned Afghanistan, (10) the

accord is apt to create rift among Pakistan,

Afghanistan and the tribes (11) the position

of Islamic parties has not been kept in view ...

Shahadat 15 June, 1988

EDIT (IAL: 'The leadership of the Islamic revolu-

tion and the imperialist propaganda ". The edi-

torial rejects the propaganda against the Hezb -e-

Ialami, in connection with the current political

developments in Afghanistan and writes "at one

time Hezb- e- Islami and its leadership was accu-

sed of being extremist as that they did not

want runty with the other organizations and

fanning differences and depriving the Afghan

people from a single leadership under these sen-

sitive conditions. When the Ilezb- e- Islami comes

forward for unity and brings about unity and

thereafter, the Hezb- e- Islami feadership impro-

ves the atmosphere for a coalition among the

parties for taking a united stand on a number

of specific issues and fulfils an active and

serious role in, fostering the coalition process

among the jehad parties, they very shamelessly

keep quiet."

galOW:In a speech 1 fume in the grand mosque

of Nasrat Meena, Hekanatyar said "it has been

always my stand that it is the right of the

nation to take any decision about the future

government (in Afghanistan). Pledge to a leader

with whom the people are not happy is not

legal from an Islamic point of view. Some people

think that the present number of parties and

conflict among them will continue as it is in

the future too. No, rest assured that the revo-

lution will solve this problem. You will see

that, following the liberation of Afghanistan, a

single approved leadership and party will emerge

in the society."

ARTICLES: "The enemies and the confederation

issue" (By Waheed Muzhdah). "In his meeting with

Najib, Rajiv.Gandhi described the establishment

of an'Islamic government in Afghanistan as a

danger to India. Consenting on Gandhi's state-

ment, the western press considers the proposal

of a confederation of the jehad fundamentalists

proposed by Hekonatyar with Pakistan a point of

axiety for Gandhi because a large number of Muse-

lins are living also in India who are anxious to

launch a struggle and jehad for Islam and a

change in the political dimensions of the region

may incite their feelings as well.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: The name of the writer

not readable. It says The Afghan Jehad magazine

in its excerpts from the mujaheddin press also

has been giving quotations from ä number of

newspapers and magazines which are either un-

knówn, non -Islamic or fail to help the gauze

of jehad. The letter has particularly mentioned

the name of the journal Afghan,Mellat and maga-

zine Payam -e-Zan (message of the woman)._ It

urges the Afghan Jehad to refrain from quoting

these publications as they are not supporting

the cause of an Islamic 3ehad.

Payam-e- Jehad
JUNE, 1988,

MESSAGE: Ayatullah Mohsini on the occasion of

the Eid -u1- Fetr, has said in a message,, "Our

Muslim nation should not be contant only with
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the pullout of Russians and our Jehad and

struggle should continue until we achieve our

final objective which is the establishment of

an Islamic government based on 'social justice,

a government under which all strata belonging

to any religious, sect, color or race should

live a life of human beings and achieve their

legitimate rights ... Although, as a result of

our jehad, we have inflicted heavy bows to the

aggressor, you should not accept any deal and

coalition and even an interim government in

which all the strata of the people are not in-

cluded in it."

INTERVIEW: Mujahed brother Captain Mukhtar in

answer to a question about the capture of the

Seyal Gird sub division, Parwan, said, "in the

battle for the capture of Seyal Gird which las-

ted more than a month in March -April this year,

many enemy troops were annihilated, injured or,

captured alive. Some of them fled. All their

light and heavy weapons and other supplies fell

in .the hands of the mujaheddin and the mujahed-

din shot down two helicopters."

REMINDER: It is regrettable that Mr. Kushkaki

(Managing Editor of the Afghan Jehad) despite

the fact that he himself attended the Paris in-

ternational conference together with Brother

Anwari and he was very well aware that Anwari is

a well known member of the Harakat- e- Islami Af-

ghanistan, in the January -March, 1988, issue of

the Afghan Jehad, this famous ccmmander has been

described as a member of the Jamiat- e- Islami.

The magazine also has been labelling the activi-

ties of the Harakat-e- Islami Afghanistan under

the name of seven party alliance of Peshawar.

(EDITOR's NOTE: The mistake was committed only in

the Pashtu and Dari editions of the Afghan Jehad.

Originally the interpreter at the Paris confer-

ence had committed the mistake. The English edi-

tion of the magazine has carried Anwari's title

correctly. The Afghan Jehad does not carry any

news item of its own and, therefore, it will

not be correct to say that the magazine has been

been labeling the activities of any jehad or-

ganization under anther's name.

MAGAZINES
Payarn-e- Banowan
-e- Islam February - March 1988

ARTIClES: "Under the Mask of Islam": The article

reveals what it calls the anti -Islamic face of

the kabul communist regime. It refers to the

"hypocratic claims" of the regime about its res-

pect of Islam and the mention of Islam in the

so- called Conetitittion. 4t says it is the same

government that, on thé other hand, invites in

advertisements boys and girls to attend dancing

eouraes and the kind everts" which are cont

Vitry to 'an ethial life and Islam.

The famous women of Islam"t The article

speaks about that phase of life of the second

Caliph of Islam Umar during which he had still

not accepted Islam but his sister had already

become a Muslim. He was not able to prevent his

sister from becoming a convert, instead, but his

sister's steadfastness and courage induced Umar

to accept Islam.
* "Jehad ": The article is about the virtues of

jehad. It says jehad should be only for earning

the pleasure of God. The present Afghan jehad is

of this type. In this jehad.we find out that the

enemy eventually retreats in every encounter

with the mujaheddin and is humiliated and the

mujaheddin emerge from the smokes and dust of

the battle with shining victorous faces.
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Payam-e-Sangar
FEBRUARY, 1988

ARTICLES: "Let us know Najib, the hireling."

After a lengthy introduction about Najib and

his family the article says: "after the victory

of Nader Shah, all the military personnel (be-

longing to Nader Shah) looted the golds of the

Royal Palace and among those who took part in

the loot was the grandfather of the Secretary

General of the Central Committee of the ruling

atheist in Kabul, Majib. His father, after re-

ceiving his share of the loot from the Royal Pa-

lace, engaged himself in commerce and smuggling

and eventually inherited this to his son Akhtar

Mohammad the father of Najib. Poor Akhtar Mohm-

mad, who had just embarked on the business,

also came across smugglers and step by step

opened his way to the Ministry of Commerce in

Kabul until from 1958 -1962, he served as head

of the transport section of the Afghan Agency

in Peshawar. Naik Mohammad Kalakani later kid-

napped his daughter and he agreed to marry her

to the kindnaper., He was no longer by himself

as he had at his side a man like f:.aik Mohmmad

Kalakani as his son in -law and close associate

... At this juncture, when the foundation of

the atheist regime was being laid down by the

Russians in Afghanistan under the patronage of

Daoud and his close associate Karmal in 1964

as a workers party, in it a number of the no-

bility and capitalists were also recruited as

members and, among them was Najib the son of

Akhtar Mohmmad, a merchant or shrewd smuggler.

Parallel to this, the position of Akhtar Mohm-;

mad in the government was also boosted and in

1973 he was appointed as the representative of

Afghan merchants in Peshawar and his son-in-law

also was given a post in the same office....

Meanwhile, sufficiently being helped by the

position of his father as the representatives

of Afghan merchants - - and thus his contacts

with frontier area - - and also his own train-

ing in the intelligence service of the KGB,

Najib was appointed as the head of the intelle-

gence service in the communist government after

the fall of the government of Pakhtunists

(Taraki and Amin) and the establishment of the

government of Farsis (Kaxmai.).

" Najib who has inherited the profession

of smuggling from his father and grandfather,

during his service in the intelligence office

of the communist regime, embezzled as much as

he could the public wealth for himself and for

the Russians and sent a number of KHAD workers_

under the pretext of serving in various commer-

cial offices to the areas where the refugees

and the mujaheddin had concentrated to create

tension and rift among them."

* "15 February the Day of the uprising of the

people of Dara- e- Soof." "The brave people of

Dara -e -Soof, Samangan, under the guidance of

their spirituals had for the first time.tha

honor to start their uprising 15 February, 1978,

after the establishment of a communist regime

in their Islamic land. The bloodshed by the

people of this region during their uprising

against the Kabul regime which had come to power

as a result of a coup served as an incentive

for a general uprising in other.parts of the

country, an uprising which.surprised the world

and shook the foundation of atheism and infide-

lity in Moscow. It is for this reason that we

honor this historic day."

INTERVIEW: "Brother Alawi, responsible for the

Base No.16 of Sayyed- ush- Shuhada,:and deputy

military commander of the Maiden province gave

details about the Sanglakh,Maiden, jehad: ". The

freedom loving and Muslim people of Sanglakh

rose 15 June, 1979, against the administrators

of the puppet government of Kabul with solid

unity of all the strata of the nation and with

high religious sentiments but with empty hands

and a minimum of primitive weapons. Up to now

these areas have remained free ... He said,

since the beginning of the Islamic revolution

until now the God worshipping people of Sanglakh;
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both its army and the civilians, have rendered

without an exaggeration more than one thousand

martyrs for the Islamic revolution and, despite

this high rate of casualty, the morale of the

people is still high and they are ready to

render further sacrifice until victory."

Khpulwak 1 17 January- March, 1988

ARTICLES: "Thhe Igya Jirgah and its historical

significance in the Afghan Society." (By Sayyed

Qasem Rishtia). The writer says the loya jirgah

is a thousand years old institution in Afghanis-

tan and then mentions the loya jirgah held in

1707 by Mir Wais Khan in the Safa city of Zab-

ul and, in relation to the 1964 loya jirgah,

he writes: "... its result was the disappearence

of Daoud Khan from the scene and the formation

of government for the first time whose léader

was not a member of the royal family. The first

action of this government, headed by Dr. Mohm-

mad Yousuf, and comprised of a number of intel-

lectuals and technocrats, was'to. prepare a new

constitution on the basis of a constitutiénal

monarchy and a parliamentary system. The struc-

ture of the loya jirgah at this time was more or

less baséd on the electiòn of.its delegates and

thus brought -out of its traditional pattern.

In it, in addition to the outgoing members of

the National Assembly and Senate, an equal

number of delegates from all the provinces and

40 well known and experienced'religious, culto-

ral and administrative figures were brought in

by the King and in this manner the loya jirgah

totally became a constitutint assembly. As a

result of free debates lasting nine days,

the first democratic and liberal constitution

of Afghanistan was adopted in October, 1964,

which was welcomed by the people with optimism

and hope ... Only the Soviets were indifferent

to it because it would create a big obstacle

for the implementation of their hopes and de-

signs in regard to Afghanistan, hopes and de-

sires which existed even then ..."

The writer says that "by making illegal

use of the law" a communist party was estab-

lished and demonstrations were being held. He

says, "when the first elected Parliament con-

vened, a series of illegal and threatening de-

monstrations were held. These were being inci-

ted by a number of students. The demonstrators

started to attack the constitution and the very

state and government which had brought about

these unprecendented changes. They marred the

procedures Of a parliamentry vote of confidence

for the government and attacked the security

forces and, as result of their incitement and

ensuing clashes, three persons were killed and

a number injured and tension built up specially

at the university. This created concern and

panic among government officials who did have

experience, in dealing with such events and the

net result was a change of the government. The

new government appeased the demonstrators in

order to calm down the tension and thus respon-

sible for what happened."

* "The Institute of Islamic Affairs in Afghan-

istan" (By Yousufzai). "When in 1931, Nader

Khan was brought into put to put down the Bacha-

e-Saqao rebellion. Nader entrusted the duties

of the Ministry of Justice to late Fazel Ahmad

Mojaddedi. A Jamiat-ul-Ulama was established

within the framework and this ministry and the

institution had existed ever since,... When in

1978, the Saur coup took place under the leader-

ship of Taraici, the role of the Jamiat-ul-Ulama

also changed and its Presidency was given to

Abdul Azizi Sadeq Uruzgani a close friend of

Hafizullah Amin. He brought in many supporters

of the Khalq party and launched a propaganda

in support of that group ... Karmal changed

the name of the Jamiat- ul -Ulama to the Depart-

ment of Islamic Affairs and made it a part of

the Prime Ministry and appoint Saeed Afghani

as its President. Afghani was dismissed as a

result of a rivalry with Keshtmand, the Prime

Minister and Abdul Wali.Hujjat was appointed in

his place and when the department was promoted
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to a ministry he became its Minister. The

father of Hujjat was Tadjek and his mother was

Uzbek. He was born in Samarkand of Uzbekistan

and later came to Afghanistan with his family

and finished his studies in Kabul. He was a

prominent.member of the Setam -a -Mélli ... Du-

ring the Najib leadership, a center of Islamic

Research was.also founded within the framework

of the Ministry of Islamic -Affairs. The center

has three departments: (1) Tafsir and Ahadis

(2) jurisprudence and law, (3) history and

philosophy, Non -party people were invited to

join these offices but no one volunteered. In

the Afghan Army, too, members of the Ministry

of Islamic Affairs are active but this has

served no purpose. Also some members of the party

recite verses of the Holy 'Quran. and quote from

the Ahadis but with no avail because it is impos-

sible to induce the people to accept communism

no matter how they sugar coat it. The same policy

was adopted by Lenin after the October Revolu-

tion to deceive the Muslims of Central Asia."

Jehad Palwasha
FEBRUARY- MARCH, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Let us frustrate the last hope of

the enemy." "If the Russians have lost their

last hope of success in the military field in

Afghanistan, they have, instead, launched a

wideranging political and propaganda offensive

against the Muslim Afghan nation and through

this they try to fulfil its objectives inAf-

ghanistan. Russia in its political and propa-

ganda war wants to achieve two objectives :(1)

to deceive the Afghan and world public opinion

and (2) to create mistrust among the people of
'

Afghanistan themselves and between the people

of Afghanistan and those who sympathize with

them ... By creating distrust among our own

people, it aims at prolonging the rule of its

puppet regime. If, by uniting ourselves, we

frustrate this last hope of the enemy, at that

time the enemy will say "let us pack up, let

us. pack up, " just as the pagans of Makkah

cried when the Muslims at the time of Holy

Prophet Mohmmad, peace be upon him, overwhel-

med that city. It will be then that the enemy

will be leaving Afghanistan for sure ..."

ARTICLE "How much one should trùst the Russian

communists ?" The article has reviewed the con -

tracts concluded by communists since they came

to power in Russia at times when they were for-

ced to sign such pacts and says, "now victory

is near, Russia has accepted its defeat but,

as during the period of 1920 and 1930 (stet)

the. Russians communists deceived the world by

singing agreements of peace and friendship to

compensate for them weaknesses, now too, they

will try to trick the Muslims. Signs of such

a policy could be observed to a certain extent

in the socalled NRP, etc. ... However there

is no chance that our people will trust the

Russians or their IU^.alq and Parcham hirelings.

* "Roots of an Islamic revolution are sprou-

ting in Palestine." (By Mir Wali Ahmad Sibri

Herawi). It reviews the historical struggle of

the'people of Palestine and says for the last

six months it has been assuming an Islamic cha-

racter and quotes Munir.Shafaq, the "Islamic

theorician of the Palestine" as saying "no

other revolution than the Islamic revolution

has way in our countries. No real independence,

no revolution of cultural economic or constru-

ction movements can take place other than under

the shadow .of Islam and under the banner of Islam ".

"THE COUNCIL OF. SUPERVISORS ": The article analy-

zes the reason for the establishment of a

"Council of Supervisors" for the northern pro -

vinces of Afghanistan by the mujaheddin and

speaks about the Russian motives in creating. a

special status for northern provinces of Afghan-

istan and explains the program prescribed 4Dy

the Council of Supervisors to frustrate these'

moves.

Qalam FEBRUARY - MARCH, 1988

EDITORIAL: "The valorous uprising. "" lt says the
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15th Febrúary 1979, Herat uprising and the Feb -

ruary 22, 1980 Kabul uprising severely shook the

Russians and their hirelings and accelerated

the pace of other uprisings throughout the

country.

ARTICLES: "Important events of the fourth year

after the Hejrat, (By Alhaj Kemal Shinwari)

These are some of the important events which

occured in the course of this year: (1) The

battle of Banu Nadeer, (2) Birth of Imam Hussain

(3) the marriage of Zainab with the Holy Prophet

Mohammad, peace be upon him, and her death in

the same year,

* "Legal show pieces of an illegal regime, (By

Habibullah Rafie). The article has reviewed

events related to what the writer calls the ille-

gal formation of the Communist party in Afghan

istan in 1965 and its illegal capturing of power

in 1978 and the illegal assumption of power by

the authors of the socalled new phase of the

Saur revolution in 1979'. He considers the ille-

gal government of:Najib the continuation of the.

former illegal regime. He 'says the legal acts

staged by the PDPA's, and attempts to give a

legal face to a puppet regime are foundless and

futile attempts which will further disgrace

the actors.

* "The new and old imperialism and their wri-

tings about Afghanistan" (Haji Ghulam Hazrat

Koshan).

* "During the eighteenth and the nineteenth

centuries, Afghanistan was subjected to British

impurialismt greed. The Afghans embarked on a

jehad and attacked the enem1y troops. The aliens,

in order to legitimize their moves against us,

have written in their books that the Afghans

are "man devouring and savage" ... and when a

20th century imperialist invaded Afghanistan,

the Afghans again resorted to jehad and the

Russians and their'servants called us rebels.

Now we.are writing our own history. Our history

is no longer being written by aliens. The wri-

ters who write about Afghanistan are Muslims

and free. So write, oh, you Afghan writers that

the Afghan people are not savages but they are

civilized and they are not rebels but are vir-

tuous and consider Islamic civilizations and

Islamic ethics to be in their interest and they

have chosen this path consciously. To write in

such words as we are is also jehad, a jehad

with pen, side by side the jehad with sword.

* "How long the Afghan children should burn in

the oven of war? "(By Toryalai Jaji). "The world

is marking the Childrens Day every year with

special attention and by holding functions and

are embarking on necessary programs for the

proper growth and sound education of the chil-

dren... But the situation with the Afghan chil-

dren is different. The invadingSoviet forces

during the eight years of their savage aggress

'Sion havu brought as a 'gift' to the Afghan

children many miseries. Today the Afghans,

as :a result of this imposed war upon them, are

faced with insufficient food, improper dwellings

and are deprived of medicine and in the

grips of deadly diseases. Children are special

victims of these conditions. No other parallel

can be found to the condition facing now the

Afghan children in the history of other wars in

which children are specially affected. Russian

military contingents in their raids in rural

areas for searching and arresting people to be

recruited in the army and for terrorizing the

population, are dealing with the children in

the same manner that they deal with the elder -

lies. The Russians murderers attack all crea

tures and among them the number of children are

greater." The article mentions a number of

stories about the Russian atrocities against

the children in the Afghan war.
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the West and East." (By F. Fazel). "The jehad of

Muslim Afghan nation which is being led by the

Islamic movement is under pressure from several

direction. One is the imperialists of the East

which/01)y the very virtue of the spirit of its

imperialism,is afraid of the name of Islam and

had indirect or direct involvement in all

anti -Islamic activities in Afghanistan... His-

tory has proven that western imperialists,

led by the Americans, are colluding with the

communists. However never it is possible for

than to do something in the interest of Islam

and its movement launched against arrogance."

MESSAGE: Prof. Rabbani, leader of Jamiat -e-

Islami Afghanistan, in a message on the occa-

sion of the anniversary of the uprising of

Herat in 1979 has said, "the day is a living

witness of the victory of the will of the belie-

ving nations over thé atheist usurpers and op-

pressors." He has added, "The proud uprising

of 15 February, 1979, in historical Herat is

the most valuable memory that will remain for

ever in the concsience of history."

INTERVIEW: Amena, a mother whose eight children

were martyred in one day by the Russians, has

said in an interview "from my family so far 21

persons have been martyred ... Eight of my chi-

ldren were martyred in one day by infidel mili-

tiamen and five of my daughter -in -laws, along-

with their children, became widows or orphans."

She has added "I only wish that God would have

given me ten more children so that people would

have brought their blood stained shirts to me

and reported to me: 'take this, your son has

been martyred. She lived in the Folor' valley

on the slopes of Hidu Kush Mountain. Her sons

were martyred in a battle with the Russians 23

,July,,1980. She is 70 years old and has recent -

ly come to Peshawar.

ARTICLE: "Kabul, the cradle of uprisings." The

'article has given an account of the battles

fought bythe people of Kabul With the British

and then it discusses the 22 February, 19801 up-

rising in the city..

* In a translated article, the activities of

the Soviet intellegence agency G.R.U. has been

discussed. It explains the history of this "dan-

gerous institution" which was formed in 1920 by

the Russian communist party and have played many

roles under different masks.

* "The Resistance of the Afghan Muslim Nations

against aggressors. "(By Hussain Ahmad,Mojaddedi).

It has a given a detail account of the old his -

tory and geographical position of Afghanistan

after the fall of King Amanullah and then says,

"Carder Enyatullah (brother of King Amanullah)

was banished by Habibullah, the Bacha -a -Sagao

who was supported by the majority of the people

of Afghanistan. The Bacha -e-- Sagao in 1929 assumed

power and took for himself the title of the

servant of the religion of the Messanger of God.

As soon as he assumed power he told the world

that he would liberate Bukhara and bring back the.

Sandal Gate. Such a policy was obviously unde-

sirable in the eyes of the Russian communist

government and the British capitalist power.

Russia immediately dispatched 4,000 troóps led

by Ghulam Nabi Charkhi, then the Afghan Ambassa-

dor inlloscow, to Mazar-e- Sharif to incite rebel -

lion. He captured Mazar -e- Sharif with Russian

help and headed towards Samangan ... The British,

observing this tense relations of the Afghan

government with the Russians, took advantage of

the situation and entered talks with Nader Khan

who was serving as ambassador in Paris. Nader

Khan came to Kabul with the help of tribes from

southern Afghanistan and, by,' pursuing the Bri-

tish policy of divide and rule he allowed

Jaji and Mengel tribes to raid areas belonging

to the Shamali tribes.,. "'

Message -Khoon
March - April, 1988

ARTICLES: "Political Solution: fears and hopes"

(By Mohammad Nasim Fagiri). The writer says the

political solution of the Afghanistan issue has

been described as a last resort of the imperia -`
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limn. He reviews the benefits that according

to the author, the Russians are going to make

from raising such slogans. These are all part

of Soviet snares he says. He adds, the only

factor in a mujaheddin victory is unity and con-

solidation of the ranks of jehad.

* "The Role of Islamic Revolution in establish,

ing unity among the Muslims." (By Andeshmand)

"Islam not only suggests ideological and reli-

gious unity for bringing about a single Ummah

and united society, but also strongly recommends

inner unity and signieness of heart of the Mus-

lims."

* "Afghanistan: the center of hopes for the

Muslims of the Central Asia." (Translated by

Jamal). It is an article based on the one pub-

lished by the Institute of Political Teachings

(stet) of Pakistan which refers to signs of an

uprising among the Muslims of Central Asia in

relation to Afghan jehad.

Haq Pasoon March -April, 1988

EDITORIAL: .80161y Jehad can achieve our objecti-

ves." I t.says, "a so called political solution

can neither achieve our objectives nor can we

have hope frein political talks now going on

about the Afghanistan issue because these talks

have been centered around Russian interests

during the past six years and not that of the

mujaheddin. If the Russians are saying that

they are going to withdraw their troops from

our country it is due to sacrifices rendered by

our valorous mujaheddin and not because there

has been any change in the nature of savage

Russians and only jehad will lead us to the

achievement of our objective. Others are not

going to secure our freedom and independence

for us. We are a free and Muslin nation and

have the capability and power to decide oursel-

ves about issues affecting our fate and to

secure our independence by rendering sacrifice

and thin preserve it. A neutral or coalition

government.in Afghanistan in-fact is tantamount.

to the selling of the blood of 1.5 million mar

tyrs and neither ourselves are ready to make a

deal with this blood of our martyrs nor we are

going to let others AD so. No pressure and

threat can prevent us to reach our noble objec-

tive. We have begun this jehad by putting trust.

in God Almighty and are completely confident

that God Almighty will not leave us alone." ..

PAM (MESSAGE): "The uprising of the Truth"

( By Professor Sayyaf). "Whereever truth

has an abode in the hearts of

the peòple, there is also an uprising and con-

mitment for the cause of truth because it is

one of the characteristics of the truth to

stand against falsehood ... The Muslim nation

of Afghanistan, guided by the Islamic movement,

has undertaken an uprising under the name of

:truth and for the truth ... As long as the up-

rising of the people of Afghanistan is to ad-

vance the .cause of truth, God will help it.

May God grant us to recognize the truth and

then follow it...."

INTERVIEW: The leader of Ekhwam- ul- Muslemin

(name not given) in an interview aboút the

Afghanistan jehad has said "the peaceful re-

conciliation, proposed by the Russians, is no

more than a deceit. The puppet Soviet government

in Kabul wants to trick the people by the so.:

Called NRP. Pages of:history are full of these

tactics and show that those who have succuned

to these snares and to alien interest want to

deprive the mujahed. people of Afghanistan from

their belief and commitment ... To remain stn-

ble on the path of jehad is the only alternative

and people's bélief and dignity can only be

preserved when the spirit of jehad is kept

alive among the Muslims."

ARTICLES: "The new brokery of Cordovez" (ay

Faial Ahmad Hasif). "One should not relate so

much this political brokery undertaken by Cor

dovez to the political solution of the Afghan

issue. Rather, it is a futile and treacherous
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effort aimed at frustrating and undoing the

gains of Islamic jehad and the 10 years of the

resistance of the valorous and brave people of

Afghanistan. Cordovez wants to redeem the Rus -

sians from their military, political and ideolo-

gical defeat, a defeat of atheism, communism

and Leninism and to save the Kremlin leaders

from sinking.

* " Khost caught between victory and defeat".

The writer discusses the ups and downs of the

battle of Khost and what he terms the

cammon American- Russian objective in the

battle of Khost. He also discusses the

plans undertaken for the battle of Khost and

the hues and cries of the enemy, etc., and says:

(1) It is possible that the Russians and their

hireling troops might build new posts on the

top of mountains sorrounding Khost and create a

security belt around Khost, (2) it is also not

improbable that another troops might laubh a

surprise attack against the mujaheddin forces

in'Urgun.to cut the mujaheddin main supply

routes, (3) it is possible that the communists

might conduct operations against important mu-

jaheddin centers around Khost to destablize

strong mujaheddin trenches in the area.

* "A look at the Al -Bunyan News Agency (ANS)"

(By Suleiman Shah). "In order to familiarize

the public about the facts of the current jehad,

and unveil the deeds of savage .Russian army

and the Afghan communists against human dignity,

the ANS were founded 19 October, 1986. Now the

ANS has become a reliable source for the media

in the Arab countries and Pakistan and Saudi

Arabia Radio, VOG, BBC and VOA use the ANS as a

source and reply on it."

Afghanistan World
Press March, 1988

EDITORIAL: "Third year of the Magazine". "With

the advent of new year, the anniversary of the

founding of the magazine Afghanistan in the

World Press is also being marked ... We are

grateful to Almighty God that despite difficul-

ties and many kinds of distress has enabled us

to stand side by side with our roaring military

jehad through our writings and to be of a ser-

vice to our aggrieved nation and country.

Although what we have done is not ideal and we

do not overlook our shortcomings, our efforts

have been to obtain the coverage of world media

about the jehad of the oppressed nation of Af-

ghanistan and to translate them in our own lang-

uages. As far as it has been possible, we have

fulfilled our mission properly by offering more

than 100 comments, analyses, projections and.

reports to our mujahed and refugee compatriots.

ARTICLES: "Russian propaganda about Afghanistan"

(A report by the US Department of State). The

Russian propaganda is aimed at: (1) Russia came

to Afghanistai because it was invited (2) be-

cause foreign intervention in Afghanistan would

have made things difficult, (3) the US does not

want peace in Afghanistan, (4) the mujeheddin

are "bandits ", (5) according to Najib the Kabul

government is not communist.

* "It is an article adopted from The Pakistan

Times of 8 March, 1988 about Soviet interven-

tion in Afghanistan and its prospects. The title

of the article is "Wanting to disengage but

still trying to be smart."

Afghanistan World
Press April, 1988

ARTICLES: "Soviet forces in Afghanistan" (By

J. Collins). The writer says that the Russians

invaded Afghanistan under the pretext that the

Amin regime was on the verge of fall and the

Afghan army did not have dny political base and

could not stand against the rebels, the economy

of the country was shattered and from among the

26 (stet) provinces of the country, the govern-

ment controlled only 18. If the Soviets had not

resorted to an action at that time, Amin would

have been eliminated undoubtedly and a heavy blow

would have been .inflicted,to Soviet prestige.
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'According to Soviet strategists, by

launching a military intervention in-Afghani-S-

tan, there would not be any reaction or the

people would support the Karmal regime, However,

these strategists seemed to have no knowledge

about the history of this country. The article

says "in the beginning of 1984, the military

situation was apparently as follows; 105,000 -

120,000 Soviet soldiers and 30,000 Afghan troops

against 85,000 - 100,000 Afghan resistance figh-

ters, 40th Soviet Corps inclúding seven motori-

zed divisions, five airborne Brigades each with

2,000 additional which included expert units,

240 armored helicopters, 400 helicopters, a

number of units of MIG-21 and MIG-23 and a unit

of SÚ725. It is worthwhile to mention that the

Russians have chosen Afghanistan to test these

weapons for the first time. There are 90,000

infantry, 30,000 logistics, and 10,000 air

force Soviet men. Furthermore about 30,000 men

are kept on the other side of the border to be

deployed inside Afghanistan at any time necessa-

ry.

"The Russians confessions" (By Andrew Ilve)

Alexander Prokhanov, the Russian writer who was

busy writing articles to legitimize the Soviet

military intervention in Afghanistan has now ad-

mitted that the Soviet Union committed mistakes

in supporting a government which was unable in

obtaining the support of the Afghans. A communist

regime was hot able to succeed in Afghanis-

tan. Soviet experts should have anticipated

this. Furthermore stationing of Russian forces

in Afghanistan would serve no purpose and they

should be recalled.

* "The Future of the People of Afghanistan

(By J. Collins).

"The anticipated withdrawal of the Soviet

troops from Afghanistan is taking place due to

a new leadership in Moscow, or Soviet regrets

about the past mistakes or due to a wave of li-

beralism and reform. But the fact is that the

Russians were not able to defeat the resin-

tance of the Afghan mujaheddin. After the

withdrawal :of Soviet forces from Afghanistan,

that country is not going to necessarily become

a land of tranquillity and democracy. The

transition from dictatorship to a Jeffersonian

-democracy will not take place over night. Al-

though the Soviet Union and the US are both

anxious to drag Afghanistan towards themselves,

it is possible that the Geneva accord might only

cause another storm in. Afghanistan.

khurasan April -May, 1988.

ARTICLES: "The Geneva agreement and its conse-

quences" (By Dr. Rahin). The article has dis-

cussed the positive and negative aspects of the

agreement and writes "George Shultz, the US

Secretary of State has called the withdrawal

of Soviet forces from Afghanistan a big success

emanating from the war ability of-the mujahed-

din." The writer has hoped that the jehad com-

manders and political leaders through sacri-

fice and realism would not allow the war devas-

tated Afghanistan enter an era of civil war.

This can only happen if a national and

Islamic government is established in accordance

with the'will of the people of Afghanistan.

* "The Geneva agreement and the Afghan Nation ".

(Dr. Rauf Roashan) "The accord has provided an

opportunity for the UN to at least take some

steps as an obedient servant for fulfilling

the wishes of super powers and undertake futile

'efforts for reducing the political meaningless-

ness of the treaty.

"The treaty, despite all its legal, politi-

cal and even social drawbacks has achieved one

important objective - - the withdrawal of

Soviet forces from Afghanistan.

"This is the first time that the Russian

super power has come dówn to its knees as a'

result of the rightful resistance of the Afghan

nation to an extent that it is resorting to an

international agreement to find :a way out."
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* '"What will be the future of Afghanistan" (By

Mir Mohammad Siddiq Farhang). The writer, after

a long introduction, says, "Solving the ques-

tion of the administration of the country after

the withdrawal of the occupation forces and

collapse of the hireling regime has become for

us the most difficult question. During the last

10 years, when at the military level due to

unprecedented sacrifices of the nation, the

jehad was continuing successfully, if parralel

to that, work were done at the political level

as well and the leadership of free Afghanistan

established, we would not have faced difficul-

ties today."
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Publication Address

Meesaq-e-I4hoari

Mujahed

Mujahed Ulus

WAFA
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Neda-e-Mujahed-''

din

Neda-e-Jundul-

lah

Neda-e-Haq

Neda -e- Sangar

Al-Noor
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Musalman

Payam-e-Jehad

Payam- e- Sangar
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Afghanistan

Jamiat-e-Islami

Afghanistan

Information Center

of Afghan Mujahed
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Independent

Jundullah Cultural

Center

Harkat -e ngelab-

e- Islami Afghanis-
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Agency. for South-

west Region

Niazí Umaidwar Periodical P.O. Box 867 University

Peshawar, Pakistan

Periodical Afghan Center, Six Union Square,

Suiteg Union City,'CA. 94587

Mohmmad Qawi

Koshan

not'mentioned Journal

F,Fazel

-A. Nangyal

Mohammad Has-

san Ulusmal

Khalil- ul -lah

Mateen

U.S.A.

P.O. Box 542 Warsak Road,

Kababian,'Peshawar, Pakistan

Periodical P.O. Box 1106 Peshawar,

Pakistan

Journal P.O. Box 1107 Peshawar,.

Pakistan

Journal Leili 44 Schous Plass 3A

0.552 OSLO Norway

Journal P.O.Box 296 'Quetta,Pakistan
I

not mentioned Journal

Shujauddin .Journal.

Khaddam

Naimatullah

Taeebi

Hezb -e- Islami not mentioned Journal

Afghanistan (Khales)

Islamic Society of riot mentioned Periodical

Afghan women

Harakat- e- Islami. A. Karar Journal

Afghanistan

Harakat- e- Islami not mentioned Periodical

Afghanistan

The Jehad Research

Center of Afghan-

istan

Ur. Farooq Periodical

Azam, Chief.of

the Editorial

Board
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P.O. Box 560 Sadder Peshawar,

Pakistan

P.O. Box 164 Sadder Peshawar,

Pakistan

P.O. Box, Peshawar, Pakistan

P.O. Box 454 -466, Peshawar,

Pakistan.

P.Q. Box 126, Peshawar,

Pakistan

GPO Box 337, Peshawar,

Pakistan.

Office of the Kabul Provin-

cial Council, Peshawar,

Pakistan

P.O. Box 1155 Sadder,

Peshawar, Pakistan
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Name of
Publication Publisher Editor

Type of
Publication Address

(lest not mentioned,

Independent

Engineer

Sayyed Fazlul-

lah Kabuli

Periodical P.O. Box 1173, GPO,

Peshawar, Pakistan

Rabe -Islam not mentioned,

Independent

not mentioned Journal P.O. Box 204, Sadder,

Peshawar, Pakistan

Sertit-ul-

Mustageem

not mentioned Sayyed Amir

Tahseen:

Journal P.O. Box 668, Sadder,

Peshawar, Pakistan.

Shahadat' Hezb -e- Islami Mohammad Nazir Journal P.O. Box 979 University,.

Afghanistan Basharat Peshawar, Pakistan.

(Hekmatyar)

Scientific Center for Educe- not mentioned. Journal Temporary Address: 27 Naser

Awakening tional & Cultural

Programs.

Bagli, S.P.O. Peshawar,

Pakistan.

Minuet not mentioned,

Independent

not mentioned Journal P.O. Box 1229, Peshawar,

Pakistan

BOOKS FOR THE MUJAHEDDIN.

BY THE MUJAHEDDIN
ORPHAN 'WITH HISTORIC GRANDEUR (Du)

By Abdul Hamed Salek; published by Jamiat- e- Islami 'Afghanistan, Teheran; 1987. 119 pages.

Studiea in the life of Prophet Mohammad=. peace be upon him, from, childhood until the age of

35 and in this edition, the author has compiled stories about his honesty, wisdom and behaviour in

the society.

HOW AN ISIAMIC GOVERMENT IS SET UP (PASHTU)

By Sayyed Abul Aala Mawdoudi; translated by Mawlawi Zahedi Ahmadzai; published by the Ekhlas

Journal; 1987; 95 pages.

Contents: natural growth of governmental system; legal government; God's Caliphate; Islamic

revolution; present Islamic society; fundamentals of the Islamic movement; monotheism is not a re-

ligious ideology; virtues of the leader of Islamic movement and the first Islamic government.

THE WISDOM OF MUSLIM (I )

By Abu Khaled Mohammad Gul; published by Taj Mahal Company; 1988, 282 pages.

The book contains several topics about the proof of the existence of one God by observing the
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nature and the very knowledge which man acquires. It has also discussed Islamic ethics, laws and

regulations issued by the prophets. It has also a chapter on the nature of prayer.

' FANATAC ISM AND ITS MOTIVES (PAS IU )

By Abdul Ahad Tarshi; translated by Fazal -a -Nadi; published by Jehad Cultur; 1988; 109

pages.

It has studied linguistic, n*bional,tribal, racial, religious and party discrimination from

Islamic point of view and unveils the ugly face of discrimination.

A PICTURE OF RUSSIA IN THE MIRROR OF HISTORY (DARI)
By Dr. S.N. Haq Shenas; Published by Jamiat- e- Islami'Afghanistan, 1987; 213 pages..

Contents: Birds eye view on the history of Russia;.hegemonism of the Tzars; and the beginning

of the Russian imperialism; 19th Century. and the Monster of Communism; New imperialism and the op..

pression of the sickle and hammer; historic crimes by Lenin and Stalin in Iran; Soviet imperialism

and aggression in northern, eastern and central Europe.

SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF ENGINEER AHMAD SHAH (PASr1U )

an

By the office of Ekhlas; 1988; 27 pages.

Contents: short biography of the President of the interim government of the mujaheddin, Engi-

neer Ahmad Shah; a rebutai of the heinous propaganda of the enemies against him; message of The

Ekhlas magazine to the mujahed nation of Afghanistan.

82lß! MEDIUM MORTAR: TECHNIQUE AND MANNER OF ITS USE (DARI)

Compiled by Senior Captain Abdul Fateh Zahed and Captain Qurban Shah; Published by NIF, 1988;

22 pages:

Studies the components of a mortar, targetting it and methods of shelling.

THE VOICE OF .THE NATION (PASHTO)

By Motiullah Ahmadzai; published by Taj Mahal Co. 1987; 202 pages.

A collection of religious, jehad, nationalist and devotional poems of the Ahmadzai.

MATTER AND SPIRIT (DARI)

Compiled by Abul Wafa Afghani; published by WAFA; 1987; 163 pages.

Contents: Matter and materialists; understanding of matter; instict; idealism and logical de-'

finition of man; definition of matter; Lenin's political motive in defining the matter; theory

of reaction; Kant's link with materialism; What is idea ?,,from idea to ideal; ideal and material as

a method.

MESSAGE

Poet: Mohammad Moosa Shafiq; preface by Shorat Nangyal: published by Jehad Culture; 1988; 84

pagO8.

A collection of selected verses from the book "Paigham" of late Mohammad Dosa Shafiq.
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IN THE MEMORY OF ESTEEMED MARTYRE SAYYED -QASEM (PASHTU).

A collection of Sayyed Qasem's writings by his brothers; published by the Jamiat- e,.Islami

Afghanistan, Teheran; 1987; 55 pages.

It is a compilation of the biography, elegies and memories about mujahed Sayyed Qasem.

ISIAM AND THE APOSTATES AND THE LIERS (PAS iTU )
Translated by Mawlawi Barkatullah Musta!an; Published by Hezb -e- Islami Afghanistan in 1987;

103 pages;

Contents: Religion as an instinct; sending of prophets; the mission of Islam; Quran, a miracle

and guidance; Islam, a belief and a system; Islamic system; relationship between the rich and the

',poor; slavery in the eyes of Islam; relations between the ruler and. subjects in Islam; policy

Cf Islam in war and defeat; relations between man and woman;Islam and knowledge; sources of Islam;

difference between religious laws and religious jurisprudence.

LESSONS AND MESSAGES FROM THE PROPHET MOHAMMAD,
PEACE BE UPON HIM, (DArtI)

Compiled by Dr. Mustafa Sabaee; translated by F.Fazel; publisher not mentioned: 1988; 218

pages.

Contents: A life sketch of the Holy Prophet before his Prophethood; the conduct of the Holy

Prophet from Prophethood until 'the migration of the Muslims to Ethiopia; conduct of the Holy

prophet after the migration of his companions to Ethiopia until their migration to Medina; the

Prophet.'s migration from Makkah and his arrival in Medina; jehads conducted by the Holy Prophet

against the infidels; death of the Holy Prophet of Islam.

MESSAGE FROM THE TRENCH ( DARI)

By Nisar Ahmad Noori; published by Taj Mahal Co. 1987; 95 pages.

A collection of folkloric poems on jehad.

RUSSIAN EXPANSIONIST POLICY IN ASIA (PASHTU)

Compiled by Joseph Propovsky; translated from Urdu by Moosa Khan Jalalzai; published by WAFA;

1987; 143 pages.

Contents: Britian and Russia; Russian advances in Asia; Soviet ambitions for capturing India;

Will Britian hinder Russian advance in Asia?

DENIAL OF HADITH OF THE PROPHET , PEACE BE UPON HIM.
IS INFIDELITY (PASHTU )

Author: Abdul Aziz Ibn -e-B az; translation by Mawlawi Zahedi Ahmadzai; published by The Ekhlas

journal; 1988; 74 pages.

Contents: First source of reference in Islam is the Book of God; the second source is sunnah

of the Prophet; Prophet's own remarks about the necessity to abide to his commands; proving the

authenticity of the Hadith through the statements of the Prophet's companions, followers and scho-

lars.
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MESSAGEIYJEHAD.COMMANDERS AND ÇOMPATRIOTS (mu)

By Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani; published by Jamiat-e-ISlami Afghanistan; 1988; 9 pages.

Felicitates the MuSliM Afghan nation on the Soviet defeat and disgrace and its withdrawal from

Afghanistan. It also warns the Afghans to remain alert.

THE WEEPING HEART (DOI)

Poet: Ishgari; published by Taj Mahal Co; 1st edition June 1987; 2nd edition March 1988; 141.

pages;

A collection of mystic poem by late Ishgari, an Afghan poet.

WARNING: THE GENEVA ACCORD ON AFGHANISTAN (Id91I)
By Dr. Afghan (pseudonym), publisher not mentioned; 1st. edition 1987; The year of 2nd edition

not mentiOned; 25 pages.

Contents: opportunities missed by the Afghans; opportunities missed by Pakistan; opportunities

missed by the US; the Geneva talks on Afghanistan ; text of the instruments so far adopted and their

Meaning to the Afghan people.
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CHRONOLOGY OF AFGHAN
EVENTS NON - MILITARY

April - June
April 1

* Diego Còrdovez, the UN Secretary General envoy on Afghanistan said in New York 1 April he is

of the 'opinion that the time is approaching whether the talks on solving Afghanistan issue would

either succeed or fail completely (RPDS).

Richard Von Weizsacker the President of the FRG, in a meeting with the Pakistani Ambassador in

that country has praised the principled stand taken by Pakistan on the Afghanistan issue and has

hoped that Soviet interventiòn in Afghanistan will soon Come to an end (RPDS).

Nicólai Kozyrev, a Soviet representative for talks,on the Afghanistan issue has said in Geneva

that US continued assistance to Afghan rebels during the period when the Soviet troops are being

Withdrawn from Afghanistan does not fit with its role as a guarantor (BBCFS).

* George Shultz, the US Secretary of State, has confirmed reports suggesting that Moscow and

Washington have been talking about a solution to the Afghanistan problem.'Their talks concentrate

.on making arrangements for continued US-Soviet assistance to the Afghan mujaheddin and the Kabul

regime:respectively during the period when Soviet troops are being, withdrawn from Afghanistan

(BBCFS).

* The Pakistani newspaper Nawa -i -Waqt in its 2 April issue has published an interview with Gul-

buddin (Hekmatyar) in which he has said that he will soon announce his interim government in an

area controlled by the mujaheddin and the mujaheddin will abolish visa formalities for Pakistanis

visiting Afghanistan (RA).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the IUAM has turned down the latest offer by Kabul leader Najib-

ullah for the participation of Afghan mujaheddin in a coalition government (VOGDS).

* A West German newspaper Deuche Zeitur, ; has said in its 31 March editorial that no body. wants

to be blamed for the failure of the Geneva talks on Afghanistan and, therefore, these talks are

being continued (VOGDS).

* American Secretary of State George Shultz has told newsmen now that the Soviet Union has given

a satisfactory timetable for the withdrawal of its troops from Afghanistan, the next important

issue, is to find ways to keep the balance of power within the country in the aftermath of with-

drawal (VQAPS).

* Quoting The Washington Post and The Mew York Times, the VOA has reported that the .US President

Ronald Reagan and Pakistan President Ziaul Haq had telephonic conversation for removing the current
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deadlock in the Geneva proximity talks on the Afghanistan issue. The VOA added that President

Mohammad Ziaul Haq and Prime Minister Junejo also exchanged views with George Shultz on the latest

situation on the matter (JG).

* The New York Times reported 31 March that the Soviet Union has indicated it will consider

allowing American military aid to continue to reach the Afghan mujaheddin after the cut -off date

set in a peace accord now being negotiated (PT).

* The VOA reported that the ruling communist party in Afghanistan is facing a sev're rift while

it is preparing to hold the so- called general elections in the country (PT).

* A big protest demonstration was staged 31 March by the Islamic Association of Afghan Students

('IAAS) in Karachi before the Indian Consulate General. The demonstrators chanted slogans "Down

with Russia ", "Down with Rajiv" and "Rajiv if you want death enter Afghanistan" (PT).

* Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said 31 March in an interview with the Bulgarian

newspaper Rabotnichesko Delo (Workers cause) that Moscow would conclude a "separate agreement

with Kabul on a pull -out or its troops if the-worse came to the worse and the Geneva talks on

Afghanistan failed" (DN).

* American representative in the talks on Afghanistan Robert Peck has again expressed the confi-

dence that,,despite the recent statement of the Soviet Union that it would not reduce military aid

to Kabul government, there is a possibility of signing the agreement (MIM).

* Talking 1 April to newsmen in Bhakkar the JI Chief Qazi Hussain Ahmad said the Afghan mujaheddin
will continue fighting until

an Islamic government is set up in Afghanistan (NWT).

* In its editorial captioned "Geneva
talks - - Soviet new stand ", The Jans 2 April described the

Soviet new stand saying that Geneva accord can be signed even without a, US guarantee as unjusti-
tied (JG).

* The IS Secretary of State George Shultz said 1 April the US could help guarantee a peace set -

tlement in Afghanistan if Washington and Moscow continued balanced aid to their Afghan allies (DN).

* Pir Sayyed Ahmad Gailani, the NIF chief told The Muslim i April in Islamabad he sees as encoura-

ging recent indications that arms assistance to the resistance will continue if Moscow continues

to provide aid to Kabul. He viewed this as a step towards an Afghan solution (MIM).

* The Soviet Union has rejected proposal that after the signing of Geneva accords, American mili-

tary assistance may still continue to the Afghanistan resistance. Micolai Kozyrev, Soviet envoy in

Geneva said 1 April that the idea of symmetrical assistance by the Soviet Union and the US is not

acceptable (VOADS).

* The American Broadcasting Company (ABC), said 1 April that US military satillites have relayed

reports that Soviet radar equipment are being withdrawn from bases in Afghanistan and Kabul troops

are being deployed to replace Soviet soldiers, indicating the. Soviet preparations for withdrawing

its army from Afghanistan (VOADS).

3
Soviet Foreign Minister Shevardnadze, after meeting with Indian Minister for External Affairs.
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'Netwar Sing in Moscow, expressed the hope that the proximity talks on Afghanistan held in Geneva

bear results (VOGDS).

* American Secretary of State, George Shultz, has said the US will not sign the Geneva agreement

until there is symmetrical reduction of arms provided to different Afghan groups (RPDS).

* 4tccording to TASS, the Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.,'has gone to Kabul on an

official trip. The BBC Moscow correspondent says that Western observers think the trip,is about

reaching a separate agreement with the Afghan government in case the Geneva talks on Soviet troops

_pull out from Afghanistan were not signed (BB.CFS)._:

* The Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze has told a. Bulgarian journalist that Soviet

decision to withdraw forces from Afghanistan is irreversible (RMDS). '

A protocol of direct cooperation between the Ghazni province of Afghanistan and the Moldavian

tepublic of the Soviet Union for 1988 49 was signed 3 April in Kabul (HA).

* The Sunday Times (london) has quoted a French journalist that the mujaheddin two weeks ago with

the participation of 30 Muslim youth from Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Pakistan occupied the bobandi base

in Paktia. The Sunday Times correspondent says that the offensive is'indicative of the fact that

the morale of the Kabul troops has been deteriorating (BBCFS).

* President of the IUAM said in a statement 2 April if the Geneva peace accord on Afghanistan were

signed in its present form, the Afghan mujeheddin,will continue their jehad against the Soviet.

puppet: government. and the mujaheddin are not faced with any dearth of arms (VOAPS),

e Afghan refugees met 1 April in the Afghan refugee camp of Mianwali,.Punjab, to consider current.

events in relation with their country. Thousands of mujaheddin and refugees who icipated in'the

gathering said that they wanted a mujaheddin government in Afghanistan and until,an Islaceic govern-

pent is established, they will not return home (VOAPS).

* Engineer'Ahmad Shah, President of the interim government set *by the mujaheddin told a group

of tribesmen in a meeting in the Hejrat village in Peshawar 2 April, in Afghanistan we do not wish

to have a government that will render martyrs another 3 million Afghans(VOAPS)..

* The Islamic News Agency says according to reliable sources, the Moscow is intent to keep nor-

therm Afghan provinces under its sway despite an agreement on the withdrawal of its troops. from

Afghanistan and the city of Mazar -e- Sharif, wherefor Sometime now, important buildings have been

constructed, will serve as the capital of the northern provinces of Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Senator Gordon Humphrey Chairman of the U.S. Congressional Committee on Afghanistan, now visi-

ting Pakistan, has said in an interview that very soon the Afghans will have the opportunity to

d ecide about their own fate. He said the. Afghans will have the_ chance to form their own government.

However he added that if the Afghans fought each other, they will miss the opportunity to decide

t heir own fate (VOAPS).

4
* The Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze is engaged in negotiations with the. Afghan

authorities to remove the deadlock in the Geneva Afghan peace talks. He described the present

deadlock an outcome of Pakistani endAmerican stand (BBCFS). .
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* The American Under- Secretary of State Robert Peck told newsmen 4 April, after a meeting with

the UN mediator on the Afghan issue Diego Cordovez, we have evidence that the Soviets are supply-

.ing arms to the Kabul government at present. He pointed out that they may reach an agreement soon

on the question of symmetrical supply of arms tothe Afghan mujaheddin and Kabul government (RPDS).

* A member of the British Parliament Teddy Taylor held talks with the Pakistani Prime Minister

Mohammad Khan Junejo on the possibility of an early solution of the Afghan issue (RPDS):

* A four -member American delegation as well as a 31- member Bangladeshi delegation visited 4 April

the Afghan refugees camps near Peshawar (RPDS).

* Correspondents say the Afghan issue was reviewed 4 April in a meeting between the American

Secretary of Defense and his Indian counterpart in New Delhi. During the meeting, India was re-

ported to have been asked to play a more active role vis a vis the Afghan issue (BBCFS).

* Diplomats in Islamabad say a convoy of 4000 trucks,loaded with goods from the Soviet Union,

has arrived in Afghanistan. The Russians have been unloading the vehicles. The diplomats have re-

ported an unprecedented increase in the traffic at Kabul airport (VOGDS).

* According to reports from Islamabad, a, former mujaheddin commanders Esmatullahz Muslim, who

had defect to the Kabul authorities three years ago, surrendered 2 April to the Pakistani offi-

cials in a post. near Chaman, but was later captured and taken inside Afghanistan after Afghan

armed forces attacked the post (VOWS).

* A Presidential decree, endorsing the government employee's law, adopted by the Revolutionary

Council in a recent session has been promulgated (RA).

* The Washington Post has reported the mujaheddin have been receiving large quantities of mili-

tary aid lately. The paper, quoting diplomats in Islamabad, said the aid includes anti tanks,

rockets and artillery (VOAPS).

* In a. message to the Chairman of the UN Commission for Human Rights, President Najibullah of

Afghanistan has invited a delegation of the commission to visit Afghanistan to familiarize itself

with the process of elections for the National Assembly and that Afghanistan has been moving for-

ward in observing international norms and obligations (RA).

* Soviet First Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers arrived in Kabul 4 April and held

talks with Afghan authorities in the eighth session of Soviet -Afghan Permanent Commission for

Economic Cooperation. During the meeting, matters relating to:

- - mutual economic and technical obligations in the framework of direct cooperation,

- - results achieved towards the realization of the 1987 protocol of (aid ?) and exchange of goods.

- - an evaluation of the Afghan- Soviet trade prospects in 1988 were reviewed (RA).

* Eight Afghan'militiamen were killed while more than a dozen sustained injuries following a

severe clash between the Pakistan border security force and the Afghan militia 2 April (HIM).

* Speaking -at a press conference 3 April, the US .Secretary of State George Shultz said the US

will not sign the Geneva accord until both the US and the USSR agrée on the symmetry of aid to

the rival groups in Afghanistan (JG).

Speaking 3 April.at Abasin Art Council in Pethalostt President of the mujaheddin interim govern
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ment, Engineer Ahmad Shah, said the Geneva talks are not the solution of Afghanistan issue and it

should be solved according to the wishes of the Afghan people (NWT).

5
* US Senator Gordon Humphrey called 5 April on President Ziaul Hag, in Rawalpindi to discuss

with him the Afghan issue (PROS).

* The Soviet Communist Party newspaper, Pravda reported 5 April there is an identity of views

between Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze and the Kabul leader Dr. Najibullah that

regardless of an agreement in Geneva, Soviet troops will be withdrawn from Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* A BBC commentator says election called by the Kabul regime for the National Assembly have

mostly been viewed as a show and not more than 1O%,*4f the voters are expected to go to the polls.

(WS).

* Western diplomats in Pakistan say Soviet troops 'Afghanistan are pulling back from war fronts

Ixd gathering at their centers. At the same time, there are increased evidences that the Soviet

Union has increased its military supply to the Kabul regime by road and air (VOADS).

M The New York Times. quoting an American official, says Soviet arms supply to Afghanistan in

large quantities is a sign that Moscow intends to withdraw from Afghanistan with a simultaneous

propping -rip of the Kabul regime (VOADS).

4 Afghan intellectuals,in Quetta say that a reason for an attempted defection by the Afghan

Militia commander Esmat Muslim was that, perceiving the definite fall of the Kabul government

after the Soviet withdrawal, he wanted to ensure his own survival (VOADS).

* 1020Orthan 10,000 Soviet experts are on duty in Afghanistan at present with most of them working

for At a -Soviet joint institutions (RMDS).

* President Najibullah and the first Deputy Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers exchanged

views 5 April on matters related to economic growth of Afghanistan (RA).

* The National Herald (India) has said an objective of Indian policy is to see a settlement of

the 'situation around Afghanistan. India hopes Afghanistan will be a peace- loving country having

good relations with its neighbors (RA).

* Speaking to newsmen 4 April, the Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs said in Geneva

that with the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan, Soviet advisers will also -have to leave

Afghanistan ('JG).

-, Addreseifg a public gathering in Tando Adam, the JI Chief, Qazi Hussain. Ahmed said the US,

NANNtandp4ndia do not want an Islamic government come into being in Afghanistan (JG).

e 1¡414 statement 4 April in. Peshawar, the NAM President Engineer Gulhuddin Hekmatyar said his

*b3eCt11 to liberate the country and to establish an Islamic government in Afghanistan (JG).

w In. an interview with The Jan the JUI Secretary General Mawlana Fazlurrehman said, instead of

oolving the Afghanistan issue, the big powers are further complicating it (JG).

Mile talking 4 April to reporters in Geneva, Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign- Affairs

gain 11ooraii'eaid Pakistan would sign the Geneva accords when all the other four signatories
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were ready and present to sign them (MIM).

* Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze,currently holding talks with Kabul leaders, has

proposed to Pakistan to sign bilateral agreements with Afghanistan to end the Afghan crisis (EN).

6
The US Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci, who concluded his talk in India and left for Pakis-

tan, told newsmen in case of a Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan,' the US is determined to

see. neither the US nor the Soviet Union supply arms to its allies in Afghanistan (VOGDS).

* In an interview in West Germany leader of the Harakat-e- Islami of Afghanistan Ayatullah Mohammad

Asef Mohseni described the Geneva talks illegal and unnatural and said, as the talks are being

held in the absence of the Afghan nation, they will have no bearing and credibility and will be

futile (VOGDS).

* Informed sources in Geneva have said that the United States and the Soviet Union are closely

in touch on the question of symmetry about the issue of stopping aid to the warring parties in

Afghanistan within the framework of Geneva accords ( BBCFS).

* The Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev arrived 6 April in Tashkent, the capital of the Soviet

republic of Uzbekistan, for a meeting with the Afghan leader Di. Najibullah, A few hours before

the news was announced, a Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister confirmed that the Afghan government had

agreed to Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan ( BBCFS).

* The Afghan leader}Najibullah has said, in view of an accord on the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan, there would be no longer any reason for the mujaheddin to refuse to hold

a dialogue with his government ( BBCFS).

* The Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze concluded the last round of his talks with the

Kabul leader Najibullah on possible measures to be adopted if the Geneva talks on Afghanistan

fail (VOADS).

* In his meeting with the Deputy Chairman of the Soviet Council of Minister in Kabul, the Afghan

President Najibullah has pointed out that the NRP enjoyed the support of all the Afghans including

those living abroad and "even the ones presently fighting their brothers "(EMDS).

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan has sent a message to the UN Secretary General Perez De

Cuellar on the settlement of the situation around Afghanistan. The message has stated, "we request

you, the UN Secretary General, to help put positive impact and dynamism on the (success of the)

Geneva process not only for the settlement of the Afghan problem but also for strengthening regio-

nal and international security, where serious conflicts have been on the increase, exercising your

mandate and the mandate of the world organization in accordance with the General Assembly resolu-

tion number 42, 18 October, 1987" (RA).

* A resolution of the Revolutionary Council about a tax reduction on vehicles owned by the refu-

gees has been promulgated through decree number 66 (RÁ).

* The US Deputy Secretary of State, Robert Peck has said in Geneva all parties concerned were

working hard for reaching an agreement and the _atuQ sere in Geneva was cordial. and calm (BBCPS).

* Kabul Radio says, on the first day of parliamentary ei t , several polling stations have
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been attacked in Kandahar, Bamian, Kunar, Kapisa,and Khost ( BBCPS).

* Quoting TASS, the BBC has said Kabul regime leader Najibullah, has invited Afghan political

parties outside the country to participate in the parliamentary elections. However the mujaheddin

have rejected the elections and have described them a fraud ( BBCPS).

* According to Radio Kabul, out of 955,000 registered voters, 140,000 voted 6 April. 49,000

people voted in Kabul city and 11,400 in the Kabul, province ( BBCPS),

* The Independent ( Tondon) wrote 6 April if there is no progress in the Geneva talks during the

current week, they may fail altogether ( BBCPS).

* The -Times (London), quoting its Peshawar reporter, says Pakistani authorities have closed down

a base training foreigners for the Afghan war. The paper said it appears the US might be behind

the closure (BBCPS).

* Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani said 5 April in Geneva the repre-

sentatives of Kabul administration want the Geneva talks to fail, because they think the success

of Geneva talks will mean the death of that regime (NWT).

Senator Gordon Humphrey,a prominent member of the hardline lobby in the US Senate, is believed

to have assured 4 April mujaheddin leaders in Peshawar that the Americans are not going to sell

them out to earn credit for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (MIM).

a' A Soviet senior official Nicolai Kozyrev hinted 5 April in Geneva that Moscow may modify its

opposition to US demands for a simultaneous withdrawal of aid to the super powers respective

allies in Afghanistan (MIM).

* Zain Noorani Minister of State for Foreign Affairs said 5 April in Geneva that all the parties

concerned are trying to achieve a durable peace in Afghanistan and added that people should be

patient for a few days more to know the outcome (MIM).

* The Tehrik- e- Nifaz- e- .Figah -e- Jafferia(TNFJ) Chief, Sayyed Arif Hussain Al- Hussaini has accused

the government (of Pakistan) of taking the line of US and-USSR in the Afghan conflict (MIM).

* Talking 5 April to'newsmen in Islamabad airport,the ANP President said delay insigning the Geneva

:accord would spell a new danger for Pakistan (MIM).

7
* Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and the Afghan leader Najibullah have met in Tashkent near the

Afghan,- border ( BBCFS).

* A. joint Afghan.- Soviet comunique has stated the Soviet Union would help in the repatriation of

Afghan, refugees. During their meeting Soviet end Afghan leaders urged other countries to help in

the establishment of peace in Afghanistan (RMDS).

* After their talks in Tashkent Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and the Kabul leader Najibullah

said in a Communique no obstacles existed any, longer for an agreement on peace in Afghanistan

( BBCFS).

* The Kabul regime and Pakistan have indicated their readiness -to sign the - Geneva agreement lea-
ding to the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan ( BBCFS).
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* President Najibullah returned home after a brief visit to the Soviet Union for talks with Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev (RA).

* The US Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci concluded 6 April his visit to India. He discussed

with Indian authorities issues related to world situation with particular reference to the Afghan

issue and supply of sophisticated US arms to the Islamabad regime (RA).

* Frank Carlucci, the US Defense Secretary arrived 6 April in Islamabad with his six -member high

powered delegation for extensive talks with Pakistan officials on defense -oriented issues and

Afghanistan (MIM).

* A big procession of Afghan refugees, which wanted to proceed to Peshawar city after a rally at

the Katcha Garhi Refugees camp 6 April was restrained by the police and the Fróntier Constablery

near the Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education in Jamrud Road. The Police compelled them to

move towards the Naser Bagh refugee campa (MIM).

* US Senator Gordon Humphrey, founder of the US Congressional coalition for Afghanistan said

6 April in Geneva the Afghan mujaheddin will not be left alone in their fight against the Soviets

and the present ruling faction in Afghanistan (MIM).

* Speaking 6 April to the correspondent of the NWT, the JI former Chief, Mien Tufail Mohammad

said in Rawalpindi that if Geneva accord was signed without the Soviet troops withdrawal and

'without the establishment of an interim government in Afghanistan according to the wishes of the

Afghan mujaheddin, the Afghan issue will not be settled nor any agreement could be implemented (NWT)

8
* A US government spokesman says President Ronald Reagan has cautiously welcomed the statement

by the Soviet and Kabul leaders on the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan issued in Tashkent

and is waiting for further details (BHCFS).

* President General Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has said obstacles which existed in the Geneva peace

accord have been removed and the accord can now be signed in Geneva anytime. But there are reports

that the Afghan mujaheddin have rejected the accords (BLCFS).

* The UN mediator on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez announced 8 April documents Of the Afghan peace

accord have been finalized and are ready for signature (RPDS).

* During three days of election for the National Assembly, now in progress in Afghanistan, more

than foúr thousand members of the opposition and armed groups have participated in the elections

(RA)..
* The Soviet First Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli Vorontsov met 8 April in Geneva with the partiti-

pants of the Pakistan -Afghan talks on a political settlement of the situation around Afghanistan

(RA).

* Addressing party and economic leaders, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev said in Uzbekistan he

had discussed all matters relating to the settlement of the situation around Afghanistan with Pre-

sident Najibullah in Tashkent.He added Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan should not

be regarded as a gift to the American President Reagan on the eve of his visit to the 'Soviet

Union (RIMS).

4k The Afghan opposition groups, who have built their nests. in Pakistan, are not willing to receg-.
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nize the Geneva accords on the settlement of the situation around Afghanistan (HMDS).

* The UN mediator on Afghanistan has said that the Afghan peace agreement would be signed on

15 April (BBCFS).

* The US Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci has pointed out that the US and Soviet Union had

agreed that as long as the Soviet Union continued its aid to the Kabul regime, the US will also

continue military aid to the Afghan mujaheddin (BBCPS). '

* The former King of Afghanistan, Mohammad Zahir Shah has said in an interview in Rome that if

decisions about the future of Afghanistan is referred to a broadly -based Ilya Jirgah, representing

all tribes and nationalities, it is hoped major clashes and bloodshed will be prevented, provided

there is no foreign interference (BBCFS).

* The Pakistani Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani has said in Geneva he is confi-

dent the UN mediator on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez would succeed in persuading the Afghan people

to accept an interim government comprising the mujaheddin, refugees and elements of the PDPA. He

hoped the interim government would be formed through another round of activities by the UN media-

tor Nam).

In an interview with the American NBC television network, a former US ambassador to Afghanistan

;Robert Neuman said the mujaheddin can carry on the war without American assistance. He said the US

* ould Continue its aid to the Afghan mujaheddin as long as the Soviets continue to assist the

Kabul regime. He added if arms supply to the mujaheddin is even stopped today, the arms already

supplied to them will be sufficient for six months and we have stepped up arm supply to the muja-

heddin (WADS).

* In an interview 7 April in Peshawar, the IUAM President Gulbuddin Hekmatyar said any accord

signed at Geneva between Kabul and Islamabad will not be binding on the mujaheddin as they were not

involved in the peace negotiations (MIM).

* Addressing 7sApril in the Parliament in Islamabad, President Ziaul Bag said the last snags in

Concluding the Geneva accord was removed with a reported agreement by the two super powers on the

ßtion of symmetry, and the agreement was now likely to be signed in a day or two (MIM).

* A Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman confirmed 7 April that the issue of symmetry has been re-

:aolved between the two super powers (MIM)

* In an interview to The Jans, the President of the proposed interim government in Afghanistan,

& gineer Ahmad Shah said a mobile government will be set up in the liberated areas of Afghanistan

and it would continue to be shifted from one place to the other' and in that way it would be

easier to destroy centers of the enemy (JG).

9
* American authorities have welcomed the statement issued in Geneva that the Kabul regime and

Pakistan have agreed on the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (BBCFS).

4.1'A US State Department told newsmen 8 April the US will not sign the Geneva peace agreement on

Afghanistan unless it receives a Soviet response to its proposals on balanced military aid to the

warring parties in Afghanistan (VOIDS).
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* The National Herald .days that the NRP in Afghanistan provides the possibility of the

creation of a coalition government, consisting of all forces of the Afghan society (RHOS).

* US Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci has concluded his visit to Pakistan. He said close re-

lations between the U.S. and Pakistan in political and military fields will continue despite a

settlement of the Afghan issue (RMDS).

* The UN Secretary General has said he is grateful for the finalization of the Geneva accords on

Afghanistan and called on parties concerned not to take any action contrary to the spirit of these

accords (RPDS).

* A delegation of Chinese Muslim scholars visited the Afghan refugees camp at Naser Bagh near

Peshawar (PRDS).

* The IUAM has rejected the agreement between Kabul regime and Pakistan on the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan. A statement issued in Islamabad says that the agreement will not be bin-

ding since it does not provide for the formation of a new government acceptable to all'Afghans

(BBCFS).

* High ranking Pakistani authorities and the UN officials have confirmed that the US and Soviet

foreign minister$ will be present in the signing ceremony of Geneva accords as the agreement will

be guaranteat bg.bOth countries.

* Thee (London), quoting UN mediator on Afghanistan Cordovez, saya agreement has bean

reached on the withdrawal of Soviet troopsaand now efforts will be stepped up for the formation of

a new government and a cease re Jul Afghanistan (BBCFS)..

* A senior pica official based in Geneva met 8 April the .IUAN President Gtlbuddin Hekmatyar in _

Peshawar and discussed with him matters pertaining to assistance fOr Afghan refugees and their

repatriation in the wake of an Afghanistan settlement (MIR).

* The Hezb- e- Islami leader, Mawlawi Mohammad Yunus Khales has said any accord on Afghanistan at

Geneva will be unfair and unjustifiable if it does not take into consideration vital issues

concerning Afghanistan (MIM).

* The IUAM President Gulbuddin Hekmatyar nas said the Geneva talks have entered sensitive phase

and it is possible that the agreement may be signed within a couple of days. But the IUAM is of the

view that the agreement will not pave the way_for a durable solution of the issue and fighting will

not and in Afghanistan (NWT).

* The special envoy of the Prime Minister of Pakistan, the additional Foreign Secretary Bashir

Babur held talks with the Iranian Foreign Minister Mr. Ali Akbar Velayati in Teheran and apprised

him of the latest developments on the Afghanistan issue (JG).

10
* A US spokesman says his government has received the Soviet answer to its proposals about Soviet

a4litary aid to the Kabul regime and US aid to the Afghan resistance and Washington is now study-

ing the reply (WARS).

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has asked the Afghan mujaheddi,n to at least support a part of
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the agreement-reached between Pakistan and the Kabul regime it Geneva proximity talks under the

UN supervision ( VOAPS).

* The NAM President Hekmatyar Called 8 April the Geneva accords on Afghanistan wrong,ineffective

and farce and warned Pakistan that it will lose its credit among the Afghan people if it signed

the accords (VOÄDS).

* Governments and social circles in many countries are welcoming the Geneva accords on the solu-

tion of the Afghanistan problem (RNDS).

* Soviet authorities have anrounced their support to Najibullah +s remark about the emergence of

an independent and neutral Afghanistan (RMDS).

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan, while referring to the Afghanistan issue in the OIC summit

conference,has said, as a result of the signing of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan, the Islamic

and independent status of that country will be restored (RPDS).

* The SundyaTimes (London) has qúcted the Afghan mujaheddin as saying that the Geneva accords

are meant to be violated. They say that the super powers will violate the provision of the article

about the supply of arms to the Afghans immediately after the agreement is signed (MPS).

* An Antonow 26 passenger piene flying from Maimana to Mazar- e- Skiarit was shct down 10 April by

extremist elements, Twenty two passengers and six'crewmen were killed (RA).

* According to reports reaching Peshawar, differences between the Parchami and Khalqi wings of

the PDPA have intensified over the issue of their candidates for the general elections and armed

clashes have been reported between them in Jalalabad ( VOAPS)..

* The IUAM President Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has said in an interview with The Dawn (Pakistan) in

case a ìujaheddin government is established inside Afghanistan, its first task will be to try to

merge Afghanistan and Pakistan to each other and make them one country and, if such a merger was

not possible, definite attempts will be made to evolve a confederation between the two ( VOAPS).

* The UN Secretary General Pere, de Cuellar has said the text of a peace agreement between Afghan.

istan and Pakistan has been completed and now it is ready for being signed. He asked all sides

involved in the Afghan issùe not to resort to moves which will jeopardize the accords and further

increase tension in Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Kandahar Commander. Najibullah who recently took part in an international conference in Paris,

has said in Quetta, Pakistan, that 90% of agriculture in Kandahar has been destroyed and the or-

, chards have been turned into ruins. However, he said the mujaheddin morale is still high fighting

the enemy valorously ( VOAPS) .

* A well -known Afghan diplomat and former
Ambassador to the UN and India Dr. Abdul Hakim Tabibi

has in an interview in Peshawar opined that the Geneva accords, despite lacking in certain
respects, would lead to a cessation of hostilities and open the door toward amicably resolving;"

the Afghan dispute (MIM).

* The JUI Secretary General Maulana Fazlur Rahman has said that Pakistan and the Kabul regime
were acting as agents of

super powers in reaching an accord on the. Afghan issue. He crlticiZ d

government of Pakistan -for accepting the Geneva accords on AfghaniSten 0014



* A military expert of OPSU Central Committee Major General. Batenin has said ten years of con-

flict in Afghanistan demonstrated that. it was impossible to resolve the Afghan problem by military

-means (MIM).

* There is no doubt that the Geneva accords on Afghanistan can pave the .way in resorting the .

atitus quo antes 1979. Whether the accords will bring peace and return of refugee gin honor and

dignity" remains to be seen. (Maleeha Lodhi in MIM).

* Fighting, between the mujaheddin and Soviet -Kabul forces has intensified:in Kandahar and Herat

provinces reports VOA (ITT).

* Afghanistan Interior Minister Sayyed Mohamed Gulabzoi had a narrow escape 4 April when a bomb

planted in his car went off killing his driver and bodyguard on the spot, according to IUAM sour-

ces. The reports say another important Khalqi figure was also involved in the incident. Hey toot

was not hurt (PT).

* The mujaheddin fired two missiles at Afghan Ministry of Defersein Kabul setting ablaze a

large part of the structure, the Harakat- e- Islami Party said 9 April (PT).

* The Soviet Union has stepped up its military supplies to Kabul regime, VIRA reported (PT).

11
* The NAM decided in a meeting 10 April to announce its joint stand vis á vis the Geneva actor,

ds on Afghanistan during this week (VOADS).

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan hastold the OIC.heads of state in Kuwait that the agreement '

on Afghanistan will be signed in Geneva soon and the Soviet Union will honor its pledge in coopera-

ting for the establishment of an'interim government acceptable to all parties in Afghanistan(RPDS).

* The Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in an official.státement has condemned the Geneva

accords on Afghanistan adding that signing them with a regime which is not supported by the people

of Afghanistan and with the foreign powers which supports the treaty, is not legal (BBCPS).

* A correspondent of The Times (London), quoting Pakistani sources say that the Soviet supported

government of Kabul was involved in the explosion at a military depot in Islamabad. He says the

explosion has taken place at a time when, in the wake of signing the Geneva accords on Afghanistan

the delivery of arms to the Afghan mujahéddin might be. halted (BBCPS).

* President Najibullah has sent a telegram to President Zia of Pakistan expressing sympthy for

the losses inflicted as a result of a fire in a Pakistani arms depot' (RA).

* The Head of the State has endorsed the Law of Government Workers earlier approved by the Revo

lutionary Coúncil(RA)

* Abdul Majid Zabulie e well -known and famous personality of the country,as a gestbre of goodwill

towards. the NRP,An a telegram 11 April has informed government- authorities that he has donated

three of his private buildings to be used for Herat University (RA).

* According toBakhtar¡ the Afghan mujaheddin have attacked government polling stations in Kabul

city* Kapesa and Kunar provinces (VOADS).

* President :Reagan of the United States has said that the 'withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghan.-
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listen is a major victory for the Afghan nation and an important' factor in improving East -West re-

lations.

* Iran says it seems as though the Afghan war will not end as a result of the signing of an agree-

ment in Geneve. The Iran Ministry of Foreign Affairs said in a statement the purpose of proximity

talks between Pakistan and Kabul regime are only to satisfy the interests of big powers (VOADS).

* The Christian Science says a number of US Congressmen are worried that the Geneva accords might

,result in a deal against the Afghan mujaheddin. Senator Gordon Humnhrey.says the mujaheddin

' leaders axe strongly opposed to these accords and has asked President Reagan not to approve the

treaty until the mujaheddin also accept it (VOAPS).

* The major US dailies The Washington Post, and The New York Timesshave said it is not likely that
the Najib government in Kabul will be able to survive after a Soviet troops withdrawal from Afgha-
nistan (MIM, quoting PPI).

* Sources close to the U1\ intermediary on Afghanistan in Geneva say monitoring of the implemen-
tation of the Geneva accords will continue two months after the return of Afghan refugees in
Pakistan and Iran (PT).

12
The UN 'mediator on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez has told The Dawn that once an accord is signed

about Afghanistan', "the whole atmosphere in the region will change" (DN).

* Ronald Reagan, President of United States has called the Geneva accords on Afghanistan an
international success. However, The New York Times in its 12 April issue says that while the
Geneva accord/ are important and historic, they will not bring peace to Afghanistan (BBCPS).

* Ceremonies for signing the Geneva
accords on Afghanistan will be held in Geneva 14 April. A

UN Spokesman has said that the ceremony will be attended by the UN Secretary General, the US
Secretary of States and the Soviet Foreign Minister (RMDS).

* US President Ronald Reagan says the US "will jóin the Soviet Union in guaranteeing a treaty
which seeks the complete withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan. Speaking to newsmen, he
praised the Afghan mujaheddin and denied that the US is going to abandon its support of the muja-
heddincause (VOADS).

*- ,George ShUltz, the US Secretary of States says that the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has
told the US that ell Soviet forces will be withdrawn from Afghanistan by the end of current year.().
*; )ïai;la i Mohammad Anus. Khales, an Afghan mujaheddin leader has told the Al -Alam newspaper if

the Soviet'Union'rejects the replacement of the present communist government by an interim govern -

ment.:before the withdrawal of its troops from Afghanistan the,war will continue. He said only the

attjaheitan Are in a position to administer the country. (VOADS).

* The IUAM has once again rejected the Geneva peace talks and has said if the UN mediator on the
Afghan issue held talks with the Kabul government about the formation of an interim government,

the mujaheddin will reject his new rounds of talk as well (VOAPS).

*. An'Afghan source has told western diplomats in Kabul that some people in Kabul are of the
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opinion that after the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan the Kabul regime will not sustain

itself. However, the Kabul regime is sincerely of the opinion that the Soviet Union will continue
.

to offer military assistance to it (VOAPS).

* The Washington Post says that US Secretary of States George Shultz has described the Soviet -'

decision to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan as an important issue. He has added that this ie_
an important national and international victory achieved by the unparalleled valor of the Afghan

mujaheddin.He said this is the first time in history that the Soviet Union has withdrawn from a

country after subjecting it to its military invasion (VOAPS).
.

* The US Secretary of States has told newsmen it is possible that a non -communist federal (stet)

government will be set up in Kabul after the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and the-United

States will assist that government as it may feel necessary (VOAPS).

* The ANS, quoting travellers arriving in Peshawar says that the Soviet Union has begun construc-

ting a radio station and an airport in the Sar -e-Púl (a new province). The agency says'work on the

two constructions had begun one and half month ago and it is said that the Soviets have barred even

the Kabul regime officials to visit the area.

13
* A -US spokesman has asked the world community to help the Afghan refugees repatriate through

the UN from Iran and Pakistan. to their homes after the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan

(BBCPS).

* Prime Minister Mohammaÿ,Khan Junejo of Pakistan has told the nation that Pakistan has never

recognised the Kabul regime anti will never do. so in futtre. He said the Geneva agreement has dealt

only with the foreign aspects of the Afghan issue and will in no way bar the Afghan people to de-

termine their own form of government without foreign interference (RPDS).

* As a result of violation's by Kabul regime security forces on a border post in Chaman an official

protest note has been delivered to the Chàrge d Affaires of the Kabul E bassy in Islamabad (RPDS).'

* The Soviet Ministry of Information and Culture has donated five mobile cultural publicity clubs

worth Ate. 12 million to the Cultural Committee of Afghanistan (RA).

* An agreement on expansion of cooperation in air transportation between Afghanistan and India was

signed 12 April in New Delhi. (RA).

* According to reports 350 Stinger rockets have been sent by the US to Afghan counter revolution-

ries (RMDS).

* A close adviser to Mikhail Gorbachev on foreign affairs while explaining Soviet views about

conditi`onsrin Afghanistan after Soviet troops withdrawal has said that his country is to accept the

consequences of instability in Afghanistan (BBPS).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar President of the IUAM has said in an interview the Afghans have no other

choice than to Bight and to continue their -resistance, until the last Soviet'soldier leaves Afghan-

istan, the Najib goverment falls .and an Islamic govvernment is formed by the mujaheddin themselves

in an independent and free Afghanistan.(VOADS).

* Sabahuddin Kushkaki.tr. Member of the MAR has said that th
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according to us indeed a deceit and he is sure that the Afghan ration would not recognise it(vOADS}

*,British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher praised the role played by the Afghan mujaheddin in

efforts exerted towards a pull -out of Soviet forces from Afghanistan. She said the basic reason

for the'Soviets to pull -out their occupation forces from Afghanistan was the valor ehown by the

brave mujaheddin of Afghanistan (BBCPS).

* In a mammoth meeting attended by all seven leaders of the IUAM in Peshawar
12 April the Afghan

mujaheddin, while rejecting the Geneva accords, said they will continue their struggle inside

Afghanistan until the departure of the last Soviet soldier and the ouster
of Najibullah. Only Pir

Sayyed Ahmad Gailani was not present in thé meeting. He is reported to be
in London and was repre-

saated by his Deputy Dr. Farooq Azam (Mm).

*. The Government of Pakistan has rejected two Kabul government protests alleging the Pakistani

soldiers had fired on Afghan position (MIN).

* The OIC standing committee has called for economic aid for Afghanistan's reconstruction. The

,appeal came in a joint communique issued at the end of a two day OIC,mini- summit conference in Ku-

.wait 12 April (MIM).

*. In a message to President Zia and Prime Minister Junejo of Pakistan the IUAM President Gulbud-

din Hekmatyar has condoled the loss of life and property as a result of an explosion in an

IMO depot in Rawalpindi - Islamabad (PT).

14
President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has termed the Geneva accords on Afghanistan as a historic

.avent. He said the resistance of the Afghan people is going to be recorded in the history as an

unprecedented struggle (RPDS).

* The UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar has said the Geneva accords on.Afghanistan provides

the opportunity for the Afghans to make use of their right to self -determination which is a value

enshrined in the UN Charter (RPflS).

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has said the Geneva agreement on Afghanistan is as important

as the signing of the latest arma agreement between the US and the USSR (RPDS).

The agreement which is to pave way for the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan was

signed in Geneva 14 April. The agreement was signed by the foreign ministers of the US, the USSR,

'Pakistan and Afghanistan (BBCPS).

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has said the Geneva accords will end in the downfall of the

government and President of the Soviet installed regime in Afghanistan.(DBCPS).

* George Shultz, the US Secretary of States has said in a press conference in Geneva the resis-
a

tance of the people of Afghanistan, as an heroic struggle, has demonstrated that a big power

*Cannot impose íts.will on a small country through use of arms (BBCPS).

* President of the IAAN Gulbuddn Hekmatyar has said in an interview the Geneva accords is unjust

and unrealistic and it is possible that the Kabul regime will fall before the Soviet Union comple-

tes the withdrawal of its forces from Afghanistan (BBCPS).

British Foreign"3ecretary Sir Jeoffrey Howe has welcomed the agreement reached about the *litho;
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drawal of Soviet troopsTroni Afghanistan and`haa asked all sides involved in the Afghan conflict

to respect the independence and neutrality of Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* With the signing of the Geneva agreement of Afghanistan, the British goveriunrrt has announced

its readiness to allocate 10 million-sterling pounds for the repatriation of Afghan refugees

(BBC) ).

* Katmai Khalilzád, adviser in the US State liepartment, says the Najib government will not be '

able to survive more than a few months after the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan".

* According to the AP, recently 15,000 Soviet troops have been transferred to Afghanistan through

Soviet borders. Moscow authorities have"denied thie'rediculous claim (RMDS).

*- The AP and UPI report that up to 15,000 Soviet soldiers have teen sent,to Afghanistan in the

past week..The news agencies hava based their report on official American sources (VOADS),

* Pakistan Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Juiejtt has said the Geneva accords was to solve the

external aspects of the Afghan issue.He said, without the support and blessing of the mujaheddin

nó broad based ,government can be formed" in Afghanistan (VOAi s).

* The tiew York Times says Soviet ,official have been heard saying they do not want to quit Afghan -

istan in the same way as the Americans. left Viet (VOADS).

* President Ronal Reagan has said he expects" the Afghan mujaheddiaí will continue their fight

despite the signing of.the Geneva agreementaHe confirmed that as long as the mujaheddin needed

arms and the Soviet Union provided arms to the Kabul regime, the US will also provide arms to the

mujaheddin (WADE).

* Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo ofPakistan -has assured the Afghan refugees and mujaheddin

in a television address to the nation that Pakistan Will continue its assistance ft the Afghane

(VOAPS).

* Radio Teheran says 4he Afghan refugees. staged a demonstration 13 April in Teheran against the

Geneva agreement on Afghanistan. -Ina statement which they issued at the front of theUN mission,

the demonetratorq,called the treaty illegal and rejected it (VOADS).

* Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi has said in New Delhi he hopes the agreement on ending the

Afghan crisié will help consolidate peace in South Asia (VOAPS).

* The former Afghan Monarch MOhamtead Zahir Shah has said-in a statement he hoped, as a result of

the withdrawalóf Soviet troops from Afghanistan, conditions will become conducive "for the complete

independence', territorial integrity and the right to self -determination of the Afghan people (VOAPS

* The Geneva accords "on Afghanistan has left a number of important question unanswered. These are:

1. Will a ceasefire come about in Afghanistan, 2.__hbw the ceasefire would be effectively policed.

3. how soon the repatriation of refugees will begin and how long it"is goingto take, 4. Will

the refugees be disarmed, who will finance the repatriation:of the, refugees, 6. what me+ahanien

will be adopted for the induction ot, broadbased national government in Kabul, 7. at what stage

the US and the_USSR will stop.giving military aid.to the two sides in Afghanistan, '8. what will

be the status of some ]:ß,C!00 civilian- Sov et Sdviser now wor. k,,in Afghanistan, 9. will the .

Iranian Svernment abide by t}.e terme of. j - 3 ,,.° :rí39 tha Afghan-.Soviet friendship
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treaty of 1978, whichpaved the way for the Soviet invasion, remain in force? (Kaleem Omar in DN).

* Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Moorani has said Pakistan will take action about the

Afghan bases inside Pakistan after a thorough study of the Geneva accords in its entirety. He

was replying to a Soviet claim that Pakistan has agreed to close down some 200 mujaheddin bases in

Pakistan. The Soviets also have said that Iran has also been asked through diplomatic channels to

close down the 20 Afghan bases in its territory (DN).

* Gennai Geraeimov¡ chief Soviet spokesman, has said it is'very unlikely that the Soviet Union

Will again interfere in another nation's civil war as it did in Afghanistan (DN).

* Soviet academician Yuri Baronkov has warned the west against under- estimating the Kabul regime,

the BBC. reported (MIN).

* ANP leaders Khan Abdul W'ali Khan has said the US wants to see a bloodshed in Afghanistan after

the withdrawal of Soviet troops and that is why it wants to continue arms assistance to the

mujaheddin following the pull -out of Soviet army (19). .

* In a nationwide address, Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo of Pakistan has hoped relations

between the Soviet Union and Pakistan will enter a new era after the resolution of the Afghanistan

problem (PT).

* Canada has provided Pakistan with $ 41.5 in aid and $14 million in food in 1966 -87 to

enable it carry through its programs for the Afghan refugees (PT).
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* Abdul Wakil, Foreign Minister 'of the Kabul regime, has said in a press conference in Geneva

Soviet military assistance to Kabul regime will continue after the implementation of the Geneva

accorda (WADS).

* Zaiii'Noorani, Pakistani Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, has rejected charges made by the

Kabul Fbreign Minister that the mujaheddin are being trained in the refugee camps. The Kabul

Foreign Minister, Abdul Wakil has said the Geneva accords obliges Pakistan to close down the re-

fugee camps within its territory (VOADS).

* Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze has said the US did not have a right to provide

arms .
to the Afghan rebels and, if its did so, it will complicate the political solution of the

Afghan problem (VOADS).

* President Ziaul Haq,of Pakistan has warned, despite the signing of the Geneva agreement about

Afghanistan, it is possible that tension and grave conditions will continue in Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* Former Afghan monarch Mohammad Zahir Shah has welcomed the signing of Geneva agreement on

Afghanistan adding that the accords have opened the way for restoring Afghan independence and non -

alignment (BBCFS).

* A BBC correspondent says that a moderate Afghan party which sees positive points in the Geneva

accords' the MLF - - will not take part in demonstrations which are to be held against the

Geneva accords in Peshawar 16 April and is expected to be attended by all other leaders of the

IWM (BBCFS).

* Tbe rime )sinister of Pakistan and the US, President in a telephone conversation, after the
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Geneva accords on Afghanistan, have hoped the accords will lead to the realisation of the right

of the Afghan people to self -determination and the establishment of a government of their oWn

choice (RPDS). .

* Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani has said in an interview.he belie-

ves that finally an interim government will be established in Afghanistan and that govaummentwill'

be stable enough to make the refugees feel that they can return safely to their hames'(RPDS).

* Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani in a note to the UN Secretary

General Perez de Cuellar said 14 April Pakistan will continue its. non-recognition of the_preseut.'

Kabul regime (RPDS).

* Prime Minister of India Rajiv Gandhi, told a press conference 14 April he is optimistic the

Geneva accords will pave the way for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (RPDS). ,

* President Najibullah of the' Kabul regime has sent messages to the Soviet leaders and the :UN

Secretary General on the occasion of the signing of the Geneva accords (RA).

* Marking the successful conclusion of elections for the General Assembly and' the signing of the

Geneva accords, President Najibullah of Afghanistan in a message has called on seven opposition

leaders and commanders of the armed opposition groups to accept his invitation for peace (RA).

* Président Najibullah of Kabul regime has sent a telegram to President Ronald Reagan. of the US,

on the occasion of successful conclusion of the Geneva talks .(RA).

* The Soviet Foreign Ministry says, next, month, when the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghañ` as

tan begins, exact and complete statistics about the number or Soviet troops in Afghanistan will be

announced in Kabul (BBCFS),

* The Deputy-of the Committee of International Help Operations at the UN has said the repatria-

tion of some 4.5 million Afghan refugees will entail many practical and economi& difficulties. He

said perhaps repatriating the Afghan refugees under_ such conditiòns is unprecedented in the entire

history (BBCFS).

* Our commentator says it can be said that the Geneva accords on Afghanistan are going to be

recorded in the history of the UN in golden letters (RMDS).

* An arms depot which was being used to supply the Afghan mujaheddin has exploded in Quetta

Pakistan. Reuter says at least six people have died in the incident. (VOAPS)

* A Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister says that the signing of an agreement on Soviet troops with-

drawal from Afghanistan can have positive results on solving the Kampuchian problem. as well (VOAPS)

* The Washington Post says, after the signing of the Geneva accords, the struggle of the Afghan

nation has now entered a new phase (VOAPS).

* President Ziaul Haqof Pakistan said in Islamabad 14 April that the mujaheddin should not harass

the (withdrawing) Soviet soldiers and should unite in toppling the Kabul regime (VOAPS).

* "As far as the mujaheddin are concerned they will not be bound by the outcome of the Geneva

agreements and they will continue the war until the Russians and their puppets are present in Af-

ghanistan. We are not afraid of continued military aid to Najib's government because we know what-

18g
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ever.A sent to him will end up in the hands of`mujaheddin. We are also net; afraid of the aigniag

of Geneva accords because no agreement_can be implemented in Afghanistan' without the Consent of

mujaheddin. The world will see by itself the Continuing crisis in Afghanistan until the will of

the people of Afghanistan is respected and their right of self- determination is restored ...,

(Guibuddin Hekmatyar in.MIM).

* Speakers at a meeting of village administrators of Afghan refugee camps in Warden, NWFP, exp-

ressed grave concern 14 April that thoúsands of camp employees would be rendered jobless after the

Geneva accords, were signed and the Afghan refugees left Pakistan (MIM).

* Once the bombings have ceased and the imrmediate burden of supporting the refugees has dimini-

shed, a dispassionate analysis of the gains and losses of the Afghan policy, would be possible.Then

it Will probably be confirmed that President Zia's policy was not as short -sighted as critics

maintained (Husain Haqqani, in MIM).

* As many. as 14 pro -Kabul tribesmen reportedly repented their past mistakes and gave assurance

o good conduct at a jirgah of uléma held at Hisaro in Mirali tehsil of North Waziristan Agency

14 April (MIl).

* The demand for Afghanistan's national currency, afghani, further shot up in Peshawar and else-

wherein NWFP 14 April on the eve of the signing of Geneva accords (MIM).

*.. The Afghan question has been Pakistanis biggest and most prolonged foreign policy exercise in

recent times, with an involvement that was both intense and emotional at the 'leadership level

(s.Khan in MIN),

*_. The Sind Government has prepared a contingency plan for early and organized transportation of

Afghan: refugees to the NWFP and Baluchistan for their repatriation (Iäß).

* The Soviet. Union will continue to supply Afghanistan with all its development needs, Soviet

Deputy Foreign Minister Igor Rogachev said 14 April (IN).

*. The Afghans áre expectedto continue their fight despite the Geneva agreement, on the Soviet

troops withdrawal until they topple the Najibullah regime (Mustafa Jafari, in MIM).

* An Afghan national Shabbir Huseein,,wórking for the KHAD, was arrested charged with planning to

explode a high intensity bomb at Sadda Adda of Kurram Agency (DN).

* A delegation of Jamiat- e4lema -e- ,Islam,, -léd by its chief Maulana Abdullah Darkhawasti, had a

meeting with the current President of the IUAM Gúlbuddin Hekmatyar 13 April and assured him his

party's full support to the cause of Afghan mujaheddin (DN).

* Pakistanis Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani said 13 April that peace in

Afghanistan would be restored Only when a transitional government representing all Afghan factions

was formed (MIM).

* Ten. Afghan MIG aircrafts violated the Pakistan airspace at Arindo, Chitral, 14 April (PT).

A1l members of the IUAM in a meeting in Peshawar 16 April condemned the Geneva accords on

Afghanistan (BIICFS).

TASS says the Soviet Union has s i,o g,4jrcriticised the US and Pakistan for their announcements
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that they are intending to provide arma to the Afghan rebels, (BBCFS).

* China has welcomed the Geneva accorda calling it a major victory for the Afghan people and

Iran also has called the agreement on Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan as a positive

step (VOADS).

* Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev said in Moscow 15 April that the agreement on Afghanistan can

aleo be applied as a model to solving the Kampuchien problem (VOADS).

* Zain Noorani, Pakistan's Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, said on arrival in Islamabad

from Geneva that the Geneva accords, which have mainly attended to external aspects of the Afghan-

istan issue, will eventually pave the way for a comprehensive settlement of the Afghan problem

(RPDS).

* The UN Chief Commissioner for Refugees has asked the Kabul regime to provide it with special

mandate so that the UNHCR will be able to repatriate the Afghan refugees who want to return to

their country (RPDS).

* Canada is to consider an official UN request for taking part in maintaining peace in Afghanis -

tan.A'Canadian spokesman has said that the request has been made as part of a UN efforts to pave

the way for the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (RPDS).

* According to a VOA reporter, about 400 Afghan refugees staged'a demonstration in NY 15 April

expressing opposition to the Geneva accords saying the accords will not solve the Afghan issue as

they are not eliminating the Najibullah regime (VOADS).

* Eduard Shevardnadze the Soviet Foreign Minister said after the signing of the Geneva agreement

on Afghanistan that the Soviet Union will abide to its obligat,,on
as a guarantor of the accords.

However, it will be important for the viability of the
agreement that the two eignatoriea - - Af-

ghanistan and Pakistan - - will closely adhere to its provisions (RMDS).

* Prayers were hfsld in 22 mosquesin Karachi, Pakistan 15 April supporting the
oónclusion of the

Geneva talks on Afghanistan. Afghan refugees, whose'nimber
in Karachi totals 200,000, in a meeting

expressed their desire to return to their country (RMDS).

* The UN Special envoy on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez has said in an interview with the BBC he

had a very firm commitment personally to help the Afghans after the Soviet, withdrawal from

their country (DA).

* The Afghan war has intensified in recent weeks despite prospects for a UN sponsored peace
accord, Western diplomatic sourdes said (MIA).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, President of NAM has said the IUAM judicial board has been asked to try

all those Afghans including Dr. Najib in absentia whp have committed crimes and atrocities against

the Afghan people and the verdict of the sharia be announced so that all auch people could be

brought to book after the withdrawal of Soviet troops (ML V).

* A White House spokesman said 14 April that President Reagan was encouraging the Afghan muja-

heddin to fight on if the opposition remains and if the fight is there to maintain (PT, quoting

APP).

* GulbuddinHekmatyar, President of the NAM has vowed to intensify the armed struggle ineide
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Afghanistan until the resistance achieves its goal of toppling the Kabul regime. He used the

Vietnam analogy to stress that Kajib's regime would not survive a Soviet pull -out (in interview

with MI14).

- Afghan regulars will soon face the mujaheddin guerrilla. forces alone in Afghanistan.

Even if the Soviet troops are heading home, the war is likely to
continue in the country,

The battle for Afghanistan may only be the beginning. (The Time -. USA -- article adopted
in the NWT).

17
According to TASS Kabul Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil met Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard

Shevardnadze in Moscow 16 April. TASS added, the two forer ministers emphasize Soviet readiness

for the complete reconstruction of the war torned Afghanistan's economy (VOADS).

* The US State department has questioned a Soviet claim that, following the Geneva accords and

an end to Soviet military occupation of Afghanistan, the. US has no right to supply arms to the

Afghan mujaheddin (VOADS).

* The Japanese Foreign Minister, in a statement, has said 'a complete withdrawal of.Soviet troops

from Afghanistan will be conducive to further stability in east -west relations as well as peace in

the region (RPDS).

* A Soviet newspaper while praising the Geneva accords for bringing an end to Soviet military

intervention in Afghanistan, has, however, added that the treaty will not guarantee peace, as it is

not comprehensive (RPDS).

* King Hussain of Jordon has highly praised the solution of the conditions prevailing around Af-

ghanistan and has expressed confidence that the accords will play an important role in consolida-

ting the ideals of peace throughout the world (RA).

* The daily Sunday Express (India), while welcoming the Geneva accords, has added it is possible

to solve other regional problems, specially the crises in the middle east, through UN mediation

(RA).

* Perez de Cuellar, the UN Secretary General has announced the Geneva accords on Afghanistan is

a major triumph. He said he personally is deeply committed to a peaceful solution of the situation

prevailing around Afghanistan (RMDS)..

* Soviet spokesmen throughout the world are emphasizing -that, when the Soviet troops starts with-

drawing beginning 15 May within 9 months from Afghanistan, they will not return to that country .

(BBCFS).

* A correspondent of The Observer London says families of Soviet soldiers in Afghanistan are

impatiently waiting for the return of the soldiers. He adds masses of the Soviet public do not pay

any attention to the consequences of.the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* The PPP provincial chief, Aftab Sherpao has charged the mujaheddin were being supplied arms

from the Faizabad ammunition dump and even some mujaheddin commanders were killed in the recent

explosion in the depot (MIN.).

* A delegation of Pakistan National Party (PNP) returned here 16 April from Kabul after a 13 -DeY
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visit to Afghanistan at the invitation of the Peace, Solidarity and Friendship Organization of

that country (D!).

* In a survey, conducted by our staff correspondent, big percentage of Afghan refugees living in

tented villages and private houses and flats in Karachi, have shown their willingness to go back

to their fatherland. However, some of'the rich refugees who have started their business here said

that since they have finally migrated to Pakistan from Afghanistan and invested ih business, they

would not go back. But the number of such refugees is very small (PT).

* Kabul might withdraw its forces from some parts of Afghanistan where returning refugees wish to

settle if they agreed, in turn, not to support rebel activities, Afghan President Najibullah said

16 April in a speech reported by TASS (IN).

18
* Pakistan's-Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani has said that the conclusion

of the Geneva accords is considered a triumph of the foreign policy of Pakistan (RPDS).

* Human Chaudhry the Bangladesh Foreign Minister, while Welcoming the Geneva accords has added

that the successful. conclusion of a treaty on Afghanistan has proved the ability of the UN to solve

regional issties by peaceful means (RPDS)..

* Reuter reports that leaders of the Afghan resistance organizations' in a meeting in Islamabad

discussed issues related to the interim government of Afghanistan and finding for this government

a safe place inside the country (BBC1'S).

* The Daily Telegraph (London) reports from Moscow that the Soviet Union is apparently preparing

itself for the undesirable chain of events which are expected to develop in Afghanistan after the

withdrawal of Soviet troops from that country (BBCFS).

* US and Soviet scholars arrived 18 April in Kabul to participate in a tripartite conference in

Kabul about Afghanistan (RA).

* The Vice Chancellor of Delhi University in an interview with the Soviet news agency NOVOSTY

has said that the Afghan problem is a long and complicated issue and solving it has required

painstaking attempts (RMDS).

* Abdul Wali Khan, a distinguished personality of Pakistan opposition parties, has blamed Presi-

dent Ziaul Haq for the explosions in an arms depot near Islamabad. He haá added that the depot

belonged to armed Afghan opposition groups (RMDS).

* The'IUAM has announced in Peshawar it is sending delegation to Afghanistan to find a suitable

area for establishing the interim government within Afghanistan (VOADS).

* The former Afghan monarch Mohammad Zahir Shah told the Nawa- 1 -Wáct 17 April he is inclined to

play a role in the new interim government of Afghanistan but emphasized that in no way he intends

to revive the monarchy (VOADS).

* Leader of the PPP Benazir Bhutto, commenting on the Geneva agreements on Afghanistan, said I

think the Afghans are going to face a civil war and this will mean more refugees will come to

Pakistan (VOAPS).
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* A commander of theHezb- e- Islams Muzaffaruddin, who has been in jehad since 1979 and has now

eight mujaheddin fronts in Zabul, says our jehad did not start on the basis of the Geneva talks

and it will not atop on that basis. Our jehad began against the communist and until the coomunirate

are in Afghanistan, our jehad will continue (VOAPS).

* The European Community of 12 nations in a statement 17 April paid tribute to the readiness of

Pakistan to sign Geneva accord and to accept millions of Afghan refugees over the years. They

bave expressed admiration for the sacrifice both in financial and human terms that Pakistan and

the Afghan mujaheddin had to make in resolving the intractable Afghan issue (MUM).

* "The greatest responsibility (after the signing of the Geneva accords) now rests with the

three main parties involved - - Pakistan, Afghanistan and the mujaheddin - - to see the Afghan

tragedy is quickly ended. The two superpowers have each got what they wanted: it is for the three

to work out a sensible 'modus vivendi' that will eventually lead to a durable settlement,( The

Khaleej Times editorial published in MIM).

* If the mujaheddin struggle against the PDPA regime turns out to be a protracted one, the IUAM

leadership in Peshawar will retain its primacy. For under the symmetry or positive symmetry arran-

gement worked out at Geneva between the two super powers, the arme flow to the mujaheddin will

continue with Pakistan remaining the conduit, even though under the non -interference clause of

the Geneva instruments it wo. formally be barred from doing so (by Abbad Rashid in MIM).

19
* The Chief Minister of NWFP rbab Mohammad Jahangir Khan said in an interview in Peshawar

18 April that the Geneva agreement will pave the way for peace in Afghanistan in order to enable

the Afghan refugee to return home (RPDS).

* The UNHCR Chief Commissioner has said he is completely ready that his institution play its role

in regard to Afghanistan within the framework of the Geneva agreement. He urged all parties in-

volved in the Afghan issue to make sure that the Afghan refugees are able to return to their'

country in honor and safety (RPDS).

* The NAM reports that the mujaheddin leadership has agreed that the first meeting of the

cabinet of the interim government ought to be held (VOGDS).

* The Afghan mujaheddin sources report from India that about 6,000 Afghan refugees living in

India are,not ready to return home after the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan. They have

called the Geneva agreement unjust and say the agreement has failed to provide a political

solution of the Afghan issue (VCGDS).

* Afghan mujaheddin sources say that a NIF Commander Mohammed Naser has been killed in Peshawar

by unknown assailers. Police sources say two of his bodyguards have been injured (BhCFS).

* The tri- partite conference of Afghan, American and Soviet scholars about a proper understanding

of the Afghan issue was opened 19 April by Sultan 'Ali Keshtmand in Kabul (RA).

* Sharif Qureehi, Central President of Joint labor Federation, 18 April, demanded immediate

'disarming of all the Afghan nationals prior to sending them back to their country following the

coaclusion.of the Geneva Accords (DM).
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*4 While no fundamental change has been reported from inside Afghanistan in the wake of Geneva

accords, Soviet troops have nevertheless begun handing over small garrisons to Kabul government

forces. (EN, by its special correspondent). "

* The Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani, while initiating.the debate on the

Geneva accord, in the Parliament 18 April, warned that though no presure would "be put on the Afghan

'refugees to return to their homeland after the Geneva accord, the, government would in no way to-
.

lerate any attempt to impede the return of those're'ugees. who wanted to go back to their country,

voluntarily. He said 90% of the refugees want to return to Afghanistan

* In a survey, conducted by The Muslim in the Munda Camp No.6, Afghan refugees met news Of ai

agreement for a Soviet troop withdrawal from their homeland with' reactions ranging from scepticism

to indifference. However, the majority of the refugees were "afraid of being forced to, return (Mlbi)

* Pakistan has spent 1.5 billion dollars from its'own resources over the last eight years on the

upkeep of the Afghan refugees, according to an official memorandum prepared for presentation at

the next Aid to Pakistan Consortium meeting in Paris on 21 and "e',2 April (DM).

* In an interview, Engineer Ahmad Shah, President of the interim government of Afghanistan has

made the following points:

- - "Soviet presence (in Afghanistan after its troop withdrawal) will be there in some other

form, civilian for instance, in the shape of advisers. I do not believe they are leaving, because

why do they need withdraw (in nine months) when they could come in twenty four hours "?

- - "Signing (of an agreement on Afghanistan in) Geneva was not in the interest of Pakistan.

Luckily it has not meant recognition of the Najibullah Government. Pakistan, cold be faced with

another problem after signing at Geneva because there may be no UN support for Pakistan and

fee4ing three -four million refugees will be a big burden on Pakistan ".

- - "So far, relations between Pakistan and the mujaheddin have been excellent. There is no

indication, and I see no reason, why Pakistan government should ask them to leave. I do not think

the government of Pakistan will do that ".

"Fbrmation of the interim government is a sign of unity. headers were elected unanimously.

Political parties all over the world are like this. In our case, the enemy magnifies differences

and projects them to tell the world that we cannot run an administration ".

- - We do'not accept Najib or the communists. Anyone who calls himself a communist is not a

Muslim. Indeed they are not Afghans eitjier. They may be Afghans by birth, they are not so by

practice because they have sold Afghanistan, ... As for Zahir Shah, he has no place in Afghanistan.

No one is willing to have him or seek him any more. In any case, ours is not the problem of

individuals ".

- NO "We can have people who have not been in jehad. We will allow them to participate in the

reconstruction of Afghanistan. We have no objection to those living outside Afghanistan but not

those who found a sanctuary in Soviet Russia. Leadership (after gaining control) would be for those

who shed their blood. For others, we will announce amnesty ..."

- - "If there is no aid from the US, the position will not change. Jehad had started without aid

when we were almost empty handed ".
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- =V "There 4s no other. way for us butto. wage jehád for the freedom of Afghanistan. If (the)

USSR troopá.áre withdrawn, Najíb cannot last. If (the) USSR is there (in some other form), succede

.may take (longér).

Meanwhile those close te. the regime realize that. the Kabul government is falling apart. Many are
defeçtiilg. That. further weakens the (Kabul)regime. There are also about half a million armed
Afghans (with the resistance). Despite. the Russians having a lot of modern facilities in arms,they
(the mujaheddin) are fighting better than Russians

or communists of (the) Kabul regime ". (in inter
view with IN).

20
* Pakistan Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo told Parliament 20 April the Geneva agreement on

Afghanistan eliminates all the concern of the Pakistani government in regard to this issue (RPDS).

* UN Secretary General Perez de Culler has urged the Security Council to approve the appointment

of a team proposed for monitoring the withdrawal. of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (RPDS).

* Mrs. Lena Hjelm Walle the Swedish Minister for International Aid arrived in Peshawar 20 April.

She visited the IRO hospital and discussed with Afghan and Swedish authorities in Peshawar matters

related to the facilities for repatriation of the Afghan refugees to their country (RPDS).

* Western diplomats in Islamabad say signs indicate that Jalalabad might be the first major city

which the Soviet troops intend to evacuate. Similarly a joint Afghan- Soviet committee has been

set up to hand over the 121'Soviet bases to the Kabul armed forces (BBCFS).

* The Guardian (London) reports from Kabul'that the Kabul government is preparing for a big mili-

tary parade to mark the 10th anniversary of the Saur coup. The objective is to show to the Afghan

mujaheddin that the Kabul government can defend itself without Soviet forces (BBCFS).

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan in an interview with a Soviet weekly has said that Afghans

welcome with complete satisfaction the Geneva accords and, for reaching a national consensus, we

are ready to hold talks with the opposition without prior conditions (RMDS).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, President of the NAM says that the Afghan mujaheddin will continue to

attack Soviet positions even during the withdrawal of Soviet troop from Afghanistan (VOADS).

* Meetings of Afghan, Soviet and American scholars continued 20 April in Kabul. The Americans

expressed their readiness for helping the Afghans in the reconstruction of Afghanistan and offered

in this respect their proposals (RA).

* A large number of Afghan refugees may remain in Pakistan "for reasonably long time" because of

political and security concerns, travel problems, and the widespread devastation to their country,

according to Roy Williams, Deputy Director of the International Rescue Committee (PT).

* The ICRC has appealed to donors to provide funds amounting to 20,212,900 Swiss francs to enable

it to look after Afghan conflict victims in 1998 (MLM).

* The Judicial Board,set .up by the IUAM,would soon start hearing of the cases in the liberated

areas against the head of the Kabul administration,Dr.Najib and other office - bearers of the ruling

party in Afghanísten.A sources of the IUAM has said the head of the Kabul administration and his

comrades would be tried under the charges of collaboration with the Soviet aggression, iivblvemeni
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in mas:: billing of over 1.3 million Afghans and causing harm to the integrity and unity of Afghan-
istan. According to the sources, the IUAM Supreme Council had already issued directives to the
Judicial Board in,this regard. However, the orders would not be applied on the persons for whom
the general amnesty had already been announced by the NAM (MI14).

* "There is a convergence ofview between the Soviet Union and Pakistan that the regime in Kabul

(stet) should be made more broad -based and that it should enjoy greater acceptability. This can
be made a starting point for a new beginning (in relations between the two countries). The muja

heddin should also learn to live with their "heretic" neighbor. If Khomeini's Iran can accept

this reality why mujaheddin cannot. The settingup of an interim government in Kabul is a complex

issue. But given the will and tactful handling the issue can be-dealt with successfully.. Much will

depend on Pakistan's ability to establish a better equation with the Soviet Union. It is time'for

Islamabad to open the Soviet window. (Khalid Akhtar in MIM)

21
* The Third World News (US) says the Afghan resistance is vehemently opposed to the Geneva

accords because they leave the Soviet installed government of Najibúllah intact in power in Kabul.

The Soviets are likely to withdraw their troops from Afghanistan but they are not ready to resign

from their interests in that country ( VOADS).

* 'the tri -partite conference of the Afghan, US and Soviet scholars, which had begun in Kabul to:

discuss the Afghan issues, ended in Kabul 21 April.(RA).
.

* Shar~iati the Secretary General of the People's Bureau of Itiybia met 21 April with Mawlawi Abdul

Jamil Zarifi Minister of Islamic Affairs and Endowments in Kabul to discuss furthering brotherly

relations and other issues of mutual interest between the two countries (RA).

* A spokesman of the Fijian government says that military officers of that country. are going

to join the UN monitoring team in Afghanistan to supervise the withdrawal of Soviet troops from

Afghanistan ( VOADS).

* .Dr. Mohammad Yousuf a former Prime Minister of Afghanistan has said in an interview that

Mohammad Zahir Shah the former King of Afghanistan, due to the confidence which he still holds

among the people of the country, can use his efforts as an element of achieving understanding among

concerned parties of the Afghan issues and take part in the vital matters of the country in these

sensitive times of our history and offer specific: program and ideas about solving the difficul-

ties facing us (VOADS).

* The Indian Government has invited Afghan President Najib to visit New Delhi to discuss the

situation in Afghanistan following the signing of a UN sponsored accord, Prime Minister Rajiv

Gandhi told Parliament '20 April (PT).

* The Soviet Union continues to step up arms shipments to the Kabul regime in advance of á Soviet

troops withdrawal (PT).

* Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo, winding up the two -day debate on the Geneva accord in the

4oint sitting of Parliament, 20 April declared that the accord may not be excellent, comprehensive

40A totally perfect but, within the given situation, no better agreement could be possible (MIM).
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* Soviet and Afghan mujaheddin representatives have agreed to a prisoner exchange under which for

each Soviet prisoner of war 25 captured -mujaheddin will have to be freed, according to a leading

American news weekly (MIM).

.* The Punjab government has submitted its, report containing lists of Afghan refugees residing in

Punjab to the Federal Government (MIM)..

* Sweden's Minister of International. Aid Mrs. Lewa Hjelm Wallen told the IUAM President Gulbud-

din Hekmatyar in a meeting in Peshawar 20 April that her country would welcome a proposal for

establishment of a mujaheddin office in Sweden (MÏM). '

* UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar has asked the Security Council to endorse a UN observer

mission envisaged in the Geneva accords tó monitor the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanin-

tan, a UN spokesman said 19 April (MIN),

22
Ronald Reagan the US President told the World Affairs Council 21 April as long as Moscow

supports the present Kabul regime, Washington will continue to support the Afghan resistance

(VOADB).

* Mir Ghulam Qader Khan Chief Minister of Baluchistan has said the Afghan mujaheddin have lawn

ehed a heroic struggle and the singing of the Geneva accords is a great victory. for them (RPDS).

* Zain Noorani Minister of State for Foreign Affairs said on arrival in Karachi, by signing the

Geneva accords, Pakistan has gained many things but has not given-up anything and this is due to

foresightedness and,political skill of Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo (RPDS).

* A prominent advisor to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev told Western newspen 21 April in Kabul

that the Soviet Union did not intend to send arms to the Kabul regime after its troops withdrawal

and he also advised the US not to send arms to the Afghan mujaheddin.(BBCFS).

e Resistance sources in Kandahar say a secret letter, sent by the KRAD to its Kandahar office,

has urged the creation of dissension and animosity among resistance forces after the Soviet

troops withdrawal in order to strengthen the position of the Kabul regime (VOADS).

* Most Kabul residents have welcomed the signing of the Geneva accord perceiving them as the

beginning of a real Soviet pull -out, according to western diplomats. However, the diplomats repor-

ted residents expect hard fighting in and around Kabul once Soviet forces withdraw from the

area (PT).

* U.S. Ambassador Arnold L. Raphel in Pakistan 21 April presented cheques to Thomas Yates, IRC

in Pakistan for his organization's relief activities amongst the Afghan refugees. This year the

U.S. government offered a total of Rs 16,071,044 to IRSCMIM (PT).

* The explosion at Pakistan's Ojheri ammunition depot last week destroyed more than 75 percent

of as flown in by the US CIA in a last minute weapons build -up to aid the Afghan resistance

before the Soviet troop withdrawal, according to the latest issue of the ,Newsw ek,magazine (MIN).

* "lathe ultimate analysis it is time for Pakistan to refrain from burning its fingers any fur-

ther in the Afghan fires. The government can, therefore, keep itself detached from any future

or resistance struggle of -the alliance leaders. On the contrary it should now when it is free
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from a big external headache, concentrate whole heartedly on revitalizing its sagging economy and

fortification of the existing political order into a truly democratic one (Saeed Qureshi in MIM),

* There are reports of a secret deal between the Soviet Union and Iran to ensure Teheran's

,support to the UN- mediated Geneva -accord on Afghanistan, The BBC reported 21 April that Iran has,

under a secret understanding, promised to the Soviet Union not to oppose the Geneva accord on Af-

ghanistan and refrain from disturbing the process of Soviet troop withdrawal and return of the

Afghan refugees to their homeland (MIM).

23
* China says the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan should pave the way for an end

to the occupation of Kampuchea as well (VOADS).

* Representatives of world media and political and social circles of many countries of the world

consider the Geneva accords a sound example of solving regional issue (RMDS).

* Mohammad Rashid, Deputy leader of the PPP has emphasized, with the signing of the Geneva

accords, now it is possible for Pakistan to establish amicable relations with Afghanistan and the

Soviet Union (RMDS).

* UN officials say in NY that a plan to sent a UN monitoring team to Afghanistan has now reached,

its final phase (RPDS).

* According to Decree No. 116 issued 17 April, all military officers upto the rank of colonel,

have been given one rank promotion throughout the Afghan armed forces (RA).

* President Reagan said 22 April that a pledge by the Soviet Union to withdraw its forces from

Afghanistan did not guarantee an end to Soviet involvement there, and he gave vent to his concern

for the security of Pakistan (PT).

* US Ambassador in Pakistan, Arnold L. Raphel has described the Geneva accords as an important and

necessary first step to solving the Afghan problem. The agreement was an important step because

it secured a firm Soviet withdrawal timetable. But he saw challenges ahead until the achievement

of two other objectives: the return of refugees to their homeland and an acceptable government in

Kabul. He stressed Washington and Islamabad's interests were similar in this respect: Washington

has no interest in having chaos and confusion in Afghanistan. It has no interest in Lebanization

of that country (in interview with MIM).

* In view of Geneva accords the government has started the initial work and a comprehensive sche-

dule is being chalked out to repatriate the 3.3 million Afghan refugees with dignity and honor.

This was disclosed by the Federal Minister for State and Frontier, Northern and Kashmir Affairs,

Syed Qasim Shah, in Islamabad 22 April (PT).

* The OIC has called on Muslims throughout the world to support Afghan mujaheddin and refugees in

their struggle to regain their rights (PT).

* Engineer Ahmad Shah, President of the mujaheddin interim government in Afghanistan, has said the

portfolios will be allotted very soon te the 14 members of the mujaheddin cabinet (PT).

* The Afghan technocrats and intellectuals living in the US and Europe and other countries

bilmatarted reaching Peshawar (PT, quoting AAP's story datelined London.)
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* The UN Human Rights Commission in a resolution has expressed distress and alarm over allega-

tions of human rights violations in Soviet - backed Afghanistan, including interrogation and killing

of political prisoners,(ti).

* The IUAM,has expressed resentment over an article in the Newsweek 18 April. The IUAM say the

Newsweek, like other Western papers, was being used by a lobby in America which prefers a cOEnmu-

nist government over an Islamic one. The IUAM has ordered its office in NY to sue the magazine for

writing such a piece (MIM).

24
* President Najibullah of Afghanistan met 24 April with American and Soviet ,scholars who have

come to Kabul to participate in a joint Afghan -Soviet- Mierican conference and discussed with them

the NRP, putting an and to the war and the Geneva accords (RA).

* President Najibullah of the Kabul regime in a speech in the presence of American scholars has

urged the US to cut -off its aid to the Afghan mujaheddin in response to a similar move by the

Soviet Union towards the Kabul regime (VOILES).

* The New York Times said 23 April that 3 million Afghan refugees now living in Pakistan in camps

include people who have lived in exile for 10 years. And now one cannot force them to return to

Afghanistan on the basis of a political settlement because in the eyes of many Afghan refugees only

a withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan is not enough (VOADS).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar President of the IUAM has said the future government to be formed in Afghan

istan after the departure of Soviet troops would be on the basis of elections and would be an in-

dependent, non- aligned Islamic goverrvnent} reports VOA, quoting The New Yprk Timmer, interview with

Gulbuddin (PT).

* In the aftermath of the Geneva agreement on Afghanistan, one could foresee a new and dynamic

relationship between the Soviet Union, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran and China (Zahurul Haq in PT).

* Three delegations, set up by the IUAM, have left for Afghanistan and would stay there for one

month to report on a suitable location for the seat of the interim government inside Afghanistan

(PT).

* The US and the USSR appeared 23 April to move towards an agreed cut -off in weapon supplies to

their respective allies in Afghanistan (MIM).

* The Soviets inspite of their naked aggression against the Afghan people have behaved with

restraint towards Pakistan. But President Reagan, while reiterating solidarity with Pakistan

against Soviet designs, should have instead expressed solidarity against Indian threat to Pakistan

(editorial MIM).

* The Consul General of the Kabul regime Mohammad Bashir has said in Quetta so far five

countries have recognized the present Afghan regime following the signing of the Geneva agreement

(names of the countries have not been mentioned - - (MIN).

25
* The Governor of NWFP Fida Mohammad Khan has said he has not observed the deep seftss f love
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which the Afghans have for their country in any other naticìn (RPUS).

* Afghan diplomats in Islamabad have cancelled their plan for celebrating the 10th anniversary of
the 27 April coup becaúse Pakistani authorities have refrained from providing security- for their
functions'(VOADS).

* A US State Department spokesm. .has rejected the idea of improving
relations between Kabul

and Washington saying that Washington does not considtir the Kabul regime as the legal government
of the people of Afghanistan, and, therefore, the question of improving relationawith that govern-

ment is ridiculous (VOAD.S).

* The IUAM Supreme Council decided 25 April, meetings should be held throughout Peshawar and

refugee camps to condemn the 27 April, 1978, coup the anniversary of which is being held by the

Kabul regime. The Council also approved the jurisdiction,domestic and foreign policy of the

interim government of Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Theme York Times said 24 April that both the American Department of State and US intelligence

officers are of the view that the Najib regime will not last more than a year after the withdrawal

of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Afghanistan's Soviet- backed government has said it needs foreign help to reconstruct the war -

ravaged country and will welcome capital investment even from the US, which backs the Afghan muja-

heddin (MIM quoting US News and World Report).

* After the Geneva accord the mujaheddin are reported to have surrounded the historical Afghan

city of Ghazni, as a result of which the so-called elections proposed by the puppet regime could

not be held (PT).

* About 130 people have been killed during the parliamentary elections) in Afghanistan, reports

BBC (PT).

* ANP President Khan Abdul Wali Khan and Ghous Bakhsh Bizenjo of PNP 24 April condemned Pakistan

government for not showing interest in implementing the Geneva accord in "letter and spirit" (MINA),

* Under the heading "After Geneva: How long will the new journey take ?" it has been said : "it

will be a difficult journey where Pakistan as well as mujaheddin would have to move along a zig-

zag path, with utmost courage and care. Soviet forces would, no doubt, be withdrawn, and that

itself will improve conditions inside Afghanistan. The understanding of symmetry will also prevent

Russia from disturbing balance, and it is possible that, instead of supplying arms to their

allies, both superpowers would eventually agree to stop such supplies. What Pakistan will have to

pursue is the evolution of an interim government in Kabul. Judging from what has already been made

known, peace may be restored in Afghanistan by the end of the year; also by then the refugees

may be able to start returning to their homeland (Shabbir Hussain in - PT).

* The central President of Karakoram National Movement, Mohammad Qasim Sheralyat, while critici.

zing what he called the US dual policies towards Muslims in the world, said, on one hand, the

US was providing every kind of assistance to Afghan mujaheddin while on the other, it has started

the genocide of Palestinian Muslims through its pet child Israeil (MIM).

* The Afro -Asian Peoples Solidarity Organization, Pakistan, has condemned what it'ealls the

dissenting voices against Geneva accord spec :11y in Pakistan and US, one being a signatory and
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the other a guarantor to the accord (MIN).

* According to The am reporter from Nuw Delhi, M.A. Bibi nn.tuber of the Indian Parliament has

accused the Afghan refugees in India of being involved in subversive activities along the Indian

border. He has urged the Indian Ministry of Interior to investigate reports that the Afghans are

helping Sikh extremists and if they were true, they should be expelled from India (JG).

26
* The Washington Post., quoting President Najibullah of the Kabul regime, says the fact that

Soviet troops are being withdrawan from Afghanistan, makes imperative that the armed forces

of the Kabul regime should be strengthened so that the balance of power may not shift in favor of

the mujaheddin. The newspaper says this is the first time that Najib is expressing concern about

the consequences of the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan.

* The UN Security Council has recommended to the UN Secretary General to go ahead with a plan of

sending a monitoring team to Afghanistan during the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan

(RPDS).

* The government of Afghanistan has decided to withdraw its border security forces from certain

units of thearmed'forcesnearborders:of Pakistantofacilitatethereturnofrefugeestothecountry (RMDS

* Western analysts say that the withdrawal of Kabul government forces from border areas is

intended to enable the regime defend important positions inside the country (HBCFS).

a President Najibullah of the Kabul regime in offering his proposaiforcreating nonmilitary zones

in the border areas, has said the success of the idea is completely related to the government of

Pakistan and the mujaheddin. However Pakistani authorities say the issue has nothing to do with

Pakistan and the Kabul government, which is seeking a ceasefire, should deal directly with the

mujaheddin CROPS).

* Mohammad Hassan Kakar,a professor of history in Kabul University who spent several years in

Kabul prison and came to Pakistan after his release, has told the Afghan Information Center

that after the April 27, 1978, coup the communists decided to share the power only among themsel-

ves and all other Afghans were excluded (BBCPS).

* A member of the Soviet Embassy in Kabul has claimed the withdrawal of,Soviet troops has already

begun in Paktia, Pakteka and Nangarhar provinces; however, other sources say that 19 April a large

Soviet military convoy was seen moving towards Gardez, Paktia (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say since the conclusion of the Geneva agreement on Afghanistan,

Iran has imposed restrictions on Afghan refugee movements and has also been posing difficulties

in refugee traffic between Afghanistan and Iran (VOAPS).

* According to Soviet sources, the mujaheddin have now brought the Kabul-Ghazni highway effec-

tively under their control making it impossible for the regime to move freely on the road (VOAPS).

* "here are still many ifs and buts (in the Geneva Agreement) and all parties seem to harbour

mental reservations suited to their own convenience lending an air of ambiguity to the whole

affair. Yes it would be unfair not to concede that the Geneva Agreement will be accorded its

place in history as a distinct landmark and that it has many a bright aspects which may eventuaì1 r
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prove to be the proverbial light at the end of the tunnel. (Air Cámmodore [Retdj Mohammad Yamin
in MIM).

* Leader of the ANP Khan Abdul Wali Khan, in his message of felicitations to Dr. Najibullah of
Afghanistan on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of Saur Revolution, has hoped his national
reconciliation program will succeed and the Geneva accord bring peace to the country (MIM).

* Afghan artillery 25 April shelled Pakistan border villages in Bajaur Agency killing eight
people and injuring many others (PT).

* The UN implementation assistance group arrived in Islamabad 25 April to monitor implementation

of the Geneva accords in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding signed in Geneva (PT).

* W. Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Chairman of the National People' s' Party, 25 April expressed reserva-

tion about the return of peace in Afghanistan if the Pakistan territory remained a conduit for the

supply of arms to what he called the Afghan dissident group (DN).

* The Afghan refugees are unlikely to return home unless the mujaheddin make arrangements for

their settlement in the liberated areas or form their own government there. The Pakistan Govern-

ment also does not want to send the refugees to the camps set up by Dr. Najibullah's regime as it

would amount to "throwing the armed (stet) refugees to the wolves" (Pakistani) official sources

told Dawn 25 April (DN).

* Shiraz Kayani, the provincial chief of Qaumi Mahaz -a -Azadi and Convener of the ) Dr in NWFP, has

told newsmen insistence of Afghan mujaheddin leaders to continue their so- called jehad despite

the signing of Geneva accord and stipulated creation of congenial atmosphere for their return have

exposed their ulterior designs of seeking power instead of rendering any service to the cause of

Islam or the people of Afghanistan (DN }.

* President of the Mazdoor Kissan Party,Fatehyab Ali Khan has expressed surprise that the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs had advised the hotels in Karachi and Islamabad to cancel the booking on 24-25

April, for celebration of 10th anniversary of the Saur revolution in Afghanistan (IN).

* The áoviet pull -out should lead to a marked improvement in Pakistan -Soviet relations. Much will,

however, depend on the conditions in which the Soviets are allowed to withdraw. The cleaner the

Soviet withdrawal, the better for Pakistan -Soviet ties. The Afghan mujaheddin are reportedly plan-

ning to attack the withdrawing Soviet troops so that the pull -out is "drenched in blood ". If such

a situation develops, Pak -Soviet relations will be irreparably damaged. We must, therefore, use

all our influence with the Afghan mujaheddin to ensure that the Soviet withdraw in peace, without

let or hinderance.Humiliating a superpower is extremely dangerous and must be avoided at all costs.

(Alzal Mahmood in DN).

* The Canadian organization which specializes in providing medical treatment to wounded Afghans

has formed a chapter in Ottawa. Previously it only had chapters in Kingston and in Toronto (PT).

* The Washington Post analyzing the situation in Afghanistan has said in view of the recentimpor-

tant changes that have been made in the nine provinces or Afghanistan the Najib regime is trying

to make northern part of the country its last fortification, reports VOAC (MIM).

27
The UN Security Council has agreed to send a ON monitoring force to Afghanistan to supervise
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the implementation of the Geneva accords (VOADS).

* Radio Afghanistan has reported that the Kabul government has ordered the release of all foreign,

era from jail who have already served a. part of their sentence (BBCFS).

* The Soviet Union has asked Pakistan to observe the provisions of the Geneva accords and do not

allow subversive groups to enter Afghanistan from Pakistan ( BBCFS).

* President of the IUAM Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has rejected a Kabul government proposal for the

creation of demilitarized zoness along the Afghan -Pakistan border (VCGDS).

* Western diplomats in Islamabad report that the Soviet Union has been delivering substantial

amount of arms to the Kabul governments to enable it to resist the mujaheddin forces after the

Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan (VCGDS).

* The former Afghan King Mohammad Zahir Shah has said he is not of the opinion that after the

withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan a bloodbath will take place in Afghanistan. He urged

an end to foreign intervention in Afghanistan after the witharawal of Soviet troops from that

country ( BBCFS).

* According to our correspondent, on the occasion of the condemnation of the April 27, 1978, mili-

tary coup in Kabul which brought the communiste in power in Kabul each one of the seven leaders of

the IUAM have separately addressed refugees in camps which they consider their strongholds (BBCFS).

* Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani leader of the Jamiat- e- Islanii Afghanistan told refugees in the

Khurasan camp that Islam does not bar women to participate in public affairs or it forces

schools and universities closed. He said women and intellectuals will play a major role in the

future of Afghanistan ( BCCFS).

* Reuter reports from Kabul, western diplomats have noted that the participation of the Soviet re-

presentatives in the celebrations marking the anniversary of the communist takeover in Afghanis-

tan has been at a lower level. Some analysts are of the opinion that the Soviet government is

trying to down -grade its relations with Afghanistan to the level of relations with other third

world countries (BBFS).

* As a result of cannon firing by Kabul armed forces 22 April in Bajaur Agency 7 Pakistanis were

killed and 5 others injured. Similarly, as a result of Kabul tank firing, 15 April in Iandikhana,

one person was killed and another injured. The government of Pakistan has lodged a protest to the

Charge d' Affaires of Kabul regime Hnbassy in Islamabad (RPDS).

* President of the IUAM Gulbuddin Hekonatyar in a press conference on the occasion of the anniver-

sary of the communist takeover in Afghanistan said that the past 10 years in Afghanistan one

Afghan has died in every four minutes, one Afghan has migrated abroad in every minute, one Afghan

has become a wanderer inside the country every minute, one person has been imprisoned every 12

minutes and one person has been injured in every three minutes. In Afghanistan during this war 60%

Of houses and 7096 of agriculture has been destroyed, he said (WADS).

* Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, leader of the Jamiat -e- Islami Afghanistan has said in the Khurasan
refugee camp that theRussian Foreign Minister has sent letters to some Islamic personalities that
Russia is ready to accept any kind of government in Afghanistan and does not interfere in Afghan
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affairs and if the Afghans want the Russians to help them, Moscow would readily do so (VOAPS).

* The IUAM President Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has said Peshawar that the Russians owe us money and

until they do not pay their debts we will not allow them to live in peace (VOAPS).

* Leader of the NLF Prof. Sibghatullah Mojaddedi says there are good points in the Geneva agree-

ment such as the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan and the decision that neither the

Soviet Union nor US will interfere in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. There are also points

in the agreement which are neither in the interest of Pakistan nor Afghanistan, he said (VOAPS)

* The White House 26 April described as "most unfortunate" Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's

reaction to a recent foreign policy speech by President Ronald Reagan. Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater

said evidently Reagan had "struck a raw nerve" when he criticized Soviet policy over Afghanistan

and human rights. Fitzwater was commenting on reports that Gorbachev had complained to Secretary

of State George Shultz about the speech when they met in Moscow last week (PT).

* The Nepalese government has decided to contribute soldiers to the UN supervisory group in

Afghanistan, the Foreign Ministry said 26 April (MIM).

* French photographer Alien Guillo, jailed here for 10 years on charges of spying, could be relea-

sed soon, diplomatic sources said in Kabul 24 April (PT quoting AFP).

28
* A high ranking UN official has said the UN monitoring team, which is to be sent to Afghanis-

tan to supervise the implementation of the Geneva accords, could be enlarged. A Finnish General

is now heading the 50 member monitoring team (RPDS).

* Maj. Gen. Helminen head of the UN implementation assistance group who has come to Islamabad

to pave the way for the implementation of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan has said the security

of his team should be guaranteed by the Pakistani government and Kabul regime during its supervi-

sion of the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan ( RPDSS).

* Raja Nadir Pervez, Minister of Interior of Pakistan, has said in Islamabad the Geneva accords

are the outcome of the principled standof Pakistan in regard to the Afghan issue and the sacri-

fices rendered by the Afghan people. He added until the honorable return of the Afghan refugees

to their country, Pakistan will continue its humanitarian assistance to the Afghans (RPDS).

* In New Delhi a large number of Afghan refugees staged demonstrations in front of the Parliament

building chanting slogans against the Kabul regime and demanding the establishment of an interim

government in Afghanistan (RPDS).

* An American correspondent says that a documentary film, depicting Soviet soldiers' difficul

ties after their return from Afghanistan, has been cancelled for being shown at the Soviet tele-

vision (VOADS).

* President of the IUAM Gulbuddin Helonatyar told a press conference 27 April in Peshawar the

government of mujaheddin will soon be formed in a close area inside Afghanistan. He said the mi-

litary committee has been ordered to draw up plans for the security of the area where the govern -

ment is to be established (VOADS).

* Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, Leader of the Jamiet. -e- Islami Afghanistan, has said in an interview
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the people .of Afghanistan will not return to their country a,nt,il they have not redeemed their

country from Russian cliques or their puppets (VO,Iw).

* Benazir Bhutto, leader of the opposition in Pakistan, has said a broadly based coalition

government should be formed iv Afghanistan after the withdrawal of Soviet troops so that war and

fighting may be prevented in that country (VOADS).

* Mohanmad Kabir, the Minister of Finance of the Kabul regime, who is now in Manila to take

parstIn the Asian Development Bank meetings, häs said his country hopes to procure financial aid

for the refugee repatriation and reconstruction of the country (VOAPS).

* The.ANS says, a Kabul militia commander Mohammad Yousuf defected with his men 20 April to the

mujaheddin. He was commanding the protection of seven major military posts between Kabul and

Jalalabad (VOAPS).

* President of the mujaheddin interim government Engir.eer Ahmad Shah has said the charter regu-

lating the jurisdiction and work procedure of the interim government has been approved by the IUAM

Supreme Council. The charter contains 98 articles (VOAPS).

* Thousands of Afghan refugees 27 April staged protest demonstrations close to their camps and

tentage villages throughout the NWFP and its adjoining tribal areas to condemn the Soviet- backed
.

coup in Afghanistan. The meetings were addressed by the members of the Supreme Council of the IUAM

separately (PT).

* Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar 26 April dismissed the idea that a bloodbath among

warring Afghan factions will follow the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan, saying faith-

ful implementation of the Geneva accords would ensure peace (MIM).

* The head of the UN Implementation Assistance Group (UNI:AG) Major General Helmiraen called on the

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Zain Noorani in Islamabad 27 April (MIM).

* Pakistan Federal Minister of State for Interior, Raja Nadir Pervez said that Pakistan will not

push back Afghans into their country and will continue its hospitality till their safe and honora-

ble return was ensured (MIM).

* A spokesman of the Supreme Council of NAM Mawlawi Sarfraz President of Sout Western Afghan

Provinces Zone told a press conference in Quetta 27 April the Geneva accord was not at all accep-

table to anyone of the components of the Afghan seven party alliance and as such the Afghancrusade

would continue until the complete evacuation of the Russian army from Afghanistan, termination of

Najib's puppet government in Kabul and evolution of a true Islamic and independent state of Af-

ghanistan (MII+.).

* A Russian flag and effigy of the Soviet leader Gorbachev, were burnt at Karachi 27 April at

the conclusion of a protest meeting of Afghan refugees at the Super Highway as a mark of resent-

ment against the Geneva Accords and the Saur revolution (MIM).

* The ANP Pashtunkhwa President Mohammad Afzal Khan has alleged that Pakistan government had

violated the Geneva accord soon after its signing by allowing the Afghan resistance groups to hold

public rallies on its soil against the Afghan government (MIM).

* -A protest rally was staged by Jamíat- e- Ulema-e -Islam of Baluchistan to mark 27 April as *Black

Day* in. Afghanistan and to demonstrate its solidarity with mujaheddin (MIM).
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* The Pakistan Ambassador at the UN Shah Nawaz met 28 April Perez de Cuellar, the UN Secretary

General to discuss issues related to the Geneva accords and withdrawal of Soviet forces from Af-

ghanistan. During the meeting the UN Secretary General's Assistant Diego Cordovez was also present

(RPDS).

* A Swedish government authority says that the government of his country has nominated four

military officers to participate in the monitoring operation for Soviet troops withdrawal from

Afghanistan. Issues related to arrangements for the repatriation of Afghan refugees are also re-

lated to this group (RPDS).

* Benazir Bhutto leader of the PPP says she hopes the United States and Pakistan will be able

to evolve some kind of agreement between the various organizations of the Afghan mujaheddin before

they start fighting each other. She said it is feared that the mujaheddin groups might fight each

other for occupying Kabul (VOADS).

* Dr. Najibullah, President cf the Kabul regime says Soviet advisers will stay with Afghan armed

forces after the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (EBCDS).

* An agreement was signed in Geneva between Afghanistan and UNHCR for the establishment of a

UNHCR office in Afghanistan in order to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of the Afghan refu-

gees to their country (RA).

* A deputy of the information department of'the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs has told a

news conference that the AP,quoting an official American spokesman, says the US government has

begun emergency shipment of arms to the Afghan mujaheddin to replace the arms lost as a result of

explosion in a Pakistani military depot (RA).

* President Najibullah of the Kabu] regime in a news conference expressed confidence that with

the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan no changes will occur in Afghanistan. He said

that government authorities have the situation under their control (Rt S).

* A delegation, comprising of the ambassadors of Federal Republic of Germany andGreece, Charge d

Affaires of Denbark and head of the commission of EEC 28 April called on the IUAM President Gul-

buddin Hekmatyar and assured him of recognizing the mujaheddin proposed interim government to be

established in Afghanistan after the withdrawal of Soviet forces (MIM).

* The IUAM sources say Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, President of NAM in a meeting with the Swedish

Ambassador in Pakistan and the Finnish Ambassador in Iran said that mujaheddin were not obliged to

.support the UN observers in their,task as they were not a party to the Geneva accord. He has said

the observers were welcome as guests of the IUAM while travelling in Afghanistan and the mujahed-

din would guarantee their safety in that case. He however, explained that mujaheddin were commit;

ted to attacking the Soviet troops even while they withdrew from Afghanistan and they should not

be held responsible if UN observers accompanying Soviet and Kabul regime convoys got hurt in such

attacks (MIM).

* The leader of PPP Benazir Bhutto, has said that the Geneva accord on Afghanistan was faulty

and insufficient from Pakistan' point of view (DN).

* The Supreme Council of the IUA} held a session 28 April at the IUAN headquarters with Gulbuddin

,Hekmatyar in the chair. At the end of the meeting the following decisions were announced:
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- - As upon the withdrawal of the Russian forces most of the important area* will fall into

the mujaheddin hands, to expedite and launch coordinated muja}'edeints attack and boost the morale,

leaders of the IUAM Supreme Council will proceed into Afghanistan to specified areas and all the

mujaheddi.n 1Tvbent it particular areas will come under the command of these leaders. The areas

cannot be disclosed for security reasons.

- - Twelve ministers will be commissioned very soon. The regulations of these ministers are

being worked out by ad hóá commission already set up for this purpose.

The election conod abicn has been assigned to elect local councils at the district level so

that each district gets its elected Sub- Governor (Hakem) and each province has its elected

Governor (Wall).

NM PO The Joint military comiscion has been asked to coordinate
affairs and ensure the securityof areas which the enemy quits under duress (Mill).

* A well -known mujaheddin
commander Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haqqani has suggested that the proposed

interim govermuent shoulc not be confined to one particular area in Afghanistan but ought to bemobile (MIA).

30
* A UN team under the leadership of Maj. Gen. Helminen left for Kabul today to hold talks with
the Kabul regime authorities on the implementaiion.of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan (RPDS).

* The US has questioned they -Kabul regime remarks that Soviet military advisers will remain in
Kabul after Soviet troops

withdrawal from that country. A. state department spokesman in Washington

said logic rules that the advisers should leave Afghanistan together with the Soviet army (APBS).

* The office of the President
reports that President Najibullah is to pay an official visit at

the head of delegation to India in the first week of May at the invitation of the Indian govern,.
ment (RA).

* A Deputy Minister of the Soviet Foreign,
Ministry after talks with the British Foreign Secretary

and Assistant US Secretary.cf State has said in london the Geneva agreement on Afghanistan is con-..,

sidered as a progress towards solving regional ieeuea (RADS).

* .Soviet newspaper Pravda has praised' the Geneva accords on Afghanistan for solving the political

issues around Afghanistan as a progress'towards solving most complicated regional issues of

modern times (1711)9).

* The Gjardian (london) reports from Kabul a Kabul University Professor has said the non-party

people of Afghanistan will be able to bring about, a real reconciliation between the Kabul regime,

the mujaheddin and refugees (BBCFS).
.

* The 109 President told newsmen 29 April that at least. one million Afghans have been displaced
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from their villages and homes inside Afghanistan and they, too, will need assistance after the

Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* One minor girl was killed and another person injured, and six houses were partially damaged

when Afghan refugees shelled and rocketed Sateen village in Lower Kurram Agency 29 April (KM).

* Afghan Prime Minister Sultan Ali Keshtmand will probably be replaced in a major cabinet shake-

up when the National Assembly meets next month, officials and diplomats said in Kabul 28 April (PT)

* Members of Afghanistan's Soviet -backed ruling party are worried about what will happen after

Soviet troops leave the country this year, the newspaper "Pravda" said 28 April (PT).

* Defections of the Afghan troops continue and they are joining the mujaheddin as the date for

the pullout of the Soviet troops is drawing nearer (PT).

* the ANP 28 April might brought a big torch light procession in Peshawar to celebrate the signing

of Geneva accord and call for its implementation in true spirit (MLM).

* Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Chairman of the NPP has proposed a 3-year arm cut -off pledge by the US

and the USSR to mujaheddin and the Najib government to ensure peaceful conditions and return of

Afghan refugees now staying in Pakistan (MXM).

* "There is a hunch that after the Soviet forces' withdrawal,
New Delhi may,ielp the PDPA regime

in more ways than one. It may ask 45,000 Afghans of Indian
extraction to actively help the Najib

government, concentrate forces on Pakistanis borders and supply arms to Kabul if the Soviet Union
and the US agree to stop supplies of arms to their allies

in Afghanistan. The peat -Geneva agree-
mental scenario may well, in certain circumstances, be similar

to what existed in the days of

Zahir Shah i.e. Afghanistan and India acting in collusion sgainet Pakistan "To forestall this
possibility and also to. ensure smmóth ìmplenentation of the Getievs agreementsi - elamabad should
consider the advisability of arriving at;an understanding with Moscow (Ahsan.Alì Khan in LN).

May
* The Afghan Islamic News Agency has quoted a Kabul regime military= commander as saying if the

Russians left Afghanistan, the Kabul army will fall apart and the mujaheddin will take over every-

thing (VOADSS).

* President of the UN goodwill mission in Afghanistan and Pakistan Maj. Gen. Bauli Helminenm who

is now in Kabul, has sais he has already established an office in the Afghan capital and his team

will travel to various parts of Afghanistan under the protectic,n of the Afghan army (RPLS).

* Pakistani. Pr mi- Nil-Dater rammed Khan Jonejo, in ' r.cngre.tulatory measage to Soviet :faders
on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the establishment of relations between the two coun-

tries, has called the Geneva agreement as an important step towards the realization of peace in.

Afghanistan (MS).

* A political advisor of the leader of the UN operation team for supervising the Geneva agreement

said in Kabul 1 May that the main parties to the agreement are the parties themselves. Our duty
is to supervise the implementation of the accords and to look in to the claims of violations of.:
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the agreements and also supervize the return and repatriation of the refugees (RA).

* A UNHCR authority has urged join international action for the
.
repatriation of about 7 mil-

lion Afghan refugees inside and outside the country who have been dislodged during the seven

years old war in Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* The Los Angeles Times wrote 27 April, while only three weeks are left for the Soviet Union to

begin the withdrawal of its forces from Afghanistan, Soviet media is now publishing material

which admits the failures of the communist revolution in Afghanistan (VOAPS).

A reporter of the Los Anieles Times says the President of the democratic movement of the

Afghan Youth of the Kabul regime Farid Mazdak in an interview publish in Moscow 26 April has said

the PIPA government failed to unite the people of Afghanistan under the slogan of revolution but,

according to him, the government will be able to unite the people under the banner of peace

(voAPS).

* Former Afghan Prime Minister Dr. Mohammnad.Yousuf has said in an interview that, despite many

Shortcomings the Geneva agreement has, the accords ought to be welcomed because this is the

only means which leads to the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan and restoring the

political independence and territorial' integrity are the national objectives of the Jehad (VOA'S).

* Benson Seven, Senior Political Adviser to Diego Cordovez, the representative of the UN Secre-

tary General. on Afghanistan and a member of the UN good offices mission in Afghanistan
and Pakis-

tan, flew to Kabul 30 April after a five day stay in Islamabad (MIN).

* The mujaheddin of seven -party Afghan alliance launched an attack on a military convoy moving

along Kabul - Kandahar highway near Gailan town, as a result of which heavy loss was caused to the

troops and a Soviet helicopter providing air cover to the convoy was shot down (PT).

* Pakistan and other influential nations must encourage formation of a stable, broad based gov-

ernment in Afghanistan or that country could turn into another Lebanon, Pakistan apposition leader

Benazir Bhutto has said (MIM).

* The Jamiat- o- Islami has clarified that its commander for Herat and southwestern Afghanistan

Islamil. Khan had granted a general amensty to the members of the PUPA regime on the instructions

of the party leader, Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani (MLM).

z
* The UN goodwill mission headed by Maj. Gen. Rauli Helminen has begun its talks with the Kabul

" regime authorities on providing the logistic for the implementation of the provisions of the

Geneva accords (RIDS).

* The Charge d, Affaires of tte Kabul regime in Islamabad was summoned 1 May in the Foreign

Office and handed a protest note about bombardments by the Kabul regime on a number of areas in

the Kurram and Khyber agencies (RPDS).

* President Najibullah met 1 May with officers, military and political graduates who have recently

returned from the Soviet Union and urged them to convert the armed forces into a trustworthy

defense shiad-fotshield-lot the gains of revolution (RA).

* According to a proposal'oitthei Council oY Ministers, Abdul Rehim Karwal has been appointed as
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the Minister of Transport and Fateh Mohammad Karim as the Minister of Light Industries and Food,

stùff (RA).

* The Vice President of the State Committee of hydrometeorology in the field of ecology of the

Soviet Union arrived in Kabul 1 May for official talks about signing a protocol and extending aid-

in -grant by the Soviet Union tc the Department of Hydrometeorology (RA)

* The blue prints of construction of motor roads in the country until. the year 2000 prepared by

Soviet experts have been handed over to the Afghan side. The budget for this project has been

estimated at Afs. 3.15 billion (Rf).

* Pakistan says, last week Kabul artillery, by shelling positions inside Pakistan from inside

Afghanistan, killed at least 13 peoples (VOADS).

* Haji Din Mohammad deputy leader of Hezb- e- Islami (Khales), who was present when the communists

evacuated the Barikot cantonment in Kunar, has sai that the cantonment was evacuated as a

result of mujaheddin pressure. He hoped other communist bases ana centers will also be evacuated

in the face of mujaheddin pressure (VOADS).

* A Washington Post reporter from Kabul says thèse who anticipate the downfall of the Kabul

regime in a short time, argue, when the Afghan provinces are liberated from the regime, all roads

leading to Kabul will be under mujaheddin control and then the mujaheddin will paralyze the Kabul

airport with the Stinger and Blow pipe rockets and at that time Najib will sincerely negotiate

for his life but he will be actually signing his own death writ (VOAPS).

* The Afghan Information and Documentation Center says the mujaheddin of the Harkat-e-Engelab-e-

Ialami of Mawlawi Nasarullah Mansoor in their operation against a Kabul regime center 14 and 17

April killed 28 militiamen and injured 45. Eleven mujaheddin were also martyred and five injured

(VOAPS).

* A source, belonging to commander Jalaluddin Haggani, says the mujaheddin have taken over three

security posts built to protect military convoys. In the operation for capturing the posts, 70

government soldiers were killed or injured and the mujaheddin recovered large quantities of arms

and ammunition (VOAPS).

3
* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan met 3 May Indian Foreign Secretary K.P.S. Menon in Islamabad

and discussed with him regional issues including Afghanistan and the signing of the Geneva agree-

ment (RPDS).

* K.P.S. Menonr the Indian Foreign Secretary held talks 3 May with Pakistani Minister of State

for Foreign Affairs, Zain Noorani about normalizing relations between the two countries and the

background of peace in Afghanistan (RPDS).

* Mohammad Hassan Sherq, Deputy Prime Minister and President of the Committee of Refugees retur-

ning home met 3 May with Gen. Rauli Helmenin, President of the UN goodwill mission for Afghanistan

and Pakistan about measures adopted for the return of refugees. He also met Gen. Mohammad Refit

Minister of Defense. Gen. Rafi assured the delegation about the implementatión of the Geneva agree

ment (RA).
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* Mohammad Zahir Shah, the former King of Afghanistan, has said the time has not reached for him

to speak of his return to the country. In an interview with a West German newspaper he said he

wanted to return to the coúntry but a date for doing so did not depend on him (BBCFS).

* A representative of the UNHCR has emphasized, centers should be established for the refugees who

are returning to Afghanistan and these centers should be able to provide rations for food and

other commodities needed by the refugees ( BBCFS).

* Sayyed Noorullah !nad, deputy leader of the Jamiat- e- Islami says in an interview that he can

never think of a situation that the mujaheddin would fight each other to capture power after the

withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan and the downfall of the Kabul regime. He said all

resistance commanders inside Afghanistan will vigilantly follow the command of the provisional

government of the mujaheddin (VOADS).

* The Afghan resistance is believed to have asked the US and other Western countries to recog-

nise a provisional government headed by Engineer Ahmed Shah and close down their missions in

Kabul, diplomatic sources said in Islamabad 2 May (141M).

* The Afghan armed forces fired 26 rounds of mortar on 27 April which landed in Landi Khans,

Khyber Agency. As a result, nine persons were killed including one Pakistani child and eight

Afghan refugees and 14 injured, including three Pakistan nationals and 11 Afghan refugees.

Meanrlhile, three Afghan fighter aircraft violated Pakistan air -space 25 April and dropped four

bombs in areas about two kilometers west of Teri Mangel in the Kurram Agency. As a result four

Afghan refugees were killed and three injured (PT).

* Maj. Gen. Rauli Helminen, head of the UN mission helping with the implementation of the Geneva

agreement has said 2 May, Pakistan is determined to observe the Geneva accord. providing for a

pullout of Soviet troops from Afghanistan (PT).
.

* (In the process of signing the Geneva accords) unfortunately Pakistan has succumbed to super-

power pressure. Boththe superpowers achieved their goal. The Pakistan government has shown lack

of imagination that is going to cost the country, the region and the entire Muslim world. There

is going to be bloodshed and chaos in Afghanistan before final victory of the mujaheddin which is

destined to be achieved Insha Allah. The government should not take any steps which may jeopar,

dize the goodwill that has been built among the people of Pakistan and the Afghans (Israr Than

from Islamabad in letter to the editor, MIM).

* The Guardian has said Mazar -e- Sharif is being converted into a safe shelter for Najibullah's

regime in case the mujaheddin occupy Kabul (MIM).

4
* The Kabul government representative at the UN has asked economic assistance for the reconstruc-

tion of Afghanistan after the end of war in that country (BBCFS).

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has said the signing of the Geneva agreement will effectvely

help in the consolidation of relations between Pakistan and the Soviet Union ( BBCFS).

* The Independent (London), quoting its correspondent, says India never publicly criticized the

.presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan and it is expected that President Najibullah in his
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struggle against the mujaheddin in the future will ask for substantial aid from India (BBCFS).

* Afghanistan has proposed a new issue under the title of economic and social process of Afghan-

istan in the agenda of the new session of the Economic and Social Council of the UN which began

in NY 3 May (RHOS).

* A Pakistani Foreign Ministry official told; newsmen in Islamabad there were no signs that the

Kabul government has stored foodstuff or medicine for the refugees or have provided housing

for them. The spokesman emphatically rejected the issue of assistance to the refugees through the

Kabul regime (VOADS).

* A Pakistan Foreign Ministry spokesman said 4 May since the Geneva agreement's implementation is

going to begin in 11 days time, Pakistan has urged speed in the process of the formation of a

broadly based interim government so that the refugees will be able to return to their country

(RPDS).

* President Najibullah arrived 4 May in New Delhi at 'the invitation of Indian Prime Minister

Rajiv Gandhi. The 'Indian Foreign Minister Natwar Singh met him at the airport (RA).

* President Najibullah, whine his plane overflying Pakistan on route to India, in a message to

President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan expressed hope relations between the two countries will develop

and consolidate after the Geneva accord on the basis of friendship and good neighborlines for the

interest of peace and stability in the region anu the world (RA).

* The Pakistani Charge d' Affaires was summoned 4 May to the Foreign Ministry and told that claims

by his government that the Afghan armed forces have shelled some territories of Pakistan were with-

out any foundation (RA).

* The ANS quoting IUAM sources says that deputy leader of the Mawlawi ¡Shales and Hekmatyar

groups - - Din Mohammad and Obaidullah - - have been appointed as two new vice Presidents of the

provisional government (VOAPS).

* The ANS says the President of the mujaheddin provisional government Engineer Ahmad Shah met

2 May a number of ambassadors and ministers of the EEC in Peshawar and urged them to 'recognize the

mujaheddin government (VOAPS).

* Former Afghan King Zahir Shah was quoted 3 May as saying the monarchy could not be restored in

his country but he indicated he might be prepared to return as a provisional President (MIM).

* Zain Noorani, Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs is to visit Moscow 9 May. This

will mark the first high -level contact between the two countries since the signing of the Geneva

agreement on Afghanistan (HIM).

* Amnesty International in a report released 3 May hae accused the Soviet Union and the Moscow -

backed Kabul regime of committing torture and unlawful killings of innocent civilians in Afghan-

istan. The report says during 1987 -88 serious violations of human rights were committed by the

Soviet and Afghan troops (HIM).

* The President Gen. Mohammad Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has said that the credit of signing of Geneva

agreement' would not go to anybody else but to Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev. He made the remarks

at an Iftar reception 3 May in Islamabad.

* One must not forget that the Soviet withdrawal (from Afghanistan) will be followed by continued
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war between the mujaheddin and those whom the predecessors of Mikhail Gorbachev installed in

Kabul. Both the Soviet Union and Pakistan had apprehended that there might be a let-up of the

war. It was for this reason that the Soviet Union should havé established some rapport with the

mujaheddin. It did not, the result is that the Soviet Union will not be able to leave Afghanistan

with a good conscience. The victims of the Soviet military adventure in Afghanistan - - millions

who died and millions who are uprooted - - will always remain a part of Soviet conscience and

also of Soviet history (Ibnul Hasan in PT).

* b 1 regimeNew York Times says some Indian officials are of the opinion that if the Najibullah gun e

did not compromise with its opponents, his government will not last until the end of the year.

The newspaper adds India at the same time wants to reduce the chance of a capture of power by the

fundamentalists in Kabul (VOADS).

* Maj. Gen. Rauli Helminen, President of UN goodwill mission for the implementation of the Geneva

accords on the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan has completed his visit in Kabul

(RPDS).

* Six Ghanian military officers, who are to be part of the UN observer's team in Afghanistan,

have left Ghana for Afghanistan (RPDS).

* Senator Daniel J. Evans of US visited 5 May an Afghan refugee camp in Katcha Garhi in Peshawar.

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan discussed in New Delhi with Indian Prime Minister Rajiv

Gandhi Afghan- Indian relations, regional and international issues (RMDS).

* Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil met 5 May Natwar Singh the Indian Minister of External Affairs

and explained steps being taken for the realization of the NRP and the economic reconstruction of

Afghanistan. India reiterated its readiness to take part in the reconstruction of Afghanistan

(EA)

* The people and the Jamiatul Ulama of the Khyber Agency have congratulated President Najibullah

on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of Saur Revolution (RA).

* Maj. Gen. Rauli Helminen, leader of the UN goodwill mission in Afghanistan and Pakistan left

Kabul. 5 May for Islamabad via New Delhi (RA).

* The Refugee Administration has so far established more than 300 centers along the borders

for receiving refugees and 10,000 refugee compatriots are being received daily in these centers

and guest houses (RA).

* President Najibullah of the Kabul regime reiterated his call upon the opponents of his regime

to hold talks with him on the formation of a new government in Kabul. He said a loya jirgah will

be convened in Afghanistan to decide about the formation of a government after the withdrawal

of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (VOADS).

* Leader of ANP Khan Abdul Mali Khan has called upon the government of Pakistan to implement the

Geneva accords without creating any hindrances (VOAPS).

* Leader of the JI Qazi Hussain Ahmad has rejected the idea of the return of the Afghan refugees

to their homes on the basis of the Geneva accords. He says, until the war is ended and peace and
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order restored in Afghanistan, the refugees will not return to Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* A Pakistani Foreign Ministry
apokejman has said India should not have invited Najibullah to

pay a visit to India. He said the government of Pakistan does not recognize the Najib regime and

expects India not to hold relations with that regime.

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan has said in New Delhi the government of Afghanistan is

ready without preconditions
to call upon all the opposition whether in Pakistan, Rome, London,

Bonn, USA, or anywhere
else they may be, to attend a nationwide peace jirgah for solving the

internal aspects of the Afghan problem (MLM).

* The IUAM President
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has said in Peshawar Afghan refugees will not go back

until conditions for their repatriation are made satisfactory in Afghanistan (MIM).

* The JI Chief Qazi Hussain Ahmad alleged in a press conference 4 May that the US and the Soviet
Union had conspired to thwart the establishment

of an Islamic government in Afghanistan at the
hands of Afghan mujaheddin (MIM).

* A new Afghan refugees
group styling itself as Jahad Fee Sebeellullah" has announced it would

hold rallies beginning next month at Thall, Quetta and Kandahar to prepare the ground for holding
an Ijiamic loya jirgah (MLM).

* The moment a mujaheddin
provisional government is established in any area of the 0 territory

which the mujaheddin control inside Afghanistan,
the government of Pakistan should announce its

official recognition.
Pakistan, by taking such an initiative, will not only encourage other frierdly countries to the mujaheddin to recognize their provisional government, but, under present

circumstances, will be able to provide arms to mujaheddin as it will not be provided to a reelgroup - - an act banned
under the Geneva accords

- - but the arms will be sent to a legally
recognized government (Z.A. Sulheri in JG).

6
* Pakistani Ambassador at the UN Shah Nawaz in a letter to the UN Secretary General has said a

letter'to the UN by the Kabul regime on the economic reconstruction of Afghanistan is premature
adding that such moves will complicate UN efforts for creating a government acceptable for all
parties concerned with the Afghan issue'(RPDS).

* India and Afghanistan have signed an agreement on Indian economic assistance to Afghanistan
and permitting the export of Indian consumer goods to Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan, who had gone to India at the head of a high ranking dele-
gation at the invitation of Indian Premier Rajiv Gandhi for an official and friendly visit, re-
turned to Kabul 6 May (RA).

* TASS says a photographer working for The Izv estia newspaper has been killed recently in Afghan-

istan (BBCPS).

* Renowned Paktia commander Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haqqani has said in an interview he will accept
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any decision by the mujaheddin leaders which is not against Islam. He has said we have not fought
for power and positions. He says he is not supporting the idea of a coalition government and he

also rejected the return of former King Zahir Shah (VOAI'J).

* Leader of JI Qazi Hussain Ahmed has said that in the near future an Islamic government which
will be a friend of Pakistan will be established in Afghanistan and Pakistan western borders will
be become secure. He added such a development was not acceptable to India and it has been for this
reason that India asked Najib to visit India (JG).

* Pakistan has firmly but politely turned down India's offer to play a mediatory role in promo-

ting a coalition government in Afghanistan. Informed sources in Islamabad say during his recent

visit to Islamabad K.P.S. Menon the Indian Foreign Secretary, conveyed to the Pakistan authori-

ties, Delhi's desire to play such a role. But the Indian official was told that Pakistan could'not

join India in any such effort (MLM).

* Mikhail Leshchinsky, Soviet televisions correspondent in Kabul, says he is expiating the

guilt of journalists, including himself for whitewashing events in Afghanistan before the era of

Glasnost (PT).

* The British government has promised further assistance for the Afghan refugees and British

Secretary for Overseas Development, has appealed to the western countries to provide generous aid

for rehabilitation of Afghan refugees (PT).

* The following are highlights of an interview with Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, leader of Jamiat-

e- Islami.

- - While rejecting the Geneva accords he observed that "each nation knows its own national

interest the best ",

- - Emphasizing the need for an end to the war, he said "we want a new phase in our relation-

' ship with Russia to be opened ",

- Speaking on his recent visit to Iran he disclosed that Iran, while rejecting the Geneva

accords, had assured him that "our doors are open for you" and that "any time you want to

come in Iran you are welcome ",

- - On the possibility of taking up arms against former King Zahir Shah, if he decided to

return to Afghanistan, Rabbani said it was improbable he would do soy adding that as a

rule we do not want to fight with our own people (MIM).

* Four Pakistan journalists who wanted to participate in the Saur revolution celebrations could

not make it to Kabul because the road at Torkham was blocked by the mujaheddin and of war conditions

in the border province of Nangarhar. The authorities admitted that travel was not safe (MIM).

* Two British newspapers - - The Independent and The Time - - said 4 May India is making futile

efforts to play a role in the Afghan affairs (PT).

* A team of Indian experts is likely to visit Afghanistan soon to assess and evaluate as to what
India could do for the national reconstruction of that country (PT).

* The IUAM has decided to contact political parties in Pakistan to explain its position about the
latest developments in Afghanistan (MIM).
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* Three small Afghan refugee girls sustained injuries when the bomb which they had found earlier

while taking bath in the Kabul river near Michni in Peshawar District exploded after it was

tempered with (MIM).

The US government has said the government of Najibullah has lost its credentials and in no way
represents the people .of Afghanistan (Brien).

* Former Afghan King Mohammad Zahir Shah'has reacted coolly to a proposal by Dr. Najibullah about

the formation of an interim government by saying the problem is not to share power but there is a

need for a global solution of the Afghanistan issue acceptable to the Afghan people (BBCFS).

* Sayyed Qasim Shah, Federal Minister of Pakistan responsible for the Afghan refugees said 7 May

the Federal government is working together with a number of international agencies on the cost of

the return of Afghan refugees to their country (RPDS).

* Maj. Gen. Bauli Helminen, leader of the UN goodwill mission who has returned from Kabul to Is-

lamabad, says he foresees no difficulties about the Afghan issue (RPrS).

* The cornerstone of a television station was laid in Qala- e-Nau, Badghis, 7 May. The const-

ruction is being built through direct cooperation of the Turkmanistjn Republic of the USSR (RA).

* An official of the refugee repatriation administration has said the government has transferred

through this office Afs. 50 million tb the Ministry of Civil Aviation for the return of refugees

(RA).

* Afghanistan and India have strongly urged signatories of the Geneva agreement to respect the

provisions of the agreement and help Afghanistan in strengthening the sovereignty and independence

of the country (RA).

* The PTI reports the Pakistani opposition parties have accused the US and Afghan opposition par -.

ties of being responsible about the explosion in a weapons depot in Islamabad and Rawalpindi (RA).

* The Pravda in a report from Kabul says the. commander of the limited contingents of Soviet forces

in Afghanistan in an interview has said Soviet units will help the Afghans in compensating for the

agonies and damages of the war (RMDS).

* The Refugee Studies Program in Oxford, England has warned,,if aid giving countries are to pre-

serve their credibility among the Afghan refugees, they should exercise caution in establishing any

kind of relationship with Najibullah government (BBCFS).

* The US has refuted rumors that the L'S is prompting the Afghan mujaheddin to establish a provi-

sional government inside Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* The New York Times, quoting a State Department official, says the US government has told the

mujaheddin if they established their control over major portion of the country and if they are

able to meet their international obligations, the US will support them in their effort for estab-

lishing an interim government (VOAPS).

* Afghan resistance sources in,,Peshawar say the provisional government of the Afghan mujaheddin

met 7 May in the IUAM headquarters and considered the reports prepared by the delegations sent

earlier to locate an appropriate venue for the provisional government inside Afghanistan (VOAPS).
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* India's role in Afghan dispute is not positive, said VOG while commenting on the head of the

Kabul regime, Dr. Najibullah's visit to New Delhi (PT).

* Indian Premier, Rajiv Gandhi said 6 May that he had accepted Dr. Najibullah's invitation to

visit Afghanistan (PT).

* The head of the UN mission, monf.toring the Soviet pullout from Afghanistan, said the Geneva

agreement on the withdrawal could be ruined unless there were safety guarantees for his team (PT).

* The UN mediator Diego Cordovez said 6 May he was "deeply committed" to help promote a "broad

based government!' as Soviet troops withdraw from Afghanistan. "This is a period of reflection but

all Afghans should be encouraged to intensify consultations and negotiations among themselves ",

Cordovez said (MIN).

* Kabul government leader Dr. Mohammad Najibullah announced 6 May that he was inviting former

King Zahir Shah to join in a coalition government in Afghanistan, BBC reported (MIM).

* Return and resettlement of Afghan refugees from Pakistan will cost between $ 200 and 300

million, a senior UN officials aid Geneva 6 May (MIM).

8
* Najibullah leader of the Kabul regime,before leaving New Delhi said he will not pardon the two

European journalists who are in prison under the charges of spying because they had entered Afghan-

istan illegally and had interferred in the Afghan conflict (VOADS).

* Fateh Mohammad Fekri a Commandor of the NLF has said that he and his cousin had, under a scheme

approved by Prof. Sibghatullah Mojaddedi, leader of the NLF, handed over themselves to the Kabul

communist authorities and as a result of this "we were able to rejoin the NLF with 600 people of

our tribe with their arms and to again continue ourjehad against atheism" ( VOADS).

* Pakistan lately has claia,ed that the Afghan side has not taken necessary measures for providing

facilities for the return of refugees to their country. The Afghan Foreign Ministry spokesman says

that these claims by Pakistani authorities, aimed at mis]eading public opinion, are tantamount to

creating obstacles in the way of the return of refugees to the country (RA).

* Zain Noorani, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, has said by "flirting" with Afghan lea-
der Dr. Najibullah and trying to boost him, India has itself ruined its chances of playing a role
in the future of Afghanistan (MIN).

* Eight Afghan planes reportedly violated Pakistan's airspace 6 May. Bombardment was reported
from Bara Fort, Kandao and Zwar areas. No loss was reported (PT).

* Former NWFP Governor Lt. Gen. (Retd) Fazle Haq has said Pakistan should support those Afghan
elements who could ensure friendly relations between Kabul and Islamabad (MIN).

* Abdul Rasak Essaied, head of the UNHCR's Middle East office in Bahrain has said the Afghan muja-
heddin are not recognized as refugees under the UN sponsored truce signed last month (MIN).

* Radio Teheran says the Soviet Union is trying to use its army to strengthen the position of
Kabul regime in northern provinces of Afghanistan. The radio, quoting western diplomats, said the
Soviet Union has decided to use its troops in northern provinces of Afghanistan along the Soviet
border if the Kabul regime failed In consolidating its positions in Afghanistan after the withdra-
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wal of Soviet troops (PT).

* Answering a question regarding recognition of the interim mujaheddin government by the US, the

Prime Minister of the proposed mujaheddin interim government in Afghanistan, Ahmad Shah has said

the issue largely depended on mujaheddin's gaining extensive popular support and demonstrating'

that they are capable of running a government (DN).

9
* Political leaders of the Christian Democratic Party and Social Democratic Party in West German

Parliament say West Germany should help the Afghans in their efforts towards the reconstruction of

the country after the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (VOGDS).

* General Rauli Helminen head of the UN monitoring team for the implementation of the Geneva

accord has said in Islamabad he is still busy at establishing communication facilities for moni-

toring the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan. Ne added so far an exact figure for the

number of Soviet troops in Afghanistan has not been given to him (RPDS).

* French newspaper Le Monde in an articles says the downfall of the Najib Soviet puppet regime in

Kabul is related to the kind of fate Moscow has in mind for Najibullah. If the Russians feel

that Najib is in a position to control the situation, he will enjoy receiving modern weapons'and

assistance from the Soviet military advisers (WADS).

* Rustam Shah Mohmand, Pakistani High Commissioner for the Afghan refugees, has said Pakistan

is spending large sums of money for maintaining the Afghan refugees in this country.He said 16,000

Pakistani officials are looking after the Afghan refugees meeting their needs and requirements

(RPDS). ,

* In a symposium held in New Delhi under the title of "Indian peace initiative about Afghanistan"

it has been emphasized that India should extend necessary political and economic assistance to the

Afghan government (RA).

* In Uzbekistan of the USSR preparations are being made to welcome the Soviet forces whose return

from Afghanistan will start seven days from now, i.e., 1; Mat (NMDS).

* The Afghan Embassy in London has termed a report issued by Amnesty International on human

rights violations in Afghanistan as politically motivated and provocative (BBCFS).

* The Christian Science Monitor (USA) reported 9 May sources close to the American government

say Afghan mujaheddin commanders inside the country, including the famous commanders, have coordi-

nated their activities in a way so as to occupy important cities and military bases one after the

other following the withdrawal of Soviet forces from that country (VOADS).

* The Christian Science Monitor reports from Peshawar, with preparations underway for the with-

drawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan, mujaheddin commanders inside the country will assume

important role in future developments of the country and their role in the Afghan events will be

the determining factor (MACS).

* President of the IUAM Gulbuddin Hekmatyar said in Peshawar 8 May in a meeting that the

Afghan jehad was in a satisfactory condition and the mujaheddin are completely confident about

the future. He said the mujaheddin have scored major victories in recent days (VOAPS).
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* The head of the interim government of Afghanistan Engineer Ahmad Shah in a meeting in Peshawar,

attended by leaders of the mujaheddin and leaders of a number of Pakistani political parties,

while talking about the Afghan situation said the Russians have been defeated in the battle field.

However, they do not stop their hypocracy adding that,the jehad will ultimately succeed and an

Islamic government will be established in Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* After the signing of the Geneva accords there has been a sharp rise in the price of arms at

Darra Adamkhel, near Peshawar. This price hike is one indication that the Afghan issue is far from

settled (HIM).

* The IUAM Chairman, Culbuddin Hekmatyar, while strongly criticising New Delhi's invitation to

Najibullah to visit India has warned New Delhi to refrain from taking an action in Afghanistan

similar to its military intervention in Sri Lanka (MIM).

* About 10 Afghan fighter planes once again violated Pakistan's airspace 7 May (PT).

* The Politburo of the ruling PDPA includes 18 members, four of whom are alternate members. An

overwhelming majority of the Politburo members (15) are Pashtuns while two are Tajik and one is a

Hazara. There is no Uzbek, Turkmen, Aimaq, Arab, Nooristani, Kirghiz, Wakhi, Pashai or members of

the remaining nationalities or minority ethnic groups which abound in Afghanistan. As many as 13

Politburo members belong to the erstwhile Parchan faction of the PDPA while the remaining seven

are identified with the Khalq. There is no woman in the Politburo presently (Rahimullah Ytsufzai,

in KIM).

* The prospect of peace in Afghanistan seemsto be as far away as it ever was. Moscowls retreat

from Afghanistan which is motivated by a global shift in the Russian strategy, will be the only

solid achievement of the accord. The interim coalition government comprising the two hostile

groups, PDPA and the mujaheddin, even if set up, will be as much of an anomaly as was the Congress -

League interim government of 1946 in India and may meet the same fate to avoid a ferocious civil

war or a partition of Afghanistan about which there is more than a hint in political circles (A.M.

Sadullah in DN).

* Mir Ghous Bakhsh Bizenjo, President of PNP 8 May warned of an *International conspiracy* to

partition Afghanistan in a bid to establish an *imperialist base" at the backyard of Pakistan (EN).

* Islamic Association of Afghan Students (IAAS) in Karachi, has warned India that since so- called

superpower could not succeed to defeat the Afghan mujaheddin, the Indian army will not be able to

prolong the last breaths of the puppet government in Afghanistan even for a second (IN).

* Lal Gul commander of Hezb -e- Islami of Yunus Khales said the fall of Barikot, Kunar, opens the

transportation route to the provinces of Badakhshàn, Kunduz, Baghian, Laghman and Parwan (PT).

* According to The Guardian the seven -party mujaheddin alliance is planning to form an interim

government in Afghanistan so that the Ka.,ul regime could. not get international recognition (PT).

* Abdul Rehman Vezirov, Russian Ambassador in Pakistan told The Jang reporters that all parties

concerned should set around the table to solve the Afghanistan issue and the issue will not be

solved by foreign intervention (JG).

* Pakistani Minister of State for Industries, Mian Mohanmi d Zeman in a statement 8 May said
that the Indian leadership

was afraid of the establishment of Islamic, independent and non-
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aligned Afghanistan and was busy in intrigues to keep it groaning under the shackles of slavery'

in connivance with the Zionists and puppet Najib administration (FT).

10
* Our commentator says the weakneses of the Geneva accords signed between Afghanistan and

Pakistan about the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan is becoming clearer as time

passes (VOGDS).

* The UN Economic and Social Council has suspended an eNaluation of a proposal by the Kabul

regime asking for international assistance for the reconstruction of the war -torn Afghanistan

(RPDS).

* Western diplomats in Islamabad say the Indian consulate in Kandahar has been closed down due

to increasing lack of security in that city (BBCDS).

* According to western diplomats in Islamabad, mujaheddin forces in Ghazni in a communique have

said as long as the retreating Soviet forces from Afghanistan avoid attacking and looting houses

of the people, they will not attack the Russian forces ( BBCDS).

* UN special envoy on the Afghan issue Diego Cordovez, while giving his views about restoring

peace in Afghanistan, has said in a newspaper article a loya jirgah of the Afghan people should be

held in a neutral place so that the views of all the Afghan are reflected ( BBCFS).

* A session of the Central Committee of the PDPA was held 10 May, to consider the firing of several

rockets on congested areas of the Kabul city 10 May killing a number of compatriots. The committee

assigned the responsible security authorities to maintain the security of the people of Kabul city

and province (RA).

* The Wall Street Journal writes now that the Soviet Union has agreed to withdraw its troops from

Afghanistan in nine months, the mujaheddin have to attend to two problems: the toppling of the

Kabul regime and eliminating differences between the fundamentalist and moderate groups about the

type of the future government of Afghanistan (TOADS).

* Mullah Malang a mujaheddin commander in Kandahar says if the mujaheddin leaders wanted to avoid

civil war in Afghanistan, they should unite the Afghans so they may be able to live together and

happy. He said the appointment of a real leader is the obvious right of the people of Afghanistan

(VOADS).

* The Kabul government has launched a wide- spread campiagn aimed at preparing the public opinion

to accept a new reality- - the partition of Afghanistan into two northern and southern halves (PT).

* About 30 Afghan planes bombarded the border village of Arundu in northern district of Chitral

9 May killing two cows and injuring another four (MIM).

* Pakhtoon Students Federation,People's Students Federation and Democratic Student's Federation

held a joint demonstration 8 May midnight in Peshawar University campus to press the government

for the implementation of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan (MIM).

* Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say that the Kabul -Kandahar highway has been closed for traffic

and the mujaheddin have been attacking all communist centers from Shah Joe to Shar -e -Safa. The

operation began 8 May (VOADS).

* Chairman of the Pakistani Senate Ghulam Ishaq Khan told Otto Habsburg a member of the

European Parliament in Islamabad "the Geneva accord vindicates Pakistan's principled stand on the
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Afghan issue and its implementation in letter and spirit would.go as a miracle because it guaran-
tees Soviet forces withdrawal from an area under their occupation for the first time during the
20th century." (MIM).

* A new report by Human Rights Watch organization on continued violence in Afghanistan casts a

disturbing light on the prospects for a peaceful settlement of the Afghan issue (MIM).

* Anti- personnel mines, existing in various parts of Afghanistan, range from three to five mil -

lion, according to the estimates of American experts and Afghan mujaheddin (MIM).

* India's "enthusiastic and high -profile embrace of Kabul leader Najibullah stemmed from its
worries that the Soviet pullout from Afghanistan would give new life to Moscow's efforts to imp-

rove ties with Pakistan and China" according to Newsweek (MIM).

* The JI leaders have deplored the alleged propaganda of the ANP against the mujaheddin leaders

and asked the party leaders not to betray the Pashtuns furthermore (MIM).

* The JI Central Deputy Amir Prof. Ghafoor Ahmed has said that Moscow- Islamabad ties would further
deteriorate in the wake of the signing of the Geneva accords as it contained inherent weeds of
conflict (MIM).

* By aligning itself with Dr. Najibullah's regime in Kabul, Delhi is committing the same mistake
that it did at the time of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.But Moscow has at least rectified
Brezhnev's wrong by announcing the withdrawal of Soviet troops (while India has failed to do so)
(Ghani Eirabi in MIM quoting Indian journalist Kuldip Nayar).

11
* The Daily Telegraph (London) quoting diplomatic sources writes that Sadaruddin Agha.Khan former

UNHCR Chief Commissioner will be appointed as the coordinator of international efforts for the

reconstruction of Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* In continuation of direct assistance by the Farghana Taipa province of the Tadzhikistan Republic
of the USSR recently 180 items of goods worth 120,000 rubles have arrived in Kunduz (RA).

* According to TASS, the mujaheddin have increased their attacks in and around Kabul since 5 May
before the arrival of the date for the withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* The Vice President of the mujaheddin interim government Zabihullah Mojaddidy in answer to a

question as to whether the government cf Pakistan will close down the mujaheddin offices and rela-
tionship between the mujaheddin organizations and refugee camps will be severed, has said the gov-
ernment of Pakistan has assured the mujaheddin that they would enjoy complete freedom in their

administrative affairs and there will be no interference in these affairs (VOAPS).

* Western diplomats say five Soviet armored vehicles were demolished by the mujaheddin 2 and 3
May on Kabul- Kandahar highway (VOADS).

* The US Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Robert Peck has said despite the Soviet pullout from

Afghanistan the region will continue to face pressure from the Soviet Union. He also called India's

recent move in regard to Afghanistan as "curious" (MIM).

* The US is cautioning outsiders against attempting to interfere in the shape of a new government
of Afghanistan, according to The Christian

Science Monitor (USA) (MIM).
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* The Supreme Council of the IUAM in a meeting 10 May approved a new constitution for Islamic

Afghanistan comprising four chapters and 87 articles (MLM).

* Rajiv Gandhi's "wisdom" in having invited Dr. Najibullah to New Delhi at the present juncture

would lie in whether or not he was right in his assessment. As reported in a section of the Indian

Press his assessment is that the present Kabul regime, contrary to the thinking in Islamabad, was

not in any imminent danger of being ousted from power and that the mujaheddin would not succeed in

capturing Kabul. (M.H. Askari in DN).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the (IUAM), said 10 May that the mujaheddin were ready to give

protection to the UN mission in connection with the implementation of the Geneva accord, but not

without a formal request to them (DN).

* Fbcperts agree on the point that several problems, many of them political in nature are still

to be dealt with for the Afghan refugees returning home, report VOA from Pakistan (PT).

* During his visit to the northern areas the Pakistani Minister for Justice and Parliamentary

Affairs Wasim Sajjad said under the Geneva accords the Russians are bound to withdraw from Wakhan

(Jang).

12
* .The former Afghan King Mohammad Zahir Shah in an interview. has said the formation of an interim

government after the withdrawal of Soviet forces is desirable. He said the transitional government

should be concerned about the internal stability so that the 5 million refugees will return to

their country (VOLAS). (VOGDS).

* Gen. Rauli Helminen, Head of the UN monitoring team, visited 12 May a refugee camp in Kotcha Garhi

near Peshawar and talked with a number Of elderlies living in the camp (RPDS).

* The Kabul regime Charge d' Affaireswas summoned 12 May in Islamabad to the Foreign Office and

was handed a strongly worded protest note about bombing in Chitral (RPDS).

* According to correspondent reports in Moscow,a trip by the' AP reporter to Afghanistan has been

cancelled. The Kabul regime has raised objections to a question asked by the AP correspondent in

a press conference held recently by President Najibullah of the Kabul regime (RPDS).

* The mujaheddin leaders and western diplomats in Pakistan say Soviet soldiers in Jalalabad,whose

number was estimated to be 4,000 began 12 May withdrawing from one of their biggest centers in

Nangarhar (BBCFS).

* Afghan mujaheddin sources at Peshawar say they have shot down a Soviet helicopter on Kabul

Jalalabad highway. The helicopter was on a reconnaisance mission during the withdrawal operation of

Soviet troops from Jalalabad to Kabul ( BBCFS).'

* The Soviet army newspaper The Red Star says the mujaheddin have increased the shipment of arms

to the country from Pakistan on the eve of the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (BBCFS)

* The Vice Chief of Army Staff of Soviet Forces has said Soviet forces in Afghanistan are ready

to fight battles with the Afghan mujaheddin when they withdraw from the country. Hesaid if a

war was imposed on us, we will not refrain from fighting it ( BBCFS).

$even sewing machines were presented to the elders of Afghan refugees living in camps in
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Karachi for the widows, say a Rotary Club press release (EN).

* Benazir Bhutto, Co- Chairperson, of tha PPP, has claimed that the signing of Geneva accords has

put.Pakistan into an awkward situation as regards the issue of continuation of American aid to the

Afghan mujaheddin (DN).

* The mujaheddin are ready to move on Kabul, after the withdrawal of Soviet forces. The Afghan

mujaheddin leaders are confident that the departure of Soviet troops would be immediately followed

by demonstrations against Najib administration and acts of sabotage and will set off defections

from the Afghan Armed Forces (PT).

* Dr. Najibullah, leader of the Soviet -backed Kabul regime, will go to NY next month to address

a special session of the UN General Assembly devoted to disarmament (MIA).

* With three days left before the start of the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan, .

refugees at Badaber camps are not making preparatións to go home yet (MLM).

* The former President of the IUAM Mawlawi Yunue Khales has opined that the triumph of Afghan muja-

heddin over the Soviets in Afghanistan does not mean that they wóuld serve American interests in

future (MIM).

* The IRC of the US estimates that resettlement costs for the Afghans will run about $200 per

person. This means 600 million dollars will be needed for Afghanistan in the first year alone (MIN)

* The ANP President Than Abdul Wali Khan has said the Pakistani rulers were trying to wriggle out

of the Geneva accord as is proved by their irresponsible actions in the wake of signing of the

agreement (MLM).

* The US Ambassador to Pakistan Arnold Raphel said in an exclusive interview that the mujaheddin

would decide about the future of. Afghanistan and the US has no candidate to replace Najib (NW).

13
* A decree has been issued by President Najibullah for holding the first session of the

National Assembly of Afghanistan (RA).

* Gen. Mohammad Rafi the Minister of Defense in an interview with Soviet magazine, The New Times

has said following withdrawal of Soviet soldiers from Afghanistan the responsibility will lie

upon the Afghan army. He said during the years of the undeclared war, the Afghan armed forces have

developed quantitatively and it has become stronger ideologically. Also it has become more exper-

ienced by taking part in battles and has learnt war tactics and skill from Soviet soldiers (RA).

* In Afghanistan preparations have been completed for the withdrawal of Soviet forces which

commences 15 May. Armed extremists groups are trying to create difficulties for the withdrawal of

Soviet forces (RMDS).

* Our commentator writes that Soviet soldiers were not only Fighting in Afghanistan but they

were engaged in large scale construction work as well. The value of thelhouses and lodging centers

constructed by. Soviet army in.Nangarhar has been more than 20 million rubles (RMDS).

* Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say that famous Paktia commander Mawlawi Atiqullah was killed

when the vehicle which he rode was blown up with a mine 12 May inside Pakistan in Kurram Agency.

4f.even companions of Commander Atiqullah who rode with him in the vehicle were also killed (VOADS).
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* The Afghan government replaced 23 of its 30 provincial governors 12 May without giving any rea-

son for their replacement (MIM).

* The Afghan mujaheddin have shot down three fighter planes of the Soviet -Kabul troops besides

wiping out several strongholds and destroying dozens of tanks and armored vehicles in Nimroz,

Farah, Kabul, Balkh and Herat provinces, reports Radio Teheran (41M).

* Two rallies held in Kabul city blámed the US and Pakistan for 10 May incident in which 23

people, mostly children were killed and dozens injured (MIM).

* Three Afghan refugees were killed when some unidentified persóns opened fire at a Suzuki pick-

up in which they were travelling four kilometres from Miranshah Bazar in North Waziristan Agency

(MIM)

* The IUAM has made preliminary contacts with leaders of various Pakistan opposition parties in

Peshawar to set up meetings between their respective central leaderships for discussing the Af-

ghanistan situation (MIM).

* Prince Sadruddin Aga than who has been named to coordinate all international relief and reset-

tlement efforts in Afghanistan, said 12 May he plans to visit the area within the next two weeks

to prepare an appeal for funds to accomplish the task (MIM).

* In an answer to a question "will Pakistan recognize Afghan alliance's provisional government "

Zain Noorani, Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs has said we will closely examine it

but it is still too early to talk about a provisional governmeat.The mujaheddin leaders will have to

establish their credibility first. Hekmatyar.is their leader now. What will happen in the future,

is yet to be seen. The alliance should broaden its base. It is for the people of Afghanistan to

decide whattype'of government they want. If they want a fundamentalist government, let them have

it (HIM).

* Five Afghan women died and an equal number sustained serious injuries at an Afghan tentage

village in Okar, about 20 miles from Dalbandin in Chagai district, an official spokesman confirmed

12 May. The victims were clearing fire arms shells one of which exploded (DN).

* Dr. Abdul Hakeen Lehri, President of Baluchistan PNP has said that a conspiracy was afoot to

divide Afghanistan into two parts and added that the people ofBaluchistan would foil all such

plans. He said that such plan, chalked out by US and its allies, is detrimental to the interests

of both Pakistan and Iran (UN).

* Fake Pakistan currency notes have been printed and circulated by alleged Afghan agents to

spread economic crisis in NWFP, (DN).

* Ten Afghan fighter aircraft violated Pakistan airspace 7 May and dropped eight bombs in

Arundu, Mirkhani and Drosh area in Chitral District. As a result two children (Pakistan nationals)

were injured (PT).

* Mohammad Hashim Sheikh Mohammadi,
incharge of the Islamic Association of Afghan Students (IRAS),

reacting to President, PNP, Mir Ghous Bakhsh Bizenjo's statement that "the mujaheddin, will be
welco me if they succeeded in forming a government of their choice with the support of the Afghan
people" said that this statement indicated

that Bizenjo has realized the facts that instead of
sOpporting Najib's government blindly,'only. those should be supported who enjoyed the support of
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the Afghan people (PT).

* In a Press Conference in Rawalpindi 12 May President of the IUAM, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar made the

following pointss-

- - The mujaheddin were realizing tremendous achievements and have unanimously selected four

places to establish interim government inside Afghanistan in the near future,

- The mujaheddin have had, during last one month, conquered 12 districts and sub districts

and over 50 strategic points and military posts. They were conquering various places not only in

south but also in the north,

- - India had been supporting Soviet aggression and the puppet regime for the last eight years

which was a condemnable policy,

- - there is no controversy in the IUAM and 12 ministers who have already been appointed would

soon be announced to run their respective ministries (PT).

- - rejected Diego Cordovez's recent proposal to convene a loya jirgah in a neutral country in

a bid to form an interim government in the war -torn Afghanistan (MIM).

14
* Gen. Rauli Helminen, Deputy of the representative of the UN'Secretary General and leader of

the UR goodwill mission in Afghanistan and Pakistan arrived in Kabul with his high ranking delega-

tion 14 May to oversee the implementation of the Geneva agreements on Afghanistan (RA).

* The Washington Times in a report about the withdrawal of Soviet troops frac Afghanistan says

Pakistan hopes in less than four months after the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan a

new government will ,come into power in Kabul (VOADS).

* Mohammad Rafie, the Minister of Defense of the Kabul regime, has once again said the armed

forces of the country are capable of facing the anti-government rebels. In an interview with a

Soviet newspaper, he has said the armed forces of the Kabul regime are well -equipped and have

gained full experience in the battles of the country. He said the government of Afghanistan is

still in favor of a peaceful settlement of the Afghan issue (BBCFS).

* The Washington Times says that leader of the IUAM, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar told a press confer-

ence 12 May his organization has taken measures for a wide ranging military operation, in the wake

Of Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan. He added, we have not signed the Geneva accords And

'do not have to Observe a ceasefire. He said, if the Ufl observers join the Soviet forces and move

with them together they will face the same dangers which might facethe Soviets (VOADS).

* A report issued recently by the US Congress says it is not expected that the Afghan refugees

will return to their homes simultaneously with the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan

and they will not return until the end of the withdrawal of Soviet forées by the beginning of next

year unless the issue of a new government in Afghanistan is solved (VOAPS).

* Leader of the Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani in an interview about the

withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan has said the Soviets committed aggression against us

in order to defeat Afghanistan and they did not hesitate to use any kind of weapons. However, it

is now withdrawing from Afghanistan with shame and disgrace. He said the people'of Afghanistaf,
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have still not achieved their final victory. The final victory will come when all Soviet forces

withdraw from Afghanistan, the Kabul regime is toppled and replaced by an Islamic government ( VOAPS;

* The newly appointed coordinator for relief and economic assistance.programs in Afghanistan

Prince Sadruddin Agha Khan,says he expects to present e multi billion dollar aid plan to doper

countries within the next three weeks (MIM).

* Traders at Darra Adam Khel, the tribal arms bazaar near Kohat, say there will be enough custo-

mers for their deadly wares even after the Soviet pull -out from Afghanistan (MIM).

* The Soviet Union has informed the US it will withdraw up to a quarter of its troops frac Afghan

istan by the and of May, U.E. administration and diplomatic sources said 13 May (MIM).

15
* According to TASS,Soviet authorities have again warned foreign powers not to interfere in the

internal affairs of Afghanistan and reppect the ceasefire in that country. TASS has said now that

Soviet forces are retreating from Afghanistan, the other remaining issue is to end the despatch

of arms to the Afghan rebels (BBCFS).

* Geíñ: Rauli Helminen, leader of the UN observers team for the implementation of the Geneva

accords, has said both Pakistan and Afghanistan have pledged to observe the Geneva accord provi'

sinus about the return of Afghan refugees to their homes. Radio Pakistan said the UN authorities

are expected to visit 15 May several Afghan refugee camps in Pakistan (BBCFS).

* Leader of the IUAM, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, refused to. comment on the explosion of a bomb in Kabul

city 15 May but warned that the mujaheddin will continue to attack Soviet forces during their

retreat from Afghanistan. He said the Afghan mujaheddin did not have any desire and inclination to

form a coalition government with the present Kabul regime (BBCFS).

* Leader of the IUAM, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, said he is advising all the Afghans who have been de-

ceived by the Soviets and forced to fight against their own people to admit their mistake and join

the nation and refrain from animosity against Islam and the nation. He pointed out already a

general amnesty has been offered to such people. They should surrender themselves to the mujahed-

din wherever they are after four weeks from the withdrawal of Soviet forces and in that case they

will become part of the general amnesty ( VOADS).

* An American official has said the US has asked the Soviet Union to show the areas where the

Soviet army has planted mines in Afghanistan so that the refugees who are returning hone might not

be exposed to dangers. The Soviet side has assured the Americans that the mines will become inac-

tive automatically in a short period of time ( VOADS).

* The former Afghan King, Mohammad Zahir Shah, has said in his opinion 15 May, 1988, which

corresponds with the implementation of the Geneva agreement on the withdrawal of Soviet forces

from Afghanistan, is an important day in the history and in the unprecedented jehad of the Muslim

and mujahed people of Afghanistan (VOADS).

* A Soviet soldier, who defected to the mujaheddin 10 months ago, says he had heard his Soviet

officer that 20,000 Soviet soldiers had been killed in Afghanistan and the Soviet people them e-L.

ves are of the opinion that 25,000 Russians have been killed in the Afghan war ( VOAPS).

* Western correspondents report from Kabul that when the first batch of Soviet forces began
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their retreat from Afghanistan to their country, leader of the Kabul regime and a number of high

ranking Soviet military officers were present in an official send -Off function for them (VOAPS).

* The IUAM, in a statement in Peshawar marking the withcrawal of the Soviet forces from Afghan -

istan, has assured the refugees that until conditions are conducive for their voluntary return

to Afghanistan, the Pakistan government, on the basis of religious and international laws and the

spirit of the Gemeva accords, will not force any refugee to go.home (VOAPS).

* The Special Revolutionary Court, in its session 15 May,-condemned to death Abdul Bashi'', resi-

dent of Kabul city, District 1, for carrying an explosion in the Ministry of Education in 1987(RA).

* The first 1,000 Soviet troops to be withdrawn from Afghanistan 15 May will be accompanied by a

heavy force of helicopters, gunships, tanks, armored cars and field artillery to defend the troops

should the mujaheddin attack them, the BBC said 14 May (MIbl).

* Countries like Pakistan and Iran, which have been directly affected by the upheaval in Afghan -

istan, can splay a constructive role in bringing peace to Afghanistan. Their earlier support for

the Afghans has stool them in good stead', and they are in a position to extend advice. The succes-

sful implementation of the Geneva accords would depend on its day to day progress. The nine -month

loz)g timetable, therefore, would be as important as the first day, which is today (Editorial,MIM).

* Pakistan's position vis -a -vis the Geneve accords is not all that enviable. The accord has

sharpened and deepened the rift between the Right and Left in the country, the former urging Isla-

mabad to continue supporting the mujaheddin till victory and the latter taking the position that,

"enought is enough" and calling for the return of refugees and mujaheddin alike to their country.

This polarization can deepen the shadow over Pakistan and make the implementation of the Geneva

accords a difficult proposition. The Afghan scenario, despite tLe Geneva accords, remains rather a

bleak one. The way to peace.is still strewn with many imponderables. None can predict what will

happen during the nine -month period stipulated for Soviet pullout. The miracle of the 20th century

- - the resolution of the Afghan tangle - - is still to happen (hhalíd Akhtar, in HIM).

* Gbulam Mustafa Jatoi, Chairman of the Natiónal Peoples Party (NPP) told newsmen 13 May that a

coalition government in Kabul was imperative for lasting peace in Afghanistan (MIZ).

* The Supreme Council of the IUAM has under selection several sites for the setting up of muja-

heddin government in exile in Afghanistan. A spokesman of the Council said 14 May that a decision

on one such site would soon be taken. He said location of the headquarters of the government in

exile is still a top secret because of security reasons. He said the exile government headquarters

would be set up at such a place in Afghanistan as should be safe from all points of view (PT).

* Journalists who reached Kabul to cover the Soviet military withdrawal from Afghanistan were

prevented 13 May from leaving their hotel by Afghan security guards (PT).

* Hajee Mohammad Adeel, Central Information Secretary of ANP, has criticized the stand of US and

Pakistan governments on the implementation of the Geneva accords (IN).

16
* Abd Rab Rasool Sayyaf, leader of the Ittehad- e- Ielami Afghanistan has said in Peshawar he

will transfer the headquarters of his organization inside Afghanistan. He has said there has been

no pressure from the Pakistani side for his decision in this regard (VCGDS).
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* The Ministry of State in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of West Germany has asked the European

Union to initiate an emergency aid program to reduce the pain and agonies of the people of Afghan-

istan (VOGDS).

* A BBC correspondent from Islamabad reports, according to a security post on the Pakistani border,

more than 400 trucks loaded with weapons have been transported insiee Afghanistan by the mujahed-

din (BBCFS).

* A BBC correspondent reports that armored columns of Soviet forces have left Kabul 16 May towards

the Soviet border. The Units which arrived from Jalalabad is the first part of Soviet forces which

are retreating fro, Afghanistan in accordance with the Geneva Words (BBCFS).

* A Japanese government spokesman, said in Tckyo 16 May that Japan was ready to help in the task of

repatriation of the Afghan refugees if necessary (RPDS).

* China has welcomed the pull -out of the Soviet forces from Afghanistan (RPDS).

* The UN observers team on the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan has been visiting

for the last two days various refugees camps in Peshawar (RPDS).

* An official note No.1 containing five articles has been delivered to the UN joint efforts team

in Kabul for necessary evaluation and verification about the failure and violation by Pakistan

from a number of the provisions of the Geneva agreement (RA).

* The Japanese government is sending an official of its.Foreign Ministry'to join the W observers

team to oversee the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan (VO,tPS).

* The IUAM in Peshawar has said it is considering a Soviet request about the security of its

retreating forces during their passage from ßalañg. P. spokesman of.the IUAM said it is possible

the Soviet request might be accepted in the light of conditions which are still being discussed

by the IUAM leaders (VOAPS).

* A huge operation, involving hundreds of vehicles,'is currently in progress in Pakistan's tribal

belt to shift ammunition dumps run by Afghan mujaheddin across the Pak- Afghan border on the

instructions of the Pakistan government (MIM).

* The Soviet Union and Afghanistan issued a joint statement 15 May warning against foreign aid

to Afghan mujaheddin as the Soviet troops withdrawal begins. The statement, issued by the Soviet

news agency TASS, said Moscbw intended to abide by its commitment to begin moving its estimated

115,000 troops out of Afghanistan on 15 May (MIN).

* In Kabul exchange markets the US dollar is down. The dollar was quoted at 180 afghanis by

independent traders, down from about 185 two days ago. One dealer said that returning refugees

were expected to bring with then lots of dollars further depressing the dollar (MINA).

* A despatch in The w York Times 15 May portrayed as ambiguous the American stance on Afghan -

istan. "The contradictions inherent in trying to be involved and uninvolved are expected to con-

front Washington policy- makers most accutely as the Soviet pullout gathers momentum," the news-

paper said (PT).

* The Geneva accords mark the renunciation of the military option and the initiation of a

process of political settlement at only one level. At another lever- - the level of mujaheddin
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and the Lajibullah regime - - peace remains a dim prospect.Much will depend on the diplomatic

skill of Diego Cordovez in bringing together the various parties to the Afghan conflict in an

interim broad -based government. On tt:`s front things have yet to get moving (Editorial, PT).

* Speculation that self- exiled Baluch leader Nawab Khair Bakhsh Marri was contemplating leaving

Kabul and shifting to London in view of the uncertainty which might grip Afghanistan in the wake

of withdrawal of Soviet troops seems premature as gathered from reports emanating from the Afgh-

an capital (MIN).

* Benazir Bhutto, leader of the In in an interview has saie let us try and back a process
that somehow takes into account the feelings and the sentiments of the people of Afghanistan and
give birth (whether

a fundamentalist, or secular) to a broad-based government which has the dura-
bility and the substance to give stability to Afghanistan (MIN).

* on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of April revolution 41 officers of the Afghan army
were promoted to the rank of General (MIM).

* Mawlana Jalaluddin Iiaggani, a mujaheddin leader inside Afghanistan, has threatened to form a
government of mujaheddin commanders, if the leaders of the IUAM, failed to agree on the formation
of an interim government in Kabul (t*).

17
* Eduard Shevardnadze, the Soviet Foreign Minister, in his meeting in Moscow with Zain Noorani

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of Pakistan, has asked all concerned parties with the issue

of Afghanistan to observe the provisions of the Geneva accords (BBCF:.).

* Diego Cordovez, the UN Special Envoy on Afghanistan, has said the governments of Pakistan and

Afghanistan have assured him that measures have already been taken for the implementation of the

Geneva accords on Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* Radio Moscow reports that the first batch of the Soviet forces, which is to withdraw from

Afghanistan, has returned tc the Soviet Union (VOLDS).

* A spokesman of the L'S State Department has welcomed the beginning of the withdrawal of Soviet

forces from Afghanistan saying apparently the Soviets.are preparing for a speedy withdrawal. The

spokesman said the American support for the mujaheddin continues as before (VOAL6).

* Eduard Shevardnadze, the Soviet Foreign Minister, in his meeting with Zain Noorani, the Pakis-

tani Minister of State for Foreign Affairs in Moscow, has said as far as the Soviet Union is

concerned it is deteimined to emphatically observe the provisions of the Geneva accords on Afghan-

istan (EMUS).

* Commander Ismail Khan of Herat has rejected the remarks of one of his representatives that he

is in favor of a loya jirgah tc decide on the future government of Afghanistan. In an interview

with BBC he has said he does not want the convening of the loya jirgah and favors a large gather-

ing of mujaheddin commanders (BBCF'S).

* A Soviet spokesman has refuted speculation of dividing Afghanistan into two northern and south-

ern parts after the withdrawal of Soviet forces. The spokesman told a press conference that no

plan existed for dividing Afghanistan (RPDS).

';1* An overwhelming majority of people are in favor of Pakistan signing the Geneva accords on Af-
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ghanistan. In a survey conducted by The Muslim since April 14 less than 4% disapproved. Most

expect Pakistan to be the worst affected by the possible continuation of civil war inside Afghan-

istan and feel that at least some Afghan iefugeee will.. not return to their homes. By no means all

favorably assessed Pakistan's role in the Afghanistan issue, while only very small numbers belie

ved that Pakistan had not been put on the defensive. The 184 survey, respondents were predominan-

tly male, urban (Lahore, Faisalabad and Peshawar) and with a minimum graduate level education,MIM).

* Haji Ghulam Ahmad Bilour, Central Vice President of AMP, has urged the Afghan refugees in Pak-

istan to return to their country (MiM).

* Khan Abdul Wali Khan, Chief of ARP, has urged leaders or the Afghan refugees to stop their

interference in the internal affairs of Pakistan. In a statement he criticized the Afghan refugee

leaders' statements against leftist democratic groups in Pakistan. Wall than also criticized the

Afghan mujaheddin threats to India and said it will result in "dangers" for Pakistan (MIM).,

* French journalist Alien Guillo sentenced to 10 years in jail in Afghanistan on spying charges,

said 15 May he considered himself to be a hostage of the KabuÍ. government (MIM).

* UN Under Secretary General Diego Cordovez said 16 May he, plans to hold talks with representa-

tives of Pakistan and the Kabul regime in Geneva next week to review arrangements for the imple-

mentation of the Geneva accords (Lt).

* In the wake of withdrawal of the Soviet forces from Afghanistan, the Afghan mujaheddin leaders

have called for general mobilization of the mujaheddin to prepare for moving into selected places

inside the liberated regionsof the country.

* Chief of the Ittehad- e- Islami Prof. Abd Rab Rasool Sayyaf, in a statement issued in Peshawar

15 May said a number of centers have been set up at the border provinces from Kunar valley upto

Helmand and from Nangarhar to Paktia to accommodate mujaheddin offices. The shifting of offices:

was voluntary action and there had been no pressure from Pakistani authorities to do soi he

said (PT).

* The Chief of the Soviet troops in Afghanistan, Lt. Gen. Boris- Gromov, has said Soviet troops

in Afghanistan were deployed in 18 garrisons and there were more than 170 military bases in these

garrisons, reports VOA (PT).

* According to a report, the Soviet Union had attempted at diplomatic level to know the US

reaction about its military invasion of Afghanistan five months prior to crossing over the Oxis

River. This was disclosed in an article on the basis of secret documents of the CIA captured during

the occupation of the US EJnbassy in Teheran by the students. The article was carried recently by

an English monthly Globe. According to it, the Soviet Union had sent various messages to the Enba-

soy in Kabul through its Minister, V.S. Safronchuk and an East German commentator making a mention

of the Soviet plan of invasion. The US neither made any protest against the Soviet plan of aggres-

sion nor did it apprise the public about it. The reason for the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

was that it took the US non -reaction as a green signal (JG).

18
* A commander of Soviet forces in Kabul has reaffirmed that the Soviet Union would also eva-

cuate the Wakhan corridor which borders China, Pakistan and the Soviet Union (BBCFS).
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* The first Soviet military convoy, which had left Afghanistan, has now arrived in the Soviet

Union by land. A Soviet television correspondent has said'the convoy was attacked by the mujahed-

din with rockets one hour after it had left Kabul. (RPDS).

* Gennadi Gerasimov head of the Information Department of the Soviet Foreign Ministry has told a

press conference in Moscow in the Soviet Union it is being thought that the Geneva agreements will

further the cause of NRF in Afghanistan. He described the NEI' as a prudent policy which gained

support as time passed (RA).

* The Commander -in -Chief of Soviet military contingents in Afghanistan says during the 15 days of

May about 25% of the Soviet forces would be returning to their country (MS).

* The Washington Post says the same way that the aggression of Afghanistan by Soviet forces was a

major international event, the withdrawal of these forces is also of world importance (VOADS).

* Gulbuddin Hekmatyar,President of DAM, told The Muslim May 17 all 23 provincial governors in

Afghanistan appointed by Kabul last week were supporters of former King Zahir Shah. He said, the

Soviets and their "puppet regime" in Kabul now wanted to impose Zahir Shah on the Afghans. "They

have realized that communists are no more acceptable to the Afghan people so they want to try a

new card. "(MIM).

* The Muslims of Pakistan will continue to support Afghan Mujaheddin until a true Islamic govern-

ment acceptable to them was established in Kabul. This was declared at a public meeting held at

Madrassa Nizamia of Mir Ali, a sub division of Miranshah, May 17, by Jamiat Tulaba -e -Islam (MIM).

19
* : The Pakistani Minister of State for Foreign Affaif's Zain Noorani once again explained the

policy of his government saying that no established Afghan mujaheddin military base existed in

Pakistan (BBCFS).

* Dr. Hasan Sharq, the deputy Prime Minister of the Kabul regime, has said the government of

Kabul is willing to allow the UNHCR to launch its activities in areas not under the control of

government. Similarly. the UNHCR can have offices in Jalalabad and Kandahar cities whether they

would be under the government control or not (BBCFS).

',A. :Soviet political commentator, in a press conference in Moscow has admitted that between

12,000 - 15,000 Soviet soldiers have been killed in Afghanistan, during the presence of Soviet

troops in that coimtry (RPDS).

The second official note of the government of Afghanistan in connection with the violation of

Geneva' accords by Pakistan specially related to the despatch of weapons and war supplies to

Afghanistan which have recently been intensified has been delivered to the office of joint UN

efforts (RA).

* An Arabic newspaper - - Al -Watan - - has said in an editorial that the withdrawal of Soviet

forces fran_Afghanistan should be coupled with a decision on the part of all foreign forces not

to interfere in. the internal Affairs of Afghanistan because the beginning of the pullout of Soviet

forces is of vital importance in the sense that it signals the end of foreign interference in the

internal policy of Afghanistan (RA).

* A function was held in the Termiz city of Uzbekistan of the Soviet Union 18 May to mark the

arrival of the first unit of Soviet armored forces from Afghanistan. Afghan Minister of Defense
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General Rafie in a speech said the Soviet Union helped Afghanistan to defend its sovereignty, in-

dependence and territorial integrity (RMDS).

* The son of Wakil Azam the new governor of Nangarhar Zafar has been appointed as the Kabul
regime military chief commander in Shinwar, Nangarhar. He was earlier a mujaheddin commander and
about one month ago defected to the government along with his father (VOAPS).

20
* Michael Armacost, the US Under Secretary of State has said it was too early for the US to

suspend its delivery of arms to Pakistan (RA).

* Our reporter from Kabul 'says in a few days time the first session of the, Parliament will be

convened in Kabul. Among the 362 deputies who have been elected for the National Assembly, a, number

of opposition deputies are also included (RA).

* The US has complained that the retreating Soviet forces from Afghanistan are to leave behind

military hardware worth $ one billion to the Kabul regime (RPDS).

* Radio Australia,'quoting Soviet television, says recently a unit of helicopters flew from Af-

ghanistan towards Uzbekistan in Central Asia. The television did net mention the number of people

who might have left in these helicopters (RPDS).

* The Times (London) says the.Soviet Union is seeking to establish a pro -Soviet zone in Northern

Afghanistan. However publicly it'denies the plan (BBCFS).

21
* The Foreign Ministry of 'the Kabul regime has refuted the Afghan mujaheddin claim that they had

blocked the Kabul- Jalalabad highway, adding that traffic on the highway is continuing without

interruption (BBCFS).

* In an article in the French newspaper Le Monde it has been said the formula used for sol-

ving the Afghanistan issue can be used as an example for solving other regional disputes (BBCFS).

* Afghan PresidentDr. Najibullah has told Indian journalists in Kabul that the last convoy of

Soviet forces will leave;dalalabad May 22 (BBCFS).

* The TTiimes.(I ),` quoting reliable Afghan sources, has said that a large number of Soviet

officials are to be returned by air to the Soviet Union alongwith with their families (BBCFS).

* Our commentator. says, sending arms from Pakistan to Afghanistan is contrary to the Geneva

agreement. Such an action by Pakistan is contrary to the pledges made between the two countries in

stopping and uprooting all kinds of rebel and cecessionist activities (RMDS).

* UN Under Secretary General Diego Cordovez arrived in Quito 19 May to meet Ecuadoran President -

elect Rodrigo Borja, who asked the UN negotiator of the Afghan peace accord to become Foreign

Minister (PT).

* Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo has said India did not completely support the resolution

with regard to Afghanistan whenever it was tabled. Today when the issue is settling in'favor of

Afghan brethren with all out efforts on the part of Pakistan* India wants to jump into are.":

(M).
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22.
* President Mohammad Ziaul Haq said 21 May in Islamabad he hopes the implementation of Geneva

accords will reinstate the non -aligned status of Afghanistan and peace and tranquillity would be

restored in that country (RPDS).

* Before his departure for South East Asia, Prime Minister. Mohammad Khan Junejo said in Islamabad

Pakistan honors the Geneva accord and would take all measures for its total implementation (RPDS).

* The Sunday Telegraph (England) in a recent issue reports now that the Soviet troops have serious-

ly been defeated by the Afghan mujaheddin and are withdrawing from Afghanistan, the NATO should be

concerned over the 60,000 Soviet troops who have gained war experience in Afghanistan and a large

number of them is presently deployed in East Germany in fronts facing the NATO forces (BBCFS).

* A protocol on mutual cooperation in public health was signed recently in Berlin between Afghanis-

tan and the GDR (RA).

* In an interview with The Washington Póst. the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has ruled out

resemblance between Veitnam and Afghanistan and has said the Afghanistan government has chosen to

achieve a national reconciliation in a coalition government with the participation of all parties

of the dispute (RA).

* In an interview to thé Indian journalists, President Najibullah of Afghanistan has urged the US

to stop arms supplies to the Afghan mujaheddin and to honor the Geneva accords (RMDS).

* Speakers at The Musli_seminar expressed diverse views on the solution of the Afghanistan

problem. The seminar held 21 May by the The.Muslim.,also covered the Kashmir and Palestine issues.

On Afghanistan speakers interpreted the struggle of the Afghan people against alien occupation in

different ways and cautioned about the disastrous consequences Pakistan will face if it did not

sincerely implement the Geneva accords. Some stressed for the continuation of the Jehad until a

single Soviet soldier remains in Afghanistan. Those who spoke at the seminar included the ANP
.

Chief Khan Abdul Wali Khan, JI Chief Qazi Hussain Ahmed, President of the QMA Meraj Mohammad

Khan, Chairman of NPP Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, Chief of Tehrik- e- Nifaz- e- Figah- Jafferia, Allama Arif

Ul Hussaini, President of the Tehrik -e -Aural, General (Retd) Hayat Khan ().

* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has expressed confidence that Afghanistan will soon be ,a peace -

ful country and the people of Afghanistan will have the government of their choice (MIM).

* 'A meeting of mujaheddin commanders of Nangarhar province held in the Shamshatoo refugees camp

near the Frontier metropolis chalked out a strategy to attack and occupy Jalalabad. An IUAM

press release has said the mujaheddin commanders met under chairmanship of commander Zahid of Hezb-

e- Islami (Hekmatyar group) and decided to launch the offensive on Jalalabad shortly (MIM).

* Professor Ghafoor Ahmed, Deputy Amir of JI has said the USSR should talk to the mujaheddin for

setting up a representative government in Afghanistan as mere signing of the Geneva accord could

not solve the Afghan problem (MIM).

* Speaking 21 May at a seminar of Theme slim in Islamabad, the JI Chief Qazi Hussain Ahmed has

said the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan is not only the victory of the mujaheddin hit

it is the triumph of the entire Ummah (NWT).
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* Speaking at The Muslim seminar, the ANP President Khan Abdul Wali than said I have never opposed

the jehad of the Afghan mujaheddin and have always been of the view that the Afghan mujaheddin

should fight this war inside Afghanistan and for this purpose they should not use the Pakistani

territory (NWT).

23
* TASS says all Soviet military personnel have withdrawn from Nangarhar, Afghanistan (VOGDS).

* On his way to Geneva the Pakistan Foreign Secretary Abdul Satter held talks with the Soviet

Deputy Foreign Minister in Moscow. He will also discuss with the representative of UN Secretary

General in Geneva the implementation of Geneva accord (RPDS).

* TASS has reported a convoy of 1,000 Soviet troops alongwith 100 armored vehicles, have reached

Kabul from Jalalabad and are expected to arrive in Term±z 25 May (RPDS).

* The UN mediator on Afghanistan issue, Diego Cordovez has said that he has accepted the offer of

his country for appointment as the Foreign Minister of Ecuador provided he could continue his

efforts in connection with the Afghanistan issue (BBCFS).

* The leader of the Chinese Communist Party Zhao Ziyang has said his country would continue to

support Pakistan on the Afghanistan issue. He has described the Geneva accord as a success ( BBCFS).

* The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mohammad Khan Junejo refuted Soviet allegations that Pakistan

has foiled the utility of the Geneva accord by continued arms supplies to the mujaheddin ( BBCFS).

* In an interview with the US journalists, the Secretary General of the Soviet Communist Party,

Mikhail Gorbachev has said the future course of events in Afghanistan after the Soviet troops pull-

out depends on all the signatories of the Geneva accord as. to whether they will fulfill their

commitments (RMDS).

* The third memorandum of Afghanistan in connection with the violation of the commitments of the

Geneva accord by Pakistan was handed over 22 May to the UN delegation in Kabul (RA).

* In an interview with the BBC, the TIP Chief Air Marshal (Retd) Asghar Khan has said the US and

Pakistan are not sincere in the implementation of Geneva accord. and if they do not exercise pru-

dence Pakistan will face great difficulties (RA).

* The New York Times writes Western diplomats and mujaheddin leaders say, following Soviet troops

withdrawal, the mujaheddin will capture the Kabul regime cantonments near Pakistan borders one by

one and the morale of the Kabul regime and its supporters will weaken (VOAPS).

* The representative of the Herat province mujaheddin belonging to the Jamiat -e- Islami organiza-

tion in Peshawar, Mohammad Rahim Qazi Zada said there is no indication showing that the Russians

will pullout from Herat. The Russians are presently placed in hot waters in Herat and they are con-

fined in their cantonments and cannot come out from their installations ( VOAPS).

* Two Afghan nationals were arrested by Quetta police following two explosions in a truck,loaded

with scrap 22 May on Seriab Road (MIM).

* President Mohammad Ziaul Haq said in Islamabad 22 May while the Soviet Union has decided .

to physically vacate Afghanistan, mentally the Russians are still there OM).
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* Voice of América in an editorial has said that without Pakistan's resolute support during the

last 10 years the dream of an independent Afghanistan could not have cone so close to reality (PT).

* Dr. Najibullah has authorized a prominent tribal leader Gulab Khan Shainwari to hold talks with

the Afghan refugees in Pakistan on reconciliation. Dr. Najibullah has said he is prepared even to

visit Pakistan for talks with the Afghan refugees for the sake of peace in Afghanistan (JG).

24
The Kabul governor t officials have given a hint that the newly elected Parliament would

convene within a few days (BBCFS).

* Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo has said in Seoul the Geneva accords on Afghanistan have

proved that the world community can, under no circumstances,.neither tolerate exploitation of small

countries by big powers nor interference and military domination can be accepted (RPDS).

* The US Under Secretary of_State, Robert Peck has said Washington has requested the UN and other

international organizations to exert efforts for the return and rehabilitation of the Afghan refu-

gees. He said such assistance should reach directly to the Afghan refugees and not the Kabul

regime (RIIDS).

* The 4th memorandum of the Afghan government about the violations of the Geneva accord by Pakis-

tan has been submitted 24 May to the UNIAG (RA).

* The Na,ti9nal Herald (India) reported 23 May participants at the seminar recently held under

the auspices of the prominent opposition .parties of Pakistan have demanded the Pakistan government

to immediately. stop its assistance to the Afghan opposition groups and to seriously adhere to the

Geneva accords (RA). '

* After the signing of Geneva accórds and the etairt.of the Soviet troops pullout from Afghanistan,

newsmen are finding it difficult to elicit independent views of the Afghan refugees in camps or any

where else. The refugees are found reluctant to comment on the development as if every one has been

caught unaware. The Afghan refugees are willing to return to the country provided they are assured

of no harm by the Kabul government( special report, MIN).

* .The"International Parliamentary Union (IR!) is considering a. proposal regarding convening an

international conference to discuss the issue of resettlement of Afghan refugees, the President of

the IPU Dr. Hans Strecken disclosed 23 May in Islamabad -(MIM).

* President. Mohammad Ziaul Hail has said he is encouraged by the mujaheddin success in Afghanistan

since the Soviet troops withdrawl began eight days ago and Pakistan may recognize a provisional

mujaheddin government even before the fall of the communist regime in Kabul (DN).

* In an interview with a Hong Kong journal, Asia Week, Prime Minister Mohannad than Junejo has

said the next four months would be very difficult for Afghanistan as there would be a tug of war

in the country and it cannot be dealt with the Geneva accord (JG).

25
* In his speech in Seoul, Pakistani Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo hoped that a government

will be set up in Afghanistan which would be acceptable to all thé Afghans so that the Afghan re-

"fugee could return to their country in honor and safety (RPDS).
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* Quoting diplomatic sourcesReuter reports Soviet troops' withdrawal from Afghanistan is not

taking place speedily and the mujaheddin have increased their pressure on the southern regions of

the country (RPDS).

* A high ranking Soviet official says in eight years of war in Afghanistan, 13,310 Soviet troops

were killed, 35,478 injured and 311 others are missing (VOADS).

* The Political Chief of the Soviet land and Naval forces, says as a result of the Geneva accord

signed last month, 10,000 Soviet troops have left Afghanistan. He said the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan continues on a routine basis ( VOADS).

* The UN mediator, Diego Cordovez arrived in Geneva to evaluate the progress of the accord on

the Afghanistan issue signed last 'month (VOADS).

* The Soviet Foreign Ministry has accused Pakistan of violating the Geneva accord by continuing

support to the Afghan mujaheddin and allowing them to carry their arms inside Afghanistan (BBCFS)..

* In an interview with The Red Star (Soviet Union) the Afghan Minister for Nationalities Akbar

Shormach said a proposal for setting up a new province of Nooristan has been put up to the Council

of Ministers of Afghanistan for approval (BBCFS).

* Diego Cordovez a senior UN official, is to be Foreign Minister of his native Ecuador. But re-

liable sources indicated 24 May he will continue to oversee implementation of the Geneva accorda

on Afghanistan (MIR).

* More than half the Soviet soldiers in Afghanistan take drugs, according to a US report which

described the Soviet contingents as wracked with disease, internal conflicts and corruption (MLR).

* Western countries, especially states within the fold of the European Common Market, are expected

to play a key role in the next phase of implementation of the Geneva accord, which involves a mas-
-

aive operation for the resettlement of over three million Afghan refugees when they return home

after eight, years (PT).

* Arms and ammunition of the Afghan mujaheddin at present is sufficient to continue the resistance

movement in Afghanistan for 10 years. So if the supply of weapons was stopped by Americana in

accordance with the Geneva accords, it will not affect the armed struggle against the communists

(DN)

* Mawlana Fazl- ur- Rahman Khalil, the Amir of the Harkat -e- Mujaheddin -e- Afghanistan has said the

return of former King Zahir Shah, as King Regent, is not acceptable to the Afghan mujaheddin as he

has played rio significant role in the struggle for freeing the country.fron Russian occupation (DN)

* The US is confident that the mujaheddin will topple the Kabul government and a broad -based gov-'

ernment will be formed there. This was stated by a member of the US State Department Policy Council,

Zalmey Khalilzad in a telephonic interview to the journalists of Doha and Onan (JG).

* There are speculations among private circles in the Soviet Union that action should be taken

against the Generals and military policy makers who advised the Soviet Politburo to invade-Afghan-

istan (NWT).

26
In a statement by the UN SecretaryGeneral, Perez de Cuellar it has been atated'that before
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his departure for a meeting with the rcuador President, Diego Cordovez had agreed last week that

he would continue his assignment as the UN Secretary General's representative on the Afghanistan

issue (BBCFS).

* Western diplomats in Islamabad have said two big military convoys consisting of vehicles with

soldiers on board have left Kabul during the last four nights (VOGDS).

; The Soviet Defense Ministry says the number of its troops in Afghanistan prior to the program

for withdrawal was 103,000 (BBCFS).

* The Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Yuli Vorontsov accused 25 May Pakistan in a hard tone of

violating the Geneva accord. He said Pakistan continues to allow the supply of military personnel

and hardware to the mujaheddin fighting inside Afghanistan through the Pakistan territory (BBCFS).

* Radio Peking has said about 350 US made Stinger rockets worth $300 million have reached the mu-

jaheddin. According to the statement of the Chinese officials, the mujaheddin and the,Kabul govern-

ment have so much quantity of arms that would be sufficient for one whole year long battle between

them ( BBCFS).

* The UN Secretary General's envoy on Afghanistan, Diego Cordovez has now started his discussions

with various Afghan factions on the establishment of a broad -based government in Afghanistan (RPM),

* The UN Special Administrator for relief to the Afghan refugees, Sadruddin Aga Khan will arrive

28 May in Islamabad to hold talks on the repatriation of Afghan refugees to their country (RPDS).

* The US Deputy Secretary of State (name not mentioned) has told the Congress the US is keeping

close watch on the situation in Afghanistan. He said Soviet troops withdrawal is going ahead as

pia nned ( ).

* The Afghanistan Foreign Minister arrived 26 May in Moscow enroute to Havana to participate in

the Coordination Bureau sessions of the non -aligned movement (RMDS).

* Under the Presidential Decree for the maximum implementation of the NRP, and in accordance with

section III, article 75 of the Constitution,Dr. Mohammad Hassan Sharq has been nominated as Prime

Minister and asked to form the new government and according to article 101 of the Constitution to

present a statement on the domestic and foreign policies of his government to the House of the

People in the first session of the legislative (RA).

* The Political Bureau of Central Committee of the PDPA was convened 26 May to review issues re-

lated to the formation of new government and the forthcoming session of the national assembly.

Rich tributes were paid to Sultan Ali Keshtmand for his services during 9 long years and awarding

the Sun Freedom meAal to him was recommended. It was decided that'esteemed Keshtmand should, for

the time, continue as Secretary to the Central Committee (of the PDPA) (RA).

* An extraordinary session of the Revolutionary Council was held 26 May under the chairmanship

Of President Najibullah to discuss amendments in some laws. In the session administrative unit of

the new province of Sar -e-Pul was also endorsed (RA).

* The special envoy of the French President Mitterand and the Secretary General of the Foreign

Affairs of that country arrived 26 May in Kabul with a message from the French President for Are-

`aident Najibullah (RA).
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The Charge d' Affaires of the Pakistan IInbasay in Kabul was summoned to the Foreign Ministry in

Kabul and the Pakistani claim that Afghan planes and artillery have bombed Tre Mengel and Lands

Khana, was refuted (RA).'

* The Supreme Commander of the Soviet armed forces, Marshal Sergei Ekhavanev, at a press confer-

ence 26 May in Moscow said his country has so far withdrawn 9,500 troops, 80 helicopters and more

than 1,000 military vehicles from Afghanistan (RA).

* It is,understood that under the schedule prepared by the Federal government for the return of
Afghan refugees, on the completion of the first phase of the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghan-
istan, the process of the return of Afghan refugees will begin from the 15th of August to areas
under the mujaheddin.control to ensure the safe return of the refugees (JG).

* In an interview to an American journal, Diego °Cordovez has said about 1,000 Afghan refugees
are returning to their country every day (JG).

* Afghan armed forces fired 6 rounds of artillery 14 May which landed in the Kega area approxi-
mately, 10 kilometres north of Chakhai in the ßajour Agency. One Pakistani hais been killed (PT).

* The Supreme council of the 'CAM :met in Peshawar 25 May to discuss issues related to election,.
The council decided the Election Commission should soon begin its work. In the elections, to be
held inside Afghanistan, the electorate will vote to parties rather than to individuals ( VOAPS).

* Leader of the Jama'at -e- Dawa -Al- Afghan Mawlawi Jamil -ur- Rahman has said although Pakistan has
ratified the Geneva accord on Afghanistan, its implementation will not be in the interest of jehad..
He says that, as a result of. the implementation of this accord, the jehad forces will shatter apart`
and the blood shed by hundreds of thousands Of Afghans will go idle ( VOAPS).

* The Washington Post wrote 25 May now that the Soviet forces are pulling out of Afghanistanr war,
in that country is entering a new phase as a result of which both the Kabul regime and the mujahed-
din have to review their tactics (VOAPS).

27
* In an interview the US President Ronald Reagan described the agreement on Soviet troops

withdrawal from Afghanistan and elimination of medium range nuclear missiles as spgcimere of'

improvement in relations between the US and USSR (REDS).

* President Najibullah received 27 May the special envoy of the French President Mitterand. In the
meeting a message from the French President was delivered to Dr. Najibullah (RA).

* In his reply message to the French President Mitterand, President Najibullah under a decree parr
doned the French Cameraman Alien Guillo who was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment and urged the
French President for further promotion of relations between the two countries (RA).

* To make preparation for the inauguration of the National Assenbly of Afghanistan in accordance
with 26 May decision adopted by the Preliminary Sessions of the National Assembly and the Senate,

sessione of commissions for examining of credenials were held separately 27 May (RA).

* The fifth memorandum of the Afghanistan Foreign Ministry in connection with the centers of

ancentretion and subsequent transportation of arms and ammunition from Pakistan into Afghanistan
lad submitted 27 May to the UN superviziug.office.in Kabul (RA).
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* The UN mediator on Afghanistan, Diego Cordovez informally told newsmen 26. May he anticipates

great difficulties in the implementation of the Geneya peace accord till the Soviet troops with-

drawal from Afghanistan (RA).

* The Department of Councils in the Presidency has asked members of the. councils from Kabul city

and its suburbs to hold a joint session with candidates for the mayor of Kabul city. (RA).

* At a presa conference in Geneva, the coordinator of the Afghan refugee affairs, Sadruddin Aga

Khan has warned that continuation of internal war in Afghanistan will jeopardize the return of

five million refugees to their country (BBCFS).

* The Independent (London) writes according to a report, the IUAM leader Gulbuddin Helanatyar

wants the mujaheddin should attack Jalalabad city and thus inflict a blow to the Kabul regime from

`military as well as morale point of view. But other mujaheddin leaders have warned that an organi-

zed attack on Jalalabad would be premature and might cause large scale casualties (BBCFS).

* Three Chinese made missiles were recovered and defused by the political authorities of Khyber

Agency in Ghundi area of Jamrud sub division,26 May before these could be fired at unspecified

targets'in Peshawar city,(MIII).:

* The ICRC delegate - general for Asia and Pacific region Jean De Courton said his organization .n-.

tended to establish: :iodinate ,centers in Herat and Jalalabad for looking after the Afghans wounded

in the war (M114).

* The ANP Pakhtoonkhwa has accused Zia -Junejo regime of trying to sabotage Geneva accord on Afghan

ietan while it was earlier .00spei ed to sign it due to international pressure (MIM). ,

* As the Soviet Union started withdrawing its forces, the Afghan refugees speculated an ambiguous

picture during the operation. Many of the Afghan refugees living in Peshawar feared that Russia

Right be planning -a big offensive in another shape after the withdrawal of its forces,, A few young

Afghan refugees believed that the Soviet forces had faced a defeat and Would never think of attack-

ing Afghanistan for the second time in future (MI14).

* In a meeting with the UN mediator on Afghanistan, Diego Cordovszin Geneva, the Pakistan Foreign

Secretary Abdul Satter has stressed the need to accelerate efforts for setting up a broadbased

government in Afghanistan (JG).

* It has reliably been learnt that the IUAM has given a final shape to a plan for a full fledged

operation to liberate Afghanistan from the communist rule (NWT).
,

* There is a great need for the establishment of a broadbased government in Kabul which should

enjoy the confidence of the Afghan refugees enabling them a safe and honorable return to their

country-Fditorial,NWT).

28
* Prime Minister Mohammad Khan Junejo appreciated in Manila the principled stand'of Philippinea

and all other peace loving countries of the world for supporting Pakistan's stand on the Afghan-

istan issue (RPDS).

* The Chinese President paid tribute to Pakistan for assistance to the people of Afghanistan and

'extending hunantarian cooperation to the Afghan refugees (RPDS).
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* The coordinator of international assistance for the repatriation of Afghan refugees, Sadruddin

Aga Khan has said the very'size of the Afghan refugees indicates that their country has been

ruined and the UN faces a great task in rebuilding. Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* A group of Soviet military men requested 27 May the President of Pakistan Mohammad Ziaul Haq to

help in. the release of,Stvie't prisoners of war .presently detained by the mujaheddin. The Pakistan

Ambassador in Moscow, Shahid Amin has said Islamabad would spare no efforts in the release of

Soviet troops whether they are in Pakistan or with the mujaheddin (BBCFS).

* The Independent (London) writes the inaugural session of the Parliament in Kabul is a fresh

attempt of the Kabul government to convince the mujaheddin.to end the war and accept what the

government calls the NItP (BBCFS).

* On the basis of Presidential Decree No.284, 46 prominent social figures of the country have

been nominated by the President to serve Senators (RA).

e The Department of the affairs of Councils has reported that, Decree No.290 about,the establishment

of a council of Afghan Constitution has been approved under Article'122 of the Constitution (RA).

* On the request of French President, Francois Mitter and, President Najibullah has pardoned, the

remaining tern of the imprisonment of the French cameraman, Alien Guillo who had illegally entered

Afghanistan and was arrested by the secùrity forces of the country and was sentenced to 10 years

imprisonment (RA).

* The Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met 28 May Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil who

paid a stopover visit to Moscow on 'his way to Havana to attend the non -aligned countries conference.

In the meeting the two Foreign Ministers discussed relations and cooperation between Afghanistan

and the Soviet Union under present circumstances (RA).

* The UN Economic Council decided 25 May to consider the grant of humantarian assistance to Af-

ghanistan. The decision has been taken as a result of consultations held at the request of the

Afghan permanent envoy at the UN, Shah Mohammad Lost (RA).

* TASSA quoting the Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze and the Afghanistan Foreign

Minister Abdul Wakil, has reported that piling up and storing arms at the Pakistani territory for

the Afghan mujaheddin continues and Pakistan is violating the Geneva accord by supplying arms to

the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* The UN official on the affairs of humantarian and economic assistance to Afghanistan, Sadruddin

Aga Khan says if war continues in Afghanistancreconstruction of the country and a program of aid

to'the refugees will face many problems (VOA*.

e Diego Cordovez, UM mediator in the Afghan peace settleñent said 27 May he plans to meep'the

Afghan President Najibullah and Pakistan President Ziaul Haq 6 June in NY (MIM).

* The Kabul regime received a blow 26 May when the 15N. Economic and Social Council (MOW) ignored

its proposal for international aid to rebuild Afghanistan, ravaged by 8,5 years of war (M $).

29.
* The IUAI4 in a statement in Peshawar has refuted (stet) the appointment of Mohammad Hassan Sharq

as Prise Minister and described him as a communist (BBCFS).
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* TASS reported the Soviet Union might review the date of the Soviet troops withdrawal frac Af-

ghanistan because of the continued assistance to the Afghan rebels (BBCFS).

* The UN coordinator on the Afghan refugees affairs Sadruddin Aga Khan has appealed to the big

powers to help in the economic rehabilitation of the people of Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* The Soviet Union has warned Pakistan of continued assistance to the Afghan mujaheddin. In a

statement the Soviet Foreign Ministry has accused Pakistan of not observing the Geneva accord

(vOGDS).

* In a statement in Rawalpindi, President General Mohammad Ziául Haq has said the important aspect

of the Geneva accords, the withdrawal of Soviet troops, is being implemented and the remaining two

issues, the return of the Afghan refugees and the formation of a government acceptable to all the

Afghan people, are yet to be worked out (RPDS).

* The first legislative term of the Parliament was inaugurated 29 May by Najibullah in Kabul (RA).

* The first session of the Parliament comprising the House of the People and Senate, was held 29

May under the chairmanship of the interim Chairman of the Senate, Sayyed Jalaluddin Badri for

discussion on the draft bill of the Parliament (RA).

,* Tho seventh memorandum about the open violation of clause -II of the first instrument of the

Geneva accords by Pakistan was delivered 29 May to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

* The eighth memorandum about Pakistan's violation of the regulations pertaining to noninterfere-

nce was submitted 29 May to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

'.* President Ziaul Haq of Pakistan has anticipated that Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan

will accelerate fighting between the Afghan government and the mujaheddin (BBCFS).

* The Soviet Union has asked Pakistan to express prudence and exert all necessary efforts for the

implementation of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan. In a statement the Soviet Foreign Ministry

has said armed Afghan groups with truck loads of arms are entering Afghanistan from Pakistan (ANDS).

.* The French reporter Alien Guillo who was released 28 May in Kabul and proceeded to New Delhi

has said he was not subjected to physical torture in the prison but had been under mental pressure

and waa not permitted to read newspaper and his private letters were not delivered to him (WAPS).

* The US President Ronald Reagan has congratulated the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev on the

decision to withdrawal Soviet troops from Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Mr. Sadruddin Aga Khan, Coordinator for the UN aid to Afghanistan hoped 28 May in Islamabad that

after the Geneva accord the Afghans would be able to rebuild their books (PT).

* The garrisons, vacated by the Kabul regime forces along Kabul -Kandahar highway, have been cap -

tured by the mujaheddin, reports BBC monitored in Islamabad 28 May (PT).,

a Hopes that the former King Zahir Shah will return to unite the bitterly divided Afghanistan

appear to have receded further, diplomatic sources ploee to the Kabul regime'said in Kabul (MIN).

* Xinhua reports UN military experts will help remove land mines left in Afghanistan by the wit3

drawing ,Soviet troops (DN).
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* The UN Aid Coordinator for Afghanistan Sadruddin Aga Khan has said the Afghan refugees Should

voluntarily return to their country. He also visited an Afghan refugee camp in Peshawar (RPDS).

* The US Secretary of State, George Shultz and Secretary Defense, Frank Carlucci in an interview,

after the first round of Reagan -Gorbachev talks in Moscow, said the US would continue to give

assistance to the Afghan mujaheddin so long as Moscow continued arms supply to the Kabul regime

(RPDS).

* President of the Kabul government Najibullah, while inaugurating the' Parliament, announced

general. amnesty and urged the mujaheddin to immediately observe ceasefire (VOGDS).

* In a statement issued 30 May, the conference of the European organizations,.supporting the Afghan

resistance groups convened in Brussels,asked the UN and the US government not to receive Dr. Najib-

ullah for a visit scheduled to the world body in NY (BBCFS).

* The House of People and the Senate held 30 May separate sessions at the Parliament building dur-

ing which the deputy of Kabul city, Dr. Khalil Ahmad Abawi was elected with a majority vote as

speaker of the House of the People and Dr. Mahmood Habibi as Chairman of the Senate with one nega

tive vote (RA).

* The House of the People elected 30 May the deputy of the Kabul people, Saleh Mohammad Zairey and

the deputy of the people of Badekhshan,Zahoorullah Zahoori as Deputy Speakers and the deputy of the

people of Kabul, Sayyed Muzaffaruddin Shah Muzaffari and the deputy of the people of Jauzján, Abdul

Rahim Aini as Secretaries of the House of People (RA). . .

* The Ojheri camp disaster, sectarian clashes in Gilgit and the Afghan issue are being described

as some of the factors behind the President's move to dismiss the National Assembly and the federal

cabinet, observers in Islamabad say (MIM).

* The JUI provincial secretary, Al-Haj Amir Nawaz Khan, Advocate, has feared civil war in the

region in case the Afghan refugees were forcibly returned to Afghanistan without providing condi-

tions fór their return (MIM).

* The Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Ittehad (PMAI) General Secretary, Sher Ali Bache. has demanded that

the government should honestly implement the Geneva Accord so that peace could be restored in the

region (MIM).

* The UN aid coordinator Sadruddin Aga Khan met 29 May President Ziaul Haq of Pakistani in Rawal-

pindi and exchanged views on the UN role in the repatriation and rehabilitation of the Afghan

refugees (PT).

* Addressing 29 May the Afghan refugees at Katcha Garhi refugees camp, the UN aid coordinator,

Sadruddin Aga Khan said the Afghan refugees would themselves decide about their return to Afghan-

istan (PT).

* An aide to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, Vovgeny Primakov said 27 May in Moscow the US,.has

violated the Geneva accord by continuing to ship weapons to the Afghan mujaheddin (DN).

* miamige of a face in Kabui ".u. The policy of changing tactics and.faces were only effective when
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a super power was imparting guidance to Najibullah, at every step. The situation is going against

Najib so fast that no change except his own can change the dimension (Editorial, JG).

31
* The Japaneese Prime Minister said 31 May in Tokyo his country' would send next month a 9 member

committee to Paki$tan'to study ways facilitating the safe return of Afghan refugee,'batheir
country (RPDS).

* Italy has sent a high ranking diplomat to Kabul for seeking the release of an Italian journalist

who has been sentenced to seven years imprisonment on charges of espoinage and illegal entry

into Afghanistan (RPDS). '

* The FAG has earmarked DM 20 million as aid to the Afghan refugees in Pakistan, according to the

FRG Ministry of Economic Cooperation (VOGDSS).

* Western diplomatic sources in Pakistan and Afghanistan say, Soviet troops are presently busy

in retreating from Ghazni and Gardez cities (BBCFS).

* In its session the Senate unanimously elected Sen. Jalaluddin Badri, Balkh, Sen. Shah Ali

Akbar Shahrestani, Uruzgan, Vice Chairmen, S. Mohammad Omar Shari, Farah, Sen. Ghulam Ahmad

Mehdizada, Kunduz, Secretaries of the Senate (RA).

* Nineth memorandum of Afghanistan on violations of Geneva accord by Pakistan was delivered 31 May

to the office of UNIAG in Kabul (RA).

* A protocol of direct cooperation between Soviet Astra Than province and Farah province, of

Afghanistan was signed 31 May (RA).

* Newemerì who have visited the Afghan refugee camps,say so far no body from the Afghan refugee

camps has returned to, Afghanistan (VOAPS).

a Diplomatic and resistance sources say the morale of. Kabul regime soldiers has been badly weak-

ened and many of them join the mujaheddin with their arms. It is said that Kabul troops defection

has caused great concern in the Defense Ministry of the regime. (VOAPS).

* In a statement 30 May, in Peshawar, the IVAM President Gulbuddin Hekmatyar claimed, following

the announcement of general amnesty by the mujaheddin, a large number of soldiers, military offi-

cers and the so- called "custodians of the revolution" have joined the mujaheddin

* Talking 30 May in Peshawar to a tribal jirgah, the IUAM President Engineer Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

said, with the intervention of the Soviet Union in AfghanistanIthe balance of power in the region

had been disturbed (PT).

* Moscow has despatched KGB troops to reinforce the regular guards in Soviet republics as mujahed-

dines armed patrols have begun crossing the Afghan -Soviet bordera, The Newsweek has reported in

its latest issue (EN).

* One person was killed and five seriously injured in an armed clash between the Kurram
Levies and the Afghan mujaheddin at Asgharo refugee camp some 20, miles from Sadda in, Kurram Agency

(MIM).

* The Jamiat- e-Islami Afghanistan has claimed, a pro -Kabul senator and Chief of Kabul regimes
Logistic de rteent General (Recd) Fazal Ahmad has defected to the mujaheddin.,The son of the.
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enater who was Corps Commander of troops in Herat has also defected (MIM).

June
1

* The US State. Department says it has asked the Soviet Union to ehipout its military egyipaent

from Afghanistan instead of leaving it at the disposal of the Kabul regime. A VOA correspondent

says Washington is ready to take similar action in providing military aid to the mujaheddin (VOADS)

* Following his visit to Afghanistan, the ICEC President said in Geneva, in view of the political

situation in Afghanistan, relief resources will not be able to easily continue their activities in

distributing relief goods to the Afghan refugees (RPDS).

* The UN aid coordinator Sadruddin Aga Khan said 1 June in Geneva that aid would pertain to those

reginna where it is guaranteed that the return of Afghan citizens to them does not entail any

danger for them (BiCFS).

* In a statement in the presence of the US President Ronald Reagan in Moscow, Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev said we are endeavoring to exert all efforts to remain loyal-to the Geneva

accords. We do not want to increase military supplies to Afghanistan. Recent attempts by Pakistan

may entail considerably negative consequences, he said (ANDS).

* President Najibullah received 1 June the'Italian President's envoy parrying a message for the

release of an Italian journalist now detained in Kabul (RA).

* Under Decree No.293, President Najibullah has pardoned l June Fausto Biloslavo, an Italian

citizen who was sentenced to seven years of imprisonment on charges of anti- Afghanistan acti:_

vities (RA).

* A source of the Department of Councils in'othe Presidency has :reported, in continuation of the

list of Presidential decree No.284, Haji Ohausuddin, Malek Sharif, and Abdul attar iinwaz'i have

also been nominated as Senators by the President (RA).

* Afghan President Najibullah may cancel a planned visit to Czechoslovakia next month, Western

diplomats said 31,May in Kabul (MIN).

* In a statement 31 May, the IUAM strongly criticized a statement, attributed to the UN envoy on .

Afghanistan Diego Cordovez in which he had claimed that. about 1,000 Afghan refugees, were returning

home daily as they cared the least as to who ruled in Kabul (MIM).

* Talking 31 May to newsmen after the provincial council meeting of Afro -Asian Peoples Solidarity

Organization Pakhtunkhwa in Peshawar, the ANP leader, Begum Nasim Wali Khan alleged that President

Ziaul Haq's recent moves were designed not only to sabotage the Geneva accords but also to deepen

Pakistan's involvement in the Afghan imbroglio (MIN).

* Commentingoon the dissolution Of the national assembly and the government by President General

Ziaul Haq, the Acting President of National Awami Party Pakhtunkwar`Abdul Rahim Advocate Said the

whole exercise was carried out with a view to destablizing Afghanistan and to sabotage the Geneva

*.cord. He claimed that the General was flexing his muscle to step up resistance in Afghanistan

d capture Kandahar and Jalalabad for the mujaheddin (MIN).
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* During occupation of Alikhel cantonment the mujaheddin have recovered some most confidential

documents which show that the subversive activities in Kurram Agency were directly supervised and

directed by Brigadier Mohammad Hashem of the Afghanistan army who had received training in subver-

sive activities in the Soviet Union (JG).

2
* Quoting the US State Department, in its issue of 1 June, The Washington Post writes,the Soviet

assistance to the Kabul regime continues uniterrupted and, thus, the US aid to the Afghanistan re-

sistance also continues (VOADS).

* At a press conference, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev condemned the mujaheddin attacks on the

Soviet troops withdrawing from Afghanistan and said the Soviet Union will give appropriate reply

in every aspect ( VOADS).

* In an interview with the BBC on the conclusion of the two super power summit the Soviet Vice

Foreign Minister, Igor Rogachev said continued mujaheddin attacks on retreating Soviet troops will

jeopardise the implementation of Geneva accords (BBCFS).

* The UN aid coordinator for Afghanistan Sadruddin Aga Khan has said, in view of fighting in Af-

ghanistan the Afghan refugees are left in a delimma for their return to the country and one of the

main difficulties is the existence of mines (RPDS).

* Quoting 1 June a Soviet General, AFP reported that 35,000 Soviet troops have returned to their

country 15 - 26 May from Afghanistan (RPDS).
.

* Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has alleged that Pakistan wants to undo the Geneva accord on
Afghanistan. He referred to the attacks on the Soviet troops and the Ehipassy in Kabul by the muja-

heddin which he claimed was supported by Pakistan ( VOAPS).

* In reply to the Soviet criticism of Pakistan, tht OS Defense Secretary, Frank Carlucci said

Pakistan is doing in the right things. He added, so long as the Soviet Union continues military

supplies to. the Kabul regime, the mujaheddin shOuld also have sufficient arms and equipment for
self defense ( VOADS).

* The ÁMRC says the Kabul regime executed 7 May 60 political

* A source of the Hezb -e- Islami (Mawlawi Khales) says, some

Pul- e- Charkhi.jail to a prison in the Prime Ministry Building

move is said to be.to convince international
delegations that

in Afghan prisons ( VOAPS).

prisoners in Pul- e- Charkhi jail

( VOAPS).

prisoners have been shifted from

and other jails. The purpose of the

only a small number of people are

* Qudratullah Ahmadi, the Afghan Charge d' Affaires in Islamabad called 1 June on'Air Marshal

(Retd) Asghar Khan at his residence to condole the death of his mother (MIM).

* The Kabul communist administrationhas set up three Special Task Border Brigades.. Informed.

sources told ANS these Brigades are named Straffic Brigade, 84 State Intellegence Brigade and

523rd Secret Police Brigade. According to repotQs, the Red Army KGB instrudtbre hkve Started the

brigade personnel. training on emergency basis (JG).
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3
* A member of the European Parliament Michael Walsh visited 3 June an Afghan refugee camp in

.Katcha Garhi, Peshawar. He assured the refugees of further assistance from Western countries

(RPDS).

* Pakistan has criticized Afghanistan of shelling Chaman 2 June. Pakistan says as a result of ..

two artillery fires two Afghan refugees were killed and two others were injured.(BBCFS).2

* The Afghan Foreign Ministry delivered its 11th memorandum to the UNIAG office in Kabul against

the violations of the Geneva accord by Pakistan (BMW).

* Under Presidential decree No.298, the appointment of four Vice Presidents has.been ordered.

They are Abdul Rahim HQthef, Lt. General Mohammad Rafi, Abdul Hamid Mohtat,' and' Abdul Waited

Sorabi (RA).

* The Foreign Ministry has informed the UNIAG office in Kabul_ that 12th manorandum was submitted

to that office about the violations of Geneva accords by Pakistan (RA).

* A protocol on educational, economic and cultural cooperation for 1988 -89 was signed in Herat

City between the provincial committee of,the Herat. Youth Organization and the KOMSOMOL committee

of Ishaqabad city, Turkmenistan of' the ,USSRA)1

* President Najibullah left for NY 3 June at the head of a high ranking delegation for, participa

tion in the third UN General Assembly session on disarmament (RA).

* The Red Cross Secretary General, Par. Stein Dut alongwith the UN relief mission on his return

2 Jvne in Geneva from Afghanistan said if five million Afghan refugees did not receive assistance

they would face great hardships.

Meanwhile the UN Secretary General Perez De Cuellar has appealed for funds. for the rehabi

litation of Afghan refugees and the UN authorities believe one billion dollars will be sufficient

for this purpose (MIM),.

* It is quite alarming that the Soviets so far have not contradicted the extensive press coverage

of their plan to divide Afghanistan and carve out a separate republic in the northern provinces

which will eventually be an extension of their usurpation on the other side of the Oxus. The

Russio- American collusion on the mutilation of Afghanistan is the repetition of German episode.

However if the mujaheddin leadership and the Muslims of the world do not allow themselves to be

cheated,: nobody can deny Islam the role it has to play in the affairs of mankind (Dr. Murad Ali

Shah in the Muslim). .

* Two Afghan refugees were killed and two injured when the Afghan armed forces fired eight rounds

of tank gun on May 29 which landed in the Bogra Karez and Kemal in Chaman Baluchistan (MIM).

* In an interview Zebihullah Mojaddidy Vice - President of the mu3aheddiri interim government has

said the future system and government in Afghanistan must be decided upon in accordance with the

wishes of the Afghan people assessed through a loya jirgah which could even be held in Peshawar .

and not through an election for which the tribal structure of the Afghan society was not yet

ready (MIM).
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4
* The UN Secretary General discussed 3 June issues related to the Geneva accorda with the Afghan

Foreign. Minister, Abdul Walçil. In an interview with TASS, Wakil said the Afghan side has expressed

concern over the violation of Geneva accord by Pakistan (RMDS)

* President Najibullah, enroute to NY, met 4 June the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow.

'Gorbachev apprised the Afghan side of the outcome of his talks with the US President-Ronald Reagan

in Moscow (RA).

* The Foreign Ministry informed the office of UNIAG in Kabul that 13th memorandum. about Pakistan's

violations of Geneva accord has been delivered 4 June to that office (RA).

* UN officials in NY say, the Soviet Union has withdrawn since 15 May 10,000 of its troops from

Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* Talking 3 June to newsmen in Kaziabad village, Mansehara, the NWFP Chief Minister, LtGeneral

Fas3- e-taq said, in view of the political situation} in Afghanistan, there was every likelihood of

increased. sabotage activities by KHAD or other such agencies inside Pakistani borders, particularly

in the NWFP but we are fully prepared to foil these attempts (PT).

The UN Under Secretary General Diego Cordovez who mediated the Afghan settlement, is expected

-to.visit Kabul, Islamabad and Teheran at the end of June to.begin trying to form a broad based

government to take power in Kabul. (DN).

* A Kabul court has sentenced two Afghan mujaheddin to'capital punishment on charges of murder

and dacoity (JG).

5
* The US President. Ronald Reagan has said, during his meeting with Soviet leader Gorbachev in

Moscow, he agreed that the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan is a step which can be used

as in example in the settlement of other regional disputes (RPDS).

iE The Pravda says the Pakistani government is shifting the bases of the Afghan mujaheddin far

from the bordera and instead of disarming the rebels it is deploying them in the south of Afghan-
ietan (BBCFS).

* 'Western diplomats and the mujaheddin sources are of. the view that a reason that Prime
'Minister designate Hassan Sharq has not yet introduced his cabinet is a conflict between Khalq and

' Parchara factions as well as refusal by present ministers to quit their posts ( BBCFS).

* A Soviet newspaper writes, as a result of mujaheddin attack 30 May on'a Soviet convoy, five
troops including three officers were killed (WARS).

.

* 'Talking 4 June to a delegation of International Citizens Commission in Peshawar,. the MAN Presi-
dent Gulbuddin Hekmatyar warned of a fresh influx of Afghan refugees into the neighbouring countr-
ies if they were pushed out hastily into Afghanistan (KM).
* The ANP has set up a *rabita committee,' to contact Afghan refugees and impress upon them the '

viability of the Geneva accord and ascertain the factors impeding their return to Afghanistan in
peace and honor, This was disclosed by the ANP district Peshawar President Arbab Mujibur Rehman(HIM)
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* Eleven Soviet -Kabul troops were killed or wounded when two bombs exploded in thé Kabul city and

Jalalabad, according to an eye witness. (PT).

* Several Afghan children have died of sun stroke in the Katcha Garhi refugee camp near Peshawar

and a large number are reported in a critical condition (PT).

* *The day the Soviet Union pulls out of.Kabul is the day we are there. Without the Russians,

Dr. Najibullah's regime has no chance of survival ", the IUAM President Engineer Gulbuddin Hekwat

yar told the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet (PT).

* We understand that S need for the establishment of an interim government has further gained in-

tensity. Because the atmosphere of confidence and goodwill gained as á result of Reagan- Gorbachev

meeting can be maintained only by providing an opportunity of self determination to the Afghan

people and not by leaving Afghanistan engulfed in war for some more time. Since this objective can

be achieved immediately through the establishment of a broad -based interim government in Afghanis -

tan, all the concerned parties should therefore, extend full cooperation in setting up such a

government (JG - Editorial).

* ',In an interview 3 June to . a private television station the former Afghan King Zahir Shah said

he is ready to take part in any referendum for choosing á new government in Afghannistan (JG).

s
* Charles Wilson a prceinent US Congressman held talks 5 June with President General Mohammad

Ziaul Haq of Pakistan in Rawalpindi on the. implementation of the Geneva accord and bilateral rela-

tions between the two countries (RPDS).

* The BBC correspondent reports from Kabul that President Najibullah of Kabul government is.ex-

pacted to deliver a speech at the US General.Assembly session on disarmament and would try to seek

the support of western countries. He will also endeavour to get his government's NRP endorsed

(BBCFS).

* The Washington Times writes a western diplomat in Kabul has said the Soviets want that there

should be stability in Kabul following their troops withdrawal. If Najibullah could not im

plement the plan, the Soviet Union is ready to enter a deal with the mujaheddin (WADS).

* An NIP spokesman has said the leader of that organization will take-up 15 June the leadership

of the IUAM on a rotation basis. The spokesmanr added the military commanders whó have in fact Car-

ried forward the war should participate in a military council for adopting political decisions

(vçaDS).

* The Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi has .said in Syria the Geneva accords have provided the

foundation for the restoration of peace and normalcy in Afghanistan. The aspirations of the peo-

ple of Afghanistan will only be accomplished when all foreign interference in the internal affairs

of that country ends (RMDS).

* The Newsweek. (USA) reports, Afghan mujaheddin have recently acquired fresh consignment of

US rockets. According to a correspondent of the magazine, the long range rockets can be used to

hit Kabul city (RMDS).

The Washfjngton_Times reports the. US has. not allowed Najibullah:'s plane to remain in the" US
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territory after landing in NY. Soy after carrying Najibullah. to NY his plane stayed in Havana

(WADS).

* A delegation of the council of ministers of Tadzhikistan Republic of Russia arrived 6 June in

Kabul. The delegation will hold talks with the Agriculture Minister and Minister of State for direct

cooperations and trade, On Tadzhikistan's direct cooperation with Badakhshan, Takhar and Kunduz

provinces (RA).

* A protocol for providing direct assistance by Tadzhikistan Republic of Russia to Kunduz, Bada -

khshan and Takhar provinces was signed 6 June in Kabul (RA).

* The fifteenth memorandum of Afghanistan about seven violations of Geneva accord by the Pakis-

tani officials was delivered 6 June to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

* The ICRC office in Peshawar has said it can help to free the 310 Soviet soldiers who were cap -

tured by the armed opposition in the course of the war in Afghanistan (RA).

* In an editorial 6 June about the situation on the borders of Pakistan and Afghanistan, The Pre-
,:

vda writes, while Afghanistan and the Soviet Union are strictly adhering to the Geneva accords,

the other parties are inclined to play a game with the implementation of these instruments. As

such they are trying to link all the things to án adherence to the timetable of the withdrawal of

Soviet limited contingents from Afghanistan (RA).

* The New York Times wrote 5 June the Russians experience in Afghanistan is different from the
US experience in Vietnam because the Americans had won the war, in the battlefield while the Soviets
have lost the war on the Afghan front'(VOAPS).

a The Soviet Union again criticized 5 June Pakistañ for alleged violation of Geneva accords and

warned that if Pakistan did not abide by the provisions of the agreements, the Soviet Union would
also be freeto act as it deemed fit in the circumstances, the BBC reported (MIM).

* The Toronto Star, Canada's biggest daily newspaper, has written a powerful account of the Afghan
war that tells the story of the mujaheddin amazing struggle against the super power that invaded
their land (PT).

7
* The UN mediator on the Afgbap,ssue, Diego Cordovez held 6 June áeparate meetings in NY with
the Pakistan envoy to the UN Shah Nawaz and the Kabul regime President, Najibullah. The UN spokes -
man described these talks as confidential (R.PDS).

* A three member delegation of the Afghan leadure.held discussions b June with the NWFP care -taker
Chief Minister on matters of mutual interest in Peshawar (RODS).

* The BBC correspondent reports from Kabul that, following a few days óf delay and during the
.-`,absence of the Kabul. regime President Najibullah who is visiting NY for participation in the UN
General Assembly session on disarmamentl.names of the new cabinet members of the Kabul were announ-
ced in Kabul (BBCFS)..

* Western diplomats in Kabul say a new type of Soviet made bomb has been brought in recently 'to
Afghanistan. It is a kind of napaln explosive

matter.whieh.dissolves in the air and has great dust-
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ructive affect. The mujaheddin sources say the bomb has been used in several areas (BBCFS).

* President Najibullah met 7 June the.UN Secretary General Perez-de Cuellar in NY and discussed

with him the issue of the solution of situation around Afghanistan (RA).

* In an interview 7 June with the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) in NY President Najibullah

urged that the US.as a guarantor of the Geneva accord should help in the implementation of the

accords and should not allow further interferences in the internal affairs of Afghanistan (RA).

* Under section 101 of the Constitution, the Prime Minister designate Mohammad Hassan Sharq expla-

ined his government's internal and external policy and introduced members of his government to the

House of the People for seeking a confidence vote (RA).

* Sixteenth memorandum of Geneva accords violations by Pakiatan was:delivered 7 June to the WAG
office in Kabul (RA).

* Quoting its correspondent, The Christian Science Monitor wrote 6 June that the land situated in

the valley of Spin Ghar, Afghanistan, has not been cultivated during the last eight or nine years

and most of the villages in the region have been devastated. Observers on Afghan affairs say it

was the policy of the Soviets to intentionally upset and disturb the system of agriculture in areas

under the mujaheddin control. Moreover, the valley is crucial for cattle grazing but communist for.

ces have planted thousands of mines in the area (VOAPS).

* After the announcement of a general ammensty by the mujaheddin, a large number of Afghan sol-

diers, military officers, Sarandoy and the so- called guardians of the revolution, have joined the

ranks of the mujaheddin, according to a statement of the IUAM Chairman, Gulbuddin Hekeatyar 6 June

released by the Hezb- e- Islami in Karachi (PT).

* "It is important that the regime in Kabul, the resistance fighters inside Afghanistan, the Pesha-

war- based guerrillas and the Afghans in exile in Pakistan and abroad are consulted on a power sha-

ring arrangement for the interim period. -If such an arrangement is worked out, it would automati

cally resolve the most contentious issue in Afghanistan today, namely that of continuing arms sup-

plies to the mujaheddin and the Kabul regime, a phenomenon which is incompatible. with the provi.

sions of non -interference and non -intervention in the Geneva accord" (Editorial, 114).

* At a press' conference 6 June in the Press Center of the Soviet Foreign Ministry, The Soviet

Scientist, Andrie Sukharov said Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan, is an event of historic

importance and the pullout should continue under all circumstances (NWT).

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan has all of a sudden cut short his foreign visit abroad as he

fears a coup to topple his regime. This was disclosed by The Washington Times, quoting western dip-

lomatic sources (JG).

8
* President Najibullah of the Kabul government has said in NY that more than 34,000 Soviet troops
have-so far left Afghanistan. He accused Pakistan. of violating the Geneva accord ( BBCFS).

* In his speech at the UN in NY, leader of the Kabul regime, Najibullah said his regime reserr.

ves the right of taking appropriate measures against Pakistan's interference (VOADS).
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* The US State Department says a visit by Najibullah to the UN is allowed as part of US obliga-

tion towards the UN and it does not represent any change in the US policy towards Afghanistan

(VOADS).

Western diplomats report from Kabul that special groups of the Kabul communist regime are seen

on the streets in search of youngmen over 18 to forcefully recruit then to military service.(VOADS)

* During his farewell meeting with the Soviet Ambassador, Vezirov, President Ziaul Haq of Pakis-

tan said in Islamabad his country will extend full cooperation in -the implementation of the Geneva

accords (RPDS).

* Hundreds of Afghan refugees in NY staged 7 June protest demonstrations in front of the UN buil-

ding on the arrival of President Najibullah of the Kabul regime. The demonstrators were chanting

slogans against him. They demanded the expulsion of Najibullah and formation of an Islamic govern:

ment in Kabul (RPDS).

* In his speech at the UN Geneva Assembly on disarmament, President Dr. Najibullah of Kabul

government said the war casualties in Afghanistan.including children and women has been 250,000

persons (BBCFS).

* Speaking at the Parliament of Afghanistan, Dr. Hasan Sharq Prime Minister of the Kabul regime,

once again reiterated a commitment by the Kabul government to pursue the NAP so, according to him,

all rival factions, inside and outside the country, share the government (BBCFS).

* The seventeenth memorandum on Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accord was delivered 7 June

to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA). .

* Under the Presidential decree,65 prisoners were released 7 June from Pul -e- Charkhi Prison (RA).

* After their return to their country Soviet troops deployed in Ghazni handed over military hard-

ware worth more than 12,742,000 rebels to the Afghan armed forces (RA).

* About the appointment of Dr. Hasan Sharq to replace Keshtmand as Kabul Premier, the Hezb -e-

Islami leader Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has said it is a routine matter and does -not have any impact on

the general situation. He said Sharq had from the very beginning been at the service of communists.

The communists had confidence in him even during Daoud's tenure and they have now put him forward.

The communists are heinously attempting to prolong their rule, he said (VOAPS).

* An IUAM source says a US Congressional delegation, headed by Rep. Charles Wilson met 6 June the

mujaheddin leaders in Peshawar and visited the Museum of arms captured from the Russians during war

(voAPS).

* The VOA correspondent reports from. Islamabad that the Islamic Alliance Organization of Prof.

Sayyaf and the Jamiat- e- Islami of Prof. Rabbani have merged and have formed a united organization

headed by Prof. Rabbani (VOAPS).

* The VOA correspondent reports from Islamabad that the mujaheddin leaders gathered 8 June in

Peshawar to appoint the remaining members of the interim government. The government will be announ-

ced this week or a week after ( VOAPS).

* The Pakistan Ambassador in Moscow was summcned to the Soviet Foreign Ministry to receive a

memorandum saying that the Soviet Union has received reports -of Pakistan. violation of the Geneva
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accord and such a state of affairs should not continue any longer (NWT).

* Speaking 6 June at a press conference in Islamabad, former Minister of State for Foreign Affairs,

Zain Noorani said the Geneva accord was signed with the consent of President Ziaul Häq (NWT).

A White House spokesman has said the US will not stop arming the Afghan resistance as long as

the Soviet Union continues to aria the Kabúl regime (PT).

* A large number of mules airlifted from the US have been sent to Chitral to help Afghan mujahed-

din in the transportation of their arms and food supplies inside Afghanistan (MIM).

9
* The Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi and President of the Kabul governinenti Najibullah met

in NY and afterwards alleged that Pakistan continues to create obstacles towards the implementation

of the Geneva accord on Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* At a press conference 8 June in Islamabad, adviser to the US State Department Zalmai Khalilzad

said the US is closely watching progress on the Soviet troops pullout from Afghanistan: He said it

has been made clear during the course of Geneva talks and in the US- Soviet negotiations that the

US will not leave the Afghan mujaheddin alone during the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan

(RPDS).

* The UN Aid Coordinator for Afghan Refugees (UNACAR), Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan on his arrival

in NY said a vast and comprehensive plan is essential for eradicating the effects of the eight

year long fierce war in Afghanistan (RPDS).

* In a message to the UN Secretary General, Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze has said

the Soviet Union and Afghanistan are seriously adhering to the Geneva accords while Pakistan is

violating these agreements (RHOS).

* The eighteenth memorandum about Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accord was delivered 9 June

to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

* Installations worth 10 million rubels, built during the stay of the Soviet limited contingents in

Jalalabad,have been put, at the disposal of the armed forces of the country (RA).

* The Pakistan Ambassador in Moscow,Shahid Mohammad Amin was summoned 8 June in the Soviet Fore-

ign Ministry and told that, despite its comnitments.in the Geneva accords and assurances for ad-

herence to these accords, Pakistan is openly violating these accords. Pakistan should adopt urgent

measures for the implementation of its commitments, the ambassador was told (RA).

* The NIF leader, Sayyed Ahmad Gailani is to. take over 15 June as the IUAM President (VOAPS).

* The Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi has said the greatest danger after the Soviet troops'

withdrawal from Afghanistan would be the establishment of a government by Islamic fundamentalists

in Kabul. He alleged that Pakistan might become the big supporter of terrorism in the world ( BBCPS).

* The former Pakistan Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, ZainNoorani says President Ziaul Haq

removed him due to difference on the Geneva' accord. He said a decision to sign the Geneva accord

(1aa adopted after profound differences. He did not give any more details saying, he would might be

arrested (VOAPS),
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* Resistance sources say that Lt. Col. Deen Mohammad, elder brother of Ahmad Shah, General Cowman

der of the Jamiat- e- Islami in northern provinces, has been missing since 2 June in Peshawar (VOAPS)

* Quoting i.ptellegence sources in a report, The Washington Post has said simultaneous with the

retreat of Soviet troops the mujaheddin are making rapid advances and the retreat of Najib troops

has perturbed the Soviet Union. The report adds that, after the Afghanistan war, Pakistan has stren-

gthened its grip in the region. In the report rich tributes have been paid to President Ziaul Haq

for adopting an accurate policy toward the Afghan issue (JG).

* The UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar is expected to launch a coordinated appeal this

' week for humanatarian aid for Afghanistan and its estimated five million refugees, UN officials

said 8 June (PT).

* According to the Afghanistan resistance sources, the mujaheddin attacked 12 May a Kabul regime

convoy on highway between Jauzjan and Mazar -e- Sharif destroying three trucks and tanks (VOAPS).

10
* A UN spokesman said the UN will make 10 June an appeal to the rich countries to offer humani-

tarian and economic aid to the people of Afghanistan (EBCFS).

* In a communique issued in Madrid at the conclusion of the NATO Foreign Ministers meeting, the

Geneva accords On Afghanistan and the recent US- Soviet summit in Moscow has been hailed. The par-

ticipants also announced. their support for a start in Soviet troops pullout from Afghanistan (RPDS).

* -The Charge d' Affaires of Kabul Embassy in Islamabad was summoned to the Foreign Ministry and

a strong protest note was delivered 9 June to him against the tank gun fire by the Kabul troops in

Chaman, Baluchistan, injuring a person (RPDS).

* Fbrmal talks between the Afghan and Cuban delegations began 9 June in Havana. The Afghan dele-

gation, led by President Najibullah, apprised the Cuban delegation of the Geneva accords and the

NRP and the Cuban delegation expressed its full support to the Geneva accords (RA).

* 'During his stay in NY President Najibullah visited the construction work of Islamic Research

Center in the city and presented a number of carpets as a gift from the Afghanistan government to

the center (RA).

* A delegation from the Ukrainian Republic of the USSR arrived 10 June in Kabul for-talks on fur-

ther assistance by ÍCarkev province of the Ukrainian Republic to Parwan and Nimroz provinces (RA).

* In a meeting in NY, the Soviet Foreign, Minister, Eduard Shevardnadze and the Indian Prime Mini-

ster, Rajiv Gandhi have said Pakistan is openly violating the Geneva accords and foreign interven-

tion in the affairs of Afghanistan has not only not been reduced but has escalated (RA).

* The commissioner of Quetta division, Dr. Akbar S. Ahmad has said that the Pakistan government

will take every possible step for the welfare of the Afghan refugees and the government has stop -

ped not .a single refugee from returning back to his home and will not do so in future too (MIN).

* Ten Afghan planes violated the Pakistani airspace 9 June and bombed a number of villages in

North Waziristan Agency (MIM).
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* A protest procession was organized 9 June`. jointly by ANP,.Baluehietan and PSF,in Quetta in

favor of theimplementation of the Geneva accord and against the lawlessness in the country, armed

attack on ANP leader and dangerous situation in border "town -Chaman (KIM).

* Addressing 9 Jùne a function in Islamabad,'the IUAM President Gulbuddin HeoMaetyar.said the

Afghan Jehad will continue as long as a single Soviet soldier is in Afghanistan. He claimed the

mujaheddin have captured 120 cantonments and 27 districts and it is not far off'when.an Islamic

republic will come into being in Afghanistan (JG).

* The APO says the mujaheddin attacked 25 May a Kabul_ regime convoy - moving from Pul4e- humri,

Baghlant,to Takhar. In the attack 25 officers. and soldiers were killed and 14 others injured and

three tanks and a truck destroyed (VOAPS).

k

* The Hegb- OrIelami (Hekmatyar) says in an attack 30 Mayon a big oonVoy moving' from Pul- e- Khupsri

to Takhar the mujaheddin killed 50. soldiers and demolished a tank end a t? uck and captured two

trucks andtwo.wireleas sets (VOAPS).

11
* lise Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadzeewhile speaking to newsmen'at the UN, accused

the US and Pakistan of violating the Geneva accord on the Afghanistan issue (WARS).

* The UN has appealed to all 159 member countries of the UN for 'a development' aid worth $ 1,000

million for the war striken Afghanistan (VOADS).

* The Pakistan Foreign Ministry has submitted a comprehensive reply to the UNIAG about recent comp-

lainte lodged by the Kabul regime.The government has refuted the Kabtfl regime'cem[1 aints.A,Foreign

Ministry. spokesman explained that Pakistan cannot be held responsible for the events inside Afghan-

istan occuring as a result of the mùjaheddin actions against the Kabul regime (REDS),

* An agreement has been signed between Pakistan and the UNHÇR in connection with the three clauses

of the Geneva accord about the return of. Afghan, refugees (RPPS).

* The Soviet Foreign Ministry has accused Pakistan that the mujaheddin are entering Afghanistan

from Pakistan without any hinderance.aüd Pakistan is allowing them tò maintain their centers of

activities and training inside Pakistani territory (H6CFS).

* In an interview to a Cuban daily in Havana, President Najibullah has stressed the need for

adherence to Geneva accord and:has said Only goodwill and unity of action by the signatories of

the Geneva accord is needed for the implementation of the said agreement (RA).

* The House of the People met 11 June to express its views on the internal and foreign policy of

the government and its members (RA).

* Three.memoranduama (the 19th, 20th and 21st) were delivered to the.UNIAG about Pakistanis viola-

tions of the Geneva accord (RA).

* The.UN annónneed 10 June in Geneva that the government of Norway has pledged $ one million ' iame -

diets .01.4 for Afghanistan (RA).-

* President Najibullah of Afghanistan stressed iss Havana that if Pakistan's violations of the

eneva accorg auue the Soviet-Karl side will not consider themselves bound to pave the way
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for the withdrawal of further ,Soviet troops from Afghanistan (RMDS).

* Certain mujaheddin sources in Peshawar felt that the fall of Kandahar or any other big city in

Afghanistan was not imminent due to continued presence of Soviet forces in these cities (MIM).

* The arrival of Najibullah.in the US will not entail any'change in the US policy about the Kabul

government. The US Under Secretary of State for South Asian affairs said we consider the Najib

government as unlawful (NWT).

* In a confidential report on Afghanistan prepared by the British Foreign Ministry, it has been

stated that, contrary to the US estimates, the Afghan mujaheddin will not be able to topple the

government of Najibullah and he will remain in power even after the Soviet troops withdrawal be-

cause of the lack of unity in the mujaheddin ranks (NWT).

12
* A high ranking It.,;..i.an official has gone to Moscow for talks with the Soviet officials on Afghan-

istan. According to the BBC correspondent in New Delhi, the Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi

recently hinted that India is playing an important role in the developments taking place in Afghan.

istan ( BBCFS).

* In an interview in NY, the Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi has warned that if the mujaheddin

assumed power in Kabul, they would resort to regional fundamentalist wars and might confront the

region to instability. Expressing concern, he said an Islamic regime in Afghanistan will cast un-

desirable impact in India which has the second largest population of the Muslims (BBCFS).

* During his official stay in, Cuba, President Najibullah of Afghanistan signed an agreement of

friendship and cooperation between the two countries, an agreement of cooperation between the PDPA

and Communist Party of Cuba and a protocol of cooperation in the field of culture and education

(RMDS).

The 22nd memorandum of the Afghanistan government about Pakistan's violations of the Geneva

accord was delivered 12 June,to the UNIAG office (RA).

* Under decree of September - October, 1987 of
s
the Presidium of the Revolutionary Council, in con-

nection with the purchase of arms fran the opposition armed groups,two ground -to-air rockets have

recently been purchased (RA).

* In a` resolution, the Central committee of the MRD in Pakistan has asked President Ziaul Haq to

refrain from sabotaging the Geneva talks in letter and spirit (RA).

* In an article 11 June The New York Times says while the mujaheddin are at the threshold of a'

triumph against the Kabul regime, political power is being transferred to the local commanders ir.

Afghanistan (VOADS).

* About 220 mujaheddin commanders inside Afghanistan attended 30 May a training seminar in Pesha

war. The participants, mostly from northern Afghanistan, in a resolution 8 June, announced that

the Afghan mujaheddin have achieved further victories against the enemy. In the communique they

asked the jehad leaders to establish soon a mujaheddin interim ,government (VOADS).

There was strong speculation in Kurram Agency -that .Afgha troops were preper,ng for attack
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soon to recapture the Jaji garrison in Paktia which they abandoned in May,,(MIM).

* Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze accused 10 June the ITS and Pakistan of violating

the Geneva accords on Afghanistan and warned that Soviet troops might slow down their withdrawal

if the violations continued (MIM).

* The IUAM Supreme Council met 11 June in Islamabad and unanimously decided to hold 'elections

and announce its results by 15 October, 1988 (NWT).

13
* At the UNGA session on disarmament, the Pakistan envoy to the UN, S. Shah Nawaz urged for the

formation of a transitional government acceptable to all the people of Afghanistan in order to

facilitate better implementation of the Geneva accord on the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghan-

istan (RPDS).

* The Independent.(England), wrote 13 June Pakistan, has reiterated that it is observing the

Geneva accórd. The paper says if the Soviet threat about the withdrawal of its troops from Afghan-

istan becomes a reality, the Geneva accord will fizzle out and Pakistan's relations with three

countries - - the Soviet Union, Afghanistan and India- - - will reach a low ebb (BBCFS).

* According to VOA correspondent from Quetta, a 100 member delegation comprising religious scho-

lars, spirituals, commanders, and tribal chiefs of Afghanistan living in Baluchistan, have procee-

ded to Peshawar for negotiations with the resistance leaders on convening a laya jirgah and'cho-

osing a single leadership for the solution of Afghanistan imbroglio. In a statement they have

appealed to the UN for cooperation'in convening the loya.jirgah (VOADS).

* The Foreign Ministry liaison office with the UNIAG reported that the 21..th memorandum on Patrie- -

tan's violations of the Geneva accord was delivered 13 June to the UNIAG in,Xabul (RA).

* Members of the UNIAG office, serving in Afghanistan, visited 13 June Gardez city and inspected

installations which have been handed over to the armed forces following the Soviet troops with-

drawal from Gardez (RA).

* TASS says the Soviet Union has asked Pakistan to take immediate and firm steps for the release

of Soviet soldiers who are said to be kept in the mujaheddin camps in Pakistan (VOAPS).

* Begun Nasim Wali has warned that the continued supply of arms to the mujaheddin from Pakistan

would force Afghanistan to bomb Pakistan area in retaliation (MIM).

* A jirgah of Afghan resistance leaders and elders from Paktia have decided that no refugee would

return home until a final mujaheddin victory in Afghanistan (MIM).

* The mujaheddin in an attack on the military installations and ammunition dumps of the Soviet -

Kabul troops on Kandahar -Kabul highway, have killed a number of Soviet -Kabul troops and caused

heavy losses to their equipment, reports Teheran Radio (PT).

* In a report published in the US, it has been,disclosed that during the eight years of war in

Afghanistan, one million civilians were killed, reports VOA (PT).

* The Chief of UNIAG, General Helminen has said the mujaheddin attacka on the withdravAng Soviet

troop are contrary to the Geneva accord. In an Interview to a Pakistani journals <he said the
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_Soviets are returning to their country and they should be let return peacefully (JG).

* "The assertions of the Pakistan Foreign Ministry spokesman are genuine that Pakistan could not

be held responsible for the developments occuring inside Afghanistan due to the mujaheddin activi-

ties against the Kabul administration nor it can be expected from Pakistan to impose any ban on the

lawful political activities of the Afghan mujaheddin. Under the Geneva agreement Pakistanis only

bound to honestly adhere to the agreements of the accord and it is doing so ...The responsibility

for the implementation of the Geneva accord in letter and spirit lies on the UN and the world

Community. They should assess what is the reality in the allegations levelled by the Kabul adminis-

tration against Pakistan. Because, if despite arriving at an agreement after 9 years of bloody war

and the martyrdom or injuries of 1.8 million of Afghans, any attempt to perpetuate the Soviet

military occupation of Afghanistan on any pretext, may prove dangerous in the region and pose a

threat to the peace and stability in the entire world (Editorial, JG).

* The New York Times and The Christian Science Monitor have reported that Soviet troops withdrawal

is slower than anticipated but the victories of the Afghan mujaheddin in defeating the Kabul troops

and occupation of areas vacated by Soviet troops is accelerating than anticipated (VOADS).

14
* Pakistan has accused the leader of Kabul_ government, Najibullah of launching anti Pakistan

propaganda in order to delay the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan ( VOADS).

* At a press conference in NY, the UN mediator, Diego Cordovez ruled the presumption that the

pace of the Soviet troops. withdrawal is slow. He is scheduled to visit late this month Islamabad

and Kabul in order to evaluate all aspects of the implementation of the Geneva accord (RPDS).

* In a report from Geneva, the VOA says after visiting several places in Pakistan the UNIAG has

observed that there is no proof that Pakistan has violated the Geneva accord (RPDS).

* Pakistan has once again assured the Soviet Union that in case Soviet soldiers captured by the

mujaheddin are in Pakistan and the Pakistan government finds them out, they will be provided an

opportunity to return to their country ( BBCFS).

- * In an interview the IUAM President, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar said the IUAM has decided to keep the

Soviet prisoners of war so as to put pressure on the Soviet Union for. the payment of war repara-

tions and sweeping away the mines planted in Afghanistan (BBCFS).

a The NWFP Chief Minister, General Pazle Hag has said details for the return of the Afghan refu-

gees to their country have been finalized. He did not give any further clarification (BBCFS).

* Following his meeting 13 June with the leader of Kabul regime Najibullah in Moscow the Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev accused Pakistan of.the violations of Geneva accord and strongly warned

Pakistan of severe retaliatory measures (BBCFS).

* The twenty eighth memorandum of Afghanistan about Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accord

was delivered 14 June to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

4r The UN mediator Diego Cordovez said in NY that Soviet troops are withdrawing from Afghanistan

more speedily than it was expected (EMDS).

The US President Ronald Reagan met 13 June the UN aid coordinator, Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan.
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The White House spokesman says President Reagan promised that the US would extend substantial..aid

to Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* President Reagan has urged western industrial countries to extend aid for the rehabilitation of

Afghanistan and Phillipines (VOAPS).

* According to the mujaheddin sources in- "Quetta, 1,200 mujaheddin are presently fighting the Kabul

government soldiers on Kabul- Kandahar highway (VOAPS).

* NWFP Chief Minister, Lt. General (Retd) Fatle Hag has predicted that a bulk of the Afghan re-

fugees living in the province would have returned home before the start of the summer of 1999(MIM).

* A spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry has said that the Soviet Union never agreed to its

military aid to the Kabul government in the republic of Afghanistan being linked in any form with

arms supplies to the Afghan mujaheddin, the Soviet news agency APN reported (PT).

15
* UN officials held 14 June their first session in NY with the representatives of countries

which have expressed willingness to give immediate aid to Afghanistan (VOADS).

* The countries provi<ing humanatarian and economic aid'to Afghanistan have asked the UN to gua-

rantee that their assistance would be directly supplied to the deserving people and it will not

be put under the unlawful regime in. Kabul (RPDS).

* The US envoy at the UN, Richard William said the economic and humantarian assistance should not

be put at the disposal of the Kabul regime which does not enjoy credibility among the refugees and

controls on a little portion of Afghanistan (RPDS). "

* Through its Embassy in India, the US has confirmed the report of The Times of India that the

US will not leave the Afghan mujaheddin alone in the presençe of the large scale Soviet arms sup-

plies to the Kabul regime.The US confirmation came in reply to an article in the newspaper claiming

that the US was violating the Geneva accord by continued assistance tothe Afghan mujaheddin (RPDS)

* The Soviet television reported its troops have completed their withdrawal from three provinces'

Nangarhar, Paktia and Logar (RPDS).

* The UN High Commissioner for Afghan refugees held talks 15 June in Peshawar with the NWFP care

taker Chief Minister, Fazio Haq on the return of Afghan refugees (RPDS).

* The NIF leader, Sayyed Ahmad Gailani officially took over 15 June as the IUAM President in Pesh-

aver, . Pakistan ( BBCFS).

* ,A correspondent of The Times (london)in Moscow says by resorting to fresh propaganda, the

Afghan mujebeddin seek to carry out subversion among the remaining Soviet troops in Afghanistan

(BBCFS).

* The"Law of`the Afghanistan Parliament, containing 12 chapters and 91 articles,was approved 15.

June"by the Senate (RA).

*. The 27t ..meaorandun of Afghanistan on Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accord was delivered

i5 "Jugs to the UMW' "office. in Kabul (RA).

On .f.:of tbe:soetil .circles of the country, the peace, solidarity and friendship organize
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tion of Afghanistan urges the social circles of Pakistan to bring pressure on the Pakistan goveom.

ment to undertake immediate and effective measures through various quarters for the release and

transfer of the 311 Soviet troops presently detained by the.kfghan opposition :OA).

* Upon the completion of the first month of the accord on Afghanistan 1/4 of the Soviet troops

have been withdrawan from Afghanistan (RMDS).

* TASS said 10 Soviet troops were killed and 20 others injured recently in the mujaheddin attacks
at various places (BBCFS).

* At a press conference 14 Jur.e in Islamabad, the US Under Secretary of State for Political affa-

irs (stet), Dr. Zalmai Khalilzad said the Kabul regime and the Soviet Union are accusing Pakistan

of violating the Geneva'#iccords on Afghanistan because they had been upset by the successes of the

Afghan mujaheddin. "They were facing substantial difficulties as a result of the dramatic and quick

success of the mujaheddin," he said (PT).

* President Ronald Reagan met 13 June, Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, the UNACAR in Washington and

called on all countries to contribute. for the Afghan repatriation efforts (PT).

* President Ronald Reagan pledged 13 June US financial support for an Afghan resettlement fund
and called on the Soviet Union to do likewise, the White House said (PT).

* The Commissioner for Afghan refugees, NWFP, Faheemullah Khatak disclosed 14 June in Peshawar that

the repatriation plan for the return of the Afghan refugees had been finalized (MIA).

* As a result.of collusion between India and the former Afghan King Zahir Shah, India is spending

huge amounts to popularize Zahir Shah among the Afghan refugees, so that Zahir may once again re-

sume power in Afghanistan. It has reliably been learnt that tribal chieftains are being heavily

bribed to for smoothen public opinion among the Afghan refugees in favor of Zahir Shah (NWT).

16
* Leaders of the US Senate have asked for the appointment of a special envoy to have contacts

with the Afghan mujaheddin. They have said this will facilitate the process of US familirization

with the mujaheddin activities inside Afghanistan and coordinating US policies with them (RPDS).

* A Soviet General has said Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan continues according as sche-

duled and the timeframe for the Soviet troops pullout will not be changed. He said half of the

Soviet troops will be withdrawn by 15 August from Afghanistan (RPDS).

* The VOA says the Soviet Union continues to squeeze its radio programs for Afghanistan in Dari

and Pashtu languages (RPDS).

* A prominent Soviet commentator says the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan and deploy -

ment of SS-20 nuclear medium range rockets were mistakes which began during the leadership of Erezh

nev in the Soviet Union (VOADS).

* The House of the People unanimously passed 16 June a vote of confidence to the government of

Dr. Masan Sharq (RA).

* In a meeting 15 June with the NWFP Commissioner for Afghan refugees,Faheemullah Khattack in Pesh.

aware the US envoy in Pakistan, Ronald Rappel expressed gratitude to the people and governmentat
Pakistan for providing succor to more than three million Afghan refugees. He termed the repatria-
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tion of Afghans as a gigantic task and assured every possible assistance to Pakistan for the relief

of Afghan refugees and their eventual repatriation to Afghanistan (PT).

* The Baluchistan ANP has started to contact all political parties including students, peasant

and labor organizations at provincial level through an eight member coordinating committee, to

pressure the government to strictly abide by the Geneva peace accord and give up aggression in the

shape of eight year old undeclared war (MLM).

17
* The Soviet Red Cross has asked the ICRC, Red Crescent in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iran and

the Red Cross in the US to inform the Soviet Union about the fate of the Soviet troops who had

been held captive during the last eight years by the resistance forces (BBCFS).

* Mohammad Hasan Sharq whose government has received a vote of confidence at the Parliament says.

we are seeking a solution of the main problem - - ending the war." He said some of the opposition

groups regretfully did not take part in the delibrations of the House of the People (RMDS)...

* A protocol on direct cooperation between the Afghan Ministry of Electric Power and the Ukra3-

ian Soviet Republic to electrify Parwan and Nimroz provinces was signed 17 June in Kabul (RA)..

* Separate protocols between the Nimroz province of Afghanistan and Kherson province of the

Soviet Union, and the Parwan province of Afghanistan and Kharkov province of Soviet Union were

Signed 16 June in Kabul for promotion and expansion of cooperation (RA).

* At a press conference held for foreign journalists in NY, an international committee was

formed for the emancipation of the Soviet prisoners of war who have been missing in Afghanistan.

The committee includes people's rep esentatives from the US,Soviet Union and Europe (RA).

* Leader of the Afghan mujab.eddin, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar says until all the Soviet troops are pul-

led out of Afghanistan, the Soviet POW's will not be released (VOAPS).

* A spokesman for the US State Department has said the US government has provided during the 1988

fiscal year direct aid worth $ 50 million to the refugees in Pakistan ( VOAPS).

* A pro Zehir Shah group is out to mobilize public opinion among Afghan refugees in Frontier

camps against what.it says undemocratic selection of the head of an interim government for Afghan.",

istan ON).,

* The President of the Mujaheddin's interim government, Ahmad Shah, said 16 June that heads of

the component parties of the IUAM had unanimously decided to set uF the government in Kabul. The

precise date and other details in this regard would.be announced formally within a week, he added

(nil).

Hectic efforts are underway to sort out the 311 Soviet troops missing in Afghanistan. There is a

poaeibility that these missing soldiers might have been killed in the Afghanistan war (JG).

* President of the proposed interim government of the mujaheddin, Engineer Ahmad Shah has said

that after signing the Geneva, accord, the former Pakistan Minister of State for FbreigtiAffaire,

Zain Noore0i in a meeting with the. Afghan mujaheddin had confessed that Pakistan had coniaitted a

mistake .b eigstes, 00.1 go00x 01101 .
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* A US official said 17 June in .Washington the UNACAR Aga Khan has given assurance

to the'western donor countries that humantarian end economic aid to the people,of Afghanistan will

not, be given through the Kabul regime (RPDS).

* According to the US officials, despite bilateral negotiations between the US and the Soviet

Union the. Russians have so far not provided the maps of areas in Afghanistan where mines have been

planted. The-UN is still holding talks on the issue with the Soviets.(RPDS);.

* President Najibullah received 18 June Prifte Minister Dr. Masan Sharq and his cabinet members

and aged the cabinet members to take measures to curb bribery,_ embezzlement ofthe public funds,

irresponsibility in performing public duties and indifference to the social. interests (RA).

* The BBC correspondent- reports from Kabul while the new government was seeking the vote of con-

fidence at the House of the People,, one of the deputies from Kabul said what is the reason that

none of the aperty members* hays 'repeated on the past deeds and, why there are eertaim people in

power Whose' halide Are stained with the blood' of bur nation (BBCFS).

* The D1WFP Commissioner for Afghan refugees, Fah mullah Khatek in an interview has said presen-

tly about 2,200,000 Afghan refugees are living in 250 camps in the NWFP. He said so far, as we are

.aware, and so far. as we are concerned, no body has gone back and most of the refugees say that

until the Najib government is toppled, they cannot return to their country (VOAPS).

N ,"Indian prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi's outburst against the Afghanymujaheddin during the course

,of his address at the UN cannot be brushed off as another act of ranting.. It betrays Indians deep

rooted desire to keep intact its perceived leverage in Kabul and maintain the geo- political bala-

nce. The mujaheddin, who can disturb this geo- political balance, are for Indira an unacceptable

reality whose progress New Delhi is determined to block whatever means it can command at its dis-

posal, although it may have precious few. And that was the unfortunate message that Rajiv's shrill

tone gave at the UN" (Editorial, MIM).

e The Izvestia. (Moscow) in its editorial has admitted that the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in

1979 was a mistake (JG).

* In an interview to the BBC, the Afghan leader Hekmatyar has reiterated that Soviet troops

Withdrawal from. Afghanistan will be complete only when the last unit of the Soviet troops leaves

Afghanistan and the Soviet backed Kabul government is done away with (NWT).

19
* In the statement of the Armed forces of Afghanistan broadcast from Radio Kabul it has been

saidSoviet troops,have presently retreated from four provinces and it has been assured that the

armed forces are capable to defend the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country(BBCFS).

*" The UNACAR, Sadruddin Aga Khan says the UN aid and development officials are expected to visit

next:month Afghanistan and begin the economic reconstruction of the country and look after therm.

.gees who have returned ,to the country (BBCFS).

! AcCordinOo the French presa, the mujaheddin will appoint governors and

25e.
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the affairs in the center of Zabul province - - the first city they have captured during the war

(RPDS).

* Two of the Afghan mujaheddin leaders have felicitated President Mohammad Ziaul Haq of Pakistan

on the promulgation of Sahriat Ordinance (RPDSO).

* Prime Minister, Dr. Mohammad Hasan Sharq and members of his cabinet attended 19 June the

Senate session for explaining the internal and foreign policy of the government and the introduc-

tion of the cabinet (RA).

* The 'Council of Ministers brings it to the notice of allcitizens that no government official in

the capital and provinces has'the authority toissue extraórdinary and exceptional orders under any

circumatances'and'rights of the people are viewed equally without any discrimination or privilege

in the framework of laws already in force (RA).

* The Foreign Ministry liason office has delivered 19 June the 30th memorandum on Pakistan's

violations of the Geneva accord, to the UNIAG office (RA).

* A high Level Indian delegation ' arrived 19 June in Kabul to evaluate the work .of the eighth Indo-

Afghan joint commission (RA).

* According to a Moscow Radio correspondent' report from Afghanistan, arms are still being sent to

the Afghan extremists from the Pakistani territory and Pakistani officials are inciting the undec-

lared war against Afghanistan (RMDS). .

* Quoting a US State Department official in an article 19 June, The New York Times writes the

Kabul regime is fastly moving towards a collapse and after the completion of the Soviet troops

pullout next year, the Kabul regime will no longer feel safe. But some US experts say the Soviet

installed Kabul regime might survive longer than anticipated"(VOADS).

* 'The UNACAR, Sadruddin Aga Khan said 17 June he has reached an agreement with the Kabul regime

and the Soviet government that direct aid will be supplied to the refugees in areas under mujahed-

din control (VOAPS).

* The'Vide, President òf thecinterim1governmente :Dr.Zabihul'lah Mojaddedi ",ha$ said bye jirgah is a

good wale for Solving the Afghan problem.' He 'Said view$ of She 'Afghen 'nation 'should be 'sought in the

formation of government and other important issues. He added the mu3aheddin'inteirim government will

be credible only when it is approved by representatives of the nation'(VQAPS)`.

* The IUAM President Sayyed Ahmad Gailani,says, "I am'in favor of elections so that a competent

council of the peoples' representatives is formed. He said the establishment of transitional govern-

ment and enacting legislature should be within the jurisdiction of the council ( VOAPS).

* Speakers at a jirgah of Afghan mujaheddin and refugees who have cane to Peshawar from Quetta

have criticized the IUAM leaders for establishing a transitional government without convening a

loya jirgah and for not consulting representatives of the nation. They also criticized the MO

leadership for deciding to ask the people in elections to vote.in favor of one of seven organiza --

tions. Speakers at the jirgah urged the IUAM to consult the nation and convene a ¡aye jirgah. Any

decision arrived in this way would.be acceptable ( VOAPS).

* Moscow radio quoting Press Trust of India has announced that a meeting was held'between the

Iranian representatives and leader of American Military Intelligence Department in Ake* »'
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tang resulted in making the Iranian stand clear on the Afghan issue. It was emphasized at the

meeting that Iran should agree to extend assistance tó the Afghan opposition forces because there

is a possibility that Pakistan will stop such military assistance after the signing of the Geneva

accords. It was agreed at the meeting that apart from providing assistance to the Afghan resistance

on the Pakistan territory, the US would also continue supplying weapons to the Afghan opponents

taking shelter in Iran. It will also provide arms to Iran through Afghan opposition (MIM).

* The Afghan mujaheddin have to evolve: complete .unity in their ranks for building a new Afghan-

istan., The mujaheddin have achieved significant victories after the Geneva accord. More areas have

been brought under their Control. Now they are in a position to announce the establishment of an

interim government in the liberated areas. Logan and -Paktia are close to Pakistan and it is expec-

ted that an interim government will be set up in one of these two provinces. The struggle of the

Afghan mujaheddin has now entered its final stages. It is not far off when the Afghan mujaheddin

will undo the-Geneva accord by setting up an Islamic and free government in Afghanistan (Prof.

burhañuddid Rabbani in JG).

* The Pakistan Muslim League (Khawaja Khairuddin group) has stressed, the government should take

steps for the return of Afghan refugees as the Afghan issue has been solved after signing the

Geneva accord (JG).

20
*. The IUAM new President Sayyed Ahmad Gailani at a press conference in Peshawar said a transi -

tional government will be established inside Afghanistan but he did not announce the date (BBCFS).

* The UN& mediator, Diego Cordovez will visit within, next 10 days Afghanistan to hold talks on

setting up a'government by the mujaheddin with the present Kabul government. The mujaheddin have

decided not to meet Cordovez (BBCFS).

* The Washington Post writes the IUAM President Sayyed Ahmad Gailani, said elections might be held

within 3-4 months among the refugees and the mujaheddin for the formation of a national council so

that the interim government may seek vote of confidence from it (VOADS).

* The US Under Secretaryof State Richard William says the Soviet troops withdrawal continues as

scheduled from Afghanistan. He anticipated that Pakistan would resist threats and pressure (VOADS)

* An experts on Afghan affairs at the FreedomHóuse, NY, has claimed that the Soviet Union has

formed a secret army of 20,000 Afghans to replace the Soviet troops after their pullout from Af-

ghanistan (VOADS).

* TASS has described as a futile attempt the mujaheddin announcement on setting up a transitional

government (BBCFS).

* A donor group for Afghanistan alleged 20 June in London the Kabul government has ruined the

.,agriculture of the country during the last eight years in order to eliminate the social base of the

tghenmujaheddin (HBCFS).

'
w- An agreement on survey and strengthening. of embankments of the Oxus river ,in Hairathan port,

worth 8,106,000 rubels was signed 20 June in Kabul between the Commerce Ministry and the Soviet

attache in Kabul (RA).
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* A Cuban delegation led by the Cuban Communication Minister,arrived 20 June in Kabul fox' atten-

ding the sessions of the Afghan -Cuba economic conmission (RA).

* Leader of the Hezb -e- Islami Gulbuddin Hekmatyar has said until an Islamic government is set up

in Afghanistan, the mujaheddin will keep the Soviet POW's and later they will be exchanged with

those Afghan communists who have fled to Moscow ( VOAPS).

* Leader of the Jamiat -.e- Islamic Burhanuddin Rabbani has said the Soviet POW's will be fried only

when the Afghan mujaheddin presently detained by the Kabul regime are released and those 15,000

Afghan children who have been sent to the Soviet Union are brought back(VOAPS).

* Sayyed Ahmad Gailani the new IUAM President has said III want a unity among all the Afghans

and I will complete all tasks started by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.n He said IUAM will be further stren-

gthened and unity will be consolidated in the mujaheddin ranks (VOAPS).

* At a press conference recently in Dina, Jhelum, leader of the Harkat- e- &igelab-e- Islami, Afghan,

tetan, Nasrullah Mansoor said the Afghan people have now realized that both the super powers are

equally against the Islamic revolutian'in Afghanistan (MIM).

'* The IUAM announced 19 June in Peshawar a 12 member cabinet and two Vice Presidents of. the pro,,

posed interim government which it hoped would be installed in power after the fall of the PDPA
regime in the wake of the Soviet troops withdrawal (MIM).

21
* Leader of the Harkat- e- Islami Afghanistan, Ayatullah Mohsini -has said if°the new interim

government which hab been announced by °the mujaheddin in Pakistan is imposed in. Afghanistan in its

present shape, it would entail internal differences and clashes between the various groups;(BBCFS).

One of the local commanders of the Hezb- e- Islami (Khales), Abdul Hal has called upon the UN not

to initiate the financial aid program in Afghanistan until all the Soviet troops are withdrawn from

Afghanistan and the present Soviet backed government in Kabul is dismantled (BBCFS).

* TASS says Pakistan has admitted that the Afghan mujaheddin have detained Soviet soldiers in

that country. The Pakistan Ambassador in Moscow Shahid Amin said he has information about the

Soviet POW's in his country,(VOGDS).

* According to a VOA report, observers have expressed concern over the slow withdrawal of the

Soviet troops from Afghanistan. Political observers.have said the strong positions of the mujahed-

din at'9ome places and their rapid victories in Other regions, is --a reason for the slow pace of

the Soviet troops withdrawal (RPDS).

* The Soviet Union has warned if Pakistan did not honor its in the Geneva accords,

it will result in foiling the endeavors exerted for signing that agreement (RMDS).

* The Pravda writes that proclamation of a transitional government by the Afghan opposition,

groups resembles more with the distribution of the skin of a bear which has so far not been hinted

(M)..

* Afghanistan's 31st memorandum on Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accord was delivered 21

Juste k the i NIAG. office in Kabul (RA).
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* The first session of the Afghan -Cuba commission on economic, scientific and technical coopers

tioñs between Afghanistan and Cuba was convened 21 June in Kabul (RA).

* The Times of India has described evasive and meaningless the US claims suggesting that the

Geneva accords on political solution of situation around Afghanistan permits the US military sup-

plies to the opposition groups of Afghanistan (VOADS).

* The leader of Jamiat-e-Islami Afghanistan, Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani' Bald' 20' f1me' in itehaWa.r

since the beginning of Soviet troops pullout from Afghanistan the mujaheddin have so far captured

more than 30 places including suti di isidns and" sub' distriot's hnd i.50' i btl' regime poste (VOAPS).

* The Jamiat -e- Islami Chief Prof. Burhahuddin Rabbani, has said Moscow and Kabul are accusing

Pakistan of violating the Geneva àccòrd only to prolong the 'stay of "th'e Soviet troops in Afghan-

istan and hide their new military strategy against the mujahéddiñ"(MIM).

* Two Afghan mujaheddin Mohammad Ali and Abdul were killed and six others injured as three

Afghan aircraft straffed and bombed Mari Kendall, 25 kilometers away from Miranshah¡ North Wazir-

istan Agency (DN).

* Contact has been established with Pakistan goVernMeht for the recognition' of' the:mujaheddints

interim government, while in this connection talks will also so be held With the Arab and other

countries. According to the president of'the mújaheddin interim government, Engineer Ahmad Shah,

earlier the Pakistan government had assured the'recognition of the government on its completion

(NWT).

* At a press conference 20 June in Peshawar, Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani leader of the Jemiatre-

Islami Afghanistan said if the Soviet Union wanted a safe pullout 'of its troops from Afghanistan

it should have a direct dialogue with the mujaheddin. He said pehce cannot be guaranteed without

the complete Soviet troops withdrawal. (NWT).

22
* A four member delegation of the World Food Program (WFP) visited 22 June an Afghan"refugee

camp in Katcha Garni, Peshawar (RPDS).

* Australia will provide $ 20 million aid to the UN for the Afghan refugees (RPDS).

* The US government plans to despatch a special envoy for talks with the Afghan mujaheddin. The

US State-Department has said it is inclined for further contacts with the Afghanistan resistance

movement to seek more information for the assessment of the current political reports (BBCFS).

* The Central Plenum of the PDPA was convened 22 June. Najibullah spoke about the duties of the

party organizations in respect to the armed defense of the NRP and democratic achievements (RA).

* Prime Minister Mohammad Hasan Sharq met 22 June the Indian External Affairs Ministry delegation

in Kabul. The Indian delegation said on the basis of the discussions between Najibullah and the

Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in New Delhi, Indian special delegation would visit Afghanis-

tan to specify the fields of cooperation in the rehabilitation of Afghan refugees (RA).

* The Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil in a message to the UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar has

said that Pakistan had violated until 22 June 213 time the Geneva accord and in this connection the

31st memoradum has been delivered to the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).
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# A program of cooperation in the television was t9igtied 22' June in Kabul. between the Afghan

State Committee fdr' Radia, Television and Filfns and' the Indian Television' (RA).

* The UNACAR, Prince Sadrudtiin Aga' Ithart held' talks' 21" June' with' the OIC representatives in Geneva

on the UN activities in connection with'the reutrn of Afghan refúgeeb from Pakistan and Iran (RA).

* The Afghan Chief of Army Staff, General Tenths* reported that' the Soviet troops have'been with

drawn from 18 provinces of Afghanistan. Hé said òne'fourth of the Soviet troops have eo far re-

turned to their country (RS).

* The US state Department says it is trying to promote its contacts with:the'mujaheddin groupe.

The source says they want to expand 'their information and analysis` en the politibalicèevelopments

in Afghanistan:(BACFS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say anvnber of niujaheddin commanders, "religious scholars-and

elders in a resolution adopted after a meeting in Spin Boldak have urged the-neighbouring count-

ries including the Soviet Union to foster friendly ties with Afghanistan. ln the resolution the

UN has been asked to recognize Mohammad Zahir Shah as the leader of Afghanistan for the estab-

lishment of peace and security in Afghanistan end in the region '(MAPS).

* Afghan Prime Minister, Haean sharq has asked members of his family not to come to Afghanistan

from Iran (stet) in view of the serious situation in the country (NWT).

* The Charge d' Affaires of'the Pakistan Hnbassy ih Kabul was summoned 22 June in the Foreign

Ministry and a Pakistani protest about the bomb'ardnieht's On! Chaman and Alitai was described baseless

and far from reality (RA)'.

* Documents on the .evaltiatibn of thé eighth joint Indo- Afgháh' 'cóminissibh' ortecht ics4 economics
trade and cultural 'cooperations was signed 22 June in 'Kabul' (RA)'.'

23
* An Afghan mujaheddin commander, Abdul Haq;has"sai'd'd.n NY that the Soviet Union should dire-

ctly contact the'inujaheddin'aboutAhe issue of Soviet POW's (BBCFS).

* The Pakistan Foreign Minister, Sahebzada Yaqub Khan ,is scheduled to visit 26 June China. Dip-

lomatic sources in Islamabad say the Afghanistan issue would definitely be a part of hisdiscus-

stone with Chinese leaders (BBCFS).

* A protocol for economic, scientific and te.hnical cooperation was signed 23 June in Kabul with

the Republic of Cuba under which Cuba will.extend assistance to Afghanistan in the fields of pub-

lic health, higher 'education, agriculture, radio and television and sports (RA).

* The PAPA Plenum has sent a message to' the representatives at the 19th conference of the Soviet

Communist Party. In the message it has been stated that, by treading oh the path of reconstruction,,

the Party of Lenin has once again vindicated its revolutionary reality of unbreakable link with

the people, sincerity with the aspirations of Communism, and its historic obligations towards the

fate of mankind. Solidarity between the Soviet Communist party and'the'PDPA was consolidated not

only in scholarly conferences and international gatherings but in the most difficult days of the

undeclared mar as well (RA).

* kreaident of tue mujaheddin interim government, Engineer, .Ahiaad Shah in a statement has refuteä
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,.....or

a Moscow radio report suggesting that the mujaheddin interim government is a government in exile..

The statement says the mujaheddin interim government will practically start functioning inside

Afghanistan (VOAPS).

* The former'King of Afghenistan,Zahir Shah, now living in exile in Rome, has said he is willing

to return home and head a provisional government (MIM).

* The Afghanistan government has announced a package of incentives to the returning Afghan re-

fugees including purchase of all sorts'of arms from them on cash payments and the return of all

moveable and immoveable property, vehicles and shares in the banks and joint stock companies which

had earlier been confiscated by the government (MIM).

* Australia is to donate about 16.5 million US dollars to the UN Fluid for Hunantariar; and Econo-

mic Aid to Afghanistan,,Prime Minister Bob Hardee announced 22 June (PT)..

* An official of the Soviet Red Cross has said'Soviet soldiers who were captured during war. in

'Afghanistan, have been detained in the US, Iran and Canada (JG),

24
* The US Under Secretary of State, Michael Armacost says he does not think the Soviet Union will
implement its threats to change or review its troops withdrawal scheMe from Afghanistan. He said

.

the process of troops withdrawal is going ahead according to the schedule (RPDS).

+' At the request of the UNIAG,.a UN observer team was taken to Quetta anà Chaman.The team visi-

ted an Afghan refbgee çámp and alai 'saw the" areas' sub jecteä recently to artillery shelling, rocket
fire and' bombing. by the Kabul' side entailing a' violation Of the Geneva accords (MO:

* Quoting a Soviet Defense Ministry spokesman, TASS. says the withdrawal of Soviet troops from

Afghanistan is taking place according to the program of the Geneva accords without any change.

TABS said 1/4 of the Soviet troops: have so' far been withdrawn froc :Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* The Kabul Electric Junction No.12 built frail! the GDR $38,000 credit and Aids 36 million from

the state budget was inaugurated 24 June .(RA).

*-The UN Secretary General's special envoy on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez met 23 June with mem-

bers of the international committee for the emancipation of the Soviet POW's and the Pakistan

envoy in NY (RA).

* The Indian Defense Minister said 23. June in New Delhi Pakistan has violated the Geneva accord

,and is hindering efforts for the restoration of peace in Afghanistan. He said the policy of

Islamabad in the region has created difficulties in normalization of Indo- Pakistan relations (RA).

* 'Insight. a US periodical quotes rumours in Peshawar that Washington is planning to invest

the - leadership of Afghanistan to Hekmatyar. The'magazine writes Hekmatyar himself denies any type

of official contact with the US. Hekanatyar says "only a freely elected persón and a representative

aá the people can lead our nation"' (VOADS).

Speaking 23 June - -at a session of the US Congress, the: US Under Secretary of State, Michael

Armacost has said the US does not want to interfere in the formation of next government in Afghan -

iaten (VOAPS)..

* TheChatiimil of the Afghanistan. Committee in the. US Congress, Gordan4Hunp}rey_ has asked tber
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Reagan government to take a measures to recognize the mujaheddin interim government (VOAPS).

* The US Under Secretary of State, Michael Armacost has said the US State Department keeps in

view to appoint a special assistant to the US Ambassador in Islamabad to assist him On Afghan

affairs (VOAPS).

* The Red Crescent Society which was requested by its Soviet counterpart to help recover Soviet

soldiers allegedly held as prisoners of war by the Afghan snijaheddin 2a Paki tart¡ has informed the

Soviet authorities that it could not get any information regarding the presence of any Soviet

POW's in Pakistan (DN).

* The IUAM new President Sayyed Ahmad Gailanit on a short visit to 'Islamabad, met 24 June some

diplomats. He is expected to meet 25 June with the Pakistani officials (NWT).

25
* In an interview to a Japanese newspaper in Rome, the" former 'King of 'Afghanistan, Mohammad

Zahir Shah has said,. if all the forces join hands together and form a transitional government, there

will be no bloodshed in the country (VOADS).

* Quoting a UN representative in Peshawar, The Christian Science Monitor says mines planted in

Afghanistan are the main difficulty in the rehabilitation of that country and there is a possibi-

lity that years and even decades might be spent in struggle for the removal of this difficulty

MAW).

* The UNACAR Sadruddin Aga Khan has said a team of experts would visit Afghanistan within a few

months to make arrangements in connection with the UN assistance in Afghanistan, (RPDS).

* The Soviet Chief of General Staff, Marshal Sergei Akhromeyev has said more than 20,000 Soviet

troops have returned to their country ( BBCFS).

* According to the BBC correspondent from Islamabad, in a bomb explosion 25 June at a hotel'ià

Peshawar, Pakistan, at least 13 persons were killed and four others injured. The Pakistani offi.-

ciels believe that the bomb was placed by KHAD elements (BBCFS).

* The 32nd memorandum on Pakistan's violations of the Geneva accords was delivered 25 June to

the UNIAG office in Kabul (RA).

* At a press conference, the Afghanistan Ambassador in Moscow reported that violation of the

Geneva accords, and arms supplies to the opposition groups from Pakistan have increased.' He said

Pakistan intelligence agencies are inciting the Afghan opposition for attacks on Kabul and other

Afghan cities (RMDS).

* A UN high ranking official held last week several rounds of talks with Abdul Haq a commander of

the Afghanistan resistance. It was the first official contact between the UN and the mujaheddin

commanders whose power is constantly increasing (VOADS).

* A commander of the NLF Afghanistan in Mohammad Agha, Logar,.who has recently come to Peshawar,

says following the arrival of the UNIAG observers in, Kabul, Soviet forces have been carrying out

heavy shellings from Darul Aman,Ifabul, on Khairkhana Meena,Hoodkhel and Kabul Customs House.According

to eye witnesses, after the inspection of the shells of these rockets, the UN observers have said
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the rockets are Soviet made (VOADS).

* A high ranking officer of the Kabul regime, who has secret contacts with the mujaheddin, infor-
med the office of the Ittehad-e- Islami that a Soviet decision to shift the general command
of the Soviet forces from Taj Haig heights, to Dasht- e.- Keragai, Baghlan, has been postponed due to
intensive mujaheddin attacks. Three security belts have been built since the first week of June
around Kabul. The first circle is under the control of the Soviet troops, the second under the
control of IQiAD and the third under the command of the Kabul army (VOADS),

* The UNACAR, Sadruddin Aga Khan has said 33 millions dollars aid has so far been promised for
the rehabilitation of Afghan refugees and reclaimation of agriculture. (BBCFS).

* Soviet Communist party newspaper Theme a,da 24 June denounced a US decision to appoint are envoy
to maintain contacts with Afghan guerrillas in Pakistan (MLM).

* 'Although the Soviet army has started marching north out of Afghanistan, thousands of fresh
troops have been sent in to that country to enable Soviet forces to launch fresh offensive. The
Soviet Union apparently intends to keep military advisers in the country even after the nine month
long'pullout timetable is completed, neutral observers said (PT).

* The UNACAR, Sadruddin Aga Khan has said if the economy of Afghanistan was not improved, the
Afghan people' will face a food shortage °similar to Ithiopia(NWT).

26
* The Defense Council of Herat province met 26 June to prevent the "criminal activities" of the

extremist groups and for the establishment of peace and security in that province (NA),

* The 18th plenum of the Central Council of the Trade Unions of Afghanistan was convened 26 June

in Kabul for bringing about improvements in the defense of the country (RA).

* According to reports, four posts have been set up on the route between Landi Kotal to Torkham,
v.

which is the main route for the return of Afghan refugees. The Afghan refugees are to be returned

to camps inside the country from these posts (RMDS).

* The UN observers mission. for Afghanistan arrived 25 June in Chitral.. Besides visiting Darosh,

Arendu, and Garam Chashma, the UN team would also visit Afghan refugee camps to get on-the -spot

information about the implementation of the Geneva accords. The team would inspect different routes

in Chitral to know whether the' mujaheddin were using them for warfare inside Afghanistan (MIN).

* UN mediator on Afghanistan Diego Cordovez is arriving 30 June in Islamabad to undertake the

task of bringing together the warring factions in the Afghan conflict for negotiations on the for

oration of a broad -based government, The Khaleei Times reported. Cordovez will visit Teheran before

flying into Islamabad as part, of his shuttle in the region which includes visite to Kabul and con-

sultations with the Pakistani authorities, leaders of Afghan refugees and the mujaheddin groups (MIN)

* The efforts of the Kabul regime to find one of its opponents to head the Defense Ministry have

it brought any results sofar. A report of AMRC says General Abdul Karim Mustaghani and General

Mitan Mohamnad Khan have been invited by the Kabul regime to accept the post but there is no infor-

mation whether they have accepted or rejected the proposal. (MIM).

* The IUAM President Pir Sayyed Ahmad Gailani has said that the Afghan refugees,..the mujaheiin
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and the Afghan people of liberated areas would vote within three months to elect a council which

would have the sole right to authenticate the present interim government of the mujaheddin(MI14).

* The Afghan mujaheddin have inflicted heavy

of Afghanistan. According to Teheran Radio in

and Kunduz the mujaheddin have demolished six

others (JG).

* The NWFP care -taker Chief Minister, Fazle Hag has

started subversive activities in Pakistan because of

He said many difficulties will have to be faced as a

will gain further momentum in Afghanistan (JG).

losses on the Soviet -Kabul troops in many provinces

their fresh activities in Badakhshan, Faizabad, Kabul,

posts, killed more than 50 soldiers and captured 12

27

said the Kabul government has once again.

Pakistan stand in regard tó the Afghan issue.

result of the Geneva accord. He added, jehad

* TASS has reported that mines have been planted by the Afghan opposition forces around the

Soviet garrisons and posts. Altogether in 2,131'places mines have been laid dawn and 1071 of these

have been planted in the latter pert of May (RMDS).

* According to TASS,extremists háve caused Afs. 60 billions losses to the economy of Afghanis-

tan last year. During this period 143 economic units have totally been e,iminated.(RMDS }.

* The Pakistan Foreign Minister, Sahebzada Yaqub Khan said 26 June in Beijing his country is ad.

hereing to its commitments in the Geneva accord and is cooperating with the UNIACc,for an effective

implementation of the provisions Of the accord (RPDS).

* Pakistan has submitted a memorandum to the UNIAG about a clear violation of the Geneva accords by

theKabulregimewith carrying out bomb explosion in a hotel in Peshawar 25 June killing 14 persons (RPDS)

* In a tank fire 25 June by the Kabul armed forces in Chaman, Baluchistan, a woman was killed and

two others wounded. In this connection the Charge d' Affaires of the Afghan Embassy in Islamabad

was summoned to the Foreign Ministry and a pretest note was handed over to him. (RPDS).

* The Herat University was inaugurated 27 June (RA).

* According to the decision by the National Council, a joint session of the Senate and the House

of the People was convened 27 June, and, after listening to a government resort about the Geneva

accords, the deputies of both houses debated the subject (RA).

According to the BBC' correspondent from Islamabad, the Afghan mujaheddin claim that the Kabul-

Jalalabad highway remained under the mujaheddin control for three days last week. The report says

seven government posts were either captured or destroyed by the mujaheddin and 150 government sol-

diers were killed or injured. Similarly 10 tanks with their crewmen were demolished (BBCFS).

* The Advisory Council of the mujaheddin of the northern provinces of , Afghanistan met 4-12

June with Commander Ahmad Shah Masood in the chair in Farkhar, Takhar. Tho Geneva accords were con

damned by the council and the Soviet leadership was asked to stop assistance to the Kabul regime

while withdrawing its troops. The council reiterated to continue armed jehad until an Islamic gov-

Arnment was set up in Afghanistan (VOAPS).

The US Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs met 23 June to discuss US aid to the Afghans. Chair-

teu of the special team on the Afghan affairs, Senator Gordon Humphrey said, following the sign
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ing of Geneva accord, it is now necessary for the US to help the Afghans complete and consolidate

their victory (VOAPS).

28
* According to a mujaheddin report from Quetta, at a gathering 11 May 165 jehad commanders of

Kandâtiár'province issued resolution about the general amnesty and the policy of jehad (VOADS).

* In do interview with The Daily Telegraph (London), the head of Kabul government, Najibullah,

has warned Pakistan of possible delay in the Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan in case

assistance continues to the mujaheddin ( VOADS).

* The first official meeting of the cabinet was held 28 June under the chairmanship of Prime

Minister Mohammad Hasan Sharq. At the meeting, Minister of State, Niamatullah Pazhwak was unani-

mously elected as the Secretary of Cabinet meetings. For the purpose of the implementation of NRP

and providing facilities to the compatriots, the sale and purchase of non -transferrable properties

through courts according to laws already in force was endorsed (RA).

* The'world media has reported that at a press conference 20 June the Pakistan based seven party

Afghan opposition groups have announced the formation of a so- called transitional government. In

its memorandum No.32, 24 June the Afghan government has protested to the UNIAG against Pakistan

(RA)

* A spokesman for the Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan has said commanders of the Jamiat- e- Islami in

10 provinces participated in their 5th council in Takahr in the middle of June.The report says the

council attaches much importance to the shifting of its power (stet) and control northern provinces

of Afghanistan and they are preparing themselves for a new phase of war (BBCFS).

* About the US decision to establish direct contact with the mujaheddin through a US Under Secre-

tary of State as a special envoy, the MAN President Sayyed Ahmad Gailani said we have been urging

peace - loving countries from the very beginning to establish direct contact with us. ( VOAPS).

* The Christian Science Monitor. wrote 28 June the mujaheddin have captured during the recent

weeks more than One hundred Kabul regime cantonments and posts and it appears that the pillars of

Kabul regime are further weakening in the rural areas. It is however possible the mujaheddin might

face stiff resistance from the Kabul communist regime in Kabul and other cities.

* The paper says it might become necessary for the mujaheddin that simultaneous with their war

activities, they should convince supporters of the Kabul regime to join the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

* Soviet troops withdrawing from Afghanistan are removing mines they had laid to protect their

positions, the Communist party newspaper Pravda said 27 June. By the end of May, 1,518 of the 2,131

minefields laid had been cleared by Soviet forces, the newspaper said, Another 100 min -fields were

turned over to the Kabul regime army (PT).

* Talking 27 June to The Nawa -i -Watt. the Azad Kashmir President, Sardar Abdul Qayyum said the

Soviet Union intends to punish Pakistan for helping the Afghan mujaheddin (NWT).

* Addressing the mujaheddin in Sherzad, Nangarhar, the Chief of Hezb -e- Islami, Mawlawi Mohammad'

Yunus Khales described Najib's NRP as a conspiracy and said there cannot be any compromize with the

murderers of'1,5 million martyrs (NWT).
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29
* In an interview in Geneva, UNACAR Sadruddin Aga Khan said one of the most difficult tasks in

Afghanistan is the sweeping of mines since refugees want to remain safe in their areas (RPIÄ).

* The UN Secretary General's special envoy, Diego Cordovez has said the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan continues satisfactorily. He said during his two weeks visit to the region

he will also look.into the issue of the missing Soviet soldiers (RPDS).

* Leaders of the European Community have said they expect the Soviet Union will ho its promise

about the pullout of its troops from Afghanistan and, thereafter, the EEC would be x1111 ,B,to offer

hunantarian assistance to that country (RPDS).

* The UNIAG observers team visited Chitral and Arandu 25-2e June to investigate into the Kabul

regime allegations that Pakistan has been violating the Geneva accords. (RPDS).

* In a gun fire in Shalman, Khyber Agency, 25 June by the Kabul regime armed forces, one Pakistani

was killed. The Charge d' Affaires of the Afghan Embassy was summoned 28 June to the Foreign Mi-

nistry in Islamabad and a strong worded protest note was delivered to him (RPDS).

* The UN Assistant Secretary General, Diego Cordovez will visit Teheran, Islamabad and Kabul to

look into the implementation of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan (RMDS).

* Teheran Radio has said the mujaheddin have cut the road link between Kabul and Jalalabad by occu-

pying a part of Kabul -Jalalabad highway, (RPDS).

* Western diplomats say the mujaheddin have put pressure on another two provincial capitals - -

Mazar-e-Sharif, and Aibak center of Samangan (VOAPS).

* The VOA correspondent reports from Islamabad that in a resolution of the Kandahar mujaheddin

signed by 165 commanders, amnesty has been announced for the Kabul regime soldiers, officials and

employees and warning has been given to the religious scholars who call Najib as Muslim and cooperate

with Kabul regime. The scholars are urged to abandon their cooperation otherwise they will be tried

in the mujaheddin Islamic courts. Warning has also been given to returning refugees not to cooperate

with the Najib regime,otherwise they,too,will be tried.The resolution say when an Islamic government

is established in Afghanistan, and 28 ministers are appointed, the education and defense portfo-

lios should be assigned to the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* The Pakistani President Ziaul Haq declared 28 June he saw a lot of "confusion and bloodshed"

in Afghanistan in the post Geneva Accord scenario (MIM).

* The UNACAR Sadruddin Aga Khan has said that in response to the UN's appeal for one billion dol-

lar aid fund for Afghanistan, 33 million dollars have been contributed so far, reports VOA 28

June (PT).

* In an interview with the VOA correspondent, President of the interim mujaheddin government,

Engineer Ahmed Shah has said that he will soon send delegations to various countries to press them

to recognize the government of the Afghan mujaheddin (PT). '

* The Indian Minister for External Affairs, Narisamaroa presently visiting Bulgaria, has expres-

aethe hope that the Geneva accord will be implemented sincerely and added that there are yet
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certain matters to be decided NWT).

30.
* In a statement in Moscow, the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has admitted that intervention

in Afghanistan was a mistake committed in the foreign policy Of that country (BBCFS).

* A spokesman for UTACAR, Sadruddin Aga Khan has estimated that three to four and a half million

mines have been planted in Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* A high ranking Soviet official says during the last eight years the Soviets swept more than

50,000 mines planted by the mujaheddin and foreign forces in Afghanistan (BBCFS).

* At a press conference 29 June in the Afghan Foreign Ministry the chief of political depart-

ment of the Soviet forces in Afghanistan said 20,000 Soviet troops with their military hardware

have so far withdrawn from Afghanistan (RHOS).

* China has expressed the hope that the Soviet Union would withdraw its troops from Afghanistan

within the fixed time as specified in the Geneva accord (RPDS).

* The Commander of Soviet forces in Afghanistan Boris Gramov has said in Moscow that half of the

entire Soviet forces will leave Afghanistan by 16th August according to the program (RPDS).

* Participants of an international seminar on Geneva accord about Afghanistan in Islamabad have

demanded the immediate formation of a coalition government acceptable to the people of Afghanistan.

They have pointed out that without the establishment of such a government, peace in Afghanistan

and in the region cannot be restored (RPDS).

* The Law of the National Assembly in 11 chapters and 82 articles was approved 30 June by the

joint commission of the senate and the House of the People (RA).

* The Afghan Foreign Ministry has described as. baseless the Pakistani accusations that Shalman and

Chaman were recently shelled by Afghan forces (RA).

* Western diplomatic sources have said the mujaheddin have during the last three months captured

24 important centers in Afghanistan (RPDS).

* The commander 'of the Soviet troops in Afghanistan says only 10 soldiers have been killed since

15 May when the Soviet troops started their pullout from Afghanistan ( VOAPS).

* In an interview with the Afghan International News Agency (AINA), the IUAM President, Sayyed

Ahmad Gailani has said the mujaheddin's interim government can only shift inside Afghanistan when

elections for a Council are held and the elected council approves the government ( VOAPS).

* Talking to newsmen from Baluchistan and Azad Kashmir, the NWFP Chief Minister, Fazie Rag said

the Najib regime has intensified its subversive activities in Pakistan as a last resort for its stir-

vival. He said the refugees will go home in honor and dignity by next summer (VOAPS).

* Commander Ahmad Shah Masood of the Jamiat -e- Islami Afghanistan has set up a supervisory council

in Afghanistan. The council held an eight day conference which reviewed strategy in the light of

Soviet troops withdrawal from Afghanistan. The BBC reports that the fifth conference of the council

was attended by mujaheddin commanders from 10 provinces. It was held in Takhar during the first 15'
days gf June (DN).
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* Afghan, Pakistan and Arab leaders met in Islamabad, 29 June to discuss the Geneva accords And 46

problems left unresolved by or arising out of the accords," as one of the participants to the two-

day seminar put it (MIM).

* Pir Sayyed Ahmad Gailani, Chairman of the IUAM and Engineer Ahmad Shah Ahmadzai,Prime Minister'

of the interim mujaheddin government attended a reception 28 June given in their honor by the Saudi

Ambassador in Islamabad.The reception was also attended by the Ambassadors and Military Attaches of

Islamic countries. Mohammad Yasser,Minister of Culture and Guidance of the interim mujaheddin governs

ment informed ANA that Engineer Ahmad Shah, accompanied by Foreign Minister, Qizi Najiullah, Fin -

ance Minister, Ismail Siddiqi and himself, asked the ambassadors of Islamic countries to recogni-

le the interim mujaheddin government (MIM).

* The mujaheddints northern command headed by Jamiat- e- Islami Commander Ahmad Shah Masud have divi-

ded the 11 northern provinces of Afghanistan into four administrative units. The Agency Afghan Press

has,learnt through its sources that the north -eastern zone is composed of Badakhshan, Takhar, Kunduz

and Beghlan provinces, the northern zone is based in Samangan, Balkh, Jauzjan and Faryab; the cen-.

tral zone consists of Parwan and Bamian while the eastern zone includes Iaghman and the Panjshir

Valley (PT).

* The OIC Secretary General, Sharifuddin Pirzada has said that after the liberation of Afghanistan,

the Islamic Development Bank will extend all possible assistance for the reclamation and rehabili-

tation of that country (JG),

CHRONOLOGY OF AFGHAN
EVENTS, MILITARY

April .. June
Badkhshan May

an The Jamiat- e- Islami reports the mujaheddin attacked a militiamen unit 2 May in Fargha Monj,
Badakhshan,as a result of which eight militiamen were killed and more than 100 of them defected

with their weapons to the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

23iesistance sources say the mujaheddin, in an attack on the Soviet military base in Kishmed,dess,

troyed five tanks and trucks and killed or, injured about 50 Soviet -Kabul troops (VOAPS).

dune
The Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan has'reported that in an attack 11 May in Jurun, Badakhshan, the

oaujahaddin captured the Brigade of Kabul forces. In the attack 30 government troops were killed

and WO others captured by the mujaheddin while seven mujaheddin were killed. The mujaheddin

p large quantity of arms in the attack (VOAPS).
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e The Jamiat- e- lslami says in a mujaheddin attack 15 May on.a Kabul regime security post in durum

region of Badakhshan, 27 soldiers with theit aims joined the mujaheddin and the mujaheddin demo -

11ahed that post (VOAPS).

* The Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan has reported that 70 soldiers with their arms from various

Toetain Teragram, Zeban and Sarkhdara, Badakhshan, surrendered 22 May to the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

17e Soviet Union has deployed more troops in Wakhan near Chitral and declared the area prohibi-

Aed for Afghan soldiers and other peoples. The Afghan Press International (API) quoted reports from

across the border that the Soviet Union has also reinstalled its latest long range missiles in

*khan (PT).

21 The Afghan mujaheddin report they demolished four positions of the Kabul troops and killed 19

eoldiera in Faizabad, Badakhshan (RPtS).

B dghis, May
5 The Harakat- e- Engelab- e- Islami'office in Quetta says a 83 member unit of government militia-

sent have handed over themselves to the mujaheddin in Badghis. The Badghis mujaheddin also laun-

ched 4 -5 April attacks with heavy weapons on the Robat and Jandost government security posts

during which they killed 11 militiamen and demolished one tank ( VOAPS).'

e The Harakat- e- Engelab- e- Islami office in Quetta says Qades, Badghis, mujaheddin attacked

5 April government security posts killing 12 militiamen ( VOAPS).

The Afghan resistance sources in Quetta saysthe mujaheddin attacked 10 April government securi-

ty posts in Morghab, Badghis. Ten government soldiers defected to the mujaheddin during the opera-

tion (VOAPS).

June
IO According to a report of the resistance sources in Quetta, the mujaheddin attacked late May a

communist military convoy in Ghormach,Badghis, destroying two tanks and three trucks, killing at

least 11 troops and injuring 20 others ( VOAPS).

27 As a result of armed clashes between the extremists in Badghis 20 persons from the two sides

were killed and scores of others injured (RA).

29Jamiat- Islami has reported, in a mujaheddin attack on communist troops in Ghonnach, Badghis,

lasting 31 May, 14 tanks and trucks were demolished. exact details of the losses caused to the

communists are not known. However 10 mujaheddin were killed and 15 wourided. In the battles, three

security posts were destroyed ( VOAPS).

5 The mujaheddin

Baghlan (RPDS).

ii Five Kabul troops were killed and three captured along with their

post near Baghlan city by the mujaheddin. One ínujahed is reported to have been killed in the

operation. On the same day, in another mujaheddin attack on Ptl- e- Khumri, Baghlan, three Soviet

sources

Baghian, April
have said they captured 12 Soviet -Kabul security bases recently in

arms 31 March at a security
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troops were killed (PT).

1 2 An Islamic Alliance source says that the mujaheddin attacked 25 March a Kabul regime military

post in Wazirabad, Baghlan. One vehicle with all those aboard was destroyed in tLe attack. Among

those killed a high ranking military officer of the Kabul regime is also said to be included

( VOAPS).

* An Islamic Alliance source says that the mujaheddin in an attack 25 March demolished a gasolihe

pipeline in Pul- e- Khumri, Baghlan. Also the same day the mujaheddin attacked the Pul- e- Khumri

power sub -station killing three militiamen and injuring four others ( VOAPS).

22 The AfghanInformation and Documentation Center says the mujaheddin raided at the end of the

month of Hamel (March -April) a meeting of government officials in Pule- Khumri, Baghlan, injuring

nine officials. They also in a, rocket attack on a Soviet post; destroyed three trucks and two

tanks. In another attack in. the same period in the Shashgaig village of Kalabatoor, Baghlan, they

killed eight militiamen and captured four of their officers alive (VOAPS).

2ßAfghan Information and Documentation Center says the mujaheddin destroyed 9 April a military

security post in the Baladoori of Pul- e- Khumri. During the operation, 14 government troops were

killed and the mujaheddin Captured another 25 of them. ( VOAPS)

30 Afghan resistance sources in Peshawar say the mújaheddin destroyed 16 April a communist base in

Andarab, Baghlan. During the operation six militiamen were killed and 70 were arrested by the mu-

jaheddin ( VOADS).

May
5 The NIF reports the mujaheddin in an attack on a military

convoy 24 April demolished one vehi-

cle in Khenjan, Baghlan. The number of casualties are not known ( VOAPS).

* Mujaheddin sources say in an attack in Mazardara of Kailagai of the Dooshi sub -division in

Baghian on a government post, they have killed the commander of the post. All other militiamex

and soldiers defected to the mujaheddin. Also the mujaheddin set ablaze the Soviet oil pipeline

at Chashma -e -Sher. The pipeline has been laid down between the Soviet border and Kailagai ( VOAPS).

7 An Afghan mujaheddin source says the mujaheddin in a missile attack on a Soviet supply center

at Kailagai, Baghlan, damaged four tanks and 18 trucks and demolished one security post. A large

number of Soviet soldiers were reported killed or injured during the operation (RPDS).

11 1 The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami says the mujaheddin have destroyed two militia posts in Baghlan.

Another report says during the past week the Russians have withdrawn their troops from the,Bano

sub -division of Andarab, Baghlan, and the area is now controlled by the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

* The NIF says that 53 Kabul regime militiamen have defected to the mujaheddin in Doshi, Baghlan,

during the first two weeks of the month of Saur ( VOAPS).

* A Jamiat -e- Islami Afghanistan source says.the mujaheddin attacked 5 May the Parwan airport

during which they destroyed one post and 12 soldiers were captured by the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

14 The Afghan Information and Documentation Center says the Mawlawi Nasrullah Mansoor's Harkat-

egelab -e- Islami Afghanistan mujaheddin in the last week of the month of Hamel in their attack
on a jeep in Khenjan, Baghlan, killed

one Soviet and two Kabul government officers and demolished
the vehicle ( VOAPS). _

116 fihe IUAM spokesman r Peshawar says, the Baghian mujaheddin have brought under control tai.
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highway which leads to the Soviet border. Commander Bashir has reported to the IU1,M that Soviet

regional officials in Baghlan have asked him to allow safe retreat for the Soviet forces which

are withdrawing to Soviet'Union via this highway (VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin have captured an important army center in $aahlan city from where the Soviet-

Kabul troops fled away in the dark of the night. It is learnt the mujaheddin conducted successful

operations 10 May and captured several parts of the old Baghlan city. The mujaheddin in another

operation captured a security post. in the industrial area of Baghlan city. During the clash four

Kabul soldiers were killed (PT).

11E/The Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan reports the mujaheddin in an attack 23 April on a government

convoy on the highway between Pul -e- Khumri and. Baghlan city destroyed one Soviet tank alongwith

its crew and a truck and captured another truck alongwith its passengers.

21 The Soviet troops are preparing to pull out from the most importantarmy supplycenter in Kaila-

gai 205 kilometers away from Kabul on the Salang highway in view of worsoning conditions in the

Baghlan province (PT) .

23 Reports of Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami from Baghlan province say all the 30 militiamen at twosecu-

rity posts in the center of the province have surrendered to the mujaheddin with their anus (VOAPS).

25 The Islamic Alliance reported 80 militiamen of two posts in Baghlan surrendered 20 May to the

mujaheddin. The source says about 500 troops and militiamen of the Kabul regime have surrendered

to the mujaheddin during the last week in Baghlan (VOADS).

* The Hezb -e- Islami reported its mujaheddin attacked 24 May the MAD offices and PDPA committee

of Baghlan city killing five KHAD and city committee officials, injuring another and capturing

four. The office of Islamic Alliance reported the Baghlan city has now been captured by the muja-

heddin (VOADS).

27 The Afghan mujaheddin besides capturing the valley of Andrab, Baghlan,are reportedto have des

troyed several security posts in other parts of the province. After the offensives the mujaheddin,

are now in a position to close the Salang highway leading to the Soviet Union (PT).

:lane resistance sources say.in an attack 23 May on a Communist post in Ahangran between Salang

tunnel and Jabal -us -Seraj along the Salang pass, Baghlan, the mujaheddin captured 123 soldiers and

officers and seized 30 kilashinkovs. The occupation of this post by the Panjshir mujaheddin would

make it difficult for the Soviet troops to withdraw through Salang (VOAPS).

June
6 The Afghan mujaheddin have captured half of Baghlan city reports Radio Teheran (PT).

9 The commander of Hezb -e- Islami, Abdul Ghayyur reports from Baghlan that the Soviet military

Commander in the north eastern region,in a letter 20 May asked him not to attack the withdrawing

soviet troops on Baghlan- Pul -e- Khumri -Samangan highway. The proposal was rejected by the mujaheddin

and the mujaheddin attacked 25 May the center of Baghlan where a government military convoy was

heading towards Takhar province. In the attack 60 Kabul troops were killed or injured and four

trucks and tanks demolished (VOAPS).

* According to resistance sources, the mujaheddin attacked 29 May a government convoy heading.
towards Baghlan killing or wounding 20 Kabul troops and destroying two trucks and tanks (VOAPS).A

4IF reports, in their attack.i June, on posts in Kakhel of Pul- e- Khumri, Bagb .:the mirja
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heddin killed or injured 13 soldiers and militiamen and captured%30 (VOAFS).

1111 The Afghan mujaheddin are striving hard to capture Baghlan city and in the course of fighting

during the second week of June heavy casualties were inflicted on the Kabul regime forces (JO).

2 OThe Afghan mujaheddin report that in an attack on Pul- e- Khumri Baghlan, jails'they have freed

10 prisoners (RPDS).

ZY Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar)'says the 36 'militiamen, who' had defected from Andrabeub division

Baghlan, joined 16 June the mujaheddin'in Khanjan region, Baghl'an'provïnce. The Khanjan mujaheddin

say a Soviet soldier defected 13 June from the Soviet military base in Khanjan and joined the

mujaheddin (VOAPS).
.

* Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) says the mujaheddin attacked 8 June a security post in Baghlan pro -

vince, killing the commander of the post and capturing 12 militiamen with their arms. Similarly,

in an attack 7 June on a Kabul regime convoy in the outskirts of Baghlan, the mujaheddin captured

80 soldiers with their arms and demolished two tanks (VOAPS).

28 Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) reports in their attack 24 June on a militia post in Baghlan, the

mujaheddin captured the commander of that post alongwith four militiamen. In the attack, a mili-

tia man was killed and others fled away (VOADS).

2 9 The Afghan mujaheddin sources reported that in an attack last week on a post in Khenjan, Baghr-
len, the mujaheddin captured 12 Kabul regime soldiers and killed the commander of that post. Si-
milarly, the crew of a tank were killed in Takhta Sang as a result of the explosion of a mine plats -

tad by the mujaheddin (RPOS).,

Balkh, June
9 The NIF says the mujaheddin demolished 18 May three security posts in Chamtai, Halkh. A number

of governñent troops were killed or injured in the operation (VOAPS).

112 The Jamiat- e- Islami has reported that in an attack recently, the mujaheddin killed six Soviet

soldiers in Maximal, Balkh (VOADS).

* The Jamiat- 'eIslmni says in mujaheddin attacks on the Kabul regime security posts in Shadian

near Wsir- e- 8harif two officers and four soldiers were killed. Following the mujaheddin attack,

the Kabuul regime evacuated all its posts from Shadian to Mazar -e- Sharif and the 4nadian region is

now completely under the mujaheddin control (VOAPS).

'* According to the mujaheddin sources in Peshawar, three Kabul regime militia posts surrendered

7 June to the mujaheddin in Shálgara' Balkh (VOAPS).

23 The office of Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan says the mujaheddin have killed 14 June eight Soviet

troops in Balkh province. In the combat, three civilians were killed and six mujaheddin injured

(s).
5.The Ittehad- e- Ialami Organization says, in an attack 26 May on a Soviet convoy heading towards

then port, the mujaheddin destroyed two tanks, a tanker and killed eight Soviet boldiers

(OADS).
The Afghanistan resistanceaources say the mujaheddin captured 16 June, nine security pasta in

rand Balkh 4 division 04.P8)4
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* The NIF says the mujaheddin eliminated five government posts in Samargandian and Oharsang, Balkh,

and have seized a huge quantity of arms and ammunition ( VOAPS).

* The'NIP says the mujaheddin attacked 14 June six posts in Sholgara, Balkh. As a result four

poats.were eliminated ( VOAPS).

Bamian, April
116A source of Jam3at -e- Islami Afghanistan reports that the mujaheddin in an attack 1 April on

communist base in Bamian demolished two enemy tanks, a truck and a major portion of the base.They

killed 16 communist soldiers while five of them defected to the mujaheddin with their arms ( VCAPS).

The Afghan. Information and Documentation Center reports the Harakat- e- Engelab- e- Islami mujahed-

din together with mujaheddin belonging to other organizations destroyed all government security

poets 9 April in Sher- e- Gholghula, Bamian, and now the town is in mujaheddin control. Also the

mujaheddin have surrounded the Bamian airport causing suspension of flights. They are also repor-

ted to have shot down one jet aircraft and destroyed a tank and killed 20 soldiers (VOAPS).

Faryab,
1
2The body of General Shah Aqa, the Chief of Staff of the central forces

who died in a plane crash in Faryab was laid to rest 12 April (RA).

April
and a number of others

The Afghan Information and Documentation Center reports the mujaheddin attacked 13 April
Soviet military unit in Almar, Faryabtkilling 13 soldiers and destroying one truck ( VOAPS).

.30 Afghan mujaheddin sources in Peshawar report that the

a

mujaheddin shot down 9 April a Soviet
Antonov plane and a helicopter in Maimana, Faryab ( VOAPS).

May
1 1 Resistance sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin in an attack 7 April killed 14 Kabul regime

soldiers and injured 44. The report adds the mujaheddin also demolished a security post in the

city of Maimana during the last days of the month of Hamal ( VOAPS).

25 Sit persons were killed and 18 others injured in heavy shelling by the extremist elements 24

and 25 Ma,Y in Maimana city, Faryab (RA).

June
0 Two persons were killed and nine injured as a result of heavy

Maimana, Faryab (RA).

Farah,
23The Hekmatyar Herb- e- Islami says the mujaheddin, in an attack 11 April on communist centers in

Qa.agai, Farah, destroyed two trucks and killed a number of soldiers and injured five others.

* The Afghan mujaheddin are reported to have captured the strategically important town of Khak -e-

S,uf'ai4 Farah. VOA reported that the fighting which took place there was the most fierce during the

last nine years of the Afghanistan war (PT).

gun fire by the extremists in

April
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May
1 Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin blocked the main highway between Farah

and Faraioad near the Deh -Haq village to attack the troops which had moved in to open the highway.'

One tank. was reported demolished by the mujaheddin and two other tanks were blown zp by mines

alongwith their passengers. In the operation, 18 Kabul militiamen were killed and 29 injured

(VOAPS).
15 An Ittehad- e- Islami source in Quetta says, as a result of the mujaheddin firing on the Farah
city posts, 18 Kabul

government militiamen have defected to the mujaheddin(VOADS).

22 Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say. 530 militiamen with 600 items of light and heavyarms have de.

fected in the Qala -e-Kah, Farah, to the Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami. The militiamen have now left with
their families in 23 vehicles to Iran 16 May and are living in Derjang (VOAPS).

28 According to the mujaheddin sources, a Militia commander alongwith 30 of his men at the Kopal
border post in Qala- e-Kah, Farah, surrendered 22 May to the Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) mujaheddin

(VOAPS).

June
3 Reports from Farah say, in their attack late May on a unit of. Soviet -Kabul troops in Shimalgah

15 kilometers from Farah, the mujaheddin wiped out two tanks with their crewmen while three Kabul

soldiers were killed and eight others injured (VOAPS).

115 The mujaheddin sources in Southern Afghanistan say in their attack 6 June on three posts in

Farah city, 30 Kabul regime troops were killed and 60 wounded (VOAPS).

Ghazni 9 April
4 A source of the Islamic Unity party has reported the mu aheddin attacked 26 March a Soviet

post near Ghazni city, killing two soldiers and injuring three others (VOAPS).

* The AMBO says the mujaheddin of the eight Zone of Ghazni destroyed 26 March three Soviet tank,

by mines in Deh Yak. The Soviets were attempting to set up security posts in the area (VOAPS).

Ii The Islamic Alliance (Sayyaf) says their men freed 7 April the mujaheddin wino were earlier

captured and jailed by the communist troops in the 14 military division of Ghazni (VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin 29 March attacked a government military convoy preceeding towards Kabul from

Ghazni. Two tanks, and a truck of the convoy were destroyed in the operations (PT).

1 9The Afghan mujaheddin attacked Ghazni airport recently as a result of which eight Soviet -Kabul

troops were killed and a helicopter was destroyed. Damage was also caused*to the airport. Three

KHAD activists were also killed (PT).

2 6 The office of the Harakat- e- Engelab- e- Ialami in Quettasays the muiaheddinàn
an attack in Mogor,

Ghazni, inflicted heavy damage to the main military base and destroyed ten houses belonging to

Russian advisors (VOAPS).

MAY
The Harkat e- Engelab- e- Islami in Quetta says the mujaheàdisi.in the beginning of April in their

', t*a on the Shabikhel.at Nawa, Ghazni, damaged communist military post, killed six Kabul regime

' ept,1 fst ureiì four. others. They also attacked the logistic unit Of cc nmunist troop
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Hazrat- e- Sultan during which they set on fire two tanks and killed 12 communist soldiers (VOADS).

8 At the announcement of a general amnesty by the mujaheddin in Ghazni, 170 officials of the

Kabul government have defected to the mujaheddin. Sources of the Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami have

said 70 members of the militia, military and civil administration have defected to local commander

Sarwar Khan and another 100 to the Harakat- e.Engelab-e- Islami (JG).

118 The Afghan freedom fighters have shot down an aircraft, destroyed two tanks and killed 13

Soviet troops in Geilen sub -division of Ghazni province (MIM).

25 The Hezb- e- Island. reported' following the pullout of Soviettroops from Shah Joey and Kara Bagh,

sub divisions,,40 militiamen have joined the mujaheddin andpresently these sub divisions are under

the mujaheddin control. Similarly, ANS says the Kabul regime evacuated 16 May its troops from

ZU alhhanx sub division and its suburbs in Ghazni province (VOADS).

OThe Itteha- d- Islami organization says two soldiers belonging to Ghazni units and having first

hand knowledge of the mines laid down by the Russians have defected to the mujaheddin.(VOAPS).

30 Reports frpm Ghazni say, following the evacuation of Qara Bagh sub division by Kabul troops in

clash between the mujaheddin on the distribution of arms and other supplies, six persons are now

being hospitalized in Quetta. It is said that in the clashes,. lasting five days, 33 persons were

killed and 51 injured from both sides (VOAPS).

June
i2 The Jamiat- e- Islammi says in their attacks 28 May -1 June, on communist plats in Nawa, Ghazni,

the mujaheddin demolished two Kabul regime tanks and military vehicles. In another attack 25 May,

on a Soviet military base ih Ghazni, the mujaheddin killed six Soviet troops and injured a number

of others. Six tanks were also destroyed while -two mujaheddin were killed (VOADS).

* The Engelab- e- Islami organization says in a rocket attack 27 May on a Soviet military base n

Ghazni city, the mujaheddin killed 20 Soviet troops and injured 80 Others. Six tanks and four

trucks were demolished during the operation (VOAPS).

Ghor,May
2 The Jemiat- e- Islamí in Quetta says the mujaheddin in their attacks 6 April on several commu-

nist posts in Tolak, Ghor, killed 20 militiamen-and injured four others. The source says three

posts were demolished and two mujaheddin martyred and three injured during the operation (WADS).

27 The Afghanistan resistance sources in Quetta say two mujaheddin,who had joined the cgpnunists

under a directive,, have surrendered about 200 items of light and heavy weapons to the mujaheddin in

8hahrak,Ghor (VOAPS).

e According to resistance sources in Quetta the mujaheddin, in an attack early April on the Kabul

regime posts in Cheghcheran, Ghor, killed five government militiamen and wounded a large number of

others. In another attack on a government patrol party in the center of Ghor, tour Kabul soldier4

were killed and nine others injured (VOAPS).

11 Resistance sources in Quetta say, in an. Attack

or n jured, 10 militiamen (IMPS).
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June
110 Forty eight civilians and 23 mujaheddin were reported killed 4 May as a result of bombing by

the Afghan aircraft in Tulak, Ghor (MIM).

13According to NIF report, the mujaheddin jointly attacked 25 May the Khwaja Ghar sub division,

Takhar, bringing the sub division and its posts under the mujaheddin control. They captured 26

soldiers and seized 75 pieces of arms and a huge quantity of military hardware ( VOAPS).

2OThe Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) office says the mujaheddin captured 10 June F Kabul regime moun-

tain brigade in Ali Baig, Ghor. The mujaheddin killed the Brigade Commander and captured 200 kila-

shinkovs, four machine guns, two mortar guns, 10 rockets and a huge quantity of bullets and mili-

tary equipment ( VOADS).

27 According to a report of the VOIRA, in an attack, on Soviet -Kabultroopsin Ghor province the mu-

jaheddin captured a Kabul government security post and seized a huge quantity of arms after killing

the .commander of that post (JG).

Helmand,April
1 Afghan mujaheddin say that 55 local residents have been killed, many houses and a major portion

of an irrigation network have been destroyed as a result of latest bombing by Soviet aircraft in

:the Helmand province (VOADS).

i1The Islamic Alliance (Sayyaf) sources say the mujaheddin, in an attack with:heavy weapons on

a Soviet military convoy in Sharab, set ablaze 14 trucks, four oil tankers, one armored vehicle

and jeep mounted with wireless set. Most of the crew belonging to the vehicles were also killed,

the report added ( VOAPS).

'Ai'ghan resistance sources say the mujaheddin in an attack 5 April on a government military post

in Had s -Ali, Helmand, killed four militiamen. The post itself was demolished. One mujahed was

Martyred in the fighting (VOhPS).

* The NIF says, Soviet -Kabul troops recaptured 1 April the Sangin sub division of the Helmand

province. However, in a joint mujaheddin operation, 3 -4 April on communists centers many sol-

diers were killed and equipment destroyed. The exact amount of casualties is not known ( VOAPS).

11 6Afghan resistance sources report, as a result of clashes with Kabul- Soviet forces from 6-9

April. in Sangin, Helmand, eight tanks with their crew were destroyed. The mujaheddin have also

killed 72 communists troops and captured 30 Kabul regime soldiers ( VOADS).

10 Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say fresh communistforces havebeen sent from Shindand and

Kabul to northern Helmand and as a result of communist bombardment of the areas 150 civilians have

been killed and a large number of houses demolished ( VOAPS).

Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin mounted 25 April heavy attacks in Kajaki,

-8angin, Zamindaiur and Qala -e-Gaz, Helmand, on communist centers. During the operation 10 Soviet

Danko were demolished and at least 40 troops killed. The mujaheddin have rendered 13 martyrs and

18 itilured ( VOADS).
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communist oil tankers 7 April in Gerishk, Helmand. They also blew up an enemy truck 13 April in

Morgir,'Helmand,killiig seven of its occupants including two officers ( VOAPS).

5 Pierce fighting is continuing between the mujaheddin and the Soviet -Kabul forces in Helmand

province, reports VOA. The radio said joint forces launched a massive attack on the positions of

the mujaheddin in Helmand. But the mujaheddin say they inflicted heavy losses on the attackers.

Reinforcement has been sent from Kandahar to the mujaheddin (PT).

9
The Jamiat-e-Islami Afghanistan office in Quetta'says fighting has been going on between the

mujaheddin and communists in Sarban Qala, Helmand. The mujaheddin have so far destroyed 32 com-

munist tanks and vehicles and the mujaheddin have rendered at least 54 martyrs ( VOAPS)..

29
The mujaheddin sources report Soviet-Kabul; troops, deployed in the northern Helmand, have now

retreated to Lashkargah and $ hindand. The mujaheddin also say the Kajaki Dam, recently repaired by

.the Russians, has once again been damaged and electric supply has been discontinued .(VOAPS).

30The Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) has said in Quetta, as a result of mujaheddin attack 27 May on a

post in Qala- e-Gaz, Helmand, 30 troops with their arms joined the mujaheddin. Similarly, in their

attack a few day ago, on a post in Hazar Chughat an armored vehicle with its crew was demolished.

*Soviet officer and seven Kabul regime soldiers were also killed in the incident (VOAPS).

June
1 Harkat- e- IItgelab -e- Islami Afghanistan reports, following the evacuation of Soviet -Kabul troops

from Sangin, Helmand, in a mujaheddin attack 20 posts were demolished and 15 militiamen with

their arms surrendered to the mujaheddin (VOADS).

8 According to the Harkat- e- Engelab- e- Islami Afghanistan, the mujaheddin blasted in mid May a

IKabul regime arms depot in Marki; Helmand ( VOAPS).

118 he Harkat-e- Engelab- e- Islam, says, due to the fierce mujaheddin attacks, the Hazer Juft base,

Helmand, was shifted 12 June to the center of the sub division. Similarly, it said the communists

have evacuated Dewalak and Khanshin and have built new posts in Nad -e-Ali (VOAPS).

Herat , April
1 2Mujaheddin sources say that the mujaheddin attacked commurü $ts centers 3 April in the Zair -e-

Koh region of Shindand Herat province as a result of which a number of communists were killed,

two tanks demolished and tuo other tanks captured ( VOAPS). .

1 6 Hezb- e- Islamí ( Hekmatyar) reports the mujaheddin attacked 26 March the commtiníst base in

Elias Karez, Herat, during which they seized three vehicles and three motorcycles. Nine communist

soldiers were killed and five others were captured. The Hezb says the mujaheddin also have cap-.

tured earlier several KRAD members in Kamana, Herat ( VOADS).

20Afghan resistance sources say they captured 4 ApriJ the Khaq-e- Safaid village near the Shin -.

lord airport, Herat. In the attack on this strategically important village 129 government soldiers

and 12 mujaheddin are reported to have been killed ( VOADS).

* Afghan mujaheddin sources say in an attack 3 April on a Soviet convoy in Shindand 'hi h ay, both

aides have been inflicted with heavy losses and the mujaheddin have capture Soviet;soldiera;(g

Resistance sources in guetta.say that morale has been .deteriorating among the 100a3

a
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communists in Herat and some even try to have reproachernents with the mujaheddin. The report also

speaks of the Russians being busy collecting their arms in the province ( VOAPS).

May
iElctremi.st elements recently, by launching ground -to- ground rockets and cannon fires on the

Herat Textile Mils have inflicted damages to the factory costing some Afs. 6 million (RA).

6 Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin staged 27 April rocket attack on the
office of the Herat governor as well as other communist centers during which the office of the
,governor was demolished and one mujahed was killed and six injured. Figures about communist casu-
alties were not available ( VOAPS).

* Resistance sources say the mujaheddin attacked the Shindand security posts, Herat, as a result
of which one communist was killed and a number of others were injured, a depot, a vehicle and one
armored car were demolished (VOAPS).

8 A truck, loaded with weapons and other supplies belonging to extremist groups coming from
abroad, was intercepted in Shindand, Herat (RA).

16 A Soviet general has
reportedly asked the mujaheddin it Herat fora ceasefire while the Soviets

are pulling their troops out of Afghanistan (Mlhi).

1111 Reports from the Shaheed Afzali Fronts say the mujaheddin attacked 8 May a Kabul government
security post in the Gazargah region of Herat killing three soldiers. The mujaheddin the same day
destroyed a government jeep alongwith its

passengers on the Herat -Torghondi Highway ( VOAPS).

* According to a report by the Shaheed Afoli Fronts, the
mujaheddin, in a surprise attack 9 Hay

captured alive member of the provincial PDPA committee Abdul Rahim. Similarly the mujaheddin atta-
eked 10 May a militiamen post in the Gazargah area killing or injuring five militiamen (VOAPS).

* The Shaheed Afzali Fronts reports from Herat the mujaheddin brought to a stand -still the traffic
on the Torghondi highway 13 May and destroyed a Soviet jeep alongwith its passengers. The mujahed-
din also on the same day captured alive 12 soldiers from a security post in the Mir Daoud area.
Also the mujaheddin attacked

a government truck on the Herat -Torghondi Highway 14 May killing
seven-soldiers ( VOAPS).

3 The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say a senator from Herat city General Fezl Ahmad Salehi' who

was recently inducted to the Senate by the Kabul regime, has defected to the mujaheddin alongwith'

members of his family (VOAPS).

* Sources of the Afghan mujaheddin in Quetta, Pakistan,:say a big arms and ammunition depot, per-

taining to 17 division and 11 Birgade of artilery of the Kabul regime in Herat, was exploded 22

May by the pro - mujaheddin officers. The explosion lasted two and a half hours. 'Elect details of

the losses are not known. But it is said that the number of dead and the injured was very high

( VQAPS).

* 'Resistance sources in Peshawar report the mujaheddin carried out operations 2-19 Karin Herat!

in which they attacked the regime posts West of the city. In the attack, four posts were demolished,

five'troops killed or injured and four troops were captured by the mujaheddin. The mujaheddin have

also captured XI items of arms, fize-motor,cycles and a vehicle ( VOAPS).

* The lekielShidin sources .in Peshawar sue: tits -,*u3 n of Hazat: Hasssa Brigade ih'Herat st and
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9 May a convoy heading towards Torghundi'from Herat. In the attack a tank with all its crew was des-

troyed. Similarly, the mujaheddin attacked 4 May the military post of Herat Ceiáent Factory killing

a number of troops (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin attacked 11 May the Sayyed Ahmad Militia Post

in Rauzah of Bagh- e- Cuzari, Herat. Nine persons were killed or injured. Similarly, in an attack on

a Kabul regime convoy on Herat- Torghundi highway, the mujaheddin destroyed three trucks and killed

or injured a number of persons and captured another two with their arms (VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin sources in Peshawar report that the mujaheddin attacked 13 May the Sayyed Ahmad

militia posts in Herat city capturing eight militiamen. On thè same day another group of the mu-

jaheddin attacked the same posts and destroyed one of the posts (VOAPS).,

* Reports reaching the mujaheddin sources in Peshawar from Herat say the mujaheddin killed 17 May

the Deputy Chief of the Cement project in Pul- e- Salar and captured his arms. A Kabul regime tank

was blown up the same day in Pul -e- Sheikh. In a mujaheddin attack 19 May damages werecausedto Kabul

regime three posts in Guzarah and 16 government troops were killed while nine pieces of arms were

seized by the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources report military units of Kabul regime, guarding border posts near Iran,

have quit their posts anti have returned to Herat city. The mujaheddin say a part of border is

totally free and is under the mujaheddin- control (VOAPS).

28 Reports from the Martyred Afzali Fronts say all posts belonging to the first and second security

belts in Western sector of Herat city have fallen to the mujaheddin as a result of their wide

ranging operation 24-26 May and right now, the western part of Herat city is under the mujaheddin

control (VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin sources have said a 50 militiamen group joined 23 May the mujaheddin in Ghorian,

Herat. Meanwhile in an explosion in an ammunition dump of the artillery Brigade of the Herat divi-

sion, 130 Kabul troops and officers were killed and about 312 others injured (VOAPS).

* According to a statement of the Afghanistan resistance sources, the mujaheddin attacked 23 Maay

a Soviet military convoy heading towards the Soviet Union in Kotal Herat, destroying two tanks and.

a truck (VOAPS).

29 The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say a Soviet military convoy, heading towards Torghundi from

Kandahar,was attacked 23 May by the mujaheddin five kilometers from Herat city during which a.

Soviet truck and two tanks were demolished and all persons aboard were killed or injured (VOAPS).

31 Senior Captain Mohammad Ismail Khan, the Mujaheddin commander in Herat reported 30 May that, in

On explosion carried out by the mujaheddin in Herat 33 Brigade, four ammunition depots were comple-

tely blown up (BBCFS).

*. The mujaheddin commander in Herat, Mohammad Ismail Khan reported that. as a result of mujaheddin..

recent attack on the Herat city security belt, two enemy posts were eliminated and seven men cap-

tured (BBCFS),

June
2i* ectramiat-elee<enta, by carrying out an explosion, have damaged a part of the Gauharshad

Otgionl building in esrat (RA),
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I3Aeeording to the Afghanistan resistance sources, the mujaheddin occupied recently a border pbst

in Herat and captured 85 Kabul troops (RPDS).

iThe office of the Jamiat-e= Islams has reported, in an attack 9 June ona post in Ghorian, Hemet*
the mujaheddin captured 12 Kabul regime troops with their arms and ammunition. Following thé
attack, the Soviet planes bombarded the mujaheddin.positions; A Soviet plane was shot dotes by the -

mujaheddin in Shindand, Herat, as a result of these operations (VOADS).

-* Jamiat- e- Isiami Afghanistan reported in a mujaheddin attack 5 June On a convoy 0E

forces heading towards Ghorian, Herat, 32 soldiers'were killed and a number captured by the-muja

heddin. The source says the Ghorian sub division is completely under the mujaheddin.control'0)

7 During an attack by the mujaheddin on the surroundings of the Shindand airport. three Soviet

M1Gs were shot down (PT).

* Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan says. in an attack 24 June on posts near Shindand airport, Herat,:,:

the mujaheddin captured 13 soldiers and three officers. In the attack three mujaheddiri were killed

and 10 others wounded. While four. guns and 12 vehicles of the Kabul regime were also destroyed

* The office of the Jamiat- e- Islam, reports that in a retaliatory Soviet attack near Shin&
and airport, Herat, 100 residential buildings have been demolished and a number of civi.lianskilled.
The source says the mujaheddin downed three Soviet aircraft (VOADS).

29 According to Afghanistan resistance sources, in an attack on a post in Shindand, Herat, the JW.)
jaheddin killed 40 Kabul soldiers and captured another 15. 'The post was totally eliminated and e,
large quantity of arms and ammunition captured by the mujaheddin (RPDS).

Jauzjan I May
A six man terrorist group belonging to extremist elements were routed 9' Mayin

to Jausjan province by -the security forces (RA).

areas belonging,

June
&According to Afghan resistance sources in Peshawar,, 300 Kabul regime militiamen in Jausjant

.

neighbouring the Soviet Union, defected recently to the mujaheddin'(VOADS).

9 The AMID reports that the mujaheddin eliminated 26 Maya Kabul regime post in the'newly created
province of Sar -e-Pul killing or injuring 10 troops (VOAPS).

* The AMMO reports the mujaheddin attacked a post it Jeffery region, in Sar- e-Pul. A number of: .-

government troops were killed or injured and two -- trucks and tanks demolished in the-,. operation

(wAPS).Kabul s April
4,According to ANS the mujaheddin staged a rocket attack 25 March on the Kabul airport. Three

- Soviet jet aircraft were set ablaze. The report adds two other rockets landed near_- Pul- e- Kheehti

1bsgtue. The exact number at casualties were not known (VOAPS). -

The AMS reports.,.,, the mujaheddin blew up 24 March a bridge connecting Kabul airport with the

Soviet poste north of,,the airport. The agency said a mujaheddin, rocket hit 25 March-lileterbity
.
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hospital in Shahr -e -+tau, Kabul city, but there was no report. of casualties ({SOAPS),

* According to the Afghan mujaheddin sources in Peshawar, the Mujaheddin blocked last week, the

Kabul- Jalaìabad"highway for 33 hours and attacked a Soviet convoy at Tangi Abreshue in the Jostle-

leek area. The mujaheddis, say they destroyed three tanks and killed 15 Soviet soldiers during the

operation (BBCFS),

VP-powerful car bom once again trembled the Shahr -e,Kau ire .Kabul 11 Ural ,1¢.1litg .or 1w3ur

ing an unspecified number of Communist shoppers. Four Soviet advisers were reportedly ki11ed in

the blast, AMRC said in Peshawar 14 April (PT).

* An unknown gunman shot "dead a senior, Afghan Army brigadier on April 5 in the PU1- e- Mahawud

.Khan area in Kabul city, according to AMRC (PT).

1 OThe Afghan mujaheddin say .
in their rocket attacks on Kabul they recently killed 40 Soviet

soldiers (WADS).

1 7 The mujaheddin have raided Kabul Radio station, the:headquarters of the Soviet armored division

and a military center in Kabul simultaneously. During the operation, conducted 7 April, missilq hit

Kabul Radio Station in Yaka Toot and headquarters of the 15th division as a result of which thick

smoke. enveloped the area after severe blasts (P1).

:23The Islamic Alliance says its mujaheddin have exploded two more bombs in Kabul'. One bomb was

exploded 14 April in the canteen of the Kabul airport in which four people were killed and injur-

ed. The other bomb exploded 19 April in the apartment houses complex in a jeep as a result of

which a Kabul regime military officer and his,drivercwere killed (VOAPS),

25 The Rekmetyar Hezb-e- Isle;n:i áreports that 100 Kabuls tróops defected 2OA tO the Hezb muja
heddin in the Chardi of Kabul province. It says the defection has taken place as a- result of the

amnesty offered by the IDAM, recently (VOAPS).

26 Western diplomatic sources in Kabul say that a Soviet military jeep hit a mine in Darulaman

19 April in the front of No.40 unit of. Soviet .arny as a result of which two Sgviete eoldiere

were killed and the jeep was demolished (VOAPB)-.,

* Two missiles hit the headquarters of the ruling Afghan. Communist Party in Kabul, damaging a

vast area. Shia dominant Harket-e-Ialami resistance party has accepted responsibility for the

missile attack. No casualties have beep reported (PT).

27A huge bomb has exploded,in Kabul. TASS says that -four persons were killed in the explosion.

and Kabul authorities have claimed that the bomb was bought in from Pakistan (BBCFS).

28 The ANS reports the mujaheddin of the Islamic Alliance exploded a bomb 4 April in-the Custom

House of the Kabul Airport as a result of which a Soviet girl and three Kabul regime officers were

killed and the Airport terminal damaged (VOAPS).

30 An Afghan resistance source in Peshawar has said in four explosions in various parts of Kabul

city 27 April 15. people have been killed (VOADS).

May
3Diplomatic sources (place not given) say during the current week 10 rocket explosions occuVed,in Kabul and as a result of 'a rocket hitting a diplomatic quarter one.otricial of the-.$
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Imbasay and his son were injured (RODS).

&VOA correspondent from"Islamabad reports only 30 kilometers from
Kabul city at the Mahipar

-pass, the mujaheddin attacked a government military caravan demolishing one tank and a number -of
trucks and blocking the Kabul- Jalalabad highway (VOAPS).

110 As a result of firing. of 17 ground -to- ground rockets on the city of Kabul city 9 May by extre-
mist alenents, 23 of our compatriots were martyred and 28 injured (RA).
* A hideout belonging to extremist elements was discovered and captured 9 May by Security forces
in Sarobi,Kabul *+ravince(BA)

t Two people were reportedly killed when
a bomb went off in a car in Kabul 9 May, the BBC repo-

ted (PT).

.i4As a result of- explosions, detonated by extremists in a Mercedez Bens vehicle near Pul
Mahmood Khan in Kabul city, 10 people were killed, 13 injured and two houses demolished (RA).

,

* As a result of the faring of ground-to-ground rockets in the
grounds of Baraki of Kabul citytwo children and a man have been killed

and a number injured (RA).
,

* Bakhtar reports a, professional criminal,
who wanted to place explosives in the Jalalabad busstation near Pul- e44ahmood Khan in Kabul city, was caught before'he

succeeded to detonate theexplosive (RA).

-* The Harkat -e- hgelab-e- Islami Afghanistan office says its mujaheddin in their attack on a
Soviet base and an air defence center in Sarobi, Kabul province 4 $ay,killed two Soviet advisers
and 21 soldiers and militiamen,

demolished three Soviet tanks,. five vehicles and a B.M.,13 rocket
leunchar.Three mujaheddin

were injured in the operation (VOAPSY.

i5Kabul government officials say, as a result of a bomb explosion in Kabul city and rockets hit-.ting Kabul city outskirts, 15 people have been killed and,16 injured (VOADS).

1 8 A number of.ground -.to- ground rockets,
planted in Mosaiee,Kabul provinCe, ieh were to be fired

on Kabul çity,were
discovered and discharged by the security forces (RA).

1 Ainmad Rateb an extremist,
who had planned to place explosives withthe help of Lady Noor Johan,

congested parts of the Kabul city was caught by the security forces before they cOulet execut4their. plan (RA).
'

24 According to a TASS report six rockets were fired 23 May on Kabul city killing a woman and

causing material losses (VOGDS).

* The Afghan mujaheddin sources said in an attack 22 May on a military cantonment near Kabul city

19 Kabul "troops were killed (VOGDS).

26 The security forces of the country discovered and defused 26 May 150 anti -personnel mines hid.

den in areas belonging to the first district of Kabul..city (RA).

* A) says Soviet forces evacuated 21 May a big military post in the Qurugh Mountain region

southwest of Kabul. city (VOAPS).

* According to mujaheddin sources in -a mujaheddin attack 11 May on Shakardara, the building of the
local adainistration was demolished, 20 soldiers and a large quantity of arms were seized by the
mujaheddin (UPS),

2 7, u Çharge d' Affaires, Qudratullah Ahmadi selowel. edged .* Hey 1a Islamabad thatthemlisi `P4-
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din had twice attacked
Kabul with long range'rockets since May 15 when the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from his country began (M M)..

2 Night flights of the Soviet transport planes and jet fighters from Kabul airport have been
observed, apparently aimed at troops withdrawal and bombing mission. The AMC said 28 May six cargo
planes, loaded with Soviet personnel, have been flying homeward at night during the past week,
airlifting at least 1,000 soldiers

every night under the cover of darkness (PT).

31 Five kilogram explosives, placed in the park of Mir Wais Maidan, Kabul city, was discovered and
defused by the security forces (RA).

June
2 The Afghanistan resistance sources say the mujaheddin

hit with rockets 28 May Put- e- Charkhi and29 May Kota- e- Sangi, Kabul. A bog) went of '29 May in Shahr-e-Náu and another near Pul_e--MahmoodKhan. Two rocket landed 30 May in Rahman Mina. A large number of people were reported killed orinjuredin these incidents (VOAPS).

6 The Islamic Unity of Afghanistan says Kabul regime forces attacked 29 May mujaheddin positions
in Karen- e-Mir, Kabul. In fighting

between these forces and the mujaheddin, 80 militiamen and three
mujaheddin have been killed (VOAPS).

* The Afghanistan resistance sources say in a mujaheddin attack on a Kabul regime post in Paghman,
two Kabul soldiers werè ki] led, two officers and three soldiers were captured. The report adds
that the mujaheddin' from all the organizations have started unitedly extensive operations against
_.governt posts in Paghman. The mujaheddin are trying to capture important points to prepare for
ail attack on Kabul, (VOAPS).

10" to .a report of the BBC correspondent from Kabul, the Kabul airport was subjected to
a prolonged and intensive attack 10 June by the mujaheddin. No sign of damages caused to the air-
port has been witnessed (BBCFS).

112 The mujaheddin sources in Pakistan say, in an attack 7 June, they destroyed 10 posts in Chakari,
Kabul) province,and soldiers of a post in Khak-e- Jabbar, Kabul province, joined the mujaheddin.Three
tanks and a truck were also demolished. Similarly

the mujaheddin destroyed six posts in Khurd
Kabul and killed 20 Kabul regime troops and captured 10 (VOADS).

at A $LF report says, following
fighting 6 June in Paghman, Kabul. province, about 300 troops and

militiamen with light and heavy arma and other military hardware from various, posts surrendered
to the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* À NLF source says the mujaheddin attacked 4 June a- battalion in Shakardara, Kabul province,

ChPturing 160 items of light and heavy arms, two military trucks and-six wireless sets. Nothing

has beeii reported about the casualties (VOAPS).

115 The Hezb_e- Islami (Mawlawi Khales) says in a mujaheddin attack 6 June on a Kabul regime post in

'Kahipar, Kabul province, 17 Kabul troops were killed and seven others, including an officer, joined
,ths mujaheddin (WADS).

-ilk-The office of Harakat- e- Engelab -e- Islami said as a result of explosion of bombs planted by the
aujstl ìdin 26 May in Kabul airport and in the Border Corps, the Kabul airport terminal was damaged.
No t was available about the loases caused by the other bomb (DADS).

286
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16 The BBC says-048 a result of rocket attack on Kabul, seven persons were killed, 13 injured and

a number of houses were demolished (RPIV.

18 According to Jamiat- e- Islami the mujaheddin crossed over 12 June the security belt of Sarobi,

and launched attacks on the, security posts in Sarobi villages killing 12 Kabul soldiers and dama-

ging a tank and the IiHAD building (VOAPS).

21 The Afghanistan resistance sources' say the mú jhhéddin' áttàaked' and destroyed s' Soviet unit in

Pagknan which planned to launch An ambush Oh'ths mujaheddin. The'bourcé :'said - Soviet troops: left

behind four tanks and a number of machine gams'there (VOAPS).

23 According to mujaheddin reports,
the mujaheddin have recently killed at least 37 Kabul regime

soldiers near Sarobi, Kabuland in the suburbs of Kabul (RPDS).

* In an explosion near Serai Shazda, Kabul an extremist who had planted the explosives inside Serai

Shazda was killed. In the incident two other persons were injured (RA).

* The IUAM office says, in an ambush 11 June on the Kabul regime posts in Arghande of Paghman,

Kabul province, the mujaheddin killed the militia commander of the posts. Two mujaheddin were also

injured in the attack (VOAPS).

* The office of Hezb- e- Islami (Mawlawi Khalés) says in a battle 16 June between.-the mujaheddin

and the Kabul regime forces in Sarobi, Kabul province, 30 soldiers and militiamen including the

deputy chief of IQIAD, were killed and nine captured by the mujaheddin. In the battle one mujahed

was also killed (VOAPS).

* The AMRC says the mujaheddin fired rockets 19 June on the car of the Interior Minister' Sayyed

Mohammad Gulabzoi at the double road in Shakardara, Kabul province but Gulabzoi was not hurt: The

mujaheddin have also shot down a Soviet jet aircraft in the region (VOAPS).

* The Afghanistan mujaheddin operative groups conducted successful operations near Sarobi as well

as areas near Kabul, according to ANA correspondent from Kabul. In the operations, 37 Soviet -

Kabul troops were killed, twq tanks, four vehicles, eight buildings and four security posts were -

also destroyed. (Milt),

24 TASS reports the mujaheddin fired 24 June four rockets on Kabul. According to the BBC corres,

pondent, a rocket hit a residential area in the capital as a result of which a person and a house
was damaged. The other rocket hit the Kabul airport and caused fire (BBCFS).

* Two persons were killed, two injured add a number of buildings damaged in rocket attacks by the

extremists at various places inlabul city (RA).

28 TASS say, the mujaheddin fired 24 June four rockets on residential areas in Kabul city and one

of these rockets hit the Kabul airport causing fire (VOGDS).

* The AZNS reports the mujaheddin fired rockets in the first week of June on Kabul city and a

rocket hid the PIPA's Central committee office as a result of which a vehicle belonging to Saleh

Mohammad Zairey, Secretary of the Party's Central Committee and two of his body guards-were kil-

led and the building was damaged. Another rocket hit the Kabul Customs House as a result cf.

which goods'wortt; Afs..One billion was gutted (VOADS).

26 iisstl ti.4: sources in Islamabad say Zt a demolition óf '0104 .war planes at the Keb l alrh-
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port which were equipped with the most sophisticated technology, is considered to be the most ser-

ious loss to the Soviet forces since the beginning of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan (RPDS)

* Reports from Kabul say in a mujaheddin rocket attack last week on the Kabul airport, eight So-

viet aircraftSU -25 were set ablaze and eliminated (BBCFS).

28 Quoting Afghan sources, western diplomats report that Soviet planes
are landing at nights in

the Kabul airport bringing arms and ammunition for the government. According to the report, two or
three big modern Soviet aircraft have been handed over to the Kabul forces. The planes are flying

with the Kabul regime insignia (WADS).

* Hezb- e- Islami ( Mawlawi Khales) says, in their attack 24-26 June, the mujaheddin under the commandH

of Mawlawi Haqqani destroyed eight military posts in Sarobi, Kabul province and demolished a brad.
ge. -Ecact details of losses are not available. In the battle, four tanks and three transport vehi-

cles were also destroyed (WADS).

* Hezb- e- Islami ( Mawlawi Dales) says in their attack on Gargar,Sarobi, Kabul province, the muja-

heddin demolished three military posts, a tank and a vehicle (VOADS).

The NLF office reported that the mujaheddin attacked 23 Juie on the security posts in Khurd

Saba . In the attack, 37 soldiers and officers were captured, while 40 soldiers were killed and a

large number injured. Six tanks, and vehicles were also destroyed (VOAPS).

29 Western diplomats say the third security belt around Kabul city has been eliminated by the muja-

heddin and now Kabul soldiers are strengthening their positions on the two remaining belts (VOAPS).

* The Afghanistan resistance sources say the mujaheddin are now free to remain active 20 kilome-

tern east. and west and 15 kilometers south of Kabul city (VOAPS).

30 The Ittehad -e- Islami reports, in an attack 22 and 24 June on a military center in Shakardara,

Kabul province, the mujaheddin demolished seven tanks and trucks and militiamen of the regime

joined the mujaheddin (VOADS).

Kandahar, April
5 According to the Afghan mujaheddin sources, they destroyed recently a number of communist tanks

and captured 100 troops in Punjwaee, Kandahar (RPDS).

8 The Afghan resistance forces in Peshawar say they attacked 22 March the Kandahar airport, aea-

troying ane helicopter and damaging the airport building. Forty Kabul troops were killed, two

tanks and four military bases destroyed during the two dayfighting (VOADS).

7 Afghan mujaheddin sources report, in a joint operation, they attacked ana captured one electoral

center in Besmillah School, Kandahar city. The mujaheddin destroyed and set ablaze the center

(vOAj.

* Afghan resistance sources report the mujaheddin attacked 4 April a Kaauï regime base in Kandahar

city, destroying two, tanks, killing 20 militiamen and capturing the base Wars).

1OMujaheddin sources say that the mujaheddin shot down 6 April a Soviet helicopter in Daman,

aandahar, killing all six Soviet officers who were in it (VOAPS).

1t The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami says that the mujaheddin 7 April in an attack on a polling station

An tho Kandahar city Mechanical School killed large number of communists. On the same day, the
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mujaheddin also attacked government polling canters in the municipality and the Woolen Textile

Factory (VOAPS).

* The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami sources say, in a mujaheddin attack 8 April on a Soviet military

convoy in Pashtun Bagh, Kandahar, two Soviet trucks loaded with explosives were set ablaze and

six Soviet soldiers were killed (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin completely demolished a Soviet military post

in the Shah Agha Junction in Sinziri, Kandahar, 4 April forcing the Soviets to completely ever ,

cuate the area 5 April. In Soviet aerial bombings Of the Sian Chak, Kandahar, 12 civilians have

been killed (VOAPS).

* Mujaheddin sources say the Kabul regime Defense Minister, during a visit to Kandahar 6 April

relieved the Commander of Kandahar Army Garrison due to lack of stability in the city. The sources

said the minister himself has now taken charge of the Garrison (VOAPS).

i2The Hezb- s-Islami (Dales) says that the mujaheddin'attacked 8 April a Soviet commando unit

which had blocked the mujaheddin movement in the Makian region, Kandahar. Reports say that many

Soviet soldiers were killed in the fighting. The exact number, of their casualties are not. known.

The remaining of the Soviet force escaped. Meanwhile a militia force belonging to Esmatullah

Muslim has been forced to relinquish its posit: on in t&e Kozi regicn and retreat to Spinboldak

(VOAPS).* A NIP official has said that in an encounter between the mujaheddin and Soviet i'orces.in the
Yakh Karaez area of Kandahar province two Soviet tanks were destroyed and an unknown number killed.
The encounter took place when the mu.jaheddin were attempting to demolish a Kabul government poll-
ing station in the Kandahar city.The official said the Sovietswere forced to retreat and the muja-
heddin in their attacks on the polling station killed 20 communists and injured eight of them.
He said thát the civilian section of the KFAD and Party office were also hit" by the mujaheddin
rockets. Four Soviet advisers were among those inured in the attack (VOAFS).

'* The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami says that the Sangin, Helmand, mujaheddin captured '2 April six
security posts and 25 pieces of arms. The posts belonged to the Kolai Gak region. Forty military

personnel belonging to these posts were killed and sixty injured. The mujaheddin rendered six

martyrs and five injured (VOAPS).

2 0 Afghan mujaheddin have shot down two helicopters in Taman, Kandahar. The' helicopters were,

carrying Soviet troops to Shakoor Kares. The pilots and the crew were killed on the spot (MJ1 y.

22 Resistance sources in Quetta report the mujaheddin in Kandahar fired 19 April 50 rockets on
the Kandahar airport causing fire in several Russian arms depots and destroying their living
gbarters. Four helicopters, one jet aircraft and ten oil tankers were also set ablaze during the
operations (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say the Mahallajat mujaheddin attacked 15 April Russian military

convoyes travelling from Herat to Kandahar in pashtoon
Bagh region setting ablaze one tank, and ere

truck (voAPS).

* .Mujalieddin egurces in Quetta report that the mujaheddin attacked with heavy Weapons 10 April a
Soviet convoy, moving towards Kandahar airport in the Sha -agira road junction destroying fast oil
tankers, four lorries, three armored vehicles and killing fol.& Soviet soldiers (VOAPS).
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* The Harakat-e- rgelab -e- Islami office in Quetta says the mujaheddin, in áh attack on the Kanda

her main prison 15 April, destroyed two posts and killed 15 government troops (VOAPS).

* The Harakat -e Frrgelab- e- Islami office in Quetta says the mujaheddin have raided government

posts in the Kandahar Textile Mills, Band- e- Qater¡ Mir Bazar and posts belonging to the Kandahar

security belt. In the Mir Bazar and Band -e -Qater operations, they demolished three tanks and kil-

ied,a number of soldiers. In the Textile. Mills operation rockets were fired in which two oil

tankers were demolished. In attacks on Mahallajat security_posts -.28 government soldiers were

killed or injured. Two communist trucks and an armored vehicle were destroyed in Mahallajat opera--

tions (VOAPS).

3 ,Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin,attacked 16 April the border security post and

the Spinboldak post in Aurang, Kandahar, as á result of which 32 government soldiers and militia-

men were killed and two trucks and one armored vehicle were destroyed (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin shot down 19 April an enemy plane in Daman,

'Kandahar . (VOAPS).

* The hMlamie Alliance says the mujaheddin, during their firings on the Teachers' College mili-
tary base in Kandahar 15 April, killed

12 government militiamen and injured another 19 and inflic-

ted heavy damage to the building (VOAPS).

25 An'
IUAM spokesman it Peshawar has saio the mujaheddin have captured the Ma +aroof sub -division

of the Kandahar province (VUGDS).

May
MujaheddiF sources. in Quetta say Soviet helicopters

have transferred Kabul regime troops from
Shahwali ¡Cote to Kandahar city.The

reports say that 38' Kabul militia soldiers defected to mujahed-
din and foodstuff, arms and vehicles of the Shehwali Kote sub- division.havefaalen into mujaheddin
possession (VOAPS),'

2 Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say, as a result of mujaheddin attack on Kandahar Garrison,

27 April 13 tanks were set on fire and 13 communist soldiers and three militiamen were killed and

20 soldiers injured (VOAPS).

* Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say in a rocket attack by the mujaheddin 27 April on'the residence

of Kandahar Governor, rire communists were killed and eight injured. An ammunition dump and

houses, belonging to two communist military officers, were also hit and demolished during the

attack (VOAPS).

*. The NIP in Quetta says in a mujaheddin attack on the Kandahar KHAD office at least 17 officials,

including five Soviet advisers, were killed and a jeep burned (VOAPS). .

* The NIF in'Quetta says that the mujaheddin fired rockets and cannon shells on an area between

Topkhana and Hazratjee Baba, Kandahar, where the communists were to hold the celebration marking

the Saur coup of 1978. Thirty five government officials, including 13 communists, were killed and

one jeep burnt during the operation (VOAPS)..

* The NLF'in Quetta has received reports indicating that as a result of mujaheddin operatian.on

the new Garrison of Kandahar province one communist tank and two trucks were set al' , a Azd i4

goldiera and a Soviet armored vehicle were also put'on fire (VOAPS).
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* The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say communist forces in Kandahar city tired 7 Apr.0 on houses'.

whose residents were refusing to participate in the celebrettion of the.Saur coup as -a result of

which 28 persons were killed and many others injured. Turing the. government operation six muja-

heddin were also killed and 13 injured (VOAPS),

* The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami in Quetta says during the last days of the month ofHamal the

mujaheddin besieged a communist regime post in Maiwand, Kandahar, during which nine government

militiamen were killed and seven captured (VOAPS).

3 The office of the Harkat- e- Engelab-e- Islami Afghanistan in Quetta reportà 'the mujaheddin stagen

a joint attack 28 April on communists centers in Selo and posts around Rambasi of the Mahallajat,

Kandahar, during which they demolished two tanks and one.truck. A part of the. Selo also caught

fire during the attack (VOADS).
'

* The Hezb- e- Islami of Hekmatyar reports in Quetta its mujaheddin in their attacks 29 and 30.

April on TiMurian and a number of posts belonging to the Mahallajat security belt destroyed three

communist tanks and,two trucks. They also killed seven communist soldiers (VOADS).

* Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say that Muslim soldiers of KHAD, District 12, Kandahar

city,after finding that the'KHAD members did not pay any respect for the month of Ramadan,

poisoned their food 26 kpril as a result of which five of them were killed despite intense treat-

ment (VOADS).

* Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say in a mujaheddin attack 22 April on the Baba Saheb mili-

tary post in Kandahar one truck was demolished and five militiamen were killed. One mujahed was

also injured during the operation (VOADS).

5 The NLF sources say the mujaheddin launched - rocket attacks 30 April and 1 May on. the MAP unit,

and Mechanical School of Kandahar city during which 15 communists were killed and six injured

(V008).
* A high ranking oi'iicial of the.NLF,Hamed Karzai, has said 600 militiamen , 15 soldiers and

four officers of the Kabul regime, defected 4 May to a NLF commander in Spin Boldak, Kandahar. The

militiamen also delivered 600 klsashinkovs, heavy machineguns (13,Zico -is and four DASSAHKAS) 20

cannons, two wireless sets and eight vehicles to the NLF, (VOAPS).

6 Resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin in an attack a May in Shorandam, Kandahar, de-

molished two communist bulldozers and killed three communists (VOAPS).

* A mujaheddin .source in Quetta reports the mujaheddin, in an attack on the Kandahar hosptal,
wherePDPA members and high ranking military officers are being treated,, have killed nine communists
(VOAPS).

* The NIP has said that in a joint attack 30 April on a Soviet oil tanker. in Kandahar at Panjab

region, one tanker was destroyed and two Soviets killed. The convoy was heading towards the Kanda-

:har sirport.'0n the same day the mujaheddin.attacked communist posts iii Mashinkhana as a result
of which six co mwuniste were killed. In both operations 12 mujaheddin were reported killed or
injured (VOAPS).

lOAn Ittehad- e-Islami source in Quetta
reports the mujaheddin brought under fire 5 and 7 May t

bagh-e -Ghazt and Haji_ttazar military posts in Kandahar city as a result of which one armored vehi-
cle and its occupants were destroyed.in.the

Haji Nazar post and five Russian soldiers were killed
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in the Bagh -a -Ghazi post (VOADS).

* Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say recently Russian soldiers in Gargigan base in Kandahar city

sent a copy of the Holy Quran to the mujaheddin beseeching them not to attack them any more as they

were about to leave Kandahar (VOADS).

* A source of Ittehad- e- Islami in Quetta says its mujaheddin in their attack 6 May on the Keshmesh

Khans' military post demolished two trucks and killed six Kabul militiamen (VOADS).

113 The NIF in Quetta says the mujaheddin of all seven organizations staged a joint attack 9 and 11

May on all posts of the Mahallajat, Kandahar, security belt. The communist forces retreated after

being inflicted with heavy losses and men belonging to the posts fled to,the city (VOADS).

* A source of the NIF in Quetta says the mujaheddin, in their attack recently on a communist

center in the Qeshla -e- Jadid, Mia Saheb and Soviet forces center in Kandahar demolished four tanks

and three trucks. Seven Soviet soldiers were killed and eight injured. Kabul forces casualties

were not exactly known (VOADS).

1 5 Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say a part of communist base in Shiriniof Spin Boldak, Kandahar,

has been occupied by the mujaheddin and in-mujaheddin firings on the remaining of the camp bet-

wean 9 -12 May 22 government troops have been killed. Ten others have been captured by the mujahed

din with. their weapons. Fourteen mujaheddin have been injured in the operation (VOADS).

* An Ittehad- e- Islami source in Quetta says" that in fightings 11 -12 May, when a number of govern -

ment troop were coning out from the mahallajat, Kandahar, security belt, seven tanks and four

trucks were demolished by the mujaheddin (VOADS).

if; The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin in a joint
attack 11 May on eight govern-

ment security posts in southern outskirts of Kandahar city
occupied eight of these posts killing

at least 30 militiamen (VOAPS).

lime
Kandahar mujaheddin have captured the Shorabak base in Kandahar 12 May after several weeks

of fighting (VOAPS).

* 'The Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say that the mujaheddin have captured all Kabul regime

near;Mahallajat of Kandahar city. 700 -1000 mujaheddin took part in the operations. The sour-

ces say after the operations 51 bodies of the enemy'forces were discovered and large quantities of

arms and supplies, including four tanks, 12 cannons and heavy machine guns were captured (VOAPS).

in The body of Gen. Abdul Mutalleb the deputy commander of Kandaharforces
was laid to rest 18 May

in the Martyrs Hill. He died recently while performing his duty in areas belonging to Kandahar (RA;

20The organization of Mawlavi Jamil- ur- Rahman which is called The Organization of Invitation to

the Quran and Sunnah in a report has said,,last week a battalion of the Kabul regime forces defec-

ted to the mujaheddin in Balajoe, Kandahar.. The battalion had been
surrendered by almost all muja-

heddin organizations for eight days (VOAPS).

22 Resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin,lapnched a joint operation once Kandahar gar-

rison, the center of MAD, office of the governors/Menzel Bagh and on the Mia Saheb pass in Shor-

atidam where Soviet troops are stationed. In the"operation in which heavy arms were also u*ed, 13

Soviet soldiers were killed and seven injured. In the attack on the garrison, 20 Kabul re,g$06 1101 -,..
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diets and officers were killed and 13 injured and in Menzel Bagh two vehicles were put on fire

( VOAPS)...

* Reports from Spinboldak, Kandahar, say after the fall of Zhairi and Saragarey bases to the mu-

jaheddin 15 May, the communist Air Force bombed 16 May. the Loykarez village in the area in which

82. people mostly women and children were killed (VOAPS).

25 The mujaheddin sources said they attacked 18 May a night gatheringof the Kabul regime officers
in Kandahar city killing or injuring a number of them. Similarly, the mujaheddin attacked 16 and
17 May a Soviet center in the Kandahar Silo as a result of which at least three Soviet troops Were

killed and an arms depot was set ablaze ( VOADS).

* The Hezb- e- Islami in Quetta reports the mujaheddin attacked 18 May the Kandahar garrison. It

is said in the attack 10 or 15 Communist party activists were killed and 13 others injured. Losses

were also caused to the garrison buildings and three trucks were also set ablaze (VOAPS).

* The Hezb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) in Quetta says the mujaheddin attacked 16 May in Pashtun Bagh the

Soviet logistic convoy heading towards Kandahar airport. In the attack two trucks and a tank along,

with ill the persons on board were set on fire ( VOAPS).

* The NIF in Quetta reports the mujaheddin rocketted 16 May the Soviet bases in Kandahar city

Silo. The Silo base was also hit 17 May. In these attacks, an arms depot was gutted and a.tank,

two'trucks and a position, of the 86mm guns were destroyed. Three Soviet soldiers were killed and

two others injured in the operatics ( VOAPS).

* Resistance sources say the mujaheddin hit 17 May the Kandahar city Mechanical School., post kil-

ling four Kabul regime soldiers. The mujaheddin also killed five Kabul troops anátwo officera'and:

destroyed an armored personnel carrier in Kalachi, Ghazian ( VOAPS).

* According to Western embassy reports from Kabul only small units of Soviet troops have

so far pulled out since 15th May. It is said a reason for the slow withdrawal is the continued mu-.
jaheddin attacks on the troops south of the.country ( VOAPS).

* According to mujaheddin sources in Quetta many Kandahar city residents haverecently been flee-

ing their homes as a result of ,pressure against them by militia forces. The forces had earlier lost

many of their posts and fled to the city.

29 Resistance sources in Quetta say 4.0 groups from all the mujaheddin organizations, in attacks

26 May on the posts between Manzil Bagh, Kandahar and Eid Geh as well as the Mulla Alam posts, the

mujaheddin destroyed three tanks in Loya Weyala and two tanks in Taameer -e-- Qumanadan and a jeep near

Sherkat- e- Meiwa. Besides, the security posts of Hazratji Baba, IAya Weyala, Damri Bridge and the

Mulla Alam Hadira were totally dismantled and all their militiamen killed ( VOAPS).

* According to the resistance sources in Quetta, the mujaheddin attacked 23 May a Soviet convoy

heading towards Kandahar airport in the Haji Nazar Jan Bagh and destroyed an ambulance with three

Soviet troops aboard and a tank with nine crewmen. In the incident four mujaheddin were wounded

(VOAPS),

* The Afghanistan resistance sources in Quetta.say, in a three day long còmbat, the mujaheddin

captured the administrative unit of the Shah Wali Kot, Kandahar. In the battle, the mujaheddin.

destroyed four tanks and captured another two. The mujaheddin sources say, due to the mujahed&i

prepare and defection of a number of militiamen, Soviet troops shifted.24 May the Shah Wall:
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KHAD Battalion to Kandahar city but administrative staff of the sub division and a number of secu-

rity forces are still in the sub division ( VOAPS).

OThe Jamiat- e- Islami says the mujaheddin hit 25 May the posts in an attack on Dand Kandahar,

a tank and a truck were set ablaze and a number of government soldiers killed while three others

surrendered to the mujaheddin. Similarly, a Soviet armored vehicle hit a mine the same day and was

demolished with its crew ( VOAPS).

3 1 The Ittehad- e- Islami Afghanistan says, in an attack 27 May on a Soviet convoy in Kandahar city,

the mujaheddin demolished four tanks, a truck, and a jeep with their crewmen. It is said the

soldiers were driven back to the airport. Subsequently Soviet forces attacked the 5th district

as a result of which 15 civilians were killed and a large number of others injured. From the muja-

heddin side, six persons were killed and 9 others wounded (VOAPS).

June
1 The NI?..saya as a result of joint mujaheddin attack 29 May on the center of Spin Boldak, Kanda-

har, two tanks, and. two vehicles were demolished while 18 Kaba regime troops were killed and 32

Others injured (_WADS).

* Hezb- e- Islami reports-, in their. attack 26 and 27 May inside Kandahar city, the mujaheddin demo-

lished two communist posts, set four tanks and two jeeps on fire and killed 25 militiamen ( VOADS).

The mujaheddin sources say more than 300 militiamen alongwith their families have recently joi-

ned the mujaheddin in Kandahar. It is said these militiamen were under the command of Esmatullah

Muslim ( VOADS).

3 According to the Afghan mujaheddin sources they have demolished recently a number of positions
of the government troops near Kandahar city and Soviet troops, planning to evacuate the Kandahar

city,were forced to quit the city by air (VOGDS).

4According to Afghan resistance sources, in an attack on a Kabul regime base in Spin Boldak,

1K*ndahar, the mujaheddin demolished a number of tanks, three military vehicles and killed 18

'troops (RPAS).

* The mujaheddin sources in Pakistan say they attacked 29 May a Soviet convoy heading towards

Herat. The mujaheddin say their attack forced the Soviets to return back to the Kandahar airport

( VOAPS).
5 The Izvestia reports in an attack late May on a Soviet military unit withdrawing from Kandahar,

the mujaheddin killed three Soviet troops.(VCGDS).

* The ANS reported 4 June Commander Janan of Prof. Abd Rab Rasool Sayyaf's Ittehad- e- Islami was

killed alongwith a companion recently in a land mine explosion near Kandahar city (MIN).

6 An Afghan resistance group Jamaat- el- Dawat'Illal- Quran- wa -Al- Sunnat has claimed that its muja-

heddin had blocked the Spin Boldak- Kandahar highway since the past two days after severe fighting

with Kabul regime troops (MIM).

7Agoprapg.tp. eye witness accounts,' in recent battles between the Kabul, goverrnae!. fOrceá aia, tbe
mujaheddin in Spin Boldak, Kandahar, at least 100 persons were killed (VOWS).

* Teheran Radio has said in a fierce battle, the mujaheddin have captured a number of Kabul regimi

pçet .jó :Kandahar and blocked the Kandahar- Spin'Boldak highway (#i,PD8).
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aWestern diplamats say the Soviet Union is deferring the withdrawal of its troops from Kandahar

due to the mujaheddin pressure. The'diplomats, in Pakistan, say the mujaheddin have puehed.baek

the Kabul. regime Threes to heir. defensive positions (VOAPS).

* The Rezb- erIslami leader. Engineer Gulbuddin, He anatyar, who visited. recently. Kandahar j ovi tcea

Bays all the sub divisions and districts in Kandahar have been conquered and only:three centersy.
the.Kandahar city, Arghandab and Spin Boldak are to be captured.The mujaheddin have broken through

the security belt from Mahallajat side of Kandahar city and:now they are in a position to carry

out operations at any given moment (MAPS).

* The ANS says all the mujaheddin organizations jointly attacked 1 June the 1988 militia battal-

ion near Spin Boldak, Kandahar, and captured it with a lárge quantity of arms and ansnunition(VQAPS)

* According to ANS, the mujaheddin attacked 25 May a Soviet convoy inìMaiwand, Kandahar. The

convoy was:to pullout from Kandahar. In the attack the mujaheddin demolished two trucks and a tank.

Two mujaheddin were killed and eight others insured in the mujaheddin attack on four Soviet posts

constructed between Kandahar city and Maiwand (VOAPS).

* The reaietance sources say in an attack 27 May-near 5th district of Kandahar citron a Soviet

convoy, heading, towards Herat from Kandahar airport, the :mujaheddin demolished fods°aviet tangy

and a jeep with their creWnen..:In Soviet troops retaliatory attack 15 civilians:an4 Wix elder

heddin Were killed and 9 others injured (VOAPS).

* The AMC says the mujaheddin from all the organizations have started joint attacks on the mili-

tia posts between Kandahar city and Spin Boldak since 4 June.) In the attacks the mujaheddin have

so far captured three posts- (VOAPS).

111
According to a Canadian correspondent, a new aircraft not familiar to the mujaheddin, bombarded

during last week Mahallajat,.Kandaharfrom a high altitude killing 90% of the inhabitants, of a

village in Dsman (VOADS).

The resistance sources in Quetta say, as a result of mujaheddin operations 4-7 June on Baba

Saheb,-Kandahar, four posts and a position of desert guns were eliminated. Nine militiamen were

killed and seven others injured (MAPS).

* According to the resistance sources,.comnunist forces bombarded 7 June Kokaran, Kandahar kil-

ling 17 civilians and injuring 22 others (VOAPS).

* According to the resistance sources in Quetta, the mujaheddin fired 6 June on Soviet troops

deployed in the Ghazi Baba height, Kandahar. As a result, a truck with four of its crewmen was de-

ioliahed and a number of residential barracks of Soviet troops were destroyed .(MAPS,).

* The Herb- e- Islami (Hekmatyar) in Quetta says in their attacks last week on the Soviet-Kabul

:centers and posts in. Kandahar city, the mujaheddin hit a Soviet military jeep killing a Soviet

soldier and capturing another (VOAPS).

* Western diplomats say the mujaheddin are now close to take the city of Kandahar, Afghanistan +s

second largest'city, reports VOA (MI/4).
.

12 TABS says about 20 mujaheddin were killed in battles at Spin Boldak, Kandahar. The mujaheddin

sources confirmed 19 mujaheddin casualties in Spin Boldak and said 80 Kabul troops have-been k3L

fighting (BBCFS).
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* The mujaheddin sources Say 250 Kabul soldiers and 14 mujaheddin were killed in recent battles

in Baba Mali, Kandahar (BBCFS).

* According to resistance sources, at least 90 civilians have been killed in Soviet bombing of

eastern parts of the Kandahar city (VOAPS).

1
3 The Afghan mujaheddin. sources say in the mujaheddin continued operation 31 Maly - 11 June in

Spin Boldak, Kandahar, four tanks, a truck, and a desert cannon of the communist forces were de-

molished the 80 communist troops were killed and 150 others injured. From the mujaheddin side,

19 were killed and 67 injured (VOADS).

* The mujaheddin sources report, in their operation recently in Baba Saheb, Kandahar, 17 militia-

men were killed and six others captured (VOADS).

14western diplomats in Islamabad say the Chief of Afghan Air Force, General Mohammad Aziz has been

killed by the mujaheddin in recent battle. in Kandahar. However the Kabul government says he died

of natural death (BBCFS).

+. The Afghanistan resistance sources say they recently shot down a Kabul regime aircraft in Spin

Boldak, 'Kandahar (RPDS).

115.711t office of Jamiat- e- Islami reported that fighting has been going on for the last one week

.between the mujaheddin and communist troops in Spin Boldak, Kandahar. The reported Soviet troops

alPe began to build 3 June a new security belts for the defense of Kandahar the airport (VOADS).

* A terrorist group, which had secretly entered Kandahar city and planned to disturb the life of

the, people of that city, was arrested by the security forces,(RA),

1 $ Radio Australia reported fierce fighting between the mujaheddin and the Kabul regime forces for

capturing the city of Kandahar and the mujaheddin having shattered the defenses of the city (RPDS).

* According to a Teheran Radio report, fighting continues between the mujaheddin and Kabul troops

in Spin ,Boldak, Kandahar. The area has been sieged by the mujaheddin for several days. Two Kabul
:regime aircraft have so far been shot and 90 Kabul. troops killed and more than 100 injured (RPDS).

1 9w aheddin sources in Quetta say, Soviet troops have built a number of security posts in Beiges -
tan, south of Mahallajat, Kandahar (VOADS).

* Afghan resistance sources in Quetta say in an attack 17 June on two communist camps in Baba

Saheb, Kandahar, the mujaheddin demolished two tanks with their crewmen (VOADS).

* The office of Harakat- e- Ehgelab -e- Islami Afghanistan in Quetta has reported in a mujaheddin

attack 15 June on a communist reinforcement unit heading towards Baba Saheb, Kandahar, four tanks

and a truck load of arms were demolished (VOADS).

* The office of the Harkat- e- Engelab -e- Islami Afghanistan has said, in a battle 10-14 June the

mujaheddin captured Ghalchi post in Kandahar..Comm nist casualties. are not yet known but six muja-

heddin were killed, and 15 injured (VOADS).

* The resistance sources in Quetta have said in a mujaheddin attack 14 June on a Soviet post in

Chehl Zeena, Kandahar, seven Soviet troops were killed (VOADS).

2Ome Afghan Air Force planes bombarded 19 June a Pakistani village near Spin Boldak killing five

,.A, ìtan refugees and injuring eight (VOGDS).
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* The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin commanders and Soviet officials have con..

eluded an agreement in Kandahar on the exchange Of- IOI's.Under the agreement 60 mujaheddin can be

freed in exchange of one Soviet officer. (VOAPS).

* A. three weeks battle between the mujaheddin and the Kabul troops on Kandahar -Spin Boldak high-
way, for the capture of Spin Boldak according to the . mujaheddin, has proved inconclusive
and the mujaheddin have returned 18 June to their bases. In the battle the mujaheddin shot down
three aircraft, demolished 11 tanks and 17 armored vehicles. More than 150 militiamen and soldiers
were killed but, nevertheless, the mujaheddin did not succeed in capturing Spin Boldak. The sour-
ces say in the battle 50 mujaheddin were killed. The number of those injured has not been ascerta-

ined, (VOAPS). -

* According to Ittehad- e- Islami sources a Soviet lieutenant in the custody of the mujaheddin in

Kandahar, was exchanged 17 June for seven mujaheddin (HIM).

21-Irshad Ahmad Khans correspondent of The Muslim (Pakistan), was killed last week near Kandahar
city when the mujaheddin

were planning to attack the airport of that city. He had travelled inside
.Afghanistan alongwith the Afghan mujaheddin (VOADS).

22 According to Western diplomatic reports from Pakistan the mujaheddin have sieged the city of,.

Kandahar and have asked the civilians to evacuate the city. The reports say surface as well as air
link with Kandahar city has been cut off by the mujaheddin (VOGDS).

* Reuter says the Kandahar -Kabul highway is under the mujaheddiu Control. Soviet 'troops have

evacuated Kandahar and are presently deployed in the airport of the city. The.mujaheddin have

Called on civilians of Safa town, near Kandahar to vacate that area (RPDS).

3 The 'Afghanistan resistance sources have
said the mujaheddin attacked 18-19 June the IHADO fieea

to Kandahar city and security posts around Spin Boldak eliminating art arns depot (Riffs),

* The Afghanistan resistance sources in Quetta say the mujaheddin attacked 18 June on the resi-

deatial area' of the Soviet troops in Kandahar Company setting ablaze a food depot and eliminating

a truck. In the attack three Soviet troops were killed and eight others injured (VOAPS).

* A.00mmander of Hezb- e- Islamì (Hekmatyar) in Kandahar says the mujaheddin attacked late June on

the Mechenical'School, Collectorate and Mountain Battalion. As a result, seven Kabul soldiers

brere killed and 14 injured while one mulched was also killed and three others injured (VOAPS).

25 The Afghanistan resistance sources said 'i.n 'a Mu jaheddin 'attack recently Kandahar city, 40

*abul soldiers ..were killed 'and four tanks de noliehed. (`RPDS).

* Rezb- a- Ialemi (Heloaatyar) has said the mujaheddin attacked 18 June on all the,security posts in
Baba Saheb Kandahar. In the attack, 1.6- snijafeddift were k31'7'éd 'and 12 'others injured 80 communists
were killed and :25 others injured. The'mujgheddi:n -have 'blocked 'all routes and 'thwoommuasists. have
been besieged by the mujaheddin. Twelve trenepdrt vehicles were also<set ablaze (VOADS).

The Ittehad- e- Islami says the mujaheddin attacked 20 June Daman, Kandahar. Five mujaheddin

haste injured and killed during the operation.. The sanwte day Sovi at helicopters bombarded' and
W.-licked three trucks carrying the Afghan ariljakeddin_during which 15 mujaheddin were killed.
No reports were available. about communist ealualtial. As a-result of Other bambax rentsi9' .
in Weep, eight civilians were also killed ¡vow).
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The Alm says that at the initiative of`the commander of the Soviet troops in Kandahar, a Soviet

was exchanged 17 June 'with seven mujaheddin in Chehl Zeena, five kilometers south of Kanda.-

pir city (V608)

I June .

8 Aä a result of the firing of ground -to- ground rocket 7 June by the extremist elemental 13 compa..

trlote were killed and 10 injured in Gulbahar, Kapi.sa (1A),

111Hemb-e-Islami (Hekmatyar) says the mujaheddin attacked 7 June The Gulbahar Textile Mills in Kapisa

capturing four posts and arresting their militiamen (VOAPS).

11
- TABS says, in an operation, the Kabul government has wiped

out adores of the mujaheddin in Kap.
¡ear. (VOADB).

According to resistance reports, the mujaheddin repulsed 2 June a Soviet attack aimed at lifting
the-siege around Gulbahar, Kapisa, and after a daylong battle Soviet

troops retreated. A number 'of'
Soviet troops, and 19 mujaheddin were killed. The report said, the governor and other officials
hale fled to Kabul (RPDS)

20The Afghan mujaheddin report that they have captured recently 11 posts in Gulbahar Kapisa

(HPDS)..

Kun r, April
2 Due to ground-to-ground rocket attacks by extremist elements 1 April on residential areas in

villages at ChaWixi and Sarkani, Kunar, two of our compatriots have been killed and another two

injured (A)

Jeerlat. lami Afghanistan repports, in an attack on s, communist military convoy 9 April in

Kumar, 25 vehicles were destroyed.: During the fighting between the mujaheddin and communist

eorcpe five ct atans' 3si Kudgaii;' village were. also .martyred (VOAPS).

124The aujahaddin of the Kunarprovince captured 22 April the Barikot Garrison and entered its'

fortifications the same day_(Pr).

211The AMS says from 17-21 April more than one hundred cattle have been killed after they have

been stepping over anti. personnel mirtes.plantedby :Sovi.et -Kabul forces before they evacuated the

Barikot Military cantonement in Kunar. Eight mujaheddin have so far been killed and another 12

injured as a result of walking on these mines (VOAPS).

IVtay.
Afghan resistance sources in Peshawar say that in Asmar, Kunar, the Kabul regime military unit

evacuated its center along with:six Soviet advisors 28 April and moved to Chaghaserai, the center

of the province (VOAPS).

7.04". says as a result of rocket firings by extremist elements on a civilian bus in Asadabad,

, 6 May four persons were killed and 12 injured (RA).

Resistance sources in Peshawar'say Soviet forces heavily bombarded B May the Barikot garrison.

which was recently evacuated :by the emem mists.. Then mujaheddin tieere killed and eight injured in

US-attack (VOAPS).
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14 The Afghan _Information and Documentation Center says the Jamat-- e- Islami mujaheddin, under the

leadership of Abdul Hakim, in their, operations 31 March -24 April in Bari and Chenari, Kumar,
attacked Nabs `.regime military posts in which they killed _80 militiamen and demolished20 tanks andvehicles (pop's).

21 1 jaheddin sources in Peshawar
say that thecomnunìsts again bombed 18 May the Barikot garrison

which had already been evacuated. Seven.mujaheddin were killed and 9 injured in the raid (VOAPS)..
* The NIF says that the mujaheddin during their attacks 18 May destroyed the Jalawanan and Haji
Mir Zeman Castle.posts (VOAPS).

22 AMRC says the Afghan mujaheddin attacked 5 May the Kabul troops inDambar regionof Asmar,Kunar:

The troops were attempting to repair the road destroyed by the mujaheddin. In the attack, tthe muja -
heddin killed 38 Kabul troops. Similarly, the mujaheddin attacked 6 May aKabulregiMemilitary con- -.
voy, heading towards Asmar in the same area. In the attack, a tank and five trucks were destroyed
and 38 troops killed (VOAP8).

23 Resistance sources report that fighting took place20 May betweenthe villagersof Peshad,Sar-

kani of Kumar and the Kabul regime troops as a result of which 12 persons were killed from the two

sides.Peshad village is considered as the center of Kabul regime forces in Kunar., (VOAPS).

June
2 After the .evacuation of military gairieon of Barikat ,3oviet backed Afghan regime has reinforced'

the garrison of Ghegha_Sarai, the capital of Kumar, though the Afghan government is maintaining,.

Biteable military strength in Asmar, another town of Kunar as well4 Afghan resistance sources told,

The Muslim (141M).

15 In armed clatshes, between the extremist groupe of the NIF .and Islamic party in the Suburbs of

Kunar, four persons were killed and six others injured (RA).

28 The Afghanistan resistance sources in Peshawar said the mujaheddin hit 24 June a plane of the
Kabul regime in Manwal, Kunar which later on fell in Kunar river and all its crewmen were killed

(VOADS).

Kunduz,April
26 The Afghan Information and Documentation Center says the mujaheddin destroyed 14 April seven

government posts built to guard the main highway near Kunduz city. In the operation, two communi-

stá tanks were demolished and 22 soldiers killed. Twelve militiamen were captured (VOAPS).

30 The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islamireports from Kunduz the mujaheddin demolished 3 April two communist

tanks and captured one truck in Aliabad, Kunduz (VOADS).

May
iiThe NIF reports from.Kunduz the mujaheddin have conquered four military posts of the regime in

Hazrat- e-imam killing or wounding 30 soldiers and capturing eight of them. On the same day the,.

*3abeddin also demolished two Kabul regime posts in Bagh- e-- Zakhira, 1Wndue during which they

o ared 62 pieces of arms MAPS).

MI The mujaheddin sources in Peshawar, say the mujaheddin in their attacks 1 May on the -Bagh.Miri

wait and their related posts destroyed one of the posts (VOAPS).

Tiwarfice Or theltnoialatlami Afghanistan says the mujaheddin attacked 10 May pintebade
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Kunduz, kiiling 40 Soviet -Kabul troops and destróying five tanks and a truck (VOADS).

* Sources of the Harkat- a- Engeiab- Islami Afghanistan have said its mujaheddin attacked 5 May a

Soviet military base in Khanabad, Kunduz, killing four Soviet troops and destroying two tanks

(VOADS).

June
12 The Harkat- e- Islami

organization reported that in an attack 29 May, on a communist post in
Archi, Kunduz,_the mujaheddin killed six militiamen and captured another 15 (VOAI).
* The AMRC says the mujaheddin launched a rocket attack 24 May on the Archi Club in Kunduz, kil-
ling or injuring a number of Soviet troops (VOADS).

13 According to the Afghan resistance sources, in their attacks 27 May on the posts around Imam
Saheb, Kunduz, the mujaheddin demolished all the posts and three militia commanders with 70 mill,
amen joined the mujaheddin while 40 others.were killed

or injured. The mujaheddin seized 120
tems Of arms and the Imam Saheb sub division nowis

under mujaheddin siege (VOAPS).

The NIF says the mujaheddin
attacked 2b May communist troops who had come for search in Shah -

rahtran of Dasht-e- Archi, Kundúz. In the combat, two trucks were destroyed, 11 soldiers and mi-
litiamen killed and two others captured by the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

18 The AMRC says in a mujaheddin attack 30 May on a post near the center of Kunduz province, the
- militiamen of the post surrendered

to the mujaheddin. They also surrendered 36 kilashinkovs, seven
rockets and d number of other equipment to the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* 'the AMRC says the mujaheddin attacked 21ß May the Kabul troops who had -come for search in Shah -
rwen, Kunduz. In the -attack, four Kabul troops were killed, seven injured and two with their arms
joined the mujaheddin. A tank and a truck were also demolished (VOAPS).

21 The Afghan resistance sources said in a recent attack on a military post near Imam Saheb, K
28 Kabul troops were killed and 19 others were captured by the mujaheddin (RPDS).

Laghman , April
2 23muiahedon,sources report a unit of ,communist forces in Laman defected to the muja-
heddin 21 April.The unit had first killedLeemantheir officer. The sources say most of the members of

tha..unit were prisoners Who were réleased Prom communist jail and directly sent to the battle-
field. (VOA PO).:

Afghan eaistaice sources in Peshawar say that the Soviets have left their security posts in

2 9 The ue b- o.Islami. of Khales Bars the mujaheddin
,shot down 2A April a Soviet hellicopter flying

Aram MahgerharItO Kabul The helicopter. crashed in Basak, Whelan, and all its passengers were
_,Waled.\ 8)i

dune
The NIF says 10 Kabul soldiers and an

officer withAheir' arma surrendered 5 June to the muja-
heddin in Tor Ghar, Leeman {VOAPS).

The Harkate4nOelah-a.afilmili says in the mujaheddin. attack On the. Kabul regime militia posts
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in Waraikhmin Tangi on Kabul- Jalalabad highway. Militiamen belonging to Kabul regime joined the

mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

27 The Afghanistan resistance sources have said the mujaheddin have recently captured a number of
sub -divisions in Iaghman and the capital of the province might also fall soon to the mujaheddin

(RPDS).

Logar 3
April

4 The AMRG reports the mujaheddin attacked 31 March a Soviet base in Pul- e-Alam Logar, destroy-

ing four -tanks and killing 12 Soviet troops. The agency said, the Soviet army, in retaliation,

shelled Baraki Barak, Baraki Rajan and Patkhab Roghani- areas. Six villagers were killed and 16

houses destroyed in the attack.(VOAPS).

11%! The Jamiat -e- Islami office reports the mujaheddin shot down ?1 March a Soviet jet aircraft in

Baraki Barak, Iogar. The plane was on a bombing mission ( VOAPS)..

* A VOA correspondent says that the mujaheddin operations intensified in Afghanistan last
week. He says that 11 April

a Soviet military convoy of 450 vehicles of various kinds was seen
moving towards Logar. He adds that the purpose of new movements is to counter new mujaheddin
operations in Logar and on the city of Gardez where the mujaheddin have been carrying rocket
attacks. Meanwhile reports indicate that fighting has also been going on around the city of Khost
in Paktia ( VOAPS).

30 Sixteen Kabul troops defected to the mujaheddin when the resistance fighters attacked security
posts in Logar province 17 April,'according to a source at Harkat-e.-Engelab-e-Islami

(PT).

May
i' The Armed Forces intercepted 11 May nine ground -to- ground rockets planted by the extremists iia
Dashtak and the Logar Ainak copper mine for firing on Kabul city (RA).

25 The Jamiat-e-- Islami Afghanistan reported the mujaheddin attacked 12 May a Soviet convoy in
Mohammad Agha, Logar, destroying six tanks and trucks (VOADS).

June
10The Jamiat- e- Islami says the mujaheddin attacked 8 June in Logar a Kabul regime convoy heading

towards Kabul from Gardez. Two tanks, two trucks and a jeep were demolished in the attack (VQAPS).

* According to the Jamiat- e- lslami, the mujaheddin in their operations 9 June against the Kabul

troops in Aabchan, Dasht- e- Aibak, Kulangar and Tangi, Logar, demolished. 17 truCks and tanks ( VOADS)..

* The Harkat- e- Engelab- e- Islami. Afghanistan says the mujaheddin attacked a Kabul regime Brigade

in Safaid Sang of Mohammad Agha, Logar, injuring five military officers and destroying two barra-
cks ( VOAPS),

20 The Jamiat -e- Islami office says the Russians withdrew last week all'their troops frais iogar'acsu

the mujaheddin have escalated their joint attacks since 16 June on Pul -e -Alamo the center of Loger

The reports say now the route from Pakistan -Afghan borders on Tre Mangal to Dobandi, Logar, is

open. and the mujaheddin go and come on vehicles (VOAPS).-

25 -,NLF reports that in a mujaheddin attack 18 June the residential quarters of the I i4A i.
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ciao in Mohammad Agha, Logar, were demolished. Exact details of communists casualties are not

known (WADS).

29 The Afghanistan resistance sources said, after several days of fierce fighting in Pul -e -Alain,

the center of Irrgar province, the Afghan mujaheddin have now launched a joint offensive and elimi-

nated the security posts around the city (RPDS).

Nangarhar, April
1 1 be Hezb- e- Islami (Khales) says the mujaheddin have killed 23 communists in Hesarak, Nangarhar.

Fighting between government troops and mujaheddin still continues with the mujaheddin capturing

three security posts. The mujaheddin have also captured three post in Nazian, Nangarhar (VOAPS).

1 2The Hezb- e- Islami (Khales) says that 500 mujaheddin launched a joint attack on Kabul regime

militia and Soviet forces center in Nazian and Ghanikhel, Nangarhar. An eye witness.says he saw

militiamen abandoning their post and running towards the Ghanikhel administrative center (VOAPS).

1 8Resistance sources say thát.Ìmujaheddin have killed an important member of the government

National Front in Nangarhar Province. He is "Sawabdar" Amin Khan who was also a close adviser to

Najibullah. He was from Shinwar and killed 11 April in Ghanikhel (VOAPS).

* Eye witnesses arriving in Peshawar say a big Soviet military convoy arrived 14 April - - the

day of the signing of the Geneva accords - - in Jalalabad. The witnesses said the convoy brought a

large nnount of military ware to Jalalabad (VOt S).

* ANS says that 12 Soviet jet fighters bombarded by air 11 April houses belonging to Kabul re-,

gime military officers in the Gari cantonment in Shinwar, Nangarhar, in which 11 persons have

been killed and 14 others injured (VOAPS).

22 The Afghan Information and Documentation Center says the mujahideen destroyed a Kabul regime

military post in Garo. Nangarhar, 16 April killing at the some time six militiamen (VOAPS).

* According to the Afghan Information and Documentation Center, 20 Russian soldiers and a leader

of government militia were killed 18 April when a mine, planted by the mujaheddin, went off in

Chaparhar, Nangarhar (VOAPS).

* The Islamic Alliance (Sayyaf) reports that in mujaheddin attacks on government post in Shinwar,

Golaey and the Batikot No.3 Agricultural Farm in Nangarhar 12 April four communist soldiers were

killed, one truck was demolished. Also nine soldiers were captured by the mujaheddin along with

their arms (VOAPS).

* The Islamic Alliance says the mujaheddin killed two militiamen in an attack 11 April on a

regime post in Barak of Batikot, Nangarhar. The same day, the mujaheddin killed three communist

Soldiers and officers in an attack on three posts in the Raig- e- Khosk, Nangarhar (,VOAPS).

* The Afghan Information and Documentation Cantt,r says the mlt4ahed4in, in attacks on border

projects and regions cf the government in Iandi Khyber 15 April, killed six militiamen and demo-

lished one truck (VOAPS).

23 Resistance sources in Peshawar say two bombs exploded 21 April in the Ghanikhel, Nangarhar

killing three persons. On the same day a bus, full with passengers, hit a mine in Achim, Nangar-

bs6 which 10 persons were killed and 15 injured (VOAPS)..
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21iA large
Soviet military convoy left the Samarkhail area near the Afghan border town of Torkhas

21 April for Jalalabad (PT).

2 9 Mujaheddin sources in 'Peshawarsay thatthe n,ujaheddir.orgara zations.jointly launched operations

to disturb the celebration of the anniversary of the
conuaun_.st coup ix Nangarhar prov_nce. As a

result of mujaheddin att4cks 60 communists were killed in various parts of the province. The mu

jaheddin also destroyed a security post in Daka and, as a result of mujaheddin attack, on Unit

ro.66 and military posts around it, 30 communist soldiers were either killed or injured ( VOADS).

* Afghan mujaheddin say, in two explosions in Jalalabad 27 April, five communists were killed.

The highway between Tcrkham and Jalalabad is still closed and in mujaheddin attack 28 April on the

B asaul post, eight communists solders were killed. ( VOADS).

* The Afghan Information and Documentation Center says in a bomb ¡explosion 27 April near the

Jalalabad movie house in a military drilling ground one person was killed and four more injured

( VOAPS).

* The ANS says the mujaheddin have been attacking houses belonging to conuiiux t high ranking

officials near Hadda agricultural farm. The extent of casualties is not yet known (VOAPS).

3® Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say that in two- explosions 27 April in Jalalabadcityfive com-

munists were -killed ( VOADS).

May
2 The Islamic Alliance (Sayyaf) sources in Peshawar say their mujaheddin carried 27 April impor-

tant operations on the Ghanikhel Garrison and other parts of Nangarhar during which 31

soldiers were killed and 33 injured. They say, the same day, the mujaheddin in their attack on a

Kabul regime unit in Batikot set ablaze a jeep and killed 11 persons and injured 13 ( VOAPS).

5 Afghan resistance sources in Pakistan report Soviet forces in Nangarhar have handed over one of

their bases to Kabul armed forces. 150 -200 (stet) Soviet- soldiers were estimated to have been

stationed in the base (BBCFS).

110 The mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say the Kabul regime forces bombed lO,May their positions in

Khogiani, Nangarhar ( BBCFS).

* The Hezb- e- Islami sources say the. Kabul regime forces have left the Mamakhelsub- divisionof tht

Nangarhar province. While withdrawing from the area, two of their tanks were demolished by the

mujaheddin (VOADS).

1
1 The Mawlawi Wales Hezb -e- Islami source says the mujaheddin recently demolished five enemy tanks

in Kakrak Nangarhar ( VOADS).

* The ANRC says a Soviet military officer committed suicide with his pistol 27 April near the

Jalalabad cross -road. Also, the following day,. a Soviet officer first killed his wife with his

pistol and then killed himself (VOADS).

* Fifteen ground -to- ground rockets installed in Kun and Qatraghai, Nangarhar, were recently disco-

- vexed and confiscated by security forces (RA).
-

13 Resistance sources say that the Kabul regime has withdrawn its forces from the Khogiani,

Mamakhel,Shinwar subdivisions as well as the Sherzada district and has brought their troops and

ai1itionen I to the Samarkhel base in Jalalabad replacing the .8ovi:e t eold;ter4; fP mainte3x tbe. seau.
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rity of Jalalabad (VOAPS).

* Two Soviet helicopters were shot down by the Afghan resistance 12 May in Nangarhar province.

One of the helicopters was shot down in the early morning hours as the Kabul regime attempted to

evacuate the garrison town of Hesarak, a resistance commander said. The second helicopter was

shot down by resistance forces near Jalalabad. Local commander Abdul Ghafoor said two crewmen

on board were killed (PT).

14 Bakhtar reports a plan, hatched by extremist groups who wantedto place four kilograms of explo-

sives in Jalalabad No.5 power station and kill a number of our compatriots and cut -off electrici-

ty in the area was discovered and foiled by the security forces (RA).

1117 Afghan resistance sources say the mujaheddin, after clasheswith retreating Soviet -Kabul forces,

have now captured the Hesarak sub -division of Nangarhar (RPDS).

* AFP reports, despite the announcement's about the withdrawal or Soviet tortes ¡ran Jalalabad,

about 1,000 Soviet military units, including 600 advisers are still stationed near the city of

Jalalabad (RPDS).

119 The resistânce sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin launched 16 Mayrockets attacks on.govern-

ment posts in the Ghaziabad Farm, Jalalabad, killing four soldiers and injuring a number of others.

The mujaheddin also killed three government soldiers in Ghanikhel, Nangarhar, the same day (VOAPS).

* The resistance sources in Peshawar report that the mujaheddin captured 17 May two Kabul govern-

ment posts in Ghanikhel, Shinwar, in Nangarhar province, during which two militiamen were also

killed. On the same day, eight people were killed when a bomb exploded .in the Mohmandara sub -

division.of Nangarhar (VOAPS).

20 Spokesman of the Hezb-e- Islami Afghanistan in-Peshawar
has said the Afghan mujaheddin have

blocked all exit routes from Jalalabad city (BBCFS).

* The ANS reports a battalion of special Soviet commandos are still stationed near Samarkhel,
Nangarhar. Similarly, 350 Soviet advisers working with 9 and 10 divisions of the Kabul regime are
expected to stay behind in Jalalabad (VOAPS).

21'

Afghan resistance sources
report that 22 Kabul jet fighters in their raids 19 May on the Deh

Bala, Kot and Wooch Kotoe of Shinwar,
Nangarhar, killed 35 and injured tens of others. Government

fighters bombed 20 May Khogiani and Chaparhar regions. The bombings included'the areas the commu-
mists had evacuated some time ago (VOAPS).

* The NIF says that the mujaheddin Brigade No.2 in Mohamandara in their rocket attacks on Kam -
kai Khyber and Lalpur have demolished one truck, killed four communists and injured three others.
In their operation an arms depot was also demolished in the border security post. The mujaheddin
have also sieged the Lalpur sub district (VOAPS).

* Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar report the mujaheddin pressure on Jalalabad city has increased

and the communists are trying to evacuate their families from the city. The communists are also
attempting to establish contacts with the mujaheddin and make use of the amnesty announced by the
mujaheddin (VOAPS).

22A correspondent of The Times (London) reports frail' Peshawar, the Afghan mujaheddin are busy in

their preparation to capture Jalalabad city within next 10 days (BBCFS).

* Four mines, planted by the extremist elements in Jalalabad city; were discovered and defused.
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recently before explosion (RA).

* The IUAM office reports the mujaheddin attacked 19 May a big security post of the Kabul regime in

Gulai, Nangarhar. In the attack, the post was demolished, six militiamen killed and 9 others in-

jured. The rest of the militiamen fled to the Ghanikhel cantonment ( VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin sources say Soviet fighter jet aircraft intensively bombarded 12 May, Roadat

and Kot in Nangarhar killing 30 civilians including women and children alongwith four mujaheddin

( VOAPS).

23 The armed forces and security forces of Afghanistan discovered and foiled 22 May attempts of an

armed opposition for exploding four bombs in a residential area ..f Jalalabad city (RMDS).

* Twenty nine surface- to-surface rockets, meant to be fired on residential places in Jalalabad

were discovered and defused 22 May by the security forces (RA).
-

* An authentic source of mujaheddin reports that the combat strength of Red Army in Eastern Af-

ghanistan still remains unchanged inspite of the pullout of 1,200 troops from Jalalabad last week

(PT).

26 Twenty -seven civilians, mostly women and children, were killed and 17 wounded in an indiscri-
minate bombing by eight Russian jets on Kot sub -district of Nangarhar 23 May (PT). -

* The Khales Hezb -e- Islami says soldiers of government poetsin Roadat, Nangarhar, after

killing two of their officers, defected to the mujaheddin alongwith their arms (VOAPS).

27 The Afghan Information Center has said in their attack 19 Mayon theXabulregimepo8 in Lalpur,

Nangarhar, the Afghan- mujaheddin killed two government personnel and damaged the premises of the

Lalpur sub district. Also two militiamen and three others were injured in Landi Khyber (VOADS).
-

* The'Afghan Information Center reported that a Kabul regime truck with those board was blown in

a mine explosion by the mujaheddin in Hazer Mau, Nangarhar (VOADS).

2 8 A volley of rockets landed on the Torkham- Jalalabad road near the border town of Landi Khyber
forcing the traffic to run for cover. Another solvo of rockets targetted an encampment of 66 Afghan
Brigade stationed in the area, resulting in a series of blasts when an artillery position was hit
and the shells placed there exploded

June
6 The AMRC reports that in a bomb explosion 4 June at Jalalabad Custom House, four officials were
killed and 10 injured while damages were also caused to the Customs building and goods were set
ablaze ( VOAPS).

* The ANS reports a vehicle was blown up 4 June in a mine explosion carried by the mujaheddin in

Ghanikhel, Nangarhar, as a result of which four government officials were killed and 9 others in-
jured O -

* The ANS reported that on the basis of a call oy the, mujaheddin all movie houses have been closed

since -late May in Jalalabad. Silnilarly,,'Pakistan has closed down its consulate in Jalalabad (VOAPS).

8 Afghan resistance sources in Peshawar say the Kabul regime has deployed 15,000 of its troops in
Jalalabad (BBCFS).

_ -

* The Afghanistan resistance sources say aiirie militiamen were killed 5 June in a mujaheddin attack
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in Chaparhar, Nangarhar. On the same day, nine militiamen were killed in mine explosions in a post

at Zed village, Chaparhar ( VOAPS).

* Hezb- e- Islami (Khales) says in a battle 1 June between the militiamen and the mujaheddin in

Roadat, Nangarhar, four militiamen were killed and five injured ( VOAPS).

'41 The AMRC says in the fighting 2 June among the Kabul regime gendarmerie seven soldiers were

killed in Jalalabad city. The report says in an attack the same day, the mujaheddin killed three

Kabul soldiers in Ghanikhel, Nangarhar ( VOAPS).

9 Teheran Radio 'reports that'the mujaheddin captured recently a military truck in Jalalabad and

killed 10 Kabul regime soldiers. The report adds the remaining Soviet troops in Jalalabad have

strengthened their positions and have also built new trenches (RPDS).

" 110 The ANS says a Kabul regime truck was blown up with mine with its crewmen 6 June in Batikot

near Ghanikhel, Nangarhar ( VOADS).

1 2 The Afghanistan resistance source reports in their attack 22 May on the Jalalabad Security

Command office, the mujaheddin killed an officer and injured four (VOADS).

* The Afghan government has withdrawn its troops from the military garrison of Agam, Nangarhar

(HIM),

13 The Afghan regime has stepped up measures to try to fend off any mujaheddin attempts on the

city of Jalalabad. This seems to be the impression from the deployment of Afghan forces in the

province of Nangarhar in general and the city of Jalalabad in particular (MIM).

14In their heavy shelling 13 June on the residential areas in Kooz Kunar, Nangarhar, the extremist

elements. killed five compatriots and injured 12 others (RA).

20 The office of Hezb- e- Islami (Ichales) says in their attack 12 June on a Kabul regime border

battalion in Shaiwa, Nangarhar, the mujaheddin damaged two vehicles and a tank and also killed 16

militiamen and soldiers. The source adds that the mujaheddin -also attacked the Kandi post in Shai-

wai.during which they captured a militiaman and set on fire an oil tank and a vehicle ( VOADS).

* The Islamic Unity says the mujaheddin attacked 15 June militiamen stationed in government posts

in Tamo and Lakari of Deh Bala,Nangarhar.The militiamen were planning to shift these posts to

Sarshahi. In the attack, eight soldiers, an officer, the Secretary of KRAD with three KHAD activis-

ts were killed. One mujahed was killed and five others injured in the operation ( VOAPS).

* The office of the Islamic Unity reports the mujaheddin attacked 18 June a Kabul regime jeep in

Marko of Battikote, Nangarhar,destroying the vehicle, killing two crewmen and injuring three others,

In the attack, a mujahed was also killed ( VOAPS).

21 Mines and some quantity of explosives, being smuggled into Afghanistan from Torkham were seized

alongwith their bearers (RA).

29 As a result of heavy shelling by the Kabul artillery in Nangarhar, 300 families were forced to

leave their homes (NWT).

AFP reports that in a mine explosion recently on dalaiabad- Torkham highway 18 persons aboard a

Ws.were killed (RPDS).

0 The ANS has said, inan attack 28 Jung -the mujaheddin captured lalpur, Hangar
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12 Kabul troops and capturing 15 others (VOADS).

* Hezb- e- Islami ( Hekmatyar) says, in a mujaheddin attack <() May on Goshta, Nargarhar, six Kabul

regime militiamen were killed. Two mujaheddin were also killed in the operation (VOADS).

* The AMRC says due to heavy bombardment by the Kabul regime in June about 100 families from

Surkhroad, Nangarhar,have migrated to Khogiani and Hesarak of that province. These areas are under

the mujaheddin control. In the bombardment, a woman was killed and three children injured (VOADS).

Nimroz, May
The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islami says in Quetta the mujaheddin recently launched ground -to- ground

rocket attacks on the Band- e- K.amal Khan base in Char Borjak, Nimroz. Two tanks were destroyed

and buildings damaged in the attack. According to the report, three helicoptors have transferred

the dead and wounded of the base to the center of Kandahar ( VOADS).
* The Hekmatyar Hezb- e- Islamiin Quetta says its mujaheddin destroyed 7 April two communist tanks

in a rocket attack on the CharBurjak Nimroz. The buildings òf the base were also damaged in the
attack ( VOAPS).

3 1Resistance sources report from Nimroz that communist forces evacuated Khashroad and, some

soldiers have gone to Zaranj city and a number of others to Delaram. Similarly, the administrative

^enter for Gulistan sub division has been shifted to Delaram (VOAPS).

June
4 According to Teheran Radio in an attack recently on a Soviet -Kabul troops convoy in Nimroz, the
mujaheddin killed 13 troops (RPDS).

17 Reports from the Afghanistan resistance sources say the mujaheddin attacked recently the office
of Communist Party in Khashrod, Nimroz, killing eight party officials and injuring the governor of
the province. Heavy damages were caused to the office building as a result, of mujaheddin rocket
attack (RPDS).

1 8 The Afghanistan resistance sources in Quetta say in their attack 8 June on Charburjak, Nimroz

province, all government posts have been captured and later the mujaheddin also captured the sub-
division itself. It is said the communists reinforcement reached the area front Kemal Khan Dam but,
seized 8D items of light and 40 items of heavy arms, two tanks and three other vehicles ( VOAPS).

29ThelUAM military spokesman has said after several days of battle, the mujaheddin captured 16-17
June the Kabul regime Battalion 1918 in Band -e -Kemal Khan, Nimroz. During the battle, the mujahed-
din captured eight high ranking officers including the Commander of that battalion and a KHAD
director. Sixteen militiamen have been killed and 20 others joined the mujaheddin. The mujaheddin
also captured 70 vehicles, 160 kilashinkovs, three machine guns, two tractors and other military
hardware ( VOAPS).

29 Hezb -e- Islami (Hekmatyar)says,
in an attack 6 June on the security posts in Kang, Nimroz, the

mujaheddin killed eight communist troops alongwith the commander of the post. In another attack on
the posts of Haji Gul cantonement, the mujaheddin destroyed two communist trenches and killed 12
Militiamen (VOADS).

Paktîa April
Mujaheddin sources have claimed they, have captured an Indian pilot, Bhagwan Sing,while falling
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with parachuts from an aircraft in Khost (JG).

lithe

Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan says the mujaheddin in an operation 10 April captured three

security posts bf the Darwazagai military base, In fighting during the operation 16 mujaheddin were
.injured. All soldiers stationed in the posts were killed and three; militiamen captured (VOAPS).

12m e VOA correspondent from Peshawar has reported that the Kabul -Cardez highway was closed to

traffic last week due to mujaheddin operations. Similarly Kandahar, Herat, Ghazni, Urgun, Gardez

Salang and Jalalabad highways have also been blocked by the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* Resistance sources say that the mujaheddin in an attack 29 March on government posts and

centers in Urgun, Paktika, destroyed a bulldozer and four armord vehicles (VOAPS).

* ANS reports that as a result of mujaheddin firings 29 March on the Kabul -Soviet joint center

in Iaki., Paktika, 15 communists were killed and a number of others injured(VOAPS).

111 The Afghan mujaheddin reports that, as a result of their attack on the Khost military canton-
ment, seven Kabul regime soldiers have been killed (VOADS).

1 9A major offensive launched by the Soviet -Kabul troops on the positions of the Afghan mujaheddin

in Jaji,'Paktia, just after the signing of Geneva agreement was met with stiff resistance by the

Afghan mujaheddin and after a fierce battle, the Soviet -Kabul troops were forced to retreat after

suffering heavy losses in men and material (PT),.

The 'Afghan Information and Documentation Center says the Paktia mujaheddin have attacked houses

belonging to government militia, organized recently by the Kabul Minister of Interior Sayyed

Mohámmad Gulabzoi.Forty five of the militia were captured by the mujaheddin and the rest are said

to :have fled (VOAPS).

May
1 Different mujaheddin sources say the mujaheddin have inflicted heavy blows to a Kabul regime

.military convoy in Paktia. They say the convoy, consisting of 700 vehicles, was moving 18 April

from Gardez to Zadran with military hardware and foodstuff to supply the 18th Division of the

regime. The convoy was attacked at its several parts and each section has been besieged by the

mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* The Harakat o Rnngelab -e- Islami Afghanistan says the mujaheddin shot down a Soviet helicopter 18

April in Shár- e-Nau, Paktia (VOAPS).

4 The Hezb=e- Islami of Hekmatyar says a communist force which was on its way 20 April from Gardez

to Tsamkanai, Alikhel and Zazi and wanted to reach government bases clashed with the mujaheddin

3 May. The mujaheddin captured alive 15 communist officers and soldiers and killed 80 of them.

They also destroyed two Soviet tanks. Seven mujaheddin fighters were killed. The government wanted

to despatch troops to Tsamkanai and Alikhel bases (VOAPS).

8 Resistance sources in Pakistan say that Afghan government forces have evacuated the Tsamkani

Cantonmentin Paktia. The center was evacuated with the help of fresh Kabul Regime troops

and bombing of mujaheddin position. The mujaheddin say that 30 of them were killed. However, Radio -

Afghanistan has said the mujaheddin casualties had been heavy (BBCFS).

9 tujaheddin sources in Peshawar say, in the battle for the capture of the Tsamkáni cantonement

in Paktia, 300 Kabul soldiers were killed and a large number injured. The mujaheddin lost 30 of
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their men while 60 of them were injured. The mujaheddin also demolished 12 tanks and 18 armored

vehicles (VOAPS).

110 Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say Kabul regime forces, belonging to No. 18 military .unit and:

the militia, evacuated the the Tsamkani .cantonment'. 8 May.he report says -1,500 soldiers, militia
men and 21 Soviet advisors were stationed in the cantonment-(VOAPS).

* The mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say, when the Kabul regime forces moved out from Tsamkani to

go to Gerdes, they came under mujaheddin attack. Tn the battle, one communist helicopter was shot

down, 30 tanks and about 100 vehicles were demolished and"-260 soldiers killed. One hundred twenty

soldiers defected to the mujaheddin (VOAPS).

* The Harakat- e- Zngelab- o-Islami reports that another Russian military convoy, moving towards

Zazi is engaged in fighting with the mujaheddin in the Narai Pass. The convoy is attempting to

evacuate the Kabul regime Unit No.36 from Íhmadkhel..The mujaheddin say, they captured 8 May three

security posts of this unit (VOAPS).

12A top Afghan army Officer, along with 60 soldiers was ki»ed in a mujaheddin ambush 2 May in

Paktia province. The AMRC said that the officer, a brigadier of the 11th Nangarhar Division -based

in Jalalabad,was ordered to launch a major. attack against the Afghan resistance fighters in Paktia,

(PT).1 fi Resistance source in Peshawar say, the Kabul regime forces have been evacuating the Alikhel
Base in Zazi, Paktia, and the mujaheddin are entering the base. The sources say that in clashes .

between Kabul government forces and the mujaheddin 13 and 14 May, a number of communist troops and
mdlitiamen have been killed or injured and the sUjaheddin destroyed about 2124 communist tanks and
trucks (VOAPS).

11 Twelve Afghan mujaheddin were killed when a Suzuki, pickup in which they were travelling
struck a landmine in the evacuated Tsamkani garrison in Paktia previuce (Mï1W).

1tThe mujaheddin sources,in.
Peshawar say. the Alikhel bass'has fallen to the-Afghan mujaheddin.

The Kabul government forces had earlier evacuated the -`base (BBCPS).:

-* Afghan resistance
sources say that the communist forces evacuated they Alikhel base in Paktia

14 Hay.. They say, 700 soldiers and six advisers were forced to evacuate the base as a result of
the mujaheddin pressure (VOAPS).

111/ According to a report of the Afghan mujaheddin
sources in Peshawar, four Soviet advisors were

killed by the Afghan mujaheddin
when they. were heading towards Kabul from Ali Khel cantonment. In

the attack the mujaheddin
captured eight tanks, 450 armored vehicles and shot down two helicopters

(NWT)."
Afghan resistance sources in Peshawar say during the

mujaheddin operationon communist posts in
southern Afghanistan 400 regime - forces have. defected

to the resistance. Similarly 200 government
soldiers, defected to themujaheddin after a 9- .dad - battle in Serka Wolja of Paktia (VOADS).

* A source of the Jalaluddin Haggani Front paporta.frem Paktia that the mujaheddin shot down 1
Stag a ccmmum st jet plane which crashed in the Shinki region of Khost (POADS).

21 The office of Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haggani says the mujaheddin shot down 16 May a Kabul reigimer
carp Sane. Another plane, which wonted to land at Most, was it by cannon fire and dashed

(VOAP$)w
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* The ANS says the Kabul regime forces have evacuated the Bayankhei and Khushkoran regions in

Paktia. Reports say that the mujaheddin are now busy defusing mines around the area (VOAPS).

22 The Afghanistan resistance sources reported that the mujaheddin, in their operation inside and

outside the Zazi garrison in Paktia, have destroyed eight armored personnel carriers, two zequiek

machine guns and two automatic rifles. The source adds the Kabul regime forces have left behind in-

tact three armored vehicles, 12 vehicles and two,foodstuff depots (VOAPS).

* The total army strength of the Kabul troops was shattered by the advance of the mujaheddin

after the Soviet pullout from Zazi cañtonment,_2O kilometers off Pakistan's borders, where the

mujaheddin also captured huge quantity of arms and ammunition (PT).

23 Resistance sources in Peshawar report the mujaheddin destroyed 8 May three posts, six tanks and

trucks of the Kabul regime in Wazikhwa sub division, Paktia. They also killed 18 troops and cap-

tured a large number of others. The mujaheddin also captured four tanks and 400 light and heavy

arms and an oil depot (VOAPS).

29 Piles of uniforms, stocks of weapons and dozens of unopened boxes of land mines and ammunition

litter the Alikhel Afghan army garrison, abandoned in apparent panic two weeks ago (PT).

June
1 Two mujaheddin were killed and another seriously injured when they stepped over an anti- person-

nel land mine during mine clearing operation in Nari "Adam Khel, Paktia (MUM).

5 According to a Kabul Radio report, seven persons were killed in a mujaheddin attack in Khost,

Paktia. The'radio did not report the date of the incident, It has however reported that the muja-

heddin had used heavy arms (BBCPS).

6 The Soviet troops, withdrawn from Ghazni province to Kabul, have been sent to Paktika where they

were brought under cover of helicopters to Sharan, the provincial headquarters. The mujaheddin,

quoting the sources of commander Mohammad Ali Jalali of the Harkat- e-aigelab- e- Islami Afghanistan

(Mawlawi Mansur Group), said the helicopters, protecting the Soviet armored vehicles bombed sites

on the way to Mohammad Khel and other localities. Land forces also hit.targets in these areas. The

sources said that a tank and three armored cars of a fresh consignment of troops were destroyed in

mine blasts and their crew killed 30 May (PT)..

1 1 According to a Kabul radio report, continuing their withdrawal from Afghanistan, the Soviet

troops have left Gardez for the Soviet Union (RPDS).

14 Reports from Afghanistan say the mujaheddin have recently'blocked all routes leading to Khost,

Paktia. The Most area, including the airport, is constantly hit by the mujaheddin (RPDS).

1 5 The IUAM office1reported that about 200 Kacul'soldiers and 100 mujaheddin have been killed in

the battle of Jaji Maiden, Paktiadurìng the past one month. The report adds more than 1,000 mili-

tiamen and the miAD personnel havie been despatched for the reinforcement of Jaji Maiden (VOADS).

e The Ate has reported 40 civilians were killed 16 May as a result of mine blasts planted by the

Soviets in Jaji, Paktia. The mines are said to have been planted while the Soviets were evacuating

Alikhel. (WADS).

177. children were killed and four seriously injured 16 June in a bomb blast near Khost, Pak. -

tia (RA).
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2()According.to Harkat-e- Engelab -e- Islami the mujaheddin have tightened since 10 June their siege

around Khost. The mujaheddin have also intensified their attacks on Khost airport and city on the

posts belonging to the security belt. In their attack last week on the militia posts in Gurbat,

the mujaheddin killed seven soldiers and militiamen and injured a number of others (VOAPS).

* The Hezb -e- Islami (Hekmatyar) says the mujaheddin hit 15 June the Khost airport. In the attack

a transport plane was destroyed and the airport was mostly damaged (VOAPS).

25Hezb-e-Islami (Khales) says the mujaheddin attacked 18 June with heavy arms oommunists cen-

ters in Khost, Paktia, and destroyed five residential houses belonging to members of the Communist

Party (VOADS).

26 Western diplomats in Islamabad say the mujaheddin have shot down a transport plane near Lost,

Paktia. At least 30 persons on board were killed (BBCFS).

28 The NIF says the mujaheddin launched 24 June a rocket. attack on the Khost airport, Paktia, kil-

ling 14 Kabul soldiers and wounding'two others (VOADS).

* The Afghan mujaheddin have shot down an army plane killing about 340 (stet) Kabul regime soldiers

Paktia province, reports VOA (MIM).

29 A mújaheddin news agency says the mujaheddin shot down 21 June a Soviet transport plane near
Khoet and the pilot of the aircraft alongwith seven soldiers and officers as well as all the 'per
sons on board were killed (VOAPS).

PaktÏka,May
i4, The NSF says tSoviet forces in an attack on two mujaheddin groups 27 Aprp. in the center of

Paktika province killed two coninanders and 13 Mujaheddin (VOAPS).
'

. 26 According to Hezb- e- Islami, as a result of a mujaheddin attack 18 Mayon Wazi, Paktika,45 g0E-
arnmant soldiers

were killed, 300 injured and 200 other joined the mujaheddin. The mujaheddin also

captured 300 pieces of arms (VOAPS).

Parwan, Aprii
i1The Hezb -e- Islami (Hekmatyar) ,reports the mujaheddin captured lÓApril the Siagerd village in the

Ghorband sub district Parwan. The report says the Kabul regime forces which had capte to the area to

break thé mujaheddin siege of. the village:had to aàandon'their efforts due to stiff mujaheddin

resistance. TheHezb says the mujaheddin also shot down a coenmtuiist,jet aircraft in Ghorband

(VOAPS)4.

1 may.The Afghan Information and Documentation Center reports that the Soviet forces have withdrawn

from Astana, Panjsher valley (VOAPS).

* TheHezb- e- Islami reports from Parwan that the mujaheddin attacked the center of Shakardara,

Parwan 27 April, during which they killed eight soldiers and injured six others (VOAPS).

3 The Afghan mujaheddin have shot down a SU -25 Soviet aircraft near Soviet'airbase of Bagram

during their attacks carried out in Afghanistan on the occasion of 110th anniversary Of the so-

Called communist revolution (MIM).

1tß1be Afghan mujaheddin conducted an attack in Gujekhen, Parwan, I tfly where they captured: tWO

posts (PT).
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#11 Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin recently launched attacks on several Soviatt

convoys in Parwan. one attack they demolished two armored vehicles: They have _also attacked a

caravan 3 May near Pul- e- Matak. In another attack, a Soviet photographer was killed in the Salang

pass and another Soviet reporter was seriously injured ( VOADS).

* A Jamiat- e- islami
Afghanistan source says the mujaheddin raided a meeting 27 April held in Gut,

bahar Textile Mills as a result of which they killed several communist officials*. The report adds
that Soviet -Kabul forces also

came under the mujaheddin attack in Gulbahar4Textile Mills. A number
of houses were demolished and communist soldiers were killed (VOADS).

14 The Helnnatyar Hezb- é- Islami office says the Shafaq Pront mujaheddin, led by Fangineer Tariq in
an attack in Taza Qan, Parwan, on a Kabul regime military post, captured alive one officer, one
member of the KHAD and nine soldiers and 11 Klanshinkovs ( VOAPS)..

18 The Jamiat- e- Islami Afghanistan says its mujaheddin
in an attack 3 May a Kabul regime secu-

rity poet near the Haghram airport destroyed
the post itself and killed seven soldiers and cap-

tured 53 others alive ( VOAPS).

19 Afghan mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say," recently 2Q0government soldiers joined the mujahed-

din In Pubat,. Parwan. (VOADS).

21 The resistance sources in Peshawar ,say the mujaheddin in their' attack in Panjshir 15 May =Kab-

ul regime Brigade No.64, the KHAD center and seven military pieta,. killed 60 soldiers and captured
another 42. They also captured two tanks, two armored vehicles, five trucks, five cannons and 400.

kalaeninkovs and other war supplies ( VOAPS).

112,A,Jimiat-e-Islami source has claimed the mujaheddin have captured theTambani garrison, in the

Panjsiher valley. The base is located 45 kilometers inside the southern. entrance of the valley

( VOADS).

27 The A.fghan.mujaheddin have launched -a campaign to push Soviet and Afghan forces out of the

Paujshir valley. Afghan deserters had told :a local mujaheddin èoemander, Mahmud Khan that, 5,000

Soviet troops still in the valley were plannïng'to withdraw in the middle of June, but 5,000 ñabul

government troops will still remain there_(PT)..

30The:antjahedcLin commanders say the Soviet- Kabul .troops evacuated two big bases in the southern

i'Ertrance of Panjshir pass, 26 May. With the withdrawal. of the Communist troops from those bases

the Panjsuir pass has now tota'ly been .cleared of cowflunists (VCAPS).

Ju11è
2 According to the Hekmatyar Hezb,- e- lsiami, the emjahedditn' attacked last week a Soviet military

Convoy moving towards Soviet Union from Jabal4bs -Seraj 1 ,:southern Salang as a result of Which ten

trucks. and tanks were demolished and scores of Sovdlat..trocapa killed and injured ( VOADS).

a. Helo átyarts Hezb- e- Islami says the njahe4din targeted 20-25 May, .16 c* tunist regime posts in

the center of Parwan and other areas in that provilce. In the operations, scores of troops were

killed or injured and more than 100 captured by the cnujahec (ygñPB.). ,

* -A Hezb -ó- Talami report says six Kabul regime ,poste .iá the Begram. airports Fawn! í'e31 21 Icy

to theinujaheddin. The commander of these posts had be bean hieieif a viinJabedihut,later he had joipei

-tha._rattse. He has however now again joined the aujaheidin (. j.
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3 Western defense analysts say following the Soviet-Kabul troops Withdrawal from the Panjshir

valley the mujaheddin will now concentrate their attention on other positions inclUdingtha Sala%
ighway, reports VOA (PT).

The Afghan mujaheddin have captured four security posts near Charikar, center of Parwan province
and Kabul troops surrendered to the mujaheddin without resistance (PT).

7 The mujaheddin have liberated Baghram area in Parwan province of Afghanistan from the Soviet,
Kabul troops, reports Radii:, Teheran (MLR).

117AcCording to Afghan News Agency (ANA), Commander Farid of Hezb-e-Islami is quoted to have said
in his message reaching the mujaheddin office 15 June that the operative groups under his command
launcluid attacks 9 June against the military fortifications of the Kabul regime around Gulbahar
Textile Mills and conquered security post (FT).

18 The Jamiat-e-Islami reports that in their attacks 23 May - 2 June on Bagram, Parwan, the muja,
heddin demolished all the posts of the sub division. In the 10 day long operation, 20 Kabul sol-
diers were killed and 30 injured. The mujaheddin have captured

a huge quantity of arms and equip-
ment.and now they have sieged the Bagram sub-division (VOAPS).

23The ItIAM says in their joint operation, the mujaheddin belonging to all the organizations, Sta-
cked last week the security belt of Bayern which also serves a security base for the Kabul city.
In the attack, the mujaheddin captured 15 Kandl soldiers. Two Kabul regime officers were killed,
five posts demolished, and 24 troops with their arms and ammunition joined the mujaheddin(VOAPS).

27 In an armed clashes between the extremist gropPs
seven of them were killed in Parwan (RA).

29 The Afghan mujaheddin say in a big explosion recently in Soviet base at Bagram, Parwan, 10
planes were damaged and an arms depot was destroyed (RPDS).

SaMarigailoviay
The Afghan Information and Documentation Ctnter reports that the mujaheddin have destroyed

two enemy posts in Dara-e-Soof, Samangan. In the operations of the pòsts, 12 Kabul regime soldiers

were killed and 26 captured. Six mujaheddin were injured (VOAPS)..

115.The mujaheddin sources report from Samangan that Soviet forces have recently evacuated five
posts. The posts have been taken over by the Kabul regime forces. These posts are protecting the
highway between Samangan and Soviet border. (VOAPS).

.41. Mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin blew up 4 May a gasoline pipeline in the

Rabatak Pass. For several days oil was gushing out from, the pipeline (VOAPS).

June
18 The NIF office says the mujaheddin attacked 25 May the Kabul regime militiamen in Chinzail

Samangan, who had come there for search. In the combat, 18 militiamen were killed and the mujahed-

din captured 26 pieces of arms from the militiamen (VOAPS),

25AccOrding to a report of the Afghan 'resistance sources; the mujaheddin 'attacked 'recently the
Aibak and Hazrat Sultan towns in Samangan déstrbying two cOmmnniat-pOsts' (MPDS).

Takhart April
AiThe Afghan- mujaheddin have shot down two aircraft of the Kabul regime while bombing their.posi7
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tions in Takhar province, VIRA reported (PT).

26 The NIF.says a mobile mujaheddin unit destroyed 13 April four Kabul regime tanks and a truck

with their crew in Eshkamesh, Takhár. The mujaheddin also killed eight communist soldiers during

their operation ( VOAPS).

May
5 The mujaheddin sources in Peshawar say that the Harkat- e=Engelab-e- Islami mujaheddin marred

Via celebration held in the center of Takhar province by the communists on the occasion of the

' anniversary of the 1978 coup. During the mujaheddin attack 23 communists were killed or injured.

On the same day, in, the Qalbar of Takhar the mujaheddin demolished two communist tanks (VOAPS).

* Afghan resistance sources in- Peshawar say the mujaheddin destroyed a communist base 27 April

in Sara-e-Akbar near the center of Takhar province during which eight communists were killed or

injured (VOAPS).

1rEight mujaheddin were killed and six others injured during an operation in the Dasht-e'-Qila

district in Takhar province bordering the Soviet Union in which the resistance claimed to have

captured 15 military posts (KIM).

o Resistance sources in Peshawar say the mujaheddin have captured the Dasht -e-Qala sues- division

in Takhar. The sources say, the mujaheddin occupied 25 posts in the area and captured alive 150

soldiers and officers during their operation. They have also been staging heavy offensives

against the Yangi Qala and Shahr -e- Buzurg sub- divisions (VOADS).

11A Jamiat-e- Islami Afghanistan source says the mujaheddin, belonging to Hezb -e. Islami, Ittehad-

,s- Islami and Jamìat-e-Islami, attacked militia posts in Khawaja Ghar, Takhar, killing 13 soldiers

and 55 of them defected with their arms to the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

20 According to a report by Hezb- e- Islami, the mujaheddin launched operations 11 April -6 May on

government security posts in Qulabad, Omarkhel and Qelsat in Takhar province. All the posts were-a

destroyed and 80 militiamen were killed and 30 injured. Four mujaheddin were also killed in these

operations ( VOAPS).

* The Rezb- e- Islami reports, in their attacks 9 May on the Yangi Qala sub division,Takhar, with

heavy weapons, the mujaheddin demolished 12 Russian tanks and burnt an arms depot. Twenty five

communist soldiers and two mujaheddin were killed and the mujaheddin liberated a vast area as a

result of these operations ( VOAPS).

June
9 According to the office of Jamiat -e- Islami, in an attack May on a post in Khwaja Ghar, Takhar,

the mujaheddin seized 22 items of arms. Another report says the troops of a post in Khwaja Ghar

alongwith 23 items -of arms joined 8 May the mujaheddin. The commander of Zard Kamar posts alongwith

23 pieces of arms also joined 13 May the mujaheddin ( VOAPS).

*. A source bf Jamiat-e- Islami has said, in an attack 25 May on the Sainad posts in Khwaja Ghar,

Takhar,the mujaheddin killed or injured 7Q militiamen, captured 28 others and seized 56 items of

arms-(VOAPS).

The NIF says the mujaheddin demolished 2 June a number of posts in Takhar province and 25 troops

joined the mujaheddin. The report adds the major portion of Khwaja Ghar sub division is now under
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the mujaheddin ccnaLiol (VOAPS).

Uruzgan, May
The, office of the Harkat-e- Islami Afghanistan in Quetta reports its mujaheddin took under fire

15 April the center of Dehraud sub division,. Uruzgan, with heavy weapons as a result of which.the

posts were demolished and 25 militiamen killed. Five mujaheddin were also killed in the operation

(VOADS).

Wardak May
1111 The Hekanatyar Hezb- e'Islami says the mujaheddin in Maidan Shahr, Wardak, in an attack on commui-

nist` offices 27 April killed six communists and burned some weapons. Also the report says Kabul

forces were evacuated by helicopters 22 April from Sangi, Wardak (VOADS). . .

26 Diplomatic reports from Pakistan say the mujaheddin have captured the Sayyedabad sub division
of the Wardak province 72 kilometers west of Kabul.. Sáyyedabad is located on an important startegic
route (VOAPS).

.

June
8 The Afghan mujaheddin sources in Pakistan say the mujaheddin have sieged,Wardak sub division

and fighting continues to capture the cantonement'evacuated by the Soviet troops (RPDS).

27 The Afghan mujaheddin news agency says the,mujaheddin have captured Maiden, the capitalof War-

dak and since 26 June they are in control of the center. The Pravda has, however, writteq thedn

mujaheddin were defeated in their attempt within 24 hours by Kabul forces' (VOADS).,

28 The Harakat- e- Engelab --e- Islami office says the mujaheddin began their operation 26 June in Mai -

dan city, the capital of Wardak and.captured the city. It is said the governor of the province,

General Zareef was also killed in the battle. Twenty nine posts have also been eliminated. Ten

mujaheddin were killed and four others injured (VOAPS).
.

30 A commander of the Ittehad-e- Islami Afghanistan reported 28 June from Wardak that Maidan Shahr

is still under the mujaheddin control. He refuted the Kabul government claim that the city was

reoccupied. The report says 23 Kabul regime posts have been destroyed in the mujaheddin operation

(VOADS)."

s
April

The Harkat-e-Engelab-e- Islami Afghanistan office says a Soviet helicopter, carrying dead or

injured Soviet soldiers from a battlefield, has crashed in the Sheikhák village of Zabul province

(VOAPS).

116 The Harkat- e- Islami Afghanistan reports the mujaheddin subjected to their attack the Abghar.
.sub- division, in Zabul 29 March- lApril as a result of which houses belonging to communist.perso-
nnel were set. ablaze. The reports reaching until 11 April say the sub -division was still under
the mujaheddin seige (COEDS).

119 The mujaheddin in Shinki District, Zabul, captured
the Darwazagi Garrison after Several :delft

of fighting 16 April, says a report from Zabul province (PT).

2 An IUAM spokesman, in Peshawar
has said that the mujaheddin have captured the Atghal sub -diii-
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Sion in Zabul (VOGDS).

26Western diplomats in Kabul say Soviet troops have been withdrawn from Qalat, Zabul, and the

troops are now preparing to also withdraw from Shahjoy of that province ( VOAPS).

May
The Harakat- e- Fngelab- e- Islami office in Quetta reports the mujaheddin, in an attack on the

security posts in Janda, Zabul, 19 April killed eight government soldiers and injured another

three ( VOAPS).

9 The Harkat- e- Brigelab- e= lslami Afghanistan office in Quetta says the Zabul mujaheddin attacked

the Rabat -e-Tazi 30 April and by 3 May they captured an important post belonging to the base. The

mujaheddin have captured 50 guns and number of other military hardware ( VOAPS).

1 3 The office the Harkat.e- Enq_elab -e- Islami Afghanistan in Quetta says'the mujaheddin conquered 8

May three Communist bases in Rabat- e -Tazi, Zabul. The report indicates that 50 government soldiers

and two officers defected to the mujaheddin and the mujaheddin took possession of military and

i,- inil.itary goods. The mujaheddin also set ablaze an oil depot. Three'mujaheddin were killed and

Seven injured in the operation. According to another report, four soldiers killed the political

head of the base and they themselves surrendered to the mujaheddin ( VOADS).

15: The
Afghan mujaheddin have captured á portion of Kabul- Kandahar Highway,reports VOA. The Radio

said the mujaheddin have also destroyed a Kabul regime check -post on a hill in Rabatazai town of

Zabul province. The mujaheddin claim that traffic on 125 kilometres road is blocked (PT).

24Mujaheddin sources in Quetta say recently 200 Kabul regime soldiers fled away from their posts

in Zabul (RPDS). .

* The office of the Harkat- e- Engelab -e- Islami in Quetta says that the mujaheddin captured 15 May

the Rabat- e.Tazi base in Zabul. The base was under attack for the last two weeks.The mujaheddin

have captured 415 soldiers and officers from the base and killed another 85. They also collected

large amounts. of anus and supplies ( VOAPS).

June
2 The Afghanistan resistance sources say -the mujaheddin have recently

sieged Qalat, the center of

Zabul and have subjected the military centers and depots to fire (VOADS).

* With the mujaheddin ground to ground rocket fire 31 May, in the suburbs of Zabul province eight

.residential buildings were demolished (RA).

3 The Afghanistan resistance sources say the mujaheddin shot down 30 May a Soviet transport hell-

copter in Qalat airport, Zabel ( VOADS).

The mujaheddin sources in Quetta say à number of Kabul troops, with four armored personnel

carriers defected 31 May to the mujaheddin in Zabul ( VOADS).

3 Hezb- e- Talami (Hekmatyar) says the mujaheddin of all the organizations have started joint ,atte-

cks onQalat, the center of Zabul province and have shot down a helicopter.(VOAPS).

* Resistance sources in Quetta say, despite their intensive bombardments and indiscriminate.arti-

Very shellings, communist forces have not been able to drive the mujaheddin from Kandahar- Herat

highway. The sources add the mujaheddin destroyed i June three tanks and three armo..ed vehicles,
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with their crewmeninShahjoay), Zabul. In the operation, 32 Kabul soldiers joined the mujaheddin

( VOAPS).

i3 The NLF reported the mujaheddin attacked k-9 June communist forces planning to enter Zabul pro-

vince. Ten trucks with all the persons on board were destroyed'and eight soldiers with their arms,

joined the mujaheddin (VOADS).

1111 The Afghan mujaheddin sources in Pakistan say the mujaheddin have captured 17 June Kalat, the

capital of'Zabul province. However Kabul regime officials say the mujaheddin attack has been re,

pulsed (BBCFS).

20 The Afghanistan resistance sources say the mujaheddin have succeeded in capturing the city of

Safe, Zabul. In the combat,. 22 Kabul troops were killed and 14 others captured by the mujaheddin

(RPDS).

* The Kabul government forces say they have defeated the mujaheddin forces in Zabul. According to

a Bakhtar report Kabul forces have killed 25 mujaheddin and demolished their arms depots (BBCFS).

21 The Afghan mujaheddin in Pakistan say they have come out of Kalat city, the center of Zabul

province. The mujaheddin have said they could nbt 'capture' the Balehissar."The source 'said the mujar

heddin came out of Kalat by 2-3 kilometers '( VOADS).

24 According to-AFP, fierce battle has taken place between the mujaheddin-and the Kabul regime.

forces in Kalat, Zabul, and the civilian people have also joined the fighting. Following the occis -+

pation of the city, the mujaheddin have retreated from the city at the request of the local people

and the city is virtually with no inhabitants (RPDS)..

25 TASS said 25 June two Frenchmen were killed during a clash between Afghan government troops

and the guerrillas in Zabul province, reports BBC (MIM).

28 Garanai, a commander of the Hezb-e- Islami has said in- Quetta that after 43 days fierce -battle,

the mujaheddin captured the Safa city, Zabul. The city fell when the commander of militia force was

hit with a missile and his men fled away ( VOAPS).
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